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ABSTRACT.
This thesis presents a detailed examination of the linguistic style and
vocabulary found in the two famous Russian satirical novels, 'Twelve Chairs'
(1928) and 'The Golden Calf' (1931), the work of well-known Soviet writers ll'ya
111(1897-1937) and Evgeny Petrov (1902-1942). The introductory chapter covers
background material: biographical summaries of the authors, a note on their
unusual collaboration, and remarks on the political and social milieu pertinent
to the authors' lives and work. The bulk of the thesis is contained in three
chapters of detailed analysis: the first examines the lexical content of the novels
(both the changes in post-revolutionary Russian language usage and the authors'
original linguistic contributions); the second chapter covers the use of stylistic
devices in the novels (for example, parody, metaphor, puns, etc.); and the third
chapter discusses the particular use of incongruous linguistic juxtapositions. A
short conclusion summarizes the findings from the linguistic analysis and
indicates the seminal importance of these two novels in the development of
satirical writing in the Soviet Union.
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FOREWORD.
In Russia, Il'f and Petrov are much-loved writers of humour and satire.
From the 1920's to the present day, their funny and entertaining novels and
satirical stories have brought much joy and laughter to the Russian people, and
their appeal is universal, from plumbers to party chiefs. Although Il'f and
Petrov wrote numerous excellent short stories and satirical feuilletons, they are
fondly
most
remembered for their two novels 'Twelve Chairs ' (1928) and 'The
Golden Calf' (1931).
'Twelve Chairs' was an instant success with the public from the moment
it appeared, although official response was mixed. By popular demand, the
authors resurrected their murdered hero Ostap Bender so that he could feature
again in 'The Golden Calf'. The two novels and especially their language
immediately became public property. Words and expressions (especially those of
Bender) were memorized and quoted so frequently that they became part of
everyday Russian.
The two novels contain a wealth of linguistic devices used for comic effect.
They are veritable labyrinths of word-play and word-association,
with a narrative
that is highly satirical, picaresque and very topical. The reading public loved the
books. According to a reader survey conducted by <<J_lT4TepaTyPHa3i ra3eTa>> in
1968, Il'f and Petrov were named the third favourite Soviet authors for the
period 1920-1950 (behind Sholokhov and Tolstoy)l and Russia's best-loved
writers of comedy. Although it has been suggested that the novels' popularity
has somewhat diminished in recent years, ' Il'f and Petrov still remain firm
favourites with the Soviet reading public.
Il'f and Petrov's popularity is not restricted to Russia alone. Their novels
have been translated into over one hundred languages and are known to
millions of readers all over the world. However, the novels are best appreciated
in the original Russian. The authors' language (like that of Gogol), does not lend
itself easily to translation.
Inevitably much of their style (especially such devices
as assonance, alliteration, ellipsis and word-play) is lost or partially destroyed in
the process of translation.
Il'f and Petrov's intelligence and mastery of language shine through
every
page of their work. Although the novels are highly entertaining, the authors
'According to the survey, Sholokhov came first; A. N. Tolstoy
second; ll'f and Petrov third;
followed by Ostrovsky, Fadeev, Paustovsky, Babel, Mayakovsky, Bulgakov
and Gorky (tenth).
Cited by M. Dewhirst, 'Soviet Russian Literature and Literary Policy,, in The
Soviet Union since
the Fall of Khrushchcv, edited by A. Brown and M. Kaser,
second edition, (Macmillan Press,
1978), 188.
'A. A. KypmomoB,

B KpaI-0 HOII.YFaTIIILIX 1,14TIOTOB.KHT11"d
OC)T,1,7Lpe TI EeTPOBe,
Libre, Paris, 1983), 274.

(La Press
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demand much from the reader - they expect him to see the joke, make the
connection, or catch the allusion. III and Petrov are never condescending to the
On
the contrary, they expect him to perceive and enjoy not only the
reader.
obvious linguistic tricks but also the cleverly hidden and more subtle word-plays.
This is perhaps the ultimate reward for reading their novels.
This thesis analyses the novels' language in depth. The introductory
chapter is a background discussion that puts the authors' creative use of language
in a historical context. This chapter contains a biographical summary of the
authors' lives and comments on their unique and highly successful
both
impact
It
their
the
the
of
on
authors'
work
collaboration.
also examines
Odessa background and the social and political climate of the 1920's.
The main part of the dissertation consists of three chapters that present a
detailed analysis of ll'f and Petrov's language in 'Twelve Chairs' and 'The
Golden Calf'. Their language is examined according to the following criteria: 1)
lexicology - the choice of vocabulary and terminology used in the novels; 2) style
designed
devices
into
to
this
achieve
organization
of
stylistic
vocabulary
humorous and satirical effects; and 3) incongruity - the main source of comedy in
the novels.

The style and language of an author are naturally associatedwith the
epoch in which he writes. His work is as much a reflection of his times as a
manifestation of his own individuality. It is therefore important to consider the
main directions in which the Russian language developed under the influence
(1917in
immediate
trends
the
post-revolutionary period
of social and political
1930). Although it is beyond the scope of this dissertation to review in detail the
social and political environment, but we can examine the extent to which III
and Petrov's novels reflect the contemporary linguistic medium and how
directions
in the Russian
the
to
successfully
authors managed exploit new
language. In addition, Chapter One discussesIII and Petrov's original
contributions to the language - their own neologisms and their parodies of
cliches and official Sovietisms.
Chapter Two examines III and Petrov's exploitation of stylistic elements
in the language. The sometimes startling comic effects are achieved not through
the predominant use of one particular stylistic feature, but rather by the
deployment of a wide variety of linguistic devices. III and Petrov found the
skaz style too limiting, and they wanted to incorporate a wide range of linguistic
styles in their work. In 'Twelve Chairs' and 'The Golden Calf', there is no
'distance' between the authors and their words; they do not disguise their own
style by using an invented narrator who supposedly speaks the language of the
street (a typical skaz device, exemplified by Zoshchenko).
Some writers of the first post-revolutionary decade, in search of new
means of expression, turned away from or challenged the Russian literary
tradition. By contrast, Il'f and Petrov deliberately extracted and extended stylistic
features from the classical tradition that best suited their
purpose.
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The use of incongruities in the languge of the two novels calls for a
separate chapter. Chapter Three therefore presents a mixture of lexical and
stylistic elements examined from the viewpoint of distortion and linguistic
Hidden references, multiple meanings, the reinterpretation
of
manipulation.
familiar words and phrases, the unusual blend of heteroger pus lexical
components and linguistic registers, unexpected shifts in psychological planes of
thought, comic contrasts and contradictions, the world of the grotesque - such
linguistic devices are the essence of ll'f and Petrov's art.
lists the primary and secondary sources. From the list of
The bibliography
dictionaries, the definitions used in the text are selected on the basis of accuracy
and appropriateness for each case.
In the footnotes, the volume number of periodicals
or collected works is
by the page number in plain
indicated
in bold type, and is always followed
from the novels are taken from the 1984 edition of 'Twelve
Quotations
typeface.
house).
Chairs'and
'The Golden Calf' (<<KMPF1)ICTaH>> publishing

In these novels, almost every word is significant and each phrase is
from
the
is
There
to
temptation
quote extensively
saturated with meaning.
a
books, and it is sometimes difficult to select appropriate quotations from the
wealth of available material.

Concepts such as 'satire', 'irony' and 'comedy' occur frequently
throughout the linguistic analysis, and their meanings will be assumed - it is
detail.
This
is
in
this
thesis
to
the
a
such
concepts
outside
scope of
analyse
dissertation on language, and it is not intended to be a literary discussion of the
impinges
language
inevitably
Nevertheless,
on
author's
novels.
any study of an
the literary aspect. As far as language is concerned the novels will be treated as a
device
linguistic
however,
if
appears more
single entity;
one particular
frequently in one novel than the other, this will be indicated in the text.
It is hoped that this study will fill a gap that still exists in the knowledge of
Il'f and Petrov's language, and will contribute to a more thorough
linguistic
the
artistry of these marvellous
understanding and appreciation of
satirists.
On the frontispiece, the first quotation is taken from IlTs 'Notebooks"
by
Galanov.
by
Petrov
4 The cartoon was
is
the
quoted
second
statement
and
a
drawn by the famous Soviet charicaturist B. Efimov, a good friend of III and
Petrov. '

3M. 14ZbCp, 3al7lf CHLie
KHTI. >I.KTI, CW, 5.

4B. FazaHOB, 14JILCPTf l7eTPOB (MOCKi3a, 1961), 292.
55. EcpT4MOB, MHe

XO'IeTCRPaCCKa3aTL

(COBeTMliý

XYUO)KHVK,

MOCKBa,

1970), 83.
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0. INTRODUCTION.
0.1. BIOGRAPHICAL

OUTLINE.

ll'ya ll'f was born on 16th October, 1897 in Odessa. His real name was ll'ya
Arnol'dovich Fainzil'berg - the pseudonym ll'f is a combination of the first two
letters of his first name and his surname's initial. III was one of four brothers.
His father was a bank employee, and the family was very poor. III's own
6eZHOý4
B
prediction was: <<BcepaBHO iipo meHA HarlDILLIYT- OH POEýMJICA
6
ýý.
eBpeýICKOý4cembe
After graduation from technical college in 1913,111 held a wide variety of
jobs, including work in a drafting bureau, a telephone station, and an aircraft
factory. He was variously employed as an electrician, a statistician and as an
accountant. According to his contemporary and friend Galanov, ll'f considered
himself a poor accountant and claimed that <<riociie rIOZIBeaeHmA 6a; iaHca
7
riepeBecmiia JIMTepaTYPHaA, a He 6yxi-aJITePCKaA zeATe; ibHOCTb>>.
IlTs first literary works were poems published under a feminine penhappened
he
humorous
in
journal
C
to
the
also
14
HzeTMK0H
of
name
which
>>,
<<
be an editor. He was employed by the Odessa newspaper <<MOP31K>>,which was
6o;
described
BpeMA
by
long
Paustovsky
in
his
ii, =4x
so well
story <<
oýKm,zjaHMýi>>.The sixty employees of this paper were paid for their work in
tobacco, cereals and salted fish (Kamca). This was not an infrequent method of
payment in times of hardship during the early post-revolutionary years!
Although III found employment in the literary world, he produced very little
original work outside his job, and he was unable to publish in official periodicals
because, as Slavin recalls:
To,

'ITO

OH rimcan,

pezaKTOPM

61mo

C 14CIIYFOM

PYKOnmceýi.

EýO TOFO HeTpauMLL140HHO,
OTuiaTbIBajimcb

-ITO

OT ero

l

He was a member of the Odessa Poets' Union and belonged to a group of
writers known as the 'Poets' Collective'. This group also contained
contemporary authors such as Olesha, Slavin and the already quite well-known
Valentin Kataev. Kataev had a younger brother whom he used for moral
support at interviews with overbearing literary editors. <<ýKeHbKa,i4z[em 13
6E. FIeTF>OB,
by
B.
3eMCKOB,
VImcp>,,
Ypau, No. 2,1961,143.
zipyr
an
edited
article
<<Moýi
7FaiiaHO13, Op. Cit., 12.
'According to Galanov (op. cit., 20), 111once received two buckets
of wine (instead of money) which
he carefully carried home, afraid to spill their contents. Cf. Bulgakov
was paid in boxes of
matches, as he described in his 27LABOZA4a.
9JI. CiiaBMH,
apyrue
,

q
<<, 3Haji

CO'IUHeHTfA

H, 3BHue BpemeHa:
zx>>, in F. MYH6MIT,
PaCCKa3LI
(COBeTCK9ý1 riv-caTein,
IVIOCKBa, 1983), 41.

0 IITfCaTeJYJTX Tf
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Kataev
his
distressed
to
pezaKU T4
1-0!
say
would
sibling,
who
with this
was
>>idea." This younger brother was none other than Evgeny Petrov, IlTs future
partner. (To avoid confusion with his well-known brother, Petrov chose his
pseudonym by abbreviating his patronymic).
Petrov, who was IlTs junior by five years, was born in Odessaon 30
November 1902.11As both authors later pointed out in their light-hearted joint
autobiography:
TaKT4M

o6pa3OM,yýKe c

Ha,iaJI

BeCTM

ZBOýiHYIO

aBTOP
OZHa

B03paCTa
mjiazIeH-ieCKOFO
5 TO
KaK
ýKZ3HL.
BpemA,

B
6apaXTajiaCb
iiej-ieHKax, Eýpyroýl
aBTOpa
Ha
61ijio
T4
OHa
iinl4iia iepe3 3a6op
y)Ke
iiieCTb iieT
12
PBaTb
czpeHb.
Kiiaa6zi. ue, 'ITo6m
rIOJIOBT4Ha

Petrov's father was a school teacher, whose early death left the family
for
by
the
Petrov
tickets
The
tried
to
selling
earn money
penniless.
young
literary evenings given by Kataev, Bagritsky and Olesha. After his graduation
from a classical gymnasium in 1920,he worked for six months as a regional
correspondent with the Ukrainian Telegraphic Agency and then spent nearly
three years as an inspector for a criminal investigation department in a small
town near Odessa.
Both young men were witnesses to the political and social upheaval of the
hardships
described
III,
in
his
Petrov,
1917-1920.
the
of that
article about
years
he
himself
had
in
to work as a staff
the
period as well as
environment
which
member of the local criminal investigation department:
BOýIHY, MHo)KeCTBO
BOýiHy, i-paxzaHCKYI-O
A riepe)Kiul
riepeBOPOTOB, rojiozý. A riepeCTYrian iepe3 TPYrIbI
ymepLu;

4x OT rojiozta

rio rioBoay

ceMHaauaTI4

jii-ozeýi

14 rIP0143BOZ14JI

R03HaHMA

y6mýICTB. A Beii cjieZICTBMR,

T.

6bino.
)Iejia iujim cpa3y
K. cjieZjOBaTejieýi cyýje6HMX He
6Eijio
KozIeKCOB
m CYZIMMI IIPOCTO B TPm6yHaji.
He
13
<<DimeHempeBOJII-OLLT4M...
>>.

101-aiiaHOB,
op. cit., 21.
"In the literature, however, his date of birth is given as January 1903. However, according to
documentsin the Odessaarchives,Petrov was born on 30 November 1902but baptized on 30January
1903.
12A. Byjimc, H. 14jyLrpii E. 17eTPOB. O'IePK TBOPtieCTBa,(XYZ[o)KeCTBeHHaq
JIVTepaTYpa,
MOCKBa, 1960), 21-22.
13E. FIeTPOB,

Mjibqý>>jn
<<FIjiaH KH14rT4 <<Moýi apyr
B 2IB7X TOMaX (rocyziaPCTE3eHHoe
i43ziaTeZbCTBO
MOCKBa, 1959), 469.

COBeTCKi-fe

micaTeiYu.,

xyzio)KeCTBeHH09

aBTo6fforpacp;

JIMTepaTYpbl,

fjf
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In 1923 Petrov moved to Moscow where in 1924 he published his first
Ye3Z>>in the literary supplement of the newspaper
story entitled <<,
<<HaKaHyHe>>.
Of moved to Moscow later in 1923, apparently unaware of Petrov's
presence in the capital city. "' Both authors frequently published humo0rous and
satirical stories in the journal <<KpaCHLIýlriepeu>>. They eventually met in 1925
through Kataev, who worked alongside Il'f in the editorial office of <<FyUOK >>,
the newspaper of the railwaymen's union. Petrov was demobilized from the
army in 1926 and joined the staff of <<FYZIOK >>,and it is from this time that their
friendship developed and led to their decade-long professional collaboration.
Among the numerous satirical journals that were features of Soviet
literary life in the 1920's, <<Fy ý10K >>was outstanding; although officially only a
union newspaper, it covered a wide range of topics. The list of contributors is
impressive; it includes Zoshchenko, Olesha (publishing under the pen name of
3y6xiio),
Valentin Kataev (under the pen names CTaPMK Co6aK14H and OZ14Bep
TB14CT) and M. Bulgakov (under the pen names F. 1-1.YXOB and Emma B. ).
Paustovsky and Mayakovsky also wrote articles for the paper. Many of these
authors originated from Odessa, having been drawn to Moscow by the prospect
of literary work and the promise of fame. Belinkov, in his book on Yu. Olesha,
offered the following summary of this crucial period of Russian literary life:
)JeJIO

B TOM,

HTO IIOHTM

Bce

iii4caTeiim

ripocjiaDjieHHEJMZ
Oziecui. OHM rIOT3THYJ1MCb
rIOTOMY

HTO MOCKBa

Haci4)KeHHbIX
HORBMnaci,

meCT
peZýKaR

YCTP014TI>CA
14 POCKOLUHa3i
110TOMY

CTaBLLIme

B

riocjie2jCTBMM

B <Jy21OK>> 143
ZIPYT 3a ZýPYFOM B MOCKBY,
ripi461AJIT4

Kpy)KT4jia
TPOHyjiaCb

ro; ioBy,

1IOTOMY

HTO C

BC31 CTpaHa, HOTOMY

'ITO

B 9TT4 FOZ[bI B03MO)KHOCTb

61ino
Ozecce
Heiero
zeiiaTb
pa60TY, aB
aopeBOJ110UMOHHa3i
Ozecca riomepKiia,

Ha

HTO 9TO CTapa3i

,ieJ1OBeK
CTOJI14UY. 15

mojiozjoiý

J1T4TepaTyPHa31

143 riPOBT4HuT4m

ezeT

Tpaal4LLMA

-

rIOKOPATb

librarian.
III started working for <<FYTJOK
He
as
a
shared a tiny room
>>
with Oleshall, in a dormitory that was later described in 'Twelve Chairs, as
LUBapua>>.
BePTOJIi,,
These
aa
MOHaxa
rooms were so long and
<<o6nýe)KMTme
narrow that III and Petrov called them <<ri eHa ji bi >>- 'pencil-boxes'.

"However,

there are reasons to believe that III had heard of Petrov back in Odessa, before they
came to Moscow. Cf. with <)YeHR M3 YI-POHICKa, > in one of 1. IlTs earlier stories
<<Fajizcpe clDaHll
JloKLu>>, Russian Literary Triquarterly,
No. 14,1976.
15A. BejmHKOB,
"Olesha

wrote

10. Ozema:
about

<<BocriomVHaHT431

C4iaia

his friendship

if i-Ti6eZL
with

III

COBeTCK01"O

TfHTeujYe,-eHTa

in his two sketches

o6 M; ibqoe>>in C60,pHuK, 26-38.

(Madrid,

MjiibCPe>>
and
ý<06

1976), 59.
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When Petrov joined the paper, both he and III became writers for the
section of the paper entitled <<,,
ieTBePTaA nojioca>> - the 'Fourth Strip'. This
was the last page of the newspaper, where readers' letters and articles by

)
peripatetic correspondents (<<paftopbi
pa6o-iýie
KOppeCrIOHzieHTbI
were
>>Petrov collected anecdotes, composed epigrams and cartoon captions,
published.
while Il'f edited readers' letters and the factual but often long and
ungrammatical
articles from pa6KOPLI, turning them into witty short stories
The paper's editorial office provided a
and feuilletons suitable for publication.
for new
stimulating
and creative
environment - an ideal breeding-ground
ideas and original humour.
Galanov quotes the following titles of articles
produced by the members of ieTBePTaq riojioca: <<Be3zleine z1o yriaziy>>,
YKYCM
MePB
KameHb>>,
C
OTMbPIK0ý4>>,
<<,
- rIOPTýIT
<<CMbIHKa
<<CTaHLLT4A
HePB>>, <Jloe3ZýKa B eJIKT4-naJIKT4>><<0Beije xaMCTBO>>, <<M pii6a mo)KeT
17The
YTOHYTb>>, <<MCK0MI)04 3aALL>>,<<Mama, A roju)iM>> and <<HoFM BBepx! >>.
satirical spirit pervading the 'Fourth Strip' led to the erection of a huge notice
board with the title <<Corinm T4BOrIJIT4>>.On this board were exhibited
<<cjioBeCHi,ie Hecypa3HOCT14, i-a3eTHme iiAncyci)i, rajimmaTbA
6e3zaPHOCTeý4>>11 which the team of writers encountered in other newspapers
'Slips of the pen' found in still-unpublished
and periodicals.
manuscripts were
lampooned in a section incongruously entitled <<J_IMTepaTyPH0-My3bIKaJIbH0B0KaRbH0-xopeoFpacpi4,
ieCKT4'rI xezýep i4meHZ MapceJIA rlpyCTa>>. 19While
working for <<FY410K >>,III and Petrov not only accumulated a large amount of
anecdotal material with comic potential, but they also developed a sharply
satirical approach,

During this time, III and Petrov continued to write and publish
separately. IlTs articles appeared in the magazines <<)Kene3H0Zý0P0)KHT4K>>,
<<30
in
the
ZýHeý4>>,
newspaper <<Be"iePHAA
2)KpaH>>
and
<<Cmexa-i>>,.
<<COBeTCK14ý4
MOCKBa>>,while Petrov was publishing in <<KpaCHMý4riepeu>>, <<CmexaH>>and
KomcoMOJIbCKaA
both
They
ripaBaa>>.
a
wide
range
of
pseudonyms,
used
<<
individually and jointly, and a list of these is worth quoting in full because it
sheds light on the naming of characters in their two novels. Also, it shows the
considerable influence of Gogol (especially on Petrov):

illf

M. cPain6epr, M. Mcp,M.A., A. M.,

flcejiZIOH14MOB,

HemaJIOBa)KHb0l

Petrov co6aKeBT4H, MHOCTpaHeLLcDeZOPOB,E. rieTPOB14H, LUTU10B meu.IKe
III and Petrov -

cý. ToJICToeBCKT4ý4,T[OH-BY314jimo, KoriePH14K, A. CTapocojiicKmý4,

,lrajiaHOB, op. cit., 45.

"A. Dpjivx
<<OHZpa60Tajix
"Ibid.

B ra3eTe>>, 3Hawy, No. 8,1958,170.
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cýpaHK BaKeH-BapzoB,

XOJIOZIHb0f

JJBOý4HA.

AMKejiT4Ka20
qoi4jiococp,

In 1927 Il'f and Petrov were sent by <<FYZO K >>to the Crimea and the
Caucasus regions -a joint assignment that seems to have cemented their
According to Yanovskaya, it was during this trip that their talents as
partnership.
humourous writers began to mesh. " Their impressions of the trip became the
raw material for parts of 'Twelve Chairs'. Some chapters are set in Georgia, and
the book's hero Ostap Bender travels the same road as his creators.
III and Petrov started writing 'Twelve Chairs' at the end of August 1927,
after the theme was casually suggested to them by Kataev- It was finished in less
than five months -a remarkable achievement in view of the authors' other
during that time. They worked on the novel in their free time
responsibilities
outside official hours, often continuing into the small hours of the morning.
The novel presents a broad spectrum of Russian life during the NEP
period and the early years of socialist construction. It satirizes a wide crosssection of the new Soviet society. The novel was an instant hit with the reading
public, despite the fact that 'official' reviews (mostly hostile) did not emerge
until much later.

From 1927 onwards, <<TYaOK >>and other satirical journals came under
increasing pressure from censorship and government interference. Employee
numbers were cut back, and there was a much higher turn-over of editorial staff.
By November 1928, Il'f and Petrov were working together on the newly founded
satirical magazine <<Llya aK >>,whose editor and organizer was the famous satirist
Mikhail Kol'tsov. This magazine published works of Mayakovsky, D. Bedny, V.
Kataev, L. Nikulin, B. Levin, V. Ardov as well as the poems of the then
unknown A. Tvardovsky.
After 'Twelve Chairs', the authors' joint work included long stories
exploring the world of the grotesque, especially <<CBeT;iaR J1MHHOCTb>>
(published in July 1928 in <<OFOHeK>>),
M3
<<Heo6bIKHOBeHHb1eMCTOP1414
ýKT43HT4
ropozýa KoJ1OKajiaMCKa>>and <<1001aeHl> WIM HOBa3i Ll1exepe3aua>>.
The latter two stories were published in 1929 in <<ý-IyzýaK>>,under the pseudonym
of F. Tolstoyevsky.
In 1929 Il'f and Petrov started their second novel, which according to their
('The
autobiography, was supposed to be entitled <<BeJIMKT4ý4KOm6TAHaTOP>>
Great Scherner'), but was later renamed 'The Golden Calf'. This novel was also
written quickly, but required more effort than 'Twelve Chairs':
rlHcaTi,
iierKo

6mJ1O TPYZIHO... MH BuiomZHaiii4
0 TOM, KaK
ruicaJITACb <<12CTYJli>eB>>,M 3aBý1ZOBaz; 4

'Cf. Ostap'scomment
CBo6ollHbOl
<<A

XYZO: FHZK

11 XOZ0ZHbOl

(ZT495).
q3ý1ilocoqo>>

21TI. M. qHOBCKa3l, l7otieMY
BLI i7uLHeTe CA.
fe=1-10? 06 1,1.Pfjybcpe TI E. l7eTPOBe, UX Xff3HU
jfx i-omope (HaYKa, MOCKBa, 1969), 19.

9
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co6CTBeHHOýi
I'OJIOBe

He

M YrIOPHO.

MOZOZIOCTm.

6bino cio)KeTa.
22

Korzia
caz1mjimcb
EFO BLULYMbMajim

rimcaTb,

B

meýwieHHO

Nevertheless, the novel was completed within six months, despite a long
break causedby IlTs newly discovered interest in photography. The first
beginning in January
chapters appeared in serial form in the journal <<30ZtHeýi>>
1931,even though the authors were still working on the conclusion of the novel.
As in 'Twelve Chairs', IFf and Petrov sent Ostap to the places they themselves
had visited as journalists.23
In 1932 they planned a third novel entitled <<I-1ozjieLL>>.This never
but
because
the
more
authors' other commitments,
materialized, not so much
of
probably because of the harsher political climate of the 1930's. ll'f complained
'cult
during
hardships
the
the
the
of
of
years
about
of satirical writing
longer
like
Ostap
Bender
that
welcome
were no
personality', and said
characters
in literature. 24
In 1933 Il'f and Petrov went to Belomorkanal with a large group of Soviet
'rebut
the
they
to
praising
articles
contribute
writers,
apparently
refused
This
(<<nepeKOBKa>>)
the
canal
project.,,
of convicts working on
moulding'
literary
integrity.
honesty
indicative
is
their
and
personal
refusal
of
From 1932 to the first half of 1935,111 and Petrov turned out journalistic
prose and a large number of feu illetons that were published in <<T1paBza >>
22E.Petrov from his notes to the book Mori apyr TljyLcp, op. cit.
2'This was Petrov's first trip to the southern republics. III took his first major trip to Central Asia
in 1925 on assignment from <<FYZO K >>,and this left a deep impression on him, as can be seen in his
<<3ariI4CHbie KHT4)KKZ>>,e.g.
CpeZHea3zaTCKxe

pecny6;

COBeTCKa3i BjiaCTb

m mxHyc

ii4Kz

- ýITO BeTXRýi

3aBeT

nJIIOC

q; ieKTP14CPZKaui4A.

to Galanov (op. cit., 83), 111heard this phrase from a neighbour in his train
compartment, and he must have been sufficiently struck by the truth of it to have made a note of it
in his <<KHMXK14>>.
According

24

KaK Tenepb Ham rixcaTb? - CKa3aji MHe MJIbqo BO Bpem3i
noc; ieZlHero npe6biBaHT431B rIapz)Ke. - BeJIZKze KOm6l4HaTOPbI
931ATbI
143 o6paLueHg3i. 5 ra3eTHbIX
dpejibeTOHax MOXHO
rIOKa3bIBaTb
caMOIlYPOB-610POKpaTOB,
BOPOB, rioZlJlel. ZOB. Ecjiz

eCTb

qoamz; iz3i z azipec - :)TO <<ypozzzBoe
3u3jieHze>ý. A Harinux
pacCKa3 - cpa3Y 3araJIZ13IT: <<06o6iuaeTe, HeTzrizieCKoe
3IBjieHT4e,
KiieBeTa

M. )peH6ypr,
2'KpaTKaA

722.

>>.
...

<<143 KHZrZ>>,

EBpe4CKaA,

in

C60PHTfK,

9HLITfKJ1017e)jTfR

182.
(EBp0ICK149,

YHviBePC14TeT

1986),
Mepycazzme,
B
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(where

they were employed
basis from 1932) as well as in
on a permanent
In
and
addition to writing for <<FIpaBza>>, they
<<OFOHeK>>
<<KpoKozimji>>collaborated
with Valentin Kataev on two comedies - <<FIOZ KYrIOROM U14PKa>>
(1933) and <<Boi-aTaA HeBeCTa>> (1935).
In September 1935 they set out by ship for the USA, where they spent two
by car across 25 states. The literary outcome of this USA trip
months travelling
was their third major work <<0ZH0Z0Ta>KHaA AmepT4Ka>>, known as 'Little
Golden America'
in the 1937 American
It is a vivid and humorous
edition.
Their favourable
account of their journey, full of keen observation
and insight.
impressions
of the country and its people are carefully balanced with judicious
The work received a very mixed reaction from
praise of the Soviet motherland.
in the second half of 1936.
the press, but was nevertheless
published

While in the USA, they also planned a trip to Cuba, Jamaica and
Columbia.
However, in New Orleans in January 1936,111 admitted to Petrov
that he was suffering continuous pain in his chest and was coughing blood. All
appointments and forthcoming trips were cancelled and the friends immediately
set sail for Europe. On board ship, III amused himself with a new typewriter
they had obtained in America.
for his illness and
Back in the USSR, III had a year of intensive treatment
Despite his
stayed in various sanatoriums
outside Moscow and in the Crimea.
failing health, he continued
3a
to make entries in his notebooks
<< riv CH ii e
in 1939 and
These were published
KHMKKM>> ('Notebooks').
posthumously
for
ideas
impressions
contained
of people and places as well as miscellaneous
future use. He worked on the as yet unpublished
0ZH0S0=KHaq
AmePMKa
<<
>>,
by the joint
This was followed
part of which was written jointly with Petrov.
the experiences of a Russian family in
effort <<TOHA >>, a long story chronicling
America
in 1937 in the journal <<3Ha mq >>. This turned out to be
and published
On 13th April 1937, Il'ya Il'f died of tuberculosis
their last work.
at the early age
of forty.

Petrov was devastated by the death of his closest friend and co-author.
During IlTs funeral, Petrov said that he felt he was present at his own funeral
too.
death, Petrov worked as an assistant editor of
became
in
1940
the editor Of <<01'0HeK>>. He
r-a3eTa>>
and
<<J1T4TepaTYPHaA
to write feature stories and articles and tried to recapture the spirit of
continued
his collaboration
forces
Georgy
by
Il'f
joining
Munblit
with
with
on a screen-play
for the satirical comedy film
<<BecrIOKOý4HLIýi iezoBeK>>; this apparently
was
the Second World War, Petrov, like many other Soviet
never finished .21 During
for the Soviet
writers, was sent to the war-zone as a correspondent,
writing
Information
Bureau <<C0BT4Hqoopm61opo>>.
His stories from the front were
in <<r1paBz1a>>,
published
<<M3BeCTMý1>>,<<OFOHeK>> and <<KpaCHaA 3Be3aa>>.
Following

IlTs

262- rYP0BZI-1,
M E. neTP)OB,
«kl. klZIE>CP

BiipocLi

jirfTepa-rypLi,

No. 4,1957,139.
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Some of his dispatches appeared in the 'New York Times' and in the North
American newspaper 'Alliance'.
In 1942 he witnessed and reported on the
blockade of Sevastopol. On 2 July of that year, Petrov was killed in an aeroplane
his return to Moscow. " For five years after his friend's death, Petrov
on
accident
always talked about Illf, 21and even the last jottings in his notebooks concern his
friend.

Petrov's later writing never achieved the witty satirical peak he reached
with III, although one must remember that freedom of expression was severely
from
during
important
Stalin's
leadership.
His
the
curtailed
works
most
years of
these years are <<M3BOCHOMZHaHZýio6 Mjiiqoe>> (1939 and 1942), invaluable for
the insight they provide on the creative partnership and collaboration of these
two marvellous satirical writers and humorists.

271tis sad and ironic that on an occasion during their stay in America,
he
how
them
much
said
one of
wished they could die together in an aeroplane crash or an automobile accident.
28A. PaCKMH,
Ham
CTPOFZM YHMTeJIL>>, in C60.PHTfK, 268.
<<
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0.2. PARTNERSHIP

AND COLLABORATION.

Il'f and Petrov were the best of friends. They travelled together, they
conducted an editorial and publishing business together, and shared thoughts,
ideas and experiences.
According to Petrov, they hardly ever quarrelled, and when they did it was
for
literary or stylistic reasons - <<Z3-3a KaKOFO-Hi46yzi, o6opOTa peiz
always
11Only once did they have a personal quarrel. This was an
14JI149rIT4TeTa >>.
abusive two-hour exchange that occurred during their physically exhausting and
final
However,
illness.
before
IlTs
USA,
just
the
taxing
trip
the
mentally
around
both
laughter,
into
bursting
their
of them
quarrel ended with
simultaneously
realizing that the dispute was completely pointless.
rIOTOM

zipyry,

MbI nPM3Ha=bzpyr

HTO OZHOBpemeHHO

o6 ORHOM Z TOM xýe - HaM HeJ1b3A
6eccmbicjieHHO.
13eab MbI Bce paBHO
CCOP14TI>C31,9To
Bezib He mo)KeT
)Ke mcHe3HyTb
moxem
pa30ý4Ti4cb.

riozymanx

nmcaTeEb,

nPO)KDIBLU14ýi

COHMHMBLLIMýi
ero

riojizIeCATKa

KHýIr,

TOJIbKO

)KZ3HI,

14

rIOTOMY,

HTO

IIOCCOP14JI14Cb, KaK ZBeuomaLuHme
30
KYXHe 143-3a ripi4myca.
B KOMMYHaZbHOý4

COCTaBHiie

X03AýIKM

zýeCATmjieTH1010

He

iaCT14

literary
joint
however,
his
By
in
their
Petrov
this
time,
memoirs.
- wrote
Co-authorship
is
fully
'seamless'.
integrated
not
completely
personality was
and
for
individuals
in
joint
certain
are usually responsible
unusual;
most
work,
31
11
individual
,f
is
the
contributions
of
parts, and
often a collection
end product
.
and Petrov's collaboration is exceptional in that they wrote together in the literal
line
is,
to
term,
that
they
the
and
chose
every
each other
and
sense of
sat next
every word together, polishing each sentence until both were satisfied. They
If
judge.
demanding
the same word
were each other's strictest and most
it
discard
both
them,
to
they
on the grounds that somebody
occurred
of
would
else might also have thought of it.
Eciiýi
ZBYM, CJ1OBO rIPZLUJIO B FOJIOBY OZIHOBpemeHHO
I'OBOPMJI MJII>Cp, - 3Ha'IMT,
OHO moýKeT rIPT4ý4TM B FOJIOBY
6JTM3KO
Tpem
m ieTbipeM,
OHO CZ14LUKOm
3HafZT,

jiexýa; Io. He neHT4Teci,, )KeH31, LLaBaý4Teriomuýem
)TO TPYZIHO.
HO KTO CKa3a; i, HTO CO'-114HATb
upyroe.
,
32
j1O?
xy, iýo)KeCTBeHHi,
ie rIPOD13BezýeH; 4A iierKoe
ze

"E.

ReTPOB,

30

11T3B0C170MT1HaHTf

4

o6 TTui,,pe, CW, 5,503.

Ibid.
"See, for example, Shirley Lowe'Pen friends:
a novel twist to the success story', The Times, 19
February, 1986.
'2 E. rIeTPOB,

['13 B0C170MTfHaHH tf, Op. Cit., 504.
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As the above quotation shows, III in particular, set strict standards of
literary quality. When Petrov hesitated to delete something unsatisfactory, Of
did it for him:
)KeHA,

BLI CJIMLLIKOM yBa)KaeTe
TO, HTO BbI Harimcajii4.
Bbi, iePKHMTe.
He6of4Teci,.
YBepRIO
BaC, OT Z)Toro
Bbi-iePKHT4Te.
Hm-iero
CTpaLLIHorO
He riPOM3014zieT.
)KeHA,
He uerijiAýiTeCb
TaK 3a 2)TY CTPOHKY.
13i>iHePKHT4Te ee.

R mezuimji.
FOC-CrIOUT4!
- rOBOP14JI
9TO )Ke TaK rIPOCTO.
OH 6paji 143 M014X PYK

OH C

pnzLpaýKeHmem.- Bezij,

riepo m pei.LiI4TejibHO3aiePK9Ba; i

CTPOHKY:
130T BMZZTe!

-

A BbI my-ia; i

ZC 1). 33

Finding the right words and the most appropriate phrases to produce the
best comic effects was not an easy task. Galanov quotes Petrov as once admitting
how hard it was to write 'Twelve Chairs':
Mm pa60Tajim
B ra3eTe 14 B 10MOP14CT14-ieCKMX
)KYPHanax
o,,ieHl> Eio6POCOBeCTHO. MIJ 3Hajim c ae=Ba,
HTO TaKoe Tpyzý. HO HmKorza
ce6e,
He ripeZCTaBjiAjim
6oAjicA
61>i
Ecjii4
KaK Tpy,? ýHo rmcaTb pomaH.
A He
6aHajibHLIM,
6bi,
I'IOKa3aTbCA
31 CKa3aii
HTO mi>i rmcajm
KPOBLIO. '44

Since, as III and Petrov later admitted, 'Twelve Chairs' was much easier to write
than 'The Golden Calf', one can imagine how hard they worked on the second
novel.
At the end of each working day, instead of returning home to their wives
and children, ll'f and Petrov often stayed in their office of the 'Fourth Strip'
working on the novels. They would leave the building at two or three o'clock at
night, often exhausted and <<ouiejiomjieHHbie, nOHT143azoxLumecA OT
nanT4POCHOFOziima>>. 11 This routine must certainly have had its effect on IlTs
health. Although they spent ten to twelve hours each day together, they never
seemed to get bored with each other's company. Petrov used to say to their
friend Ardov:
YTPOM
R CTapaioCl, KaK MOýKHO CKOpee yBmueTb MJ110,
HTo6bi riepeCKa3aTi,
eMy TO, HTO IIPMLUJIO MHe B FOJIOBY
Be, iepom
14 HOHbl-0.36

33Petrov's notes to the book Mofý
rýpyr llfncp,
'FaiiaHOB, Op. Cit.
'Ibid.
36B. AP210B,

<0-lyzozzem>,, in CbopHTIK, 195.

cited by Fa ,a HoE, op. cit., 294.
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Undoubtedly, Il'f felt the same way about Petrov.
II'f and Petrov jokingly referred to their close-knit association as
<<Ha LLIe
o6o6u_ýeHHoe JIMTepaTYPHoe X03AýiCTBO >).37 They responded to stimuli the
same way, they thought alike, and they used the same words, as might a close
and long-married couple. According to Ardov, they were like twins:

Y o6ol4X

K cepeziMHe 30-x roZLOB pa3B14JICA meTOZI
mbnuzeHM31,
KOTOPMiý4 MO)KHO Ha3BaTb
<<meTOROM
6JIM3HeU 0B >>... -8

This close relationship was reflected in their style which was 'seamless', it
ý(l
being impossible to detect traces of individual style. It is, if the prose were written
by one author. Indeed, they were thought of as one author - '11'f-Petrov, 'Il'foPetrov', or even '11'fpetrov'. 39
Co,apy)KeCTBO Mincpa m rIeTPOBa c caMOFO Haiaza
14
OKa3aJIOCI> TaKMM
rIOJIHI>IM, TaKmm eCTeCTBeHHI>IM
opraHm,
ieCK14M, HTO KP14TT4KI4, pa3614paBMme MX KHMM4,
6morpacpmm
rIOHTM He 3azýymbManmcb
o rizcaTeJ_IbCKOi1
KaxzýoFO

B OTzejibHOCT14.

14HZ114B1421yanbHoe
paCTBOPMJIOCI)

CH14Tazocb,,

'1TO

6ecczeýJHO mcie3J1O, KaK 6m

B 9TOM

Fa3eTM

M

cozpy)KeCTBe.
)KYPHajibi
rimcanm
0 HOBOM Becezom aBTOpe C ZBOýIHOýf
CTaTYK,
Miibqp-F1eTPOB.
Bbizz
i-,zie o6a
cpammiimeýl
MJ1bCPO6ozee
CJ114THO:
mmeHM rIPOM3HOCMJ1mci,
eLue
FleTPOB.

40

It is very appropriate that the caricaturist Boris Efimov, who was a friend of the
(see
drawing
body
depicted
heads
the
them
two
authors,
as
on one
at the
beginning of this dissertation).
During their ten-year collaboration, Il'f and Petrov were frequently asked
(and sometimes teased) about their methods of writing together. III would
complain to Ardov:
eýKeilHeDHO HO HeCKOJIbKY pa3,
: )TO: BO-nepBbIX,
6eLLieHCTBO.
B
IIT4UJY BZBoem
c )KeHeýi, a BO-BTOPLIX,
- rioxiemy y
iepHme ry6m... 41

-71Ba BOripoca 31ciniluy
14 OH14 lIPMBOZAT
meHA
KaK

A

meH31

3711t
f and Petrov's preface to'The Golden Calf', in2713eiia4i4OTL CT.YuLeB u 3o.
UOTOýj Te; TeHOK
(KbIPFbICTaH, CI)PYH3e, 1984), 297.
38B. APZZOB I4yziozev>>, op. cit., 195.
<<
`)peH6ypr,
op. cit., 182.
40razaHOB, Op. Cit. See
also TI. (ý. EpuioB, COBeT(Kag CaTTIPifueCKaq IYP03a 20-X FOaOB (AH
CCCP, MOCKBa/ JIeHI4Hrpazi, 1960), 238 and CW, 1,10.
41B. ApZIOB,
<<Mjibqb z FIeTPOB; B<)CrIOMZHaHl4R V MbIC; jT4>>,3HawfH, No. 7,1945,121.
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(11'f had a birth mark on his lower lip. RG).
The authors never seriously discussed their working methods in print,
and to inquiries usually gave humorous answers such as:
OZ14H
m
m4iijem.
CTOPO)KT4T PyKorizcm,
-TaK
6eraeT
rio peziaKUMAM. 42

a zipyroil'

or
MHTepecyi-oIIý14MCA

mo)Kem

KOTOpme

rIOI-OT ZIYDTbl
OTZMHHO. 43

yKa3aTb

rieBUOB,

Ha ripmmep
rIPM

14 'LIYBCTBYI-OTce63i

9TOM

In 1929, in response to a request from a publishing house, they composed a
concise account of their early years in a humorous biography entitled <<RBOýlHaE
CA Dual Autobiography'). It is worth quoting at length from
aBTo614oi-paCPT4A>>
this work, because it offers a marvellous insight into their working methods, as
seen through their own eyes:
0,4eHb

TPYZHO

rimcaTb

FOHKypam 6buio jier-ie.

BZtBoem.

Haijo

zymaTb,

Bce-TaKT4 OHm 6m; im 6paTbA. A

mbi zwKe
He POaCTBeHHMKT4.
M awKe
He OZ1HOjieTKT4.

ý1 21a)Ke pa3J114HH1AX
KaK 021MH PYCCK14f4
B TO BpemA

HaUMOHajibHOCT04:

(3araZýOHHaA cnaBAHCKaA zjyLua), zipyrofl
(3ai-a,UO1iHaAeBpOkKa3i ayiiia).
MTaK, pa60TaTb HaM TPYZIHO.

- eBpeýi

TPYZýHee Bcero zo6ýITLCA TOFO raPMOHMieCKOrO
mome=,
KOraa o6a aBTOpa ycwKT4Ba10TCA HaKOHeLL 3a
rimcbmeHHMýl CTOJ1.
6bi, Bce xopoLuo:

Ka3ajioci,
HTo6bI

He iia'-1KaTb

KpaeB,

3a CTeHOýl

CKaTePTT4,
OZIHMM

CTOJI HaKPIAT

rueTOý1,

-,iePHMJ1bHzua

rioJlHa

riam>ueM

BbICTYKmBaI-0T

jjo
Ha

CMOTPMT
B OKHO,
<<O, 9TM xiepHme ... >>, rony61,
rioBeCTKI4
Ha pnHme
3ace2aaH1431 pa30PBaHM
M
OZH14M cimom,
Bce B rIOPRZIKe,
Bb16poLLieHbL
cmjjýi 14
COHMHAý4.
HO TYT HamHaeTC31.

poAjie

Torza
6oZIPOCTM
HOBoe

KaK

OZ114H 143 aBTOPOB

14 rOPMT

)KejiaHi4em

xyao)KeCTBeHHoe

'Ibid.
'M.

Aiii6cp ;4E. rleTPOB, CW, 1,23.

riozaP14Tb

IIPOT43BezjeHKe,
ýIPYFOýi (0,3araaO1iHaA

IUýIPOKoe
rIOJIOTHO,
ziyaia! ) iie)KMT
Ha ZMBaHe,
MCTOP14I-0 MOPCKMX

rIOJ1OH TBOpxfecKoýl

3azpaB

HOXKM,

cpa)KeHMý1.11P149TOM

iejioBe,,
KaK

ieCTBY

FOBOPMTC31,
ciiaBRHCKaA

H IMTaeT
OH 3aRBjiAeT,

23
Oio

'-ITO T31>Keno

Bceý4 BePOATHOCTT4,

cmepTe.

TibHO)

6ojieH.
BbiBaeT

M
CiiaB31HCKa

14HaHe.
BlIpyr
rlOZýHmmaeTCA
A ziyLua
c ozipa
6ojie3HI4M TOBOP14T, 'HTO HZKoraa eLLLeHe'IYBCTBOBaiia
OHa
B ce6eTaKOrOTBOpieCKoro
FOTOBa
riox'bema.
HOHb HaripojieT. IIYCTb 3BOH14T TeneCPOH
BCIO
pa60TaTb
rIYCTb JIOMATC31 B aBepi, FOCT14 - BOH!
- HeOTBeiaTb,
limcaTb,
14 l'IbIjiKI4,
TOJIbKo rimcaTb.
ByziemripmjieXýHIA
6yaem
6yzýem6epe)KHOo6paLuaTbC31
c nozinexauLmm,
HeXýHIA K JIIOZLqM M CTPOF14
6yzleM
neiieRTb
CKa3yemoe,
,
Kce6e.
(0,3aruIO'-lHaq
Ho

ztyma!

apyroý4

eBpeM-CKaA
Y Hero,
BT4ZIMTe

coaBTOP

) pa60TaTb

He mo)KeT.
Hazto nozjo)KaaTb.
BZýOXHOBeHmA.
He xo', ieT,

JIM, HeT

ceýiiaC

Boo6u-ýe

OH xo-ieT

exaTb

BOCTOK

Ha jjajibHIAýi

M
c LLejibio

pacLumpeHI431
CBOIIX FOPM30HTOB.
FIOKa y6eamuib
er'O He ziejiaTL
Luara,

rlpOXOZ14T

HeCKOJIbKO

riocrieLLIHOI-0
aTOro
ZJH04. TPYýJHO, o-, ieHb

TI)YRHO.
6ojieH.
BojibHOýl
0, Etl4H - 371OPOB, zpyroýi
3ZIOPOBMýi
B TeaTp.
Bb13ZIOPOBeJI, 3,EýOPOBbO4 yiiieJl
6ojil>HOýi,
YCTPOýIJI
OKa3l>IBaeTCA,
143 TeaTpa,
a
BePHYJICA
6aii
c
XOJIOZIHmýi
pa3BOPOT
ZIJIA Zpy3eiý,
He6ojibLLioVi
HO
iipmem
BOT HaKOHeu
a-jiA
3aKYCOTIKOýi
cpypuieT.
61)1
6bijio
K pa60Te.
lIP14CTYrIATb
OKOHHMJICA R MO)KHo
HO TYT Y 34OPOBOFO BbIpBanM
6ojibHbIM.
FIPM 9TOM OH TaK
y HeFO

He 3y6,

BbIpBaJIM

3y6,

M OH czie; ia; icA

HeXCTOBO CTpazýaeT,
3TO He meiiiaeT
a HOry.

6yllTO
emy,

14CTOP1410 MOPCK14X cpa)KeHT4f4.
OZHaKO,
ROHXTbIBaTb
COBepuieHH0
KaK 9TO Mbi rimmem
HerlOHATHO,
BgBoem. "

After III's death, Petrov becomes serious only once in his reminiscences
about his friend:
ReýICTBMTenbHO.
iier-He,

KaK

CO'-114HATL BIlBoem

9TO MOFJIO

rlOKa3aTI>CA

61iJIO

He BZIBoe

B pe3yJlbTaTe

rIPOCTor,

o apmqomeTi4-ieCKOrO
cjio)KeHMA,
a zieCATb pa3
61iJIO
2)To
TPY, EtHee.
cjio)KeHze
He rIPOCToe
cm; i, a
6opi)6a
6opi,
6a 143HYPMTeJlbHaA
HeripepLIBHa.
q
ZBYX cmji,
14 B TO )Ke Bpemq
z[pyi"y

Beci> CBOý4 )KMMeHHMý4

JIMTepaTypHbOf
Ha6zioýaeHmýi.

"E. rIeTPOB,

rIJIOZIOTBOPHa3l.

k13 BOCHOMIlHaHlf

OrIbIT,

MbI

OTziaBajix

CBOt4'

BKYC, Becb 3ariac
mbicjieýi
6opi,
6of4.
Ho OTzaBajim
c
k

....

op. cit., 504-505.

zipyi,

x
B 9TOti

6opi, 6e
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)KI43HeHHbI'r4
M4TepaTYPHbIi4'

OrIbIT

rioziBeprajiCACOMHeH1410.
BKYC

14HOi-, Eia ocmemBajicA,

mibicim

rIPT43HaBajimci>
rjiyrii)imm, alla61-nozeHMA
rIOBePXHOCTHLIM14.
Mbi 6ecripepbIBHo riOZ[BepraEmzpyr
KPT4TT4Ke,
o6mýJHOti,
6o;
zpyra xýecToHaýimei4l
Tem
iee
riperIOZIHOci4j-iaci)
OHa
B
iomopmcTm-ieCKOýi
HTo
qoopme.
3a rii4ci)meHHbIMCTOJIOM MbI 3a6blBajim o )KajiocTi4.45
III, in one of his notes, expressed the same thought, but in a lighter, more
comic vein:
Kai<

BOT KaK mbi rimLueM
BUBoem:
(Beiep),
iieTHMýl
zeHL
KOrza
mojiozo2
«15Liii
(y>Ke Hemojiono2)
(-a31
-iejioBeK
2ýeBYUIKa)
B CBeTJIO'ýi
(TeMHO2)
(LujiAriKe)
umArie
ripoxozzii
cibeTPOB02
mLi iimiiieM

(ripoeWKajia)
(BOJIBLU02
MWKHO.

BZBoem?
(3MMHZ2)

(TMX02)
110 LUYMH02
OPZI>IHKe»>.
Bce-TaKT4

M3ICHT4UKO2

YJIHUe

UOI"OBOPZTE>CA
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Despite the difficulties the authors experienced writing together, Il'f and
Petrov's work is as original and well-integrated as if it were written by one
person. They developed a joint style that was so 'seamless' that, when they
departed from their customary practice and each wrote twenty chapters
individually for <<OZHODTaXHaq AmePMKa>>, it was impossible to detect their
individual contributions. " Critics have tried to analyse this later work, but the
issue of 'chapter ownership' remains unresolved to the present day. 48
OxieBMZHO, CTMJIb, KOTOPblýl BbIpa6OTancq
Y Hac c
Mzbqoom, 6biJI BbIpaxeHmem
ýIYXOBHbIX M CPM3MxieCKT4X
oco6eHHOCTeý4 Hac o6omx.

Petrov
in
his
fifth
the
death.
IlTs
wrote
article
commemorating
anniversary
of
-

'Ibid.,

505.
46A.
Hazj
OZHOýl
3Be3, aa BOCTOKa,
F>YKOrIZCb1O>>,
Byjjýjc, <<BZBOeM
No. 7,25,144-152.
"'This work is frequently called by II'f and Petrov's critics and biographers
as an example of how
they 'absorbed' one another. (Cf. Yanovskaya, Vulis and Galanov).
48

ipe3BLIHaý'IHO
y)Ke
Mjibqj-a
nocne
cmePT14
ozii4H
...
3HalOLUM9

KPZT14K

YMHbOl,

OCTPLO4 14

ripoaHa.TIZ3ZpoBaJIHaLLIY <<OZIHOZ)Ta)KHYfO
AmepMKY>> 13
TBepziomy6ex-zjeHl4M,HTO OH zel"K0 onpezieJI14T,KTO
KaKYIOrzaBY Harimca;l, HO He chior ripamuibHo <)ripeaeJIZTbH14
oziHoýl

E. TIeTPO

riiaBbi...

B, ['13 BOCrIOMTfHaHTf ýh.,

op. cit., 521.
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0HeBI4ZIHO,

KOi-, zia m4caji

MJIbCp

OTziejibHO OT meHA
A OTzieJILHO
OT Mjiiqoa, MbI BbipwKaJIM He TOJIbK0
HO
m o6oI4X BmeCTe.49
KwKzmýi ce6A,

14JI14

On the manuscript of their short story <<MoperijiaBaTejib
M nnOTHMK>>
(1930), 111 made the following comment, as if in anticipation of critics' attempts
in the novels:
to separate the authors' supposed individual
contributions
FIeTPOBa.
FIo'LiepK
rIPOT14BHoe.

14zem m mmcjim

moz.

FIYCTI>

ZýOKwKeT

To-TO!

On the same page Petrov replies in a similarly humorous vein:
A 6y2iy
HTO
Heyx<eJI14KTO-jim6o
mo>KeT riozymaTb,
IIOCTOPOHHme
3am4CIJBaTI>
mmcm4? ToKaKme-Hm6yzýb
TO-TO!
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In part their work was so closely integrated because they complemented
by
Il'f
reserved
clever,
rather
and
observant
each other's personality so well.
was
He
but
kind
heart
turn
of
mind.
was always
nature,
at
with a sharply sarcastic
honest, but sometimes mercilessly critical of ignorance, dishonesty and
hypocrisy. Petrov was easy-going, sociable, and exuberant by nature. He was the
III
lacked
IlTs
but
imaginative
the
was
sharpness.
of
perhaps
more
pair,
flamboyance,
Petrov's
Il'f
Petrov
the
on
restraint
analytical,
was
was romantic.
in
interested
Il'f
IlTs
the
Petrov
to
the
more
was
antidote
sarcasm.
while
was
Petrov
the
concentrated
phrase,
while
of
mood and message and nuance
written
(11'f)
like
Shklovsky
As
they
cement
said,
were
on content, situation and action.
"
like
(Petrov)
they
together
concrete.
reinforced each other
and sand
and
Although we cannot separate the two authors by analysing their novels, it
is instructive to look at the way III and Petrov were influenced by their
backgrounds and literary preferences (see the next section).

49

Ibid.

Tf
-'OUTAMI, CPOHZI 1821,eZT4HZUaxpaHeHi4.q 7, cited by A. CTaPK<)B, <<RBeHaý7LOTL
cTYJILeB>>
PTJYLepa ]7eTPOBa (XYFOýKeCTBeHHaA
TeJYeHOK>>
MOCKBa,
1969),6JMTepaTYpa,
u
<<30JYOT09
7.
"Cited by APZOB, 3HaMR, 123.
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0.3. BACKGROUND
LIVES AND WORK.

INFLUENCES

RELEVANT

TO THE AUTHORS

f

The single most important background influence on the style and
language of III and Petrov is the fact that the two authors were born and raised
in the colourful and cosmopolitan city of Odessa.
The Black Sea port of Odessa was founded in 1795 on the site of the former
fortress of Hadjibey. Thus when the protagonist of 'Twelve Chairs' and 'The
Golden Calf'claims to be the son of a TypeUKO-riozzaHblýi
(DS 30), he might
have been establishing his ties with Odessa. By the end of the last century, the
city had a large and prosperous Jewish community, which constituted thirty-four
percent of the population, according to the 1897 census." During the late 19th
century, many Jewish intellectuals were drawn to the city, which was one of the
top three centres of the Haskala - the Jewish secular enlightement (the other two
centres were Vilna and Warsaw). Associated with Odessa are such Jewish writers
and national figures as Akhad Ha-am (Asher Ginzberg), Mendele MokherSforim (S. J. Abramovich), Ben Ami (I. M. Rabinovich), Khaim Nakhman Bialik
for
in
historian
S.
Shalom
Aleihem
Dubnow.
time
the
a
also
worked
and
Odessa.
III's family were Jewish. Unfortunately, neither his biographers nor his
his
his
Jewish
traditions
to
on
or
contemporaries ever commented on
adherence
1930's
in
1920's
Jewish
"
Like
the
towards
and
writers
attitude
many
religion.
(and indeed many thousands of ordinary Jewish citizens) who were Jews in
in
Soviet
Russian
identity
his
Jewish
ll'f
culture.
name alone,
submerged
Though ll'f was by all accounts fully assimilated, it is important to note that, as
far as language is concerned, both he and Petrov grew up in a strong Jewish
milieu, with its rich vein of Yiddish humour.
While working for <<TyaO K >>,IFf tried to eliminate peculiar 'Odessan'
words and phrases from his own and other people's writing and, to use Vera
Imber's words, attempted not to <<I-Oiloc jiomaTb iePH0M0PCKMM
` Nevertheless, Jewish jokes, not to mention Jewish names, crop
xýaPFOHOM>>.
up in the novels, especially in 'Twelve Chairs'. It is believed that Jewish speech
patterns and vocal inflections are present in the characters' language in 'Twelve
Chairs'. " One can even identify Ostap Bender (Kaganskaya and Bar-Sella refer to
"P. Herlihy, 'The ethnic composition of the City of Odessa in the 19th
century', Harvard
Ukrainian Studies, 1, No. 1,1977,56.
"It is known, however, that ll'f was sent by his parents to a Jewish
school. See C. FeXT, MZbjq
Mjibqb. K roZj0BLLLZHeCOZIHA cmePT1!>>,01-OPIeK,No. 11,1938.

r4FajiaH0B,op. cit, 30.
55

rIozcTiyzHo
K0.7lOP14Tr,,
oco6bol
pzziaI-0T
...
<<ozieCCM3MbI>>, KOTOPbIM14

el3pekKge

rio VHTOHaLLvz

FacmLaeHa pe-n riepcoiiaxeýi.
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him as <<oaeCCK14i4- xoxmai
)
56
hero
Benya
Babel's
Jew,
to
type
as
a
new
of
akin
ýý
Krik, who breaks away from the 'shtetl' and his past and becomes fully
into Soviet society, but whose Jewish origins are revealed in his
assimilated
ready wit and his tenacious capacity to survive. Kagan claimed to recognize
Odessa in the description
in 'The Golden Calf'; he also
of Chernomorsk
compared and contrasted Ostap with Babel's Benya Krik. "

Il'f and Petrov and their contemporaries lived through the Bolshevik
These were events that left a
Revolution and the social upheaval that followed.
deep impression on them, and Galanov has some very relevant comments on
this point:
B OzLecce OHM riepeýK'HjiV TaKme co6l)ITMA, HOZI
...
M HeriocpeZ1CTBeHH0
BJIMAHmeM KOTOPbIX ripo6yxuLajioci,
C03HaHme, mx o6u-ýeCTBeHHoe
CKjiaZjbIBajioci,
A4
cmeH
OKKyriaumio,
T4HTePBeHLLT410,
peBOJI1OU1410,
6JIOKazly.
ripaBza,
B rIPOM3BeaeHT4AX
BiiaCTeý4>>, rojiozý,
Mjii, cpa z DeTPOBa 2)TT4 co6bITMA He HaLuJI14 TaKOr'O
1IPAMOF0 OTpa)KeHMA, KaK B rIOBeCTAX M paccKa3ax
KaTaeBa,
B CTmxax BaFPZLLKOrO, B 4pamaTYPTX14
CjiaBXHa 14 B ero pomaHe <<HacneEýH14K>>. Ho MbI Y)Ke
3Haem, HTO BmeCTe c zLpyri4mT4 rimcaTeji3immozieCCMTami4 ý4jibqpa z FleTPOBa )KT43Hb TOýKe He o614zýejia
CMOJ1OZ1yBrie-iaTjieHMAMTA. -`8

For most of these writers, the time spent in Odessa prior to Moscow was
literary
formative
in
their
preferences and abilities.
the
the
evolution of
period
There was a number of literary groups and associations in the city, and well
known guest speakers appeared at evening readings of poetry and prose. In the
722.
op.
cit.,
uR
TfKRor7e4 ,
KaraHCKaA v 3. Bap-Cezza, MaCTep FaMOCU Mapl-aplf Ta (Milev, Tel-Aviv, 1984),26.

Kpa TKaA
56M.

9HIZ

EBpegCKaR

57
qel)HOMOPCKe

TPYZHO
B ropoze
611aTHbIX:
); iemeHTOBcoBeTCKOrl

He Y3HaTb

Ozieccy-

F)OZI'KHY Bcex

: 11ITepaTypbi.

Also:
POaCTE? eHH14K 6a6ejleBCKOro BeHz KpzKa,
BeHaep - OTziaiieHHbIiý
6ojiee ziejiAieCK14q 14
TOJIbKO pa3YmeeTCA, 6ojiee KYJIbTYPHb0i,
mo6ZTeEb
z6o
pomaHTKHHb0l,
BeHA
KpoBaBbIx npzeMOB
meHee
YTBep)KzieHzA

cBoeýi

BjiaCTm,

a OCTan

<<HTýTT YrOJIOBHLIVI

KOzLeKC>> Z

6e3
ziejia
pn6o3i.
o6zie; IbIBaTb
TI. Kar"aH, <<KHzra iBecenoro cmexa>>,in KHTrra Ti iypoaeTaPCKaR PeBo.71OLZ
TIq, No-6,1933,
118.
CTapaeTCA

CBOZ

'114CTO,

58

Ho Oziecca HaBcerzia OCTaBlUla APKý01 C;IeZ B nqcaTeincKoýi
6zorpacpzz o6ozx.

FajiaHOB,Op.cit, 24-25.
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1920's Odessa was visited by Mayakovsky (three times), D. Bedny, A.
Serafirnovich, Yu. Libedinsky, Vsevolod Ivanov, S. Esenin, 1. Ehrenburg, L.
Leonov, A. Vesyolyy and M. Svetlov. 5' It is no wonder that Odessa (as Shklovsky
so aptly called it, the city of jokes and tall stories) became the centre of a new
Soviet school of literature. "
This new movement became known as the Southern Russian school.
Shklovsky predicted that the school would assume great importance in the
future of Russian literature. "

The southern school of literature is characterized by its colourful and
romantic style, in marked contrast to the perhaps better known socialist realism
Odessa
features
The
the
that
prose
of
mark
common
school of the 1930's.
include
detected
Petrov's
be
in
Il'f
the
and
work
writers and which can easily
attention to the seemingly irrelevant details of everyday experience, the
predominance of rich metaphorical language, the use of local colour and exotic
speech, and picaresque and ironic modes of narration. E. K. Ozmitel', in his
detailed
Odessa,
132
in
1917-1922
the
a
gives
article on satirical writing of
period
commentary on the local satirists' work:
Ha riePBOM meCTe CTOAT rpOTeCKHoe, Hapo-mToe
...
HapyiueHme ýKT43HeHHOrOiipaBzoriozo6i4A
ocmemBaemi, ix o6-beKTOB, iiapozim'ýHoe 14CrIOJ1b3OBaHme
I-OTOBbIX JIMTepaTYPHbIX KOHCTPYKUMý4 14
COOT BeTCT BeHHOKOTOPme

rioa

FOTOBbIX

riepom

)KI43HI>10, BI)ICTyriaA
Ka, ieCTB

cocpeZOTOHMBaZOCb
rIP14BOZIMTCA
OTmeTMTI>,

rIPOT43BezieHMý4
KOJIOPMTHOý4

iepT

14

Ha KOTOPIAX
zieýICTBMTenbHOCTM,
11OCTOAHHO
BHMmaHme.

Kanam6yp,
'ITO

ýKMTb HOBOýf

TaKT4X

ojimueTBopeHmeM

CMI>ICJIOBoe

ripT4meHAeTCA

HaH14Ha10T

caTMPT4KOB

coBpemeHHOýf

riePCOHa)Keýi,

JIMTepaTYPHbix

riapOZ10KC

CT14; Ib MHOrMX
OTJIT4, iaeT

LU14POKO
14 T. Z1. CzezyeT

OKaPT4KaTYPOBaHme,

caTDTPT4, ieCK14X

ripl4CYTCTBT4e

<<ozieCCKOý4>> peim,

z)jiemeHTOB

<<ozjeCCKOFO>> iýomopa.

In the detailed analysis of ll'f and Petrov's linguistic style that follows, we
will see the relevance of the above quotation. Shklovsky believed Il'f and Petrov
to be the best representatives of the Southern Russian school:

-"E. K.

03MZTe;

ib, <<PeBO; IFOIJXOHHaA

in J1.BepjioBCKaA,(pez. ),
caTýipa Ozeccbi>,(1917-1922),
JDiTepaTYPHaHQaecca 1920x ro)7oB (Temcbi me:i,,By2(DBCKOiý
Oziecca,
KOHq3epeHumm,
1964),5.
60B. LUKJIOBCKZr4,
<<10ro-3ariaz>,, J71ITepa TYPH,). >TFJ 30TJ, 5 January,1933.
"Ibid.
62 03MZTejij,,

op. cit., 14.
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(i. e. ll'f and Petrov RG) - 3aKOHHeýiLume
IOXýHOPYCCKO'ý
6ojibLue Bcex OT Hee
LUKOJIbi,

OHT4

ueTT4
B3ABLIJi4e,

6ojii)u_ieBcex ee ripeBpaTKBLUT4e.
6'

ll'f and Petrov embarked on their literary careers in the early 1920's, and
their ten-year collaboration ended with IlTs death in 1937. Their writing careers
coincided with a fascinating and turbulent period of modern Russian history.
They witnessed great changes in Soviet life post-revolutionary
upheaval, the
Civil War, the NEP years, forced collectivization,
the first five-year plan of 1928,
and later the cult of personality with its infamous purges.
Up to 1928, the literary life of the country was free from harsh political
control. Although censorship was re-established in 1922 in the form of 1-;IaBJIMT
(Chief Directorate for Literary Affairs), it was mostly preventive in nature and
the literati were not required to acknowledge publicly beliefs insincerely held.
With the sophisticated and tolerant Anatoly Lunacharsky in charge of cultural
affairs' and a number of well educated and intelligent men in the Bolshevik
leadership, the artistic world escaped crude administrative
control. As a result,
literary movements and schools flourished in the first post-revolutionary
period, and the number of publishing houses showed a dramatic three-fold
increase from 1923 to early 1925."

New books were published at such an increased rate that in 1927there
were three times as many new titles and five times the number of copies as in
1922.' These years were the golden age of Soviet satire. Before 1922there were
very few satirical journals, but in the years that followed, <<Myxo mop>>,
KpOKOZT4JI>>,
TIarIOTb>>,
KpaCHbO4
riepeu>>,
<<
<<.
<<CmexaH>>,
<<Bei-eMOT>>,
<<
<<By30Tep>> and many others emerged; there were over two hundred such
journals by the late 1920's.
Until 1928the Central Committee of the Communist Party allowed
criticism and dissent if it felt that these were 'necessaryfor the improvement of
the country', but unfortunately this tolerance ceasedafter that year. in 1929
RAPP (the Russian Association of Proletarian Writers), headed by Leopol'd
Averbakh, the promoter of the principle of coLu4aJIbHb043aKa3 Csocial
command'), made literature a part of the five-year plan and outlawed the socalled 'fellow-travellers' and other literary groups and individuals who had
failed to toe the Party line in their work. The Union of Writers,
with its
adherenceto the principles of Socialist Realism, replaced RAPP in 1932and is
still the official Soviet literary organization today.
There was much to satirize in the new Soviet society, but
felt
not everyone
that satirists should be given a free hand to draw attention to the shortcomings
of the fledgling Soviet state. Many figures in authority believed that to reveal
635.

HIMIOBCKVýl,

64A. M. Ha3apoB,
'Ibid., 120-123.

Op Cit.

OiepKTf

UCTOPTITIKIMPOT134Z.
3 Te.ý7LCTBa (MCKYCCTBO, MOCKBa, 1952), 115.
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the mistakes of Soviet leadership could undermine the whole regime. "" Stalin,
as he demonstrated in his infamous letter to Demyan Bedny, thought satire was
equivalent to slander, and therefore dangerous because it could act as a
convenient cover for 'class enemies'.
The interference
by Il'f and
of the state in literary matters was ridiculed
Petrov in their feuilleton <<KaK C03z1aBajicA
Po6T4H30H >>(1932). A young writer
is asked to compose a story about Robinson Crusoe. The content of the story is
dictated to him by his editor, who insists that after the shiV-wreck,
not only did
Robinson Crusoe survive, but also the chairman of the local committee,
the
fees,
members of the committee,
a secretary for the collection
of the membership
a bottle of ink, a table, a bell, and a jug with water - in other words, everything
necessary to hold a vartv meeting on a desert island!

satirical

writin

The outiDut of ý.,
declineg sharply in the 1930's, and of the two hundred or
more satirical magazines of the mid and late 1920's, only one - <<KPOKOaMji>> It still exists today as the official satirical publication.
ll'f and Petrov
survived.
continued
writing
under this tighter censorship of the early 1930's, both during
totalitarian
and after the writing
of 'The Golden Calf'. Despite the increasingly
Although
by their literary honesty.
political
climate, one is continually
surprised
hypocrisy
crept into the works of many writers of the period, III and Petrov
retained, at least during the lifetime of Ill, " their integrity
and
as individuals
artists. They escaped censure during their lifetimes, but after the World War 11
from
1949 to 1956. Had
their works were taken out of circulation
and proscribed
they remained
alive, their destiny might have been similar to that of satirists
Kol'tsov or Babel, who were 'purged', or if they were lucky to that of
disillusioned.
Zoshchenko
Olesha
free
but
silenced and ultimately
or
men
-

Both III and Petrov were influenced by the works of contemporary
writers, such as Bulgakov, Olesha and Kataev. Kataev remained their mentor in
Moscow and performed a role similar to that played by Pushkin to Gogol. Kataev
not only suggested the theme for 'Twelve Chairs', but also, according to Galanov
again, " provided a source of its inspiration through one of his own books.
Bulgakov's writings shared stylistic traits in common with those of Il'f
and Petrov, as has been pointed out by the critic and emigre writer Leonid
Rzhevsky, who made a comparison between the satirical content of Bulgakov's
66

<<CaTzpa

HaM He HYýKHa.

rocyzaPCTBeHHOCT9!

OHa EPeZIHa pa6oie-KpeCTbRHCK04

>)

ýI, op-cit., 30.
- announced critic Vladimir Blum. Cited by AHOBCKa.
6'Kurdyumov, suggests that after IlTs death, Petrov
capitulated, joined the Party and embarked on
the 'road of lies', following in the footsteps of other well-known literary
contemporaries. He was
awarded a Lenin medal in January 1939. A. A. KypzKIMOB, L9Kpalo IIeI7YI-aHHMX k14UOTOB (La
Presse Libre, Paris, 1983), 245.

'raiiaHOB, op. cit., 98-99.
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'Master and Margarita' and that of 'Twelve Chairs' and 'The Golden Calf'. 69
Further, and perhaps more outlandish, parallels between these works were made
by Maya Kaganskaya and Zeev Bar-Sella. " Although Il'f and Petrov did not
share Bulgakov's pessimism, all three authors owe a debt to Gogol. 11
Bulgakov in turn was influenced by Il'f and Petrov. " Conversely, it has
been suggested that some situations from Bulgakov's
<<3ariMCKM Ha
maMKeTax>> might have inspired certain episodes in 'Twelve Chairs'. "
Other contemporary
satirists favoured by Il'f and Petrov were
Averchenk 074 and Mayakovsky.
The latter appealed to the authors with his
fervour.
Petrov
topical political
In his reminiscences,
satire and revolutionary
for Mayakovsky
IlTs admiration
71 Apparently
this admiration
mentioned
was
.
to Slavin, Mayakovsky
mutual, for, according
was equally impressed
with Il'f
and Petrov's 'Twelve Chairs' .76 Of the pre-revolutionary
writers, Il'f and
Petrov's favourites
(<<MCT0PT4A 0, EIHOFO ropozia>>)
were Saltykov-Shchedrin
and Gogol (<<MePTBme
zy u-i m >>). Il'f especially enjoyed grotesquerie
and had a
life-long
There is a very
affection for Rabelais ('Gargantua
and Pantagruel').
between Gogol's <<MePTBme ZIYLUz>> and 'Twelve Chairs',
obvious connection
6'ýT P:KeBCKV0l, FIzjiaTOB FpeX>>, HODLlf4 x7piiaj,
<<
7OKaraHCKa. q z Bap-cezza,
op. cit.
71.qHOBCKaR,
72

No. 90,1968,78.

op. cit., 121.

Ibid.
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B
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tieJIOBeKOM,
6bIJI

3avimCTBOBaH
B03MOýKHO,
61OpOKpaTZ,
ieCKOMjia6zpVHTe,
Plindpomz rIeTF)OBLIM B <<7IBeHazuaTZ CTYJIb3lX>>(zipyroe
B03MO)KHoe
CIO)KeTHoe
3aZMCTBoBaHze B TOM xe rIpO143BezeHZZ V13
riorIbITKOr4
OCTaria
9rI93OZI
C Heymejioýi
Ha
3ariPICOK
maHxeTax>>
<<
BbiziaTb
ce6313aXYZOXHVKa).
footnotes to M. 5y; iraKOB, 3al-ITICKU Hd MaHXeTaX
(Cepe6plHýbig BeK, New-York,

From the
1981), 115.
"Galanov agrees with Ardov in that Petrov's early stories resembled those
of A. Averchenko.
FaiiaHOB, Op. cit, 59.

See
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E. TleTPOB,

BCKOI-0.
B Hem
14;ibcpo-ieHb jiio6un
Ero E3ce BocxzLuajio
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TajiaHT,
14 F)OCT, z
EiiazeHl4e cnoBom, a
ronoc, H BMF)TY03Hoe
6ojibLLieBcero JIT4TepaTYPHaAieCTHOCTL.
PTJ BOCIYOMPMHU(I...,
Op.
cit., 521.

Also:
C06CTBeHHO,13KaKOýI-TO

Ma. FYOBCKVýI

CTerieHý!

(AI.

1

HaLLIZM

Bowziem.
Petrovsupposedlysaidin his notesto his book<<MOýi
Zpyr Mmqo>>(UFATIM),
citedby A. BYJIMC,
TBOPueCTBd,
Oxie,
PK
op. cit.,57.

'L. Slavin
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MOCKBa,
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mx.

BocriomZHaHZ3I>>,

1983),41.
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I'AYHI,
'): IZT,
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27aBHT-le
BpeMeHa

(CoBeTCKZiý
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not only in the description of provincial life and the adoption of a peripatetic
hero, but also in other ways, for example, the opening <<B ropoze N >>CTwelve
...
Chairs', page 5), which parodies the habit of Russian 19th century authors of
concealing (often for reasons of censorship) the identity of location and
personalities. Another non-Russian favourite of both Il'f and Petrov was De
Maupassant. They admired the French writer's concise characterizations and
descriptions; " similarly they respected Chekhov's style.
The authors collected much of their raw material from personal
experience and from observations associated with the wide variety of jobs they
held (both separately and together) in various editorial offices of numerous
in
The
journals
environments
stimulating
working
satirical
and newspapers.
for
ideas
inspirational
new
etc.
proved
publications such as <<r'YZOK>>,
<<ý4yzaK>>
and original comedy.
Ha rIPOCTOpax TieTBePTOý4 pa6KOPOBCKOý4 rIOJIOCIA
rIeTPOB
Miiicp
o6peTa; im CBOI-O
m
<<I_YZ[Ka>>
rpaýKzaHCKYIýO H03MLL1410 14 ýKYPHaim=oe,
m4caTeiibCKoe
EPT43BaHme. Ti)ic3aHz rimcem o pa3HIAX
im iepe3
co6bITMAX, c pa3HbIX KOHUOB CTpaHEi ripoxozm;
B
B
zlyme.
ciiezi
cBo2
XX PYKýI, OCTaBJIAJIZ
<JyZJKe>>
Miibcp m FIeTPOB riojiyHaJIZ
He TOJIbKO HaBIbIK14
14
caTMp; 4, ieCKO'r4 OTaeJIK14 TeKCTa, HO HO KpYnMuam
Z TeHeBLIX CTOPOH.
3HaHi4e XMHM, ee rIOJIO)KMTejibHbIX

feuilleton
"
his
Petrov's
ll'f
Vulis
in
writers.
work as
wrote
and
article about
Most of IFf and Petrov's characters in the novels were based on acquaintances or
heard
Many
jokes
had
least
individuals
the
read
about.
or
at
authors
real-life
in
by
inspired
stories and articles published
and comic situations were
situations
in <<FYZIOK
A.
71
Erlikh,
the
the
same
paper,
authors
on
with
who
worked
>>
.
claimed that Ostap Bender's delivery of speech was modelled after exchanges that
took place in the newspaper's editorial office after working hours:
q3BMTeMHLIý4,
.
CTPOý4 peHm...

14POHmieCKZýi
ibO4, Bb13bIBaioiue
pa3Bece;
3TO
)Ja aTO -ýKe <<LIeTBePTa3i
riojioca>>!..

ee aTmoccpepa riocze z[Dyx iacoB ZýH31,
KOrza
3aKaHI1T4Baiiaci)o6pa6OTKa i-a3eTHLIX maTepmaJIOB Z
77Cf. Ostap's

B; izxe
78A. Byjizc,

to
this
phrase
A DeMaupassantinDS:
K TeJIY, KaK rOBOPMT MoriaccaH (DS 71)

attributing
whimsically
14;
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cpej7beTOHMCTbI>>,

COBeTCKaq

i7e"fa TL No. 6,1958,42.
,
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AHeKIIOTbI
MOXHO

jiexaT

B

o6Luem opeHTDIPOBaHl-I KPYrOM XHTepecoB pezzaKU14M.
zaxe cziejiaTb 3ariowiazoe pno611aieHme, 'ITO B OCHOBe

meCTHbie

alleKZIOTbl

ra3eTbI

B. LUKJIOBCKý04,1<30JIOTOýITeJleHOK,,, Tý
30 April, 1934.
i, a=a,

<<FYZ[OK>>.

n.-,, 'TI, F'--KOT-4
pomaH>>, 17TfTePaTYPHaR
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KOMHaTa

OTziejia ripeBpau-Lajiacb Bo BHYTpeHH14ýi K;iy6...
MmeHHOTaK 3zteci>EOTemajimci, Z[PYF Hazýzipyrom!
M aTa 14POHMA
K;
110'IOM
K o6pa3y
riocjiy)KT4;ia
OCTaria BeH,ýjepa.111

Continual work on feuilletons provided the authors with themes and
characters for their novels and other writings. Articles and news stories would
be filed away as raw material. Funny expressions heard and read were recorded,
and if not used immediately were saved for future use. In IlTs noteooks,
posthumously published under the heading of <<3arIMCHbie KHMKKM >>,we find
an entry made in early 1928, before 'Twelve Chairs' was published, containing
material that later reappeared in 'The Golden Calf'. To give two examples:
o61ABMJ1
0-1eJ1OBeK
YLUjia>>.

FOJIOZIOBKY,

rIOTOMY

HTO

xýeHa

Cf. Lokhankin.
<<F)I)IBLIIT4iI KHA3b, HIAHe TPYZALLUIýicA

BoCTOKa>>.

Cf. Gigienishvili.

III and Petrov's hobbies and interests also find their way into the books.
We know, for instance, from the accounts of friends and contemporaries, that
both III and Petrov were fascinated by photography and keenly interested in the
cinema. " They wrote screen plays and III published some stories set in the
"
history,
film
loved
books
III
the
while
on sport and military
world of
studio.
Petrov was a devotee of classical music" and was probably responsible for the few
musical terms in the two novels.
In this introductory chapter we have examined the way in which Il'f and
Petrov's work was influenced not only by their diverse interests and
backgrounds but also by the unique nature of their collaboration and by their
complementary personalities. We shall now proceed to the main body of the
thesis -a detailed linguistic analysis of the lexical and stylistical devices in Il'f and
Petrov's two novels.
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1. LEXICAL

DEVICES.

1.0. PREFACE TO LEXICOLOGY

CHAPTER.

II'f and Petrov's work is highly topical and a vivid reflection of
contemporary mores in 1920's Soviet Russia. In this chapter, we shall look at
their written language (lexicology) within the wider context of the state of the
Russian language during the first fifteen years of the Revolution, that is, up to
the publication of 'The Golden Calf'. We shall also discuss the authors' original
applications of the contemporary linguistic idiom.
From 1917 to 1931, the Russian language passed through a critical and very
colourful period of its history. The transmutation of language invariably reflects
changes in the body politic; to use Gorky's words <<MCTOPýTAKYJILTYPbI YHMT
Hac, 'ITO A31JK oco6eHHo 61iCTPO o6oroLuaeTCA B Z)rIOX14Ham6onee
' The impact on the
9HeprmHHOý4 o6LLLeCTBeHHOý4
zýeATejil>HOCTMjiiozleiý ...>>.
Russian language of a great historical event like the October Revolution was
enormous. The metamorphosis of the Russian language has been called by
several scholars the 'democratization'of the language. 2 It is not the purpose of
this thesis to give a full account of this period in the history of Russian language
detailed
be
found
Selishchev,
in
Fesenko,
the
scholarly
studies
can
of
works
Vinokur, Kartsevsky, Ozhegov and Zhirmunsky.
This democratization was a long and complex process. Firstly, linguistic
change was instigated by well-educated revolutionaries. Revolutionary
terminology, with its political concepts, archaic and Church Slavonic expressions
and foreign terms etc., became popularized after the Bolsheviks seized power.
The First World War, Civil War and War Communism encouraged the spread
of military terminology, while the establishment of new Soviet bureaucracies
and government institutions promoted the use of bureaucratic jargon and
spawned a diverse range of abbreviations and neologisms.
Secondly, the rise of new social classes led to the adoption of some features
of their vernacular into standard speech. These features included colloquialisms,
coarse words and slang elements (especially criminal). Prior to the Revolution,
all this vulgar phraseology was restricted to small fringe groups. Despite
education campaigns aimed at the dissemination of the new
lcy,
in
the
ý
language, the largely illiterate or semi-literate masses had great difficulty
digesting the new and alien-sounding terms and expressions from
cultured
speech. However, Russian slang and colloquialisms spread rapidly among the
uneducated (and the educated too, anxious to blend in with the new classless
1M. FOPLKMýi, CO6,paH;
fe COzITM0HTftf B TpTTIIJ4aTTf TOMJ.'ýý (1,&DCFBa, 1953), 27,213.
2B. Comrie and G. Stone, The Russian language
since the Revolution

(Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1978), 21.
War Communism.
economic
policies

1ýame given
to the
1918-1921.
of

Bolshevik
government's
by the
It was replaced

social
NEP in

and
1921.
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society). The highly unsatisfactory assimilation of foreign, political and
bureaucratic vocabulary by the peasants and urban labourers often resulted in
distortions, malapropisms and the neglect of grammatical rules. As early as 1923,
in his article <<Bopi)6a 3a A3bIK>>, Yu. Yasnopol'sky made the following strong
statement:
PYCCKMýi

A3LIK ýKeCTOKO rIOCTpaaaJI
3a BpemR
PeBoiiioumm.
HM'-ITO He HOZIBepi-aiiocL
Y HaC TaKOMY
3
MCKOBepKaHbIO,
KaK A3bIK.
6ecriou_LaZLHOMY

The question of Russian uW becamea truly vital issue of the day, and the
literature of the 1920'sreflected this situation. Writers of Civil War literature
(such as Babel) reproduced the mixture of folk-speech and revolutionary jargon
in their work. They regarded the language as a sociological issue in its own right.
For the Soviet satirist Mikhail Zoshchenko, this newly-emerged Soviet idiom
was an important facet of contemporary Soviet life, and he incorporated the
idiom itself as a kind of literary theme running through his humorous stories.
To project this idiom Zoshchenko chose skaz for his literary medium, and for
his narrator a semi-educated petit-bourgeois -a typical representative of the new
Soviet citizenry, who speaks and thinks with a street-wise mentality. Thus most
of Zoshchenko's stories were written in an uneducated contemporary colloquial
idiom interspersed with distorted or inappropriate terms from 'cultured'
vocabulary.
III and Petrov used this linguistic 'raw material' in a somewhat different
life,
from
They
of
manner.
all walks
selected a wide range of characters
professions, social classes and political orientations. They succeeded in capturing
all the richness and variety of the contemporary Russian language; they selected
and parodied bureaucratic, journalistic and political cliches, political and
bureaucratic slogans and posters, personal names, titles and place-names, Church
Slavonic vocabulary; and newly-coined neologisms and abbreviations.
Zoshchenko concentrated on the narrator's speech as his main source of comedy,
but III and Petrov used what Zhirmunsky calls <<MCTOP Mi eCKT4e
HaniiaCTOBaHZA>>' - 'historical layers', as the satirical vehicle for criticising
bureaucratic institutions, mindless slogans and out-dated thinking.
310.

AcHorioincKviý,

4

A3LIK

Bopb6a
-,a
<<

A3bIl<>>,

T,13E1'eCTTDY,

19 December, 1923.

ripeZZCTaB; iAeT zzzA roEopqLuerO
KaK 611 pAz
ýICTOPM, ieCKMX Hal7l.TIaCTOBaHI49. [ I CJIOBa YCTape: IbIe (apxaZ3MbI)
...
[ I HOBoo6pa30BaHvA
(HeojioFI431-, IbI) [ I BJIMAHze MeCTHbIX
...
...
rOBOPOB (FIPOB14HuzaJIT43ME. I) [ I PaWimime
me-,
KU 313LIKOM
...
npOCTOpeHHbIM
14 JIMTepaTYýýHMM,
pa3roEOPHLIM
Z YCJIOBHO
BO3BblLLieHHbIM>>.
ziaHHOý4 ý)rioxz

B. M. )KZPMYHCKM9, Boi7pocw TeopuTf zuTepaTypw

(Academia, TleHZHrpaa, 1928),43.
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Il'f and Petrov were connoissmrs of the nuances of the Russian language,
and actively sought innovative ways of expression in their quest for comic
effects. They created their own neologisms, they applied linguistic registers to
contexts where their use would normally be inappropriate,
they played with the
literal and metaphorical meanings, they substituted or transplanted words from
unrelated linguistic registers, they formed unusual blends of several lexical
components.
In this analysis of the lexical composition of 'Twelve Chairs' (henceforth
abbreviated as DS) and 'The Golden Calf' (abbreviated as ZT), we shall deal with
the various lexical registers in the sections of this chapter. In addition to a
discussion of Il'f and Petrov's use of existing post-revolutionary
vocabulary, we
shall examine the extent of their original contributions and linguistic
innovations.
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1.1. POLITICAL

LANGUAGE

AND PARTY JARGON.

Nowhere else is the link between social and lexical change so evident as in
the political language of the post-revolutionary era. The use of Communist
Party language as the means of expounding Bolshevik philosophy was a
significant issue in the first decades following the Revolution. It continues to
fascinate Sovietologists and writers to the present day. -'
As with the French language during the French Revolution, it was natural
for the Russian language to change and develop in ways that reflected the social
and political upheaval in Russia. Even prior to the Revolution, political terms
of foreign origin could be found in the language, but their use was restricted to
Some
19th
the
politically
unorthodox.
underground revolutionaries and
following
Vera
for
L.
Tolstoy
the
them,
about
said
example
century writers used
Efremova in his novel 'Resurrection':
Pe-ii, ee 6bina iiepeciiriaHa

T/IHOCTpaHHbIMTA

CIIOBamm

o

o i-pyrinax, m
o zie3OPraHZ3aui4z,
nponaraHJJVPOBaHZ14,
6

ceKLLMAX,

z noziceKLLUAX...

In the hands of the new Bolshevik government, language became a
powerful means of propaganda. Typical post revolutionary olitical words
AieýIKZ,
I-OPO,
iijieHYMM,
c-be3ZIM,
U
1414,
include:
K0imei-mm,
KOHcpepeH
aKT14BM3MPOBaTi,,
riaccMB,
aKT14B,
zmpeKTZBa,
KYZbTpa60Ta,
ripopa6OTKa,
ýKeT
CMbIHKa,
6
'
BpemeHm
many
others.
and
zi
macci,i, macCOBaApa6OTa,
io
Most of these are of foreign origin, and they show the influence of European
(and especially French) revolutionary vocabulary.
Typical adjectives describing the Party and its activities wereTDepRb04,
CTaJUHOýi,
ýKe.
Tie3HIAýi.There was an increasedtendency to use superlatives,
especially in the language of the press, either with such epithets of greatnessas
i-mr-aHTCKMi4',
BO
HTO
B mmpe,
aSHzrz1e
HeciiiixaHHbIýi
expressions
and
such
61J TO HM
CTajio or by the employment of the suffixes -eýiuimýi, -aýmimý4 and
the prefixes apxu- or o6ep-.
Stylistically, official language becameincreasingly terse and laconic. This
resulted in ellipsis, which was formerly acceptableonly in colloquial language (cf.
'See, for instance, F. 5T,1H0KYp, R"YELTYPJ AJLIKa, second edition (4)eziepaum3i, MOCKBa, 1929)
or M. Heller, MaLLIUHa Tf BTIHTTIKII (Overseas Publications Interchange Ltd., London, 1985), 260296.
ý1. H. TOJICTOý4,C06paHue

COW-1HE'H1111
B LL1eCTHJ4RdTT1 ToMax

(XYZI. MlTepaTypa,

Mocm3a, 1964), 13, p. 207.

'See Selishchev on revolutionary vocabulary, iý. 1A. CejimueE, fl3LIK peB0JYNLZT10HH049i70XT'f.
Ha6zi-o4eHTIH Ha4 PVCCI, 'TfM A3LIKOM 170Cý70,WITIX ReT (1917-1926), BTOpoe vmýJaHze,
(Pa60THXK npocBeLuE?HvA, MOCKBa, 1928),97-116
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pemaioLumvi
such expressions as rIepBa3l K0HHaA (apmmA) or TpeTT0'
As a result, such phrases became more expressive.
riATzjieTKT4).

0-oz

Social changes lead to semantic changes. Words used prior to the
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interpretation
1917.
Revolution
example,
semantic
after
a
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completely
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meaning.
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for
interpretations,
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pa60THMKOB
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e. <<rIPOBepKa
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KOMMYHM3ma)
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Everyday

riaPTMMHbIX,

rIP0q0C0I03HbIX

rip&KTA6PbCKaA

Also worth

14 COBeTCK14X

BaXTa

(e.g.

riP0T43B0ZICTBa)
(e.
riepeZOBýIK
etc.
riepeZOBTAK g.
with concepts
are the new shades of meaning associated
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BaXTa);

mentioning

like i-ymaHHOCTb,
C03HaTejabH0CTb,
had been neutral in their
previously
character. For example, o6LIBaTein,
jim6epaji
and others.
Numerous
own terminology.

meetings
political
Such expressions
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Pa3BZTme
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grioxy>>

opraHOB>>);

Words which
maeýIHOCTb and so on.
acquired an emotionally-loaded
colouring
K0CM0ri0jimT,
memaH14H/meLuaHKa,

became

common-place
and gave rise to their
as r103BO; IbTe C'114TaTI) co6paHi4e

o6LUeCTBeHHO-I-IOJIMT14'-IeCKOýI

in P,33BT1TTre. UOKCTfKT,1

jieKCgKýl
(All

B coBeTCKYIO

CCCP, HaYKa,

1965), 22.

91bid., 20.
"Ibid.
"For the distinction between the meaning of
CeJITILUeB,
aKT14BHb01
op.
see
28.
meH),
cit.,
1211POTieHKO,
Op. cit., 26.

(worker) and

pa60TH1,1K

(riapTl4týHo-

MOCKBa,

39
Iýj M, 13

OTKPbITI>IM/3aKpbIT

no
OTmmeH'V,etc., formerly
elements of official celebratory terminology, gradually lost their original solemn
colouring and becamestock phrases used at every gathering.
The use of slogans is another very specific result of the Party's
manipulation of language as the vehicle of mass propaganda. Vinokur, in his
following
the
terminology,
question:
article on revolutionary
asks and answers
riapTT4M,
riopyieHTAIO

KaKOBa ýKe Hauia peBOJ'IIOUZOHHaR
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PYCCKOýI

Z rIOJUITi4,

ieCKZ-

T4HTejmmi-eHUZZ.
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TepMTAHbI,
I-IOJIT4TT4',ieCKze
z 9KOHOMz-ieCKme
HO
HaPOEIHT4-ieCKOVI
14JIZ
mapKC14CTCKOi'4
mzieojiormeý4,
c
J103YHrT4 ýI CPOPMYJlbl, KOTOpbie
TaKýKe Te (:PMKCMBHbie
TZ1IT4HHbIMDI
ABJIAIOTCA
azemeHTamm
Ham6ojiee
Boo6uýe
B oco6eHHOCTZ)Ke
BCAKOýI
cppa3eojiormT4,
M
TeM He meHee, riocne
rIOJIRTKieCKOýI.
cppa3eozormm
couýiwIbHBIM
cpaKTOM,
TOFO, KaK peBOJIIOUKA
Bce
CTana
OTiaCT14
aTM J103YHrI4 M TepmMHbI,
yxýe 11OTperiaHHme,
TaKOq
HOBY10,
21a)Ke
CBeýKyiocmjiy.
ripmo6pejm
M36MTbO4 B CYLLLHOCT14 1103YHr, KaK <<ripojieTaPM14
Bcex
KepeHCKOrO
14
B
B
CTpaH,
coezýMHAý4Teci)!
>> :Dnoxy
OKTA6PI>CKOý4
3a3BYHaz
peBojii-oUT414
riepBbO4riepi4ozý
14
y6e4T4TejibHO.
COHHO,
rIO
HOBOMY,
HariopxCTO,
COBcem

Slogans frequently seen and heard included:
Pa6o,ieMy HeieFO TePATb, Kpome CBOT4X uerier4t (a
Beci>mi4p - this part has been abbreviated).
PejiTUZA

Da

- OrI14YM

3,ZlpaBCTByeT

ZIJIA

3aBOtoeT

OH

Hapoza! "

pa6oimý4 Kiiacc

POCC1414!

"Cf. Ostap's play on the direct meaning of this phrase, in the following comment:
BBZU HaCTYrIjieHI4R Be-iepa
i3e-ýep OTKPLITLIM,
(ZT 347)
14F. BZHOKYP,

<<0 peBojiioumoHHoiýi

(ozzH
eojioFmm
cppa-,

Z3 EOrIPOCOPA3bIKOB09

J7HCP
II, April-May 1923,109.
"Cf. Ostap'steasingof FatherFyodor
orimiyhiZTLýIH.-apoza?>>.it is possiblethat this
kind of ironicalquestion(usuallyaskedwhendiscussingthepricesof icons,gold or silvercrosses
and
otherreligiousgoods)couldhaveenteredcontemporaryRussianfrom IDS.( Forotherexpressions
borrowedfrom the novelsandincorporatedinto vernacular,
).
1.22.
seesection
noJIZT9KZ)>>,
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Tja 3ZIpaBCTByeT

MeýKZlYHaPOZIHa3i

conýizaPHOCTB

pa6o, ierO Kiiacca!
plus a great many starting with <<za 3ZpaBCTByeT>> or <<npiiBeT>>, or
Through
something
equally unoriginal.
excessive use, these phrases and
became little more than meaningless
expressions
cliche's. Vinokur
was
to say that:
prompted
... Bce

rIOHTU

z)jiemeHTbI HaLueýi cppa3eojioi-mT4 - 9TO
M3HOuieHHbieKJIzLue,
CTePTme
1-IATaKI4:
He noillmemi,
: )TO
KaKOBa
i4x ueHa.
o6ecueHeHHme zýe=aK'R
16
1917-1921 roza...
o6puua

-

In his article, Vinokur protested the use of political cliches, slogans and
overworked phrases, he believed they inevitably coloured our attitudes and
made us think <<CJIOBeCHbIMM LLITamiiamm, peajibHoe coziepýKaHi4e KOMX
COBepLiieHHO BbIBeTpýU10Cb >>17 Furthermore, these cliches are <<yzýo6Hoe
.
1'IPT4KPbITme, n03BOJ1Ai-oLLLeeHam He aymaTb, pa3peLUai-ou_Lee Ham
OTzenaTbCA OT BOrlpoca CCbMK0ý1 Ha KaHOHMHeCKMý4,HaBAKLIT4ýi B 3y6ax
TpaqbapeT>>. 11 This is exactly what happened in reality to those bureaucrats so
often satirized in Il'f and Petrov's feuilletons, and also in DS and ZT (e.g.
'Hercules' organization in ZT). Bureaucratic language and its reflection in the
novels is discussed in section 1.4.

Inevitably, these cliches and official expressions of the Soviet era (often
referred to as' conventional sovietisms') found their way into literature and the
language of literary characters. Mayakovsky, for instance, made frequent use of
them not only in his poems (e.g. <<CrijieTHT4K>>,<<XaHxýa>>,
etc.), but also in his
plays (see, for instance, Bayan's speech in <<Knon >>(1928-9) which is full of
current political and bureaucratic cliches. " In the works of Platonov, as in those
of Zoshchenko, uneducated or semi-educated characters appear to burden their
speech needlessly with high-flown phrases drawn from Bolshevik propaganda.
In such people, ill-understood political rhetoric passed for revolutionary fervour,
and the misinterpretations often produced malapropisms (section 1.12.).

16F. BIIHOKYP,
17Ibid.
, 8r. BZHOKYP

0
<< PeFOZIOLU10FHOiý qopa3eojiorim>,

op. cit., 113.

313b1Ka>>,
KyjibTypa
<<
op. cit., 159.
"See also Gladkov's novel 1ýeMeHT,
or SholokhOV'S170,W1,,
7TJR L4e.UTIHa and many other literary
works of the period.
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1.1.1. Political language as a reflection of the times.
Using vocabulary in common parlance at the time of writing, Il'f and
Petrov successfully managed to create a picture of Soviet social life. According to
Kurdyumov:
3T14

He
rimcaTenT4

rIPX31JBaJ114

i-iia3ax

6m; iz

K YHTV-=ýKeHMIO

BmeCTe

OHM

C03zýa=ieý4CA

CZCTemm. Ho

couzaJII>HOý4

pa60TaJI14

rIPOTeCTaHTami4,

z ripeaCTaBJ131JIT4

OHýl

-

Ha
rIOKa

co6oýl

He
xx
OHM

eaT4HOFO

KaPTMHY

riopa3T4TeJIbHY1O

aBTOpa - C03,aanm
KOTOpaA
OKpy)KaBLuei-o o6u_ýe=a,
T4
CBoef4
CZJII>I
APKOCTZ
rIOTepAiia

H14CKOJIbKO
rIOJIBeKa

He

CrIYCTA.

20

For example, one of the most frequent topics of discussion during political
meetings of the 1920's was the international situation. This subject was
routinely aired, though it was often unconnected to the main business of the
meeting. Complaints in the papers concerning this 'all talk and no action'
(on
for
frequently.
kind
21
This
talk
was
most
what
activity appeared
of useless
by
Petrov
in
DS.
III
irrelevant
and
ridiculed
people alien or
subject-matter) was
During the opening of the tram-line in Stargorod, the head Of CTaPKOMX03
Gavrilin is about to make a speech before the inhabitants of the city. Instead of
saying something about the work done, or the transport system, Gavrilin
suddenly <<caM He 3HaR noýiemy>> switches to the 'international situation':
I-aBP14JI14H,

He
3Ha3i
06ozpeHHbiýi ripi4emom,
caM
meýKZLYHaPOZýHOM
0
BZEPYF
3arOBOPMJI
iioHeMy,
riojio)KeHT4T4...
CnoBa camm no ce6e [ I riojiyHamm,
...
[...
KaKT4e-TO
meYZEYHaPOZýHbie.rlocne 14em6epjieHa,
amePMKaHCKT4ý1
me)KZ1yHaPOZLHyi-o
BbILLieji
apeHy
ceHaTOP Bopa. Tonria o6MAKEa. KoppecriOH,; ýeHTIJ
BbIpwKeHMAX
o6pa3HbIX
opaTOP
Bpa3 3anmcajim: <<13
o6pMCOBaE me)KRYHaPOZHoe rionoýKeHme Haniero
FaBPMJ1T4H
C0103a
PacriajiMBLUMkA
Hexopouio
>>
...
6oApax m nepeuieJI Ha
OTO3BajicA o PyMbIHCKT4x

MYCCOJIMHT4.

20KYpZIOIAOB,
21Cf.

M TOJILKO

K KOHUY

peim

OH

] Ha

rio6opoji CBO1O

cit., 293.
the following complaint:
Pe6ATa ripzuizz (from Moscow to the village - RG), noezz
Op.

rIOrOBOP14.719

0

<<Me; VTIYHaj)()ZF<)M

CCPOTOr'pa(4bzj)oBajmcb

C KPC-CTb.

rIOJIO:

KeHM'I>>,

ý! HCK14MDT

,

j)e6ATamz z
yLuzz. A
JI14TePaTYPa
P
ZIJ'IR Kpeý-TbF- H, rze pa6C)Ta
B
rze )Ke
Kzy6e, X36e14
HUTazbHe T.z[.? HTiHero 'aTOr"O HeT. M nozy-iviiaci, I-OBOP14; IbH31
BmeCTOpa6OTIA.

17JIOHepCKaA

iypaBaa, No.13,1925.
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me)KZ1YHaPOZ1HY1-0

BTOPY10

xopoLumm;4

aeJ1OBbIMT4

HaTYPY

M

3aroBopi4ji

(DS 93)

cjioBamT4.

In DS this discussion of the international situation is a mandatory part of
any meeting, 22and it becomes as standard as the cliche"s themselves with which it
is presented. Similarly:
Ha, iazc3i
nojimnmci)

M14TMHF.

riepBiie

noEoxeHMM..

C

KPMJIiua -iaý4HOýi KoPO6KOBa
3BYK14 ZOKiiazia o me)KZIYHaPOUHOM
(DS 228)

III and Petrov refer to Gavrilin's
nature';
second international
have
become
high-flown
the
second nature
rhetoric
cliches, slogans and
political
for figures like Gavrilin.
Such people see the world solely in terms of political
kind-hearted
For
in
Jargonese'.
the
think
example,
categories, and even
political
by
Ostap
(who
is
ZT,
in
the
confronted
ripeaceziaTenb
when
chapter
of
opening
trying to pass himself off as the son of the legendary Lieutenant Shmidt), thinks
to himself in the following
cliches:
<<)Jeý4CTBMTeEbHO,

BOOzyLueBneHHoe
BeiiMKme

pa60TOýi.

I-JIAZ31

OH,

c jii-o6OBb1O
- riozymaii
3a
TYT
1;
IOXHeLUb
jimuo i-ePOR,
(ZT 304)
i3exT4 3a6mBaeLLib>>.

Besides satirizing the topics under discussion,
ironically about the length of speeches at meetings:
HO Bce TaK

Ha

r1pýIBLIKETA

I-OBOPMTb

,

III and Petrov also write

"ITO He mornm
(DS 94)

OCTaHOBMTbCR.

In ZT, during the opening of the Turksib railroad line, a 'girl-pioneer' is
has
finds
the
to
Before
to
say,
the
she
authors
out
what
asked
comment.
reader
insert the following digression:
He

YZU4BMTe;

TOrIHyjia

HOýKKOýi

rIOZIBeCTM

z1aiiee,

ibHo

14TOTM
IIOTOMY

61uio 6m, ecim 6m zieBOHKa BHe3arIHO
FI03BOJIbTe
14 Haia; ia: <<TOBaPMLLLT4!
KOM

TemROCTxYeH*KAM,
HTO

BCTpe-,

y

ia1OTCA

01
CTapTe;
2ieTM, KOTOPme c rieiaJILHOýl
peHm. 21
l'IPOM3HOCAT ziByxiaCOBbie

... >> -

'K TaK

Hac ripmmepHbie
ibHOCT1)1O
(ZT 553)

It is not just the language at the meetings that is <<C03BYHHMýi arioxe>>.
Even Ostap's wedding ceremony (with the widow Gratsatsueva) is not free from
ideological talk and political discussion:
OCTarl

Bce BpeMA

nPO143HOCT4JI peim,

TI14JTM 3a HaJ2ORH(_)e 7120CBeMeHMe

crimim

ý1 TOCTM.
11 T4DL)1JJ-aI_11410

'Cf. also the use of international events and leaders'
names and their phrases during the staging of
the play 'Marriage' in DS.
'Cf.

III and Petrov's feuilleton

Pa
ro E30
<ý --ý

CW, 3.
HaVH
L-1
IA
TO.
1,,
I)>,
0
-El
,
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Y36eKT4CTaHa.
,

Flocze

ý)Toro

rocTi4

cTanm

paCX0ý1MTbCA.
(DS 107)

As Il'f and Petrov said in one of their short stories
- <<Be3 waeozoi-MT4
HLIH-ie - Tpy6a>>. 24 In ZT, the crossword compiler Sinitsky is the victim of
ideology (mzieo; iorZ31 3aeza (ZT 378)). He is forced to compile 'ideologically'
sound crossword puzzles with <<KOMCOMO;
IbCKaA nPOC; IOT4Ka>>,and is tortured
by the need to find words ending in -aumR (this ending, as we shall see in the
section on neologisms, is present in abstract nouns denoting a certain ideology).
The authors try to explain the nature of Sinitsky's problem, and they do so by
means of political jargon:
OH OTCTaii

OT )KM3Hm,

61)iji

FIOJ_IZT14-ieCKT4 Herl2aMOTeH.

(ZT 377)
Complicated political language particularly appealed to political activists
and members of the Komsomol, as they believed it reflected their education and
political awareness:
3a riouie2lHee BpeM31 Bce CTapancR FleTbKa CSIOBO
Ha YC HamaTMBaTb.
Kaxýzjoe, KOTOpoe 1103aKOBE>ipeCTeý4,
)JepxýaJl B 6aLUKe, HTo6m ripm cjiyiae JIMLLOMB FPR3b He
25
y,ýiaPMTb. 06mZHO, ToýKe aypaKOM CJII>ITb.
However, the majority of peasants and workers found this clever
language, with its high-flown political and economic terminology, its foreign,
archaic and official terms often inaccessible and incomprehensible.
<<I-OBOP14T
6ojnnieB14K...
26
the
the
HerIOHATHO - 3HaiZT,
general
opinion
of
was
>> _
MOCKBa >>. In 1906, Lenin wrote:
masses, as expressed in <<Pa6oiaq
Muxaji)

ZIOJIYHbI ymeTb FOBOPMTI,
E[(eMOKpaTbI)
IIPOCTO 14 31CHO, ZJOCTyrIHbIM macce A31>IKOM, OT6POC14B
myzpeHbIX
peLLiZTeinHO
rIPOHE> TRxýejiyýo aPT14iiiiepmi-o
TepMMHOB, MHOCTpaHHbIX CJIOB, 3ay-ieHHbIX,
I-OTOBbIX,
04
He3HaKomi)ix
HO HerlOHATHiix
J103YHrOB,
eu_ýe macce,
oripezeiieHMýi,
TAýj.27
3aKjiioieH

We can conjecture that by saying eLue Lenin assumed that these new
political terms would become accessible to the masses. However, the above
quotation from <<Pa6oiaq MOCKBa>>(published in 1926) proves that such was
not the case, even in the later 1920's. The following dialogue between the porter
(,UDOPHMK)Tikhon and Ostap Bender takes place in the mid 1920's during the
NEP period and it reflects Tikhon's complete absence of understanding of such

'ýI.

NZbqo V El. Fle-rpoEl, <FIT
-a
2'KojiocoB.
CTeHFa3eT. Cited in Cej: ýimc-E, op. cit., 55.

26Pa6O'laH MOCKBa, No. 113,1926.
27Citedin Chukovsky, op. cit., 613. Source
not stated.

CW, 2,457.
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terms as

ZCTOPT4,

ieCKZfI

maTepmaJIT43M- 'historical materialism',
6ypxýyýi
'bourgeois'
term
such
as
or npoiieTapmil - 'proletarian':
HaC TYT
JV
i-ocyaaPCTBeHHa3i6orazenl)HA: CTapyxm
)K14BYT Ha rIOJIHOm
rieHC14OHe.
:
)TO
- TIOHmmaio.
KOTOpbieeiiie zo ý=oj2mLiecKoro
pozmjimcb?
maTel2maJIT43ma
YýK
9TO BePHo.
9TOM aome
-AB

or even

KorziaPOZI14JIT4Cb,
Torzia
m poaT4jimcb.
6bijio
HTo
no T4cToj2wiecKoro

maTe]2vanlUma?

-

KorEja 6m;io?
;ja Torza, nPM CTapom peýKmme?
A, npm CTapom peýKmme6aPT4HMOM)KMJI.
TDYR)K04?
CaM TbI 6YJ2ýKY'ý!CKa3aHOTe6e - npeRBO)ý14TeEb

ZýBOPAHCTBa.
IlpozeTa]ý14
-

L

T?
3HaT --114

0I!
CKa3aHO
CaM
Te6e - ripeUOZý14Tejn.
nROQPTaRT,
TIA
(DS 29)
The authors

conclude

the dialogue

in the following

way:

Pa3r'OBOP

C YMHIAM ZBOPHMKOM, ciia6o pa36mpaBLuemcA
6bi
o6LueCTBa, ripouojixajicA
B KjiaCCOBOý4 CTPYKType
6bi
6oI'
mojaoaoýi
eiiLe
3HaeT CKOJIbKO BpemeHm, ecjim
(DS
29)
peLLiZTejibHO.
3a
zieno
, iejioBeK
He B3AJICA
folk
The extent of political
country
awareness among
in
delightfully
funny description
Ostap's
a village
arrival
of
companions
are greeted by the local people:
Bi4zu4mo,

61)ijia

is seen in this
where he and his

o6u-LeCTBeHHOCTi,
aepeBeHCKaA
M3BeuýeHa 0 TOM, 'ITO KTO-To ripmezýeT, HO KTO
rIOSOTOMY Ha
ripmezeT
'ýI C KaKOý4 ue; ibFo - He 3Haiia.
61)ijim
Bce M3peHeHT4A M
BCAK14f4 cjiyiaýi
M3BneieHbI
HeCKOJILKO jieT.
aeBT43bI, T43rOTOBjieHHbie
3a riocneZHve
Baoin
yjii4ubi
CTORJN1 LUKOJIbHMKT4 C
pa3HOKajii46ePHbIMT4
CTaPOMOIIHIAM14 rijiaKaTamm:
JImi-e
BpemeHI4
m ee OCHOBaTemo, zoporomy
<JIPýIBeT
6ommcA
6ypýKynHOFO
KepýKeHueBy>>,
TOBapzuýy
<<He
Kep30Ha>>, OlTo6
3BOHa, OTBeTMM Ha YJIbTxmaTYm
zieTT4 Haum He yi-aciam, no-, KaZyý4CTa, opi-aHM3YýITe
6Eijio
Kpome
ACJli4>>.
MHoýKeCTBo rinaKaTOB,
TOro,
T4CrIOJIHeHHbIX ripemmyLueCTBeHHO
uepKOBHOCzaBAHCK14M
LLIP14CPTOM, C O)ýHMM 14 Tem )Ke
IIPT4BeTCTBzem:
(ZT 351)
<<Ro6po riox., aJIOBaTb! >>.
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1l'f and Petrov often show how official cliche's and political jargon become
indispensable to people who (to use their own expression) practise <<FIpaB Mti
neBOý4
YKJ1OH
HOZý rIPT4KPHTi4em
11
Social
attributes such as the right
cppa31)i
<<
>>.
background and social class, having a <<iiaiia OT coxm>>and <<mama OT
CTaHKa>>
book
his
As
in
Mikhail
Kreps
taken
on
notes
seriously.
were
Zoshchenko's comic technique:
AHKeTa

B Te ro;
M3-3a

PORL

BaXHef4u_iyi-o

ýi>i i4rpajia
allKeTHbIX
<<rizoxýix>>

B XM3H14

z1aHHLIX

MOFJIM

,,ieJ1OBeKa.
zT4LLieHLýem,
o6bJqBT4Tb
pa60TLI,
CHRTb
cociiaTb,
c
Ba)KHI)IM14
paCCTpeZATb.
B
TIOPbMy,
Oco6eHHO
iiocaZMTb
61ijim
rpaq)amm
<<coumajibHoe
<<iipoi4cxo)Kz[eHT4e>>,
AHKeTa
6m
KaK
<<riaPTMý4HOCTb>>.
I1OJIOýKeHT4e>>,
29
JIMHHOCTb...
IIOJIHOCTbIO
3acJIOHmjia
In ZT, Il'f and Petrov portray with fine irony Skumbrievich's statement in
his
In
his
'proletarian'
he
enthusiasm,
tries
to
origin.
prove
which
Skumbrievich utters the following absurdity:
I,
<<ý: r'OBOP14T,

HaKQBaQbH04)>.

POýIZTenx

poz1miic3i me-.Yuiv
3TT4M OH XOTeii

MOJIOTOM

T4

rioziePKHYTb,

'ITo

ero

(ZT 596)

6E>iJIMKy3Heuji.

This comment - evoking the Russian saying <<meyzy MOROTOM Z
blue
deep
devil
the
sea'- makes a mockery of
the
HaKoBazbHeýi>> -'between
and
Skumbrievich's
claim.
B
rIOPAZKe?
He
POZT4TeJIT4
'ITO
-Y Hero,
xýe,
TopFOBLLIJ?
LIY)Kuiýi );iemeHT?

(ZT 335)

,:
Korobeynikov asks this question about Berlaga, who is hiding from the
1purges'in an asylum. The noun 9jiemeHT is typical of many new words (e.g.
has
it
)
the
and
an
years,
YKJIOH,3ae3x=ejibCTBO, etc. of
post-revolutionary
interesting evolution. Prior to the Revolution, this word (meaning 'a layer of
10
The
to
had
social
class.
any
noun's
applied
and
society')
a neutral connotation
definition narrowed and it eventually referred to those people and 'layers of
28M.

F1
Tpa qo Cpeai,j -,e i,,.
E.
eT PCB, <<
f ýiýieift >ý,CW, 2,443.
u
3(ý11-1.eHKO
TexHTfKa
Y
KOMT-IueCKOI-O.
(Chalidze Publications, USA, 1986), 101.
Kperic,

VI; IbCý

29M

.

IOCf.Lenin's words in 1894:
PYCCKVýi pa6omý4,rIO21HFELLI14Cb
...

EO

F;iaBe Bcex zeMOKpaTgIeCKT4X
rioi3eZeT
ýi
cBaJIZT
PYCM01
gjiemeHTOB,
a6cozf0TV3hl
:
ripojieTapgaT
(piziom c ripojieTapzaTOM BCeX CTPaH) ripAmoq ziopor<)q
OTKPMTOýl rIOJ19TI4, ieCKOýl 6cpb6bI K rio6eZIOHOCHOýl
KOMMYHVCTz, ieCKOýl peBomou mv.

B. 14. JleHMH, CO'ITfHeHTfH (FocyzapCTi3eHH(De
MOCKBa, 1941)1,281.

ýiwia`rezbCTEO

EOJIMTwieCKOýl JIZTepaTypm,
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society' not in agreement with the aims of the revolutionary working class.
Formerly, anemeHT was often accompanied by epithets such as:
HeyCTOýiHmBme,

ii=Kme,

"
maPKCMCTCKme.

KO;ie6jii-ouýmecq,

OKOJIO-

After the Revolution, the word came to rejer -& 'counter-revolutionary',
or
an anti-Soviet member of society, and new adjective-noun combinations such as
KOHTP-peBOJII-OUMOHHme, iyýKzme or COHYBCTBYIOU_LT4e
z)zemeHTbI 32were
coined.

In ZT, at the 'Hercules' institute, Lapidus junior immediately 'switches'
on the right language when he feels that he might be endangering himself by
speaking favourably of the old regime:
J11-OZZ
KTo ýKe MOr 3HaTb, HTo 6yzeT peBOJIIOUMA?
C',
a KTO
YCTPýýIBajmCb, KaK MOrJITA, KTO T4meji arITeKy,
zaýKe cpa6PMKY. A JIM'-IHO He BMKY B 3TOM Hmiero
KTO MOF 3HaTb?
rizoxoi-o.
6biJ10 3HaTb,
Kopeý4KO.
Hazýo
CKnaji
XOJI021HO
-

6blCTPO
Tlarizzýyc,
BOT
liozýxDaT141I
A
14
FOBOPI-0,
(ZT
335)
yipeýKzIeH1414.
TaK14M He meCTO B COBeTCKOM

Cf. also his speech:
ý4To ri; iaKaTb o6 T4H21T4BMzyajibHOCT14,0 ; IM-iHOý4 )KM3HT4,
KOrza Ha HaLuzx rila3ax
paCTYT 3ePHOBbie cpa6PMKM,
MaFHMTOFOPCK14, BCAKme KOm6aý4Hbi, 6eTOHOmeLLiaJ1KT4,
(ZT
392)
KOrza KOJljieKT14B...

when he sees another colleague.
Similarly, ll'f and Petrov ironically satirize the 'Hercules' employees'fear
of the 'purges':
RO HallaJla 3aHATT4ý4ocTaBajioci, eLLLe FIATHaaLLaTL
M14HYT, HO 3a CBOMM14CTOjiamm yýKe cmaejiz CaxapKOB,
Rpeticpyc, Te30MmeHZUKT4'ý, MY31,IKaHT, 14eBaýKeBCKaA,
KYKYILIKT4H,Eý,BopT4coxiie6CKý01 M JIam4zyc-mjiazLLImýi.
TIMCTKýI OH14HMCKOJII)KOHe 6oAnmcb, B iem
Heo, ýHOKpaTHO 3aBep3ijaTi apyr zpyra, HO B riocjie,? ýHee
BpemA rioieMY-TO
CTajiz IIPT/IXOZIMTb Ha cjiyýK6Y KaK
(ZT 333)
MOXýHO paHbiue.

Arguably the most outspoken comment on the then contemporary state of
affairs in the Soviet Union is the following quotation from ZT:
31Cf. 13.14. ýl eHMH, op. cit., 7,196
or 19,235.
'2C. M. Oyeroi3,

Boripocy o6 m-,meHeHgiýc: '-oEeapH,
pYCCKOrO A3bIKa
r-o
COCTaBa
--.
CO]3eTCKYIOWIOXY>>, B017POCLI93L.IK031laHTfA, No-2,1953,75.
<<K

13
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OHM (i. e. foreigners
RG)
npmo6pejim
pa3ZTeJIbHoe
CXOZCTBO CO CTaPMHHI>IMM
coBeTCK14MM
ciiy: ýKau-Lmmm, m
MX MyHMTenbHO
XOTejiocb
'IMCTMTb,
BbIrIbIT1bIBaTb,
HTO
61oPOKpaTbI
OH14 zlenajim
zo 1917 i-oza,
He
JIM OHM, He
6jiaFO110JIYHHbI
FOJIOBOTArIbI
JIM ýi
JIM rIO
(ZT 549)

P02ICTBeHHMKam.

This is a strong statement for the time (1930), and again especially for the time of
publication (1931 in instalments in the journal <<30 ZIHei4>>and in 1933 in book
form by <<cDeziepaumA>> publishers). Kurdyumov is correct when he says that:
'ý-IMTaTeiiib, XOTb HeMHOFO 3HaKOMbIi4' C COBeTCKMMM
mzeojiorm-ieCKT4MM
CTPOFOCTAMM, Bcerzia
OCTaHaBJIMBaeTCA
B HeKOTOPOM T43YMjieHMm riepeZ
BeceJIOýI HeriPT4HY: KaeHOCTI)ý0, C KOTOPOýI T4JII)qO14
rIeTPOB BeZ[YT ce6A B Z)TT4X IIOTeHUmanbHO
u-ýeKOTJIMBbIX o611aCTAX. 33

TOM

and

rlozio6HbieonaCHme
y6e)KziaJIMCb,
rIOCTOAHHO,

BCTpe-ialOTCA
M MYZIpb04

CrIOZIBT4)KHT4KamT4

3Haji,

r'OZIbI M3 coBeTCKOý4

y

BO)Kab

KaK

MbI

y)KeHe pa3
Mjii)cpa m FleTpoBa

BbICKa3bIBaHT4A,

(i. e. Stalin

HTO zeiian,

RG) co CB014MI4
143FHaB MX B 1949

JI14TepaTYPI)1.34

1.1.2. IN and Petrov's use of 'conventional

sovietisms'

for comic effects.

III and Petrov achieve comic and satirical effects through the use of
cliches and expressions from political jargon. Their use of conventional
sovietisms can be grouped into three areas: firstly, the application of official and
political terminology to trivial events and actions; secondly, the creation of some
kind of verbal contrast; and thirdly, (and most interestingly), the use of
sovietisms in new semantic contexts.
1.1.2.1. Conventional

sovietisms for mundane events and actions.

One of the favourite ways ll'f and Petrov deal with any high-flown or
professional jargon is to place it alongside (or apply it to) simple, apparently
unimportant actions in the narrative. In the example below, the phrase
o6jii4, iaBLLiero zmriepT4aJIT4CTT4,
ieCKze 3aMb1C2Mwas often heard in speech
and seen in writing:
HaKOHeLL, JIZ3a ycinnuaiia
HeBHmmaTeJ1bH0
cjiyLLiaBLLimx
33Kypzjiomoi3, op. cit., 88.
34jbid., 269.

TYJI DKCKyPcaHT0B,
PYKOBOZýýITejiR,
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o6j-im,,-iaBLLier-o mmiiejým; ajimCTTI'ieCKze
EKaTepZHLI

QatAuciibi

11 B CBA3T4
K

mmriepaTPMUbI

c ; no60BI)I0 171OKOi4'HOýi
me6ejam CTýIJIA J7ym-Ce3.

(DS 124)

Obviously, mention of Tsarina Catherine 11immediately triggers in the guide's
mind the cliche' <<i4mnepýiaJIT4CTM-ieCKiAe3ami)icjibi>>, even though he is
talking about the empress's fondness for a particular style of furniture! Here, Il'f
and Petrov are satirizing the frequent overuse of inappropriate cliches.
3

TO

KaK

BpemA,

I1j2OCBeTT4TejTbHbIýi

ZIPY31)A

Be; IM KYJILTY12HO-.

o6j2n

'.,KTT3HTI,

noceLuajim

x

My3em

(DS 131)
aenajim
,
This refers to Ostap and Vorob'yaninov's search for the diamonds, which
enterprise includes their confrontation with Father Fyodor, their visits to
Korobeynikov, and their trip to a museum where the chairs are stored. The use
)KT43HM
KYJII>TYPHO-rIPOCBeTT4TT4ejil>Hblýi
lofty
-'Cultural
the
o6pa3
of
phrase
and enlightening way of life' is obviously ironic.
aBaHCLI

zeBYLUKam...

In their description of the private shop owner Of KpaxmajibHiie
BOPOTHMHKM (ZT 430), who goes out of business because no one is wearing his
starched collars a decade after the Revolution, the authors choose the phrase He
C03BY'-IHIAý4 z)rioxe - 'out of tune with the times' - which usually applies to

ideology and not to something mundane like shirt collars.

-iaCTH14KOB
KOm6ýlHaT
B KOHue KOHUOB CTpaHHMý4
ilaBma'ýHeH
Ha
T43BO3'IT4Ke
Kapji
yexaJI
pa3BajiT4jicA, m
BO MFJIY,
YB03A
CBOýf He C03BYHHLFý
s)rioxe TOBaI2.
(ZT 430)

A similar use of the same phrase occurs in the next example:
B ma; ieHI)KOM mmpe M3o6peTeH IIY31>lpb<<Yý4ZU4-Yý4ZIM>>,
6pI0KM
T4
rIOCTpoeHbi
Harii4caHa rieceHKa <<Ki4priýIHýIKM>>
qoaCOHa<<iio;inpeEý>>.[ I
...
6o;
ManeHbKme

rIOHi4mal-OT,
TOJIbKO

'ITO

TOFua

OHM

3a
inummi4.
TOPOIIATCA
6bITb
C03BY9HLI
xioxe
ZIOJI."KHLI

; IIOUM

MX TOBapeu

moxýeT

HaýiTM

ýi

c6bIT.

(ZT 376)
Note also the contemptuous use of the diminutive
devalues these manufactured goods.

TOBapeu which further

M, oriaca3ici,, HTO HeyroMOHHi)iýi 6paT (Le. Ostap RG)
ceýi, iac ýKe 3aT4HTepecyeTCA, Hem OH (i. e. Balaganov - RG)
3aHAT

cmzien

611;
3aH31T OH
1 ripe i4myLueCTBeHHO
Tem,
B i4cripaBT4TeJIbHbIX
zLomax pa3; II41IHbIX

(a

aBTOHOMHI>IX
jieýiTeHaHTa

pecriy6;
IIIMMZITa

i'KK m o6naCTeW,
BbIRBail

'-ITO

BTOPOý4 CbIH
ZHTmmaTMBY
14 cam
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3a,aan Bonpoc:
(ZT 306)

TIJ rioTieMy He rizcaji?

-A

The above takes place in a chairman's
office, where Ostap and Balaganov
Schmidt.
Lieutenant
The authors
are masquerading
as the sons of the legendary
to
the
assign the phrase BbIpBaTl> ZHMuTAaTýIBY - 'to take the initiative'
Balaganov,
criminal
who is asking a really simple question.

Similarly,

the authors apply a politico-economic
expression rIOMITMKa
Ostap's
'a
speech to a crowd of
KHYTa m rIPAHMKa carrot and stick policy' after
people:
PeLuMTeiibH0

B3ZIOXHYB,

BeHzep

BTMCHYJICA B TOJIrIY.
rIPOCTZTe,
liapZIOH!

IlapaOH,
OH, - eii-Le
- rOBOPZJI
Ha YFRY TaJIOH Ha
maztam,
:DTO He BLI rIOTePAEZ
6eFI4Te,
CKOpeýl
OH eiLLe Tam ne)K14T.
rlOBZRJIO?
I-lP0rIYCT14Te
Te6e
BM, MY)K'1T4H16I! IIYCTZ,
9KcriepTOB,
I'OBOPAT,

nzLLieHeu!

FlpzmeHAA

TaKT4M o6pa3OM rlOJ114TTIKY KHYTa z
rI]2AHT4Ka. OCTariuo6paJICAK LLeHTpy,rae TOJlrlT4JICA
L
FlaHTWOBCKZý4.
(ZT 401)
<<IIOZMTMKa npAHHKa>> hererefersto the voucherfor jam; by contrast,the
Politics Of KHYT (the 'stick') refer to the word jimLueHeu - 'unperson' (that is,'a

person deprived of citizen's rights')."
Other examplesrelevant to this subsectioninvolve the two terms:
'achievement':
pazlWazbHbIý4
ZL0CTx>KeHi4e
-'radical' and
Toraa

DEýOBarIP14HAza DaUT4KanbHbie meT)bi.

(DS 131)

(i. e. Vorob'yaninov - RG) yBzýjeji, HTO
X
HeciaCTHIJýi
...
12aziýiKazi)Hi)iýi iePHbIT4 UBeT euýe rOMOýICTByeT B
(DS
39)
LLeHTpe Kape.
(Cf. the use of rOCrIOZICTByeT
to
'rules'
the
applied
old
regime
usually
alongside paaT4KazbHIAW.
HaPARY C MHo)KeCTBOM HeZ[OCTaTKOB Y BapBapii 61)ini4
6ozjLuaA
6ezaA
ZýBa cyLueCTBeHHbIX ROCTIEKemia:
(ZT 408)
rpyzu, m cjiyýK6a.

To equate breasts with achievement (i. e. something that can be achieved
through hard work) creates a very incongruous and comic effect.
`JlnueHeu

ZPZHRTýis
DO
-

Z)KCrijiyaTaTOPCKZM
M36mpaTeJIbHbIX
C. M. O)KeroB,
X3ziaTeJIbCTB0

V

KOHCTVIT-7UVM

1936roza, iejioEeK,

Kiiaccam, rlOJITATMHeMýý,. rTPOTgEHgK
zipyrmx rpaw. ziaHcyvy ripaB.

CJ7QBaPL PYCCKOFO R3LIKa,
VHOCTpaHHI>IX

M

HeTBepToe

I'IPMHazzjiexaBLUl4ýi

COBeTCKOýl B; IaCTT4, imuieHH01

(r<)cyzapCTBeHHoe
MOCKBa, 1960),318.
F.ai-TVLOHa-7IbHmx
c--,opape(,.,
nzziaHZe

K
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Pa3ymeeTCA

HZKTO

He

UeJIOBajicA. Re; ierauzio

pa6oHzx-yýiaPHMKOB ROCTaBýM'V Ha BOK3an
rIPOCPC0103Hi, ie zeATe; iv, He YcneBniiie
eLLie
ripol2a6OTaTL Borij2oca o TIL..OLUaT1bHKX riouejTYqx.

(ZT 525)

It may seem strange that such a simple thing as farewell kisses has to be
discussed in the same vein as an important
Of and
decision.
However,
political
Petrov are making a serious point about the tiresome need to judge everything
from the point of view of the party.
Moral questions came unde-r"I"lay-egisof literary
Il'f and Petrov even dedicated several short stories to
and artistic censorship;
banned
for
attractive
example,
Hý1HYIEM
satirizing
stupid <<
who,
>>-'bureaucrats'girls in the theatre because <<rpyzi,
- 9TO HeripmjiV11HO>> and <<rpyzu> - Hazo
A
opraHT430BaTb>>. 36 In ZT, III and Petrov use irony to attack this censorship.
telegram cuts out the reference
newspaper
editor dealing with a correspondent's
to the all too human 'kissing' which accompanies
the following
exchange
(during
the completion
of the Turksib line):
BjieCKe

<<

[
IRG)
...

3Be321,

(i.
OH
rimcaia
e. correspondent
parIOPT

OT4aH

rIP14CYTCTBOBaii

OKOHiaHT4T4

Palamidov

Ma1'ZCTpaJIM

TTIK

HaiaJIbHZKa

14CTOPwieCKOM

riouejiye
ripaBTATeJ1bCTBa
ria; iamZZJOB.
marmCTpa;im -iiieHOm
>>
l1el2BYio iaCTb Teiier]2ammm pegaKUVA
ia .a
riomeCT14;
PeLaKTOR
T-iTo
Bi>iKT4HY.
Tia.
TizeHy
cKa3an.
rioue; iyýi
rI'DaBT4TeJ1LCTBa
HeriD14JIMHHO
(ZT 549)
uejioBaTbCA.

1.1.2.2. Use of conventional

sovietisms

in comic contrast.

Sometimes ll'f and Petrov use political jargon alongside other expressions
or unlikely situations to create some kind of comic contrast. The contrast
between conventional sovietisms and the situation in which they are used can
be clearly seen in IDSduring the fight between Vorob'yaninov and Father Fyodor
over one of the chairs:
C DTZM14

CJIOBamm

JIAFHYJI
MaTBee]3T4H
MnriojulT

6ezpo.
CBATOrO OTua HOFOýi B
OTeLL cýeuop

M3JIOB'IMJICA 14 3jio6HO rIHYJI
ripeRBOZ1T4TejiA B riaX TaK, HTO TOT COFHYJIC31.[...
ibe :DTO mmyLueCTBO? - B030II14ii ripeZIBOýUlTejii,
-A
riorpyxa3l
Hory B ýKMBOT CBAToro OTua.
6oin, CBATOý4 OTeU TBepao
rIpeo, aojieBaR
CKa3aii:

"M. Mzibcp z E. ReTPOB C-aEýtHapl-NIO>>(1931), CW, 3,188-192.
ý,
Cf. their definition of zjo6pozLeTej7-b in this fcuillcton:

zo6pozieTezi, (xamKeCTBO, rizioc
MaccaHY3eTC, ri; 110C KPOJTTllHl,. H
Ibid., 190.

ic)rioPH(--)CTb

V.13 UlTaTa
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3TO
HaLLMOHaJI143MPOBaHHoe
-

mmyuLeCTBO.

HaUT4OHajiM3MPOBaHHoe?
HauMOHaJIM3MpoBaHHoe.
)Ja-c,
-TOBOPMJIMzia-C,
61>ICTF>OTO'r4,
OHM C
TaKOýl

'iTO

CJIOBa

CJIMBaEmcb.
HaLLMOHajiM3Mj)OBaHHoe?
KeM
- COBeTCKOýi
COBeTCKOtl
BjiaCTbIO!

-

-

KaKOýl

-

BjiaCTbl-0

BjiaCTbIO!

BjiaCTbIO?
TPYZ(AULMXCA.
CKa3ajiMrIrIOJIMTMaTBeeBT4H,

-A-a-a!... 13jiaCTbI0pa6o-imxM KpeCTLAH?
Da-a-a-c!
TaK,
moýKeT6bITb,
m-m-m!...
riapTMý4HLIV
M-mo)KeT
-

Bbl,

jieEýeHeA.
CBATOýf

OTeu,

6E>ITI)!

(DS 56)

The repetition of Soviet political terminology by two members of the antirevolutionary classes (a priest and a former nobleman) in the most unlikely
situation is pointed irony indeed.
B TaKOýi peuiZTejibHbIýi Hac, - 3aKPWiajiz emy (to
Vladya - RG), - HeM331 110MEJLUJIATb
0 co6CTBeHHOM
6.nare. Flozymaý4Te o6 OTe-ieCTBe.
61iCTPO
CaI-MTTIj20BaMI.
TaK
cam FOJIOCOBaJI 3a CBoero MYHZTejiR.
BnaalO

'-ITO zwKe OH
(DS 135)

This takes place during a meeting of the 'Union of Sword and Plough'.
The goal of this organization is to reinstate the monarchy by anti-Soviet counteris
'to
However,
agitate' - one of the
revolutionary activities.
carýITMpoBaTb most frequently used conventional sovietisms.
A similar contrast may be observed in the following example which
contains strong irony:
06m,IlHo 61)ijio M TO, "-ITOripaBMTejibCTBO He o6paLuaeT
6eZICTBeHHoe
riojioýKeHMe
H14KaKOI"OBHi4maHMA Ha
6jiara
13HeHHbie
M14JIJI14OHePOB
B
14RacriRegez3ieT ýKT,
(ZT 575)
rinaHOBOM nO2,';IUKe.

61ITL
CTPOM4ý4
CaTMpa
cmeLLIHOýI,
CKa3a.
He
moýKeT
Ti
TOBapi4Lu
6aIITMCTa,

rij2ojieTaj2i4,

M, rIOZXBaTMB
KOTOPOI-O

noz

PYKY

OH ripT4HAJI

KaKOFO-TO

KYCTapA3a cToriR<>ueHTH-QrO

q. rIOBen eI'O K ce6e Ha KBaPTýIpy.

(ZT 298)

Note the contrast between the double-noun
formation
KYCTapb6arIT14CT (see the
for an analysis of this
section 3.7. on nouns in apposition
)
unlikely
combination
-'craftsman
- priest', and CT011poueHTHMýi
'a
ripojieTapýiýi
pure proletarian'.
-
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Kaýi
rio

10JI14r4 CTapoxaMCKý04

i3bicoKzm

waeý4HbIM

rioniez B cymacLuezuumti zom
(ZT 445)
coo6RaýKeHT4AM.

One might argue, taking the literal meaning of the adjective zzieýiHbIiI (ie.
< z2ýem -'ideas'), that people with <<Hý13Kze zzef4Hbie coo6paýKeH14A>> would
be found in the asylum. Hence the statement sounds incongruous or at least
contradictory, as well as ironic, for Starokhamsky's high ideology is tantamount
to his anti-Soviet beliefs. Also the phrase BbICOKMe zzjeý4Hi)ie coo6paýKeHMA in
the party's jargon usually means being in support of the Soviet regime.
1.1.2.3. The use of conventional

sovietisms

in different

semantic contexts.

In the novels, the most interesting and innovative use of conventional
sovietisms arises when they are placed in a different semantic environment
from that in which they normally occur. In these instances, the sovietisms
usually acquire metaphorical meaning. For example, the following is said about
an argument on a bus:
YýKe MaA CTaPYLLIKazýaBHOcoLujia, YTeP31Ha yxýe z
r1PMHZHa criopa, a KPT4KI4Z B3azMHiie OCKOp6neHMA
ripozomKalOTCA, mB riepe6paHKY 13CTyriaI-OTBce HOBiie
(ZT 576)
Kaapm naCCMKD1j20B.
Kallial - 'members of staff' usually refers to the party staff and people in official
capacities. However, here the authors place it in a different lexical context Kazpm naccaxýmJ20B,thus creating a comic and original, if somewhat
incongruous, combination.
We recall the authors' comments in the narrative regarding Gavrilin's
digression on the international situation:
OH HeCKOJIBKO
T'DamBaý4HIAM
moxeT
CTaBT4TI>

pa3

1ILITaJICA

T)ejjicam,,

I_IYCTT4Tb CBOý4 21OKiiazi

HO c yxaCOM

3ameiaji,

HTO He
(IDS 93)

ý)TOFO czenaTb.
(zieJIO)

Ha pejibcm,

nepeBOZVTb

rio

Ha peincm

according

to

Selishchev, was used frequently by the revolutionaries and had the meaning of
direction'.
give
<<ziaTb zieJly Hazzexaii. Lee HaripaBJ1eHze>>11
something
a
-'to
The authors here distort this expression and add the epithet TpaMBaýiHmýi. This
creates a play on the literal and metaphorical meaning of this expression and
establishes an intentional comic coincidence between the expression and the
occasion on which it is used. III and Petrov make a similar alteration to the
famous expression from the Communist manifesto, namely:
<JlpojIeTap'RaTY
He,ier'O TePATb, Kpome ueri0i, a ripT/io6peTeT OH rIPM JIOM011ýM

zeMOKpaTM3ma Beci, mTAp>>
often found in proclamations.

18

37

Cemimei3, op. cit., 138.

38E.
g. Lenin in 1905 and other politicians, see

op. cit., 150-151.

This expression
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forms
distorted
31
Here,
half
in
the
the
expression
of
second
other
cropped up
.
has been changed, and (as noted before) in their first half, the literal meaning of
'spare':
is
by
inserting
3ariaCHLie
the words uerim -'chains' - retained
HaM HenerO TePATL, KPOme 3anaciigx ueneti.
(ZT 327)

since <<AHT14jiona

rHY>> is a car.

The
distortion.
is
the
to
authors
The word npojieTaputi
same
subjected
YMCTBeHHOrO
fit it into an ironic and incongruous construction nponeTapxti
Tpy, aa:
HLIHe
F)MB UIR r4
YmcTBeHHoro
T12ma-,a
lipoziempzq
iiajiaTOHHT4K
rIpycT4c;iaxe pa3HePBH14, -iajicA...

(DS14)

Cf. the addition

6BIBLU14ý1
for
an additional
of

comic touch:

Pa60THZK
r4
At
rTpojTeTa]2T4,
Tpyzial
YmcTBeHHoro
B
OCTan,
corHyToro
3amiziA
meTJILII -BOCKJI14KHYJI
(DS 37)
mneco
ZIBOPHUKa.

Many more examples
Pa60THRK meTJII>I - cf. pa60TH14K npiviaBim
incongruous combinations are discussed in Chapter Three.
desert
fire
in
big
the
is
to
In the next example, a Party meeting
a
compared
definitely an unusual lexical context:
CTajio xapKo, nbijiLHO 14 aeJIOBRTO. Mimmr
nwKap.
3ajji>imzjic3i, i<aK orpomnn-l

B nyCTLIHe
(ZT 553)

birds:
is
to
In the example below, the verb MT4TT4HroBaTb applied
C KOJ1OKOJ1bH% nocbmajimb
ruiouLaijbio
14yHecjimcb.
nOMT4TT4HrOBaTb

< MUTUHr

raJIM4,

nomT4TT4HrOBaJTT4-,Ha; i
(DS 10)

'meeting'.
-

OCTan.
Hy,
cnpocim
HaxajibHO
KaK TpaHcnapaHTT4K? (DS 236)
TIOXORMT?
-

"Selishchev (op. cit., 51), for example,quotes the following version of the expressionfrom a
conversationof young peoplefrom Perm!
Kamyl
Ha
-Ezem

aypOKH?
- OrLqTl>...
IK03RA
HeierO
C
T06011
TePATB,
a
3-9,
[
Ham
ripxo6peTeMMIA....
-

3aroH.
C7-yaeHT-17pozeT3purf, No. 4,1924.
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IIOXOZ114TL
z1o macc - 'to reach the masses' - is one of the most popular
sovietisms. Here Ostap shortens it to the verb noxonuTi,.
Another interesting application of political terminology can be seen in the
following example:
3TO (i. e. a mattress - RG) cemeiIHbiiI oiar,
zEomaiiiHero YIOTa...

o6mee T4auioe
(DS 120)

o6mee m uejioe - lit. 'one and whole' -'general sum'. Here, the authors appear
to be parodying the false promises of advertising language.
Finally, III and Petrov make intriguing use of the adjective
in
found
is
Usually,
this
a political context.
solely
aeMOKpaTi4HeCKT49.
adjective
It is used in this sense, though ironically, in the next two quotations:
0616IIiHo rpo6 nomiepxmBanx
nnexiamm CKYm6pi4eBlVi,
ftiji
rIojii)ixaeB,
BOM3e, F)epjiara 14cam
KOTOPLItl
meJIOBeKOM ziemoKDaTT4tiecKo2 CKnaZIKH T4He CTI>IZXHJICA
rIOKa3aTLCA PAROM c riozzti14HeHHMMT4 Ha paWITUMIX
(ZT
466)
iiieCTBM31X M rIOJIT4TKaPHaBanax.
DTo ri4raHT MLICJ114,OTeu PYCCK01 nemoK12aT_w4_z
(DS
100)
K i4mriepaTOPY.
oco6a, ripm6nuxeHHaA

indicates a
However, on other occasions, the word zieMOKpaTzxie=ýi
certain disharmony or lack of proportion in the parts that make up a whole
face:
features
for
the
object or,
of a person's
example,
Pa3Be BIJ He BT44T4Te,HTO 9Ta TOJICTa3i xaP31 ABJIAeTCA
He -tiem 14HIAM, KaK ziemoKpaTT4xieCK01 KM614HaumeA R3
(ZT396)
rapnarOHa?
MOMOKa,
CKYIloro
14
pMUaPA
jimu
I'paxziaHel
YBaxcaýlTe npyXHHHLIr4 maTpaIl B rojiy6Lix
oxiar, aindpa T4omera
uBeTOt1Kax1 3TO cemel-MI9
YIOTa,
me6jiRPOBKM, o6mee ii uejioe zomaIIIHero
6a3a,
KaK
ciiaaKo cnaTL nOR
iuo6OBHaA
ripi4mycal
OTeil
ziemoK]DaTi4xieCKT44 3BOH ero npyxmHl

(DS 120)
The sound of the mattress springs, no doubt, lacks harmony.

Further examples of political language can be found in section 1.21.,in
Ostap's parody of political speech.
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1.2. LOAN-WORDS.
This section will assessthe role of foreign vocabulary in the language of
the novels. Foreign words and expressionsbegan to penetrate the Russian
language centuries ago.,10Here we shall confine our study to those 'loan-words'
in the novels which either reflect changes in post-revolutionary language or
contribute directly to specific comic effects.
1.2.1. Load-words reflecting the changesin the post-revolutionary language.
Over the centuries, semantic 'borrowings' were found mainly in the
Great's
Peter
18th
the
the
speechof nobility, especially since
century after
<(OKHO
This
EBpony>>
Peasant
untouched.
B
policy.
vernacular stayed virtually
situation changed dramatically after the Revolution, when the political language
foreign
high
terms,
Revolutionaries,
the
of
proportion
of
which contained a
becamewidespread, even reaching illiterate people in the remotest areas of the
new state.
The presence of foreign words in the language of the Revolution was not
'
just
to the 1917coup. Before this, there were a number of secret
restricted
,
became
political emigr& after
political organizations, many of whose members
1905. These outcasts became familiar with new political and revolutionary terms
These
in
Russia.
fellow
these
terms to their
and passed on
revolutionaries
had
in
already experienced
revolutionary words originated
countries which
social upheaval, that is, Germany or France. Below, we present examples of
foreign terms which were already in use by the members of the intelligentsia and
early revolutionaries by the year 1906.According to Selishchev:
6appuKazLi,
MTIT14Hr, mapKCH3M
zimpeKTIMI
6aCTOBaTb/3a6aCTOBKa, IIHCKYCCRA, naPTH31, couuaJIMM
60ýIKOT/60tiKOT14POBaTI>, KamnaHTIR, riporiaraHua,
Coumaji-aeMOKpaTIM,
zIeMOHCTpam4A,
41
UHTepHauxoHaii,
nponeTapHaT.

After 1917,borrowed technical, political, philosophical and economic
words acquired even greater significance and were used even when Russian
equivalents already existed.

4'TheRussianlanguagehas absorbeda great deal of foreign vocabulary,
and sentencescanbe
constructedentirely from foreign words -a good exampleof this is the following quote from
Chukovsky (op. cit., 620),in defenceof foreign words in Russian:
KoCMOHaBTbl
- mmepBi KocmzieCK14XTPaCC.
This feels entirely Russian and is accepted as such by native
speakers.
`CenuueB, op. cit., 28.
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However, as we shall see in the section on malapropisms, these foreign
terms remained an enigma to a large part of the Russian population, despite
broadcasting and dissemination through the newspapers and the slogans and
speeches of the Communist leaders. Peasants and workers continued to struggle
with this foreign vocabulary, despite the appearance of a number of dictionaries"
attempting to familiarize Soviet citizens with new and unfamiliar vocabulary,
and despite the occasional placement in brackets of Russian terms alongside their
foreign equivalents. " At the same time, citizens were anxious to incorporate
these terms into their speech because they wanted to appear 'politically aware'.
They were uncertain of the exact meaning of these loan-words, and would often
misundertand, misinterpret and mispronounce them. The best description of
how the working masses grappled with foreign terms and political jargon can be
found in the writing of Zoshchenko. (This is particularly evident in his excellent
language'.
")
short story ((06e3b3IHT4q A31>IK>>
-'Copycat
Unlike Zoshchenko, III and Petrov did not exploit this comic vein to its
full extent. With few exceptions, their characters do not belong to peasant stock
or to the working classes and one would not expect to find these kinds of
proletarian mistakes in their dialogue, except when deliberately uttered for the
(see,
for
instance,
the
the
purpose of masquerading as a member of
class
working
language of Mitrich from ZT in the section on characters' language). The few
occurrences of misuse of words of foreign origin are all found in DS. They occur
when the janitor Tikhon misunderstands the meaning of the word ammrpaHT

42Forexample, Selishchev (op. cit., 29) lists the following dictionaries: EnLIZ14H,170jTYJZApHWr1
110-7;
fT; fx1eCK;fr1 CZOMPL, (MOCKBa. 1922), pocket dictionary ffomoiaz truTaTemo rawnz
(1924), J7ozwT-cuoBapb (a supplement to the newspaper Kommym), (Camapa, 1925); 14.
Bag6JIXT, 170.7.
HLIVIffZJ11OCTPJ1POBaHHL1r1
C,7OBaPL ;fHOCTpaHHL1xciloB (1926); M. E.
JleB6epr, Homf T;f 7eCK;frf CJIOBapb (1926). Two dictionaries: Jbmcml,
CZOBapz 17o
Pa6o'leMY B017POcy and BojirzH % AuizH, CJIOBaPL110al'PaPHOMY B017pOCYwere published
as early as 1906. In addition, lists of foreign words were published together with their
explanations as supplements to various dictionaries.
43

E.g.
6iwimeTa.

(YpaBHoBeLuzBaH%e)
C6a;iaHCHPOBKa
HPaZaa,

No. 65,1926.

OHa eme B am6pzoHe,
PfneCTmg, No. 119,1926.
HpaBaa,

BTa MOZ1VCPT4KaUX31,9TO MmeHeHze
29 May, 1924.
CTi4myji,

PfneMm,

3apommue.

rio6yxzieH%e
No. 295,1924.

I1peBeHTT4BHa3i

TaKTZKH.

K 6opi66e.

(ripezwripejjT4Te;

nHaA)

BOAHa nPOT14B C0103a CCP.

113BeCT; fjr, No-118,1925.
"M. 3oLueHKO,
313LIK>>, C06paH; fe COt1;fHeHFfr4 B Tpex
((06e3bJqHHti
(XyaoxeCTBeHimi
J1eHV1Hrpazi, 1987), 1.
JIXTepaTypa,

ToMaX
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(see page 172), or a door porter fails to grasp the meaning Of KOjiYm6apT4ti and
KpemaTOPHti (ZT 333).
In the novels, Ostap Bender invariably interprets foreign terms correctly.
Apart from Ostap, the only other characters using loan-words are representatives
of the old regime such as Vorob'yaninov, who calls his mother-in-law mamaH
(DS 7) and even says to himself BOHXYP or rYT mopreH (DS 6) in the morning,
foreign
Sword
The
Plough'.
'Union
terms
the
the
of
use
of
and
and
members of
by Ostap will be analysed in section 1.21.
Selishchev, in his book on the Russian language of the post-revolutionary
(mainly
found
in
loan-words
the
press
period, gathers common
<(rIpaBz1a>>and
from
list
is
following
this
in
taken
1924-1926,
the
the
and
years
((M3BeCTH31>>)
source:
6yprcppwaeH,
AByajizpoBaHHLIq,
aJILAHc,
=40=*,
reHepaJIbHbie zxoroBopLi*,
rapaHT, reremoO,
zay: DCX3aT-u4,
q, zEe3aByHpoBaTb*, zieKjiaccT4poDaHH0I,
ZXIICKpeZIHTaum3i, zE%criPOIIOPIIT431,KaHTOH, KapTejib*,
KOMMIOHHKe, KOHCTaHTHpoBaTb*, jia6oPH3auT4. q,
JIMMUT, JI14MHTpOq3l)I*, momrieH MOZYC, MOHOJIMTHOCTL,
opzeHTT4POBaTbCA*, riaKT*, paIJLXOHaJI143aui4,q,
peBU314A*, peHTa6enbHOCTb, peBIO, cojizaCPOHCTBO,
cojizaapMauim,
CTa6mJIT43auwq, CTaHzapaT43aumq,
qOJIYKTyauzq, CPOPRX3aux3i,
TepmzRop, cp4jizaji*,
45
q3YHKUT4OHep, Luecp*.

To this list can be added the following more commonly used words
provided by Krysin:
TaKCH*, pazzo,
KOHcpepaHcbe*,
rOJIK14nep. *"

TeXHHKYM,
cueHapxV,
cpmwa,
6OCTOH, CPOKCTPOT,iiieMoHr,
CBMTep,

(The words marked with an asterisk appear frequently in the novels).
Sometimes, new Russian words were formulated directly from their
foreign equivalents. Particularly popular in the newspaper language at that time
were such calques from German as:

'CejixLueB, op. cit., 30-35.
"ll. rl.

KplACT4H, ((AH0313LIiHaa

ZeKC; IK; f COBPeMeJlHOrO

imiatma B PYCCKOAJI%TepaTYPHOil pem> in Pa3BTfT;
fe
PYCCKOrO A3LIKa, (HaYKa, MOCKBa, 1965),122-123.
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im,
uenom
<
o6mem
vi
grossen und ganzen47
-B
rIOJIHOCTLIO or rIOJIHOCTLIO
itenHKOM
uejimKom
H
m
(voll
voll
und ganz)"

< ganz und

napa in the sense of 'several' < ein Paar49 The word itself
is known in
the original
Russian f rom the 17th century;
borrowing
was via pol i Ah and the
to 'several'
development
influenct--.
may also have been due to Polish
semantic
kcr.-tne -ironic -expression <<napa_TIYCTAK0B-ý->-wnicn-waS
Denevea to-nave Cuine

from Odessa,the native city of Il'f and Petrov. In the mid-1920's this expression
becamewidely used in its direct meaning of 'child's play').
beginning
to
the
the
construction
corresponding
at
of
a
phrase,
witb.
_vLEQ
German construction with 'denn'.10
- construction with the preposition OT meaning 'from' (analogous to the
German 'von'). " This is the underlying construction of a popular 1924 song:
47

E.g.
MHe

KaxeTC31,

%TO B

o6Luemx

Mil
uenom

iu
lIPOBe;

qTy

6opL6y He

TaK ruioxo.
3%HOBLeB,

IlpaBaa, No-67,1926.

UE.g.
MLI 'i; iTaem
uejiuKom

pe3o; iioixviFo

nbeuiax

mm 3a3lBjiAeM,

'iTO MIA 3a He6

H rIOJIHOCTLIO.

17paB,
aa, No.297,1925.
49

AHrji%IICKH9

i4mriepxaJIMIA

riapy

neT TOMY Hama

ripxHyxzieH

6m; i

czenaTb...
J13BeCT;fjy, No. 271,1924.
Heo6xozimmo czEejiaTb riapy 3amenaHxg
J13BeCT;fH, No. 100,1925.
According

to Shor, however, the word napa was in use prior to the Revolution, e.g. in Leskov's
qrioxx>>, in PYCCK;fri
peBojnoazoHHorI:
((Maza, invig cyzl),), see P. O. 11lop, <(O Heonorm3max
H3.bIK B COBeTCKOrf LUKOJIe (Pa6OTH14K rIPOCBeLueHmA, MOCKBa, No. 1,1929), 54.
50cf.

1460B nem KopeHb Nia?
ITpaB,aa, No-139,1925.
51

; l3BeCTjf.

CrieumOTnilTepaTypbi.
q, No.214,1922.
PeHeraTLI OT KOMMYHK3ma.

Pf3BecT; f.q,

No.273,1925.

KpeCTL31HZH
P13BeCT; rjr,

OT COX%.

No.101,1925.

Pa6o%xg OT CTaHKa.
17paB27a,No. 65,1926.
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RaýlTeMHe3aPYIIL
I'lany OT CTaHKa,
Mamy

C nOJITHHOq

OT COX14 S2
...

When, in DS, one of the membersof the sound-effectsteam searchesfor
words to castigatea memberof a competingorchestra,the best he can think of is:
3aJIKUHII,
TIOZE16ICKaTL
CKa3a;
i
Bm,
CTapwicb
BbipaxeHme,
BLI
KOHcepBaTOPI>I
o6wjHoe
Ham6onee
OTXY31>IKH!
(DS235)
Constructionswith cBel2x (equivalentto Germanprefix Uber-. For
s'
example: CBepxrJIYnOCTI,, nPOABneHHaq z)mi4rpaui4eq.
[
I
B 9TO Bpemq zpyroq norpaHXHHMK... CTan'
paCCTerxBaTb
Ha OCTaneerO BejiHKYIO,nOHTH
(ZT 604)
HeBePORTHYIO CBej2XU_IV6V.
Cf. a pageearlier:
YAT4BRTeJIbHa.q 9To 6bijia Luy6al
Dý-iuy6ac
_Qyjm.
(ZT 603)
UIMHUITMOBLIMM KapmaHamz...
B CoBeTCKOýI POCC1414, rOBOPTIJI OH (i.e. Starokhamsky
RG), - cymacuiegmzýi ZEOM- 9To ezEXHCTBeHHoe meCTO,

rzte moxeT

X14TL

OCTaJll>Hoe

9TO

HOpmaJILM04

xieJIOBeK.

Bce
(ZT 445-446)

cBej2x6eajiam.
Furthermore,in the novels one can find the following pairs of words
foreign:
in
be
in
the
1920's;
the
other
popular
one word may native origin,
CamojieT/a:DporijiaH
TOBapimieCTBO/
KOOnepaTZB
TIeTH14K/aBi4aTOP

aswell as the following pairs of purely foreign origin:
KRHemaTorpacp/KT4HO
paZXHOTenerpacp/
pumo
TaKCOMOTOP/TaKCH

However, no usagewas made of such shorteningsof foreign terms as:
rwiponnaii > ri4ztpo
TeKCTH; Ib114TfK > TeKCTMJIL
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"Ce; izmeB, op.cit., 37.
53

P13BeCT;
fq, No.7,1926.

54Eg.

r'a3eTa

<(rOJIOC

Ilpazaa, 1 April, 1928.

jjeJIOBXTO
TeKCTzjier4>>

m3blBaeT...
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The English word 'breakwater' entered Russian in the 1920's as,
6peKBaTOP. III and Petrov included it in ZT in the following
example (not
used for comic effect in this context):
3a 612eKBaTol2om peBen m lierO-TO
HeBMIIHMIAýi
napoxozi, i3epORTHO,

Tpe6oi3an
rIPOC14JICA

B raBaHb.

(ZT 420)

III and Petrov's use of loan-words for comic effect.
Any Soviet writer in the 1920'swould incorporate loan words in his work,
but it takes the mastery of III and Petrov to manipulate the foreign words to
achieve hilariously clever written, comedy. There are several ways the authors
employed foreign terms in their satire.
1.2.2.1. Foreign quotations.

In the novels, many foreign phrases are quoted fully in the original.
However, when this kind of phraseology is quoted in Russian transcription, the
effect is comic. For example, this is how the language of the two Polish priests,
Moroshek and Kushakovsky, is presented:
r1aH KowieBTVII - 3aCTOHajim

i4ne? Oname=qce.

KceHA3LL

naH!

ZjoKag
-

naH
(ZT 454)

(Cf. Dokqd pan idzie? Opamiqtaj siq pan!)

and
rIaH
K03jieBHHI
He6ecHero?
-04iia

rIaH KOMeBwil
OrTame=2ce-naHl

LIM CJTLTLUT4LUb
rJIOC
(ZT 456)

(Cf. Panie Kozlewiczu! Panie Kozlewiczu! Czy slyszysz gl'os ojca niebiesnego?
Opamiqtaj siq pan!) These exclamations of the greedy priests became catch
).
(see
1.22.
phrases among readers
section
Similarly, when in DS Ostap teachesVorob'yaninov to beg, he makes him
repeat the following constructions, supposedly appropriate for an ex-member of
the Duma:
-B TaKom cnyxiae nOBTOPHTe 3aK; iRHaHRe.
6mTTe
Moge.
re6eH
na
cmc-XV12.
7e
He
maijx
3'ff mmI2
61mg.
rIoaaýiTeMTO9TBaC KoneK aYQ2 nem LuTj2i<
616IBiuemyaenYTaTy
rocyziaPCTBeHHOq
HT46yab
ZJYMIJ.

(DS 258)
(Notice how neither language acts as a translation
of the other. This speech is
obviously aimed at someone who understands all three and consequently is
himself 'a man of the past').
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Ostap's knowledge of German again proves useful when in ZT he is
confronted by the German engineer Heinrich Maria Sause (I"eHpux Mapzq
3aY3e), who is tired of waiting for the bureaucrat Polykhaev:
I'lojibixaeBt
FeHOce
OCTanom.
reHOce
OH i3bmmmaji

- Kpi4xian
rIojimxaeB!

OH, ripmraA

nepea

coBan
14X nOZ Hoc BaiiaraHOBY,
rioztHmman
njiexix
14 OrIATL Ha6pacmBajiCA
Ha BeHztepa.
Bac
maxaZ24,
CIIPOCXJI OCTari,
- oiuejiomjieHHO
IIOKa3l>IBaA
HeKOPoe
3HaKOMCTBO
C HemeUKHM
A3LIKOM.
6eIjHOrO
Bac
BojieH
3T4 OT
noceTRTejiq?
tiacm,

(ZT 463)
(Cf. the adopted Yiddish expression 0,B03 BHJICT 4Y OT moeg )KH3HT4?
>>)
Even more comic is the reverse process -a Russian word pronounced by Sause is
transliterated in the Latin alphabet, and that word is the colloquialism
BOJIOKHTa-'a bureaucratic drag':
- <(WolokitaI>> - B3BH3rHYJI OH zimcKaHTOM M,
6poCHBI. UT4Cb K BenzKomy
CTa; i T430 i3ceti
Kom6xHaTOPY,
(ZT 463)
C14JILI TP31CTTi erO 3a nnetim.

B3BT43rHyji OH Z114CKaHTOMis an additional

comic touch.

A few pages later Sause says:
BiopoKDaTT43mycl
HemeIl, B a)KHTaiow,
- Kpmxim
(ZT 465)
nepexo, aA Ha TPY21HLI9 PYCCKHZ- 31314K.

from

The word 61oP0KpaTH3MyCis German, but of the same origin as its
Russian version 61opoKpaTH3M -a derivative with suffix -izm.
French Ibureaucratel.
The words

nepexo2jA

Ha TPYIIHLI9

PYCCKUT-4 3131AK

sarcastically hint that bureaucratic language is the only one understood in
Russian institutions.
Other examples where foreign terms are spelled in Russian include:
(a) the prediction of orunomeBLII-4 npopoK>>,who prophesizes that after a few
days of travelling by train to Turksib, the travellers will start singing popular folk
songs:
MaJI0 TOM, zaxe RHOCTpaHuii 6yZIYT neTb:
<<BHu3 no
maTYLUKe no Bonre, C1012HOTp-mep BoiTra. rio HaLuOl
(ZT 526)
maTyi. uKe Bojire>>.
(b) the title of a German journal of psychiatry from
which the inmates of the
mental institution in ZT absorb knowledge in order to avoid the purge:

<<AD6

x CD

CHXOa-R;aJTT4TT4K U-n

ncuxonaTOJTOrVK"
(ZT 445)
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and W when Ostap describesthe future of the international centre for chess,New
Vasyuki, and the expected attendance of foreign dignitaries:
14 BC31
HeBoo6pa3T4ma3l
TO;iria

Bamafjl!
Ypal
BmBaT!
-

nOZIXBaTm;
ia:

(DS 242)

1.2.2.2. Foreign prefixes.

Il'f and Petrov show particular preference for foreign prefixes, even when
Russian equivalents are available. One such prefix is ýiKc- (Russian 6LIBLUMýI),
not usually found in Russian in the kind of combination that the authors create,
6LIBuiHe
xmmmm
namely, 9KC-XHMTIK14
cf.
DKC-XMMUKT46mim Heo6LIKHOBeHHO14306peTaTejibHLI H
'
(DS 115)
OTpamajix Bce aTaKI4.
6LIBLUTIVI
9KC-nemrIMOH cf.
tiemrIT40H.
JlacKepy rIPODOPHO I1O4CTaBXnM mpamopiiyio
iieCTHTIUY
6oapiiti:
m
ýwc-xiemnvoij,
cztyBa; i c neBOrO pyKaBa
IILIJ114HKY,ceBLUYIO Ha iierO DO Bpem3i noneTa Hazi
CT4jie3i4e9, yna; i B o61ATHA OZEHOr;ia3OrO.

(DS 242)
9KC-HameCTHRK

6mmimg
cf.

HameCTH14K.

T. qxe; ioe pa3ZLYMbe, OXBaTuBiuee
-4Kc-HaMecTHMKa
-,
reopra
rI31TOrO B MHZI1414,6jijio
npepBaHO
KPT4KamH,
(ZT
447)
HeciuHmuc3i
c ; ieCTH14UI>I...

The above refers to Berlaga who is also called 1314iLe-Kopoin -'viceroy'
since he has chosen this title himself (ZT 440).
9KC-HaxianbHHK

(ZT 447),

61JBM14ý1
HaxiaJILH14K.
cf.

(ZT 503)
3KC-HaHaJT1,
HT4KMe. Ostap - RG) He omxftz
Another foreign prefix Il'f and Petrov made use of (though only once), is
cynep -'super' (see page 130). It occurs in the description of Ostap's incredible fur
coat:
Y; 114BT4TejibHa. q 9To 61ina
Cyne12-my6a
iuy6al
c
,
1UHHUITUNIOBLIM14 KapmaHamm...
(ZT 603)

These prefixes can supplement the irony of the writing. The same can be
said of the authors'use of the suffix -inm, which usually designates a particular
ideology such as KOMMYHR3m,allapXR3M, etc. They construct the neologism
from the criminal slang term a; n>cTpOHC
a; ILCPOHCH3M
(seesection 1-6, on the
formation of neologisms by means of suffixation).
1.2.2.3. Comic contrasts.
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The use of foreign terms often adds extra 'weight' and quality to what is
being said. When describing Ostap's arrival in Moscow, the authors write:
IlpozxenaB npa34HT4'iHU'r1 myp-no ropoziy...

(DS 95)

Here they could have used the Russian term nporyJIKa -'a stroll, walk'or
OCTan o6omen ropog instead Of Typ - 'tour' (< Lat. 'tornar&to round'), but
the solemnity of the occasion which 'the great schemer' is supposed to supply
would be lost. (The use of the term Typ obviously reflects the authors' ironical
intent). Similarly, in the following example:
Towici6 xaxutoýl zieATeJI16HOCT14,
OH (i. e. Ostap - RG)
Ha rinomallAx,
riepexom4n yjimum, OCTaHaBJ114BaJICA
zienan riia3KH MWIMILROHepy, noacwKTIBan aaM B
614
6yZITo
BCA
aBTo6ycbi 14BOo6ule i4meJI TaKOq Bwa,
(DS 180)
MOCKBa [...] co6paiiaCb K Hemy Ha 12avTPaYT - 'rout' (Eng. ) is used ironically here to heighten the air of importance
which Ostap attaches to his own behaviour.
Similarly,
HanaJILH14K marMTpajim
B331JInOZ1
cgenaii Luar Briepu,
K03LIpeK T4rIPOT43Hec 12alTO12T,KOTOporo )Kaajia BcA
(ZT 549)
CTpaHa.
Fr. 'rapport'-

cf. Russian zomiazx.

The funeral director Bezenchuk has good business sense, and realizes the
importance of exotic words in his advertising. He uses a foreign word nplima 'first' (< Lat. 'prima'), often used in the sense of 'best', even though it here
produces a tautology:
A HacxieT
Katienb?

KaK czxejiaTb, Tyllbi ee B
KRCTeýi w rnneTa.
(DS 15)
MJIT4 KaK?
rIePB1>01 COPT, F_ýMOV

This shows that a foreign equivalent often 'upgrades' the phenomenon it
represents. Il'f and Petrov are aware of this trick and often insert foreign terms
into a context which describes something of a 'lowly' nature. In the next
example, comic contrast is created by placing such Russian colloquial words as
CKJIOKa -'squabble', the more neutral ccopa - 'quarrel', and Z1aBKa-'a crush'or
'a scrum', adjacent to foreign derivatives such as UT4PKyJIT4poBaT1>
-'to
circulate' (< Lat. 'circulare' -'to make a circle') and HHUHaeHT - 'incident' (< Fr.
or Eng. 'incident' < Lat. 'incidens' -'happening):
BarOH

ftui

3To ftiii

riepenoJlHem
OZ114H143 Tex
3apaxeHH1>IX
CC0PO10 BarOHOB, KOTOPme iaCTO
UT112KV91412VIOT nO CTOJIT4ue. CKJIOKY B H14X HaHHHaeT
KaKa, q-H'K6yZ1b MCTMTejiLHaq
CTaPYLUKa B yTpeHHi4e
xiacm ripeziciiyxe6HOý4
aaBK14. HOCTerieHHO B CCOPY
MirRMOTCA
Bce naccaxuipbl
BarOHa, z1axe Te,
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KOTOpme rioriaJIM TYAa nepe3 rionxiaca nocne Hatiana
(ZT 576)
T4mrvTzieHTa.
Other examples of this type of comic contrast include:
Bopo6b3IHRHOB,

Bceo6mero
c-LeMOtIHIJq

KOTOPIJq

mam>ni4Ka,
arinapaT.

CBIJKCA
yme
c ami-inya
OCTOPOýKHO HeC 3a rlojiKaHOM

(DS 230)

Cf. amrinya < Fr. 'emploi'-'a role', alongside the colloquial Bceo6U_Iero
maJIbMMKa - 'errand-boy':

OCTari CTan pa3BT4BaTi> riepezi OTOpoiieBLUMM
...
KYCTapem - OZ114HOxIKOIO
C MOTOPOM
taHTacmcLroI2T4HecKT4e, uzem, KJIOH31u_Ixe K criaceHM10
.
(DS 99)
P01114HLI.
cf cpakrnaca--&taPiA-q
Cf. cpaliTacmaropw-ieCKme
'fantasmagorke,
derivativeAfrom
French
-adjectival
or English' phantasmag'briacontrasted
with OTOporieBIUT04 KYCTapb - ORRHO"Ma
C MOTOPOM.
CmeTJIT4Bme 6pa3HJIbCKme KyriHIMI
Ha rna3ax y Bcex
(ZT 481)
3aHT4maJIT4C16
KOcpe9HHM nemnuHrom.
Cf. the economic term zi em ri RHr< Eng. 'dumping',
colloquial KyrixmHa (< Kyrieu -'merchant').
CTO;IHK, IIOKPLITI>Iq iietIMT09
Contrast the phrase CKaTePTL
HeTiMM01 - 'dirty'.

pumeme

143

by
contrast the
and

CKaTePTbIO_P_UJU_;LLe,,,
(DS 59)
with its qualifying

roCT14HIMBI

adjective

rieUIKa>>
_t_2njeHe6ejTTHoýi
Karia6naHKa-mX03e-Payjii>
Mi4pa
BI>IiuejixiemriT40H
<(rIPOXOAHaA

rpaynepa.

(DS 241)

cf. cpeiueHe6eJILHIJq -< Eng. 'fashionable', and <<rIpoxozJHa3ine1UKa>>,
although this is a suitable name for a hotel which hosts chess champions.

He6o6m;I0 B mejiKT4x
MYCOPHoroALURKa

nerMH.

o6natmIX

HecJIO

KneUKax,

143

3anaxom qoxaJIK14H CYrIa
(DS 77)

Cyn rieti3aH -a pretentious name for SOUP
_here Obviously, a transcription of the Fr. 'paysan'.

found in a dust bin.

6pi-oKax
KneT%iaTmx
z
<<CTOjieTi>e>>
...
6opozze,Hxcria4wouleq Ha TOJICTOBKY PYCCKoro
KOBePKOTa.
(DS148)
ayKLLTIOHVICT

KOBePKOT

B

< Eng. 'covercoat'

(lit. ). Cf. the combination

PYCCKMýI KOBePKOT.
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In ZT, during the celebration of the completion of the Turksib line, an old
food
for the visitors from Moscow and abroad,
hired
is
to
meTPZIOTejib
prepare
who
m Hbio-2opKax
y ce631 TaM B JIOH; ioHax
...
KVJMHajýHMM
pa3HBIM
')KCTIQCCaM.

KYJImHaPHLOI <Lat.
Iexcessuso -lexcessf.

'culinarius'

< 'culina' -kitchen',

IIPT4BTIKJIII
(ZT 555)

K

and qKcUecc

<Lat.

The two words make an incongruous combination. The cook gets the following
instructions:
TaK
MDaH
OcurioDum,
BIJ
CMOTPHTe.
- roBopi4jivi emy B
6yjIYT.
MHOCTpaHum
yripaBneHTIM, - He nozKamaýlTe.
HYXHO KaK-Hz6ygb
nocDacoHmcTee.
rIOBT4ZIHee caenaTj,

(ZT 555)
riocpaCOHRCTee-a derivative neologism based on cpaCOH< Fr. 'faqon''fashion, style, model'.
The cook prepares coyc neKaH and KOHcome c riaLUOTOm,and we are told that:
Becima
Bmrjmzýeji
xjie6
ziaze
o61JKHOBeHHb04
cepiati
...
(ZT
556)
ripe3eHTa6ejibHo.
Cf. ripe3eHTa6eJIbHO < Fr. 'presentable', and cepmýi xjIe6.
Hy,
TLI, xepTBa a6opTa, - BLICOKOmepHoCKnan
OCTan, - OT;jaýi KOHUM, He OT%iamaaýl. llepeKyriuoW
6JIOHZjT*i,
6pIOHeT?
HTO,
rIaLua 3mzjiieBWI
CTaji no; ipo6HO o6-bqCH31TI>.
OCTari BHXmaTeJIbHo erO BLIcnyman X 3aKOHMMJI
(DS 51)
T4HTej2Bbio CROBamm...

Here, III and Petrov blend Ostap's nautical slang OTzjaq KOHIUI, He
OTxiajizBaýi with the 'noble' foreign word T4HTePB]610< Eng. 'interview!
Latin words are sometimes used in association with Father Fyodor, who,
as a representative of the clergy, is likely to know some Latin. For example:
HOTa6eHe: rae-TO Teriepb pmueT

Bopo6b3IHTIHOB?
(DS 141)

Cf. HOTa6eHe < Lat. 'nota bene' 'notice well' versus the colloquial pIJCKaTL
'to search'. Note also this extract from Father Fyodor's letter to his wife:
IIOCTCK12UTITVM,: OTHOC31MICLMO B rIOtITOBbIr4 31UI14K,Y

6paTa
meH31YKpajTT4B HOmepax <<CTOMMOCTI>>>
naJTLTo
6ynO'IiHXKa.
AB TaKOm rope[
TBoero,
(DS 233)
Cf. ITOCTCKpmrITYM <Lat. 'post scripturn'
'after
the writing'.
-lit.

-
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Note the syntax of the above gerund construction !
1.2.3.High-sounding foreign terms in mundane contexts.
Here, the chosen term will be far too distinguished or technical for the
mundane or straightforward situation it qualifies. For example, when a janitor
swears loudly at Polesov in DS and curious neighbours gather to listen, this
< Lat. auditorium -a term usually referring to
audience is called ay; iT4TOPT431
large audiences in institutions of learning:
C TpecKom pacriaXHYJIT4Cb pamm H T43OKOH
C YJIT4UI>IBO ZIBOP, He
BLirji3izEMBaJIM Becenme xTunum.
RPT4 B14zle ayziT4ToI2TAT4.
crieuia BXOZ114JIHmo6ori=Hme.
6onnue.
(DS 65)
ABOPHT4K pnxerui
eme
Similarly,

the authors pick the ironical

word

maHzriyjiAui4A

(< Fr.

'manipulation'< Lat. 'manipulus! - 'handful') to describe the actions of
Vorob'yaninov arriving at his office:
BIAHYB
nozyiiieliKY,

143 AIMM
CTOna C14HI010 BOýiROHHY10
MnnoJI14T
MaTBeeBI4xi
ee Ha
nonoxim

cTyji,
npicaan
(riapannemHo
HeMHOrO

ycam

npaBT4JIbHoe

JIT4HI414 CTOjia)

B03BLIuiaACL

HaripaBjieHHe

H ceJI Ha riozIyiueHKY,

HaZI TpeMA

CBOMMT4

COCJIYXCT4Bi.Iami4....

3a Bcemi4 maHunymnimimu
COBeTCKOrO cnyxnuero
3aCTeHtIT4BO cneavix
mozieti
zxBoe monozaix
- MYX<tiMHa
(DS 8)
'R zteBTIua.

This word is used in a like manner to describe Iznurenkov's nervous
mannerisms:
OH cmyuýeHHO nOPLIJICA BO BceX KapmaHax,
y6exan,
BepHyJlc. q, aXHYJI, BbIrJIRHYJI 143 OKHa, CHOBa y6exaji
x
CHOBa BePHYJIC31.
rIPOCTHTe,
BoPO6B3IHT4HOBY,
OH
CKa3an
jjymexfKa,
KOTOPI>01 B ripozionxeHIM
Bcex: DT14X maHmnyjiquT4r4
(DS 169)
CTOAJI, CJIO)KRB PYKm no-conzaTCKT4.

Here is another example from ZT where the context is similar: 9BOJIlOU14A
< Lat-evolutid- 'evolution', in the sense of <<pa:3jiT4HHOrO pozia ZIBMXeHRA,
CB313aHHbiec nepemeuteMmm, riepeCTpomiem
oripezieneHMIX
umHzij>>. 55
OH (i. e. Balaganov - RG) noziHAJICA 14 CTaJI KPYXHTLC31
BOKpyr CTOJIT4Ka. OH ýKaJI06Ho ripT4xiMOKHi3aji A3LIKOM,
OCTaHaBjiXBajic3i, paCKPLIBa3i zame POT, i<aK 6ji xe; iaq

Ocmc.
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A3LIKOM
ca; jwic3i

MTO-TO

lIP093BeCTg,

HO, HwierO

He cKa3aB,

OCTaripaBHOZIYLUHOcnezmji
BaiiaraHoDa.

R CHOBaBCTaBaji.

3a gBomoamimm

(ZT 318)

In the description of the unexpected appearanceof Berlaga at 'Hercules',
the authors use the word allTpe < Fr- 'entree' - 'entrance' (usual context in
ballet):
3TO Heoxo4zjaHHoe
3ameu. iaTeJILCTBO.

auDe

Bb13BaJIO B CP14HcTieTHOM 3a; ie
(ZT 439)

do
'a
Earlier
in
Hercules'
take
the
the
ri
po
ry;
i
Kaa
not
novel,
employees
I
walk' during their lunch break, but a ri po meHazi < Fr. 'promenade':
Mmie me zienaim TT12omeHazi
B KOpmzjopaX,3aKYCLIBa3i
(ZT 391)
Ha xoay.
Note the use of the calque from French zenanu npomeHazi (cf. Fr. 'faire une
building,
'Hercules'
The
French
the
the
promenade').
origins of
word echoes
ladies
for
luxurious
hotel
before
toilet
Revolution
the
the
are
signs
which was a
still in French.
Vorob'yaninov's unsuccessfully dyed hair is referred to as Kape < Fr.
'carr& - lit. 'a square':
HarHYB rOJIOBY,CJIOBHO
)Keiia3l 3a6oZIaTb3epKajibue,
xiepHLIMIJ.BeT
HecxiaCTHLIýiYBI4,
aeji, HTO paZXHKaJIbHb04
6biji
eme rOCrIOZICTByeT
B ueHTpe KaDe. Ho no Kpa3im
(DS 39)
o6caxeH TWO me TpaB31HRCT0IKaýimog.
In theory, Kape can refer to anything of square shape, but the word is
better known in its military context, that is, the tactical placement of infantry in a
square formation. We know that 1l'f enjoyed accounts of military battles, and
undoubtedly his interest shows in this example.
rIPM 9TOM rna3a Y Hei-o 6bum peiiiT4Te; IbHO
ZbABOMCKi4e. PacceAHHMýi J1oxaHK14HHe oueHHJI
BaMHOCT'Rziemapiiia, npeanpMHATOM rpaxaaH14HOM
rmrT4eHi4LUBRJIT4
14TaKi4m o6pa3OM npomopraJ1 HaHano
(ZT 416)
KOHCPJI14KTa.

Remapul -< Fr. 'demarche' (usually used in diplomatic language)
c uenm-o OKa3aTl>B03zieýiCTBTieHa KaK09-R.
<(3a31BjieHxemeporiPM31TI431
' The authors use this word
npaBT4TeJ11>CTBeHH1>01
opraH mim rocyaaPCTBO>>!
to refer to Lokhankin, who is beaten for not switching off the toilet light.
5'Ibid., 156.
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In all these examples, the irony is nicely enhanced by the judicious use of
foreign expressions. Here are some more instances:
XYROXHRK

BeHziepa B rpy; u,,
<<r1aJ21IOH?,> M YCTpemziic3i ztaiibuie.
TOJIKHyji

CKa3aii

(ZT 370)

Although it is obvious that the painter did not bump into Ostap
accidentally, but deliberately pushed him in the chest, the addition of
<<riaPZJOH>>, instead of <<M3BRHT4Te>>, heightens the irony, because<<rIapz1oH>>
suggestsa refinement which is in no way reflected in the painter's manners.
.
described
daughter
is
The-climax of Ellochkal,
thus:
s rivalr
with a millionaire's
-Y6miia
rloenma Ha Kxciiibie B09m
riocjieZJHXM aKKORROM
6opi,
6e
(DS
260)
BaHziep6miibaa.
B Tqxenog
C AOMKOrl
the musical term

Tli&-lds-e-oýaCKKOp-Z-<-It.
'accordo'- '6ord' adds an ironic touch to the stupidity
her
'outstrip'
futility
Ellochka,
to
the
efforts
and vanity of
of
and underscores
Vanderbilt's daughter.
1.2.4.Loan'words as a reflection of the old regime.
Both novels strongly satirize philistines and monarchists posing as lawabiding Soviet citizens. Some foreign words are introduced to reflect the prerevolutionary world, either in direct speech or in descriptions of the 'old-world'
(this
is
topic
treated
characters. A few exampleswill suffice forrAcharacters!
speech
in greater detail in section 1.20.). For instance, notice the pronounciation of the
word COH- the 'dream' of Vorob'yaninov's mother-in-law Madam Petukhova:
CJIOBO <<COH>>61ijio
IIJýOHOHCOM.

rIPOX3HeceHO

C qTppaHUy3CKXM
(DS 6)

rIPOHOHC< Fr. 'prononcer'- 'to pronounce'. The same word is used in ZT when
Ostap's typewriter is found to be missing the letter ýLand the key has to be
replaced with its nearest equivalent_q, The typescript sounds strange
(TYpeUKxýl ai<ueHT, according to Ostap) when read out loud:
Ho z1axe maiiiRHKa C yZXRBT4Teju>Hbim nROHOHCOM He
morna ompatiT476 CBeTJIOr4 paZtOCTH BeJIHKoro
(ZT 432)
KOm6XHaTOpa.
The use of TT12OHoHchere is solely for humorous

effect.

Then again, consider the list of Madam Petukhova's

treasures:

ypoxaýl
cbej2mYaP_
Ha
KOTOPLIýi
ymen
C TIAT14COT
. -.
zeC31TMH; xeMHY"XHoe Koue. KOTOpoe 6mno 6m no
nne"IY TOJILKO 3HameHXTOýI onepeWtIHOý4 nDT4mazioHHe
BeHUOM Bcemy 61bina COPOKaTbICJqHHaq nmaifema. (DS 35)
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Cýepmyap < Fr. 'fermoir' - 'a necklace'.
Kox6e < Fr. 'collier'.
ripmmaAOHHa < It. 'primadonna' -'opera singer'.
zimagema < Grk. 'diadema' -'diadem'.
In the town N., the hairdresser gives his establishment an incongruous
KOHCTaHTMH>>
foreign name <(Lj14PYJ1bHMýi maCTep rIbep x
and advertises:
<<OHZIVJIAHCT40H

Ha

(DS 5)

zomy>>...

in order to attract customers, who formerly belonged to the class that understood
and used French.
An interesting m1lange of distorted French is found in the following play
(this
by
inmates
in
ZT
the
the
example is
on words used
asylum
one of
of
discussedfrom another angle in section 1.20. on characters' language):
3H.
zieH. TDVa. KaT]ý.
-

Xyj2oBaTjý.

magmva,-iejTb

(ZT 443)

One of III and Petrov's favourite words in their feuilletons which also
found its way into the novels is KYJILTYPTperepm (ZT 399) < Germ.
Kulturtiager - 'carrier of culture' - an ironic title (also turned on one occasion
into a surname) for a person who is devoid of any culture.
In this section we have discussed III and Petrov's use of loan-words, and
now we shall examine military vocabulary.
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1.3. MILITARY

TERMINOLOGY.

The constant summons by the Bolsheviks to destroy all 'enemies of the
working classes' and the often-repeated announcements and slogans such as
between
the
peBOJ110UM9>>
Bparam
war and
emphasized
similariý
<<cmepTL
57
C
6opi>6a
Such
Revolution
the
.
military words and expressions as: oýi,
6opb6a,
riponeTapmaTa,
aBaHrapg, JIMHmq, apmx3i, KnaCCOBaq
etc., started
to appear, and can stillbe found to the present day, in socio-political rhetorical
language. Lenin encouraged the use of such terminology in his speeches:
6M T14 He

6biji
Ha BOýMe HeT H14 OJJHOýi MHHYTLI, KorzEa
A tITO TaKoe ZIRKTaTypa
OKpymeH oriaCHOCTI>10.
3To
6onee
BOýiHa
eCTI>
T4ropa3zio
riponeTapviaTa?
xeCTOKa. q, 6onee riPOZtOJIMT1Teji1>Haq
m yriopHaq, xiem
61JB11MX
6M
6mJ1O
B01H.
143
TO
3ziecb
Hu
jiio6wi
Koraa
oriaCTHOCTB

rP0314T

Hamemy

KaxaoMy

59

Luary.

In this way military speech became familiar outside its original context.
The following are examples of frequently encountered cliches that were adopted
from military vocabulary:
KomMyHT4CTHHeCKaA

naPTT431

-

14 BOXZEI>

<<aBaHrapu>>

ripojieTapmaTa.
KoMMyHHCTMxiecKv04

V1HTePHaUT4OHan

- 9TO <<LUTa6>)

MHPOBOýi pei3omouum.
reHepanbHMýi

<(LUTa6>> MMPOBOq

r)ojibLueBxCTCKa3i

peBOJI10UHH.

<<rBapzm3i>>.

rTocjieZjH14q <<60q>>.
((PaBHeHi4e>>

Ha XIV cbe3Z(...

(<Apmmq>>pa6oxii4x

T1 KpeCTLAH,

"
etc.

Cliche's like these were repeated so often that even Bolsheviks could no
longer stand them. Vinokur, in his article on revolutionary phraseology, tells
the following tale:

"As Ozhegovput it:
B $TOT nepzozE6opb6m co cBeprHYTLIMKKnaccam% %
HHTepBeHTamviYKperijiAeTCA B pacripOCTaHI4TejnHom
YrIOTpe6;

ieHHVI

BoeHHa3i jieKCVIKa.

OCHOBHLIe

tIePTLI
P, 33BTITTIR P7CCKOJ'O A3LIKa
B 'COBeTCK710,917OX7
C.M. Oxeroi3,
(143BeCTuA AKaziemuz HaYK CCCP,
A31AKa,
MlTepaTypm
R
BUM1,1951), 101
OTzEeneHne
AHBapi>-qoeBpajib.
"CemnueB,
Op.
cit., 86.
59B.A. TIeHHH, TaKTHKa 66mwexi3ma (Mocim, 1923),493.

'For more examples and references to the
newspapers they appear in, see Cenmue%

op. cit., 86-87.
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OZIT4H KOMMYHHCT,

pa6oxierO Knacca,

XCKpeHHe
ripeKpaCHIA

ripeziaHHIJýi ziejiy
3HaTOK

ZIBT4>KeHT431, rOBOP14JI MHe KaK-TO,
ripocpeCCROHaJIbHoro
HTO KOrzia OH rTie-Hi46yzxb
CJILIU114T 14JI14 HT4TaeT
KanHTajia>>,
To emy xoneTC31
CPOPMYJIY: <(HacTynjieHi4e
6exaTL 3a TPH BePCTIJ, OH yme He moxeT ripo-ieCTL
riozi 9THM 3aroJIOBKOM,
CTaTLTI, HarixcaHHOý4
He moxeT

zEocjiyLuaTbpexm, nocB3uueHHOti 9TOýi Teme. B xiem xe
He
HaCTYnjieHT4e
Beztb
zlejio?
BiaziymaHo xe
KangTana!
KarIXTana
Bez1bHa camom ziene TimeHHOHaCTYrIjieHxem
6opL6a
B EBpone 14
xapaKTePT13yeTCA coumaJII>Ha3i
r1oxiemy
B
xe
rozEia.
AmepHKe nociieBoeHHbie
pa60TH14K
nPOqb4BzxeHT431
IIPO
He xotieT 14 cjibimaTb
Beab caM TO OH YX
9TO
KanlMna)>?
ieHue
(<HaCTyn;
6Liji
6bi
HaBePHoe 3HaeT, HTO 9TO TaK, z gonxeH
ziame
T4HTepeCOBaTI>C31 9TRm! HO HeT: Hagoe; WIRBOCTb [ ... I

i4meeT, oxiemuiHo,
ZEBa, HO He; II>331 xe

CBOR rpaHRUIJ.

Yziapb pa3, yziapb

6eCTIYBCTB1431161
zEo

Many people, whether politically active or not, would have identified
with the attitude of this Communist to this kind of political formulae. Military
phraseology in peace-time often acquired metaphorical meaning, and some
unlikely figures of speech were the result:
KOmaHZIMP npominuneHHOCTU
KOmaHzImp

ce; iLCKOrO

X033lqCTBa

yxie6bi
CPPOHT
X03301CTBeHHLIýi

q3POHT

6oeBo,r4 CPPOHTTpyzia
ce; IbCKOXO330ICTBeHHaAKamnaHMA 62

The word KamnaHRA became so popular that its new metaphorical
meaning (above) has entered the dictionaries in its own right, and now
overshadows the original meaning. 11
Naval terms that passed into common usage include:

61r. B%HoKyp
<<OpeBojummoHHoit
cppa3eo; iorx%. >>,op. cit., 111.
`. Ce; i%Luei3, op. cit., 87-89.
'See, for instance, Ozhegov's definition
ziegCTHB31 IIPOT%B Koro-H., BoAHa
as 1. BoeHnie
(YCTap. ). 2. nepmoz nnaBaH%A WIR Boemimx oriepauxil
qO;IOTa (criell. ). 3. MeporIPHAT14e
zmA ocyLueCTBjieHRA oiepeZIH09
BaxHogo6LueCTBeHHO-rIOJI%TmieCKOtt
HJIVI
M36upaTe: uHaA K. rloceBHaA K. K. 3a %TO-H. TUIR rIPOT14B
X03AgCTBeHHOrl 3azam
4. rlpOZIO; IX%Te; il>HOCTb L114Kjia KaKRX-H. HeripepLIBHLIX
tiero-H.
IIPOT43BOlIxTe3lbHIAX
ripoij. eCCOB(crieu. ).
C. M. OxerOB, CJIOBapb PYCCKOrOH3ZIKa, op. cit., 258.
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6paTl>',
KYPC
Ha
KYpc,
(,4
ziepmaTL
CT03ITL Y pyjj3l 65
6paTCKgq
(Cf. oKpenAT
COI-03
KpenHTL
pa6oHmx>>61,
ý
or <<KperIHTb 9KOHOMi4xieCKme CB313T4>>67etc.

Variationsof the noun 6paT as 6paTaH, 6paTBa (pl.), 6paTi4mexiKa,
filtered into the languageof workers and komsomolyouths, and were often used
by Mikhail Zoshchenkoin his stories. The verbapOlq3HTL or z[pecpXTb,
from
from
influence
the
capeý1CPHTL
stray
course
under
or
current',
of wind
-'to
the 0u Wx 'drij ver' in colloquial speechcameto mean 'to be cowardly'.
Although this word was adopted in thieves'argot and used in this senseprior to
the Revolution, after 1917it enteredthe languageof Party leadersand political
activists." According to Selishchev,two exclamationsfrom naval terminology
that becamevery popular are ziaemi>!and eCTL! For example:
Raemb M14POBOq OKTA6pb!61
Raemi, rpaMOTY.
6YKBap]6.70
llaeim
Also cf. such headingsin the newspapers:
71
RaeUlbKOMcomojii>ua- CTpejiKa.
Zlaeim zeBxiaT172
7'
E. (Raemi6 EBPOny)>>.
and in the Meyerhold's Theatre, a play entitled, <<71.
The phrase eCTL (though not quite as popular as zaembl), came into
everyday language from sailors' vocabulary (originally from the English 'yes')
and was used as a sign of approval and agreement. Generally speaking, there was
a widespread tendency during and after the period of military communism to
use decisive and categorical words, such as: cpaKT, 31CHO,
onpezejieHHO. 74
Though it is impossible to separate the individual contributions of the two
authors to the novels, we can say that military terminology was inspired by III.
His favourite hobby was to read about military assaultsand naval battles. In
"Cenmue%Op. Cit., 90.
651bid.,91.

"17paB,
aa, No.130,1925.
6717paB,
aa, No. 82,1925.
68E.g.

Euivi

mm c cou%a; jmio-qi<oHom;

riozormem,

XHO CYa3aTb,
pa3BeMO'

C7112PIDTUTIT R T. A.

"CenmueB, Op. cit., 92.

No.295,1924.
No.115,1925.
'VHTIBePC;
HpaBaa,Nol, 1925.
f TeTCKaJI
'CenmiueB,op.cit.,92.
74Ibid.,
95.

TO'IKH

K 9TOMY

nTO TOBaPHLIXII

Hu-iero riozio6Horo-

F)yxapzii,17paBaa,
No.293,1925.

7okf3BeCT; fz,
7'kl3BeCTujr,

ixieCMl

BOrIPOCY

Torzia
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their novels, 111and Petrov not so much reflect the usual use of the above
mentioned words and phrases of military origin as make use of them in novel
further
They
take
them
metaphorically and place them in unusual
even
ways.
linguistic surroundings. For example, this is how they employ the ever popular
word CPPOHT-'front':
CJ)POHT cnopa 61iji oHeHL LUHPOK - OT CTP0T4TejiLCTBa
B CCCP 210 BXOZLAMTIX Ha 3arialle
couxaJlMma
B MOZXY
6epeTOB.
(ZT 529)
myxcKzx
Bm
- rie3eDTT4P_ TPYZOBoro

q2poHTa

(ZT 302)

The above is said to Talmudovsky, an engineer who constantly abandons his
factory work in search of a better-paid job.
rIepe11OBa31 3Be34a cDoeBpemeHHO
HaCTYrMeHme HoHm.
C14rHaXR3%poBaTL

cmrHajunmponna
(ZT 516)

describe
here
is
the
twinkling
to
adapted
signal',
-'to

of stars at night. In the novels, use of military terminology can be categorized in
the following ways: stylisation (1-3.1.); associations (1.3.2.); irony (1.3.3.); and
displacement of registers or planes (cmemeHxe ri; iaHOB) (1.3.4.).
1.3.1. Stylization.

Il'f and Petrov often make use of military terms by intentionally
misapplying them to non-military activity or concepts, thus enhancing their
comic aspect. For example, the first confrontation between Vorob'yaninov and
Father Fyodor is couched in military terms. Apparently intensifying the drama
of their conflict over the chairs, the military paraphrasing actually belittles the
charactersand projects the authors' ironic attitude to the conflict:
CTa; ia co6mpaTBCR TOJIria. LlejioBeKa
TPR CT03IJ10
ciieaA 3a
no6JI143OCT14, c xmBetiLumm
'UHTepecom
6LICTpee
I
[
OHR
1UJIX Bce
panimwm
ii,
KoHQ2jTmKTa. ...
KaK no mmamie,
rIOBePHY; IH TYZ(a. Uteci> cTmm
MnriojiT4Ta
Kal2aygl
MaTBeeBT4, ia yneTBepT4m4cT.,.
Ho OH (i. e.
ene CJIIJIUHO BOCK; IHKHYJI He3HaMmeu.
61JCTPO npmcnoco6wncq
Vorob'yaninov
RG)
m, npi>iraA
TO HaripaBO, TO HaneBO, KaK 6yZTO TaHueBaji
KpaKOB31K, YBePTI>IBajiCA OT VIIaJ2OB rID T14B-HT4Ka R
CTapanc. q nol2nuTb
B12ara B XMBOT. B MRBOT emy
[... ] HO 3aTO OH yroamJI
nonaCTL He yzianocb,
B KOjieHHYIO
HaLue'iKy
rIPOTMBH14Ka, nocne nerO TOT cmor n3iraTLCA
Biana BOCTaHOBjieHa. TiePBa3i
TOJILKO neBog Hor0l.
r103I4UT431.[.. J IUT4nSI TaK, OHM HemCTOBO imramm6...

(DS 54 - 55)
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The above military terminology is intermingled with words and
expressions identifying the two men and their behaviour with that of animals
and thus reminding the reader of the characters' lowly origin. It is the presence
of these words alongside military terms and elevated Church Slavonic (B030rmn
Father
Fyodor
the
to
as
references
as
well
as CBATOti OTeu,
-'shouted')
ZEYXOBHa.
q oco6a and Vorob'yaninov as ripe4BOZ1XTex6, that make the whole
episode comic and ironic. The second meeting between these two characters
takes place in a hotel where both are staying, and is again couched in military
vocabulary. Each protagonist believes he knows the true location of the chairs.
The military setting is justified since they are enemies and rivals, despite the
civilized veneer of their dialogue:

ConepHRKR HeCKOJILKO

pa3 BCTpexianRci>z,
no6ezioHocHo
ZEPYr Ha gpyra, cnezioBanx
riornAZILMA
pa30M
KOHuaX
B
KOPmz1opao6a
zianbine.
14
CHOBa
noBopaxiMBamicb
c6jimxajimcb... B rpyag
MririoJIXTa
MaTBeeBmxia
KxrieJ1 BOCTOpr.
To me
14YBCTBO
tlyBCTBO
ozxojieBajio R OTua (Deziopa.
comaneHM31
K no6exaeHHOMY TIROTT4BH'KKY o4oneBano
(DS
78)
o6oxx

When Ostap,joins the conflict, his clash with Fyodor is also paraphrased as
a military manoeuvre:
B: 9TY

ceKYHZJY

143 3aMOHHOq

CKBaxceHld

BLICKOHMI

M

me
3aep3an KapaHiiaui, OCTPueM KOTOporo OTeu cýegop
KOHueCCMOHeP
yxaJIHTb
MlTaiic3i
BOBpemA
B12ara.
OTITP31HYJI 14 YXBaTT1; ICA 3a i<apaHzxaiu- B12arm,
T31HYTL
CTaJIM
KapaHztaiii
pa3z1eneHHi6ieIlBepmo, montia
K ce6e. r1o6enmia MOJIOZXOCTL, T4 KapaKaaiii, yrixpam,
C 379M
KaK 3aHO3a, mezljieHHO B16InOJI3 M3 CKBaxeHLI.
OCTaTI B03BpaTTVICA
CBOq
B
HOmep.
TRoteem
KomriaMOHbi euýe 6onbuie pnBecenTijimcb.
6exT4T,
6eX'RT,
6eXXT1
- nporien OCTari.
Bpar
(DS 79)
Having given Kozlevich's car the title <(AHT14jioria - rHy>>,the authors
establish a parallel between the forthcoming adventures of Ostap and his
companions, and the journeys of Gulliver in Lilliput, whose ship was also called
'Antilope'. The analogy between Kozlevich's car and Gulliver's ship is
sustained, even though Ostap,sarcastically calls the vehicle a 'trough'- KOPTITO
(ZT 348) orwash tub' - iioxaHKa (ZT 364):
Llý=Jq
3eneHa3i <(AHTMjio1ia>>,
Bcemi4 CBOHMH
xiaCT31MI4, ripomnanaa TIO BHeIlMemy
npoe3gy
BY;I]6BapaMonoamx RaPOBaHT01 R BbuieTeiia Ha
PLIHO"MY10
(ZT 329)
nnotuagb.

75
3a
r1aHHKOBCKMi1,
nepe6zpa31Horamu, YXBaTXJ1CA
6ol2T
KY30B, rIOTOM Haner na
X14BOTOM, riepeBanuJIC31
i3-noziKy
m, CTYxia
maijiHHY, KaK KvriaFoLnT4r4cq

B

(ZT 330)

maHxeTamx,

ynaJI Ha ZIHO.

<(AHTzjiona>>
CK1214MI.

iia CBoet4 CTOAHKe MztaBana

Koj2a6e; iTHTTe
(ZT 592)

If the car is comparedto a naval vessel,then appropriately its passengers
representthe three 'sons' of Lieutenant Shmidt, a legendary Revolutionary
naval hero. Playing on this fact, Il'f and Petrov frequently comparethe 'crew' to
seamen,giving them nautical language:
OH14 iiijiH

3a pyKm
nocpezim yjimum,
zjepxaCb
paMatmaACL,
KaK MaT120CH, B '[YýKe3QMHOM

m
r1012TV.

(ZT 522)
6opTv
Bjiei3o
BanaraHOB.
Ha
KPMKHyji
nepeBHq.
(ZT 350)
IlLmAl
BaiiaraHO13,14BriPAML
60TIMaHal 3aTAHYJI M012CKYIO

TTOXO)KHq Ha

necHio.

monozoro
(ZT 360)

The situation and the characters' language seems nautical, but the authors
add a characteristic touch - they 'smuggle' a word into the text which only
60PTbelongs
Ostap
Balaganov
to naval vocabulary.
ostensibly
appoints
a
mexaHT4K:
rpaxziaHMH
BaiiaraHOB YTBepxaaeTC31
6oýýTmexammm
C B03; ioxeHi4eM Ha TaKOBoro
(ZT 328)
o6A3aHHOCTeI-I 3a Bce.

While 6oPT makes it sound like the word is connected with ships" (e.g. 3a
6oRTOM
6ol2TY-60
),
'aboard'.
the
iqa
m3m
etc.
12T.
Ha
word
-'overboard',
from
come
aeronautical vocabulary, Le. 'plane mechanic', and has nothing to do
6opT
is'side
Furthermore,
lesser
with ships.
the second,
meaning
used
of
of a
truck' (see the definition No. 2 in the footnote below). Taking into consideration
that mexaHRK on its own means a' mechanic', III and Petrov seem to be
making the following play on words:
6oPT (car) + mexaHT4K (car)
6OPT (ship) + meXaH%K (ship)
6OPT (ship) + mexaH14K (car)
However, as already mentioned, 6opTmexaHHK comes from an entirely
different terminology, connected to neither ships nor cars. Admittedly the
word
75Cf-6OPT

1.
F)OKOBa3i
CTeHKa cyaHa.
aBTOM06HJI31 R T. rI.

2. BOKOBaA CTeHKa 6wimpzia,

C. M. OxerOB, CJT0B3PbPYCCKOrOR3LIKa, Op. Cit., 54.

rPY3OBoro
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6oPT alone suggestsa connection with a ship. The airplane allusion may refer to
the speed of the car or, as is more likely, to the lack of it. Besidesthe
identification as seamen,Ostap and his group are also referred to as the 'army':
Korzta

nepeceKJIH
OCTaTKx aj2mmm almmormueB
xe
iepe3 HOBIAýi XOJIM, c0lnac
ZXOJIZHY x riepeBajimjiz,,
xejie3HO-aOPOXHaq
3a H14MH OTKPLIjiaci> maneHLKa3i
(ZT
522)
CTaHLLMA.

This stylisation probably occurs becauseof Ostap's undisputed position as
6yzEy

A (ZT 351) or
the group's leader (Cf. KOmaHzioBaTL
napazom
his
(ZT
in
328),
KomaHZIOpom
of
ce6, q
charge
HnHaxiaio
ripo6era
76
him
Note
to
the
as a <<KOmaH4OP>>.
also
reference
subordinates'.
OCTari,
MmOlTe
CTporo
CKa3an
B
B1411Y,
He zionymy.
cBoe Borimo.
- mapozxePCTBa

orji3mLIBaq
HHKaKHX

6yziy-.
KoMaHzioBaTb
q.
naj2aziom
HapyiiieHHý4 3aKOHa.
(ZT 351)

(Seesection 1.22.on the vogue words, for the explanation of the origin of the
latter phrase.)
After Ostap rebukes his companions for not reading the newspapers, they
fall silent:
Hiixm4e

xmHii

((AHTHJ1Or11A>> monxianx.

(ZT 347)

The reference to the rest of the group as 'lower ranks' - HTIXHue xmbi
highlights the general acceptance of Ostap's superiority and leadership. In
dialogue, Vorob'yaninov often holds Ostap's hands ono iuBam>>, as might a
soldier in front of his commander:
MrinojiXT MaTBeeBT4H Bce eme CT031JI r103azim, cnoyp
(DS
153)
12YKTI110 IUDaM.
Balaganov too answers like a subordinate,

and stands like a soldier:

OCTari CKHHYJICBOIO; ieTHIOIO cpypa>KKy Ti, riomaxaB em
B Bo3ayxe, cripocim:
ECTL
Y meH31cemie i3ojiocm?
BaiiaraHOB

X14BOT, pa3ZIBHHYJI HOCKT4 Ha
nozo6paji
m rojiocom
UlHP14HY ImKeýiHoro
iTDTmiazia
nj22tBoa2jTaHrOBOrO OTBeTIGI:

HiwaK
HeT1
-

(ZT 319-320)

Ostap has the same effect on the members of the secret society 'Union of
Sword and Plough'. He deliberately assumes a commanding voice:
76Mmauop
ripo6era (cf. CMC): recent use in Soviet sports. However, there must be an ironic
allusion to chivalry and perhaps even Blok's, olilarg KOmaHziopa>>,where the whole poem arises
from the rhyme MOT01) - Mmauop.
Kommiop also means oripezicellaTeni, AXT-Kjiy6a>>.
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Baiue
noJIHTvitiecKoe
Kpezio?
Bcerztal
I-IojieCOB.
DOCTOpmeHHO
OTBeTMJI
Bu,
HalleioCL, K'RPMJMoi3eu?
-TaK TomHo.
RonecoB RimiHyncg
B cT12YHY
PoccuA
OCTan.
He
3a6yzeTt
PABKHYJI
DaC
-

(DS 100)

Other examples of Ostap's actions which are stylised as military strategy or
activity include the following:
OH 6bin xonozteH

6e.
6opi,
x rOTOB K

(DS 147)

rIocne

9TOrO OCTany YZIaJIOCI> BCK0'MTb
Ha cTyrieHLKY
K KaBKa3CKOMY xpe6TY
mezx; ieHHo rioZITJqrHBaioiuer0
C ýDTQR rIO3141IT414OCTari c ju-o6o1ibITCTB0M
rioe3za.
B314paJI Ha pa3BePHYBUIYI0cA
riepeZI HT4m riaHOpamy
(DS 269)
KaBKa3CKOti
uenu.
ropHoýi
OH 6o3ijicq

rioBTOMY
paccripocoB
o xoiie ziena KopeqKO,
6POBM
B Hariaziemje
cep, aMTO coelllMui
vi nel2enieji

(ZT 499)
6iiCTPOT09.
co6LITH31 pa3BePTbIBajizcb C BoeHHOT-1
Be; iT4KOMY Mm6lMaTOPY
meniana iiiy6a, 14OH
6wic3i
HeKOTOpoe Bpem3i
c BparaMV Ha KO; ieH3ix, mexia
B H14X mezajuimX
3a criaceHme YTorimmum
(ZT 604)
CTaPT4K C comHeHmem noCMOTpe; I Ha 3e; ieHi)ie ziocnexv
MWIOZOM BOP06bAH14HOBa (i. e. Ostap posing as
Vorob'yaninov's
He CTan.
son - RG), HO B03paxaTL
(DS 71)
BejiMKHýl KOm6T4HaTOP nexaJI B rIOCTejim,
paccmaTpmBaArTOB12eN, ',ZleHT431-BIIITx6iieTax.

(DS77)

In the last example, Ostap's suit is referred to as zocriexx -'armour'.
Though the reference is ironic (his suit was old and tatty), it nevertheless hints at
Ostap's military disposition. In the same way the holes in Ostap's sandals are
referred to as rioBpexaeHHJq -'damage'- a term that usually applies to bodily
damage or bre kage in machinery or equipment. Another hilarious example
compares Vorý'yaninov's mother-in-law's speech to a cannon report:
OT rTYLueHHb1X 3BYKOB rojioca KiiaBZ11414MBaHOBHLI
zpoxana
xiYrYHHaq namna c qziDom, 1I.Do6ijo T4
rILIMMIM14 CTeKJ131HHLIMH uaUKami4.
(DS 7)

Similarly, disagreement between the members of the sound-effects team
and the musicians of the orchestra is stylized as a military manoeuvre, in which
the musical instruments are identified with armaments:
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ripouijimMY31AKaHT1J,
orioAcaHHbie
r1oae6apKaziepy
OHM
C OTBpauýeHmemCMOTpenz
meZIH16IMT4 Tpy6amu.
6YTJAJIK14
H
Ha caKCOdPOHI>I, cpjieKCOTOHLI, MMMie
6ujioBooj2Y)KeHo
KOTOPLM4
KPYXKT49cmapxa,
3BYKOBoe ocpopmjieHme.
(DS222)

Co6emxCTOPOHnpx6;
iuxca;imcLnonKpenneHmg.
3meem-rOP1JHMHem
orioAcaHH11ý4meUHLIM
Tpvixui
CTOAji rejiHKOH- cama3i MOLTIHaA maniTiHaB
OPKeCTpe.
BOJITOPHa.
HaYXO
Tpom60HM
rIOKaHmBajiacL
rioxomaA

CojiHue
TMC31HYpa3
cTojqjTi4 B iTojiHoq roToBHocTT4.
OTpa3HJIOCI> B 6oenix ziocnexax.
TeMHO
3BYKOBoe ocpopmjieHme.
BbIrji3iReJIO
x mejiKO
KJ1T4CT14PHi>ie
6nezHoCBeTHJIXCb
Tam mzrajioCTeKJIO,
napOlIT131 Ha
KPYXK14, x caKCOCPOH - B03MYTMTeJIbHasi
RYXOBOq 14HCTpymeHT, cemeHHa3l BLIT31MKa 143
TPY6M,
ftiji xaJIOK T1 rIOXOZEHJI
HaCT03liueqZIYXOBOq

HaHOcorpeqKy.
KJ1HCTHPHL1ýi 6aTa;
-

-

TBOH, - CKa3aJI
ripeTeHzEyeT Ha meCTO.

3aRupa-KjiaPHeT,
(DS235)

is stylizedassoldiers
In ZT a groupof painterssearchingfor customers
xyz[OXHTIK
followingtheir enemy.At first the authorsreferto a painteras
nYlUKapi> - 'painter- gunner',then developthe analogyfurther:
rIJ10TCKoro
MLI
Toimpmma
aejix, Ho ecjiz
HeBT4,
YKa3aHHL01 TOBapziu Bac zteqCTB14TeJI1>HO 14HTepecyeT,
no
TO nocneiuRTe.
Ero miaeT KaKOq-TO Tpyu3naiOlcA,
BTIRY XY71O)KHT4K-rIYLUKaP-T-).

(ZT 371)
PAROM C HMMH TOpHajix mojib6epTI>I, COCTaBneHHbie B
(ZT
374)
p-yweýiHwo m4lýaw4gy.
OCTari.
'LITO,
CrIPOCHJI
cjiyximme, rijioxo? rIJ10TCKOrO- IlouenyeBa?
-YI'IYCTHJIM
M3
YnYCTHJ114,
- 3aCTOHam4 xyzioxHHK14.

-

PYK yiueji.
(ZT 374)

1.3.2. Use of military terminology by association.

III and Petrov may resort to military terms after a statement which in
some way brings about associationsand connections to objects and phenomena
from the military world. For example:
6apa6aml,
nT4OHepCKi4e
KOTOPLie
CBoeýi
...
mojioziueBaTOýI paCKpaCKOýi HaBuxim
MLICAL 0 TOM,
(ZT 310)
'iTO-nYJT31- ziyl2a. a imTTiK -monozieu,
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belong
Suvorov,
is
in
Dahl's
to
monozieu
a
IUTLIK
nYJIA - zypa,
and
cited
collection. The line of association in the above example runs as follows: drums >
war > bullet and IUTLIK -'bayonet'.

HO TYT IiIypa

pa3maXHYJICA
M, 3aCTOHaB
OT HaTyrz,
o6JIOMOK
meTHY; I B HHTPuraHa
rzpi4.
Yc;iLiiuaB Ha)i
CBT4CT CHaJ231ZIa, HHTpmraH
Ha
CBoOl rojioBoýl
ner

(ZT 482)

3emmo.
meTHYTI>
meTHYTi6rmpio
>

314PO>

>CBRCT
nyuieHHoe3iapo

CHap3iaa.

B

o6lJKHOBeHHIJti
CTpaiie
Hameti o61umpHorl
rp03HTie
[...
]
oHepTaHMA
aBTOmo6mni6, ripmmii
6paToy6m'r4CTBeHHOrO

i.ie; iT:,
ie

CHaRRIIa.

OH

BIIBOZI14T

ripocpcoio3oB
mej2eHrm-ijieHOB

CHapAzE > BOrIHa > BLIBORIM

u mx

T13 CT12031

cemeg.

(ZT 299)

143 CTPOA.

1.3.3. Use of military terminology

to intensify irony.

Il'f and Petrov frequently use military terminology to intensify irony, as in
this example, where Ostap ironically calls Vorob'yaninov te; IbZIMaJ2IUaR*
r1ocne TOM i<aK ý4ririoJIXT MaTBeeBUti, o6wieBIUMCL Ha
IIPO3B%Lue <(ripeZEBOZJRTejibKomamie'rb>. rIOTpe6OBajI
Z3BHHHTe; iLHYIO pexib,
MMAHeHM31X OCTari, rIP0143HOC31
HuBan ero cpeniumapinanom, nPHCTyrizm4 K
(DS
37)
Bbipa6OTKe LIMMO3141IMT4.

The authors ironically call the inhabitants of Vasyuki xpa6peubipa3BezvizKz -'brave scouts':
BOT
OH
31 iBac c0lxiac,
CBOjioqegl
- rapKHYJI
6pocaACL
C MITOýi
X12a6J2eIIaM-J2a3BezitiT4T<am_
(DS
248)
rinoi. uumm.

The authors name the boat in which the inhabitants of Vasyuki pursue
6apKa, but just before it capsizes, the boat is reOstap and Vorobyaninov,
christened zpe ZIHOYT (a naval term) and according to the CCP nq is <<K PY rI H11g
6mCTPOXOZXHmýi6pOHeHOcei-t C MOLUHOq aPTT4JMepmeq, npezLueCTBeHHMK
COBpemeHHoro jimHeýiHoro kopa6JIA>>. 77
CJI14LUKOM
mo6RTeji0i
6epery 6aCIOKUHCKOrO

TAxeCTz,

77CCpjl,
q.

CKOrIl4JIOCI>
Ha
ripaBOM
MHoro
zil2eimowa. rIepemeHHB ueHTP
6apKa He CTaiia Kojie6aTI>CAMB TIORHOM

80
COOTBeTCTB'RVI

C 3aKOHami4

iacb.
CPH3HKT4nepeBePHY;
(DS250)

from the English 'dreadnought'
The fact that the word apeZXHOYTcomes
(the nameof the first armouredship built in 1906).
78adds further irony to the
use of this term.
Another excellent illustration is the passage in which Ellochka's 'contest'
with a millionaire's daughter is portrayed as a military engagement:
rIoe3;! Ka Ha Ki4cinie Dozibi 6mna nocjieZtHT4maKKOPAOM
13 Tgxýejioýi 6ojýi,6e c ROHKOýi BaHziep6minga. ropzlaq
HezjaBHO
c pa3BjieKaTejibHor4 uejim-o
amepT4KaHKa
CaHZIBMHeBbI
Ha
31XTe
B
co6CTBeHHOq
OCTpoBa.
Bmexana
(DS 260)
9JIJIOtIKa

rlaria-IUYK14H

nl2gimena
mo6mmnaamo,.
Bojibuie
B CCYZIY B Kacce Mammonomomm.

B3AJI

TPmziuaTR

B
KOPHe
Hoi3oe
py6; ieq He ztanx.
moume ycmjime
6oPOTbC31
BO
X03AqCTBO.
rIp'Rxoazjiocb
Bcex
noape3ano
(DS
XX3HT4.
160)
o6naCTAX

11PRIUROCL WITH 3aHT4MaTb zieHbrx
BcTaH
Tyza, rzxe J13inuca H14Korzia He netiaTajim.

B12aroB (DS 206)

For the hack-writer Lyapis, whose mass-produced odes usually find a
is
indeed
his
house
the
that
a CTaH BparOB poems
publisher,
rejects
publishing
'enemy camp'. Another man of letters from DS (Iznurenkov) is likened to a
sentry who remains at his station at all times:
1701He OIIYCTHii 6bi JDYM4, ecim 6m emy ripeanommim
14 BmeCTe C Tem
CKa3aTB 'iTO-Hu6yzu>
cmeUlHoe
o6LueCTBeHHo
110 1'IOBOZ1YHeripaIMILHOI
rioneMoe
TaPHqORKaumm rPY3013 majioýi CKOPOCT14; MaPK TBOM
6m
y6exaji
OT TaKOýi Temm. Ho M3HYpeHKOD OCTaBaJICa
(DS
167)
Ha ci3oem nocTy.

The irony in this example is not so much directed at Iznurenkov himself
as at the unreasonable task he is asked to perform, namely, he has to write
humorous as well as socially useful jokes on very dry and dull subjects (this task
is not unlike Sinitsky's problem with crossword puzzles in ZT). The term of
coLLHaJI]6HLI93aKa3 for men of letters is evidently in common use by the time
of writing DS (1927). In the two examples below, aMHHCTHpoBa76 and
ZXHKTOBaTbYJILTxmaTYm are often used in a military context.
61111 aMHT4CTT4J2OBaH, XOTR Bpem3l
MaTBeeBHi
OT BpemeHI4 OCTari zioripaiulUan
ero...
MnrioJ1HT

(DS164)
71

Ibid.
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AMHTICT11POBaTL-'to pardon'- reveals Ostap's magnanimity, with his
subordinate Vorob'yaninov.
MHxeHep pemXTeMHO
CTan

ZITIKTODaTL

noziouieJ1 K OTLLY(4)e;iopy x

VJIT>TT4MaTYM:

Bo-nePB1JX,
OTOUURTe OT najibmIl He meHee -ieM Ha
TP14 Luara; BO-BTOP1JX, HemezineHHO BCTaHI>Te (Father
Fyodor was crawling on all fours - RG). B-TpeTI>HX,
me6eja A ripoziaM 3a ZIBeCTu riATLzieC31T py6jieVi, He
(DS 265)
memme.

In this quotation, the contrast between the high-flown phrase ZT4KTOBaTb
YJTbTT4maTymand the real meaning is obvious. Applying a lofty expression in
an otherwise inconsequential setting is a typical device of III and Petrov's
language in both novels. The comparison between something mundane and a
serious military action is not only ironic, but also expresses the effort required to
complete a mundane task. For example, consider the description of the
commotion during an ordinary lunch-break:
Korzia

OCTan

no jieCTHT4ije,
riollHi4majimb
m F)ajiaraHOB
panjaJICA
TpeDOMHblq
3BOHOK, m cpa3y xe M3 Bcex
CTpeMT4TeJII>HOCTL
KOMHaT BLICKOHMIM cnymauzme.
DTOrO MaHeBl2a HanomRHana
mjDa6enmmmaBl2an.
6mJ1 He aB]ýan, a nepep]6IB ZMA 3aBTpaKa.
OZ[HaKoBTo

(ZT 391)
HOBLIA 3BOHOK, 143BeiuaBLUTO 0 KOHue aBl2ajia, BepHyji
cjiyxaiaRX
B Homepa. Pa60Ta B03o6H0B'9jiacb. (ZT393)

A13pan -'all hands on deck'< Eng. 'over all'. (Nautical origin).
According to the CMC, it has two meanings: 1) o6maq CYZIOBaApa6OTa, etc.
and 2) mo6mMauz3i
pa6OTHMKOB 21JIABLInOJIHeHM31cpotmoro
BHermaHXOBOr-0 3aziaHT431.The irony lies in denoting the second meaning
while connoting the first, just as in the case Of KOmaHztop. The irony becomes
obvious when we remember that the employees of 'Hercules' do not do any
actual work, even though they are 'on the job'. Nevertheless they are so
impatient for a break that they raise a warlike commotion the moment the break
is announced. Similarly in DS, the refusal of the ex-students to leave their
youth-hostel to allow new students to inhabit the accommodation, is ironically
compared with siege tactics - here though, a more serious hint is suggested, since
the shortage of accommodation in the capital was notorious in the early postrevolutionary years. Thus those who had already secured a room were prepared
to defend their places:
TiueTHo

riBITajmcb 1233RIJHOBIAX CTYzeHTOB Bol2paTTc3i
61)mX
2)KC-XUMT4Kvi
B o6luemHTme.
Heo61AKHoBeHH0
m3o6peTaTeJIbHbI m oT12axanv Bce; aTaKT4.
(DS 115)
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OH (i. e. Fyodor - RG) Buzien Bce maHeBl2m
OHm 6eranurIOZI
KOHueccmompoa
Majioýl
meCTam, mep3KO CKBePHOCJIOBUJIT4.

m, cyzx3i no
(DS 273)

1.3.4.Displacement of registers.

In addition to applying military terminology to everyday occurences,Il'f
and Petrov mix military expressionsand clichdswith expressionsfrom other
'spheres';this createsa displacementof registers,and always enrichesthe verbal
comedy. As Budagovstates:
TepMT4HmmeeTCTporo oiipeziejieHHoe 3HaneHme.
110:
DTOMYBc3iKoecmemeHue TepmRHa,BCAKoe
iiepeHeceHmeTepmHHaM3OZEHoro
CTHJI31
B o611aCTL
z(pyroro
CTHJI31 C03zjaeT HeoxmzxaHHLIq
79
i<omwieCKT4q
:DcpqpeKT.

z oneHL

(usually a specialist
For examplethe nepeceneHHwi meCTHOCTI>
expression)," is used in the following contextto give solemnity to the
forthcomingmeetingbetweenOstap and Koreyko:
OCTari YBHzieji,
nepecexieHHoýl

MTO MHCTLIýi roPT430HT C14JILHO
meCTHOCTVI BHe3ariHo ompammjic3i

pa3pbMami4niijix.

(ZT 550)

In the next example,the following is said of the engineerShchukin,who
is trappednaked on the stairs:
Cambim pa3yMHI>Im 6uno 61>i,KOHeLiHo, i<pmnaTL ZIOTex
nop, rioKa KTO-HI46YZELiie ripmzieT, x riOTOM CZIaTI>C31
(DS 172)
nl2inuenLilemy B nneH.
CzaTLCA B rineH - 'to surrender and become a prisoner of war', is highly
inappropriate stylistically in this context, but semantically it makes perfect sense.
B ropozie ceZXOKH3aXBaTMJIH MHoro 6emax 6yTBmoieK
B rione
14KaKYI-0-TO U1T1POKOrMetiyio rpaxaaHKY.
6e3
614BaK,
12a:
36miTT4
YXHHajim C BOZKOý1,a rIOTOm
(ZT 323)
MY3bIKH TaHueBajim rioji]6KY-KoKeTKY.
"P. A. ByzarOB, Ha6J1I-OAeHT1A
Hag A3LIKOM P! ffmcpa ;fE. HeTpoBa
J1r,Y, cepmA cpxjio; ioru%ieCKXX HaYK, TIeH; 1Hrpazi, 194600,225.

(Y'ienie

3ariKCKU

"13'f and Petrov
term in their short story (<KoCT. RHaA Hora>> and apply
utilize the same military
it to what should be a romantic
the sea and the moon, the
walk of two lovers. Instead of describing
6epery
authors say that the lovers walked oric, cxxm
riepeceneHHOA
meCTHOCT14 Ha
MOP31>>.

M. T4jiLcpmE. rleTPOB, <<KoCTAHa3lHora>>,inPaCCKa3Ll,
Olpmia,
bH
CTaT.
7.
cpe, beToHzr,
.MOCKBa,1985),280.
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In the above example a picnic is called 6mBaK -a military term referring to the
(<
by
Germ. 'bei'- 'by, next to' and
the
taken
open
sky
rest
an army under
wachen -'to watch'). 81 The same noun is used for the stop-over of the ship
'Skryabin' in one of the towns on the shores of the Volga river.
MOCKBIA,
rip1461JBUIT4q
143
Becb
anriapaT,
...
6'KBaK
Ha nP14CTaHi4.
riorpy3KH
YCTPOT4J1

B

oxmzaHMH
(DS 221)

Cf. the political and bureaucratic term annapaT - 'bureaucratic 41ite' (hence
annapaTMMK) and 61maK. The drawing together of the military word 6peimb 'brea. cW with the economic term 61ozixeT -budget', is illustrated in the next
example:
611
npo6wio
B KonXHOm
6pemb.
He3ano; IHmmyio

MAco

Even the communal
whipping
of Lokhankin
light (ZT 418)) shows the mixture of styles.

61ozxeTe

orpomHyio,
(DS 118)

(for not switching
off the bathroom
As Vulis points out:

B
KPHK Bacxcyajim3i
ýM>>, BH3bIBaIOIILXiI
nomou.
(<Ha
...
61ITB
naMATH IIOPOXOBOýi 3anax
14 3BOH MYI. UKeTePCK14X
Mouzz
Lunar, a cnezom
penjizKy
KYXOHHYFO
6biJIO
82
cI)paHaeBHm:
Hallo
TYLUTM!
>>...
<(CBeT
depth
in
Chapter
This cross-contextual
in
be
greater
writing
analysed
will
Three. For now, we turn to an examination
Petrov's
III
use of
and
of
bureaucratic
vocabulary.

OICCpn,q.
112A.
By; ixc, CoBeTCKJITICaTMP;I'reCK; frf POMaH. 9BOJIlOLZTfq
20-30-e
XaHpa
B
.
(HayKa, TaUlKeHT, 1965), 187.

1-0,aLl
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1.4. BUREAUCRATIC LANGUAGE.
Bureaucratic terminology has always been a familiar feature of the
Russian language. After the Bolshevik Revolution, bureaucratic vocabulary
expanded greatly, despite the already well-developed state of Russian officialspeak. State control in all walks of life, whether social, industrial, or agricultural,
led to the establishment of numerous government offices and their
corresponding bureaucracies. Mayakovsky identified a new type of Soviet man
61opoKpaT>>.
Bureaucratic jargon, along with other
as <(xieJIOBeKCXCTemm
kinds of 'officialese', gradually filtered through to the masses,who often adopted
these terms unthinkingly in their everyday speech. The invasion of bureaucratic
vocabulary and phraseology into the vernacular provided fertile ground for the
satirical talents of Zoshchenko, Platonov and of course, I1'f and Petrov.
Bureaucratic style thrived in the 1920's and 1930's. Here are a few
examples of well-known administrative expressions found in the newspapers of
the period: the bureaucratic combination mmelOT 6LITL; constructions with
,
followed
by the genetive case as opposed to cornacHo c plus
corzaCHO
instrumental case or cornaCHO plus dative case which are typical of literary
language; such terms as coriiaCOBaTL, corjimBaHO,
cornacoBaHMe whose
wide use was encouraged by administrative centralization. Bureaucratic
terminology included many archaisms, revived and brought into official speech.
For example: the construction with conjunction aafti -'in order'; ceý4, cme 'this one, this', usually in phrases zo cero BpemeHM, Ha c0l pa3, Ha ceVi
ctieT; the wide use of pronouns K01, Koero, KOX -'whom, which' and
KaKOBOý1,TaKOBOýl -'the one, who'; and the use of x6o (Ch. SQ instead of TaK
KaK or rIOTOMyHTO. 83

The spread of this colourless jargon into the language of the masseswas
rYZJO
noted by Il'f and Petrov. In the paper <<
K >>,they edited readers' letters and
(ceincKme KOppecnoHzeHTLI )- 'travelling
articles by ceJILKOp161
correspondents', and presented them in coherent short-story form. Their
linguistic sensibilities must have been offended by such lines as these:

<<CornaCHOoftuero nOCTaHoDneHim wieHOB HaiuOi apTeim
,
6e2JH31uK%e
HeKOTOPLIM ripxLuiiocL npoam>
xopomm R KY1114TL
iioiuageýi>>.
XYTOPAHe Ha riepBom CBoemco6paHMx ripmH3ijim
<<CTerMie
YCTaDX03A9CTBeHHOq TpyZJOBOý4
KOMMYHLI,HammeHOBaD
TaKOBVIO <<Ana3l 3ap3i>>.
rmcbmo>>.
o3HatieHHoe
riomeCTUTL
<<rIpouiy
OT BmmeHnBaHHoro
<<HenozaneKy
HaxoZIRTC31 ytiaCTOK
Iceiia
3em; im>>.
q,
rpaxzaHMH,
<<, HmKenozirimcamimk3i
C14JILHO CTpemiu-OCL K
8'For more examples,
see CejiT4iueB, op. cit., 59.
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XOHY BI>IrITIC2LTL KHZrZ>>.

o6pa3OBaHT4I-0-

<JIj2eZI'b3TRTITeJTbC04 3ameTK-Tj

BojiLuiaA
-rpaxzxaHRHzepeBHT4
TZXOHOBCKoro
PeHKa,
(this
how
is
ceji]6COBeTa
the
to
writer
refers
>>
...
himself in his letter to an editorial office).
A. Meromsky, from whose book the above quotations are taken, came to
the following conclusion, which no doubt was shared by Il'f and Petrov:
R3LIK
xiaCTUHHOM
cenbKOpaCTORTriepezi,
yrP030ý4
610POKpaTmiecKoro
OKOCTeHeHM31.
yT-iaCTKU

XRBOýi

rioJIHOKPOBHOýi

nOZJBepxeHM

OTztejimme
pexim
ziepeBeHCKOýl

zteqCTB1410

pnieztaioLuemy
84
KaHaezýipuzXHLJ.
The languageof cejibKopm undoubtedly reflecteda nationwide trend, at
leastas far aswritten languagewas concerned,amongcountry folk.
In Il'f and Petrov'snovels,bureaucraticlanguageis encounteredwith
frequency.
This is especiallyso in ZT, where the authorsmercilessly
great
satirize all aspectsof bureaucracy,using the 'Hercules'organizationas their
satirical vehicle.
In DS criticism of bureaucracyis mostly limited to parody of bureaucratic
expressions,cliche'sand especiallythe archaicsyntaxof dull bureaucratic
constructions.The presenceof petty bureaucratssuch as Vorob'yaninov,
Korobeynikov and Aleksandr Yakovlevichjustifies the use of the following
expressions:
POZXHJIOCL M
Bce, HTO mmego12ORTMCR B: DTOTaeHb,
6wJ103aimcaHOB TWICTmeKHTIrM.
13ceýKejiaionýme
nOBeHHaTbc3i
14 TOxe3arimcaHMB
6mira 1ioi3eHtiaH1>1
TOJICTLieKHXr14.
(DS10)
rTDT4BeTcTBOBaHa
6mna
Jv Konoziua maziamBoyp
(DS60)
cocezom.

3a
...

MCKMoxieHmem

OZJHOrO rOCTHHOrO

CTyjia,

KOTOPL01

Bo
BjiazýeHT4TiTT4XOHa,
criepBaHaxoZITUICA

rIOTOM6TTJI

Bce9TRpa3rO13OP1J

MaTBeeBxxia

a
Z2ý1p-ali-Y
Her03aBX03om2-orOaomaCTapco6eca.(DS40)
3aziepmajix

T4ri1IOJN4Ta

B nYTH, 11OH, nl2oTmB o6mKHoBeuza.
ripmueJI Ha
cjiyx6Y TOrza, Korzia nacia, BmeBiume Hazi J103YHrOM
rmKubMajix
riATL
CBoe
yxoam>>,
zleno
oczenan
-m
MMHYT zieCATOM
(DS 68)

Cf. the use of the bureaucratic poster

84A. Mepommig,

Rnm

cejiLKopa

<<Q1enannoe aeno -m yxoa; 4>>.

(MOCKBa, 1930), 96-97.
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Kpacmiýi

xeCT31HOq KOHYC, XOT31 T4 31BJI31JIC31
eZIHHCTBeHHI>IM B ziome ripezimeTOM,
T4MeJO11JT4M
OTHOITIeHTle K noxcaPHOq oxpaHe,
BI>I3Ba; I B RHcneKTOpe
(DS 46)
oco6oe pa3ztpaxeHme.
HarpazzB

6ecripM30PHYX

rio-aapCKT4,
Ha
- py6jib
rOHaa, He CHXTaA BeCTHRKa c 13aPCOHOcpLeBCKOrO
nepey; IKa, 3a6l)IBLuerO HOmep zoma (emy 61,TJ1OBegeHo
31BT4TI,CR HazpyroýiaeHL
nopamme),
- TexHT4tieCK14q
zimpeKTOP BePHYJIC31 ziomoq T4, He OTBexiaA Ha pccnpoci>i
ocpaMUBuieroc.
q ripeacegaTeii3i
ripaBiieHT431, rIPTIH3IJIC31
(DS 157)
KOm6MHMPOBaTb.

Note

the mock-official
tone and the ironic
(TexHztieCKT01
Ostap
zxTipeKTOp)
capacities of
(npe, aceziaTein
npameHT431).

of the official
mention
and Vorobyaninov

rIpmr; iaCMTem>HT, ie 6z; ieTBI Ha:
TOPXECTBEHHbI2
BELIEP
6BTTb
TimeiomTO
B K; iy6e KOMMYHa; IbHl4KO13 rIO
cneziyiouýeq
nporpamme:
1. ROK; iaZI T. MOCMHa.
2. BpytieHi4e
rpaMOTIJ
C01030M KOMmyHa; ILHT4KOB.
6onbU1O'r4
3. HeoqpRuvaiiLHa3i
KOHuePT 14
tiaM>:
(DS 95)
cemeýiHbIq YXT4H c 6ycpeTOM.
In the introduction
to
to ZT, Ill and Petrov express their determination
write a funny satirical novel despite the objections of those who claim that satire
They write in'officialese',
cannot be funny Oe. <<CTpormil
a
rpazziaHT4H>>).
clever parody of an official<< rIOCTaHOBneHme>> :
1/1B KOHae KOHLL013 MIA rIOCTaHORTAJIT4:
a) pomaH HarimcaTb 110 B03MOýKHOCTM Becenbiq
6) Lae
CHOBa 3aqB14T, HTO caTi4pa
CTporm-l
rpaxýzaHMH
6LITL
He ZIOJI)KHa
cmeLUHOq - npOC14TI> nPOKYPOpa
rpamziaHMHa
pemy6nZKM
K
nPMBiiexn, YnOM31HYToro
yro; iOBHOq OTi3eTCTBeHHOCTM 170 CTaTbe, Kapaioazerf
3a
I-O.WBOTRIXTBO
CO B3.UOMOM. 85

(ZT 298)
III and Petrov wanted to ridicule the dreariness of official jargon. They
also used bureaucratic vocabulary to attack bureaucracy itself. Clearly, they
disliked the soullessnessand lack of humanity inherent in bureaucratic
language, and they felt Soviet bureaucracy in particular was an unworthy
expressionof the struggles and sacrifices of the populace during the postrevolutionary period.
`Il'f and Petrov's own italics.
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As with Mayakovsky and other prominent satirists such as M. Kol'tsov, "
Il'f and Petrov's satirical protest against bureaucracy is one of the main themes of
their writing. Their best short stories are often sharp attacks on bureaucracy in its
behind
hiding
facets:
official respectability; bureaucratic selfstupidity
many
inactive,
bureaucratism
wasteful,
and unproductive
satisfaction and arrogance;
behind a facade of 'right' slogans calling for action; and perhaps the most terrible
facet of all - total indifference to human feelings. As Chukovsky states:
B orpoMHOm 6oniluMHCTBe cjiy,
...
-iaeB Kaxiuig
cnoBeCHLOI iiia6JIOH - 14 3zlecb rnaBHaq CYTL npHKPI, IBaeT co6oýi paBHOZIYIUT4e.
IUa6; IOHamRni-ozm
He
110
RHepuwR, COBepuieHHO
tiame Bcero roBoPAT
87
OM4
rOBOPSIT.
MYBCTB,
0
KOTOPIAX
nepexTMA Tex
To fight these wrongs, the authors used (as did Mayakovsky") the best
language.
The
they
perpetrators of unthinking
possessedweapon
bureaucratism are portrayed and characterized in their own medium, Le. with
bureaucratic jargon. To use the words of Budagov:
Bopb6a
cpeIICTBamm3Toro xe

313LIKOM

C Ka3eHHO-6ioPOKpaTMxieCK14M

Bian3meHMIM,

A3BIKa,

BezxeTCA

ripeZlHamepeHHO
TaK,

noaxiePKHyTLIMX

6eccmi)icjieHHOCTI>
A3LIKOBL'IX
COBepiueHHOo-ieBxZIH01.89

HTO

IUTamrIOB

CTaHOBHTC31

E. Dobin, in a clever medical analogy, saw the search and criticism by III
hunt.
He
kind
the
bureaucratisms
Petrov
authors
called
of
and
of ugly
as a
bureaucratic
'microscope'
the
focusing
their
on
(<OXOTHHKTI3a MT4Kpo6ami4>>,
'microbes', likening their language to a 'vaccine' which acts to prevent the
'spread' of these 'microbes'.

MRKpo6m rjiynOCTM, 61oPOKPýTuxie=ro 6ewiymwi,
xamCTBa, OTrIpenapmpoBaHMae CKainnenem TIPOHMM,
ZIOJIXHi>i ripeBpaTXTBCA B BaKguH7, ripezoxpaH311OLUyIO
MMKpo60B,

OT paCrIPOCTpaHeHT4319TT4X

opyxmem

YHTITiTox<eHRA

9TTIX

meJIKT4X,

ROJIXHLI

CTaTb

HO

"Cf. Kol'tsov's statement in 1927:
PeBO; IIOIXMK,

napoBo3y 14CTOPZK,

3aHOCHT rIYTL, CB313LIBaeT
Ko; ILUOB,

6ymaXHa3I i<auia o6ieKTKBHO

KO;ieca.
(roCJIKT%3ziaT,

MOCKBa, 1957)..
11
M.
218.
MOCKBa,
rK. 14YKOBCKT4r4,NJIBOrf KaK NJOHL. 0 PYCCKOM J13LIKe (ReMwi
J114TepaTypa,
1968),698.
mSee,for example,Mayakovskys poems ((14CKYCCTBeHHme mozi%>>(1926)and o Bymaxnle
yxacu>>

P136pannre 17POT13BeRCHTYA B TPeX

(1927).

"ByzjarOB, op.

cit., 248.

TOMaX

88
BpeZIOHOCHLIX
BparoB
coumajiRCTutieCKOiI
6LITa, o61ueCTBeHHOCTTI.
90

KYJILTYPLI,

Parodyof bureaucraticlanguagein DS and ZT can be divided into four
); secondly,cliche'suttered by the
main parts:firstly, slogansand posters(1.4.1.
); thirdly, clich4sand jargon in
charactersof the novels (excludingOstap) (1.4.2.
indirect speechor narrative description (1.4-3.
); and finally, re-working of
bureaucraticclichesto exposethe shallownessof this phraseology(1.4.4.
).
1.4.1.Bureaucratic slogans and posters.
Two of the aspectsthat irritated Il'f and Petrov most about bureaucracy
were the perpetual tendency to evade responsibilty, and the substitution of
empty words for action. Their attitude towards the <<TperianorM31>>
of the
type:<<Bce3a 6opb6y 3a riogmeTaHue yiu4ij, >>or <(r1POBez1eM
3a
KamrIaHT410
nozimeTaHue ynxu>> is summarized in Il'f's words (a slogan in themselves):
He Hazio 6opOTLC313a H14CTOTY.
Hago riozimeTaTB. 91

In ZT, the bureaucrat Skumbrievich, instead of attending his job and
interviewing his numerous supplicants, busily prepares anti-bureaucratic
slogans for the 'Hercules' coffin - an ironic symbol of death to bureaucratism:
MHorzia,

HaBeCMB Ha ce6. q cpapTYK, Erop
co6CTBeHHOPYMHo riepeKpaLuT4Baji rpo6 3aHoBo 14
Mexan
aHTz610P0KpaTT4x-ieCKi4e JI03YHrU, B TO Bpewi
KaK B ero Ka6MHe xpi4rienu X 3aKaTMBajiT1CL TeiieCPOHLI
x paMoo6paMetimze
ronoBia, rIPOCYHYIBLUMCLB
(ZT467)
2IBePHY10 mein, rPYCTHO rIOBOZXT4JIT4
O'qaMR.
Another permanent feature of bureaucracy is referred to as <(ripo6iiema
(DS 199). Familiar notices like these below hang on the
3ELKPLITLIX ZIBep06
doors of most bureaucratic offices:
Be3 4OKiiazia He BXOZIHTI>.
Rpuema HeT.
CBomm rioceii-teHmeM TBI memaelub
Even on board the ship 'Skryabin',

3aH31TOMyieJIOBeKy.
(DS 201)

the bureaucracy

Be3 gena He BXOZIHTL.
Hpmema HeT.
rIOCTOPOHH'RM zguam BxoA BocnpemaeTCA.
Bce cnpaBKTI B perT4CTpaTYpe.
90E.1106%li,
<(OXOTHZK14 3a M%Kpo6amz
91M. M; lLqo
<(3arizmme KHZXKZ>>,

is just the same:

(DS 222)

- M; ii6dp,% IleTPOB>>, .3Be3,aa, No. 12,1938,252.
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It is not surprising, therefore, that stationery shops have the largest orders for
franking stamps:
6eZHOM

OKHe maCTepcKotI
B
UlTemneiietI ýi rieiaTeýi
3aHmmajix
meCTO
qmajiXPOBaHHiie
Ham6o;ibiuee
Hazirimuimw
C
Ha
(<3aKj2MT0
ziouj,e1-IKR
o6ezi>>,

Tiej2ej2iiB>>, nPOCTO ((3aKj2MTO>>, <(Mara3T4H
<<06eReHHTj'r4
3aKj2MT>>, 14, HaKOHe u, i epHaA
CbjYHzjameHTaji16Ha3i
11OCKaC 30JIOTbimm
6YKBami4:
(QaK12MTO MIA
TOBaj2OB>>. rIO-Bl4ZI14MOMY, aTH peamTejaHme

1"1ej2eVHeTa
TeKCTLI

nojib3oBaJI14CbB ropozie Ap6aTOBe Ham6ojibmmm
(ZT 309)
CnPOCOM.
Even today these notices are familiar to all Soviet citizens, and III and
Petrov's comment is as relevant today as it was sixty years ago.
During his <<aBTOnpo6er>>,Ostap takes advantage of people's readiness to
believe official slogans and notices In order to give his car an official
.
appearance, he decorates it with the slogan
ABTOrIPOBEFOM - HO BE3210PO)KMO 14
PA3FT4TIbT1.
q2CTBY1

(ZT 350)

This is taken from a speech he heard in one of the villages, and Ostap even
repeats the slogan in his own speeches (<<Yzjapýim no e3ZOPOýKblo M
hope:
following
(ZT
353)).
The
the
pa31"14J1bZ1Aý4CTBy1>>
authors express
[ I npmo6peji HaCTOJILKO; IHXOýi BT4ZI,'-ITO He
rinaKaT
...
...
6LITL
6o;
IMMOCT14
morno
ibiue COMHeHIA4B Heo6XOx?
6e3ZIOPOMLIO,
rpOXHYTL aBTOnpo6erom no
61JTb,
ztaxe u no
pa3r14J11>Z1301CTBY,
a 3aogHo, momeT
61oPOKpaT143MY.
(ZT 350)
For more examples of Soviet bureaucratic slogans, stamps and posters,
please turn to section 1.18. of this chapter.

1.4.2.Bureaucratic cliches and expressions in the characters'language (excluding
Ostap).
The novels' hero Ostap Bender is undoubtedly the most consistent jargonuser, but we will discuss his language elsewhere (section 1.21.). Here we shall
confine our attention to secondary characters.
Characterscan be given substanceby their language. In early Soviet
Russia, people tended to use official vocabulary in order to seem well-informed,
educated and intelligent. This is certainly true of Lokhankin's wife Varvara,
who is leaving him for Ptiburdukov:
Baci4cyanmgl
A eu-Lei3xiepa TIOCTaPTUla Te6z
A
imecTHocTi,,
6ojibiiie
He zi-o6jno.
Te63i

B

90
Ho
R
xe Te63i jno6nio, BapBapal
31!
DTo
Bacmcyajixq.
TBoe
TiacTHoe
neiTo.
rIT146yPZyKODy.
TaK Hag
.

R yxoxy
K
(ZT 406)

By using such expressions as <(rIOCTaBm; ia Te6A B R3BeCTHOCTj,
>>known to YOU', TBoe qaCTHoe
'made this information
zlejio -your
private
business', TaK Hazo
has
be
done'
Varvara
it
her
if
to
departure
speaks
of
as
-'it
(<<TaK
Hazxo>>). Feelings are made to sound like a selfish
was a social necessity
She also
aHTx-o611teCTBeHHb0I
rIOCTYIIOK (<<9TO TBoe xiaCTHoe jjejio>>).
in the 1920's) of viewing
things like marriage
manifests the tendency (popular
in an era of social
and emotions of the heart as anachronisms,
unsuitable
(Cf. a young student's advice to Ostap that
struggle and societal reconstruction.
he should cut wood in order to forget Zosya Sinitskaya
- <<eCTL ceqHaC TaKoe
T exi eHze >>(ZT 589) - she says. )
The need to feel educated
on the train:

is clear from

this speech uttered

by a passenger

Ila,
TpeTHýi naccaxmp, pacriex=Limi
- cimm
xejie3HOZjOPOXHb04 riaKeT%K C ZBYMq
LiDmT
%HZT4BT4ziya;I1,H1,1MMcyxapqmm, DawIT4xiHITP
(ZT 583)
Q2aKTBi B o6ga=
o6j2ameHmT.
neHexHoro

In their inimitable way, the authors ensure that this pretentious nonsense
is accompaniedby a totally mundane action, such as eating dry toast. When
confronted by Bender, Pasha Emil'evich suddenly replies with the following

clever expression:
6ecno
e-Raium

1,T

3ameTHJI Hama EmunbeBM'i,
3anax neHHLIX CTPYýL

PaH
C
o6
men
OT KOTOporo

C14JILH119
(DS 51)

In the novels, professional bureaucrats (i.e. those employed in offices and
state institutions) use bureaucratic jargon out of necessity. They may talk
between themselves, as the first example below indicates, or give instructions, as
in the second, or evade responsibility and hide behind empty phrases, as in the
third and fouth examples below:
Bm
rlonbixaeBa,
eu-te He 3HaeTe Haiuero
- roBopmnm
MOJIOZIUI>I R3 CPXHc-,ieTa. - OH, M1JTMq - nepeM1JT1Jq.
Ero Ha roiToe rioc-ragoBxieHme
(ZT 394)
He P03meiub.
Torza
9KC

rioe3xmýlTe
B pa6mc M Tpe6yqTe
'IT06LI iiam
,
(DS
0
alljjT4DO13aM4-XYZIOMHT4Ka.
223)
Q
PeH

HaKOHeu,
-Ra, HO r4e q B031>My KaMHM, iuriMHraiieTbi?
nRMHTYCLI?
Ro6yabTe
XOTA 9TO TPYZIHO.
i<aK-Hm6yzu.
KOHTT4HreijTm
Y)Ke pacnj2eiienmi
TTo a3lBKam
riDomBiiujTeHHOCTT4
(ZT 578)
T4 KOOTTel2aumm.
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Y meHq o6mecueHHaa
Harpuza.
He momem.
HuKaK nej2ecmpýTý,

nj2ocby%ie6Y i3oT
(ZT 464)

Apparently, this kind of vocabulary can be used to evade direct answers in
following
in
the
the
suggest
explanation:
authors
personal matters, as
Ra6OTa., MA oHeH]6
-Y meHA cero; IH31 cBelýxyl2oiHag
3aH31Ta.
(DS 177)
3TO 3Ha%izjio, HTO OHa nio6TIT gpyroro.
In their short story entitled <<CxiaCTJMBMr4 OTeu>> (1933), Ill and Petrov
to
lack
to
bureaucrat's
talk
to
the
respond
or
naturally,
of
ability
capitalized on
human feelings. The colleagues of a proud father come to see his new-bom baby
Apiua)jy
he
rio o6cjie; joDaHM10 pe6eHKa
only after
appoints
CYHziyHaHCKoro>>, and puts up a notice on a general notice-board. When his
bureacratic
their
finally
baby,
to
the
they
off
still cannot shake
colleagues
get
see
alter-egos:
He CKaxeT JI14Ham ZOKnazxHT4K (Le. the father - RG), cripoci4ji OTBePCTmeB rIPMB1JHHLim ronocom, - KaKoBil
(i.
e. the
amro o6ieKTa?
KaHecTBeHHi)ie noKnaTeau
child - RG)
He
q.
HeziorioTojTcTeHT4,
B
pe6eHKe
3ametiaeTe
JIX
BLI
T; Bece? - 3aCTeHIMBO
To ecTi> Hezionl2m6awieHiug
cripocmji BauimaKOD.
M maUI14HKa 3aBepTenaCb. 92
1.4-3. Bureaucratic

in
indirect
cliche's

speech and narrative.

Bureaucratic clich4s in the narrative of DS or ZT appear in descriptions of
bureaucrats or administrators. The next example from DS refers to the director
in
he
behaves
Old
Peoples'
in
the
Home
Stargorod,
the
which
way
of
and
differently from his predecessor:
AjibxeH

HT4%eM He HarIOM14Haii CBoerO HeB0criT4TaHH0r0
B riopgzme
p_a6oxiero gmi
HatiaJILHMKa.
YTIJI0THeHH0r0
ziomom, m c
0H_rIJ2T4H3TJIHa ce63i vrmameHme

rieHCR0HepKamT4 o6paLuajiCA Be>KjiT4BO,npOBO; Iq B Aome
(DS 43)
13aXHi,ie pecpopmm T4HOBOBezeHR31.

The above use Of yn; IOTHeHHI>Ir4pa6ox4T4r4zieHl>-'efficiently planned
working day' - is highly ironic, as Al'khen is not only lazy and inefficient at his
job, but also busy with his own deals and plans.

ZT contains the majority of examples of bureaucratic clichds found in
narrative speech. The satire on bureaucracy is much stronger and more
developed in ZT than DS, and the later work reflects the authors' maturity.
92pl. Mjj]6Cp

rIeTPOB,
CiaCTJIKBLIrl
E.
14
o

CW,3,29.
OTeiz>>,
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In ZT bureaucratic satire is aimed mostly at the 'Hercules' institution.
One 'Hercules' bureaucrat is Skumbrievich, who is impossible to catch in his
fish
hence
his
(he
is
'mackerel').
a
as
surname
CKYMPHA<
office
as slippery
110JIY0TBeTCTBeHHj, rR Erop rIPMHaztjie>Kaji
K
Bzziy cjiy=ýRX,
KOTOpLie i4nm
MHOMMORHOMY
6bi;
ix>>, MJI14 <<MHHYTY Ha3azi
<<T0JIbK0 HTO 3gecT,
(ZT 460)
BbIlUJIX>>.

Arriving at work, this type of bureaucrat is immediately stopped by
colleagues,who claim that:
omm
c
Damm
pa3
A
XOTeii
npopa6o-raTi,
KaK
...
(ZT
460)
BOTI]20CMK...
for
is
discuss
cliche"
ripopa6OTaTL BOrIPOC-'to
a question' - an euphemistic
laziness or idle and irrelevant chatter.
At meetings, Skumbrievich makes speechesriddled with cliches and
jargon-words such as meCTKOM,OTHeTIJ, I'IPOqbCO103Hme
MHCTaHuuT4,
etc.
Erop ripOT43HOCMJInpaBHJII>Hbie pexim 0 COBeTCKOýi
CTBe
HJiQ
c
o6
x12ymax
camoneaTeJ11,

oOTe.
o
nDomy-meu
a
(ZT
461)
HOCTTI.

his colleagues
deceit that, although
Skumbrievitch
is so good at this linguistic
know that his speeches are nothing but empty words, they cannot unravel the
deception because his speeches are <<riPaBT4; Bm>ie>>. His colleagues are as guilty
Skumbrievich's
he
blase".
They
is,
but
summarize
as
perhaps not so eloquent or
role in the 'Hercules'
affairs:
OH ymejio
R
MXMHIIýi
x BbIrO)IHO mcrionimBaJI
DceCTOPOHHRýi o6MaH, KOTOPLIýi KaK-TO Ha3ameTHO
HOC14JI
rIPIUKTUIC31 B <<repKy; iece>> m noieMY-TO
(ZT
461)
Harpmm.
Ha3BaHme o6111e=eHHorl

Ostap is accustomed to dealing with bureaucrats, but even he feels that 'Hercules'
bureaucracy is excessiveand he eventually loses his patience:
Tpoepytimia!
MT4JIMUMA
3aCTYrIHmua,
-MaTYIUKa T-ITO
BOCKJIHKHYJI OCTari, riepeMIA
6aiiaJIMM-ri,
OIIPOTMBeBIIIMýi

zmxaHme.
3a
610poKpaTMMI
Bcem,

-

(ZT 462)

Clearly the authors are expressing their own opinion through their hero.
The bureaucrat 'par excellence' in 'Hercules' is its chief Polykhaev, who

became famous in the literary
faceted universal
rubber-stamp

for his ingenious

world
collection.

creation

the
multi-
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<41TIBMie

1431 i4pe3OJIIOIIMT4,
pe3T4HoBi>iembicjiz>>, 143peneH

6e3;! YITIHoro
14

ripxziymaHHLierlojnixaeBIJM- arioretI IIITamria
91and they are inevitably brought up in most articlesand books
qbopmaJIM3ma,
on III and Petrov'ssatire (see,for example,Budagov,Yanovskaya,Nikulin and
many others).
The list of rubber-stampsdevisedby Polykhaevruns for
three pages
-over
few
ZT.
illustrate
A
the potencyoA ureaucratic
of
exampleswill suffice to
language. Somestampsexpressapproval:
IIojn>ixaeB.
(<HeD03paxcaio.
>>
rIojnixaeB.
<<CoriiaceH.
>>
rIojiLixaeB>>.
<(rIpeKpaCHa3imLicjib.
X143HL.
B
(ZT 470)
rIojii>ixaeB>>.
<(IlpoBeCTH
The secondset conveyssomestandardexpressions:
<<061ABT4TL
rIOCTaBRTL
(<

Bi>irOBOP
HaBTIZI.

B ripuKne.
rIojiT:, ixaeB>>.

rIojibixaeB>>.

BPOCHTLHa
rIojiLixaeB>>.
riepi4qoepTuo.
(<YBOJI14Tj>
6e3 Bi>ixozjHoro rioco6mA. rIoja>ixaei3>>.
<<,
(ZT 470)
Similar stamps exist for inter-departmentalcommunication. With the
help of his stamps,Polykhaevachieveshis aim - the elimination of the necessity
jIeKcMKoHom,
to think <(6e3riomex oriePRPYAKyUMm 61-opoKpaTMxieci<Mm
XOR021HIAM,
KaK
z
paCTArMBaioLUMMCA,
KaKpe3l4Ha,
KaKpe3ZHa,y6orum,
91However, the apotheosisof Polykhaev'singenuity is his 'universal'
pe3MHa>>.
(YHRBepcaJILHLIiI
stamp
LUTamri),which is worth quoting in full:
DTo

6i>ijia ziT4BHaApe3I4HOBaAMLICJIL,

KOTOPYIO

rIoju>ixaeBmor npvicrioco6RTLK iiio6omy cnYxiwo
[ 1.111
XH3HM.
HTO
rIOCTpoeH
61>iji
TaKyao6HO,
...
Tamn
ZIOCTaTO'liHo
B
61>ijioJI14LUL 3arioJIHHTb OCTaBneHMIý1
3jio6o4HeBHaA
Hem ripomeýKYTOK,
'ITo6ia riojiyxu4jiaCb
pe30; IIOLL14A:
BOTBeT
Ha

........................
OTBeTýIM:
repKyjieCOBII.
OZIHH
I>I,
KaK
mi>i
TiejioDeK,
rIOBLILLieiixeM
a)
KaieCTBa czyze6HOti riepenUCKM,
6) YBejimtieHTiemrIPOT43BO4CTBeHHOCTR
TPYZla,
61-OPOKpaTU3MOM,
B) ycmjieHzem 6opj, 6bi c

BOJIOKMTOýI,

KYMOBCTBOMm
r)

riogxajizmCTBOM,
i4meHT4H,
YHXtIToxeHxem riporyjiOB R

ZOymeHnueHzem HaKjiaIIHbIX pacxoZIOBHa KaneHziapi4
'311. Himpimi

KOHiza COBeTCKoro mmjmzoHepa>>,
<<Bece;iaA 14CTOPZA rieianmm
Xy, aoxecTBeHH3JT zuTepaTypa,
NoA, 1933,6.
94.
qHOBCKaA, 17ouemy Bm immeTe
cmewHo?, op. cit., 136.

in
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R IIOPTpeTLI,

e)

oftuHm

IIPOq3CO103HOtI
POCTOM

)K) OTKa3OM

aKT14BHOCT14,

OTripa3ZXHOBaHHApoxzieCTBa,

riacxz,

6;
KpeuýeHX31,
TPOTE-ui,
Kyp6aH-6aiipama,
iaroBeiueHR31,
iIOMKxnypa,
pama3aHa,nypi4ma u gpyrmx

peM4rM03HbIXripa3Z(HT4KOB,

C
rOJIOBOT3iriCTBOM,
6ecriou-IaZIHOýi
6opi>6oýi
3)
xyjiuraHCTBOM,

rII>31HCTBOM,

o6eMRHKOý4,

6ecxpe6eTHOCTbIOxnepeBep3eBIUMHOýI,
14) rIOrOJIOBHI>IM
BCTYnnem4em
B p3iaw o6uteCTBa
<<TIOJIOti PYTRHYc
K) riorOJIOBHi>im
JI) IIOI-OJ10BHi>im
naTHHCKmý4

oriepHLIX

rIOZIMOCTKOB>>,

Ha
riepexozEoM

cm,

ziejiorIPOT43BOIICTBaHa
riepeBoziom

ajiqoaBHT,aTaKxeBcem, HTOnoiiazio6RTCA

Bnpezib.

rIYHKT14PHI>Ir4

npomeXYTOKrIojibixaeB 3arionmji
JI14HHO,
C
rio mepeHazo6HOCTH,coo6pa3yACL
Tpe60BaHI4AMH
(ZT
471)
TeKyu-tero momeHTa.
Polykhaevloves his universal stamp so much he starts using it for
internal correspondence,
thus creatingextremebureaucraticresponsesfor such
simplerequestsas a few days leaveor salary in advance:
HaripTwep: <<13
OTBeT Ha Harjioe 6ectiMHCTBO
6yxi-aJITepa KyKy1UKMiaa,rIOTpe6OBaBLuero
yrijiaTIJ
Ha
OTBeTT4M...
>>
Mim
emy CBePXYPOHHI>IX,
<(BOTBeT
COTPYZH'gKa
rIP014CKT4m
mep3Kme
noznme BbinazEbi
BHeotiepeZHOr4
BopT4cox;
nOnPOC14BLuerO
ie6CKOrO,
OTrIYCK, OTBeTI4M
T4 TaKztaiiee.
>>
...
The parody and repetition continue:
14 Ha Bce 9TO Haao 61)IJIO HemezjieHHO
OTDeTUTL
rIOB: 6imeHmem, yBenuxieHmem,
ymieHmem,
YHT4HTOzeHxem,
oftuxm
POCTOM,
ymeMiiieHuem,

6opb6oýi,
6ecriouýaZIHOýi
OTKa3OMOT,
rIOrOJIOBHI>IM
BCTY11neHmem,
nepexozom, nOrOJIOBHLIM
nOrOJIOBHI>IM
riepeBOziom, a TaMKe Bcem, HTo riOHa4o6RTbCABnpezib.
(ZT 472)
An ironic evaluation of the usefulness of Polykhaev's stamp is found in
the subsequent comment:
Pa60Ta inna 6e3 3azjePMKM. Pe3XHa OTJI14HHO
3ameHHjia xiejioBeKa. Pe3RHOBMý4rIojii>ixaeB H'HCKOJILKO
He YCTyrian r1oinixaeBy XMBOMY.
(ZT 472)

Although these stamps are exaggerated for satirical purposes. Polykhaev is
a realistic and easily-recognizablecharacter,and not at all a literary oddity.
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1.4.4. Rephrasing of bureaucratic cliche's and expressions.
As in previous sections, we shall note with interest how Il'f and Petrov
manipulate the jargon in new ways. In the next quotation (encountered earlier),
we see how the authors spotlight the hollowness of official speech:
13B14ZIYHaCTYrMeHMA TeMHOTM, oLzRazin
OTK12ETTLIM.

BeieI2
(DS 347)

The literal meaning of the stock phrase is quite clear, and in addition the
pompousness of these familiar opening words is neatly deflated.
To show up the dullness of bureaucratic cliches, the authors sometimes
make use of ellipsis:
C 0KT316P1>CK0rO BI>IcKaKMBaeT,
Da60THVK...

OH ripmexaii
cornacoBaHT43114

I-IOJTYOTBeTCTi3eHHiiýI

H3 Tlemmrpa; aa no zienam ywnKv.
KOHK12eTHOT'O

OXBaTa.

(DS 113)

One may well ask no zlenam YBA3KH xiero?, coriiacoBaHMA
xiero?,
KOHKpeTHOr0 OXBaTa TierO/ KOrO? -'of what' or 'of whomT. These cliches
became so over-used that any sequel was irrelevant.
Note also Il'f and Petrov's
(as opposed to
own neologism rI0J1yOTDeTCTBeHHb01 -'half-responsible'
OTBeTCTBeHHHýi - 'in charge'). Rather than signifying the meaning of a deputy
Of OTBeTCTDeHHHýi, it strongly suggests (reinforced by the ellipsis), that the
person takes no responsibility whatsoever (see page 129). (After all if
(<OTBeTCTBeHHme>> are what they are, what can one expect of
)
bie>>?
(<rIOJIy0TBeTCTBeHH,

III and Petrov love to point out the incongruity behind such official
expressions. Sometimes they resort to grotesque and absurd exaggeration. For
they record the
example, in their short story ((,7JIA rIOJIHOTI)I c, iaCTL31>>,
following bureaucratic account:
llpoBezieHo maCCOBLIXTaiiueB 06cjiY)KeHO BoripocoB - 325.
OxBatieHO rmaKaTamm - 264 000 HejioBeK
rIP14HATOpeniuoumg
143.
HORHATO

31POCTT4 macc

3.11
-

(Cf. Mayakovsky -(<ToBapmu_tm, nozimmem APOCTL macc... 96
>>).
III and Petrov make this incongruous statement look as if it follows
naturally.
9514.14jibqo % E. IleTPOB,
CW,
3,271.
ciaCTb31>>,
rIWIHOTH
<dDIA
9"B. Ma3u<OBCKT49,

B TpHHa4LIaTTf
orIomriagyp>> (1928),in Co6paHTfecotmHeHTfrj
(XyzioxeCTBeHHa.
MOCKBa,
1957),9,216.
q JIXTepaTypa,

TOMaX
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Absurd 'bureaucratese' also occurs in the novels. The following
comes from DS:
BTo

6miia eziT4HCTBeHHa3i

zomagi,

yueneBiiiaA

example

riocne

mexaH143aivux
BaCIOKZHCKorO
TpaHMOPTa.
11OCTaHOBJ1QHHeM
OHa Lana riel2emmeHoBaHa B KOH31,
XOTA 'R C'URTanaCL
BCIO X143H16 Koftiiioýi.
(DS 242)

Oco6mm

This grotesque statement reflects the bureaucratic tendency of passing
resolutions for their own sake, without taking the subject matter into account.
In the next example, III and Petrov give these rioCTaHOBiieH'KA

(resolutions),

a common name along with cjiyLuaT]6:

M3 riariKm<<Musique>>BmneTeim JIT4CTKm riarimpocHoýl
6ymarx c KaKHM14-TO
JI14JIOB16IMM <<CJTYujaiTT411OCTaHOBMMT>>.
(ZT 302)
It is no accident that these pages of dead bureaucratic language fall out of
the music folder, because the sound of jargon is music to the ears and hearts of
bureaucrats.
B zlymax
meCTKOMOBueB
CHOBa 3a3BYHaJI
OHTI p3, qjIHCI, 3a 12e3onioamo.

i-emioroBoI2-14
(DS 226)

Note the use of the verb 3a3BYHaTb -'to sound, and B gyulax
hearts' or 'in the souls'.

the
-'in

Il'f and Petrov also enjoy placing bureaucratic expressions in different
stylistic environments. For example, in the quotation below, the authors place
the bureaucratic statement iipoBePI4B 9TO o6CTOATeJILCTBO- 'having checked
this circumstance', into the most mundane situation of a girl fixing her hair.
The styles are nicely contrasted: the colloquial, which strives towards brevity and
familiarity, and the long-winded bureaucratic jargon:
Y Hee 6mJTTOT crioPTIML01 BT4ZI,KOTOPBIýi3a
riociTeRHme roam ripmo6peirff i3ce Kpacmmie zteBYLUKH.
II_p_oi3eDT4B
uo n6cToqTeJTbCTB_0OHa yceiiaci) rIPOT14B
AiieKcaHzEpa T4BaHOBM%ia
m npmrOTOBunaci, cnymaTL. 97

(ZT 381)
Kozlevich, the ex-prisoner now leading an honest life by leasing his car, is
also described with bureaucratic formulae:

"Cf. similar use in Zoshchenko's
short story:
R He mmm

HamepeHX31 B ZjYIT1HOrIKaHueJI31P%% TePATL BLICOKY10
KBa; ixqoxKau%io cBoeq KpaCOTLI Z MOJIOaOCTU.

M. 3oiueHKO, <(XeH%Ti>6a - He HariaCTL, KaK 6M
He riporiaCTL>>, M36paMoe
(XyzoxeCTBeHHa3i JIKTepaTypa, JIeH%Hrpaz, 1978),
2,94.

BaB7x T0,143x
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Aýiamy

KomeBmiy

Beceno x, rnaBHoe,
a=rilýoKaTa.

ripeaCTaBJI31JI0Cb,
KaK TPYZIOJI106MBO,
6yzceT
HeCTHO OH
J2a60TaTb Ha HT4Be
(ZT 322)

Ha M4Be - 'in the field of' is usually found in an official
TPYZT4TLCA Ha HMBe HapozEHoro
npoci3eiueHMA.

context,

e. g.

One of the main reasons why IDS and ZT continue to be so popular is the
fact that in the Soviet Union, not so much has changed since the books were
is still easily recognized
by every Soviet citizen.
written, and dull bureaucracy
Responsible
critics continue to warn against the excessive use of 'bureaucratese'.
Chukovsky,
for example, gives the following
description
of the effect
bureaucratic
jargon has on Russian language:
He; lyr 9TOT (i. e. bureacratic language - RG) 13TLICAHY
pa3 MoBpeZHee
BC31KMX maprOHOB, TaK KaK OH mo)KeT
TIPMBeCTM -M npMBOII14TI - Hamy co6CTBeHHYIO petib K
XYZIOCOtIM10, CK; ieP03Y 14 XHJIOCT14.
(31
14m3i Hezxyra -KaHi.
zwo BTOti
L e ;iqpMT
6ojie3HR TaKoeHa3BaHxe
KO;
IZTa,
rio o6pa3y

ZIZCPTepT4Ta,
meHRHrT4Ta).
Chukovskythensummonshis readersto protecttheir languageagainstthese
bureaucraticincursions:
Ha 6opi, 6y c BTRM 3aT31XHLIM, T43HYP14TeJTLHI>IM X
rioZIH31TLCA
TPY, aH0T43; ie%iRMIJM Heayrom
mm zonxmi
cri; io%ieHHIJMT4 cmiTamu - MBI Bce, KOMY zoporo

BenxtiaRiiiee
ZOCTOAHue PyCCK0q HaPOZIHOq KYJTLTYPI>I,
Haul MYZIPIAI, Dmpa3T4Te; ILHL04, reHT4aJTLHO
XMBOnMCHLIýI A31AK.98

This is precisely what Il'f and Petrov have done in their novels. In the
next two sections we will review their treatment of neologisms.

98T-IYKOBCKHrl,

Op.

cit., 674.

98

1.5. NEOLOGISMS I. ABBREVIATIONS.
Many new Russian words which appeared after 1917 owe their existence to
the social and political structure of the new Soviet state. New and revolutionary
"
demanded
Existing
meanings,
given
new
concepts
new vocabulary.
words were
and new words were coined either by abbreviation or by conventional addition
be
The
1917-1928
to
turned
a
to
out
existing roots.
years
of suffixes and prefixes
particularly productive period for new linguistic derivations. The practice of
abbreviation existed prior to the Revolution, but at that time abbreviations were
language
for
brevity,
to
the
the
of
used primarily
and were restricted
sake of
telegrams or official communications. For example, the following abbreviations
existed before the First World War:
J-IeH30JIOTO

-

JIeHCKoe

llpozEameT -061ueCTBO
(founded in 1901)"'
IOPOTaT

30JIOTOrIPOMLnujieHHOe
TODapxuzeCTBO1OO
9JIA ripoz1axz meTajijiT4xiecKxx
T13zejIHq

IO)KHO-PYCCKoe
-

TOprowix
o61ueCTBO

anTeKapciuimm

TOBapamx'12
MOHOTori

POrIPIT and some others.

MOHOnOJIMA
POCCHýICKoe

TorijimBa"I

o61ueCTBO napOXOZCTBa X

TOprOBJITI
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Abbreviations became more popular during the Great War. The following
are a few examples from written communications of the time:
BoeHMHH - BoeHHoe MMHTICTepCTBO'os
KOmaHaapm - KOmaHUyIOu-tzti apmzer4l'
Ijapm - aeT-4CTBYIOLua3iapmm 11
rjiaBKOBepx
-DepXOBHbiýi rjiaBHOKomaH;!

YIOLumti apmT404118

"Cf. the following semanticchanges:
6pzrazia
(formerly
(formerly
team!
trains);
MKHOBHZK
civil
only on
-'bureaucrat'
-'work
servant');HKCTKa-'purge' (formerly'clean up'); for more examplesseeComrie and Stone,op. cit.,
141.
"CezzmeB, Op.cit., 47.
"'Ibid., 46.
"Ibid. also see '-IYKOBCKZr4, Op. cit., 632.
"Comrie and Stone,op. cit., 99.
1()4ý-IYKOBCK%r1,
op. cit., 632.
11Cen z iu eB,op. cit., 47.
""Comrie and Stone,op. cit., 99.
"Cenziue% op. cit., 47.
10'Ibid. Note also the World War One
naval terms: ; i%Hi<op - nzHegniik
KaBTOpaHr - KarITITaH BTOporo pamm

Kopa6m and
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Comparatively few examples of abbreviated neologisms existed before
1917, but the Revolution gave rise to a flood of new abbreviations. In his book
Chukovsky
Professor
Barannikov's distinction
KaK
XM3H1)>>,
quotes
<<XXBOtl
between the pre- and post-revolutionary formation of abbreviations:

Pa3HT4uamexzxy o6pnOBaHRAMM
M COBpemeHH14MH,

BpeMA KaK
ZIOCTYIIHIA

B U114POTe

Z10 BOý4Hm
TOJILKO

gopeBOJI1OU'ffOHHb1MM
B TO
paCrIPOCTpaHeHMA.

ftijiu
riozio6inie TepMRHm

HeMHormm

peBOJ110I1, MM OHM CTaJIM

jimi-tam,

riociie
119

ZOCTORHuem.
Bceo611tum

The spread of abbreviations can be explained in a number of ways. There
was the need for revolutionaries to express themselves briefly in
communication. Prior to the Revolution they had become accustomed to
communication in clandestine or underground environments. "' Furthermore,
the Jewish habit of abbreviating names might have also acted as an influence,,"
although this has been disputed by Vinokur and S. Dlozhevsky.111
Again, there was the need to distinguish between pre-and postrevolutionary political institutions. Thus, abbreviated titles were given to old
institutions that continued to exist under the new regime. C6eperaTenbHme
Kaccbi, in existence since 1841, after 1917 were renamed c6epKaccbi. The same
destiny befell the JIMTepaTYPHLU-1 q3OHZI(founded by AN. Druzhinin in 1859)
Other examples include ZOH6acc <
which became known as JTIMTCPOHZt.
71OHeiýKxq

rimniti

6accegH,

KBaPTI'I; iaTa

< Ki3aPTMPHaq

nnaTa,

rnaB6yx

<

6yxraJITep. As Vinokur put it:
B KOHeHHOM cxieTe Bce CBOAT4JIOCLK ozmomy: <<Bce
6LITb
ZtO;I)KHo
iio-peBOJI1OI. ZT4OHHOMy>>.
nepemmeHOBaHO
Tot1H0 TaKme, KaK HeBLIHOCHM CTaji <(MT4HMCTP>>,
3ameHeHHbIq
R
CTaJI HeB03moxceH
<(KOMxccapom>>,

zimnjiomaT%tiecKT4qKypbep>>,npeBpaiiýeHHBI9 B
113
<(Z[Mr1KYPbepa>>.

109qYKOBCKTAI,Op. cit., 632.
11ONotethe existence
(c.
terms
acep
of such political
as
-p. - couTAa; IRCT-peBO; I)OIIMoHeP 'Socialist Revolutionary;
'Constitutional
KazEeT - KOHCT%TyLtzoHa; IZCT-zjemoKpaT
Democrat' prior to the 1917 Revolution.

"'See CenxiueB, op. cit., 45.
112
<(OT3MB 0 i<Hzre

A. CenmueBa

q3biK
peBOMOUKOHHOýi
3rjOX14>>, <dlexim
X
(<.
peBO; IIOU%31>>, 1928, No. 2,181, and C. JjjioxeBCKXrI
in orlpo6nema
C; IiB>>.
cKopoIeHzx
3an%cKz
Ozzeccworo
14HCTHTYTy HaPOZIHOi OCBiT%, 1927,1 (both
YcrieHcKzg,
by
J1.
cited
<<PYCCKT49 3mbiK riocne
peBO; IIOIX%14>>, Slavia, 1931,10,285).

113BT4HOKyp, Kpnaypa
<<

MMMý,

op. cit., 122.
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Obviously, these abbreviations sounded <<rio-coBeTCKT4>>114
to the young
Komsomol members and bolsheviks. As Comrie and Stone put it, the
abbreviations were "given a Revolutionary air". "'
Finally, according to Vinokur, some of the blame for the invention of so
many abbreviations should fall on the press:
He 3a6yziem, HTO zeB31TbaeC31TbIX
Bcex aTI4X
COKpaui, eHmýi, HeCMOTPA Ha 14X XCKJII0HRTeJIbHYI0
Mo6peTaeT
ripecca. 111
pacnPOCTpaHeHHOCT16,

Abbreviations from the early Soviet period can be divided into four
groups:
1) acronyms, formed from the first letters of words and consisting either of
the names of the letter, e.g. KrICC, UK, MY, or consisting of the sounds of the
letters, as in 3arc, BAMI, BY3, etc.
(usually
initial syllables) of two
2) stump-compounds
i.
proper,
e. segments
or more words, e.g.: KOJIX03 - KojmeKTmBHoe X03AýICTBO, roaTpax
rocYziaPCTBeHHoe CTpaXOBaHme, cejibKOP - ceJIBCK14ý1KOPpecriOHzEeHT,
KOMCOMOJI- K0MMyHT4CTxieCKT4q C0103 monoziexm, etc.
ry63Y
initials,
3) compounds
e.
g.:
consisting of a mixture of syllables and
OTaen
ry6ePHCKoe
3emejibHoe
yripaBneHme
or PaqOHO - pa90HHIJti
HaPOZIHoro o6pa3OBaHmq.

-

4) stump-compounds
in which the first part is an abbreviation,
and the
zleTCKMq
aeTZIOM
OTgeji,
rest is a whole word, e. g.: xeHOTzleii
xeHCK'Rrl
110M) YrP031ACK - YrOJIOBHLIq P03LICK, arMTrinaKaT
- arXTaILX0HHIJq
ia,
IIP0q3C0I-03
IUKO;
rmaKaT, COBriaPTIUKOna
riaPTHr4Haq
coDeTCKaA
npocpeCCM0HaJI]6HIJq
C0103.
for
the naming of new
and acronyms were used
They
Party.
the
organs of government,
replaced old words
and
administration
from political and public spheres as well as, although
to a much lesser degree,
industry
outdated words from agriculture,
and the armed forces. The following
are just a few examples from a long catalogue:
Stump-compounds

...Chukovskygives an examplein which the LLIKOjia coizzajiLHo-4HIIXBzzwajnHoro
BOCrl%TaH%. q mmeH% CIP.M. IIOCToeBCKoro
is nick-namedUIKMIJ (and made famous in the book
IHKW1>>):
<<Pecriy6JIXKa
HOBWIOK,

rioriami%g

B 9TY LUKOJIY, CIIPoCI4jI

Y 011Horo

y, iau. x%xc3i:
LUKOJIY 3OBeTe LUKATI?
-A rioxiemyBLI
- ROTOMY, - OTBeTXJI TOT, 'iTO ZITO, 6paT,rio-coBeTCKU.
14YKOBCKUR,

op. cit. 628.

"sComrie
Stone,
101.
and
op.
cit.,
116
BT4HOI<Yp, Op. Cit., 136.

143
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Replacement

(
break
the
titles
with terminology
of existing

MHHT4CTP : HaPKOM - HaPOZIHLIH KOMzccap
MlIH14CTP in 1946117)

of the old regime):

(re-introduced

as

riocoji : rionripezi (1919) - riojiHomoTieHHmfi4 npeZICTaBXTe; iL
rIOCOJILCTBO

: riojiripeZICTBO

- rIOJIHOMO%Hoe

ripe4CTaBMTe;

ILCTBO

(reintroduced as rIOCO;ILCTBo by edicts of 1941 and 1943111)
The naming of new organs of government, the Party and administration:
riapTKOM
pagKOM

KOMT4TeT
- riapTMHHLIH
par4OHHLIýi KOMRTeT
ceJILCKMq
ce;iLCOBeT
coBeT
HapoAHLOI
CYII
Hapcyz(-

(known
in
KOMRTeT
patimcnoJIKOM - pagOHHI>Ir4mcrioJIHT4TeJIbHIAq
the 1930's as P14KI11)
ry6l4CrIOJIKOM - ry6epHCKH9 T4crio;IHT4TeJIBHIAti KOMHTeT
(disappeared after the division into PaqOHM in 1929-1930 and replaced by
patimcrioJIKOM 129

Agriculture and industry:
COBX03 - COBeTCKoe X0331ýiCTBO
maum
cenbmaiii
- OTzeii X03AtiCTBeHHIJX
X03pavieT
pactieT
- X03301CTBeHniýi

meTajiJIOM3,aejim3i - meTajijimtieCKze
T43zzejimA
143zenwq
KOX143zxejimA- Mxamie
rOC3aBOR1,I - rocyAaPCTBeHHbie3aBOZIbI
arPOTeXHRK - arpoHomutieCK14q
TeXHHK

6
arpo6a3a - arPOHOmz--ieCKaq
a3aandotherstumpcompounds
with arpoKamnamm
noceBKamnaHH31
-noceBHaA
The armed forces:
62LTaJII>OHa

KOm6aT- KOmaHmip

KOM2114D- KOmaHZEMP Z14BZ31414

(replaced the German word
iieKriom - iieKaPCKT49JIOMOLUH14K
"Cornrie and Stone,op. cit., 148.

"8B. Cý. AJITakKwi,
<<nepexozimie qBjieHRA B jieKCXKe pyccKoro MUM
rioc; ieoKTA6pbcKoro riepxozia>>, PYCCK;fVf A3MK B lffKoze, No. 5,1960,18.
"'Comrie and Stone,
op. cit., 150.

Ibid.
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in
re-introduced
was
which
cpemmuep,
6aTajiboH
yx16aT - yme6Hmil

1940121)

Examples of common popular abbreviations from the social sphere of life:
Using initials:
MY - rjiaBHoe nOJIXTztieCKoe ynpawieHze
PKM - Pa6otie-i<peCTLAHcKaA
MHcneKUT4A
UK - UeHTpa; IBHIXr4 KOM%TeT

BATM - BcepocciAICKaA accoumauim
BY3 - Bbiciiiee yxie6Hoe 3aBezieHme

ripojieTaPCKmx

riucaTen0l

H3rl - HOBa3i 9KOHOMT4xieCKa3i IIOJIT4TT4Ka
MYHM - MOCKOBCKoe yripawieHme
HeZjBHXT4MIJM14
mmyuýeCTDamm
U14K - UeHTpa; ibHL0I MCrIOJIHHTeJIbHb0I
KOMT4TeT
CTO - COBeT Tpyga M 060POHLI

MOHO - MOCKOBCKMýi OTaeJl HapoziHoro
Using stumps:
ArT4TIIPOrI
BHeIUTOPr
Boe=03yrip

FocrijiaH
CTO.

- arlMuROHHa3i
(yripaBneHi4e)
- yripawieHme

FocygaPCTi3eHHa3i
-

o6pnoBaHMA

riporiaraHzia
TOprOBJIH
BHeIIIHeq
X03AqCTBa
BoeHHoro

(o6uýe-)nnaHOBaA

TIPH
KOMHCC1431

rOCCTpax - rocyzjapCTBeHHoe
CTpaXOBaHT4e
3aBKOM - 3aBoRCKOti KOMRTeT
3arc - (OTzxeJI) 3anmcH aKTOB rpaxziaHcKoro
COCTOAHM31
MCrIOJIKOM - XCrIOJIHT4TejibHLI9
KOMHTeT
Komcomon
KomMYHT4CTHxiecKmq
C0103 monoziexm
HaprIMT - (rIPOCPCOI03 pa60TH14KOB) HapOZXHoro rIHTaHMA
rlpo; ieTKYJI16T - nponeTapMa3i
Ky; iiTypa
PaiNCrIOJIKOM
xcno; IHHTejibHIJq
- paftHHIJq
COBHapKom - COBeT Hapo; IHI>IX KOMmcapoB
CTeHra3/a
- CTeHHaA rneTain

KOMHTeT

In the next group of neologisms, each construct comprises an abbreviation
plus a complete word; the abbreviated first part is often well-known:
COB- < COBeTCM4ý4,

COBKHHO,
e.g.

COBnaPTLUKOjia

COB6yp)Kyr4
and COB)jypaK123
rIO; IHT- < rIOJIT4TxHeCKHýi
rIOJIMT9KOHOMM31,
e.g.
nOJ1RTynpaBjieHme,rioJIHTHHCTKa,,
etc.
121

Ibid.

... Ibid., 159-162.
'2'Ce;i%LueB, Op. Cit., 163.

and even
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riaPT-

< riaPTHýIHI>Iq

1_IOJIXTZ1T4CIIRrIJIHHa,

e.g.

riaPTOPraHT43auxA,

riaPTo63T3aHHOCTH,

riapTBOMHTaHme,
etc.

,

rjm- < rjiaBHIJ9 (especiallywidespreadin 1919-211"),
e.g. such
comically-soundingcombinationsas rnaBnail, rnaBcaxap,
rnaBTa6aK, rimcrizHKa. 121
Kom-

< KOMMYH14CTT4, ieCKxq,

e. g. KOMnaPT14A,

KOMIAxiegKa.

rlpocp- < npocpeCCT4OHajibH1,
IT-4,
e.g. npoqopa60Ta,rIPOCPC0103,
hyphenated
following
in
the
ripoqoopraHT43aum3i
and also126
neologisms:ripocp- ra3eTa, nPOqJ-3131JK, ripoqp-'IIHTaTejib,
rIPOdp-)KT43HL
etc.127
rIPOMTOBap
TIPOMTOPr.
ripom- < ripominuneHHH14,e.g.
,
Shortenedtitles of professions, such as crieu (e.g. BoeHcrieu), 3aB
OaDX03),
6yx (rim6yx),
rIOM (CTapnom, ; ieKHOM)were
alsopopular. Some
cneamaJIUCT,
independently
3am <
in
these
of
stumpscanoccur
as cneu <
128
3ameCT14Tejib
< 3aDezip-omi4r4,
like
be
declined
a noun.
and3aB
and can
Some spelled-out acronyms (e.g. UK pronounced as ueKa, UMK as um<a and
I-IK as ieKa) were treated as nouns (and thus suffered declension) by workers
and peasants.
Civil building projects (e.g. canals) produced some abbreviations too:
BBK - BenomopcKo-BaJITHrICK149 KaHan -'White Sea-Baltic Canal'
Bcl)K - Bojibuioýi cl)epraHm4ti KaHan HM. CTamma
Note also TypKc%6 (TyPKeCTaHO-C%6zPCKa3i xe; mHwi
which features so prominently in ZT.

ziopora)

... Ibid., 162.
'25Selishchev,
(op. cit., 163),quotes the following comic HaCTYLUKH
from ZeleniiVs'Das heutige
russischeSchnaderhupfl (Zeitschrift fur slavischePhilologie, L 1925,p. 369).
OT o6eaa B rjiaBCT0J10BKe
6eCUTC31.
riiaBxeJIYZEOK
RaVITe,

zEariTe rjiaBBepeBKY,

T11To6Li rjiaB1I0BeC%TLC31.

"Cf.

the play on words in the newspaper article ((OT pezaK11%R>>:

4%TaTejiL, B npocp-ra3eTe

He pa36%paiouizticA,

Ha31ABaeTCA

rII)OCP-

allom.

Also note the following ironic exclamation in the same paper (Tpya,
rIpocp-rpa6ex
wix xo3pa3rKJIBZj319CTB0?

1923):

Cited by BZHOKyp, KyzLTypa peuu, op. cit., 130.
"Ibid.
'2'But not in gender,
e.g. (oKeHLUzHa, COCT031BLua3l
Tam 3ABom>>. Occasionally for the sake of
humour (or because of the lack of knowledge), the abbreviations
were declined, cf. KP0K0, a; YJT,
No-28,1923:
vHz[epByz,
,

rioCJIYLUHLIti Meg

3aBe.
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Other Soviet poets made extensive use of the new abbreviations, especially
Bezymensky, whose poems are not only full of abbreviated 'sovietisms' (cf.
but
have
0
KOmcomojie>>),
and
also
abbreviated titles
((T0Bapxu-tm>>
((CTHX14
(e.g. <<rIaPTc*be3ZX>>,
To
mapiu>>).
quote the
((KomCOCPJIOTCKHq
<(rIaPT6xjieT>>,
Fesenkos: <<CTaBcnyxaHKOýi rIOJIHTMKM,oHa (i. e. poetry - RG) 3aneCTpeiia
129
HeojiorT43mamx - COBeTT43mam'u
>>.

Mayakovsky's use of abbreviations was more subtle. He accepted their
Soviet
the
their
and
use
of
existenceas something positive
welcomed
as part
regime (cf. such titles of his poems as <<rojiocyeM 3a HeripePLIBKY>><<Pa3rOBOP
However, he also knew that abbreviation
C q3I4HT4HcneKTOPOM
0 rIO:D3T4M>>).
his
in
important
institution
bureaucracy
in
satirical
often
criticised
was
- an
poems.110
Bulgakov was opposed to the spread of abbreviations,"' and this is
language
in
his
Russian
the
toward
after
consistent with
attitude
other changes
the Revolution as well as toward the Soviet regime itself. Boris Pilnyak made
For
his
in
roll>>.
novel orojilati
wonderful use of contemporary abbreviations
hear
in
the
train
through
steppes
example, passengersof a
a snow-storm
going
the sound of the wind - rBRY1 rim6ymi ryBY31132
Large numbers of stumps and acronyms entered the written language of
the media. However, many of these abbreviations (initially at least) remained a
Shafir
his
book
In
to
the
ziepeBHe>>,
gives examples
B
mystery
masses.
<<ra3eTa
of how peasantsinterpreted acronyms:

CCP>>
Oc
...
CoumajiUCTMiecKa3i, a

paciuMCPPOB1JBaeTC31,

KaK

HTOxmeHHO

(<COBeTCKa3i
-

3a6biji>>,
<(PCCýCP>>

12'A. cIDeceHKoz T. cDecem<o, PYCCKIfrf J13LIKIlpff COBeTaX (Hbio-2opK, 1955), 108.
'30See,for example, his poems
(1928).
(1922)or<<C;
iyxai<a>>
(JIP03acezinuizem>
"'Cf., for instance, the description
in
his
to
sovietisms
and
as
portrayed
abbreviations
of
attitude
M;
(HaYKa,
30ILZe.
17oaTuKa
MaprapZTa>>,
lqyaaKon,
in
M.
f;
fxa;
la
HKO
z
<(MaCTep
reviewed
MOCKi3a,1979), 108.
132

MeTe;ii6.

comm.

rionAiia.

CTpaxz.

LU0031A. U10-03131, UIO003IJq3l...

r'Bzzyy, raayy, rB; ii4zyyy, rBzzvizyyyy, raaayy.
Dia - B6YMMI
r; ia-B6ymmi
rY-6y3l rYY-BYY31..
Momi,
rBi4zyy, raaayyy...
rjia-B6ymmmll
B. rlz; iLHAK, rojurri roa (AwlaHze aBTOpa,Ko; iomHa, HHKO;ia-Ha-Ilocaz[mx,
ryu3 - riiaBHoe yripaB; ieHze BoejjHo-y%e6HMMX3aBelleH%JqMH.
rBm3r - r; iaBHOe BOeHHO-%HxeHepHoe

1920),30-31.

ynpameHue.

r; iaB6YM - rjiaBHoe yripaBneH%e rocyzEaPCTBeHHLIM;i
6ymaxHog
ripeUnpK3lTx3lmK
ripomLiul; ieHHOCTH. Cf. III and PetroVs own <<KaHLj6YM>,(ZT430).
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paciuT4dppOBI>IBaeTC31, KaK <(Pocci43iPecriY6;iT4Ka>>,
I I
...
HaPOZIHOrO
X03301CTBa,
<CCCP>>
- ((CoBeT

CCP>>
((ynpaBjieHi4e

etC.

((Yccp>>

133

The average citizen was bewildered by the sheer number of neologisms.
The abbreviations were hard to memorize and they were often misinterpreted in
absurd ways. Zoshchenko was particularly adept at exploiting this vein of verbal
comedy (seehis stories<<Fpmmaca HBrIa>>,((OLux6oiKa>>, and ((Me; IK'Rq
cnyxiarbO. Despite the confusion, most people became accustomed to the
ubiquitous abbreviations; Vinokur gives two examples from his own
observations:
6m;
KOTOpOi
ia ripOZIUKTOBaHa
M14HY,
repmaHCKoro
zEeATen3i
-

MamRHXCTKa,
cpammimi
riepecripocxna:

TBOP'KTeJILHOM
BOCIIPHH31TO,

C;
B
IOBO
xiero?
<<COBOK>>
>>.
<<Ml4HT4CTP
ftijio
iiamOl
nagexe
04HOI
KaK

<<COBeT KOMmi4caPOB>>

134
- <(COBKOM>>.

Many abbreviations were not only long and hard to interpret, but also
difficult to pronounce as well. Kol'tsov, an excellent satirist and a contemporary
and friend of III and Petrov, wrote:
MHoe COKpaiueHHoe:yxipexzEeHCKoeHnBaHze yHLijio
CKP'KIITITB ywaX, KaK CTapa3l Tenera ...131
Hardened bureaucrats with no consideration for the speakers of the
language created so many unaesthetic and unpronounceable neologisms, that
many articles began to appear in protest at these linguistic absurdities. Here is an
extract from the writer Konstantin Fedin's article in <<3Be3zxa>>:
6oioa
Ha30By
31
eCnX
He
nPOUILITL
rIyPRCTOm,
...
6e3o6pa3HLIM 030PCTBOM TaKoe, ZJOBOJILHO
paCIIPOCTpaHeHHoe B JIeHXHrpaae, COKpau.LeHme:
MOCHaPBpaýIpa6KOM>>. 3TO - K; IT4Hi4xieCKR'kcny, -iati
rnocconam4m, coxieTaHme 6eccmLic; ieHHLIX C;IOBeCHLIX
o6pe3KOB, KOTOpoe BPAIIJIH cymeeT BLirODOPHTL
Kaxzibirl COTLOIxieJIOBeK -x riOHATL Kaxzuirl
TLIC311MIg."

133.
q.

ra3eTa BaepeBHe. BTopoe RuiaHze, (KpaCHaq HOB16, MOCKBa, 1924).
IHaqozp,
"'BZHOKYPv KY;IT>Typa
208- 209.
peHx>>,
op.
cit.,
135M.KoJILIWB,
ITPO;
TOMaX,
f3Be)IeHTfA
TPeX
B
;
136paHHLre
H3zEa;
iei<a>>,
(<KpacaB%ua
208.
136K.
313LIKeR
KPKT%Ke
3Be3,4a,
cNAWH,
0
No.9,1929.
(<dPez6eTOH
>>,

OP*C't*,r
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The fashion of creating
-abbreviations continued through the 1920's. Other
examples of this trend (or what Chukovsky rightfully
calls (<TOIUHOTDOPHa3I
HYIUB>>) include the following, taken from his book about the Russian language:

Booftue

KaHueJI31PCKa3i
nOI. UJIOCTB HemaJIO
HaBpezxT4jia
CTHXHgHoe
14 WieCb.
xmime
CSIOBOTBOpieCTBO
OHa
6e3ZIYIIIHoe
mePT13LIX
CJI013,
npeBpaTxjia B
cn; ieTeHHe
IIOABHJIZCL
OTBpaTHTejiLHLix
ZIJI31 PYCCKOrO cjiyxa.
TaKHe

xIyZXOBHLUHLie

coxieTaHHA

3BYKOB:

0MTcrayuioPCT,BpmZ13amrijio,
MOPTRXO3ynp,
H
9Ta
JIa6OPTexnpomeTCHa6caHHXP
COTH144pyrHmBui
TOLUHOTBOPHa3i
i-iaB313LIBaeTC31
HYM HalMajim
H
6e3HaKa3aHHO.
PYCCKOMY

313LIKy

137

Gramen in <<Be3A3LIKa>>
describesthe difficulties people had arriving
138
in Moscow in the 1920's,and searching for government offices with lonprid
incomprehensible titles. One of these offices was vulgar-sounding BXYTEMAC (Bmcme XyzIoxeCTBeHHO-TexHxHeCKHe maCTePCKme),
the
pronounciation reco-Iling a very rude three-letter word in Russian. Note
Ostap's awarenessof the existence of this institution when he disguises himself
as a painter in DS; he says conspiratorially to Vorob'yaninov:
AnOTOM
aBbI

BOT HTO: AXYAOXHHK,
- MOq nOM01UHHK.

OKOHHi4ii

BXYTEMAC.
(DS225)

As early as 1919,protestsagainstcumbersomeand incomprehensible
abbreviationsand acronymsstarted to appear."' Even though Lenin was known
KomHHTePH,
HaPKOmaT,
to usesuchabbreviationsas
rocarinapaT, Opr6iopo,
UK, UT4K,UKK, qcz(eKH, qcepm,KazteTBI, rOBJ1110, Pa6KP14H, rocrinaH,
rIOJIHT6iopo
he had this to say
andHgnmaH,140
regardingthe abbreviations
_
usedby one journalist:

137'qYKOBCKHII,
op. cit., 634.
138Cited

(COBeTCKHI
in R. :);mc6epr, BOA7POCLI
TeOpffff CaTJIPLI

rIHCaTem, MOCKBa,1957),
422,but no referenceto publishersor placeof publication is provided.
139Cf.

B

Hame BpeM31 HeJII>3A B33ITb B pyKg ra3eTy wm 6pouliopy
nocneZHerClBpemeHu[...1, '-IT061>1
He HaTOJIKHYTLCJI Ha zieCRTOK, a
TO X COTHIO iiozo6mix marmHecKzxCJIOB. lqaCTHme
nzaa K
opraHmaium riozipaxalOTMOZEHOMYY MaZICTBymum Kilacca
crioco6yo6pa30BaHT431 C;IOB, m mmmmeem:r; iaB9KO6,TpyzaPBOCO,
COY'IMOJI, KOMMKOH, KOrIOKO, z 6eCKOHeHHoe KO; ii4HeCTBO
zipyrux.
A. 17.BapaHHHKOB, K3 Ha6zioaeHUrfPa3BUTTIA PYCCKO170A3WKa B IT0CJTeRH;fe Mau
(Y,ieHme3arii4cKm CamapcKoroYHRBePCT4TeTa, B16IIIYCKBTOPO9, Camapa,1919),77.
'400tedin "IYKOBCK149, op. cit.,635,no reference provided.
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Ha KaKOM A31JKe 3TO HarimcaHo?
Tapa6aHiui4Ha
BojiarilOK,
KaKa3i-To
a He A31JK TojjCT0r0
14
141
TypreHeBa.
Lenin was also angered by such abbreviations
BmciiiziI
coBeT
pa6OTH14K and B1JC0BHaPX03
-

as LuKpa6142 - ILIKOJILHB04
Hapo;! Horo X03304CTBa. 143

Eventually
the press started to criticise the excessive use of abbreviation,
into
Protests in the press continued
which hitherto it had actively encouraged.
before the Second World War we still find such
the 1950's, '" yet immediately
(designating
unparalleled
stump-compounds
various HaPO; lHme
HapKomwicomojiripom,
K0Mmzccapi4aTL1)
as: HapKoo61umam,
HaPK0mriP0MCTP0r4maT,
HaPKOMmeCTToria,
etc. 145 In 1948, one could still
find in Moscow an institution
title
with the truly unpronounceable
MocropripOT43Bozx6LITKooriHHCO103
141and in 1954 words like
FjiaB3arOTJILHOnPOM
received a
were still in use. 141 In the 1960's Chukovsky
wrapper from a bottle of vitamin pills sent by a reader who angrily complained
A.
it
the
o6jiynpriP0MrIP0ZET0Bap1>08
about
ugly abbreviation
written on
'
Gornfeld very appropriately
type
this
of abbreviation
gross
<<HeyKJII-0)KT4e,
-called
HerIOBOPOTEMBme
words were
RXTR03aBPLI
A3LIKa ... >>.141 Such unfathomable
there
time
the
after
which
continually
mid-1920's,
added to the vocabulary
until
in ZT
in their use (there are fewer abbreviations
was a certain moderation
compared with DS). 110
From 1930 onwards a distinct reduction
in the number of abbreviations
could be observed, and some of them fell out of use (e. g., LuKpa6,
Other
zjeH3HaK, CTeHra3 replaced by CTeHra3eTa
postand others).
following:
include
by
1948,
the
became
that
revolutionary
abbreviations
obsolete
Kom6e, a, 6aTpaxiKom,
BojimcrioJIKOM,
rnaBKOM,
rYBriPORKOM,
ry6co103,
neKa, qpa63aByt1, KpeCTKOM, 151and countless others. Conversely,
many of the
1920's abbreviations,
by
later
the
though eventually
masses,
well-understood

"'Ibid.
"Ibid., 633.
"'Cited (:I)eceHKo,op. cit., 21.
'44CfKpOKO)T;
f.7 No.15,30May, 1950.
145cDeceHKo,
op. cit., 31.

'4'0. Chorny's article in J7;f TeP3 TYPHaJqMen,
26 June, 1948.
"A. Chernichenko's article in HpaBaa, 24 September, 1954.
148'ý1YKOBCKT4r4,
op. cit., 624.
149A.

ropwTpe;v6z[,HoBwe C.UOBe'IK; f ff HOBLIe CZOBa (Konoc, neTep6ypr, 1922),15.
r4Ce;
1,
i%meB, Op. Cit., 168.
151B.
M. HKKKTKH, 113meHeH; fji ZeKC; fK; f B coBeTcK;frf iiep; fog (,vieHL1e 3arimcKH
P313aHCKoro
riezarorxHeMoro HHCTUTYTa. P313aHb, 1948),6,113.
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revertedback to their full form, e.g. pariHaximmm4IzI4T4,0TBeTpa60THHJ<,
zenziopora,

etc.,10and many titles were changed to facilitate

152

IS4

understanding.

Many abbreviations were confusing because they' coincided
with existing words or even personal narnes. For example:

phonetically

ACHOBA - Accoui4aUHA
HOBO'r4 apXT4TeKTYPI>I
(note the unusual blend of the stumps a cz and_HO_E_- and the initial
Cf. OCHOBa - 'basis'

Al

XMM - meHCKT4q mezimUHHCKHýi XHCTRTYT cf. 'push'
rIHM - rICHX0-HeBpo; iormxieCK14ti HHCTT4TYT Cf. 'tree stumps'
HOX - HOBoe oftueCTBO xmBorimcm cf. 'knife'
NIHO - BceyKpaXHCKXýi 14HCT14TYTHaPOZEHoro o6pa30BaHT4A Cf.
'wine'
MBAH - 14HCT14TYTBOCTOKOBeaeHHA AKaAemmm
in
HaYK

Leningrad

To this list could be added OKO, OCA, rAMH, WIHA,
OTIA. Soviet
Russia became so obsessed with such abbreviations that people thought any word
written with capital letters was some sort of acronym. The Fesenkos, tell a story
about a man puzzled by what he thought was an acronym (BXOTI) and who tried
hopelessly to grasp the supposed meaning. "'
Chukovsky narrates how the famous Russian actor V. I. Kachalov was
once taken in by this word BXOTI (meaning 'entrance') and tried to decode it;
eventually he decided that it ought to stand for <(BbICUIHq xyaomeCTBeHHbI9
OTzieji Z114IIKyPi6eP0B>>.
1-'ý6
As can be expected, these phonetic companion-words
were parodiedmot
only in newspaper and periodical articles, but also in vernacular speech. This
was the peoples' way of protesting against the absurd constructions of the
bureaucrats and 3aBIJ. During the October Revolution,
when the Third
Petrograd University
was formed , the students jokingly suggested that it should
be known as TperieTYH
'quaker'.
'trembler,
or
Another absurd
reduction along the lines of offically accepted
abbreviations was penned by a group in the arts who named their Kiev club
152Cf.in DS and ZT
used in full as OTBeTCTBeHHLIq
or TIOJIYOTBeTCTBeHHI>lg
pa60THXK.
IS313.cP. AJITarlcmi,
PYCCKoro 313LIKa
(<rIepexoAHme
xB; ieHI431 B jieKCZKe
rioc; ie0KT316PbCKoro
No-5,1960,19.
PyCCKHrj J13LIK B mKoze,
rIepzoza>>,

Is"The library in which this
institute was located was known as BAH, so it is not surprising that the
members of the institute called it MBaH B 6aHe. (Cited by Fesenko,
174).
op.
cit.,
"sFesenko, op. cit., 174.
_BX0111

'qOPT 3HaeT,

OHO TaKoe: BceC01*3HIJII
OTzxeji IIB%xeH%517
BpemeHHaA
xyzioxeCTBeHHm
zieicopaTOPOB?
Hztiero
He notimy...

156qyKOBCKT4tj
Op.
631.
cit.,
-

'M

X03SIIICTBeHHIA9
opraHmaLum
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XJIAM -xyzjoxHi4KH, JIXTepaTOpm, apTHCTLI, My3LIKaHTi>i.Another
interesting fictitious abbreviation and a parody on long and ugly stumpcompounds was the neologism 3amKomriomopzxe157- allegedly standing for
3ameCTT4Teji1>
KOmHccapa rio mopcKHm zenam, yet at the same time the
abbreviation is a homonym to the phrase (yzaPHTL) 3amKom rio mopzle - Cto
hit someone')on the face with a padlock'. In his satirical sketch <(CmepTL
('The death of a Marxist), the Russian emigre'satirist Arkady
maPKCHCTa>>
Averchenko employs this device with great skill. This is a poignant, satirical,
and morbidly realistic story about a communist who asked scientists to put his
body in deep freeze in 1916and resurrect it in 1921,so that he could wake up to a
new Utopia after the Revolution. But the hero does not recognize the society at
,
all. He managesto make his way home and finds his former servant Gavrila,
and questions him about his family, food, and apartment:

rm...
A
-

KBapTllpa

PeKBH3HPOBaHa.
-

rIo
mopae?
-

uena?
3amKomriomopze.

3ami<om? Koro...

3a tITO?

To
COKpaTHTemHO.
3TO
eCTL
BHUHTe...
TaK...
HX
3ameCTUTeJIL
KOM14ccapa no MOPCKT4M ;jejiam.
rIOTep jio6 mapKCHCT.

KaK
MHe
Dce CTpaHHO npeZ1CTaBjisieTCA.
-

coBcemeiue

MoxeT,

He

OTTa3in? '58

The story ends very sadly and all too realistically - the resurrected Marxist
is shot by the Bolsheviks, whose language he does not understand, and who
believe he is a (<-tiyxzxmq :9nemeHT>>,

One might think that Il'f and Petrov would have found all the humour
they might need from the huge catalogue of clumsy, unpronounceable and
sometimes incomprehensible abbreviations. Indeed, the authors used existing
neologisms to maintain the realism of their narrative. Yet (and this is their
hallmark as truly creative writers) some of their most memorable and clever
comedy effects are found in their own invented abbreviations.

1.5.1.Use of official abbreviations in serious context.
Il'f and Petrov's novels accurately capture the quality of life during the
NEP years and the late 1920's,the period when the craze for abbreviations was
at
its height. It is not surprising therefore, that the novels contain such a large
number of abbreviations. Some refer to the names of various institutions and
government agencies(many now obsolete), some are abbreviated titles of
occupations,others reflect aspectsof Soviet life as described in the narrative or
11(ýeceHKO,
Op. cit., 174.
"'A. ABepieHKO,
in CaRaT Ff36yjiaBoK. PaCCKa3LIu Cpe.
(<CmepTLmaj)KC9CTa>>,
UzeToHL1
(RussicaPublishersInc., New-York, 1982),42.
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is
illustrative
dialogue.
Below
an
characters'
two novels, with their sources:

list of abbreviations found in the

MeCTKOM (DS 189) - MeCTHLIVi KOMXTeT
(DS 64)(DS 71) - OTzxeJI KOMMYHajiLHoro
KomMYHX03
X0331tiCTBa
r'OCH3; IaT (ZT 440) - rocyzjaPCTBeHHoe
m3zjaTeJIbCTBO
(DS 73) - HaPORMIti
HaPKOMBHeLUTOpr
KOMHTeT BHeIUHeti
TOprOBnH
Fy6KK (DS 90) - ry6ePHCKa3I
KOHTPOJIbHaA KOMZCC'931
(DS 225) - BbicuiTie XyaoxeCTBeHHo-TeXHHT-ieCKHe
BXYTEMAC
MaCTePCKxe
ADTOZIOP (ZT 346,353) - 06iueCTBO
aBTOMo6mJIX3ma
cozx0ICTBmq
yjiyHuleHI431
zEopor
(ZT 604) - C6eperaTeJILHaA
C6epKacca
Kacca
HaPnHT (DS 144,244) - (rIpocTpcoi-o3 pa60THTIKOB)
HaPOZIHoro
nHTaHR31
(DS 88) - X03JqýICTBeHHIJrI pacHeT
X03pacHeT
Pa6mc (DS 223) - (OTzxen) pa6OTHHKOB TICKYCCTBa
MYHM (DS 115) - MOCKOBCKoe ynpaBjieHi4e
HeZjBXMT4MbIMM
zmyLueCTBamm
COBeT HaPOAHLIX
ManbOl COBHaPKOM (DS 86) - Majimg
KOMi4caPOB
3arc (DS 6) - (OTjjeJI)
COCT031HHA
3arimcm aKTOB rpaxRaHCKOrO
HaPKOMCPHH; Ieji (DS 220) - HaPOAHIA
KOMHTeT CPHHaHCOBIAXuen
full
in
Co6ec (DS 47) - CouvianbHoe
on the
given
also
o6ecnexieHme,
same page. Cf. 'co-devil' - another meaning of the word.
AXPP (DS 30) - Accoumaumq
XYZXOXHT4KOB peBOJIIOU140HHOHPOCC14H
rlPOCPCO103 (DS 33) - rIpocpeCCXOHaJIbHIJq
C0103
COILCTpax (DS 35) - CoumajibHoe
CTpaxoBaHze
Komcomon
(ZT 574) KoMYHT4CTxneCKMq
monoziexx
C0103
)KeHOTge; i (DS 28)
>KeHCKMti
OTz(eji
(DS 288) - Ye34HIAq OTzjeJI HapoaHoro
o6pa3OBaHHA
JYOHO
A3HeCpTb (DS 232) - rocyaaPCTBeHHoe
o6-beAT4HeHze
A3ep6aýuKaHCKOI-I
npommumeHHOCTR
McnojIKom
(ZT301) - MCrIOnHT4TenbHIJr4 KOMXTeT
CenbCOBeT (ZT 519) CeJILCKMýI ccoDeT
-

HaPKOM14Hgen (ZT339) - HaPOZIHIJ9 KOMi4ccapi4aT'T4HOCTpaHHIJX
zien.
ry6HCnOJIKOM (DS 89) - ry6ePHCKRiI 'RCnOJIHT4TeJIbHbIr4KOMT4TeT
mcnpaB; jom (ZT321) - mcnpaBHTejibHbiýi
z1om
roco6-LezjTIHeHze (ZT597) - rocyztapCTBeHHoe
o6, LegT4HeHxe
cf. <<roco6-beZI%HeHi4e pora 14KOn]6lTa>>

R

ill

Professions and positions occupied
yripaBJIMOULT01
(ZT
605)
(DS
118)
yripaBlIOM
q3T4HareHT (DS 121) - CpHHaHCOBLI9 areHT

ZIOMOM

(DS
173) - pa6oHmq KOppeCIIOHzieHT
pa6KOP
(DS
73)-3aBezjyiomv04 xmjimm OTaejiom
3aBXHJIOTztejiom
3aBJ114T(ZT 507) - 3aBeziyiommýi JITITepaTYPHLIM OTztenom
nompex (ZT 509) - nOM01UH14Kpexmccepa

Power stations and roads:
rocyaapCTBeHHbIX
Mor9c (DS 142) - MOCKOBcKoeo6-beZXT4HeHT4e
T4'r4
(DS 278) 3emo-ABrax6maA

qjieKTpOCTaHIJ.

rmjjpo: DjieKTpOCTaHum3i

3Ar3c
xejie3Haq ziopora
TyPKCz6 (ZT) - TypKeCTaHo-CT46mpCKaq
Soviet life
Plan
first
Five-year
during
(ZT
the
553) - coined
MITMneTKa
IIPOCPC0103Ha3l KHMXKa (DS 67)
(ZT369)
CTeHra3eTa
- CTeHHaA ra3eTa
(DS
210) - reHepanbHTAýi
ztorOBOP
reHztoroDop
CTpaxoBaHme
COUCTpax (DS 212) - coumanbHoe
(DS
292) - cneumajibHaA
ozEemma
cneuollex,
aa

1.5.2.Use of existing abbreviations for special purposes.
for
special reasons.
Sometimes contemporary abbreviations are employed
In these instances, the authors not so much mock the abbreviations as put them
least
are of
at
or
into contexts where they contribute to the overall comic effect
is
below,
achieved
for
effect
interest
comic
In
the
examples
some
other reasons.
by juxtaposing an official abbreviation with an insignificant object or event:
nojioxeHHMýi

reHaoroBop

crieucpapTYK
rio reHzioroBop-Y
(DS

210)

- reHepajibHIbIqaoroDop -'general agreement'

crieumaJIMB01
crieucpaPTYK

cpaPTYK

-'special apron'.

reHepaJIBHIJq 210rOBOPis usually associatedwith serious decision-making and
if
to
However,
issuing
like
we
watchmen.
aprons
the
of
not with routine events
bureaucratic
the
recall
preoccupation with minor matters, this undoubtedly
funny combination of phrases is quite possible in reality.
AyKUROH
rjiaBHayKa
my301HLIMM

R

rJIaBHaYKTA...

(DS129)

(now obsolete)- <<rJIaBHoe yripaBneHme Hay4HIAMTI,
Hay4H0-xy)ao)KeCTBeHHIAMR
Onegetsthe
y,,ipexzieHRAM14>>.
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impression that sciencesare about to be auctioned. Cf. aYKUIIOH.
rnaBHayKofl.
opraHIMMHHutt
BuBecxa:
...
rocof;, b,Fn1jHFHME POrA M KOIIbITA

(ZT 597)

This Is the name of the organization established by Oý-,
tap, and this name is
have
It
bureaucratic
might
typical
clearly a parody of the
agency.
purposeless
been inspired by Mayakovsky's poem <(TpeCTLI)ý,which satirically attacked
by
1-"
an
such
useless((XBOCTOTpeCTL1).
perhaps
or
and
<(KOnL1TOTpeCTL1)).
%
expression as (Hit B por, Hit B KonLIM). Abbreviations with roc(rocynaPCTBeHHUt1) were popular in the 1920*s(they refer to various state
organizations). III and Petrov here create a contrast between this neologism and
'horns' and 'hooves':
raPHUTYP

...
rnapmaA-

CTOJIOBLIft -B

CTaproponcKoeOTneneHue
(DS72)

The abbreviationrnwiaft is comicIn itselL HereIt is mentionedalong
drinking
for
dining
the
tea,
furniture
most
is
with
necessary
so
room
which
importantactivity at so-called'business'meetings.
IleBYLUKII uupKy; utpoBanu mewny xpamom-M-CMR
6.
(mexcny
CPHJTHnnOBMM
KoonepaT11BOM,c(Kommyiiap)),
(DS 212)
116. EnticeeBUM).
mcno(now obsolete) MOCKOBCKHIIC0103nOTpe6HTenLCKHX
o6uieCTB. Cf. xpam MCnO. especially as the continuation is (<neBYLUKH
BH31THO
pyranim)).
Cf. also:
MCITO.
CTOJIOBYIO
B,c(nparyD.o6pa3LXOBYIO

...

(DS 143)

xaxilori
ne3lTenbHoCTII.
OHO.e.Ostap- RG)
M
TaKOff BHZI,
ynilLI1,1...
itmeJl
nepexonmi
i3oo6iue
6YZITo 6m BcA MOCKBa
TpaMBa3imH.
naMATHIlKamtl,
c ee
uepKOBKamll.
BOK3aiiamitit
moccPaiaiLiotaminamit.

Towia,

ug
MOCKse
B
lia 011HOR
yjzvLie
ecTi6

(a uoxeT HeT)
TaKOe meCTO:
CTORT ce6e TKXO 4cXBOCTOTpeCT)*.
a HaTIPOTUB BuBecxa
*cKO17UTOTpeCTa*.
5* IliaRKOBCKVIR.
4cTpeCTLI* (1923),
Co6paume
colvareirW7D rp; fir,3,auar; f

19.

Tomax.op.cit.,5,
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acpitwHumit

Tym6amit

co6panaa.

K Hemy Ha paYT.
(DS 180)

MOCCOBITIMM - MOCKOBCKIIII 3aBon cenLCKOXO3Af1CTBeHHoro
matu1111OCTpoeH11.
R. III and Petrov place a single animate noun
list
in
inanimate
This
a comic
results
nouns.
of
among a
mixture ot items (see Chapter Three, section 3.5. on semantic anomalies).
KoJTOHHa,.kiY? L!i6oTHiiKoR
rPY30BI[K.

-1
6LUT

HazieT 3enmlft
Ha XOTOPUR
cpaHePHUR napOB03 cepitit <(111)). Bce Bpem3i
nplt
3TOM Ha
Oanu.
HacKaKIlBall
D;
Ha MV!?
-%60TjjT1KOB
Tpyz, eHHHKoB ro6o3i it cpjzeVL'TU H3 camoro napOB03Horo
6pioxa Hecnitch Kpiwit. [ I
...

TYT. Ha rope ',MV'-4na6nTHV1YQB
B ne; 10 Bmewanc3i
(DS 86)
B11KTOpMuxaftnOB114.

Although MY3pa6OTHTIK is not confirmed in the dictionaries of
abbreviations, nevertheless It might have existed or was perhaps created by ll'f
and Petrov, by analogy with other abbreviations beginning with MY3 - e.g.
MY3JUITepaTypa. rOCMy3npoxaT. rpaMMY3113iiaHme,MY3JjienpeB, etc. 160
The comic effect is created with the periphrasis ((pa60THHKII ro6oii it
cpneftTLI)). in itself a parody on the quintessentially Soviet constructions of the
type ((pa60THMKit npmjiaBKa)), (DS 21).
In the next example, the abbreviation CPHHHHcrieKTOP- qjIlHaHCOBUR
14HcneKTOP- 'auditor'- is found in a verse of ((%aCTY1I1KH),
)' allegedly
performed on the radio:
Ha CTeHe Knonu cimejut

X

HaCOJIHue
iuypitgua.
Cb11HV1HCneKTQj21

y3penu

(DS48)

Cpa3yOKOHYPIIJIVICL...

ThecombinationofCP11HT1HcneKTOPwithKnOI7U

'bed-bugs,
aswell as
-

the presenceof the Church Slavonic word Y3peTB and the colloquial word
OKO'IYPIITLCA,

Sometimes

Makes

thewhole

verse stylistically

noteworthy.

is found but the
it is not the context in which an abbreviation
For example,
person who says It that makes it interesting.
a bucolic watchman
(cf. the use of connaTHK to address VorobyaninOV,
instead of
HeronqIU14tj
HeroAHLIA),
difficult
abbreviation
a
suddenly
such
as nopnpocpcox
pronounces
- nOPO*HLIA
xe; ie3HOZXOPOXHorO
KOM11TeT
pa6otivix
npocpCOI03a
TpaHCIIOPTa.

I&OCCp.
q.
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nJqTB

neTxpen11Tanpocimit HaHOBMftxny6.,
aa
He
4TO
BLIXOMMO.
TaM
He
mto.
%,.
xpea11Ta
-Z1oj2nj2otco'.
(DS292)
YTBepwnan.
Thisshowsthatsuchugly andcumbersome
abbreviations
evenpenetrated
(together
jargon, e.g. Kpen;tTa HeYTBepxnan)thelanguage
with bureaucratic
of peoplewho beforethe Revolutionwould neverhaveusedthem.
Thefollowingthreeabbreviations
provideexamples
of strongsatire. In a
In ZT thedull sloganshangingon thewallsareironically
canteen
KWIL111-11-anTiT.
Thesesloganswereextremelypopulardirectlyafterthe
RevolutionandtheydominatedeverySovietinstitutionregardless
of sizeor
(seesection1.18.on slogansandposters).
Purpose
6opiii,
IloKa mononmecynpyrit eme emi CPJ1OTCK1M
BLICOKO
rIOZIUMaRnowKit it neperimnUMACL, OCTan
HezioBom)Ho 1COCIMCA
pnBewalfflue
Ha KYJT1oT1MaKaTL1.
no CTeHam. Ha ojiHom 6unO HanucaHO:

con -. 11pyroft 6Liji
P01111HPCVT Ham

COCTaBjieH B CTuxaK

<((bj2VKTOEjLP.

(ZT 598)

It is obvious that the slogans have very little to do with culture. Clearly,
the authors are satirizing both the use of these posters as well as the silly title
KYJILTIMaKaTLI. Surely, HeKYn7>TnnaKaTM would have been a much better
name for them. Similarly, in the example below, III and Petrov sarcastically
portray overzealous but ignorant bureaucrats, ordering the demolition of rare
historical monuments:
6jiaroyCTPOftCTBa
K03J1OB.
3aBeayioujLijq
nonoTzienom
...
TmLaHisem KOTOPOrO HenaBHo 6m CHeceH en11HCTBeHHmt1
B ropone naM31TH14KCTaP11HL1- TpuymcpamHwi
apKa
enHcaBeT11HCKHX BpemeH. meinaBLuaq. no ero CJIOBam,
(DS 21)
YMNHOMY IlBuxeHHIO.
TeaTpy npeZICTOAJIO B nyTa nOKa3MBaTL nbeCLI. B
KOTOpLix nonyji3iP113OBanacL uneA rmatimoa(DS220)

roM
M- rocynaPCTBeHHL1113a M -'state lending'. The authors
satirize the attempts to make everything, even theatre plays, topical, that is, to
make them politically relevant, socially useful and ideologically sound to the
point of ruining the artistic content completely. (Cf. the description of the
performance of Cogol's ocN<eHT1TL6ai,
by
the same theatre group in DS, Chapter
)
Thirty).

'"Italics bY III
and

rctTov.
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The character who uses abbreviations most frequently is Ostap. He is
completely familiar with them (just as he is with other aspects of contemporary
language) and makes use of them to pass an ironic comment on the artist who
paints with oats:
Bit.%+,.
y. npOXOIIIIT
He will use an abbreviation

ynatiHo.

as an excuse to leave Gratsatsueva:

BHe3aIIHUII
aoKnall
,

(ZT374)

OT-be3n nO BLI30BY ueHTpa.
B Manom CoBnlýKoiie.

He6onnuotl
(DS 86)

or to impress Ellochka, and to get her chair.
It OCTan o6eman
v6Hoft
X033TAKe
otiapOBaTe;
nozapTITL
...
iiecKonKO
COT UIOJIKOBLIX KOKOHOB, swo6w
Y36eKMCTaHa.
nplfMeHmix
emy npencenaTeneMJJJJK.

(DS 163)

or to explain to the Rumanian guard at the border.
6exaBuiuft
H3 MOCKOBCKOtt
- Jq CTapurt npocpeccop.
Hgya', Eft-6ory. ene BLIPBaJIC311
(ZT 603-604)
Koreyko's Illegal activity in ZT is also described with the help of several

abbreviations. Koreyko!s powerful use of languageto manipulate others and
achievehis ends is apparent, though the abbreviationsappear in narrative
descriptionand not in direct
speech:
B TpeCTaX OH 3amwiaji
ziorOBOPLI Ha noCTaBKY
XTUATTDQaYKToi3 H nonynan
cupi6e no TBepzxori ueHe.
CCY11LIOH TOxe nonyman.
OxieHi-

MHorO

OTHumananepenpoziaxa
BpemeH11
nonytieHHorocupLAHa roci-apozw no yzieCATepeffllOrl
UeHe...
no npouctueCTMutrona 6aHKitIt TpeCTIJ B3LImenvi
zenaHueY3HaTL,
6narOTBOPHO
OTpa3miacb
HacKonLKo
Ha paMfTue
oKa3aHHa3i
eil
<<PeBaHL11)),
np2mapTenu
HeHY; KziaeTCA ; 111
cPnHaHCOBa3t
It
i nOMOLUL
u
cwpLeBa;
3ZIOPOBLIJI
tiaCTH11K

eLue

B

KaKom -jiu6o

cozieftTBUH.

(ZT 340)
3Cl4MrIPOAYKTU
- xvimittiecKme
roC3aBOZILI
- rocynapCTBeHHLie

IIPORYKTLI.
3aBOZILI.

rlpomapTeny, - not confirmed in dictionaries. Possibly,this is an III and
Petrov'sneologism,
analogousto npom6aHK, rIPOMCTpOrImaTepuajiLr.
nPOMTOBapLi.
npOhfq3HHnnaH,
etc.,i.e. npom < npomLjjjjneHHLItL
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1.53.111and Petrov'sown abbreviations.
Many neologisms found In DS and ZT are legitimate titles of various
Soviet government agencies and their employees. The most interesting
is
it
that
these
Petrov's
Il'f
and
abbreviations are
stump-compounds,
own
and
In
the
abbreviations.
pervasive use of
clearly reveal the authors' attitude toward
for
film-scenario
the
their
they
mania
aitpmo.
mock
Kynonom
unoz
abbreviation formation With a character whose speech is saturated With
reductions and neologisms to the point of incomprehensibility:
Paeluca. Ho Bce-TaKII TU XOTq 6m paccicaxii, KaK mm
6y,aem X31TB.
31 CKameftK11H. 0. mu 6yzxem X11TT>3amexiaTenwo.
14TP. COCT010 14TC, Cny"NCYB HKrIC, itmew 3P, 3anucanc3i
B P)KCKT - ozHum cjioBom, ezem. 112

One of their short satirical stories deals With a government agency entitled
K11001T, whose employees have no idea what these letters stand for and are only
interested in the privileges of their position as employees of this institution.
In DS and ZT, the authors' own abbreviations are usually similar in
appearance and meaning to 'real-life' ones, but are often longer as a result of the
(<
14epHo(<CTapropozimift)
addition of the stumps CTapor
'qepHoMopCK) added to them, for example:
M17477)
IlepHOTOpr-mepHoropOlICKItriTOprOBLIrt..
(DS 68)
CTaPKOMX03
(DS 30)
CTapneTKOMUCC1131
(DS 43)
CTapco6ec
(DS 28)

areHT CTapry6P03UCKa

Although ry6pO3LICK is a legitimate abbreviation, it becomes even more comic
With CTap- added to it, as this makes one think of CTapux ry6 P03LICK -'the
search of old lips', instead of (OTaen) CTapropOnCKOM ry6epHCKoro
yronOBHoro P03LICKa. The same can be said of the following compound:
(DS 29)

CTapry6CTpax
which most likely meansfear
existed 113).

lips'(cf
old
of

MocrykTpax,

Which actually

In DS, Ostap is introduced to Al'khen's wife as <(TOBapmu H3
ry6noxapa)), (DS 50). ry6noxap
is created along the lines of other
abbreviations beginning with-U& < ry6ePHCK11ft. However, this neologism
'Qg. 11;
IbcP li E. rieTPOB,
163CCp.
q.

«Iloa

Kynonom

UllpKa»,

C%V, 3,480.
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is
This
has
lips',
'burning
notion
which
erotic associations.
makes one think of
her
Obstap
introduction,
immediately
the
an
pays
after
confirmed when,
ambiguous compliment:
AKOB;
AneKcaHnp
CawxeH,
ieBII%I,
cKa3an
n03HaKOMI6C3IC TOBapittuem 113rv6nnn: ap_L

OCTan aPTSICTIViecKit pacKnaHA; icA C X033TAKOVI
noma it o6-b3iBitn eVI TaKoft njiuHmomitti u
nByxcmLicneHHmft KOMnjutmeHT, MTOnaxe He cmor
(DS
49)
11OBeCTitero 110KOHLLa.
tlYTLe noziCKa3UBaeT mHe BCTpetiy c HeTaKTUMHUMH
Konxomwamit
it npolimmit o6paMOBLIMit rpaxnaHamii.
Kpome Toro, um He no Hac. no itx o6LueCTBeHHmm
6POZIRT
Yro.aL.qm
cewtiacmHoronvicnemnae

6pitranw,
co61tpwi
J11ITepaTypHue
itMY3LiKanmue
xaHTaT.
t oropoimix
maTepuanu nnq arnono-z-ým
(ZT 517)

In the aboveexample,the authors createthe neologism arponoa-ma agrarian poem', similar in construction to actual neologismssuch as
arPOnYHKTLI.arPOTexHIIKa, arpoMIIHIImym. arpoKypcu, arpoyKnaTenit,
etc. Thesereflect the Soviet leadership'sdesire to improve the standardsof
Soviet agriculture.

in
which
Anotherexampleof a self-contrasting
aBTOTenera,
neologism
aBTOclashes
with Tenera:
KaK
Ilo-Bitnumomy. ap6aTOBULI He npenCTaBJ131JIHce6e.
B Tpe3BOM
3TO mozHo
aBTOMo6itneMrHe3nOM
nonL3OBaTLcA
ViltTanit
K03jieBuxia
Bvine,It
apToTens-ry
BeCTUce63i
HYWHO
pa3BpaTa.rne o6313aTejiLHO
HBoo6uxe
pa3yxa6uCTO.
HenOTpe6HueKpHKH
itwiaBaTb
(ZT
324)
X113M.
npo,xitraTb
CKym6pueBRxI.
06mliHorpo6 nonlIeP.N.
nnexiamH
-ItBanit
[
]He
KOTOPLIR
...
Bom3e,Bepnara it camnonLixaeB,
Ha
noII4HHeHHLIMH
CTLlziitjicA
nOKa3MBaTLCApAnom
c
pa3JI114HLIX
212H22211aX.(ZT 466)
LueCTBI[AXIt 11021141Y.
nOJIRTKapHaBan
two
'political
contrasting
contains
notions:
carnival'
(carnival).
The
'Hercules'
light-hearted
Something
(political)
serious
and
demonstration
but
bureaucratism,
the
death
all
to
employeescontinue
proclaims
with their Ownbureaucraticpractices.The demonstrators
are only 'playing'at a
Politicaldemonstrationas the neologismneatlymakesclear.
Someof the authors'creationsaremoredifficult to pronouncethan standard
neologisms;
they arefunny becausetheyareso similar to the kind of unwieldy
abbreviations
we haveseenearlier.
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(DS72)
(DS270)

ceKpeTapbCTaPnPO11KOMry6a
aBTo6yc3aKaBTOPTIPOMTOpra

Thisabbreviationcouldpossiblybe decipheredas 3aKaBKa3CKHR
aBTOmo6unHunnpommuneHHURTOprOBMft-in otherwords,It is concocted
from the stumpsof popular and frequentlyusedwords.

decipher.
hard
Someof III andPetrov'scomicabbreviations
to
are
(DS
205)
nOTempa6OTHIM
Possibly
CB31311.
pa60THHK
noiTaMTaIt Te;iecpOHHOrt
H3DO3onpomuuj;

(DS 88)

ieHHV1K

Possibly 113BOTiRK it npomuLuneHHT1K.

(DS281)

TiqKoonepauim
PossiblyTV1CP03Ha3:
t Koonepauim.

(DS209)

repmymy
< repacumit Mymy- thetitle of a huntingjournal.

(DS 251)

(Ostap's
nT11-1UBO)),
invention)
u

Probably created along the lines of WTIB-BO< XTIBOTHOBOZICTBO.
O-BO <
o6111eCTBO.
etc.
(ZT 430)

ranaHTITPOM

This is the name of a private shop, probable derivation < ranaHTepeftmirt
npomutuneHHUR.

and

(ZT 430)

KaHu6ym

Another private shop. Possible derivation < KallueJUIPCKne it 6ymaxHme
npliflazineXHOCTIL Probably coined by analogy with rjiaB6ym.
14iieHLi accouitauviH

Tea- It KHHOKPIITHKOB

(DS 213)
(DS 269)

Teapa6OTHIIK

Possibly TeaTpaji LHU R pa6OTHHK ? Cf. TeaBY3, TeaMOHTaxc
)Kejie3HOJ1OP, OXH; 1KOB oneKalOT
YNFUM-rbCO: KH...

'64a. their
abbreviation of *cTeaTp mpemmil
Chukovsky,
op. cit, 636.

POAHLie um

H cpaPbQl7Uor;

(ZT 311)

by
Cited
fun.
for
Ttlcp
jjjo as
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KoHnIlTepcKastccno. " 6LIBLUaA(d5oii6oHaeBapC0BII)>
(DS 92)
Cnnomoft rocn1ý2iiLlPeTmeT!
(DS
61)
...
POIeSOV'S
'Clever'exclamation,a mixture of rocnpOMX03 - Z-QSYnapCTBeHHoe
IIBeTmeT;
X03AtICTBo
UaT
13,
(now
(or
nD0MMcnoBoe ný!QiiutuneHHoe)
and
obsolete)or LIBeTmeTNpoeKT- rocynapCTBeHHoeiiaytIHO-TeXHIPiecKoe
rocynaPCTBeHHLIrI
u3naTenI6CTB0
HHCTHTYT
YYPATHorl
jjp-jannyprmt and
no npoeKTHPOBamuonpennpIIATIIVI-=H0rI
=annypruH
respectively.
(DS215)
cP3YKPYnT
Surprisingly, some of III and Petrov's abbreviations are completely
unclear to the modem reader and it Is difficult to guesstheir meaning, even with
the help of the context in which they appear. Perhapsthis is the authors' way of
satirizing the confusion createdby neologisms.
Occasionally,III and Petrov createa neologism by further reducing an
already abbreviatedconstruction. For example:
3=11I. q
(ZT
325)
xaKoro-H; t6ynh coBcnyxa...
COBCJIYX <

COBcnywataufl <

COBeTCKUrt

cnywaiwift.

A successful,clever and funny pseudo-abbreviationis III and Petrov's
gem CPOPTIM6pacnpit Ymcnonorace. 'Me authors pretend they are unaware
that theseare the namesof literary characters(Fortinbras from 'Hamlet' and
Umslopogaasfrom H. Rider Haggard's novel 'Allan Quatermain' and that they
are parodying the theatre noticesof the 1920's. III and Petrov composedthe
following notice for the performanceof the play 'Marriage' by the Columbus
theatre:
'XEHMTbBA
TeKCT - H.B. roroji3i

CTIIXII - M. IUepi1iejiqq3aMOBa
JIIITMOHTax
9.
AHTHOXIMCKOrO
MYMKamlioe
MBaHoB
X.
conpoBoxilemie
ABTOP cneKTaKJIA
CeCTPHH
HIM
BeLLLeCTBeHHoe
cum6ueBMI
ocpopwiellue
CHHameB114
Me6e; n,
CIDOPTHH6paca
npu
upeBeCHLIX
maCTePCKIIX
Ya4vionorace
(DS 215)
mi. Ban]Ejacapa.

Ymcjionorac

is especially
funny
Yma -'the dying
of the brain', or norac
intentionally'.
After the publication
of
became
vogue words (see section 1.22. );

it makes one think of yracaHH;
(going
c ymLicnom
off)
-'dying
DS, these two pseudo-abbreviations
they were used as proper names for
because

'"In the dictionaries
of abbreviations consulted, only CCrl present, but no CCIIO.

4
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incompetent institutions'" as well as nicknames for ugly and meaningless
for
his
Chukovsky
the
title
chapter on
of
abbreviations.
chose vYmcnonoram)
abbreviations In his booktoKSIBOR xaK X113H]6)>.

In the following section we continue the discussion of neologisms.

1"4YKOBCKHV4
op. cit, 637.
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1.6. NEOLOGISMS 11. CONVENTIONAL
FORMATION.

METHODS OF WORD

1.6.1. Introduction.

In addition to forming new words from initial letters or from stumps,
conventionalmethods of word formation were also widely employed during the
1920'sand 1930's. TheseInclude affixation (suffixation and prefixation) as well as
compounding whole words. In this Introductory section, we shall briefly review
the main groups of post-revolutionary neologisms before turning our attention
to ll'f and Petrov's original contributions in the novels.
1.6.1.1.Formation of newwords with the help of suffixes.
After the Revolution, the feminine suffix -=-tvas
new words such as:

often used to create

G.
e.
Teycynica.
WITIMeTKa, HeYBS13Ka.
o6e3JIHn<a,
Teycy,4uegena)
The same suffix can also refer to people:
naPT; IIIKa. neHnHKa. BLIZIBimewca
A common masculine suffix of Russian origin is -21L_-.vhich covers a wide
range of social groups, such as:
napTmeu. neHI[HeLI. BLIZIBimeHeu. KOMMYHOTzieneu<
KOMMYHOTjieji (cf. ZT 395)
Cf-qJOPTHH6paCOBeu
(DS 213) < CI)OPTIIH6pacnpu Ymcnonorace.
Another such masculine suffix is im
(ZT298)
aj=4nyjjtUjjK
xanTypnXII)c (DS 207)
Usually, however, this suffix -iw refers to representatives of professional
people and political activists, for example:
nepeziomiK, maccoBuK
-PH" I<

(an old suffix formerly
used with objects, e.g %ai! HHK, KOcpeIIH; IK- but after the
Revolution associated
feminine
The
in
well).
as
equivalent ends
with people
11XIII.
KOJIXOMim

emmonutimm.

o6LtjLeCTBeHHHK.
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(applies to both animate and Inanimate objects):
CKOPOCLUIlBaTen.

04K0BTT1paTe;i7,.

The suffix -=,, nn was frequently used to form abstract nouns: (usually
with a negative connotation):
LCTBo.
corn auj aTen
0'IK0DTIIpaTenKTB0.

npicnoco6newieCT130.

Amongtheborrowedforeignsuffices(-wnf. -11cm -anTIA. -21012. -212for
aPT- - 01100, -113m
-TICT
for
its
counterpart
proveduseful phenomena,
humans. Although they were usedprior to the Revolution'67
in suchborrowed
foreigntermsasmoHaPX113M/-HCT, mapKCT13M/-HCT, etc., after 1917they
becamebe attachedto Russianrootsto form suchneologismsas:TP0IIKH3M/6LITOB113M,
HanneBV13M, XB0CTH3M/-T4CT,
HCT,'tier,uCT,6oni6weBU3m,
OT30BI13M, MINICT.

Quitea numberof verbswereformedby adding-iY3Tij2oPaTi.
and the
Germ.
is
the
by
This
corresponding
to
suffix equivalent
nouns adding
(<French
-jA=
suffices-I&r and -isation respectively):
6ojuLueBI1311p0BaTL.
C0BeTH311P0BaTL,
TIHAYCTPnanII3aunH,

COBeTT13aam.

Verbsformedwith Russiansuffixesinclude:
M11THHrOBaTio (DS10)
xa; I'rYpHu4aTL, (DS207)
6ecnpij3opHH%iaTL.
Other suffixes used by educated Bolsheviks include the foreign =ED_r_and11=11;

60JITajior /-IIH,

Tpenojior/

modelled on q3pa3eonorun.
a Russian suffix. '")

167
Heller seesthe

suffix -=

-wt-

(Cf. epyHIIIICTHKa and r; iynmCTHKa formed with

as a good e=mple of the transformation of the Russian language in

the Soviet Period
and as an attempt by the authorities to manipulate the Soviet people Is thinking
through the use
of language. He claims there were only seventy nine words in DalWs dictionary
ending in -11.111-whitcin Ushakov's (1935 1940) dictionary which he
3peJloro
calls acnoupl,
CTa:j11H%3ma)bthey
numbered four hundred and fifteen. See hl. Heller, MazjtJ1113 M BrfmT; fKtf
(Overseas Publications Interchange Ltd., London,
1985), 275.

'"CenRuieB,

op. dt.,, 53.
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The suffix -am previously was found only in words of French origin (such
19), 16'
but after the Revolution,
as a6opaax , riaccax iuaHTax, axHOTax (DS
it was associated with collective nouns:
JIHCTax,

'KHCTPYKTax.

as well as a word popular to the present day - nozxxajizmax. Im
Note also the use of the German suffix 'mann' in H9nmaH
(H:9nmaHLua
17,
>>.
H:
DnT4CT
did
Mayakovsky
in
also existed) which
not succeed changing to <<
New abbreviations gave rise to new words in which suffixes denoted
workers in the institutions concerned ( -gli-or -Tim ess frequently -xiiw. -U-Im<
for men, zza for women):
rIOJIT4TOTzteneu,
KOMMYHOT,

aeneu

paqKOmoBeu,3aBKOMOBea,
(ZT 395),xeHOTz1eJIKa.

Renewal of the language was pursued with -greatzeal in the first postrevolutionary decade,and many suffixes were changed or replaced. For example,
in the 1920's,the word MOJIOZM31K
Likewise,
the
the
monozemb.
word
replaced
adjective mojioae)KHMq was substituted by MOJIOZJHAum01.However, both
forms
in
by
the
the
MOJIUMum4ý4 and MOJIOZH31K
old
return
of
ousted
were
the 1930's. The same was true of xaJITYPMT4K which in the 1920'swas turned
into xaJITYPH14Kbut later reverted back to its original form. It is featured in DS
in its original form (DS 207).
1.6.1.2.Formation of new words with the help of prefixes.
Formation of new words by means of prefixes was not as widespread as the
formation with suffixes. Most frequent was the formation of verb-neologisms
with the prefix_.Q:: (OKYJILTYPHTL,OTOBaPHTL),(npopa6OTaTb (ZT 525),
(pn6napxTb
(ZT597)) and
nPOBepHYT1>),
Uel2e- (nepeocm1JCJI14T10,.
Pa27
especially2a- (3a6poCT4Tb(people, goods), 3ammeTb,3ageJIaT1>C3T,
3aCH31TL,
3acjiy1uaTb, etc.) In his q cýejibeTOH 0 A31AKeH KPHT14Ke>)(written in 1929),
K. Fedin emphasized the widespread popularity of this prefix:
EZIBaim He cammm MO21Hbim
nocnepeBORIOUROHMAM
cnoBe"iKOM3iBjiqeTC31npT4CTaBKa((3a>>.U rioBe3JIOHe
rIO 3acjiyram. 171
Popular foreign prefixes for forming nouns and adjectives included
for example in:
al2XT4-.allTT4-. YJTLT12a-,

"9Chukovskyquotes pearax
and oxzB; iAx from theatreterminology. 11yKOBCKH9,
Op.cit., 585.
17OCf.
also III and PetroVs neologism Ko6engy. (DS211).
"A. Humesky, Mayakovsky his
and
neologisms,(RausenPublications, New York, 1964),34.
172K.
op. cit.
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aPXT4HejienBir4, YJILTpa-CHHXýi
(cf. III and
(DS 41), YJILTpa
Petrov's-vjiT,T12a-q2T4ojieToBLiýr4
-iieBbie,
apxT4noiiijimt4,

allTmornamaTenbcKmil,

allTx6ojibiueBXCTCK14r4,

aIlTi4coBeTCKRR.

favourite
Lenin's
Apxxnomjimýi
and was often used for neologism
was
formation, thus producing such unlikely combinations as apxm-6aHZIRT
and
aPXR-KaK CKBePHO.173

The German prefix 2Lp_- was also popular (e.g. o6epriJIYT, o6epnpeziaTeni,. ) and it was often translated into Russian CBepx - (e.g.
(ZT602).
cBepxLuy6a
CBepxueHTpaJlH3M,cDepxrJIYrIOCTL,cBepx-jieBbIq, Cf.
Frequent use was made of the negative particle_jj.Qz as in the the
following:
HenaPTMr4HLIr4,
HeczlaTxiHK,
He6e3pe3YJILTaTHBIr4.
HenpojieTaPCKT4iI,He6onLLueBHTCKT4ti
etc.
Certain mainly positive-meaning words acquired unusual syntactic
colourings with this negative particle attached to them:
HenojiyxieHme, HerIPMHATze, HerIPMHaHze,
HenpmmeHeHxe, HeHaKa3aHze.
Vinokur attributes this to the influence of bureaucratic language with its
frequent use of awkward noun constructions-"
1.6.1.3.Formation of neologisms by compounding whole words.
The creation of neologisms by compounding whole words is done in
several ways, most often by joining vowels o and g_(ofthe type riapoxozi,
nemexozi, etc.), as in:
ziomoyripawieHme, caMOKPMTHKa,caMOYCTpaHeHi4e,
KpaciioapmeqcKHýi, 6ejioapmHA, camoyripaMeHxe.
New nouns were formed from more than two roots (unusual prior to the
Revolution), e.g:
m3icoxjiaiio6or4H3T (DS 71), q; ieKTPOBOIIO;iexieHme,
rzzipo9jieKTpoueHTpa;
iL.
Some complex compound words representing a conjunction of several
ideas were left hyphenated:

"'Cejinue%

op. cit., 129. He also quotes (page 53) the following words from LeniWs language
aPX14T31XK%9,aPXXCYBepeHHL19,apxzHeBePHO, but gives no references as to their sources.
'74514HOKYP,
KyzLTypa pevpr, op. cit., 138.
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pa6oxie-KpeCTbAHCKRM-,
Hapomio-ziemoKpaTTiTiecKT4rI,
ibHmýi (DS 131).

KYnbTYPHO-nPOCBeTXTe;
include

Double noun compounds were constructed on the same basis. These

concoctions like T136a - HHTa; iLHA, qoa6pT4Ka - KYXHA (ZT 369), xaTa
inspired
these
iia6opaTOPT431;
probably
some of III and Petrov's
numerous
(see Chapter Three, section 3.7).
comic double noun compounds

Ill and Petrov's own neologisms.
III and Petrov relied mostly on conventional methods of word formation,
that is, they used productive morphemes - suffixes, prefixes and word roots.
They did not invent words for the sake of novelty; nor did they produce any
artificial neologisms or 'metalogical language' words (the so called <<3aym H149
175of certain symbolists or futurist writers such as Khlebnikov, Bely and
A311K>>
Kruchenykh 176) These writers deliberately erchewed literary traditions, 177unlike
.
III and Petrov who followed the well-established practices of classical authors
such as Pushkin (e.g. rionyriognei. L -half a scoundrel', T3iXeJI03BOHI<oe 'heavily clanging'), Gogol (3e; ieHOKyZjPi>ie (of trees) -'with green curly hair'),
Saltykov - Shchedrin (roJIOBOTAn 'stupid and careless person',
6jiarorjiynOCTI>
neHKOCHmmaTejn -'pseudo-radical social parasite',
-solemn
6JIMHoell
Chekhov
(KYnxIxxoo6pa3Ha3i
nonsense'),
-'like a merchant's wife',
'pancake-eater') and Mayakovsky (a:Dpocmnea -'flying bicycle',
171

nP03acez[aBuiHecA -'those who have spent too long in session').
III and Petrov's neologisms are easily understood by readers and do not
require special explanations; at the same time, the neologisms found in IDSand
ZT are far from conventional. Each original neologism is constructed from
easily-recognizable components and contains a clever twist, and while these
neologisms make one aware of the great linguistic potential of the Russian
language, they also show the artistic restraint of the authors. III and Petrov
create a 'different' word which is in some degree similar to an already existing
one:
(He

M rimcaTeim mcKajim

J3jJgYMLIBajixm
a mmeHHo
MCKaJI14, TaK KaK HeojIorH3MOB
B RX A3LIKeHeT)
9TO
614
B rojioBi>i
CJIOBO,

oapyroe>>

npmLtijio
KOTOpoeHe

"'Shansky's reference to
Shansky,
M.
N.
Russian
IeVcology
(Pergamon
see
3131>IK>>,
<<3aYMHLI9
Press,Oxford, 1969), 122.
"6Cf. 6yzeTJ13IHe, peKa-i,
coHor, mo6aBxua, OXOTaPL, KpwiapL, of Khlebnikov and eym (i. e.
lillies) of Kruchenykh (Kpy,, ieHLix, Zlmlapag; IH CJI0Ba KaK -raxoBoro (MOCKBa, 1913). For
these and other Khlebnikov's neologisms, see R. Vroon, Velinlir Khlebnikov's
key
a
shorter poems:
to the coinages (Michigan Slavic Materials, No-22, Ann Arbor, University
1983).
Michigan,
of
"Cf. the Futurist
manifesto ollomeHXHa o6meCTBeHHOMY BKYCY>>,MOCKBa, 1912, and their
programme of word creations.

...Examplesof Pushkin Mayakovsky's
neologismscited by Shansky,op. cit., 120-121.
-
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6onbiiie, 14 OHo nomorano T4mco3ziaBaTL o6pa3bl
179
HOBH3HOjj.
3PUmbie m BrietiaTJIMomme
CBoer4
When Gurovich saysthat there are no neologismsin the languageof Il'f
and Petrovhe presumablymeansthere are no metalogicallexical fabricationsof
the futurists, aswe saw above.
Himomy

1.6.2.1. Creation of Il'f and Petrov Is neologisms by means of suffixation.

Il'f and Petrov make use of suffixes in several different ways. Firstly, they
For
from
to
example:
verb.
an existing
may use suffixes create a noun-neologism
OXMYP3110T[
- KPHKHYJI

Cambiq
oxmypex
oxmYpex

OCTari, CrIYCKaAcb

mzeTl

c

neCTHHUM.

(ZT 451)

< OXMYP31TL-'to cloud, to obscure', cf. rpa6exc, HepTex.

In the example below both a noun and a verb formed from the noun
is
how
Ostap
)
This
(coll.
dog',
i.
'stud'
Ko6e; n -male
and metaph. are present.
e.
refers to Vorob'yaninov after the latter's evening with Liza:
BpeM31 ZIJISI
Ha=114
yxe
rOBOPio.
IIPOCTO
B BaiiieM B03paCTe
Ko6enmponTL

06 ayKumoiie
Ko6emuKal
BpeZXHO!
=LemL>

A

Beper%Te

He

CBoe

WjopoBbel...

(DS 211)

Ko6enMPOBaTb.

in
Soviet
foreign
the
Note
this
m6ein
suffix
the popularity of
> Ko6e; IA>K.
riozixajimmax.
epoch (just as that of -jujLor
- xynxax,
-anmi
Secondly, as shown in the previous example, Il'f and Petrov also created
new nouns from existing nouns by attaching or replacing a suffix. In the next
example, by adding the suffix -T4:3m oa noun signifying a person, they create a
neologism referring to an 'ideology':
Tpm
KaK
meCAija
i3am
HpaBHTCA 9TOT amcboHcT43m?
ero, rim
XRBeT 3a moýi cxieT. TpT4 meCAua A KOpmjiio
Tenepb
R BOCIIRTLIBwo,
B
14 9TOT a.J7b±OHC CTaHOBTMCA
(DS 257)
TpeT1,10 nOMUMIO M 3aABJ13ieT, MTO OH...
143M is usually used to form ideological nouns (e.g.
hereto a; iicpOHC (an
; ieHUH143M, mapKC143M, KOMMYHM3m, etc. ) its application
'pimpism'
'an
ideology
argot term for 'pimp') creates a new sentiment
or
of
living at someone else's expense'!
blend of a criminal
The unlikely
slang word
(see section 1.11. ) with a suffix usually connected with philosophy
or ideology
makes this neologism
((aJIbq3OHCZ3M>> a 'true gem'.

Since the suffix -

Another neologism of the same type is 6aKeH6apZ1MCT, formed from the
6aKeH6ap;
noun
jm -'side-burns':
179rypOBKn, Op.
cit., 127.
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Ha 6jiezimix
napacpHHOBLIX iitei<ax
6aKeH6aj2.
zju.
rIP14JIH'IHLie cemie

ero nomeu. ýajimcL
(ZT 365)

PeIIIHB, HTO rIPHLUJIO Bpem3i zxe'RCTBODaTL, DeJIHKT49
Mm6lMaTOP
BLICTYrIHJI 143-3a ziepeBa m nozxBaTT4JI
6aKeH6apimcTa
(ZT 366)
B cBox moryHme o61ATLA.
By adding the suffix-z-qu,
usually signifies a follower of a certain
-which
ideology (KOMMYHMCT, allaPXHCT, MOHapxT4CT, etc. ), III and Petrov create
Furthermore, since sid(Cburns
another comic and incongruous neologism.
figure so prominently in Khvorob'ev's description, the word 6aKeH6ap'UVICT
feature
his
this
metonymically
countenance and
concentrates only on
of
consequently diminishes him. Note also the incongruous combination
M14HT4CTePCKoeJITIUO UlBetlaapa
KOHcepBaTOPUM.

The addition of an animate suffix to an inanimate noun can create
neologisms which classify human beings:
M HaIIPOT14B6eZIHOrO rajiaHTepetiU-UIKa, KOTOPLI'rl He
cxzEeji Kpome
riepeCTaBaii yze ZPOHxtieCKM y; im6aTBC31,
rIOCTI>IZIHOrO
z tiaCOBLU14KC
Kapamiainmm-eme
BOTKHYTOrl

Brim

JIYMýi.
xiepHOýl

(ZT 430)

KapaHzia1UHMK < KapaHZIMII -'pencil'; thus the owner of a stationery shop
(ZT
414)
RycA
Koetimma,
Koe"Mua

< KOýMa -'bed', cf. ztBoemmua.
Ymcnoriorace
CýOPTRH6pac
iipm
CPOPT'RH6paCOBeu<
OCTarI Bpe3aJICA B oxiepeab, paCTOnKan
Q2opTvH6paCOBuei3.

(DS 213)

In the examplesbelow, the useof suffixesdoesnot actually lead to new
neologisms. However, the reasontheseexamplesare included is two-fold:
firstly, to show how the repeateduse of one word with slight variation can add
more colour and enhancethe humour, and secondly,to show how the choiceof
a diminutive suffix is dictatedby the context. This scenetakesplace aboardthe
ship 'Skryabin'when Ostap,who wants to go aboard,realizesthat the corpulent
manageris searchingfor a painter:
Toi3apau-M
BeHziep.
3aopaji
KOTOPOMY XYZIO)KHT4K HyxeH.

Bbi!
-

In
Bbi! : EocTeHwT4ýi!

l4epe3 rI31Tb M14HYT BeJIXKMýl KOM6MHaTOP ci4zEeJI B
6eJIOq KaIOTe TojicTeHI>KOrO 3aBeayiomero
X0330ICTBOM riiiaByxierO TZpaxa 14ziorOBapmBaJIC31 06
ycjioBz3ix
pa6OT16I.
3Hatll4T.
TOBapzuý, - rOBOP14JI TOJTCT31_MOK,,
- Ham OT
Bac nOTpe6yeTCA c; ieziyioiuee:
HC1'IOJIHeHi4e
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xyzioxeCTBeHHIJXri;

iaKaTOB,

Haarizceq

R OKOHnaHT4e

(DS223)

TpaHcriapaHTa.
MCrIIJTIJBa3i
HoBoro

zEeTCKYIO

XYZtOXHHKa

pazEoCTb,

jiytie3apnim

TOJICT3TK

CMOTpeji

Ha

Mmizjom.
(DS 224)

As he offers further improved conditions to Ostap,he is given a more
affectionatesuffix:
6ecrinaTHLIq
Ho,
Kpome TOro, eiiýe
CTOJI, - riociiellIHO
go6aBRJI TOJICTYHHT4K. -R OTzxeJIT>HaA KalOTa. (ZT 224)

Ostap agreesto perform the work of a painter as long as his boy-assistant is
allowed to accompany him. On seeing the 'boy, (i.e. Vorob'yaninov), the
manager is far from happy:
BOT 9TO Baui
rI0403PXTejn>Ho.

maMtIRK?

- cripocmji

3aBX03

ManbHmK,
KTO
OCTari,
Iox?
ri;
CKa3an
pa3Be
6POCHT
CKaxeT, HTO 9TO zieBoTiKa, rIYCTL nepBbOl
B
(DS 225)
meHA KameHb!

Here the authors parody. biblical expression'll)(see section 2.4., page 318).
TOJTCT31K-YrPIOMO
OTOmeji.

(DS 225)

Thus Ostap's delight with the situation is conveyed by the affectionate
diminutives he mentally applies to the 3aBX03, whose emotions nevertheless
do not merit them.
1.6.2.2. Creation of neologisms with the help of prefixes.

In the creationof original neologisms,prefixes are less commonly used
than suffixes. In general,there are three ways in which prefixes are used:the
additon of preficesto verbs,the addition or omissionof the negativeparticle Heand the addition of zo-gy- and jieýi6 to nouns and adjectives.
OccasionallyIl'f and Petrov invent their own prefix. When Ostap reads
the advertisement((Bx, nPOKamyk>-'Hey, I'll give you a ride!'- on Kozlevich's
car,he getsthe desireto (<3X-rIP0KaTXTBC31>>:
OTOýiZ114,
K0311eBHH.
yrpiomo
CKa3an
To
3axiem)Ke BIArIOCTaBimm
eCTLKaK 9TO((0T09ZXM>>?
Ha CBo0l MOJIOT%jiKe
peKiiaMHoe Kji0lmo ((Z)x,
npoKaxiy1>>MoxeT 614TB,MIAC rIPWITenem xenaem
COBepuiDITL
zenoDyio noeWIKY? MoxeT 6MT16,
MIA
menaem mmeHHO
(ZT 326)
ýoX-nl2QKaTTMCA?
18john8:7.
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In the novel, Ostap gets the credit for the creation of this term, and
Kozlevich is so appreciative that he smiles for the first time in months!
On one occasion Il'f and Petrov remove the prefix He- from a noun to
which it is an integral part; another neologism results:
Mypjibixia KaKYIO-TOqeriyxy 0 3aCToe B 6apaHOHHO6y6; iT4'1iHOM,
aejie, KTic;IqpCnuti noculmn CTpaiiiHLix
3HaKOM11eB
B 3KMnax c riocepe6pAHHLIMM ciixuamu m
(DS 279)
noZEHO)KKOý1
m rioDe3 MX K rope RaBwia.
3HaKOmeu < HeMaMmeu -'a stranger'. Of course the authors could have
chosenthe existing positive form of the noun (MaKOMTie), but this does not
give the same comic effect.
Another way of creating a neologism is to add non 'half', to nouns or
adjectives that do not admit such a division. Presumably, by analogy with
temporal words like no; iyiacoBoq < iacoBoýrl-half-hourly', III and Petrov
createrIO;IYOTBeTCTBeHHMti< OTBeTCTBeHHLIq-responsible', as can be seen
in the next two examplesbelow (seealso page 95):
C OKT3i6pLCKOrO

(BOK3ana

RG)
- 1B11CKaKMBaeT
OH ripi4exaji
ITO;IVoTBeTcTBeHHT: -iVi pa60THHK
M3
...
TIeHXHrpazxa
m
no genam YB313KH, corjiaCOBaHi43i
(DS 113)
KOHKpeTHOr'O OXBaTa.
T43 cym6ypHI>IX
OTiaAHHoro
o6-b3icHeHuti
Dibinjibina TionYoTBeTcTBeHHa3i_qoxrypa
CKYm6pme'i3wia.

Bepiiarm
TOBap-nua
(ZT 459)

Although

the authors try to pass off these neologisms withýthe meaning
'half - responsible', (i. e. 'not completely in charge'), it becomes evident to the
reader that (just as the adjective nOJIYYMHI>Iti means 'crazy"" rather than'half clever), ITOJIYOTBeTCTBeH HIAýi (with the addition of nony-) means 'completely
irresponsible' rather than 'not completely in charge'. "'
Though the authors attempt to persuade the reader that these neologisms
should be understood literally, it is no good:
K OCTany rIPOTHCHYJICA monoziog ieJIOBeK iuoq2eDcKoro
Tvna m cripocun:
He OTCTaBan Luod2e12-m-o6T4Tenb
(ZT 352)
J1I06OrILITCTBOBaJ1_nonyiuo!; Dý,
Besides HOJIV-. Il'f and Petrov also use the prefix_, UeqLwhich is of
German origin (Leib
in
is
It
such combinations as ne96present
-'body').
rycapi, i, ; ieq6-meZMK,
in which neýi
neq6-erepb,
neq6-xmpypr,
means
"'Cf. folk etymology
(cf.
riomymniA,
riomail, rio; IOCT7D)
-'empty minded'.
182
Cf. Pushkin's famous nelogism rionyrioaneiz.
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(Like
I8I
oco6e>>,
uaPCK0I
npm
jieti6-rBapgT4. q, this entered
(<COCTOAMMq
Russian, probably via Polish). '" By analogy with these words, III and Petrov
ironic
for
title
Bezenchuk
to
an
create a jietI6-rpo6OBIUT4K
a
position
suggested
-

by Ostap:

Eum Bpi4aH Te63i rio; iio6T4T, TH 3axT4BeU.Ib HeRYPHO:
"I ripm riapmxccKom
YCTPOT4LUT>CA
jieýi6-rpo6oBiumKom
MyHmu, gria; ieTeTe. A 3,aecb H CBOMX rpo60BU. LHKO]3
(DS 219)
XBaTHT.

The unusual mixture of components in this neologism is highly amusing,
as is its actual meaning - an undertaker on call to the living monarch! It also
contains a pun, based on the original meaning of the prefix_ze,2_6-body'. Since
in
is
body
job
to
take
care of and attend a
contained a coffin
an undertaker's
(rpoO, there is a play on the literal meanings of these two words.
In the two examples below, the authors take the English word 'super' (cf.
the German prefix o62p: -, encountered in the section on political language, see
page 37), and attach it to the word my6a:
YZET4BT4TeJ1LHa3i:DTO 6iiiia
CyrieI2-iry6a
C
iiiy6a[
,
(ZT 603)
IURHIUMHOBLIM14 KapmaHamm...
CTan
B 9TO Bpemq zipyroq norpaHHHHT4K
paCCTerHBaTb
Ha OCTarie erO BejimKyio, rioHTH
HeBePO31THYIO ue]ý=v6v.
(ZT 604)

1.6.2.3.Creation of neologisms by means of distortion.
In DS there is an example of a neologism created through the distortion of
two words:
BoneHC-HeBojTeHC.
YCJIOB14A.

A gonxeH
IHO

rIOCTaBlITL HOBbie
(DS 184)

Ostap
formed
by
blending
is
Vorob'yaninov.
to
This
says
the
neologism
Russian Doneil-HeBOneti
(see
111
Latin
the
nolens.
volens
also section 2.3.,
with
page 307) and it is an ingenious and original parody on the Latin words.
1.6.2.4.Creation of neologisms by means of compounding whole words.

The formation of neologisms by means of compounding whole words is
accomplishedby joining roots of words with the help of the vowels o or eor by
183See
Fasmer, 2,477.
"'Ibid.
"Cf.

Chekhov's o6ep-KOMrIO3%TOP
(cited by Shansky, op. cit., 119).
... Cf.
<<Bo;ieHc-HeBojieHc.
Ho 31 zEojixeH BaC YBOJIKTL>>,
M. 14mcp m E. rleTPOB,
((CBeT; ia3i ; IWlHOCTl>>>,CW, 1.
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In
into
the two novels, Il'f and Petrov never
one.
merging several words
form
to
than
two
a neologism in the novels. 1'7Neologisms
roots
employ more
formed by the compounding of words often connote an ironic and mocking
attitude toward the subject. For example:
Ka3ajiocb 611, rpaxzlaHe, npOABUDIlIze TaKyio
11aHHKOBCKoro,

B nomMKe

aKTHBHOCTL

He 3ameziJIAT

Ha
cBoHmH
nOKa3aHHAMH.
YJIHHHTE,npeCTYrIHHKa
camom xe zlene npH CJIOBe<<CBzaeTenH>>,Dce
n12aBZIoiTio6ai,i noCKY"iHenH, rnynO 3acyeTT4JIHC]6H
o6pa3OBanT4ci,
TOnne
nATRTBC31.13
OHa pa3BaiiTiBanaCb
Ha rna3ax.
BOPOHKH.

CTanH

14
npOM014HLI
(ZT 402)

npaBziojuo6uBi < nio6AT npaBZIY cf. the existing noun and adjective
TiRaBnonl-06i4e and n]ýawioJU06MB1,04 coined by analogy with numerous
Church Slavonic words.
61opo
K
OHa 3ameTi4na,
HTO Tam OT KpeceJI
BeHaep
14 ero
3HaKOmbie
nepexoZI31T
ee cerOZIHALUHHe
612i4Toroimijýi
CTaPT4K.
cnyTHRK,
npeZECTaBHTeJILHMýi

Bzxpyr

(DS 124)
6PXToroJIOBbI'rl<

6PRToti
c

rojioBoti.

3a CTeKJIOM TOrITajic3i CTapXK
xiecyxieBom nuzzaKe, M-110Z
[ ] Ecjix 6u
riRKeqHbIq
xmjieT.
...
6ejio)KT4JTeTHT4K2[..
CTaporo
6ejio)KxjieTH14K

<6ejiTiq

xi4jieT

IIIRPOKOM

B

KOTOPOrO
OCTarI He

+ SUffiX

BzziHenc3i

BrIYCT14JI
(ZT 434)

-HT4K.

6yjjeT
cjiyiiiaTL B'crieumaJIMIX
moxHo
6yZIYT rioCTpoeHLI
3arioBeZIHHKaX;
Tpu6YHLI, 14
Tam
CEOBOM
BCTY111ITeJII>HI>IM
rpa)KzEaHe, riozirOTOBjieHHbie
KaKoro-Hm6yab
ceaoro (;Bep"IKOBezia cmorYT BZOCTa;ii>
- - RmorO HaceKOmoro. (ZT354)
HacjiaZX14TbC31 neHzem jno6,

A

CBePTiKOBezj

CBePHKOB

a,
31316IKOBe;
'the
expert on crickets', cf.
-

KaKT4M

YBaxeHzem
MaTpauewiagegeu!

rioJIL3yeTC31

rlOtIBOBez.

Kaxzu0i

(DS 120)

and the feminine version:

"'Cf. in
((OZEH09TaxHaA AmepZKa>>, CW, 4,42:
TaKXM

o6pa3om, qoaKTKieCKHHaM Tpe60Banoci,
zzieajibHoe
cyLueCTBO, po3a 6e3 Luzrioi3, allreii
6e3KpLljibeB, HaM HyxeH6Li;i
KaKOA-TO

C;IOXHbIrl

rz6puzz:

rxzo-uloqoepo-riepeBOZViHKO-

6eccpe6peHHHK. TYT6mcamMI4`iYPXH

OrIYCTZ; I PYKX-
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OHa Me. Liza - RG) Bce-TaKT4
14 TOHKO pa36mpa;
maTDaneBnanenuueýi

KaK-HT4KaK

6bina
iaCb B XH3HH.

,

(DS 123)

maTpaueBaazIeneu/-m1xa<Bnazimiumi-I maTpauem.
Someneologismsexpressthe desire to curtail long adjectival clauses,
either by abbreviationor substitution. Hencein the examplebelow, the
neologism CKOpo6oraxiis a short cut to the clumsy clause((juozEM,KOTOPI'ie
61ACTPO/CKOPO
6oraiamm>>
(the authorsare referring to the NEP when
CTaim
the private-sectorflourished):
AB MOCKBeB Ty riopy yze 6eraJIMHOBLieMOTOPLI
C
XPYCTajiLHLIM'R

cpoHaPAM14,

ZEBzrajimcb

rio ymmam

TIB my6KaX,
=12o6oratlM B KOTRKOBmx
epMOJIOHKax,
r10614TLIXY30PHLIMmexom ((jimpa>>..
(ZT 339)

CKOPOXOZI.
Cf.
CKOpo6oraxi
rIOrIOJIHzjiaci,
Kor,aa almviormBcml
Kacca
HeCKOJILKO
aBTOP14TeT
KmHoziemrawc
KOmmaopa,
6erCTBa KopOMO,
YrIpOtiTIJIC31.
rio6jieKLUMýiriocne
(ZT 511)

KnozieHbrij -'film money' - ironically refers to the money Ostap,receivedfrom
film
for
his screenplay.The authors could have said (<,aeiiLn4,
a
studio
ftijix
110JUKHm
KOTOPOMY
rIO
3a
OCTari
KOTOpme
riojiyxiHJI cueHapmm,
rIOCTaBI4Tb CPHJILM ZIJ131KHHO>>.
This,,however, would have neither the ironic
nor the comic value of the original neologism KHHozzeHbrx.
Some of III and Petrov's neologisms are formed by changing part of an
established word. For example, since Panikovsky is known for stealing geese,
Ostap calls him by the neologism ryceK12WI 'the goose-thief':

r,ae aTOT

ryceKl2all?

I'yceKpaz was obviously derived from the analogous
'horse-thief'.,"

(ZT 519)
KOHOKpaa,-

The same can be said of the neologism KJIOTToBaDin the example below:
iuionoBaI2ýnO
nPIMURny
JjpM60p,
IIOCTpoeHHIAýi
...
caMOBapa, HO zmejOIU9ý4 BHeiuHmýi BmzEneVIK14.
(DS 27)
KJIOnOBap
188Cf.

(!)
cf. caMOBap

170jiHOe
Ka3HOKpazE
asusedby Saltykov-Shchedrin,
seeM. E. CaJiTLIKOB-Ulejlp%H,
co6pamfeICO'I;f.HeH;frf MeTporpaii, 1918),
299.
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In ZT, the energetic photographer Men'shov is willing to do anything,
even fall from the roof of a train carriage, for the sake of getting a good
by
is
He
photograph.
observed a Norwegian journalist who is amazed at his
'photo-bravado':
q3OTO-monozxetieCTBO
Ha KPLILUYH ripmriaB Ha ogHo
KoneHO,
B3o6paD1J1T4CL
MeHLIUOB
Ha
Hero c inipaxeHmem
ripozonxan pa60TY.
CMOTpeJl
y;
JOBneTBOpeHT43i
HOPBeXCKRýi
XHBeýimero
BOCX14uteH
EDOTO6mJITaK
HopBexeu
rimaTem.
MeHLuioBa,
HTO rIOt1YBCTBoDan
mogonetiecTBom
Heo6xo11T4MOCTb

HYBCTBaMM.

riozxeJ1'RTLC31

C KeM-HT46Y11b

CBOHMH

(ZT 527)'

both what Men'shovwas doing(CPOTO-)
Theword summarizes
and the way in
bravery.
(monozetieCTBO),
is,
it
done
that
which was
with vigour and
This sort of hyphenatednoun compoundis so commonin the novelsthat
it meritsa separatesection(seeChapterThree,section3.7.entitled'Nounsin
apposition').
Many 'official'neologismscouldbe found in the newspaperlanguageof
the time, a subjectwe examinein moredetail in the following sectionon media
language.
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1.7. PRESS LANGUAGE AND JOURNALESE.
language
Any
Russian
Revolution
be
the
the
after
study
of
would
,
incomplete without a discussion of the language of the press. From the October
Revolution to the present day, the Soviet media has always been the mouthpiece
of propaganda. Changes in language have always appeared for the first time in
public in newspapers and journals.
Newspapers, magazines and official reports of the 1920's and 1930's are the
primary sources for academic study of the linguistic trends of the period.
Scholars such as Selishchev, Vinokur and Gornfield, have used media language
as the basis of their analyses. Satirists such as Mayakovsky, Zoshchenko and
certainly Il'f and Petrov (who were professional journalists) incorporated
journalistic vocabulary in their works.
Il'f and Petrov worked for many years as journalists and feuilletonistes,
and published in numerous magazines, newspapers and periodicals. They were
thoroughly familiar with the media world of the 1920's in the Soviet Union. It
has been said that their finest pieces of writing are the articles and feuilletons
based on the life and work of writers, painters and journalists. ", Although they
did not think of themselves as literary critics, they made a considerable impact
on the development of Soviet literary criticism. Ershov, in his book on Soviet
satire, said that:
H14KTO ZIO HT4X, Hx nocne
6jieCKOM X OCTPOYMmem

H14X He BCKPLIBaii
nOPOK14 co6paTLeB

C TaKT4M
no nepy. 190

According to Zoshchenko, III frequently spoke about 'stupid people from
the literary department'."' Yanovskaya also mentions that many aspects of the
media world provoked Il'f and Petrov to sarcasm-"' During their last public
appearanceat a conferenceof the Union of Soviet Writers in 1937, Petrov read
their speech(JImcaTeiii, zojixeH nT4caTI>>>,
which was a light-hearted but firm
stand against lazy and indifferent writers.
Very self-critical and hard working, III and Petrov expected the same from
their colleagues- the literati. They had no time for uninspiring hack-writers,
whom they called rapnyHutimm and xaJITYPTperepm in their feuilletons,
and the creators and suppliers of what they ironically called TIHZIYCTpuaJIbHme
189E.
)Kyp6zHa, ((06 Ajiqoe
190

HHKTO

110 HUX, HVI riocze

OCTPOYMmem
EPLUOB,

m rIeTPOBe>>, OKT.H6pz, No. 10,1937,176.
HvIx He BCKPLIBan

6; iecKom x

nopoKm co6paTi6eBrio riepy.

op. cit., 130.
"'Zoshchenko quoting III in his
- riy6;
article <<CaTHPUK
April, 1938.
192,q

C Taimm

HOBCKaA, IYOVeMY BLI Zl; fLL[eTe

CMeLUHO?

I%ILRCT>>, J7TfTePaTyPHaH

op. cit., 67.

ra3eTa,

15
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criaCOKOOriepaTT4BHi,
Tporiapm,XT4TI431ygapHHKOB,
i e pomaH11.In other
words, they were scornful of enterprisescharacterizedby routine, cliche,and lack
of talent, hiding under a faqadeof trendy modernity. Many of their feuilletons
late
1920'sand early 1930'sare aimed at thosehack-writersposing as
the
of
artistic and literary highbrows, and the editors who commissionedsuch literary
'enterprises'.<<XaJITyPTperep>>,
emy
o6oýima>>,
<<J1T1TepaTYPHaA
<(OTZjaýiTe
KYPC14B>>,
npmcnoco6jieHT4A>>
0TmeXeBaTeJI1>Horo
<(HCKYCCTBO
- aresomeof
their expressionsreferring to hack-writers. Thesebecamevogue words that
passedinto everydayvocabulary."'
In their novels,III and Petrov continue to defend both art and literature
with their rigorous honesty and intellectual integrity. Notice how they ironically
life,
descriptions
'idyllic'
insipid
the
so
country
parody
sentimentaland
of
popular in the 'back to nature' phaseof proletarian literature:
6o;
CTenHmeroPT430HTJA
TaKme ýpme 3anaxm,
TICTOxiaJIX
6yzll>
'11To
Ha meCTe OCTaiiaKaK0r4-Hm6yzxb
143rpyririm
KpeCTLAHCKHýl
nxcaTem,-cepeZ1HAH0K
61A
6bi
143
OH, BbIiue; i
((CTaJILHoe B1JMA>>,He yzEepxajicq
6m
maiiiXHIJ, cen
Ha TpaBy 14TYT xce Ha meCTe Haxian
6m micaTL Ha JI14CTax nOXOZHOro 6JIOKHOTa HoByio
riOBeCTL, Ha, iT4HaioiuyioCA

cnoBamm:

Paccyri0HHJI0Cb
COJIMILUK0,
B3oripenz
03xmme.
((T4Hzia
6ejiy
CBeTYLUKY.
paCTaJI11LIKHYJI0 CBOH nyxim no
HOHioxaji CTaPHK Pomya; ib; wT1 CB010 rIOPT31HKY u ax
(ZT 355)
3aKO; izo6T4; ICA... >>
Here Il'f and Petrov's satire is aimed at a hack-writer who tries to describe
the countryside and re-create peasant speech, but actually knows nothing about
genuine folk-speech or rural life (note the choice of the patronymic
Pomyanbamn
hacks
Often
if
it
is
Russian
these
never
as
a
peasant name).
bothered to leave the city for first-hand information, but wrote what III and
Petrov sarcastically call their ceJ1BX03B0zeBT4JIZ, 194in town. They belon ed to
such literary groups as the one invented by Ostap - <(KY3HHua 'K ycaz2a>> (ZT
375). In DS, Lyapis keeps altering parts of his one and only poem in order to
tailor the work to suit the different magazines in which he attempts (often
successfully) to publish his verse. The authors comment on Lyapis and his kind,
appropriately expressing the irony in pretentious journalistic jargon:
B'Rome HaPO40B OH (i. e. Lyapis - RG) 6bin CBOHM
tienoDeKOM 143HaJI KpaViaýftiixe
rIYTH K oamcam, rzie
6PI>13XYT CBeTJIme KJI10'i14 rOHOpapa noz
1UT4P0K0JIHCTBeHH0ýi ceHL10 BezxomCTBeHHLIX
XYPHajim
(DS 204)
193EPLT10B,
Op.

cit., 130.
194
A. MJILcpK E. lIeTPOB, <(KaK Baula q)am%nT4x? satirical
CW,
hack-writers,
on
story
>>-a
short
2,459.
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The journalist Persidsky, who presumably mirrors the authors' feelings,
asksLyapis:
CKa>KHTe
TOM,
HU

nerO

Mincyc,

rIO COBeCTR,
BLI B XT43HU

maneiluiero

rioHeMy Bm rimmeTe o
He muteim
14 o HeM He xmeeTe
npeACTaBneHRA?
(DS 207)

In DS and ZT, another reflection of contemporary trends in newspaper
language is the parody of newspaper headlines. Selishchev gives a rather
field:
innovations
in
this
the
complimentary
post-revolutionary
account of
B 3aroJIOBKax

CTaTeýi

ra3eTH1JX

3Ha'1iT1TeJTLHoe
OTpaxaeTC31

c npeXHUM

6ojieeXHBOýR,
CYIUHOCTU

BT4zxomra3eTLI.

qmoumoHanmo

cpaBHeHRIO

no
PeziaKTOPLICTpeMRTCSI
riepez(axie

K

B 3aroJIOBKe

YriOTpe6JI311OTcA

coaepxaHzA.

q3OPM1J,
nOBeJIXTeJIbHme

coo61aeHH9

HOBmeCTB0

zxOICTBeHHOýi

q3OPMLI

z

r: iaroJILHLie

BP. 1

ji. miu 3 ji., a TaKme
qoopmm mim mmeHa X Hapeximsi,
HaCT.

OKpaiueMae.

191

This may be so, but in practice these headlines were often unimaginative.
for example, the following from a 1925 edition of <(rIpai3z1a>>:
CTPOHM

pa6oime xmjizu. ýa.

BopeMCA 3a 9KOHOM1410

JVCTpaHRTeHeZJOCTaTKT1.
197
BLIKOBLIBaem
aPXXB.
COKpaTJ4Te

PaCTem. 199

TOnnXBa.

196

zieHL. 198

pa6qoaKOBUypa6o%ixti

Some of the headlines sound like a straight copy of bureaucratic jargon:
PeMOHTi4pyemc. q u rOTOB14MCA K peMOHTY
BTAriuaeM
XZ3H]6.201
Bo61ueCTBeHHYIO

200

3ZEOPOBLA.

Occasionally such a heading might stretch over three lines:
CKBEPH01
OTPLIXKa rHwioro memaHCTBa.
M3zieBalOTCA
KOMCOMOJIKH.
6epemeHHOCTLI-0
Haa
"'CenmiueB, Op. cit., 155.
116
17paBaa, No. 105,1925.
"Tpmaa,
No. 136,1925.
29817paB,
aa, No. 93,1925.
'"HpaAaa, No. 87,1925.
MI7paB'aa' No. 136,1925.
2M17paBaa, No. 93,1925.
'CeBePHLIrf

KOMCOMO. UeIZ,

qpoc; iaB;I]6,No-25,1925.

202

Note,
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Similar dreary headlines appear in
TpeTI>31
rIO4

rionoca

ra3eTIJ,

CKerITmtieCKVIMH

<<CTaproPOZECKa3i

143o6unoi3aBuia3l
3arOJIOBKamx:

ripaWia>> in DS:

3ameTKamm
<<Majio riaXHeT

Kjiy6om>>,<(rIo cjia6bIM TOtIKam>>,<<OCMOTPI>I HYXHIJ, HO
TYT
6jieCK
H
9JIHHHiie
XBOCTLI>>,
14...
<(XOPOUIO
ripm tieM
HeT>>,
<<rIOZIKPYTHTL
rijioxo>>, <Jlemy mia pazim T4 xieMY
6ymaXHLIM
x
BpelIXTenerl ripocBeateHH31>> ((C
mopem
rIOKOHHXTL>>
- CTa;ia zaPHTL HHTaTejieýi
nopa
cojiHe'IiHIJMT4
z 6oapibimR 3aronOBKamx otiepKOB
MaXOB14Ka:
CTPOT4M, KaK XCT4Bem>>, <(rzraHT
CKOPO
<<KaK
3apa6OTaeT>>,
B
TOM
<(CKPOMHI>lr4 CTPOZTejib>>
m zianee,
me zxyxe.
(DS 90-91)

Of course, Makhovik's headings are in the same spirit, as those above. The use
6ozzpme
is ironic.
cojiHe-qHbie
of
and
Another example of a dull newspaper headline can be found in ZT, this
time produced by the amateurish correspondent Ukhudshansky:
3aTem

XYPHajiT4CT

YxyjjLTiaHCKT19

yLueJI

B Kyrie,

pa3BePHYJInociieZ[HT49HOmep CBoero npoqoopraHa m
OTamic3i

"iTeHmo

co6CTBeHH09

CTaTLZ

II0ZI HnBaHmem

C
pa60TY iiaBOHHI>IXK0M14CC'Rq>>
((YJIY'IHJITITL
rioll3aroJIOBKOM <(KommCHRnepeCTpaIMIOTC31
(ZT
HeZI0CTaT0'IiH0>>.

526)

(cf. the use of the verb npezxaTbCR- 'give oneself entirely'). The authors pass
the following judgement on Ukhudshansky's article:
CTaTL31 3aKinoHana
B ce6e OTHeT 0 KaKOM-TO
3acezEaHXH, 14 OTHOLueHme aBTOpa K orimcmi3aemomy

6m
6uno
co6TATH10
MOXHo
onpezEeRIM OZIH09qopa30ý1:
(ZT
526)
Hy,
HYI>>
<(3acezEaeTe?
This kind of question, followed by HY, HY, is Ukhudshansky's manner of
TpenjieTecb? Hy, iiyl >>(ZT 537)). The authors seem to be
speaking (e.g. <<
suggesting that there is a direct link between an ill-conceived headline and a
badly-written article and that the latter invariably follows the former.
Besidesreflecting contemporary trends in press language, 1l'f and Petrov's
media satire is also directed at contemporary journalese. journalese (as opposed
to the reporting style of a piece of journalistic writing) is, to use a dictionary
definition, "a clich4-ridden or elaborately pretentious style".203
It is well known that journalists make use of cliches. This is a universal
phenomenon, not restricted to the Soviet Union. Howard says journalism
2'Beckson& Ganz.
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could be defined as the art of re-cycling old cliches. 04 Likewise, Vinokur on
journalistic jargon:
112

B ra3eTHOr4 pex-mHeT nO'iTH HM OZXHoro cjioBa, KOTOpoe
He 6bino 6bi LUTamriom,Knume,
ma6JIOHOm. HaT46onee
YnOTpe6T4TeJILHi,
ie CJIOBa'93 meTHoro iieKC14KOHa ra3eTHaA
He
TePMUHLI.
a
yxe
cjioBa, C]3oero poza
M He
jieKCT4KOjiom43i
eCTL cyx reHepmCTepMMHOjiorT4A.
Ha3LIBaN>T
IIPO30'rI>> Heyzta'iHoe
orneTHO'r4
zapom
rIO9TT4tieCKoe
rIPOMBeReHme.
A316IKe KaK
B ra3eTHOM
He
XBaTaeT
Toro,
qTO COCTaBjmeT
OCHODY rIO93T414,
pa3
r103BOJI3Uoiue9
OIIýYTRT16 Kaxzoe CJIOBO 3aHOBO, CJIOBHO
2111
B riepBLI9
ero
cmimmim.
pa3
And later he continues:
...

CJIOBapb

ra3eTLI

Bcerzia

q)pa3eojiorXT4, T.e. CYMMLI

HOCHT

xapaKTep

CPT4KCT4POBaHHLIX

YCJIOBHLIX

q3opmyji 3apaHee H3BeCTHLIX 14TO'iHO YCTaHOBjieHHUX
mexaHT43T4poDaHHb1M MiatieHxem. 216
Although,

as Howard and Vinokur claim, cliche! s may be an inevitable
evil of newspaper writing, Il'f and Petrov make no attempt to excuse bad
journalism; hack journalists relying heavily on cliche's are no better than
colourless bureaucrats turning out official stereotypes. Many writers and
journalists concealed their personal feelings behind a smoke-screen of
journalistic cliches, in order to comply with authority and enjoy special
privileges. Il'f and Petrov dedicated a series of short stories and feuilletons to
this matter, entitled orlozi ceHLIO 143AIIýHOý4CJIOBeCHOCTH>>.
In their novels, Il'f and Petrov also satirize newspaper readers who adopt
and integrate these journalistic clich4s into their everyday speech. Thus, for
example in ZT, when Ostap and Koreyko look for a place to amuse themselves in
a small Asiatic town, they get a cliched reply from the young museum guide,
who talks like a press article (KPMBaA followed by the gen. case and other
expressions, such as paccaZIMM qm44emHrl or BepTen pnBpaTa):
T
B a3TCEýCKOM

KaK Y Bac C TaK14M14... C Ka6atlKamH
-A
pozie, 3HaeTe, C TTImnaHam'g
'R qbjieýiTamm?
HeTeprieJITIBO
CrIPOCRJI BeiiHKT04 KOm6T4HaTOP.

... P. Howard, The State the Language.English observed (Han-dshHamilton,
of
1984),92. Cf. his
comparisonof journalistic cliche"to a literary one:
But the literary clichecan be distinguished from the journalistic being
as
found in a ivory tower rather than a suburbansemi...
Ibid.
205BIlHoKyp,Op.
Cit., 182.
"Ibid., 185.
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143MMI14,
-

-paBHOZXYIUHO OTBeTl4jl
ioHoiiia, - ziaBHO
6bijio
RCTpe6T4TL
BTY 3apa3Y, paccagHT4K
yxe Hazio
BeCHOIO KaK
anmziemxýi.
pa3 riocjieZXHmmBepTeri
Ha3LIBajic3i
<<110A JIYHOr4>>.
ripuRyiilmjiT4.

rIpi4gymmim?
-

KopegKO.
aXHyji
-

tIeCTHoe
HO
3aTO OTKPIJTa cpa6pi4Ka-KYXH31.
cjioBol
EBporiOimmýi
CTOji. TapejiKm MOIOTC31x cyLuaTCA npM
KpmBaA xeJIYZO'tiHLIX
nomou-tm qjieKTpmtieCTBa.
3a6oneBaHMý1 pe3Ko riouma BHT43.

(ZT 569)
When Koreyko wants to find out the location of any prostitutes, he
imitates the guide's manner of using newspaper clichds:
cnpocT4ji
-A KaK KPTIBa3i npOCTHTYUH14?-C Hazie=oq
AnemaHztp M6H-MBaH0BH'1L
Pe3KO
nomna Ha cHmmeHme, - 0TBeTXJ1 HeymojimmbiiI
(ZT 570)
mojio; joýi xieJIOBeK.
The authors criticise journalese by satirizing it with the very same clichds.
Other examples of journalese include the following:
BeCL 3aB011 OCTaHeTc3i 6e3 cneuT4aJ1T4CT0B... Ho6or4Teu
6ora... 06mecTBeHHocTT, :DToro He T10nVCTMT, 'RHxeHep
(ZT 302)
TajiMYZ10BCK14q...
POCCHM
OH (i. e. Vorob'yaninov
RG),
B
nP0)K14J1
KOTOP149
BC10 XR3HL x peDonIOU1410, Bmgen, KaK nomancg.
6mT.
(DS 52)
riepejTTm0BT, iBajTc3i 14memacs
OCTan OCTO OXHO nogz1epxmBaji
THXOHa, HT06M pem,
MO ITA CBo6oziHo JIT4TbCA
ero UIMPOKO OTKPLIToro
_X3
(DS 37)
PTa.

Note the ironic use of journalistic cliche's in the last example above.
Satire of pressmen and their use of clich6 is very strong in both novels.
In DS there are two correspondents present at the opening of the tram-line in
Stargorod. One of them is the famous local journalist rIP14HIL TJaTCKRr4writing
under the pseudonym Makhovik, and the other is a journalist from a Moscow
newspaper. Before the opening ceremony, we are told that Makhovik has
already put the standard clich4s together in his head:
XOTA B roJI013e KOPpeCrIOHzeHTa
oxiePK o6 OTKPLITHR
TpamDaA
CO BKjno, ieHi4eM KOHcrieKTa
eute He
6mji
1'IP0H3HeceHHbIX
yxe rOTOB, KOppecrioiizeHT
pexieýi
zio6POBOJILHo ripoawixan
X31ACKaHM31, Haxo; 131
6ycpeTa.
HezioCTaTOK JIRUIL B 0TCyTCTBxm
(DS 92)
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This throws light not only on the correspondent's heavy use of cliches, but also
during
the ceremony. As soon as the
the
the
speeches
of
on
predictability
meeting starts, the two correspondents take out their notebooks and as if they
had agreed among themselves,start taking identical notes:
MaXOB14K
- 14 MOCK013CKT49 rOCTL. He
croBaPT4Ba31CB, 3arimcaJIM B CBO'R 3an'RCHLie KH'R)KKT4:
<<TOP)KeCTBeHHT>01_MT4T14Hr OTKJ2bTJ1CR IIOKJTaZIOM
CTal2Komxon
T. raB12T4iimHT)im. Tonria
ril2encenaTeng
o6]ýaTwiacb
B c; ivx>>.
KapaHziaium
HB KHHXKax
14X 3axmpKaim,
rIO31BmiiacL HoBaJq 3aimci>: <(B ZleHT> nJ2a3ZIHT4Ka YMM11

11PHHU RaTCKMA

(DS 92-93)
CTal2rol2ozia cTanm KaK 6YnTo nimpe... >>
rIO OKOHxiaHzmero pexm o6a KOppecriOHaeHTa,
6LICTPO

rIPRCJ1YLT1T4Ba3iCLK xmzxeHLKMM XJIOrIKam,
nepexozignime
3arixcaiim:
armonmcmeHTm.
o1HYmmie
HaZX Tem, "ITO
ODa11T410-..>> HOTOM noziymaJIM

B

6yzieT,
noxanyu-,
onepexozl3nume B oBauxio ...>>
MOCKB14'i peuiwiui
14 OBauxio
CJI14IIlKOM C14JILHO.
BM'LiePKHYJL MaXOBT4K B3ZIOXHYJI M OCTaBT4J1.

(DS 93-94)
These are cliches which one immediately recognizes. Note the use of the verb
pemmnc3i - 'dared', 'found courage, which shows how much effort it costs the
journalist to part with the word OBaux3i -'ovation'. Regarding the writing of
identical lines, III and Petrov have this to say:

6mimmommu
06aKOppeCrIOHzxeHTa
MOCKOBCKIA
pa3JMHHLIM14.
11PT4Hu.-MaXOBT4K,

coBepiiieHHo
61>inXOJIOCT
14 1OH.
rOC76

6oimuog
cemLem-,
o6pemeHeHHLiq
0AMH

zxeC31TOK.
zEaBHo riepeBamul
3a xieTBePTLIq
MOCKBe
MOCKBe,
B
He
HMKorzia
Bcerzia xun
ýIpyr04
B
6mii. MOCKDMI mo6un
MaXOBT4K-JJai1Kxq,
Kpome
moo,

6pan.
HO, HecMOTP31Ha
BOZ1KX
HHrierO B POT He
pa3HHUY B xapaKTepaX, B03paCTe,rIPUBLViKax x
XYPHaRMCTOB
BOcriXTaHT114, BrietiaTneHM31
Y o6ozx
riogepmaHHme,
OTJI14BaJIMCL B OZ1HM 14 Te xe 3aTepTme,
BLIBaJIAHHLie B nbijim cppani. 207
(DS93)

In ZT, Il'f and Petrovrenewtheir attackon journalismand journalists.
Thistime,thereis a whole carriagefull of reporters,both Sovietand foreign,
headingfor the ceremonyin Turksib. Eachis eagerto be the first to file a report
"In his 'Notebooks',III
wrote down the following sarcasticaphorism:
Bce Ta; iaHTJIKBLie j11011znuLUYT pa3HO, Bce 6e3zjapnie
MMYT ozjxHaKOBO x ziame ollmim riowiePKOM.
3anxcnie

KH14XK14>),CW, 5,165.
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to their newspaper, yet each is worried that the others have written something
even though there is still nothing to report. One reporter cannot wait and sends
the following 'dispatch' to his paper:
THK, Tpy6ji napOB03a
ZEIJM
BaJIMT
<<rIpoexajiz
THK HaCTpoeHze 6ozipoe 3nT ReiieraTCKHX i3arOHax
pa3r0B0pIJ
TOJILKO BOCTO'IIHOýi marHCTpaJIR
TtiK
apa; ILCKoe mope naBY31)31H>>.
MOJIH14PYViTe 14HCTpyKuxm
xe
TaýlHa DCK0pe pacKpLinaa, 14 Ha ciiezipoluerl
o6pnOBanaci>
CTaHUH'K Y TenerpaCPHOM 0K01ueiKa
Bce nocianaJIT4 KpaTKTie coo6uýeHTUI0
oTiepem.
6ozxp0MHaCTpoeHT4H M0 Tpy6e napOB03a, R3 Koerl
(ZT 535)
BaJIHT ALIM.
opeH6YPr

cf. the use of bureaucratic term

M3

<KOA.

Koefil

Ostap, who is as competent in the use of journalese as he is with other
aspectsof official language, strikes a chord with the journalists travelling on the
train, and is soon treated as one of them.
R cama cmeqjiacb
x cmeioCb Hazi pa3HIAMH
XYJIbHXHeCKT4MH BrIM30gamm m axaIO, KaK 9To aBTOPbI
ocmejimJIMCb HanucaTb,
HTO OCTan BeHRep c npoxmmm
BarOH,
o,aeCCK14MM XYJIMKami4, B01ASI B nmcaTeiibCKHq
WtYLUMA rIO BHOBb OTKPLITO'r4 JIHHT4m TypKcT46a,
co6paTMr4 14 BC10
paCTBOPTIJICA cpezm CB014X rimiuymxx
ziopory
14 Hepa306iiaxieHH11M,
ripoexaJI
Hey3HaHHbIM
208

writes N. Mendel'starn in her memoirs.

On the train, Ostap supplies the journalist Ukhudshansky with
T0pxeCTBeHHb0I KOMrIneKT (ZT 545-547)-a list of journalese words and
expressionswhich will help the talentless Ukhudshansky compose standard,
cliche'-ridden journalism. This KOmriiieKT reminds one of Ellochka's primitive
vocabulary or Polykhaev's rubber-stamp collection, though of course the
linguistic register is quite different. Ukhudshansky, who, according to Vulis, is a
209
o611aCT14
XYPHaJIRCTXKX>>,
B
peMMOBOrO
mmiiiiieHMA
((rlpeziCTaBI4Teiib
is absolutely delighted with the list, for
((OH HaCTOJILKO rIPHBI>IK K LUTamny,
4TO MCKpeHHe BePXT B B03MOXHOCTb ripmmeHeHT431 OCTariOBLIX peuerITOB
210
R OTmiixieK >>.
The authors remark caustically on Ukhudshansky's reaction:
Emy, ripo6aBJISIBiuemycq.
ZJ0 CRX rIOP OTxieTamm o
3ace, aaHHAX, BHe3aimo
OTKPbIJIHCI> CBePKaioiui4e
(ZT 547)
CTMJIHM4xieCKze
BIACOTLI.
"8H. MeHzceJIBUITam, BoCIIOMJIHaH;
fg (M31laTeJILCTBO mmemi X-leXOBa, Hbio-20PK,
348.
""BY; IRC, COBemurf
CaTJIP; f ueCK; f rl POMaH, Op. Cit., 190.
21OIbid.

1970),
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Ostap himself writes a screenplay called ((III e3i >>- 'Neck' (cf. Gogol's
he
has
full
difficulty
journalistic
it
film
to
cliches
no
of
a
studio.
selling
((Hoc>>),
Furthermore, while working on ZT, III and Petrov were planning to include the
following cioxceT: ((BeHziep co CBoeti mriaH09 YCTpaMBaeT Bexiep
Unfortunately,
this episode, was not developed further in the
nmaTeneib>.
novel. 211

Of particular interest (especially in ZT) is the use of journalese in
below,
In
the
example
conjunction with vocabulary characteristic of other styles.
the authors parody journalistic descriptions of the Asiatic republics, with
journalistic clich4s placed alongside words such as Tqr; io -'draught animals', a
term usually found in an agricultural context:
rIYCT1JF1M,
Hatianacb 9K30THKa,
KOpa6jim
CLIHIA
BOjimiomo6wnie
CTeneti z npomee
POMaHTTitieCKoeT3irjio.

(ZT 535)

Kopa6; m riyCT16IHTI-. 'ships of the desert' - is a cliche'referring to camels, while
Bojimionio6RBi, ie CIAHMCTeneti - 'freedom-loving sons of the steppes' - is a
revamped parody of the popular journalese expression BOMHOMObMBme or
mxponio6lMie
Hapogm m%pa. Here is another example, this time of sociopolitical journalese in a natural-world setting:
3emmo MYTL TPOHY; Ia TeMHa31 KpacKa, x nel2ezioBag
HaCTYrI; ieHT4e
UeMa
CB0eBReMeHH0 CT4rHaJ1T43T4J20BaJTa
(ZT 516)
HOMM.

for
from
to
a manifesto
and riepeZIOBa3i
seem comestraight
a Five-YearPlan. Similarly,
CT4rHaJIX3, KpoBaTi,

MIOHI, CKoeyTpo
eLueTOJILKO
!4b_QJ2MT4J2OBaTbC3T.

HaxiRHajio

(DS330)

III and Petrov exploit the rich vein of comic situations and contrasts
obtainedfrom the application of pompousjournalistic clichesto otherwise
mundanesettings. For examplein ZT, in the chapterentitled <<Tpm;
auaTb
CBIHOBeýi
jierITeHeHTa IUMHZXTa>>,
the story of the 'preparation'of Lieutenant
Schmidt's 'children' for their 'conference' is told in the style of a clichý-ridden
report, with journalistic vocabulary used right out of context. For example:
AHapxm3i pa3zvRpajia KOPriopaiixio zEeTOIn04TeHaHTa.
(ZT 311)

Further on, economic terminology becomes equally prominent:
OZIHOBpem3i ripegnomeHi4e POsZJCTBeHH%KOB
Bce me
npeniczjio
cripoc, 14Ha 9TOM CBoeo6pa3HOM PIJHKe
2"Notesmadeby III and Petrov (iirAITM,
to Volume
cpoHzi1821),asquoted in ((IIpzme%aHi431>>
Two in CW.
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HaCTyrmia zxeripeccm3i.'LIYBCTBOBa;
iaCB Heo6xozx%MOCTL
(ZT 312)
B peqoopmax.
The journalistic style continues throughout the next two pages, and the
following are some of the better examples from the text:
Mypa BanaraHOB, KOTOPLIq CH14Tan ce63i nepBeHuem
; ier4TeHaHTa, He Ha IJIYTKY o6ecriOK014JIC31 coniamueýlc3i
KOHIIOKTYPOq. [... ]
6bin
Bi,ixo, a 1439TorO Harip3imeHHoro
nonoxcei-mi
OZ114H- KOHqpepeHui43i. Haz C03LIBOm ee F)ajiaraHOB
pa60TaE BCIO 314MY. OH nepenMCbIBajic3i c
6mji
KBOpym
KOHKypeHTamm emy JIMHHO 3HaKOMIJMR
[ I
Mum
...
B i<paTKOti BCTYnXTeJUH0ý1 pexim BanaraHOB
6paTLA
L4To
BmpaMI
Haq,!!IYT o6LUTA4 A31JK 14
Hallexgy,
Bbipa6OTalOT, HaKOHeLL, KOHBeHUT410, Heo6xozizMOCTI>
KOTOPOr4 ZIRKTyeT cama XH3HI>.

(ZT 312)
Other journalistic terms on pages 312-313of ZT include such words and
combinations as:
2)KCrIJIYTaUROHHbie

ytia=14,40JIrOCPOMHoe

rIOJIB3OBaHvie,

riepexoIJIM, rpaHmubi, H;ieHLI
CTpaHI)I,
pa60TLI,
nP; IHUT4rIBI
pn; ien
KOPnopaumm,
BIACOKxe
HOPM,
9KCrIJIYTauROHHLIX
HapyLueHme
CTOPOHLi and others.
zxoroi3apTIBaioiui4e
To match this lofty vocabularyand style, the authorsuse a restrainedand
polite tone to describethe heatedargumentthat immediately arisesamong the
crookswhen the division of territory is imminent:
BucomAezioroBapiuaiomecs
cToI2oH'bi-riepepyrajmcbB
ZIPYr
K
He
)Ke
MMHYTY
z
riepBYIO
o6paiuajiucT,
yxe
6paHHLIX
4PYrY

14Haxie KaK cuo6aB;

ieHxem

BrIT4TeTOB.

(ZT 313)
Ro6aB;ieHme6paHHI>IX9nT4THTOB
is supposedto'keep up'the diplomatic style
) and the story,
of both the sentence(BmcoKmeZIOI-OBaPN
Baioiame CTOPOHLI
...
but the readercanseethrough the faqade- 6paHHiie griMTeTLIis only an
euphemism. The use of this journalistic and political vocabulary to refer to a
gatheringof petty criminals adds much humour to the whole story. The word
is also usedto describethe deal
combinationZIOrOBapRBaiouLmecA
CTOPOHIA
forgedbetweenOstap and an electricianwho has promised to steal the chairs
from the Columbus Theatre:
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EgroBal2immumeC31

CT012OHM 3armiZITABanx
zipyr
o6HxmajizcL,
xnorianm
zipyry
B rnna,
rio criTmam m
(DS 255)
BexjiT4BO cme3mucb.

In the same journalistic style, III and Petrov describe Vorob'yaninov's
report (to Ostap) of his unsuccessful attempt to steal a chair from lznurenkov:
C6T4B'1iT1BM9
ztoKjiazx14ririoJITITaMaTBeeBmtia
ripepbMa=31 KPT1Kami4c meCTa, HPOHmieCKHMM
arijiogT4cmeHTamz Z KaBeP3HHMH Bonpocamz.
Bopo6b31H14HOB
3aKOHtIHJI CBOýlZIOMiazi riozi
(DS 183-184)
eRTIHOZEYLUMIrlcmex ayzxT4TOPT1'R.

The comedy is enhancedby the description, which implies a crowded lecture
theatre.
Ostap's encounter with the officer on the Rumanian border is called an
'interview':
Ocpmuep

H OTTAHY; I
mezineHHO BMTai-umn rIHCTOjieT
nOHAJI, HTO
Ha3azE CTBOJI. Be; I'RKHýi KOm6HHaTOP
(ZT 605)
14HTeDBT>10 OKOH'iHJIOCL.

Though journalistic techniques may be applied in mundane contexts in
the novels, oddly enough, the literary world is not described with literary or
journalistic vocabulary. In the example below, literary hack-work is seen to be
equivalent to the manufacturing process and is therefore described in economic
terms:
M CTapme MOCKOBCKTiexaJITYPLIIHKT4 YCLILUKZHBepTep, JleoHmz TperieTOBCKTAI m Bopmc AmmT4aKOB,

Lp_ocoinim

aeHam, yze
Ha3MHmem:
<(A BaM He

rimcami o603peHze noz
(ZT
413)
xojIOZIHO?>>

Cf. such economic terms as ztemimHr
Bb16pacllBaiomme
Ha
-'dumping',,
their products at
PLIHOK CBOIO IIPOZIYKumo no 6POCOBIAM ueHam -'dumping
give-away prices'.

Further examples of journalistic terms in incongruous settings can be
found in Chapter Three.
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1.8. ARCHAIC LANGUAGE.
Archaisms (words or phrases no longer used in actual speech212)
occupy a
small but significant place in the language of 'Twelve Chairs' and 'The Golden
Calf'. They are sparingly used by III and Petrov, but always purposefully,
whether to bring off a specific comic effect, or to emphasize irony, or to achieve
more accurate characterization.
Some archaisms encountered in the two novels belong to folk genre. For
example, Ostap addressing Vorob'yaninov in the vocative caseof zzpyr 'friend':
Hy,
npyxe.
-

(DS 289)

rOTOBLTe KapmaHll.

or Father Fyodor's wife who, on seeing her husband without his beard, delivers
the following nPXHXTaHxe - 'chant':
(DS
11TO
22)
xe
TH
Han
co6oýi
czieaajý?
The rest of the examples in this section are archaisms of a bookish nature,
that is, those usually found in bureaucratic language. Newspaper language was
also a likely source for archaisms,just as it is in the present day (cf. words like
py6ex - 'boundary', 'limit' or such expression as CB31meHM01zEo;ir - 'sacred
duty', etc.). Bookish archaisms, just like foreign terms and Church Slavonic,
penetrated the language of the massesvia journalese and bureaucratic jargon.
Archaisms contribute to written humour in a number of ways. In the next
example, there is a contrast between the use of the archaism rIOKYCHTLCA-'to
attempt', (frequently found in the language of the press) and the manner in
which it is articulated - zieTCKRM ronocom -'in a child's voice':
6ygeT CO Bcemm,
TaK
- Mum
roJIOCOM, -KTO TTOKVCT4TT)C3T-.
-,

KoJIA

geTCKHM
(DS 155)

Note also the intentional omission of the preposition H.;ý__which usually follows
the verb nOKYCHT16C31.Without this preposition, the literal meaning of this
seemingly metaphorical construction automatically springs to mind, namely.
KYcaTb/YKYCHTb or KycaTbcA/ riOKYcaTbC31- 'to bite' (trans. /intrans. ). This
has the additional implication that Kolya and his wife Liza are always hungry but
cannot afford a decent meal.
Similarly, in the next example, the authors use the archaic
adjective
TAXKT4ý1 - 'heavy', which usually has a metaphorical meaning in such
expressions as TA>KKaq cyzb6a/
The authors could
zojisi or TAXK14ti rpex.
have used the adjective T31zejibiýi
is
but
is
implied,
which
what
-'heavy',
really
this would lessen the comic impact:
212

Beckson& Ganz.
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xiyzýemoe

cnaceHze

OT T31NCK14X KyjiaKO13

mo6MTeneti.

BacioKT4HCKMX

(DS287)

Note the omissionof maxmaT, i. e. mo6MTeneti iuaxmaT, thus making the
(perhaps
nio6MTeneti no6HTL OCTana,i.e.
mo6XTejieti
ambiguous
word
BaclOKT4HCKHX
ie9>>).
((Hemo6T4Te;

In the examplebelow,the literal meaningof the archaicword 612a:
3RM
'reins'- is broughtinto focusby the employmentof ellipsisand the omissionof
6pnztm
from
the word npaB;ieHT4A
the metaphoricalsetexpressioni333ITL
ripa13
ji eHHA - 'to be in charge','to be in controlof :
rOC1IOARHa
T13iaieBal
- DOCTOpxeHHO 3aKpRxian

rlo;iecoD.- Komyme eiiýe BmTi, 612aWIM
HaZJBceq
(DS134)
ry6epHmeq?
This dialogueoccursduring the electionof a leaderfor the 'Union of
SwordandPlough- C0103mexiamopana. Opanoin itself is an archaismand
the choiceof this word reflectsthe natureof the 'Union' and its members,with
their beliefin Tsaristand pre-revolutionarypolitical theory.
Similarly,when describingpre-revolutionarydays,the authorssometimes
add an archaismasa reminderof bygonetimes. Hencethe insertionof HeKorzia
in
instead
'once'
two
the
the
the
examples,,
next
KOr;
aa-TO
of
contemporary
first of which describesthe luxuriouslife of the pre-revolutionaryrich, while the
secondlists jewelry which onceadornedVorob'yaninov'smother-in-law:
BBepxZBYM31
mapuiamxBenaay6oBaqne=xiýa c
naKOBLIM14 HeKOrZJa CTyneHAMTI.

(DS 43)

HeKorzia
t1T1TajizaJIRHH16Iý1
ziparoueHHOCTeg,
cnT4coK
...
yKpau-iaBU114XTeLuMHM nanbum, meio, rPYAL 14BOJIOCLL
(DS 34)

In the same way, when choosing the title of Korobeynikov's profession in
DS, instead of calling him xpa=em
Il'f
Petrov
aPX14Ba,
COTPYZIHHK
and
or
give him the title aPXT4Bapxyc, which is an archaic historiCiSM.211This archaic
title perfectly fits Korobeynikov, who is the consummate o3aKopeHenmHO
The description of Korobeynikov is indirect direct speech,that
KaHueJ131PRCT>>.
is, technically in the third person, but written as though the character himself
was uttering the sentences. Hence, in the example below, the archaism He
zanee KaK - 'no longer than' -is present:
A zionro eme CTapi4K rJlAzen co cne3amm CO'iYBCTBRA
Ha OCTana, XOTA He nanee KaK, cerolIH31 Bzzien EneHY
CTaHT4cjiaBOBHY Ha 6a3ape, B M31CHOMP31,ay.
(DS 70)

"ICCpn.q.
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OHm Bpa3 nOKJIOH14JIMCL MnnojiT4Ty
MaTBeeBT4HY T4
(DS 8)
0 3ZIOPOBLI4 Teuix.
xopom ocBeziomxjiTicT,,

Here, the three undertakers of 'Nimfa' eagerly await the death of
Vorob'yaninov's
They are so desperate for business that they
mother-in-law.
(presumably)
Vorob'yaninov
other inhabitants of the town N. in one
greet
and
(xopom).
both
The
the
ocBezxoMRTLCA
archaism
use of
voice
-'to enquire'befits their profession (cf. the flowery language of Bezenchuk) and reflects the
bookish style in which the question about Madam Petukhova's health was
posed.

Vorob'yaninov, another reactionary, is often referred to in archaic or
bookish terms, as he is a bureaucrat who preserves and even cultivates archaic
ideas and vocabulary.
In the description of the director of the Old Peoples' Home, who has a
passion for door-springs, the authors ironically adopt an archaic style
reminiscent of Lomonosov:
llonoxgB

OH CHa6zimn
'BemwmeT]ýYzuj.
T4CKjnoxieHHA ZIBepvi nPyXT4HamT4 cammx
pa3HO06pa3HUX
C14CTem H cpaCOHOB.

6e3
Bce
(DS 45)

Even for the modern hero Ostap, Il'f and Petrov occasionally resort to
(which
letter
last
The
the
archaic words.
archaic word zxmua -the name of
resembles the Roman letter V (five)"' of the pre-revolutionary Russian
alphabet), is introduced as a comparison based on visual similarity:
Ha n6y Y Hero 0603HanHjiacb BeH03HaAmxmua..
(DS 108)

The combination BeHO3HaA=4ua, with its semantically incompatible
components, is inherently funny even though the use of archaic letter names
(both Russian and foreign) does occur in unusual lexical surroundings with
certain registers."'
All these examples come from DS. The only example of archaism in ZT is
Ostap's ironic question to Balaganov:
-M BM Y-6031JUM) B03paCTai-olURX
HacmeiuJIMBO
CrIPOC14JI OCTan.

Ho BanaraHOB

TPYAHOCTeq?

He 3ameTHJI 14POHHH.

"'Ibid.
"See, for instance, B. 11.rpmropLeB,

-

(ZT 312)

in KHTr*a 0

((COBpemeHHoe rIPOCTOpeHze
mxaproH. >>

OHaHme,
PYCCKOM.H3LIKe
MOCKBa, 1969),167-168,
C.
MJILKHCKaA
by
14.
that:
edited
says
who
,
B cTyaeHieCKOM
xaproHe
XZMHKOB-TeopeT%KOB
eCTeCTBeHHO
BOMMIOT
(3rICZ; IOH
manpo

BLIpaxeHRA

THria ((zagTe mHe: DrICZnOH macna>>
6YKBLI,
6eCKOHeiHo
0603HaHamueg
- Ha3BaHoe rpen.
BenwimHy) MIX ((HY,: DTO - KBaHTLI>> (To eCTL rlyCT31KI4).
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In this section we have examined Il'f and Petrov's use of archaic
vocabulary. The next section discusses the use of Church Slavonic terms in the
novels.
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1.9. CHURCH SLAVONICISMS.
There is a long tradition of Church Slavonic parody in the Russian
language, propagated by the promoters of Church Slavonic (seminary students
(including
bureaucrats)
Fonvizin, Gogol and Chekhov).
and clerical
and writers
In the Soviet era, writers such as Zoshchenko, Mayakovsky and Bedny,
in
borrowing
Church
Slavonic
this
tradition
continued
of
words and expressions
their works, but in general this practice is not so common in the 20th century as
it was in earlier years.
Many Russian revolutionaries were students at. religious seminaries, and
some of them became influenUal leaders, engaged in the spread of anti-religious
propaganda. Because of their background, we can pick out the Church Slavonic
216
features of their language.
The Church Slavonic element in their speeches
began to penetrate newspaper language and subsequently, colloquial Russian. In
addition, the new Soviet bureaucratic administration encouraged the spread of
Church Slavonic terms into the language of Soviet activists, civil servants and
subordinate employees. Consequently, this vocabulary found its way into the
speech of various social classes, including those with no connection to church
orthodoxy.
Here are some Church Slavonic words and expressions that became
211
1920'
in
frequently
featured
the
the
S:
mid
widespread and were
newspapers of
cyry6wýi, cyry6o, (e.g. cyry6oe BHzmamie, cyry6aq

DaXHOCT16), HeKmýi (cf. HeKOTOPIAM, zze C HUM,
ropZjbIH3i, rpqzteTb, y3peTb, BKyrie, Tem riame (Cf. Tem
6LI),
6ojiee), AK06K (virtually
6y;
m60, Bce m
jTO
replaced
DCA.

It is ironic that imagesand expressionsof ecclesiasticalorigin beganto
couma;NUM,
appearalongsidepolitical terms and words such as KOMMYHH3M,
notionswhich are opposedto the Church and all that it represents. Suchphrases
(coumaJIT43ma),
aseBaHrejixe KOMMYHT43ma,
arioCTOJIKOMMYHR3ma
arlOCTOJI
KOHTppeBOJHouTix111
are
and my%ieHT4K
- peBoji1O104OHep119
curious combinations.
Il'f and Petrov capitalizedon thesekind of incongruities. However, Il'f
and Petrov'suse of ecclesiasticalterminology is more akin to the traditional
parodying of Church Slavonic,rather than an adoption or parody of its
"'One must also bear in mind the fact that Church Slavonic vocabulary
always had an evocative
and emotional appeal for political speakers,and hence it was particularly suitable for expressive
communicationand for providing the necessaryemphasisin persuasivepolitical discussion.
217
The examplesare taken from CenzmeB, Op.cit., 63-65.
"Ibid., 67.
21'Ibid.,68.
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employment by Revolutionaries. The majorityof
appear in DS.

Church Slavonic words

1.9.1. Ironical use of Church Slavonic terminology.

Consider the following typical example:
MIIIIOJIT4Ta
Y, Bl2aT rIOXOPOHHoro 61opo <<Hxmqpa>>
MaTBeeBlVia
CHOBa nonpxziepxajix.
(DS 8)
Here, the Church Slavonic term BpaTa - 'gates (cf. Russian BOPOTa)ironically refers to the door leading into the funeral directors' office. This is
obviously the wrong word for an ordinary door, but its use was probably inspired
by an associationwith a'gateway to heaven'(BpaTa B aapCTBi4e He6ecHoe).
HaPYLLIMTejib
rlozt rzpqmT4 npeZIyCMOTPRTejiI>HL04
KOHBeHU14H pa30CT;ian rneTHLOI
JIT4CT, zia6BI H14 OZjHa
rILIJIZHKa ziparoijeHHOM meTanna He riporiana 3PA.
(ZT 481)

The above refers to Panikovsky, who believes Koreyko's dumb-bells to be
made of solid yold, and having stolen them, he carefully prepares to disect them.
The use of gafti, as well as ripeZIYCMOTPMTejiLHLi9,heightens the irony in this
believe
idea.
in
The
inform
that
the
they
the
ridiculous
authors
reader advance
plot will fail, and Panikovsky will be wasting his time.
,-

In the next example, the Church Slavonic phrase rim Ha KO;ieHi4 -'fell
on his knees' - ironically describes the very unromantic action of Vorob'yaninov
as he searches for diamonds inside a chair:
Bopo6LAHT4HOB

He
zmiiia,
,
BCYHY;I PYKY nOZI czzeHie.

nan Ha KOJTeHTj14rIO J10KOTb
(DS 233)

The beginning of the action (He zimiua, ria; 1 Ha KoneHT4) is presented as
if Vorob'yaninov is going togenuflecefor a betrothal (npeZMOXXTL PYKY).
Instead, we are deceived, and we get no ; IOKOTL 3aCYHYJIPYKY.

In ZT, III and Petrov parody the biblical expression apyrm

CBOq220

in the

passage about the character Funt, who spent a lot of time in prison (he was bribed
to stay there):
OCTan nepeTaUý14JI 3munpezEcezaTeWl
3a CBOq
HatimbHxtiecKR9
CTOJI, De; ieJI 3aKPLITL KOHTOPY X
lIP14H31JIC31
TepriejiHBO BLIripaullOaTL
BeHHoro Y3HMKa,
221ohn 15:13.
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XH3Hb
OTztaBiiiero

3a

ciBo3i,,.
<aipyrm

(ZT 436)

Funt certainly did not give his life away for the sake of friendship! The use of
the phrase Betmiti Y3HT4Kis reinforced when Ostap locks up his office, thus
again imprisoning Funt and turning him into an 'eternal prisoner'.
Church Slavonic elements not surprisingly feature frequently in the
language of the priest Father Fyodor. He utters Church Slavonicisms in
conjunction with the sweaiCývords and abuse that he heaps on his competitors
for the treasure (see Father Fyodor's language in the section 1.20. on characters'
language). Ostap Bender also has a number of Church Slavonic terms assigned
to him (see relevant section on his language).
Il'f and Petrov often employ Church Slavonicisms in the characterization
of the passionate widow Gratsatsueva. This woman - xemuMHa TOJICTa3i ii
cna6m as the authors describe her (DS 131) - constantly dreams of getting
married and believes in traditional marriage <<HaBeKT4BeKOB>>. The authors
use ecclesiastic terminology to satirize the sentimentality and silliness of this
woman. On the day of her marriage to Ostap, she is in heaven from her
imagined happiness:
'qe]ýTor B;IoDbi FpaTuaTuyeBOr4 CRAJI.

(DS 106)

When she goes to place an announcement in the local paper about Ostap's
disappearance, and an employee of the newspaper enquires whether Ostap is her
son, she replies:
-MYX
jimizo

OH mHeI
rinaTKOM.

- OTBe7ffna

CTRaZIMMIM

3aKPI>IBa3i
(DS 131)

Besidesthe Church Slavonic word CTpa;ýanxua -'the sufferer' (cf. also
the use of Church Slavonic suffix -jIILLin B,[IoBmua (DS 193,,194)), the authors
invert the word-order in Gratsatsueva'sreply; a typical mannerism from
ecclesiasticaltexts.
While waiting for someone to come forward and reveal Ostap's location,
the widow's concern is described in the following terms:
HeJTOB110BLI ompaxianoa C Kaxzxium AHeM Bce 6ojiyule.
(DS 131)
Earlier in the novel, however, she is said to have MOLUMAT-43aTI>IJIOK
powerful necle -a contrast to the high-flown and poetic xieno.

a

1.9.2.Church Slavonicisms in comic contrasts.
Here III and Petrov set up a comic contrast using
in
stylistic clashes, which
Church Slavonicisms are grouped out of context with
from
other
vocabulary
lexical registers.
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Church Slavonic expressions are 'high' language terms, and when placed
alongside mundane or vulgar phrases, the effect is stylistically incongruous and
inevitably comic. For example:
...

ZIBOPHTIK

[... ] CTaji

03T412ýaTl> ZXBOPOBme

rIOCTPOr4KR...

(DS 64)

13eHzxepg
cetiHac me
BOCKJITIKHYJI
yma
comnxt
c
-Bm
(DS
39)
COMKHYJI COHHme Demnij.
B 3ane pa3ztaBaJICA CKPRI-LYMT4ý1
rOJIOC, Raj20BaHH1)Tr1
npzpo; j01 OZEHRMTOJILKo ayKIJM0HMCTam, Kpyrii6e m
(DS 153)
CTeK0JIBM14Kam...
T4 OH (i. e. Bender - RG) peiuZJI He n0KRziaTL
Z10 Tex nop, n0Ka He
Tyan, bzxeH0poDoro,, iepTora,
(DS
47)
y3HaeT Bce.

In the above two examples,both contrast and irony are achieved by placing
CKpxnyxii4q rojioc and TyanbaeHOpoBLiq beside the elevated epithet
TyanLzieH0P0BjA9
Y,
',efers
aapoBaHH1Ar4
respectively.
npi4pozioq and 'tiep=
to the cheap and dull material of the clothes worn by the inmates of the Old
Peoples' Home in Stargorod. Further examples of this mixture of elevated
Church Slavonic terms and common speech, include:
Konmibim BHYTpeHHHM omm
nepea
...
o61uT4pHaA CBTIHa3l KOTjieTa.

ripeZICTana
(DS 119)

oKa
emmmemioro
CBoero
M
04Horna3bIg
He
CBOZIHJI
...
(DS
246)
c rpoccmer4CTePOD04 o6yBR.
(solitary

eZtHHCTBeHHoe`oKo--; eye'-- a Church Slavonicism as well as an archaism.
The next example is very revealing, with its verbal play on synonyms
from different registers:
71omNo. 7 no rIepejieuiMHCK0My nepeyJIKY He
CTapropozia.
RBa
nPlMazinexan
3aammm
K ; IY"JLUMM
ero: DTa)Ka, MCTpoeHmie B Mum BTopoT4 mmriepim,
6bijiu yKpaiueHbi no6RTIAMR MBUHLIMH M0121laMT4,
Heo6]6IKHOBeHHonoxoxxmR Ha JTTjU0TMeCTHOM D Me
Apum6auieBCKT4X
BpeMA rimcaTeRA Apum6auieBa.
zT-u(Lo-D6mjioPOBHODocemi,, no H14CJIYOKOH, BMXoZjAjjýMX
D nepeyJI0K. Romemajimb 9TH jiT>BmHi6ie
xaDi4 D
(DS 58)
OKOHHLIXKnioxiax.

In this extract, there are four synonyms designating 'face', each
representing a different style: mopaa -'a muzzle' - of an animal (unless a vulgar
referenceto a person's face is intentionally implied), xapq -a rude and abusive
term, the neutral jimuo and the Church Slavonic JIRK 'image' or 'icon'.
-
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A particularly amusing contrast of styles is achieved when Church
Slavonicisms occur alongside Soviet neologisms and (especially) abbreviations.
For example:
Korzta zeno 6bijio yi3emiaHg, npi4men ceKpeTapb...
(DS 179)
Although ceKpeTapb is not a new word, after the Revolution it acquired
a new meaning, and in the above example it is placed side by side with the
elevated Church Slavonic word YBeHHaHo -'finished' (cf. neutral Russian
KOHxieHO).
[...
]
HTo ripzrjiaCMTL MOXHO
B o6cyxzEeHHM BMACHUMCB,
61>IBU.
Toro
me MaKcuma r1eTPOBMHa'L1aPYLUHT4KOBa,
Iero
riiaCHoro

rOPOjjCKOr4
HIJHe
tiyzeCHIAM o6pa3OM
zxymm,a
co17ipxtmcjieHHoro
K JIT4KY coBpa6OTHHKOD... (DS 101)

is a parody of the expression K JIMKY CB31TI>IX. There
is a nice combination of comic associationshere. Consider the next extract:
B BTY M14HYTY pa3rOBOP DOCnHTaHHT4u 6mzi npepBaH
K JIVIKY COBpa6OTHZKOB

Tpy6HMM

CMOPKaHmem, 3arJIYUIYBLU14M

ripoziojixaiouýeec3i
roJIOC Haiaji:
peTeHze...

neHi4e

orHeTYL11T4Teji3i,

zaxe Bce

H KOPOBT4r4

He o6opaHXBa3icL Ha
CTapyxi4,npzrHYBU1XCb
X
CTOAUtMq
B yrJ1Y Ha MLITOm
riapKeTe
rPOMKorOBOPMTejii,,
HTO
npogonzanx eCTL,Haziesicb,
14X MT4HeT

MXHeT

iauja

C1431.

(DS 48)

2B
in
It
biblical
occurs
a prayeruttered
expression.
a
by Christbeforehis crucifixion. Theword Hama refersto the cup of one'sfateor
destiny. Hereit is usedfigurativelyand acquiresits humorousconnotationfrom
the contrastwith a mundanecontext.
iama

cm3iis

1.9-3.Church Slavonicisms and play on words.
Occasionally III and Petrov introduce Church Slavonicisms specifically to
achieve a play on words.
Xmjibie ero (i. e. of the table - RG) HOXKH TP31CJIT4CL
noZ
T31meCTLIOnyxnbix nanoK Ta6aMHOM 4BeTa c
3anmcAmm, H3 KOTOPLIX MOXHo 6mno noxiepnHYTL Bce
cBeaemm o P0210CJIOBHLIX
)KHTenerl ropoaa N. xo
reHeanorxHeCKM)ý_aDjeU2, L nPOMPOCUIRX Ha CKYZXHOH
ye3ZEHOýIrIOHBe.
(DS 6)
22'Mark14:36.
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Here, III and Petrov play on the literal meaning of the Church Slavonic
word apeBo - 'tree' (cf. Russian- ztepeBo) in the set metaphorical expression
reHeonoruxiecKme ztpeBa -'genealogical trees'- by introducing the end part of
the sentence npOH3pOCLIIT4XHa CKYZIHOtIye3ZXHo-r4riOHBe and playing on the
literal meaning of the words IIPOM3POCU1T4X
< paCTH -'to grow'and IIOHBe
'soil'. For a thorough analysis of word play in DS and ZT, see Chapter Two,
section 2.3.

Following this discussion of the 'higher' linguistic registers in the two
novels, we move on to examine in the next few sections aspectsof everyday and
vulgar speech(sections1.10.- 1.14.).
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1.10. COARSE LANGUAGE.
The opposition of young Komsomol members to all aspects of prelife,
the spread of criminal slang and the language of
revolutionary
6ecriPT430pHbie, the influence of the riPOCTOHaPOZEHI>Iti
A3LIK of peasants and
workers - all these factors encouraged the adoption of coarse language in
everyday speech. Economic instability, unemployment, 'homelessness',
6ecriPT43OPHi4xieCTDoand the general lawlessness and confusion that succeeded
the break up of the old order - all these things contributed to a marked increase
in crime and hooliganism. Vulgar words and expressions appeared more
frequently in the state press and literature. This happened (at least initially) with
the Bolsheviks' blessing, for there was a strong tendency among the
revolutionaries themselves to use crude words and expressions. As Selishchev
points out:
peBOJIIOUTIOHepLI,
POCCT4rICKxe

KaK

B

cDoe Bpewix

cppaHUY3CKi4e,
He CTeCHAIOTC31 YIIOTpe6;
CH14TaBiumec3i
CJIOBa
14
petiz
BmpaxeHMA,
T4 rPY61, IM14. "'
cpammjimPHLIMM

I31TL B CBoeH-

This crudeness of expression among revolutionaries had a two-fold
purpose: firstly, it signified the rebellion against old-established standards of
language; and secondly, it was an effective vehicle for attacking the enemies of
the Revolution. "'
This tendency of the revolutionaries to use coarse language was termed
Volin
by
B.
their
wrote an article
opponents.
<(3ae3xaTeJI]6CTBo>>
he
this
and
concluded:
practice
<<BojibiueBXKM-3ae3xaTem4>> opposing
6bijia
xapaKTePHO14
BcerzEa
pe3KOCTL
TOHa
i3rio;
iHe
...
oco6eHHOCTLio 6ojibmeBT4KOB.224

Crude words were also found in the language of the Communist leaders;221
Lenin himself was known to use strong words, especially when denouncing his
"'Cenume%op. cit., 68.
223

Korza B 19 17 rogy ozlHa 143rieTporpagci<zx
ra3eT ripmmeHmia
6aHKzpam T4npyrmm 9KCrinyaTaTOpam
CTapopyccKoe
CJIOBO
TyHegaijm, JleH%H BCTpeTKji ero o, -ieH]6 CO'-IYBCTBeHHO.
riozE riePO B B%zEe
VIOBO rioriajiocb
((YZEZB%TejiLHo xopoulee
14cKmo%eH%x - peziaKTOpam <(143BeCT%9>>,- rivican oH.

claims Chukovsky, op. cit., 610.

2245.Bo; II4H
<<Boz6LueBHK14
- 3ae3zaTen%>>, Ha riocTy, No. 4,27.
Cf. for example, BukhariWs use of XYJII)H%HaTL
-'to cheat':
...

rOBOPIO:

17paB4a,No.2,1926.

Bu cnerKa

XYJILHztiaeTe.

K
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enemies: Ka6RMTHBIti jjypaK -'cabinet fool"" or cnerioýl IUeH0K - 'blind
puppy'227 and OCJI14HLieyLum -'donkey's ears228

As for Stalin, he shamelessly proclaimed himself a coarse man at the XIV
Party Congress(in reply to Molotov):
Ila,

TOBapmmm,
BePHO, A9T0r0

HeJIOBeK A riPAM0'r4
He OTpxiýaio. 2"

x rpy6jii!,

9TO

This type of admission
coming from a Soviet leader would surely have
Despite the
opened the door to a wholesale adoption
of coarse language.
appearance of a number of press articles, protesting
against the use of crude and
in the national papers
violent speech among the young, 210and despite campaigns
language
be
both
in
to
against vulgar vocabulary,
such unrefined
continued
literary works and in the very same papers expressing
dissatisfaction
with the
phenomenon:
BpaHibio

rieCTP31T ;iaxe
ra3eT,
CTOji6um ueHTpaJII>HLix
6opi>6e
6paH]610
Be,ayuýmx OT BpemeHX KamriaHxx
rio
c
B
61ITY T4 Ha rIP0T43B0, aCTBe. B9TT4X ra3eTax
6paHL
CJIYXT4T MýjKperijimoiummKPHTHKH
qjiemeHT0M
rI0JIRTT4xieCKHX BparoB coBeTCK09
DiiaCTM. 231

White

Or consider
Army:

the following

extract

from

an editorial

diatribe

against

the

peHeraTLI,
couzajicornamaTenz,
coumaji-ripeziaTenu,
143meHHHKH, o6HarnemuaA
iuar4Ka cnyr KarmTanMma,
naKe'a 6yp>KyaM4,
ripHXBOCTHM, MYZELI, IUKYPHT4KT4,
etC.

232

Revolutionaries mingled extensively with the masses and promoted the
use of coarselanguage amongst the villagers,, the urban population and factory
workers. Vulgar language continued to be fashionable in both poetry and prose
Dernyan Bedny's
and proved useful for the Party's propaganda campaigns.211
226

B. 14.JleH%H, Co6paHzeCOHT4HeHT4TI1917-1918
rozioB,(MocKBa,1922),15,465.

2271bid.,
p. 461.
"Ibid., p. 454
2"HpaB,
aa, No.296,1925.
mSee,for example,the following
articles: M. PM6H%KOBa,
o06 MCKYCCTBeHHOM
orpy6neHMM
P04HOrf A3. bIK B IUKOJTe,
peHT4 y%iamxxcq>>,
1,1927or H. r1oroIIIIH,v BpaBaziarpy6oCTLTO>>,
Xe.HcKurfx7pHa.7,No.10,1928.
231(p
eceHKO, Op.
84.
cit.,
232
CenzmeB, op. cit.,98.
231he
useof coarsevocabularycontinuedwell into the 1930's.A andT. Fesenkoquotethefollowing
insultsdirectedtowardspeople accusedduring the legendary'show
(1936-1938):
trials'
rIPOZZYBHLie 6peXYHLI,
6aHzIa,
ClTrimie TIPOXBOCTLI, oroJITejiaq
ma; IKoe OXBOCTi>e, rHYC; tHLie
TPOIZK14CTKOriocnellmL11%
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B CKBePHOCJIOBT4H>>, 'was

T4

illustrated in his poem<< TO
6e3
zxejiaeTC3I>>,
and in the crudestof his anti-religious poems<(EBaHrejIme
143"BAHa eBaHreJI14CTa
jjem1>AHa>>.

<(BT4PTyO3HOCT1>

Mayakovsky, the official poet of the Revolution, recognized the
importance of coarsevocabulary in contemporary language. Such language can
be found in many of his poems, for example in <(I06xner1Hoe>>,<(XOPOLUO>>
and
in
Poets
the titles ((0 21P31HT4>>,
and
even
etc.
who
<<'qyzjeca>>111
<(CBOnOHT4>>
employed vulgar and argot terminology include Esenin (<(Morl IIYTL>>),
Bezymensky(((CT14XI40 Komcomone>>)and Il'ya Selvinsky
(<(Yn3inaeBLUHHa>>).
Even Bagritsky, usually a romantic poet, occasionally
produced a coarsephrase (<(Ilyma npo OriaHaca>>).In literary prose, both
narrative and characters' dialogue reflected the state of contemporary language,
and consequently, contained plenty of linguistic 'barbarities.

Of early post-Revolutionarysatirical writers, it was Zoshchenkowho
madethe most extensiveuse of crude languageand achieved,many of his best
Someof his coarsestpassageswere re-written (with
comiceffectsin this vein. 216
or without his permission) in the post-war years under the party's instruction.
3HHOBi6eBCKOil ulaftZ,
TPOUKVICTKO-3%HOBLeBCKze mep3auui,
qpaui%CTCKxe HailmXTLI, KI)OBaBLie ricLi mexgyHapoziHoro
KarIMTana, 6emeMie
co6aK% cpauiKCTCKOIVIoxpaliK%, npe3peliHue
razai,

6aHZI14TLI, notimaHHLie

riozinie

rp3nHetiLume

c nomumbim,

y6uMxia,

Tel)POPHCTLI, 3aXT4BOcrH%BIUze, etc.

Fesenko, op. cit. 84. Arthur Koestler (who visited the Soviet Union in the 1930's) mentioned this
phenomenon in his book'The Yogi and The Konunissar'(1959).
234Thisterm was coined by the Fesenkos,
op. cit., 103.
wCf.

<<XOpoLuo>>,<<106%;ie9Hoe>> and 04yzjeca>>, MaAKOBCKU9, Op. Cit.:
BLeT myxn%Ha ziaMY B MOpAy.

or
6ypxy3im riozz3all
'
KO;
ieHaem.
HazilialOT
...
oxopouio>>.

Ho rIO93%A - ripeCBO;1O'IHeViuiaAUlTYKOB%Ha: cyiiieCTByeT -K He B
3Y6 Horog!

((106zjieTlHoe>>.

JlYHa, KaK zwpa,rIOHTH B zcTyri;ieHzz. rJIAZI31T rna3a 6; Il4HOPOXX31
rIJIOCKOrO.

(<'4yzEeca>>.
"Cf. hisfamousstory((MOHTep>>:
TeMHOTe
TeHOPOM
rieT]6
OTKa3l>lBaiocj>.rlymarl, CYKHH CLIH,
-RB
MOHTep rioeT. MOHTep rOBOPXT: onYLuall He
rioeT. HarineBaTL
emy B moplU.

nymari

Pa3 OH, CBO;IO%b TaKax,

OAHO9 PYK09

HaLunociA
>>

rioeT, zipyrog

M. 3oLueHKo, C06paHWe COUTfHeH; frl B

JleHT4Hrpazi,1986),356.

B ueHTpe

CBeT

M
TO
cmmaeTC31,

3ax%raeT.Repwo

(XYzioxeCTBeaHHaq
TpexTomax

KaKoe

JI%TepaTypa,
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Il'f and Petrov used vulgarisms much less frequently than Zoshchenko.
In DS and ZT, the application of crude language is restrained and can be hard to
find among the wealth of other linguistic devices. Of and Petrov had no need to
create characters with predominantly tough street-wise speech and the coarse
language in the two novels is just enough to round out the already perfectly
do
The
authors
not actually invent new
realistic characterizations.
'coarsenesses'. Rather, they choose to employ the most familiar terms of vulgar
speech which entered both conversational and literary language from the
vocabulary of village and factory. 237

Such expressionsas K iepTy and K xiePTOBOýimaTepu -'to hell', occur
on numerous occasions,especially in DS:
-K

He12TY naCTY111KYI - KPHKHYJI

opzxep B nanmy.
maTe]ýij

OCTari,

pnpmwi

UaýrlTecioga CTOJIHK.K xiepTopoýi
(DS 79)

CTOJIHKI

The tone here is light-hearted - Ostap is in a cheerful mood after his
information
he
has
Korobeynikov,
the
obtained
meeting with
since
archivist
Vorob'yaninov
Ostap
location
Similarly,
tells
the
the
regarding
when
of
chairs.
insult,
just
is
devil
',
this
take
a
meant
as
an
not
Bac
nozEepm>>
you!
<<xiepT
-'the
found
have
Ostap's
231for
think
they
good-humoured exclamation,
companions
the last chair in which the treasure was supposedly hidden:

For a detailed study of Zoshchenko'slanguage,seeV. Von Wiren-Garczynski, TheRussian
Languagein the Immediatepost-Revolutionaryperiod (1919-1928)and its Literary Stylization in
the fiction of Mikhail Zoshchenko (PhD Thesis, New-York University, 1965).
237
CenmaxeB,op. cit., 70, lists the following terms; those marked by an asterisk are commonplacein
DS and ZT:
napeH]6*,

zEeBiaTa,
cma3aT]6,
*jiaTpLira,
6ypxyg,
XYJII>H%naTb,
*
ripocaZIZTB,
BLixzra, o6-beropKTL,
rI%Tep,
CKJIO'iH%K,
XOXOPHTI)C31,
cKjioKa,
B
YXO*
c'i>e3llHTL
oKojieTb,
6y3a*, 6Y30Tep, KaTHTLCA, CBO:IO'ib, * paCTpaHZXP%BaTL, Tpenaxi,*
TperiaTLC. R,* oaeprxBaTb Koro-HH6YZII>,
rIOTpe6zjiKa,
pa36a3api4BaTb, * HeXBaTKa, rJIOTHKiaT]6, rIL31HKa, HariiieBaTL,
*
rIOZICTerHYTL,

pe63ITa,CZIIOXZTI),

6aneLUHKK, rHaTB zeHbm *(zieHbry),
rI%BHYLIIKa, jiumpiumaTL,
TaHUJILKa,
MIMOH* (T.e. mmjijil4OH),
rHaTL MOHeTy, nemeapanom,
Hx, tiero* (T. e. Teprixmo),
%ePB31K (T.e. iepBOHea), xa6ap
(T. e. B3.qTKa), xa6apHT4K (T. e. B331TO%H%K),aqoepa, rioxa6HI>111,
6p3lKHYTL, * JlArIHYT]6, *
xaZTL,

BBIrizpm.

"Cf. Zoshchenko's
use of suchfriendly' insults as <w4miq
cyKi4H CLIH>>,
see Von-Wiren, op. cit., 123.

mog rjognm>> and ((ma; Ij>%iT4LuetIKa,
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(i.
Vorob'yaninov
ECTL?
RG).
OH
13LIZIOXHYJI
e.
Ax,
Ki4ca,
"iTo
eCTL.
zEejio,
H
TOM-TO
Hej2T i3ac
-B
(DS 287)
noziepm!
However,

the abuse which Ostap heaps on Vorob'yaninov

is usually

genuinely felt and , in most cases, well-deserved:
RporiaziaýlTe
HY
3zEeci6c i3auizm cTyjioml
K
tiej2TY!
Bac
_,
A mHe M031 XH3HL 11opora KaK naMATLI
(DS 285)
Hy,
Tenepb
-

nomen

(DS 152)

DoHl

'aa
RZRTe Bm K tiepTyl
I I
...

CJIYLLiarITe T4He pwiagTecLl

Ra
CAZILTe BLI, 14LIT40T rIj20KJIATMj-j,
rOJIOBYI

HaB313ajicA Ha moio
(DS 149)

Cerltiac
OCTan.
MZMOT
i
3aCTOHa;
BBT
rial2imm>011
CKOpee
CXOAXTI
c
yma
OH
TYT
nOTOJIOK o6Ba; iRTcq, a
(DS
284)
Ha B03ZIYXI

BOT
MHe
MYTL ronoBy
eme
Luji3ina!
60AP
H%Hero:
R Becen.
CKOperit CKOpetil
B TaKOM cnyxiae

llaýlTe

He OTOpBaim, ii A
(DS 249)

PYKY, LUE3111a

rionyxiaý4Te

rOHopap,

cTapag

(DS 284)
ranomal
(DS 285)

(i.
RG)
Bender
IWiTe
c
OH
e.
aeHbrT4[ - npouierITan
(DS
151)
CTaj2a3T
HeHaBHCTLIO. CBOJIOn
Ostap also uses the vulgar term
<(cBojioib>> as a means of characterizing

Korobeynikov and it has an evaluative purpose:
(thought
Ostap)
<<CTapmK - TMIXtfflam
cBonoib>>

(DS 71)

Later Ostap calls him a fool:
(DS
Tmiiie,
74)
OCTari
rP03HO.
nyDaK.
cKa3aji
As can be expected, coarselanguage is used more during verbal conflict
than in ordinary conversation. Thus when Ostap and Vorobyaninov are
fleeing the angry inhabitants of Vasyuki, the following exchangestake place:
BOT
31Bac cer4tiac, cponoxierj! - rapKHYJI OH (i.e. Ostap RG) xpa6peuam-pa3BeaHRKam, 6pocaqu C rI31TOrl
(DS 248)
rijioiuaAKM.
He
yAzteTe, g3onoim! - Kpivivim
-

1436aPKM. (DS 249)
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rIcT4x - 'madman' - (a very mild term of abuse), is occasionally used by one
character to castigate another:
Bu ncT4x. BaiiaraHOBI

Ostap.
says
-

(ZT 355)

BLi ncT4x!

OCTaBbTe
meH31 B noKoe.
-

(ZT 207)

Lyapis
Persidsky.
to
says
-

Coarse language with bestial connotations is common - applying words
describe
Words
to
their
actions
people.
such as mopaa -'mug'
animals
or
which
(face), CKOTHHa -a beast', etc. become insulting when applied to people:
Kyzia
xe TBI 3aBopaHT4BaeiiiL,
-

moj2zia? - asks Polesov.
(DS 61)

MrinoJIMT
Bm
KPHKHYJI
adplepRCTI
Bam mol2ziv rio6mo, OTeu cl)eziop!
Cyxng
j7ana 3TOT MOHTepI
Teapa60THxKamm!

MaTBeeBT4H. -R
(DS 56)

Mmeq nocne: 9Toro zieno c
(DS 269)

Ostap
Mechnikov.
says
about
CB,Ri*, q BX, Mypa,

nocne

(ZT 432)

3Torol

(i.
CKOT14Ha,
OHTI
zjymajim
e. other employees of
<(BOT
Hercules about Skumbrievich - RG), TOCK; N4BO BePTA B
pyKaX KapaHiiauix
14xiaqHme jio)KexIK14, - czmyjiaHT
(ZT 461)
nPOKJ131TLI91>>
However,

found:

the phrase CYK14H CLIH -son

of a bitch'is

more frequently

(i.
Ostap
RG)
CMOTPRTe,
OH
e.
KPRKHYJI
CMOTPMTel
(DS 109)
CKOpeel AjibxeH, C-CVKT4H CLIHI.
BXKTOP MmxaýinOBHxi euLe ztonro xopoxOP14ncq.
- -CVK'HHITCITHM.,- roBOPMJI OH, o6paLuaACb K 3PHTen3im.
(DS
65)
Xamiil
B030MHHJIH
0
ce6e!
XOPOIIIO
MjiaraeT,
co6ma, - LueriHyji
MnnOJIT4TY MaTBeeBT4iY, - YMT4Teci,.

OCTaTI Ha yxo
(DS 256)

6M
Ha6zji
coo6mmji
31 Te6e ]2TTJTO- meiTaTejiLHO
OCTan, - TOJI16KO3apaTYCTpa He n03BOji3ieT. Hy, notuen
(DS 51)
Kxiep=04
maTepTj.
P16IJIO- 'snout'
(of
insultingly
face.
to
Two
a
a
pig)
person's
refers
other crude
ways of referring to a person's face (other than mopza) are worth mentioning,
namely, poxa and xapq:
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XOTA

HaCTYrIMBUTRX
D

2jRKa3iu2zg-tmaCTepax cmijia

cymepKaX, HO CKa3aTL

(DS 10)

OH HxxierO He cmor.

IIJIIOHYjia emy B poxýy x yzxpana xiepe3 rpaHRUY K

(DS 33)

POZIMTen3im.
Bender.
says
-

6apallIKO
xal2io...
monoýjeILKY10

110)! HATLIq
MOP03a

BIJý4 DOPOTHHK

[

...

13ammiuanOT
(ZT 338)

description
Koreyko.
in
the
of
As we can see from these examples, Il'f and Petrov make the most of
arises. In order to extract a comic
abusive language whenever the opportunity
blunt
language,
from
is
the authors create
coarse
and
what
otherwise
rather
effect
(for
is
being
between
being
in
it
is
the
said
a
said, and
way
which
what
a contrast
)
The
3.1.
detailed
device,
Chapter
Three,
turn
to
this
section
please
study of
more
in
is
the
the
meHTaTenbHO
pmno
a
case
and
of
poetic
abusive word
combination
Also
point.
note:

Mizian,
ralITOKa? 11-TUKOHM!
-B

illypa.
ao6POZjyUIHOcripocmn

(ZT 468)

DOCTOpreKpmxianOCTari.

(DS250)

Mon',
im, )KT4zioBg<aq
3aKPXxia;i
mol2zial- paZIOCTHO
(ZT
544)
ry6aTbiti aTamaH.
In the abovethree examplesa paradoxarises,sincethe abusesare said or
in
shouted an unexpectedmanner: 'good humouredly', 'overwhelmed' and
'joyfully' respectively. Similarly, the insults in the next example are usually
here
they are uttered 'without raising the voice':
shouted,yet
60JTB21HM
BM - gypai<v.
He Bame
m ncvxonanT,
-A
zieno! - CKa3ana KojiMHa )KeHa, He rIOBLujim
ronoca.

(DS117)
Bbi
- meinaHMH,

- CKa3an

J131IIMC XBaCTJIT4B0.

(DS 207)
By adding XBaCTJIHBO -'boastfully', the whole sentence is given a humorous
touch. Similarly, in the example below, III and Petrov use the verb rioxenaTb
'to wish' which usually accompanies felicitations for health, happiness, good
night, etc. Placed after HTo6 Te6e JI0rIHYT16-I wish you'd explode, the
combination is both incongruous and comic:
T-TTo6
Te6e nonHYTTA - nomenana
OKOHxiaHM14TaHua.

B4oBa no
(DS 203)

Occasionally, III and Petrov place a term of abuse alongside a high-flown
phrase. The comic effect is direct:

-
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BLi - CBT4HT)3i.rpaxziaHXH

ripeziDoAMTejiL!

(DS 254)

Cf.
Ostap
Vorob'yaninov.
to
the
says
also
unlikely combination rpazzIaHT4H,
0IBOP31HCTBa). This further adds to
instead of roCnOlIT4H,and npeZXBOZET4TejiL
the incongruity.
Varvara accuses her husband Lokhankin of being a member of the
intelligentsia and a'scoundrel' at the same time:
IEmb,
Herozmýil
-[...

PIHTejijiereHTI

(ZT 408)

(she also calls him (<B36eciiDUIMqC31cameu>>, (<Ti4paH>>,<(co6CTBeHHTIK>>(ZT
(ZT 409)).
408) and ((KpeIIOCTHT4K>>
Another example of contrasting statements is the following dialogue
between the engineer Bruns and his wife and the reply which he receives from
her:
[---1
MYCMK!!
l
rOTOB
TBI
l
Myci4KI
He maneemi6
rycmK?
cBoero maneHbKoro
my)KgKal
rIoLueJI
BOH, 06XM12a - OTBeTMJIX X3 KOMHaTLI.
-

(DS 262)
III and Petrov mainly use vulgar language to make dialogue realistic and
appropriate to the characters' position or emotional state. Though the use of
coarselanguage is not a major lexical device in the novels, it is interesting (and
funny)
to witness. The authors make masterful use of coarse vocabulary in
often
incongruous settings. This incongruity aspect will be analysed in more detail in
Chapter Three.
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1.11. CRIMINAL

SLANG.

The term 'slang', like 'argot' is hard to define. Originally both terms refer
to the secretlanguage of beggars, vagabonds and thieves - close-knit and selfcontained fringe groups within society. Nowadays the words 'slang' and 'argot'
are virtually interchangeable and refer to the specialized vocabulary peculiar to
any closed group within society.
Russian criminal slang (or 6jiaTHOýl MmK231)developed from the
it has a wide variety of
vocabulary of travelling salesmen and merchantS240.
and
,

foreign words 2" The advent of prisons helped to disseminate slang words, and
.
they passedinto common parlance. Criminal slang vocabulary began to appear
in Russian literature from the 1850'sonwards). 242
Before the Revolution, slang was mainly confined to marginal groups but
(including
lower
1917
the
after
classesand related groups
political and criminal
prisoners) entered the forefront of Russian life. The social dialects and jargons243of
thesegroups spread rapidly, and increasingly penetrated the spoken language.
Crude propaganda inspired the populace to imitate crude official language;
people were keenly aware of social status, and they adopted the 'lowest-commondenominator' approach to speech.
The adoption of criminal slang signified more than the rejection of
'educated' speech. It was an attempt to disassociatecompletely from the old

"It is interesting to tracethe meaningof the word 6JIaTH09.
According to Zh Lrmunsky the word
6JIaT comesfrom the Germanargot
"one's
own", <(cBoR)>,
means
u roBop3lulmtt
word'platt'which
HaLMOHaMHUrf
CBoem
x3biKe>>
see
R3blKji
Ha
fa-7eKTbr,
coLz;
faj7LHMea;
(roCYZIaPCTBeHHoe
z3ziaTeJIbCTB0
xyjjoxeCTBeHH0r1
1936),
288.
J1%TepaTypL1,
J1eHKHrpaz[,
(M3ziaTejibCTB0Xm.

Yu.Margolinin hisbookRyTewemue B CTP3H73,4-Ka,
Hlao14exoBa,
6jiaTy
Mopi<,1952),
from
Hebrew'Vlaat"-'quietly',
321,suggests
tha4expression
comes
no
'slowly'. TheFesenkos
believethatZhirmunsky's
interpretationexp/alovs_
IlenaeTnTO-JIM60
1.
q
11;
6;
theexpression
(i.
no iaTy e.'byacquzi-intance')
where<<CB09>>
See
95-96.
clDeceHKO,
Op.
(<CBoero>>.
cit.,
2" B. cID. TpaXTeH6epr,
M-neTep6ypr,
TI-OpbubrO,
BZaT.HaJ1M73MKa.(<<;
KaprOH
1908).
PYCCKzx
"See, for example:
H. K. RM%TPzeB,
A.
11.
D;
iemeHTH'B
apro>>,
(<TypeUKHe:
BapaHHKKOB,
B PYCCKOM BOPOBCKOm
9;iemeHTIJ
apro>>,
<<ULiraHCKze
andM. M. dppxAmaH,
inJ73LIK
MY31AK14>>
H
anemeHTHo6jiaTHOR
<(EBpelICKme
jwTepaTypa,
- all three
(TIeHT4HrpaacKa.
7,1931.
q AH CCCP),

'Other

less known works include
14BaHa
11M14Tp%eBzIa
rIYTT4;izHa>> (C.o3arimCKH
IleTep6ypr, 1904, KHmra 4) which lists about 150 argot words from the St. Petersburg criminal
world of the 1860's,S. B. Maksimov's book C;f 6; fpL Tf Ka TOPra, published in 1871 and H. M
RZIPZHueB, PYCCKaq o6uma
B vopLme ;f cczr.7Ke (1872).
213
A. ropwpejazE, op. cit., 5, and B. B. CTpaTeH,
<<Apro x apr0TK3MH>>, in TpYZILI KOMKCCHK
no PYCCKOMY313LIKY,(AH CCCP,J1eHzHrpazE, 1931), 1,112.
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'bourgeoisie'. This is especially true of the younger generation, who saw slang as
independence
from
their
the past.
expression
of
a vivid
The spread of criminal slang was chiefly an urban phenomenon, since the
(and
still is) mainly urban-oriented. Nevýtheless, some
criminal world was
filtered
through to country areas. For a compendium of
expressions
slang
(many
be
found in DS and ZT) see
terms
of
which
can
slang
various
Selishchev.114
A major factor in the urban dissemination of slang was the
large
the'waifs'term
to
the
a
which
refers
number of
<<6ecrIPR3OpHLie>>
homeless or orphaned children of the early post-revolutionary years." These
6eCrIPT43OPHj,
ie survived by begging and stealing, and their 'gamin' vocabulary
is rich in criminal slang.246They mixed freely with other children, young
komsomol
members, thus helping to spread this vocabulary.
workers and
Students and factory workers considered slang to be 'a proletarian languaget.247In
fact, many voices were raised by Party officials as well as teachers,in protest over
the contamination of language and the excessiveuse of slang to the point of
ra3eTa>>devoted
untranslatability. The newspaper <<YHT4TeJIbCKaq
(see
to
this
and others).149
considerableattention
also article by Gorky 248
problem
In the mid-1920's, the government (through its agency RAPP) gave
literary
'proletarian'
to
to
them
and
support
write articles
writers, encouraging
works about the lives of the lower and working classes.250Writers used slang to
linguistic
their
to
proletarian conformity, and
express
reflect contemporary
trends. Criminal slang penetrated poetry as well. Mayakovsky was a frequent
6y3a,
his
in
like
this'argot',
Ke9cPOBaTL,
nacpa,
etc.
userý
1of
using words
bold verse.211The literary use of slang (and the romanticizing of villain-heroes)
came under attack. 252
'"For this and more examples, see Cenx Lue B, op. cit., 76
-81.
245
was coined in the 1917- 1925period.
<<6ecrIPZ30PH%K>>
2"For more examples, see CenzuteB, Op. cit., 79.

Although criminal slang and the jargon of 6ecripMOPHLie are not wholly cotern-dnous,they will
be treatedasone here,becauseslang terms found in DS and ZT are common for both the argot of
waifs and that of crin-dnals.
2"In their minds, argot epitomised their proletarian essence.<<
3TO rIOHamemy, <<rio-pa6onemy>ý,they would reply if reprimanded for their over-useof slang. See
Ce;imLueB,Op.cit., 226.
2A,m. roplKgg,
(XyzzoxeCTBeHHaq
B Tpuauavi
in Co6paHue cowHemirl
<<O MUM>
Tomax,
MOCKBa,
1953),27,169.
;I%TepaTypa,
249;K7PHaj7jf
BOJILLUeBHK,
No-15-16,1926,and
No.
1,1925,
Mozoýjog
cT,
A, amffH; fCTPaTTIBHLIrI
Becmm
No.4,1926,34-37.
2-"OFesenko,
op. cit., 85.
"Cf. for example,the extract from BymaXHLie yzacm>>:
<<
6ymaXKe?
ilaý2al
A
)KZBeT 6ymaXKa B ZIBOptiaxyipexzeHK9,
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At this point, it is worth reminding ourselves of Il'f and Petrov's Odessa
background. Though it is difficult to establish territorial divisions in criminal
argot, some critics claim to recognize certain argot terms specific to Odessa.211
(This city featured in many criminal songs and stories. ) Critics have tried to
draw parallels between Odessa and Chernomorsk in ZT. 254Though IlTs early
local
his
familiarity
with
slang, his mature linguistic style is
work showns
devoid of regional idiosyncracies.
Criminal slang in DS and ZT only occurs when appropriate, that is, as a
it
is
Consequently,
these
terms.
the
almost
of
usage
contemporary
reflection of
found
to
the
are
characters' speech and when slang words
exclusively restricted
in the narrative, they refer to or describe characters who would use such
language. For example in ZT, Panikovsky tells of the effect the two Polish
priests had on Kozlevich:
(ZT 449)

Ero oxmY12TmH KceHZ13LI.

(in
its
in
1920's
deceive''to
the
term
noun
OXMYPATL slang
a
popular
was
form oxmypAna).
This was a favourite word among school children, as
is
PA6ueBa>>.
It
KoCTM
in
Ognev's
UHeBHMK
still
exemplified
serial edition of <<,
in use in Soviet prison camp speech today. 211
though in Ozhegov's dictionary it
is given as a common-speech wordP
After Panikovsky's use of the word, it appears in the narrative on the next

page:
IH
K
riogoui;
KceHZ13LI
rieperJI31HYJN4ci,,
rIocjie9TorO
K03; ieBH'iy CABYX CTOPOH H
OXMY123ITT>.
Haiajiu ero
OXMYP31JIH
KceHZ131i
zeHL.
ero
OHT4
ero uejniti

(ZT 450)

OKOHxiaTeJIbHOOXMY12TA;
111.

A pagelater, the verb appearsin Ostap'slanguage:
OXMV123110T
OCTan,
MYCKasicb
I
KPHKHY;
-

Cambig
oxmvl2ex maeT[
(Note the way Ostapcreatesthe new form oxmyp ex)
pameriiau

Ha

KPVld2VeT

B

c iieCTHRULI.

(ZT 451)

Mimpax.
CTOjiaxMaAKOBCK149,
Co6paHHe
f Tomax,op. cit., 8,12.
f.HaaL4aT;
Tp;
Cou;
B
fReRHrj
252M. IlriaHCKH9,
No-11,1926.
Komcomoxig,
<<IUenKx>>,
rlOJI%BaHOB,
33 MaPKC; fCTCKOejq3LjKo3HaH;
fe, (cDezxepam4x,
mE.
MOCKBa,
1931),154.
2-"L.Kaganin his article(<KH%raBecenoro cmexa>>,
in KH;fra ;f
UeTaPCKaA
peBoZIO-aug,
-qpo.
No-6,1933,118saysthat:
tiepHOMOPCKe
TPYZXHOHe y3HaTbOzjeccy- POZIMHY Bcex
B ropoze
6; iaTHLIX9jiemeHTOBCOBeTCKOII
JIKTepaTypLi.
255Cf- OXMYP31JIOBKa
in M. Galler& H. E.Marquess,'SovietPrison-CampSpeech:A survivor's
Glossary',(Universityof WisconsinPress,1972).
"OxerOB, CJ7OBaPI>
P7CCKOI'O A3LIKa, op. cit.,475.
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In the narrative, slang terms can be found in personal names and
interpretation
it
is
Vorob'yaninov
instance,
For
that
the
one
of
name
surnames.
derivation
is
'sparrow',
if
from
this
though
the
BOpo601
word
originated
been
have
Bopo6jeB,
Bopo6L31HMHOB.
the
well
might
and
not
name
correct,
Another possible interpretation of this name is the connection with a slang word
6jiaTHOr4
in
`
'money'.
the
A31AK
BOpo6biuiKm,
which
means
same root of
This interpretation is perhaps more acceptable, in view of the fact that
Vorob'yaninov is searching for treasure.
Similarly, Vorob'yaninov's childhood nickname 'Kisa' could have
(i.
diminutive
for
from
the
cats
e. KxCa,
affectionate
used
originated either
K14CKa)or from an argot term of Turkic origin meaning'a wallet'.
In DS, the chemist who sells Vorob'yaninov a hair dye which, to use
by
Ostap's words, proves nHnOBoe -'false' (DS 40), is appropriately called J114TIa
his family and friends. The connection between this affectionate name and the
first
by
is
the
term
name and patronymic
jixna
chemist's
partly concealed
slang
Leopol'd Grigor'evich - of which Lipa could be a diminutive. However, the
authors are counting on the reader to make the right connection.
From the small number of slang words used in the narrative, we may
deduce that slang speech was not normally a feature of the authors' own
language. 218
However, in the interest of authenticity, slang terms are present in
the language of characters who in real life would be likely to make use of them.
Such is Balaganov, a small-time crook who has been in prison before he meets
Ostap. Referring to the Polish priests who get into Kozlevich's car, Balaganov
uses the term Kozino:

BeHaep, - cKa3an lUypa, - Bce KozijTo
CHAJI
6ezlHqra KOMeBl4ti
<(AHTRjiony>>,

- rIOHxmaeTe,
ceJIO B Hamy

II03BOH14JI B KOJ10KOJIL"IRK,

ulariKY,majib,-mK

M OHR

(ZT 450)

yexajim.
According

to Fasmer, KOZE;IO - ((c6opmue
OTrieTLIX THrIOB, rpyriria
OTuýeneHueB, OTBeprHyT1JX, CB313aHHI>IXmex; jy co6og KaKHMM-TO
UHTepecamm>> as used in Ukrainian to mean opog, njiemq>> was probably
is
11
derivation
borrowed from Polish 'godio'
This
qm6nema.
- zleBI43, naponi,,
it
is
Though
for
Polish
the
unlikely that Balaganov
particularly suitable
priests.

257-

zieHIOLUKH,

CenmaeB,Op.cit., 79.

I'll'f and Petrov indicate their attitude to criminal slang in the following quotation from their
short story <<'4ejioBeKc rycem>>(1933):
CTOJIB

rIP%BezjeT

mo6zmLi9xmz <<6;
iaT>>

ZX B Te

xeKamepu.

OTKyzia BLILUJIO 9TO BOPOBCKoe, umiwmoe, almcoBeTCKoe
BblpaxeHve.
M. Mmdp K E. rIeTpOB, PaCCKaM, CPeZLeTOHLI,CTaTZ;f, op. cit., 217.
251M.cDacmep, 2,275.
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himself would have possessedsuch linguistic foresight, the authors were aware
intended
this association.
the
and
word's origin
of
When Balaganov meets Ostap again at the end of ZT, his reaction to
Ostap's expensive clothes is spiced with a slang word:
pallOCTHO
BCKPMKTMaji
3a6ypen.
3a6vl2eii! BaiiaraHOB. - 130T n6ypen!

his
knowledge
Ostap
immediately
become
of this
snob'
B
a
reveals
3a6ypeT -'to
word by replying:
)aa,A 3a6ypen. - cooftumn OCTariCZXOCTOHHCTBOM.
(ZT 572)
6eCrIPM30PHLie

In DS,Ostapusesthe servicesof
to determinethe
addressesof thosepeople who have purchasedthe individual chairs at the
auction:
RBa CTYJIa YBe3jiaHaR3B03MzKe,
KaK cKa3an
gpyroýi
10H1Jr4
(DS
156)
<(I1IT1KaPHa31
'IfMalýa>>.
cnezioribIT,
ximapa - 'a loose woman'."'
Other charactersuse expressions from criminal slang as a kind of 'chic'
speech,purely to be fashionable. Thus the reporter Ukhudshansky uses the word
his
himself
defend
brag'
lies',
the
taunts
'to
to
tell
of
against
TpenaTLCA -'to
or
fellow journalists:
r0B0PMJIMo6

BoCT0t1H0tiMarXCTpajim,

CDOXXpezaKTOPOB

BcnommHajim

MceKpeTapeg, paccKnbMajiz

o

11Bcem cKonom xypRnz
YxyzuuaHci<or0 3a OTCYTCTB'Re B ero, xapaKTepe
XYPHaJIT4CTCKOq
)KHJIKH.
Yxyz1iiiaHCKT49 BLICOK0
OTBexian:
noziHmman rojioBy mc ripeBoCX09CTBOM
(ZT
537)
T12enneTec'b
Hy,
HY1
ra3eTH1JX
cmel.UHbix

nqncycax

In DS, either Dyad'ev or Polesov (it is not clear from the dialogue)
expression 'ZEOBeCT14z1o pytiKz' when cursing the Bolsheviks:
6ojTiLueBT4KT4
"
11a-a
Roi3em4
110
12YMKI4.
...

uses the

(DS 138)

The most frequent user of slang words and expressions is undoubtedly
Ostap. A few examples are:
Hoe3xag

B Ilapmx.

Tam riozimonoTimn!

(DS 219)

2"Also known as iumapa (seeTrakhtenberg'slist of slang words).

261Cf.III and Petrov's elaboration of this phrase in their short
story ((06mKHoBeHHmr4
IloBe; iz KyjiLTypHyio
e1114HIMY RO JILICMHLI.

M. T4;ibclpm E. neTPOB, CW, 2,436.

HI<C>>:
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6M
[
I
PYHKa
30JIOTa3i
COHA
ripm6erna
K
...
6m
01
TLICAHT4
XT4rIeCY,
HTO
nPT4Hecno
o6blKHOBeHHOMY
(ZT
395)
I10JITOPM.

His use of these terms will be examined in the section on Ostap's
language. In the next section, we shall look at examples of malapropisms in the
novels.
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1.12. MALAPROPISMS.
In the early Soviet period the semi- or non-litýrate massesfound it much
harder to adopt cultured speech than vulgarisms; or straightforward jargon.
Foreign words, and official expressions were often misunderstood and
distorted,
mispronounced and used wrongly. As the Fesenkos
consequently
pointed out, ordinary people understood the language of such classical writers as
Pushkin, Cogol, Tolstoy and Chekhov far better than <(Ha6op -iyxzto
rIOJIHTz,
B
KOTOPLIX
xiaCTO
He
-ieCKMX
imci>
ox1eHL
pa36mpa;
3BYxiaiui4x
cppa3,
262
;
IXý>.
z cami4 rIPOMHOC31atme
wivi nzmymme
The peasants' difficulties with 'abstract concepts' was noted in mid-19th
century literature, for example in Turgenev's <(HOBL>>,where Markelov says the
following:
C BTUMM JIIOZILMH He TO; IKY9,
KaK
MOrYT
nP14Ka3aHXr4
OHM
He
He
-M
coo6pa3'KTb
HxxierO
CJIOBO
TiCrIO; IH3110T...
He
nOHMma1OT.
rIO-PyCCKM
11axe
LITO
11M XOPOIUO X3BeCTHo,
a ((yHaCTze>>...
((y'tiaCTOK>>
A
Bezu6
9TO
TOxe
He
yxiaCTme?
rioHmmaIOTI
TaKoe
PYCCKoe CJIOBO, xiepT BOM>mm.
Boo6paxaIOT, HTO 31 XOtly

-M3Myx1R;

IC31111

mm yHaCTOK

aaTL1263

In his book ol"veTa m aepeBHA>>, (1924), Ya. Shafir 2" presented surveys he
conducted in villages in which he tried to assess the absorption of newspaper
language by the rural populace. He would show villagers a list of words and
day,
he
in
the
the
and
cited
expressions commonly occurring
papers of
quotations from the papers. Shafir concluded that in the majority of cases the
peasants were ignorant of the meaning of words and expressions, whether they
were of foreign or Russian origin. The peasants based their interpretations on
word-association. Thus, for example, rIOKa3aTeJ1LHoe XOMýiCTBO was

understood as IUKacp, i. e. 'cupboard', which contained documents on
rIOKa3aTeJIbHoe X033lqCTBO. 265 Words of foreign origin were completely
misunderstood, and associated with Russian words of similar sound (e. g.
HrHOPUPOBaTL - HTO Hu6yzxi6 cgenaTb; riepcoiiaJILHO - cjiyxiaT4HO;
9nemeHT -BMzxai-ou-tT4qcq tiejioBeK;
rmeHYM -rineH; oKyriaLti431 OTKYrIXTB; 2ieKOpaTV1BHOCTB - ZMKoe pAaCTeHze; riaBHJILOH - CTapuiee
mmo, etc. ) and more often than not distorted (e.g. jieBOJ110IJ.Hq < peBOJI10ILHA;
KariepaTHB - KOneTHB, riepaT14B < KOOriepaTmB; aBTOH0614; I]6, BTOHo6wiL <

2Q

Fesenko,op. cit., 77.

20M. C. TypreiieB,

<<HoBi6>>, Co6paimecoximiieHxti B

JleHZHrpaa,1966),12,83.
2"Maqbmp,
op.cit.
2651,
bid, p.52.

rI31THazEixaT%TOmax (HayKa.MOCKBa-

170
266)

61ozExeTHbie
The
<zeneraTKa,
combination
aBTOmo6x;n; ener=a
261
.
disease.
interpreted
type
cattle
either
a
or
a
as
of manure
9;iemeHTLIwas
Many distortions were the result of folk-etymological interpretations.
According to Comrie and Stone,the term 'folk-etymology' is applied to the
language
from
forms
contact,
often
resulting
or meanings,
creationof new
begin to use words from another variety without
"when usersof a given variety
11268
folk-etymology
Interesting
occurred
casesof
understandingtheir meaning.
during the first ten yearsor so of Sovietrule and they bear witness to the social
(<
include:
Some
Kocomonea
examples
and linguistic upheavalof the period.
etC.

KOCO-askew'and

(<
for
KyrUlpaTTIB
KOMcomoneU,
pray')
MOJIHTBC31
-'to

for KOoriepaTuD,riepeneTapu-ri (< riepeneTaTb -'to fly
for
(<
for
riponeTapi4q, ripi4mep-MT4HT4CTP ripi4mep
over')
-'example')
(<
Ch. S1.
KyrI HTbnpxmj,

'to buy')269

JIHKTPwieCTBO,

ep - MHHTICTP,

JIHKCTP14CTBO

j=

-

buy
(<
for
CKYrIHTB
image')
,
CKyriHJI31HT, CKyrFRJI31UX3I
q; ieKTpmieCTBO,
-'to
up)for crieKYJ131HT and cneKy; IAUi4A270and others. Note this revealingcaseof

folk-etymology in DS:

6mno
RG)
(i.
HezomoJIBOK
ero
e. Polesov cneZ1CTBmem
...
TO, 'M roPOa HarIOJIHIIJI14 cjiyxTi o npme3zie KaKO9-TO C
(DS 190)
Metim T4Y12aga rio; jno; i1>HOti opraHT43auzu.
Cf. c Metm

Ti Ypana

and <<CO103Mema H Opana. >>

The difficulties

many
of mastering the new vocabulary notwithstanding,
be
fashionable
to
be
to
it
if
wellto
pretend
or
only
people enjoyed using
desire
together
This
to
with a poorly-understood
educated,
appear
educated.
from
the
misuse of cultured
to
resulting
gave
rise
malapropisms
vocabulary,
6iozlxeT
in
271
For
as
the
reported
was
((M3BeCTHA>>
example,
word
vocabulary.
being used and misused in the following context:

2661bid.,
210-214.
26717paBaa,
No.297,1925.
21Comrie and Stone, op. cit., 136.
269IIjop,1926,p. 94, cited Comrie and Stone, op. cit., 137.
27' BapaKH%i<oB,op. cit., 79.

'Malapropism7 is a blunder of speechor writing. It is so called after Mrs Malaprop, a characterin
Sheridan's'The RivaW (1775),who had a habit of using polysyllabic words incorrectly (PDLT,
380)and substituting for them other words similar in sound but different in meaning. In literature
there is someconfusion over the use of this term; it has been interpreted as temporary selection
errors (see'Malapropism and the structure of mental lexiconin Linguistic Inqui?y, No.8,1977,505520by D. Fay and A. Cutler) or errors of ignorance(seeZwicky 'Classicalmalapropism, Language
Sciences1,339-348).Here, we shall use the term malapropism to refer both to a misuseof a word
(misunderstandingof it and distortion) and, more especially,to a mistaken identity for another
word of similar sound.
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CoBeTaY'iT4TeJILHi4ua

K

3aceaaHTHO
r1pezceziaTejibCKa3aji:

...

1'IPT4HapAaHjiacb.

6ionyeTelvl
AHHaCTenaHODHa
cerolIH31
B nOJIHOm
It must be said that this kind of error continues to the present day. K.
Chukovsky took the trouble to record such errors and made a list of them in his
273
book <<)Ki4BO'r4KaK MT43HL>>.

In their novels, III and Petrov portray (perhaps not to such a great extent
as Zoshchenkol and Platonov"s) uneducated characters' misunderstanding of
his
book
Charney
in
As
said
educated speech.
on comedy:
Malapropisms require a certain genius, and [ I they are
...
always the ironic formulation of a sophisticated author for
his "low" characters. 276

From the passagebelow, taken from DS, it becomes apparent that the
porter Tikhon does not understand the meaning of the word: Dmi4rpaHT, and
back
is
best
form
he
Ostap:
'attack
defence',
the
throws
the
since
of
at
word
6aPMH
Kyaa
yexaji?
xe TBoti
rOBOPHJI14, B rIapzx yexaji.
KTo erO 3HaeTI
Jrhozcz
-A
Al
Bejior4
qmHrpaumm...
aKauuz,
UBeTJA:
...
OH, 3HaHHT,

272 3apACKOM
<<B

qmmrDaHT?

ye3zte>>. ;43BecT; fq, No. 111,1926.

27'Chukovsky quotes the following
hospital:
-MHe

CTaB31T CHMq2OHMlPCKVTO

-Co6pajiK
-Bea

examples of malapropisms

KoHnvincino

moil rapmoHinM

heard in a

KJIZ3MY-

143 Tpex JJOKTOPOB.

zcnoptieH.

also:
-ToBaP%IU ABaHOB c ariorpmm paccKawnm
-011 rOBOPM; I C _-4KCnl2QMTa_
-He 42mrvj2T4pyi-4Te zioKymeHTamx.
6oJI16LU14M
v
Hee,
CTaxem.
3iiaeTe,
c
myx nmimraTop
-,

(i. e.

zppmraTOP).

-R B 9TOM aene He KomrieHrareH.
K0CMPTmtjecKoro
moax
zEo6zjizci,
-Haulz

ripOCTpaHCTBa.

qYKOBCK%r4, op. cit., 615-616.
' See M. Kperic, op.
cit., 53-55.
"See T. J. Seifrid, Linguistic Devices in the Prose of Andrey Platonov (PhD Thesis, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York, 1984), 134-136 for the comments on the
use of malapropisms in
Platonov.
276M. Charney, Comedy High
and Low: An Introduction to the Experience of Comedy (Oxford
University Press, Oxford, 1978), 34.
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B
rIapzm,
CaM
TLI:
DmT4rpaHT...
A zom nOII CTaPYX 3a6panz...

JII<)ZXT4
rOBOP31T, yexaz
(DS 31)

Tikhon's lack of understanding of this word and his refusal to admit his
ignorance is quite humorous.
Other characters sprinkle their speech with foreign words they have heard
but have not properly understood. Korobeynikov says the following to the
widow Gratsatsueva, who is expecting information about Ostap's location:
Bzjoim yriana Ha meiiiKu c myKoý4.
-KaKme y Bac opraHmmm cna6me, - cjiazjKo cKa3an
(DS 194)
Boptponomewi.
Korobeynikov confuses two different but identically pronounced words:
He
is
opraHZ3M -'constitution' and opraHMMIJ
probably
-'organisms'.
thinking Of HePBLI - 'nerves.
Even such 'educated' characters as Koreyko in ZT occasionally commit a
malapropism based on the confusion of one foreign word with another:
Bmtizuq OTTyga (from the cooperative center - RG),

AjieKcaHzxp

M6H-MBaH0BT4i

cKa3aji

ZIBOPHHUK14M

ronocom:

-ropozxmwi

ýDvcraj2moHug!

intentionally
is
cp4crapmoimi
confused,
-'accordion' cpi4;iaPM0HT431-'philharmonic
orchestra'.

(ZT 570)
or otherwise, with

The undertaker Bezenchuk reveals his ignorance when he confuses the
word rpmrin -'influenza' with rpm6 - mushroom':
-A LpT&?
-KaKoýl rD-T&?
-3m4zemm3i.

The authors themselves provide no explanation, and the 'decoding' of
this word is done by the characters involved in the conversation with
Bezenchuk (i. e.Vorob'yaninov and Ostap).
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The last type of malapropism arises from linguistic blending, or from what
to. 277
In DS, the paper-boy advertises his paper
in Italian is known as incrociamen
as:
-MOCKOBCKa3i

ra3eTa

3BeCTxe is presumably modelled
278
title
real
<<M3BeCTHq>>.

<<3BeCT14eý>.

after the word

(DS 53)

C03Be3ZIze and the

npe; 1BO;1T4Te; iL.
- 3aKp'KHan
-Fae xe zparoueHHOCTL?
r;
CTaPT4K, - TYT, COJIZIaTHK,
ie, rzie, - nepezzpa3HXJI
(DS 293)
BOT OH141
coo6j2axeHT4e. Huio zmeTb.

Here, the old watchman confuses the meaning of the verb coo6paxaTb 'to understand, comprehend' and assumes that the noun coo6paxeHze derived
from it has the same meaning as the verb (Cf.06131BJIATL> o6131BjieHi4e). In
fact it means 'a thought', or 'an idea'.
Further linguistic distortions will be examined in the next section.
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See Giacomo Devoto, Avviamento alla etimologia italiana: dizionario etimologico (Firenze,
1967), 214.
"Cf. Gogol's use of malapropisms, taken from
<<XeHZT66a>>:

FOBOPMT,HTo eMy HYXHO, HTo6bI HeBeCTa 6Lina B Tene,
He mo614T.
a noziyaDT4cTjjx
IcoBceM
H. B. rorom,
Co6paMfe
<<)KeHXTL6a>>,
; IXTepaTypa, MOCKBa,1966),4,125.

CO7TIHeH;
frI B cemff Tomax, (XyZLoxeCTBeHHa3i
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1.13. AGRAMMATISMS.
Sub-standard speechbecame a vital linguistic issue in the class struggle
after the Revolution. The previously 'exploited' lower classescame into greater
former
the
ruling classes,in order to survive, either left the
prominence, while
country, or mixed with the massesand tried to hide their origins. People were
careful to emphasize their proletarian origins, for fear of being considered an
enemy of the state. For many people survival meant the adoption of the substandard speechof the masses,with its vulgar and coarseexpressions (seesection
1.11.), malapropisms (see the preceeding section) and many grammatical errors.
A popular song of the early 1920'sreflected this trend:
ZaýiTe

mHe 3a pyrib c IIOJITZHOq

Hany OT CTaHKa
279
Mamy OT COX'K...

Thispoemnot only advocates
the needfor working-class(riariaOT

CTaHKa)

or peasant origins (mama

OT

but also shows an agrammatical
coxx),
280

useof the preposition=in this context.
Somewriters capitalizedon the increasingacceptance
and familiarity of
language
agrammatical
and madeit a majorfeatureof their writing.
Zoshchenko
111By contrast
especiallywas an expertin the useof agrammatisms.
III and Petrov'smakesparinguseof ungrammaticallanguage,
with Zoschenko,
','
which is restrictedto the speechof characters,
and is not found in the narrative.
Agrammatisms
in DS and ZT fall into two generalclasses- errorsof
grammarwhich reflectin a naturalway the uneducatedspeechof simple
in the novels,and secondlyintentionalparodyof bureaucratic
characters
linguisticmistakes.We shall discussthe novels'agrammatisms
accordingto the
followingcriteria:incorrectdeclensionendings(1.13.1.
); lack of knowledgeof
); incorrectverb
genderandplural formsof wordsof foreignorigin (1.13.2.
"'KpacHaH
Cf.
A,
M

mozoaexL,

No. 2,1924.

TOBapmusi,pa6onxg OT CTaHKa...
TYT He qoa6PRKaHTLI CHRAT.

M. M; nqb, o3ariucHbie

KHZXKR>>,

OW, 5.189.

KOHcepBaTOP161 OT MY31JK14 (DS235).
28OCf.
"'See,for instance,his shortstory
which revolvesentirely aroundthe lack of
<<Koiepra>>,
knowledgeof the plural genitiveform of Koxiepra.
2'Except,perhaps,their intentionalchangeof the femininenoun Hi4mcpa
to the masculineHzmcpto refer to the threemaleownersof 'Nimfa':
6LIJIOTpoe.[ I
BnazienbizeB<(H%Mqol>I>>
...
Tpu

<<H%MCPa>>rieperJIAHYJIKC]6

x rPOMKO

B311OXHYJIW.

(DS 8)
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in
the root of the verbs (1.13.3.); and other
mutation
endings and consonant
agrammatisms (1.13.4).
1.13.1.Incoffect declension endings.
Incorrect declension ending is the most common type of grammatical
error encountered in' The Twelve Chairs' and 'The Golden Calf'. For example:
KOH,aYKTOpa Kputianm
HeT>>.
Cf. gen. pl. meCT.

CBemumz ronocamm:

<<MecToB
(DS 132)

Ostap Bender, deliberately, wrongly declines the word ZIRT31- 'child':
He MY-ibTe ZIRTI-0.- 3a6acm; i OH (i. e. Ostap - RG) HaKOHeu,
- rze

(DS 183)

CTYR?

In ZT a waiter on the train promises to provide Bender with everything
necessaryfor a banquet, and adds the following statement:
-CoriiacHo
rioTieMy-TO.
Cf. cornaCHO

3aKoHoB

3aKOHam

rOCTeriPXXMCTBa,

- ao6aBMJI OH
(ZT 548)

(dat. ).

The waiter has heard this bureaucratic construction before and uses it
ungrammatically in this context. Later in the novel, Ostap repeats this phrase,
(ZT
561).
identical
by
the
the
mistake
parodying
grammatical
waiter
perpetrating
A similar mistake is made by a peasant in ZT:
-Ra TH nOCMOTPTI, POXKH KaKi4e! - 3aropAximncsi
MYXTIK, nOZMOC31xeJITIA
por K HOCY BeJIHKoro
Kom6HHaTOpa. - PoxKm riePB01 COPT. CornaCHO
(ZT 434)
KOH1114UMr4.

The grossest example of grammatical desecration is found in the speech of
the chief of CTaPKOMX03,Gavrilin, when he addressesthe crowd attending the
opening of Stargorod's new tram-line:
-MA

TaK zymaio,

TOBapTuui4,

HTO 9TOT TpamBaýl,

KOTOPLIý4 ceqxiac Di>irlaeT u3. Laaa_jjiaroztap3i
6naroztapi
KoHe%HO,
Bi>inyLueH?
TOBapmum

i<oro oH
BOT Dam,

aeýICTD14TeMHO
6jiaro, UapAj3cex pa6otivx KOTOpi>ie
He
3a cTRax. aTOBapzmx,
A
nopa60TanH
CoB_e_cTT,.
-3a
coReTci<oro_
611aroziapA
euýe, TOBapmu_tz,
xiecTHoro
T4H)KeHel2a
uHoro
T12eyxoB_a.
cneauanwTa. rn a
Emy
Toxe cnacz6o!..

(DS 93)
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As the above mistakes indicate, Gavrilin is not aware that the foreign
(or
decline
does
aerio
perhaps he knows but still uses it incorrectly),
not
word
6naroziapq
6;
between
distinguish
does
he
the
gerund
< iarozapXTI> -'to
nor
thank' - which is followed by the accusative case,and the preposition
6naroziapsi Nue to') which takes the dative.
1.13.2. Lack of knowledge of gender and plural fonns of words of foreign origin.
An ignorance of the correct gender and plural forms of foreign words is
exhibited in the language of such characters as Mitrich in ZT and the archivist
Korobeynikov in DS. Mitrich uses folk-speech, while Korobeynikov's speech has
his
fully
Mitrich,
intentional
In
the
case
of
agrammatisms
are
overtones.
archaic
forms
but
he
is
them:
the
to
correct
well
aware
of
chooses
use
not
6oPMOTaji
CTapaA
BCIO KBaPTT4PY1
OH (i.e.
-CoxxeT,
Mitrich - RG)
61ATL,
HTO?
meH31 OZIHa pogin. moxeT
Ay
zjBe
-Eq
TLICAM14 CTORT.
(ZT 485)
Cf. OZIMH poqjlb

(masc.,
_contemporary

norm ).

K'RHYTC. q Toraa
moam 14CKaTL CB v me6eiTq. a r; je oiim,
me6eiT, q? BOT OHm r; jel 3ziecb OH14113 LUKacpy.

(DS 71)

(Korobeynikov)
Cf. me6enb (sing.).
The above 'mistakes' are entirely in keeping with the speech of the
characters,and greatly enhance the realism of the character portrayals.
1.13.3.Incorrect verb endings and consonant mutations.
Sub--standard verb endings and consonant mutations in verbal roots are found
in DS (no examples found in ZT), as well as the incorrect use of pronouns (e.g.
T4XHHW. These are typical of the grammatical errors found in common speech
(seesection 1.14.). For example, the third person plural ending - ToTin X01110T
instead Of XUAT and zcriyxajic3i instead of mcnyrajic3i :
X01112M-TYT,
X01110TBC3IKze,- ycmiulan
Hazi CBOT4M
YXOM. [..]

Bopo613IHT4HOB

-X011101 H XOMOT. - o6MT4TeJILHo rOBOPHJI CTapTiK,
KOTOPOMYHazioeJIO HOtIHoe oziT4HoieCTBO... (DS 292)

The watchman, who is probably of peasant origin, would be likely to make this
grammatical error.
oxieBTUEHO,
31Llem6epnegHa vcnyxýancg-
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(DS 214)
Note the replacement of r- in vicnyrajicA by 2K(cf. jigxu, n tead of ; Iqr -a
mistake frequently made by present-day native speakers).
1.13.4. Other agrammatisms.

There are other isolated instances of noteworthy agrammatisms in the
(see
In
Gavrilin's
the previous sub-section) he choosesthe wrong
speech
novels.
(Cf.
in
instead
Ha
He
3a
CTpax
3a
COBeCTL
He Ha
3a
of
and
prepositions CTpax, a Ha COBeCTJO.Pasha Emil'evich commits a similar mistake when he
says:
-TaKYIO

KanYCTY

rpeUlHo

eCTb nomMMO

BOZXKT4.

(DS 49)
BOZK'R.
6e3
Cf.

Finallyhereis an exampleof the incorrectform of adjective.In this case,
oneof the sound-effects
group uttersthe following solecism:
BH

-9TO

Ha
Hommix
nocyllmHax
Bauimx
HaMmemaeTel

meHnue

xiem

perieTHpyeiin,

KpaCTIBiiie

TeM

K12aCTOLUZ

BLIXOAHT.

(DS235)

became
is an incorrectform of the adjective.Theterm
featured
in
Mayakovsky'ýverse
Revolution
the
widespreadafter
and even
"'
parodyof a sentimentalromance.
Furtherexamplesof grammaticaldistortioncanbe found in the following
sectionon commonspeech.
KpaCHBille

283Cf.

Coummi,

x riory; iq; iz,
M XMYPHT )KaH ; izuo -

HaLuen oH, 'ITO Y J131;IK
Kpacmmup 6emeLjo.

B. MaAKOBCK149,<<Mapyc3i OTpaB%naCL>>(1927), Co6paH; fe C0'I; fHeHPfrf, OP-Cit-,8,189-
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1.14. COMMON

SPEECH.

In this section we shall look at nPOCTOpeHxe in the novels
translates as 'common speech'.284It is hard to pinpoint the precise
the Russian, and there are numerous definitions available 285The
.
which is probably most appropriate to the purpose of this thesis is
in the CPq:

- this term
meaning of
definition
the one given

CJIOBO, rpammaTwiecKm
HPOCTOpetime
cpopma,
pe'414,
He
31BJIAioLui4ecq HopmoiI
o6oPOT
JIHTepaTYPHOrO
MLIKa,
HO YrIOTpe6iiqiou-LT4eCA
B
o6HXOZIH09 peHi4 (B JIMTepaTYPHLIX
nPO143BeaeHuqx
HCnOnL3YIOTCA KaK CTT4JIT4CTHHeCKoe cpeaCTBO AJI31

npH4aHH31 LUYTnXBOrO npeHe6peXMTeJI16HOrO,
286
14POHT4,
ieCKoro, rpy6oro 14 T. rI. OTTeHKa).
A given word or expression may be classified as TIPOCTOpeqT4ein one
dictionary, while in another it may be described as a pa3rOBOPHoe (colloquial)
term 21' For the sake of consistency and unless otherwise stated, all pertinent
.
examples in this section are defined as IIPOCTOpeHme in CCPJIA.
Although common speech was often considered too coarse for literary
usage, it was realised in the 19th century that the colourfulness and vigour of
popular speech was more suitable than formal language for the description of
lively subject matter and the evocation of vivid imagery.
According to Galkina-Fedoruk, the first writer to introduce popular speech
vocabulary into his works was I. A. Krylov. 288Gogol also made frequent use of it
in 'Dead Souls'. Zoshchenko's vivid characterization relies heavily on the
expressive nature of popular speech. III and Petrov drew on it as well, though
not to the same extent as Zoshchenko, to enhance the expressiveness of their
characters' language.
After the Revolution, popular speech, like colloquial speech and slang,
spread to written language, and some distortions from popular language found
their way into the city newspapers. Urban workers preferred slang to educated or
standard language, and rural peasants tended to distort grammar or
2840. C. AxmaHOBa

<<CJIOBapb m4HrBKCTxieCKXX

TepmKHOB>>,

MocKBa,

1966,365.

285Seefor example 0. C. AxmaHoBa,
op. cit., 365; A. M. EcpxmoB, CT; fZ; ICT; fKa X-3WOXeCTBeHHOrf
PerM (MrY, MOCKBa, 1961), 227, and C.A. A6aKYMOB COBpemeimbiil
PYCCKZII 313LIK, (MOCKBa,
1942), 6.
2MCpq.
'See,

for instance, Ushakov's dictionary where an adjective nzioraBLik
is marked as pa3r.
(coll. ), while its noun rimoraBeu
is identified as rIPOCTOpelize.
2'8E. m. raJIK%Ha-(NzEoPYK,
CoBpemeHmirf p7CCKUVI 93LIK. ReMfKa.
(Mr3r, MOCKBa, 1954),
143.
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mispronounce formal literary words and phrases. Among instances of popular
in the newspapers of the 1920'swere Kpiaxibe (cf. neutral
speechappearing
289
(Cf.
KyjiaKT4).
maTPOCH31 (cf. maTPOCM
HY)KOH
290
- 'sailors'),,
2" and
HyxceH),
zýeJIOB (cf. ziejj)292 _ this last much used by the
poet Bezymensky.213In addition to
or roJIOBOTjqriCTBO
the distortions, such widely-used words like roJIOBOTqriLi
have
must
appealed to the revolutionaries by virtue of their crudeness294
and
hence found their way into the newspapers as well as literary language.
In their introduction to ZT, the authors, despite fierce opposition from
some quarters, defend their decision to write a comic novel. They insert this
popular term ro; IOBOT3iriminto a legal context:
MB

KOHUOB
KOM-te

MM 1'IOCTaHOBHJIT4:

a) pomaH HarmcaTb nO B03MO)KHOCTU
6) 6yae CTPOM01 rpa)KaaHmH CHOBa
6LITL
He ZEOJIX<Ha

pecriy6jiMKM
7r"OJIOBHOrl

Becen'biti
3aABRT,

ZOTO caTzpa

cmelLIH09,

- 11POCT476 riPOKYpopa
17PAfB. 7evzffOMHH7TOF0
I-PaXaaMfHa
K

oTBeTCTBeHHOCTAf

HO

cTarbe,

Kapaioirzeri

3a

1'O.UOBOTJT17CTBOCO B3JIOMOM.

(ZT 298)111
Note the incongruous combination roJIOBOT3lrICTBO CO B3JIOMOM,Cf. Kpaxa
CO B3JIOMOM.

(Cf. 'IIX)296

frequently appeared'in'newspapers
The-*--sub-stmdar-dTronoun
HXHHýl
literary
by
is
In
DS,
the undertaker
the
and
XXHXýl
works.
used
pronoun
Bezenchuk, whose only topic of conversation is the glorification of his coffins:
21917paB,
aa, No. 17,1925.
19OCen%LueB,
op. cit., 81.
291
Ibid.
292

Ibid.
293
E.g.
CBOKX zxejioB emy zioBomHo
OH y zEellOB CBO%XB rinew...
YBmzieTL OT zieJIOB CBOXX...

Be3bimeHCK%rl,
by
No.
2,
Selishchev,op. cit., 82.
OKTR6pz,
cited
9Taxerb>,
<<BoilHa
Also note Bezymensky'sfrequent useof xyzee/xyxeg and HYXOH.

294

KaK xiaCTO B

TIPZXOZIHTLC31
BCTpe%aTLC31 C
ripaKTzxieCKOi1
pa60Te
%3YMXTe; I16Hmm roJIOBOT31lICTBOM. Bopb6a rc,; IOBOT3mCTBOM
c
H3rXHa 6ommm.

P13BeMm, No. 141,1925.

' III and Petrov'sown italics.

296
T4xHmqis also used by Dostoyevsky. It could be regarded as a part of colloquial speech,and
perhaps the dictionary is too pedantic.
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6mJIO,
Eme
ripocT4m>>
TOrzEa BePHOI
KOrzia <<MT4JIOCTR
rIPOTUB T4xHera riia3eTY
HM OgHa qompma, ztaxe B
camog TBePT4, DIACTOATL He morna,
- TYZEm ee B Kaiejii>.
A Tenepb,
moerO TOBapa HeT.
nPAMO CKaxy, nymaie
1
(DS
11)
ziame.
He HII-LHTe
janitor

Tikhon

-

also uses this word:

B aeHL allrena T4xHei-o

(DS 31)

In ZT this pronoun is employed in the speech of the pseudo-lunatic
Starokhamsky, who claims to be Gaius Julius Caesar:
IOJlHr4

CTapoxamcKuti nouieJ1 B cymaciueaLuxq 4om
1.
[
110 BLICOKUM maeqHLIM
coo6paxýeHTUIM. ...
6ojnuieBT4Kamx
He
A
XTITL
Yx
jiyxime
HeT,
mory.
c
-...
riOM14BY 3zieci,, p3mom c o6LIKHoDeHHLIMM
3TH, no KpaýMeti mepe, He CTPOAT
cymacmelluiumm.
rIOTOM WieCb KOPM31T. A TaM B T4xHem
couxaJIT43ma.
6emiame, Haao pa6OTaTi). Ho A Ha mmm
coumang3M
eCTb
6yzy.
meHA,
He
3gm
HaKOHeu,
y
pa6OTaTL
JIH'iHaA CB06ozxa.cBo6oaa COBeCTM. CB06o;ja cnoi3a...
(ZT 446)

Kati

By using the popular term xxHxq, III and Petrov create a comic contrast
between this term (as well as Kati IIOJI14qCTapoxaMCKMr4) and the high-flown
ideological
language
BMCOKmewaeqHbie coo6pameHI431 -'high
official
considerations'.
his
(for
interpretations
Starokhamsky
of
We are told by the authors that
Revolution
before
B
)
lawyer
the
1.15.
<(3HaxiT4BiuM9CA
name, see section
was a
(ZT
445).
This
6LIBIUTIM
that
suggests
nOBepeHHI>IM>>
nacnopTe
nPTIC31XHLim
The
but
intentional.
his adoption of the pronoun vxHvýrj
same
not natural,
-s
can be said of Mitrich (notice the adoption of the common way of addressing
the
of
by
to
means
as
speech
popular
the
resorts
oneself
patronymic only) who
camouflaging his past:
MOJIBT4JI
HT4KT4TV1UKO1
XJIOnOTJI14BO
ýJaBati,
RaBaýi,
M14TPH'q,
K
BLIHOC31
CBeTYMOKpLie,
Kameprep
6jieCTALUvieP03rT4. - 3a pa3rOBOpamx no cBeTV He
(ZT 417)
cripaBHMCA.

Note the use of the folk form zio cBeTy-(with the stress on the preposition
1m) as opposed to the neutral zio YT12a..and note also the use of the common
297This
is arguably II'f and Petrovs most trenchant satire of the Soviet regime. Soviet critics have
construedit as charactersatire. It is amazing that this extract was passedby the censors,
especiallyin view of other alterations that have been introduced into the novels after their
renewedpublication in the 1950's.
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(cf.
HHK14TYIIIKO
in
H14KHTYIIIKa).
for
The
addition of the
names
ending
-o
in
the above example contrasts with popular speech and
Kameprep
word
his
identity
Mitrich's
attempt to assimilate into the new society.
and
satirizes

On other occasions,similar contrast is created by mixing popular speech
in
(usually
in
For
terminology
the
political)
same context.
example,
with official
the 1920'sthere was a lot of talk about the League of Nations. The actors of the
Columbus theatre include such talk in the production of Gogol's play, making
the exchangecompletely out of place in what is supposed to be a 19th century
dialogue:
JIT4ra
HanmV
BTO
KaK
TH
MOMMU116,
me
OtieBHZIHO,
mcnYmagc3i,
3114em6epjietiHa
CTenaH, nwiecizi3a3i
LUKYPY.
T4c=Kajic3i218

cf. i4myrancq

-'became

- OTBeTHJI
(DS 214)

scared'.

Similarly, in the following example from the narrative, there is a merger
(<
199'meeting')
Eng.
foreign
the
with the
MHTT4Hr0BaT1)
political
word
of
popular expression HTo eCTL moxim -'with all strength':
Ha coceAH04
K KOHuy.
zieHT> nozixomM
6eJ11AM
moxim
KOJIOKOJILHe xiTo em,
)KeJ1TeHbK0ý1 c
C KOJIOKOJI16HT4
Tipoxajim
CTeKiia.
3a6xJIT1 KOnoKona.
H
Hazi njioLuaabio
nocLinajimci>
raJIKH, rI0MT4TT4Hr0BaM4
(DS
10)
YHecjima.
Cnyxe6HHýi

In the next example, the identical expression H30 Bceýi mom ylaced
(6opb
(Bpar
both
a
sports
vocabulary
and
alongside
military
-'enemy')
npozionxanacb 13napTepe) vocabulary:
T4nnoJIMT MaTBeeBH'4 H3zEaJI3DYK 0TKPMBaemoq gBepm
m ino i3ceýi MOII14TOJIKHYJI Bpara Me. Father Fedor - RG)
CTYJlom. BRar nan, yBjieKa3l 3a co6oX6a
Boj2i,
3amaxamiaeroc3i Bopo6BAHTIHOBa.
(DS
56)
nj2oiiojixa; iacb 13riaj2Tepa.
Other examples of nPOCTOpeme in the two novels include the following:
6ypxyti (ZT 417) cf. 6ypxya (lit. ).110
"'Not in CCPIIq.
"'CMC, 324.

Cf. Blok:
BeTep x;

ieCTKZAl

He OTCTaeT

Z MOP031

M 6vpxvil iia riepeKpeCTKe
B BOPOTHRK ylIp3lTa; i Hoc.
A.

B; IOK (<llBeHazjizaTl>>>,

Co6paHTfe

COUTIReMfilf

JI%TepaTypa,MOCKBa-JleHzHrpazi, 1960),3,348.

B BOCLM; f

Tomax,

(XyzEoxeCTBeHHa3l
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The night watchman's use Of Hero; ý31MHq (Cf. HeripmroRHbiq,
HeroAHL01 -'badl, 'good for nothing'):
A ero (i. e. club - RG) T4CTOPOX14;I. Heromimmq
Kjiy6...
One would
of the townýi-folk

expect a watchman
in N.:

AHIIpOl,
3TO
TIJ,
majTocTT.

6mji
(DS 292)

to use common speech, and this is also true

manocTB

nepeXBaTT4JI...

(DS 14)

HeMHOrO -'a little'
_cf.

Father Fyodor, whose language is a mixture of Church Slavonic,
archaisms and common speech, also uses this word:
11piniec
;ieHi6rx 31,- cKa3an OTeu cl)ezEop,- ycTynmju4
6bi manocTT,.
(DS 267)
Note his use of cKoco6otumocT, (cf. TicKl2nuxiou

'becamecrooked'):

T-ITO
xe T16IHazi co6oA czEejiaJI? 7 BLIMOJIBIMa OHa,
HaKOHeu.
Hzxiero
Homori4,
IlOZICTpT4raiocL.
He
caenan.
6yZTO
BOT
rioxaJIYýICTa.
CKOC060HT4JIOCI).
3zeci6 KaK
(DS 22)
Korobeynikov
archaisms:

is another character who uses common speech as well as

6A 3a riOKOýIHMKazxeHjrT4 6pan 6bi? (DS 195)
HeiiiTo (11
Sometimes he utters a common phrase which is also archaic:
A pwijib LyLbT 31,noLuen?
eCTL...

M noceqxiaC Tam povn
(DS 72)

Ham
rio-coBeTCKOMY He Hazio, - o6iixeHHO CKa3aji
,
I4aPYIIIHHKOB, -ziaDatiTe rojiocoBaTL rIO-HeCTHOMY. nO(DS 134)
eDponeqcKm - 3aKPLITO.

Both no-coBeTCKOmy and no-HeCTHOmy are hybrids with the pronoun ending
(e.
g. M-Haiiiemy).
-auy
Bce zeno
MT 440)
UJYPHH.
_cBaj2raHT4z
Uaj2raMITI), -'concoct something quickly' (cf. YCIP014TO is clearly the opinion
of the authors.
Examples of common speech include the verb xpaTb
ecTb):
-'eat'(cf.
30'

According to CCPJIA, this is a regional word (o6m).
W2 7CTap.
<<,
rIPOCTOpeTime>>,
-ccPA -q-
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CTaPYIIIKU
Cerliac
-

3aromoHmjii4:
HaxRYTbc3i.

CTaHYT

lieCHM

opaTbl

(DS 48)
-nozxymati

TOJIIKO,

TpyrIbIy6HTLlX

nompaTL

(DS 119)

XUBOTHLIXI

Thus, Kolya is trying to convert Liza to vegetarianism.
negative quality.
A 9TO A MOrY Ha HT4X c4enaTb,
M12aHb3l?
says Ostap regarding

his million

RoxupaTb

here has a

KpOme H3rimaHCKOrO
(ZT 594)

roubles.

)Kl2aHT,e carries an evaluative quality.
MeXZIY Tem nompaHHeBUIHýrI'RHcneKTOP
noxaPH09
rpaxziaH,
KOTOpme
oxpaHIJ [ ...I YB; izien nATepiix
6oHKM
KHCJIYIO
IIPAMO PyKamm BBIKanbManx T13
(DS
49)
KanycTy x o6ýKmj2anuci, eio.

Also:

Rama ammineBRMmor cnonaTb B ozizH ripmceCT ZIBa
14
caejian,
HTO
ORHaxmm
TIOJILKH,
OH
KMjiorpamma
OCTaBMBBeci,
6e3o6ezia.
(DS
47-48)
aom
Another colloquialism ofhtstorical
i-n-terest:.
M rioxieMy BIJ zymaeTe, OHM He OTKpi>iBa; iz?
MmyLueCTBO rIPATanM, 3aIUMBanx KepeHKM B nOZIYLUKY.

(DS182)
Ostaptells of his time spent in Mirgorod with the Ukrainian kulaks. Kej2eHKM(arch.) is paper money valued at 20 or 40 roubles,issuedin 1917during the rule
of the provisional governmentheadedby Kerensky.
BXKTOP

MxxatinOBT4xi

eule

z1onro

xoDoxgl2mixg.

(DS65)
Xol2oxopmucs

3aziai3aTmi.
cf.
-

Z MOM XajýHT4?

here
is
ironically.
used
xl2a612Tubcs

- HacmeIUJIRB0

CrIPOCMJI

OCTari.

(DS 36)

XaDtIm - 'Provisions' (arch.).
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Interesting use is made of the popular term orvj2xmK-(lit. 'a little
cucumber').
Bocemb

IUTYK, - cKa3an Be3ewiyK
OZIT4H K OZIHOmy. KaK OrYp"ITIKTI.

caMOZIOBOJILHO, (DS 219)

Metaphorically, it refers to a healthy and fresh complexion'14(Cf.CBexeHLKHý1
KaK oryp'MK). However, Besenchukuses it to advertise his coffins.
meHA
rpo6
Or'VDHT4K,
OT6opHI>Iq,
mo6MTeJILCK'9ý1...
,v
(DS 11)
Cf. Ostap's use of the same word:
6LI OHM Y3Ha; IT4, KaKOil
ecjiz
orypum
...
rIOZE
BUZIOM:
DTHX
CTYJILeB.
iipoziaBaTLC.
q

6yaeT ceroZIHA
(DS 148)

The following section on characters' names and surnames contains many
more examples of III and Petrov's manipulation of language.

303Notin CCPJIA.
304CCpjl, q.
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1.15. CHARACTERS'NAMES

AND SURNAMES.

In both DS and ZT, III and Petrov make extensive use of humorous
proper names, surnames and titles. This is a relatively simple lexical device,
aimed at diminishing the stature of the characters.
Ill and Petrov were conscientious satirists, habitually choosing their
fully
they
vocabulary with great care, and
realized that a funny well-chosen
name would lose its appeal if it appeared too often. Thus, the funniest and most
unusual names were given to secondary characters who appear only very briefly
in the novels. Primary characters, mentioned frequently in the text, possess less
funny and more realistic names.
The use of comic names and surnames can be subdivided into a number
of categories. The most widely used names are those whose etymology is derived
from the personalities of their characters (1.15.1.). Other categories are: creation
of surnames from common words (1.15.2.); interesting use of patronymics;
(1.15.3.); occupational surnames (1.15.4.); geographical surnames (1.15.5.); names
based on unusual sound combinations (1.15.6.); double-barrelled surnames
(1.15.7.); improbable and incongruous names and surnames (1.15.8.); foreign
names and surnames (1.15.9.); Jewish names and surnames (1.15.10.); and
miscellaneous interesting names and name abbreviations (1.15.11.).
1.15.1. Names whose etymology reflects a character's personality or behaviour.

This device is widely used in Russian and Soviet literature and (via
Chekhov and Saltykov-Shchedrin) goes all the way back to Gogol. Even Pushkin
could not resist the temptation of giving such names as ToJICT16IqrlyCTqKOB to
a member of the gentry in his <<EBreH%ýIOHerl4H>>.The vast majority of the
charactersin DS and ZT are philistines, bureaucrats or journalists. The authors'
irony and satire finds expression in the suggestive nature of names and
surnames selected for each character. Consider:
BOD06MUTIE013 < BOP06eg -'a sparrow',

i.e. a small, frightened creature. This surname is artificial, for although there is a
common Russian surname Bopo6beB, Bopo6LAHHHOBis not known.
Vorob'yaninov's other names T41IIIOJIT4T
MaTBeeBxxi are old-fashioned and
suggest the pre-revolutionary era to which he belongs in spirit. He is tall, but
thin, puny, and weak both physically and emotionally. He is totally under Ostap
Bender's control. Throughout DS, he is persistently likened to a little boy as well
as compared metaphorically to a leopard providing an ironic contrast between
his actions and those of a strong and supple predator.
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yxyzjjuaHcKwq < xyxe -'worse. Here we have a trade-union
,
(from
ZT) who dislikes everything and always
newspaper correspondent
interrupts everyone with his pointless remarks and questions.

FTo;iT,ixaeB < noinixaTL -'to flare up. A top bureaucrat from the
'Hercules'.
XBopo6bei3 < XBOPL -'illness'ý An old monarchist who has nightmares
about the Soviet regime, and who becomes ill from his dreams.
CTapoxamci<%ýi < CTapiiti xam -'old lout, (this is a dificult term to
translate). Starokhamsky is hiding temporarily in a mental institution,
pretending to be Julius Caesar. The authors ironically call him Kai! IOJIRýi
CTapoxamci<, uq (ZT 445), thus creating an incongruous combination of names.
Sometimes even he himself gets confused:
MHoraa, BripoxieM, B ero 1336ajiamyieHHOiI
rOJIOBe
cocKaKmBaji KaKOýr4-TO pLiHaxoK TI OH, TIYTaq, KpXxian:
q
reHP14X
10;
Ui4mmepmaHl>>
(ZT
443).
IMq
<<.

The chemist Jleorioinzi FpxropieBT4H <<KOTOporo ;aomal=4e
m
ZIPY3M Ha3l>IBajiz TImria>>(DS 26). He also happens to sell nzriOBoe, i. e. faulty
(< nuria crim. sl. see page 166) hair dye to Vorob'yaninov.
CKYM612i4ei3wi < cKYm6pl4a -'mackerel'. An elusive bureaucrat who
always slips out of Ostap's hands (and everyone else's). Unable to find him on
terra firma, Ostap eventually has to swim after him into the sea and conduct his
interview there! (Chapter 18 of ZT).
81 in n
CI-L?

anom

i3jiazimmimoi3

HyDeHKOB

113HYP31TT>

tire,
to
-'to

wear out'. A jokester and writer with a serious, old-fashioned biblical name (<
Hebrew Absalom -'father of peace'). He exhausts everyone with his agitated
manner of speaking and restlessbehaviour. In the first edition of DS, Ostap
Bender was allowed to mock this character to the point of calling him
MoneM3HypeHKOB (< mona 'urine'), but in the subsequent editions of the
novel, this reference was taken out.101
Mmxam;L_Camy9neBRt1rlamwoBcKT42 < riaHlMa -'panic'. <<B3Z1OPHM14
CTapzic>>(Zr 479) and <<HeyroMOHMIýiCTapm<>>(ZT 364) as Ostap calls him.
Everything is a crisis for him and his reactions are always panic-stricken.
MY12a BanaraHo
6anaraH -'disorder', 'mess'. A rowdy and
-D<
companion of Ostap in ZT, whose distinguishing feature is his red
(<6jiaTHOi1>>
hair.
M2092ec-r-0R TmTaHYUJKT4H< T14TaHHK, i. e. 'great and mighty'. After all,
this character is a chief doctor, an expert on mental illness, who is required in the
305Cf.

ABeccanom Moxie%3HypeHKOB
ronoBy
Cited by Starkov, op. cit., 36.

-this

<<Bam 9TOT

cp:ul-d Do-s-s-ib-ly be

YeýTv__Ai,stRrted
-V-orobl
_:

OTOPBeT. >>

by__a s sociation_with

xgopb.
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hiding
from
the
the
themselves
to
group
of
pretenders
uncover
asylum
'Hercules' purge. However, an immediate contradiction is achieved by adding
the diminutive suffix - VIIIKT4H to the otherwise distinguished surname. This is
truly an III and Petrov touch -a perfect blend of two opposing notions, a
delightfully incongruous absurdik. III and Petrov must have been fond of this
because
it
also occurs againttheir short story <<Ha BOJIOCKeOT cmePTM>>.
name
Him4Q2op FIgni4c < ji3iriaT16 - 'to botch something up', 'to speak
A
'an
Lat.
'stone'.
Also
third-rate
ji3irimc
n3iricyc
error'
<
<
or
nonsense'.
(hence
he
is
Pushkin
Lyapis
the reference to
thinks
another
poet,
He
in
iambic
Pushkin's
raBPT4m4aga>>
adds
mock-epic,
pentameter).
written
<,
Tpy6eaKOýI to his first surname to make it sound more noble. The result of this
double-barrelled
funny
incongruous
T13inTiczis
the
surname
and
effort
T12y6eaKA4 Appropriately called TIqncyc by the correspondent Persidsky (DS
207), Lyapis is a caricature of the kind of hack-writer Il'f and Petrov must have
frequently
during
journalists.
their
as
years
encountered
3aBxTuToTzienom BY12KT4H 6ypKHYTL -'to snap'(at people).
_<
CaxapKoB - an employee of 'Hercules'< caxap -'sugar',, i. e. sugary,
sycophantic.
3aBezi)r
)xmBom Kopo6eýiHmKoB < Kopo6Ka -'box'or
boxes
in
his
keeps
information
He
in
Russia.
KOpo6er4HT4K-a seller of goods
ol
and sells it to interested parties.
C'Vnl2VFOB< cynpyr
person':
-Y

HaC He

him
to
the
as
a'business-like
cf.
reference
-'spouse',

6eralOT,
Bce

3ameTl4JI

6eraeT.
C'VnpYrOB
TOBapmuý
He

=Omap,

llejioBoq

- BOT

xiejioBeK.

(ZT,510)

Tajimyzi -'Talmud'. A talmudistby
"
living
better
He
in
travels
conditions.
and
nameonly.
pay
searchof
D4rT4eHaLUBT1JTT4 < riumeHa
(rWrMeHa
-'hygiene',alsopossibly,
rOPHLIýl KHS13b, allLIHeTPYZ131IUmgcABOCTOKa
(ZT
414).
'hyena'oftmuiR RN
>>
BoPOHM
interesting
is
It
Oneof the residentsof
to notethat
cjio6oZlKa.
B.
CTa;
KBaPT14pyeT
ITIH
M.
<<
Kaganskaya
BpomaHe
accordingto
andBar-Sella, FmrmeHT4U_1B14JIT4>>.
307
nozEnaPTT4r4H0R KJIRHKOýl rpamzzaHMHa
14HweHeI2K. 14.TagmynoBaTirl

<

C.W., 2,443.
This sumarnealso appearsin III and Petrov's short story <<rpacpCpeZE%3emcKzg>>,
"They posethe following question and provide a suitable answer:
HR OZIHOti X3
rlonemy MjmcpK rIeTpOB He BOMOM30Bamm,
OTBeT:
ripezmoxeHHLIXHamx cpammmil,Ho ripezinowix m4rxeHy?
<<r%m4eHa>> - 9TO HHCTOTa; 6opb6a3a %XCTOTY pAZOB mmeHyeTCA
W114CTKOr4>>; %WCTKOrI 3aH%maIOTCA crieuxamHo noarOTOBneHHme
JIIOZX14- WiRCTMILUIRKIN;
WMCTKJILIU14K>> -9TO
npexiie Bcero
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Baci4cYajiT4r4 TIOXaHK14H< jioxaHKa - 'a washtub'. A petty egoist from
ZT with pseudo-intellectual pretensions who forgets to switch off the light in the
for
it.
The name Bacucyajimti is nonlavatory
and gets whipped
communal
it
by
the
created
probably
combining the two masculine
authors
existent and
The
BRTani4g.
BacxjiTiti
middle part of the name - cyan and
names
in
is
Lokhankin
the
r6Hi>iVL
certainly
most, physical' character
resembles ceKcya;
the novels. He 'loves' his wife because of her large white breasts and her money
(in that order! ), and after she leaves him for another man, he still follows her
(<<-.
her
BapBapal...
q
he
to
that
o6jiazýaTb
XOHY
To6oýi,
possess
wants
saying
(ZT 506)). Another possible source for this name is the adjective cycanmIq
- Cf.
(entitled
favourite
book
his
cycajibHoe 30JIOTO,since
<<MYXIiHHa x
zeHU_LRHa>>)
is <<TOJICTa3iz pa330jiorieHHa3i, KaK MKOHa>>.
Ki4cjT3ipcKi4i4J< KMCJILIrI- 'sour', or possibly < Ki4cein (a thick fruit-jelly
drink). Kislyarsky is a cowardly oripeztcezzaTenb Ozzecmoti 6y6nmHHOR
6apaHKT4>>.
apTejix <<MOCKOBCKme

M. H. O)aHaTioK < cpaHaTHK -'fanatiCO.308
The
110JINCHOMOK
above
TOB.
< jJJOJIXHOCTb
-'position, occupation'.
for
Ukrainian
to
surnames.
the
pass
surnames were given
ending -10K n order
Maziam TTeTyxoBI < neTYX -'cockerel, rooster'. Vorob'yaninov's

loud
has
bullies
him
a very
voice.
mother-in-law who
constantly and
JIanm, KH < naniua - 'macaroni'.
Hariej2H=ýIL<

riepo -'nib'or

HanapHlm

HariepCH14K -'confidant'or

'partner'- an editorial worker in a journal.
< CTYJI -'a chair'- made to pass for a Armenian

CIVUSH

surname.

Ijo6xRyxvH, < no6xpaTbC31- 'to beg,to askfor charity'.
The two hack-writers Tleomm TpeneToBcKvýi
< TperieTaTL
-'to
tremble, to quiver' and-BoDuc AmmT4aKoB < ammmaK - 'ammonia'. "'
'4ZCTXJILIUZK

carior; Hezio6poxenaTenxBcex maCTeAmo6mm

M. B. <<rYTa; II4HIU14KOM>>, HameKaA,
rIP14CTpaCTxe
K HXCTKam, ac apyroq -

Ha3LIBaTL

ero
OT

riarim carIOXHXKa;

14CTUHHLIM
KHA3L.

C OZEH09 CTOPOHLi, Ha

Ha ero ripoxcxo)KzieH%e
nTO
HO Te xe Hezo6poxejiaTeJI% HameKaJIM,

ropCKXr4
6Lm
riariog cbmacarioxH%Ka

Co6paHHbie Boez%Ho, yKmHmie

(oceT%HCK%V)

ripumepLi coneTaIOTCA B
6LIBLTierO
KHA3A, a HBIHe TpywnuerocA
o6pa3e <(3jioro, KaK Hel)T>>
BoCTOKa rpaxzEaHxHa rxrzeHT4LUBX;
IK oc 1IB31BOm6cKxmx r; ia3amz>>.
M. KaraHcmi
x 3. Bap-Cemia, op. cit., 49.
"This name was also used in III and Petrov's story
1
<(100 Honb TVIK HOBa3i Wexepe3aza)>.
" This surname also featured in III and Petrov's short
story <(rle TYXOBiu zHa >>,CW, 2., 482.
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This
a
M. H. CB3jToTaTCKT4r4 < CBATOTaTCTBO
was
character
-'sacrilege'.
S1.
Ch.
(TaýiHllr4
TaTT,
COBeTH14K, Cf. Tafima <
civil-servant
pre-revolutionary
'to steal').
CemeH BacmneBllti
He6a6a
in
Kiev prior
Formerly
a policeman
music

i. e. brave and manly.
lit.
'not
a
woman',
but now working
to the Revolution,
as a

critic.
An

Possibly,

KVKVLUK14HZI < KYKYLTIKa -'a cuckoo'.
also < KyKma
-fig'.
LUO17IOTOM>>,
speaks <<MoBenýe>> and oxeCTAHBIM
employee at'Hercules'who
like
his
he
looks
owl.
an
through
at
colleagues
OHK14>>
which
wears <<ODaJILHiie
Referred to as <<CTaPT4K KYKYUIKHHZE>> (ZT 334) and as o CTapi>irl llypaK
by
his
(ZT
he
has
336),
KYKYLUKT4HZ1>>
a tendency to make everyone miserable
'cuckooing'.
(to
14eDameBCKaq
He
KapKagTe,
- cKa3ana
BeLIHO
Kukushkind).
OH TOCKY HaDOZIMT.
-

(ZT 334)

KapKaTb - 'to caw' (also'to croak'- Coll.) is usually said of crows - another
bird.
-*
to
sinister
an
old
and
reference
Some surnames which at first do not appear unusual or funny may
become so after the connection between the person's name and the context in
(cf.
fly'
M=4H
it
is
For
myxa
example, c0eoq2aH
-'a
occurs established.
which
,<
Ha30'r4JI'RBKaK myxa); this is an unorthodox artist who uses cereal grains
instead of paint. His work would inevitably be infested with flies, and hence the
Count
In
instead
a similar way,
of subject.
association of surname with'object
his
hussar
is
St.
Petersburg,
and
AjTeKceýi BynaHOB, the hero of aristocratic
a
6ynaHbIq
(<
horse
his
hussar
the
with
-'dun',
a
of
surname suggests
association
'brown colour', usually referring to horses only). The name of this character as
Bulatovich,
Antony
Father
figure
his
history,
based
the
of
real-life
on
well as
was
110
The
Athos.
Mt.
later
lieutenant
Guard
Hussars
an ascetic monk at
and
of the
a
(or
Bulatov
to
Bulanov
anything else),
choice of the surname
as opposed
horses.
the
to
the
of
suggests
connection
colour
In one example, a character receives a certain surname not because of any
he
is
because
but
to
his
a character
married
traits,
association with
personality
Shchukin
MYKa
is
the
<
This
these
traits!
the
engineer
with
case
who exhibits
'pike', who is married to Ellochka Shchukina, the famous Ellochka the Cannibal,
declares
Ellochka
'war'
After
instincts.
on the
a woman with a predator's
American millionairess Miss Vanderbilt (jokingly referred to by the authors as
BaHzEep614nzu4xa (DS 159)), Shchukin is ironically called 'Mister Shchukin'. He
his
because
Ellochka,
is
he
because
to
of
and partly
married
evokes our pity partly
tragi-comic bathing accident.
"'See Heyer Friedrich 'Father Antonij Bulatovich, Russian friend of the Christian people of
Ethiopia'in 3aIIHCKH PYCCK09 aKaaemFftreCKOH rPY1717LIB CLUA, (New-York, 197902.
4,

here
_karkat'
unpl eapant I
-

also

got

tThe seco ndary
--

meaning

Ito-speak

o-f----s-omething
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1.15.2. Creation of names from common nouns.
Another Il'f and Petrov trick for devising unusual-sounding names is to
change one letter in a commonly-known word. Thus (see above) cpaHaTT4K
becomes ct)aHaTioK. Other examples include the following:
6epjiora

> Bepnara

KYKYI.UKa > KoKYIUKT4Ha cf. - RucKaHTLI, THinel KoKYLuKT4Ha,
(DS 43) - the cuckoo is known for its distinctive call.
ciia6eet
KOpeýiKa

-'bacon'

Bopi4corjie6>
play on the words

>_IýaDem- K0_

Bopmcoxjie6CK149
(name) and xne6
rjie6

is
the
effect
achievedbya
comic
-here
(bread).

One interesting
the letter ýj into the popular
result is achieved by inserting
is
Russian name Jle6eneB.
The surname so achieved - Qeýi6eneB
an
6e
(.
Jewish
ýI
is a Jewish version of the name TI e 13 This
TI
artificially
e
surname
.
tag, for it
newly-coined
surname is not only funny but also acts as an identity
indicates that the owner of <<T0pr0BJTA TOBapamm KaMBOJILHOM
TpeCTa B. A.
Jleti6ezýeB>> is Jewish. His real surname was probably
Jleýi6HH, 110160B or
311
JIeq6oBxti.
Another
is achieved by inserting
original
combination
a soft sign into the
The end result is a surname
already improbable
surname rIbgTHT4na.
which is
('Friday' - cf. Robinson Crusoes' Man Friday) and
a mixture of MITHxua
drunkard'.
rIMM4aa
-a

1.15.3.The use of first names and patronymics.
Occasionally Il'f and Petrov do not assign their characters surnames, but
instead refer to them either by a first name only, or by a first name and a
patronymic, for example:
...

ZIBa

HzKeiija u BiTariaHeZEOTeribi

(DS 102)

qKoi3 MeHenaeBi4ti the administrator of the Columbus Theatre. Cf.
.
Meiienati - Homer's Greek King.
Polykhaev's personal secretary is also referred to by a name and a
patronymic - CepHa MxxaýIJIOBHa. CepHa -'chamoisis a genuine feminine
name, but nevertheless very suitable in this context:
x
ceKpeTapLua
...

ero CepHa M-

La-TO 14zxejio

meJILKanacpeziRyuejieBII1T4XnajnmTIC14KOMOP. ,
(ZT 391)
"B. 0. Unbegaun,Russiansurnames,(ClarendonPress,Oxford, 1972),341.
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This description is highly pictorial, leading one to think of Serna running
in
heightened
by
This
is
like
the
the use
mountains.
picture
a
chamois
around
flash'.
the
menwaTb
of
verb
-'to
MHTP14H is an inhabitant of BoPOHL31Cno6om<a. The patronymic by
itself indicates the supposed peasant origins of this character. It should be
71MT4Tpxm, but the jLis, omitted, thus creating a false patronymic to suit this false
'peasant'.

No surname is given to the head of the Old People's Home in Stargorod AjieKcaHzjp RKOBneBmi. His wife AneiaaHztpa RKOBnema, is also known by
have
The
their pet names A; IbxeH and
couple
only.
also
name and patronymic
CauixeH respectively (DS 43). The same applies to the four brothers of
Aleksandr Yakovlevich and Pasha Emil'evich -a third cousin of Aleksandra
Yakovlevna. Here the authors describe them with the collective patronymic
JqK0Bjiei3i4HT4.

Kpome CTaPYX, 3a CTOJIOM mienm
Mcmnop RKoBjieBT4ti.
Aq2aHacmr4 RKoBjieBT4xi. KuRviiii
qKoBiTeBT4ti. Oner
qKOB; ieBT4tl v TTaiua EmT4jTbeBT4xi. Hx B03paCTOM, HM
.
rlOJIOM 9TT4 monozibie
JIlOZIT4 He rapMOH14POBa: i; i c
tieTmpe
3a, aatiamm coumajibHoro
o6ecnexieHT431,3aTO
6bijim 1OHLImu 6paTLqMi4
Rama
Ax6xeHa,
qKOBjieBI4'tia
a
.
3mmjii6eBHtl
- ZIBOIOPOZIHT>im riiieMAHHHKOM
(DS 47)
AjieKcaHZIPIJ
qKOBjieBHI>I.
K mecTy iipoT4ciiieCTBHq
Ax6xeH
R Bce yuejieBiume

rIaLTia EmmjibeBT4'LI,
p; iHyjii4cb
RKowieBT4tim.

(DS 50)
When we recall the brothers' unusual status in the old folks' home (the
is
eldest only thirty two years old), and their relation to the director, this
generalization is not only funny but also serves as a kind of tribal name for the
family. Recall also their eating habits (DS 49) which indeed resemble those of
most primitive tribes.
1.15.4.Surnames originating from professions or occupations.
Sometimes surnames are allocated to characters solely on the
identification of their profession or occupation. Thus the fire-brigade chief is
called HacoCOB< Hacoc -'a pump', hence Mr. Pumpman.
The driver of <<AHTR;ioria - IFHY>>
in ZT is called K03jieBHH < X03JILI
'coach-box'.The choice of the name for Kozlevich - Aziam (Ka3HMT4POBT4H)
is
appropriate not only becauseof his Polish origin, but also becausethere are
several instances in the text of ZT where he is compared to the First Man (biblical
Adam).
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OCHO]3OrIOJIOXHHKOm
aBTOM06T4JILHOrO
6m;
ziejia
i
[ I CTapa3i XM3Hb Aaama
KOMeBmti.
rio qoamunmm
...

KnemMPOBxtia

61i; ia rpeXOBHa.

iliocpep

rpeLUHOmy Allamy...
(ZT 320)

later
Ostap
Kozlevich
in
to
the following way:
on
appeals
and
-Aziam, BIJ - Ham OTeu, MM - Bamm zieTT4... (ZT 515)
A watch-repairer is appropriately called rna3MYC - IEeHKep < rnu - 'an eye',
'New
and this character eventually joins a collective called <(HOBoeBpeM31>>
Time' (ZT 430).
The man in charge of the banquet at the opening ceremony of the Turksib
line is called PlBaH Oci4rioBmxiTpmKaPTOB(cf. a la carte).
A factory owner is known as E. M rlOjiYdpa6pXKaHT -'half factory owner'
(ZT 601). r1ony - 'half' - adds further spice to an already funny name.
Ma:DCTPOCyzxOMM < CYZX
'court',
cyzim -'judge, referee'; an
appropriate surname for the head of a chessclub.
It is interesting to note Ill and Petrov's use of name and patronymic to
refer collectively to a particular profession (cf. their use of RKOBjieBX'1iT4(DS
50)).

Cegtiac xeKHemy

riozjcKaKI4BaIOT

EDMaTUI

TimoteeBmtm

B6ejiLix riepeAH14Kaxc
Ha
M YCJIYXJI'KBO
6n3ixaMM
HHKem4poBaHHbImx
cepztue
(DS25)
nOZEXBaTLIBaIOT6arax.
ErmakTimofeevichwas the actualnameof a 16thcenturyconquerorof
Siberia.ThepatronymicTimofeevichimpliessomeoneof peasantstock. By
makinga nameout of a propernoun and addingto it the patronymic,and then.
by puttingboth namesinto the plural, the authorscleverlyfabricatethis
metonymreferringto portersat the station.
'

1.15.5.Surnames of geographical origin.
Some names are geographical in origin. The main character's surname
BeHaep - could refer to a small town in Rumania, or perhaps to an occupation
1312)Germ. 'cask maker
MHzio-KT4TaýrIcKT4,
r4l< Indo-China.
KaK Muno-K14TMICKT44

H14DepTejic3i

He nomorno.
(ZT 390)

312
B. C. Kaganoff, A Dictionary of JewishNamesand their History, (SchockenBooks, New York,
1977),133.
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The combination of ZH; io-KT4Tat1CI<'ffti and the verb DepTeTLC3i -'to
twist and turn', creates a funny association when one imagines Indo-China
turning and twisting around.
HmriepnamnoK
This character is given
< Hx; jepjiaHZ1M -'Netherlands'.
the ending -Iay_to indicate an Ukrainian surname. Cf. CaHaTIOK, CIDaHaTlOK.
KH3irmig

BejioRYcg<o-13ajm4ýicKa3i
Hepcz L-ýK149 < rlepmq
-'Persia'.

TmDacno; rbcKi4x < Txpacrionb

in
Ukraine.
the
town
small
-a

M. AHTT4oxT4-r4cKT4t4j

Eng.
Antioch,
town in-__Tu:rkey-.

Christian
-a

PeriOpTep

< White-Russian-Baltic

patriarch,

BopmcoxneLKT42

< AHTMOX14A

qK
__R ja

small

once

the

seat

of

----

< BopxcorneftK

To this group of geographical surnames one can also add the double
direction,
HoDgmaH-CeBel2oBa
both
to
one
surname
parts of which refer
namely the north, Hop2jmaH < German 'northern man' and CeDePOBa -<
ceBep - 'north', i. e. 'northern woman'.
1.15.6. Names with unusual sound combinations.
A number of surnames in DS and ZT are based on unusual sound
combinations. Some of them contain no etymological significance and were
( unless we
invented for the sound effect only, for example rpauanyeBa
In
'grace').
the
is
here
there
to
some
names
assume
rpauzA
a connection
for,
rT
aa To H
example
combination of name and surname creates assonance,
llnaunrK and BepHrapzi T'eHr,12occ
identical
CT4m614eBzx1-CT4HziT4eBTvi
two
these
surnames.
are
virtually
-,
The second half (CXHgxeBT1H) was added for the aural similarity and for the sake
of the rhyme achieved when the two surnames are put together. This use of
J1AnKT4H-TAnKZH
in
Gogol,
such
as
rhyming names is reminiscent of characters
General',
MZTAýl
11o6T-114HCKHti
fromInspector
Bo6mT4HCKT4q
ZIA;
JA
or
or
and
and ;IA; 131M'KHAq from'Dead Souls'.
An excellent collection of rhyming names is assigned to the group of
people employed as a sound-effects team in the Columbus Theatre in DS. The
remarkable similarity of the names raJIKT4H. 1Ta;iKgH_ManKmH. 14anKmHis
unexpectedly broken by the final surname 3ajiKi4Hzi,. The sound made by
pronouncing these names in rapid succession probably resembles the music
these five people create on bottles and metal mugs! The authors often refer to
the whole group as 3BYKOBoe oqoopmneHme. Il'f and Petrov themselves seem
to enjoy this collection of surnames, and they complicate the interplay of sounds
with a pun on these names, bringing Yolkin into the dialogue:
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-

MeCTO 3aHATO,

- xmypo

cKa3aji

raJIKHH.

KeM
3aHATO? - 3JIOBeu-Le cnpoCT4JI KnapHeT.
FajiKT4H'bim.
-MHOIO,

-A eme Kem?

TTajiKmHTim.
Maimmim.
EjiKT4Ha
y BaC HeT?
-A

I4ajTKT4Hmm 143aimmiom.
(DS 235)
3TO Hame meCTO.

EJIKT4Hrhymes with the above names, and suggests the colloquial expression
eJIKH-naJIKT4 > EJIK14Hand rIaJIKTIH, thus bringing about a play on words as
well as sounds.
TLI

deserves a special mention. One
The unusual surname eBazeBCKaq
possible explanation for its origin is that it comes from a phonetic transcription
of the phrase xiero xe? -'what thenT, pronounced as xieBa xe.
1.15.7. Double-barrelled

sumames.

Some charactersin DS and ZT possessdouble-barrelled surnames.
Cmm6zeBTI'i-CT4HZMeBT4ti
has already been mentioned; the two imaginary
separatenames are blended for the sake of humorous rhyme. Double-barrelled
surnames can carry two contradictory notions, for example:
BojTK-J'TT4ci4nKi4r4.
(note
double
the
emphasis on canines).
-'Wolf-Fox'
Another 'animal' name-surname combination is TleB CoKonoBcKT4ti.
Other names have two synonymous nouns from different languages, for
instance: HoDnmag - CeBeI20Bawhere both surnames, mean 'a northern
person', although the German half is masculine while the Russian part is
feminine (see previous sub-section).
Sometimes two names are joined in an incongruous combination, 'e.g.
Ycmi=m
BepTeI2.
Both
separate names are genuine, the first Jewish (see
subsection 1.15.10.), the second German. However, it is highly unlikely that the
two would fit together, and hence the incongruity.
11710muii - r1oupayeB ri; IOTL -'flesh', 313
riouejiyr4 - 'a kiss'. This is
-<
the surname of a notable person in ZT. Artists want to paint him in order to sell
his portrait to a museum, and they are looking for him everywhere. They
ask
Balaganov if he has seen him and he replies:
M16ITaKMX HHKorga He BCTpexiaem.
MT 370)
which indicates that he understands the literal meaning of the name and is
disgusted by it. Ostap's reaction is to say that he knows
someone with a
surname just as unusual:

"'The sumarne II; IOTCK1411
was also used ill the short story
orIeimexoz>ý, CW, 5,51.
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6mjia3HaKOmaA
camoro
aKyiiiepKa
no
-,
Meny3a-Fal2roHeI2,
xA
He zienan
M3
9Toro
cpammju4m
He
6eran
inyma,
no ynimamC KPIWamm: <<HeDmiianx im

Y meH31

OHa,
nacom rpaxzxaHK14 MeZ1Y31J- raprOHep?
zteCKaTb,
3ziecT,nporyjixBanaci, >>. Hoaymaeuu>1
rIJIOTCKi4r4-rIouejiyeB1
(ZT 371)
B11

MeZly3a-FoproHep
both
Greek
(Medusa
Gorgon).
names
are
of
origin
and
The second half has theGerma4ending -f4ýLadded to it.
Probably the rudest (if not the funniest) double-barrelled
is
that of
surname
rIT)ixTeeB - KaKveB < nLIXTeTL -'pant', and KaKaTL -'to defecate'.
OH

(i. e. Vorob'yaninov - RG)
rlbTxTeeB
rxmHa3XX
ytieHHK
ymamvi.
This

surname

1.15.8.

expresses

Improbable

and

the effort
incongruous

BCrIOMHT4JI
KaKveB
-

the boy

Bilpyr,
ymen

'ITO

B

LueBeJIHTL

(DS 290)
made

to flap his ears!

surnames.

Several charactersin DS and ZT have highly improbable and completely
incongruous names and surnames. For instance, XT4HaHIM. an ex-lover of
(DS 206)
Lyapis. Cf. orIogma nOCB31ujajiaCB
3araztoHHOýiXTIHe14;IeK>>.
Another surprise is the two brothers who have different surnames but the
same profession (instead of the other way round):
913a6paTa-KOPpecnoH; jeHTa J1eBPv6aiuKT4Hz Ru
(ZT 527)
CKameýiKmH.
These are probably two Jewish brothers concealing their Jewish identity in
order to keep their professions (they are probably known as TTeti6e and RHKe; ib
to their relatives). The prosaic choice of surnames shows their lack of
imagination.
In DS there is a (<riaPMKmaxep ollbep 14KOHCTaHTTMý>>>who OXOTHO
(DS 13). The
OTMBaeTC31, Bnpoxiem, Ha mwi <<AHZIpeti MBaHOBHM>>
incongruous combination
is
KOHCTaHTHH>>
the
to
z
an
attempt
upgrade
<(11bep
establishment by giving its owner a foreign (French) title, even though there is
only one man involved.

This type of incongruity is taken further by mixing foreign nationalities
with Russian names, for example A6mccT4HCKT1q
maJIb'iHK BacbKa (DS 82),
which is reminiscent of (('VHOCTpaHeij,cýezopoB>> in Gogol's'Dead Souls'.
Another example is AmePXKaHCKXr4cojiaaT rappm KoBajibHYK (ZT 584),
although there is a possibility that he might be an American of Ukrainian
descent. And again:
zomaLUH14ti
(iýTJMOMK_
CKOPH31K
...

(DS 159)
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Fima S6bak (a friend of Ellochka Shchukina) has very suggestive names.
Firstly, her first name is a diminutive of the masculine name ECPHm,and
although it is confirmed in Petrovsky's dictionary as a possible feminine
diminutive (from AHcpzma, Ecpzmim PYCP'KHa,Cepaqpmma and TpoCPT4ma),
II'

it is extremely uncommon . Secondly, the surname is made to sound foreign
(note the intentional stress) and exclusive, but in actual fact it is the genitive
literal
Thus
is
Fima
the
the
co6aKH
of
meaning
plural of
of
girl's
name
-'dogs'.
the Dogs!
Hama 3mi4jibeBi4ti - there is a conflict here between the common Russian
first name and the noble and foreign-sounding patronymic. Note the use of the
diminutive form rIauia instead of rIaBeii.
i
Te3oT4meminKTO,

= TO ze

6aHK14PCKa31 KOHTOpa
where

CHKOMOPCK101

originates

xm3i

(Ch. SQ
-'the

same name'.

L1e3aJ2eBT4H>>
T4
<(CT4KOMOJ2CKT49
from

a species of tree, and Ue3apeBT4H

was the

heir
the
to the throne prior to the 1917 Revolution.
of
name
Another incongruous name worth mentioning is the pseudonym of a
Stargorod journalist in DS. In fact, he has two pen-names - Maxomw and
r112RHu EaTcKuýi. but later in the narrative Il'f and Petrov make the following
concoction out of these names: r`lDi4mi - Maxomw (DS 93).
1.15.9. Names of foreign origin.

Among the vast range of surnames that are featured in the novels..a large
number is either of foreign origin or contain foreign elements. Some surnames
belong to foreign characters (cf. the carriage full of foreign correspondents in ZT)
and consequently, are made to sound and look foreign:
AmepxKaHeu XT412am
5ypmm
Kal2ii TlaamarmeH -a Finnish name, but possibly < naBuaH.
3av3e -a German name (Sause).
MHra 3aýioHu < Pol. zajac -'hare'.
KyiuaKO13CKT04
and Moj2oiueK - two Polish priests.
17euRux-rej2Hr]ýocc -a German.
Fer4Hl2T4x-a German. An unusual transliteration of the German
,
Heinrich, (normally I"eHPHX in Russian). (Cf. A possible wordplay in Yiddish
r0l Hii peXT?)
311H. A. lieTPOBCKUTI, C.
UOB3pL PYCCKJfX ZH'IHLIX; fmeH
MOCKBa, 1966), 375.

(COBeTcica3i 9HU%KJIOrieziz3i,
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Tliouwq c1D12aHiieBHaTTtepa < Germ. 'Fferd'- 'a horse'- an inhabitant of
the Voron'ya' Slobodka. 111

ironic
for
5. KyJTbTV12T12T4r2P_
be
to
an
name
someone
who
aspires
'high-brow'.
Dcriep aKiTel2om4ti- this is a totally fictitious name, very likely derived
from Fr. espe"rer6clair.
14eJT0BeK
BOcembCT031JI14
C 3ariT4CKaMH
OT Dcriepa
(DS 213)
2)KjTepom4tia.
However, the majority of foreign names or surnames are combined with
Russian ones either for comic contrast, or to indicate that a character belongs to
the old regime:
AHnpeVi

Mi4xaýinom4xi

B12vHc -an engineer.

Aziojibq2 HmKonaeBwi Bom3e -a 'Hercules' bureaucrat.
Ma ri amE jTeHaB gy-p--a former lover of Vorob'yaninov.
Komi OcTeH-BaKeH - Ostap's childhood friend (the surname OstenBaken is a well-known surname of Baltic barons of German origin).
l'1d2eQ2e12Ko12HT)i
< Germ. 'pfeffer'- 'pepper'
BT46e]ýxam< Germ. 'biber'- 'beaver' and xam - 'lout'.
M. Mepmen&bamoB <'chercher la femme'(Fr. ). Cf. the French proverb
'Dans chaque malheur cherchez la femme'.
6yp
Fr.
l11TA6V12z1VK0B
'petit'and
Fr.
the
of
an
abbreviation
<
- possibly
,
'bourgeois'. Other possible partial interpretations could be 6ypaa - 'nonsense'
(coll.) or 6yp; iFOK -'wine-gourd.
Some surnames aspire to Greek classical tradition and mythology. The
administrator of the Columbus theatre in DS is called RKoB MeHejiaeBT4t1 <
MeHenarl < Grk. Meneld'o.s. It is obvious that this patronymic is not real.
Presumably this theatre manager must have felt an 'artistic' need to abandon his
previous unpretentious and probably very Jewish patronymic and choose
something more grandiose. Yet this artificial patronymic achieves the opposite
result - it demonstrates the philistinism of a person who can dream up such an
unlikely combination as RKOB MeHenaeBHx1.
Meny3a-Fol2ro=
< Medusa-Gorgon. Both parts are of Greek origin.
Medusa is one of the three Gorgons (fabled female monsters in Greek
mythology). In a typical Il'f and Petrov touch, the woman with these grandiose
Greek-derived family names has a basic and earthy profession
-a midwife.
3'sAccordingto Kaganskaya
and Bar-Sella(op. cit., 40) this name, patronymic and surnamecontains
the name of the devil - 71toimpep, which obviously has special significancefor them.
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A truly Greek name and surname is allocated to Zosya Sinitskaya's
husband in ZT, namely rleDimi
c1bemium.
OHM

(Zosya and Ostap - RG) CrIYCTMJIMCL BHT43 riO Tpem
CTyrieHbKam. B rjiy6HHe yxie6Ho-nOKa3aTenbHOrO
KOm6T4HaTa
rI011 3ejieH0r4
KPOBjie-r4riammm cT4z(eji
,iepHorna3L01 mojiogoýi -ieJ10BeKMC ZXOCT014HCTBOM
CMOTpen
B o6ezteHHYIOKaPTOtIKY.
MziaJIM
Re]ýmKnl
3=i.
eiue
3aKpxHana
-R Te6e
KyMuia

HOCKT4 C ZJB0qH0ti

rIATKOý1.1103HaK0M1>Tecb,

0Demmzi T4.

9TO

(ZT 598)

RePTMI -a genuinely noble name, far too noble even for someone who
studies the menu with dignity! Then there is a further irony - Zosya bought
(Grk. Themis) is the
< CIDemT4zxa
warm socks for her husband Pericles. CJDemTizxm
goddess of justice. Ostap has abandoned Zosya in pursuit of money, and she now
marries someone else. Ostap regrets his action, but justice has been done; hence
cDemwim. The name rIePMKJI dPemmim is totally out of place in Soviet society,
especially for someone who is a <(ripegCTaBXTeJIb K0JMeKTRBa>>, as Ostap puts
it (ZT 598). However, it is appropriate that Zosya (Pol. < Grk. Sofia -'wisdom')
marries a man with a Greek name. Some names are parodies on Greek names
and surnames, for example:

r1ana-X12mcTo3onygo (DS 67) possibly < Grk. Chrizosto -Christ'.
TTaHTejT04T4BaH0rIVJI0

(DS 117)

In the latter name rIaHTeneg is indeed is a name of Greek origin (<
ITaHTeji0iM0H < pant -'everything' and elejm5n -gracious', "' but Ivan,
although it is a modified popular form of a Hebrew Biblical name borrowed from
Greek (T4BaH< Ioann < Grk. loannes < Heb. Yohanan -'favoured by God'),
cannot occur in a genuine Greek surname.
Here is an example of a pseudo-Greek name expertly fitted into the
inscribed on a watch:
context. It is the surname KacT12aKT4,
<Jim6mmomy

CMHY

Cepe)KeHwe

KaCT12aKT4

B

zeHL cz1axim

Hail CJIOBOM
<<3peJIOCTT4>> 6yjiaBKO9 6bino BmuapariaHO CROB0
<<rIoJIoD0rb>...
OCTari zxojirO He XOTen rIOKYriaTL BT14
HeriPTIJIMHHme-iacm, HO B KOHue KOHUOB ripxo6pen, TaK
KaK peuiTM BJIO>KZTI> B ziparoi4eHHOCT14
MIUMMOH.
DecL
(ZT 602)

Z)K3ameHOB

Ha aTTeCTaT

3pejioCTX>>.

The surname Kastraki is a parody on Greek surnames ending in -a'04There were many Greeks with this kind of surname living in Odessa in the early
decadesof this century. However, the root of the surname (KaCTP) is not of
"'rleTPOBCK%9,

op. cit., 174.
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Greek origin, but comes from the Russian verb KaCTPHPOBaTb
This provides a funny contradiction to the phrase rionoBorl
maturityl.

-'to castrate'.
3peJIOCTT4
-'sexual

1.15.10.Jewish surnames.

We have already noted the importance of the authors' Jewish background
in Odessa (Introduction, section 0.3.). Becauseof this, they remained keenly
during
first
decade
Jewish
the
the
status
of
citizenry
aware of
peculiar
of the
Revolution.
Il'f and Petrov knew that Jews had only recently left their ghettos, and
were trying to adapt to altered circumstances in the new Soviet society. To retain
their professional work, they passed as gentiles, and often had recourse to
led
This
them to choose surnames which were
their
camouflage
own names.
acceptableto the Russians but which were at the same time a little out of the
(This
ordinary.
was, perhaps, a reflection of their subconscious desire to assert
their jewishness.) These altered Jewish names were often inadvertently comic or
incongruous, and naturally Il'f and Petrov capitalized on this aspect in their
novels. In the pages of DS and ZT, a proper (i.e. not invented) Jewish surname
is easier to find than a Russian one. Many Jews had surnames of geographical
origin and in the novels they are represented by:
TT4j2acnojn,cKi4x < Txpacnom, -a small town in the Ukraine.
but
in
in
Germany,
Dpeftyc
i.
Treves,
Trier
the
town
<
medieval
e.
-a
novel possibly < zipetiCPRTb-'to be scared' (crim. sQ.
BeHlIep-, as we have already seen < Bendery, a small town in Rumania,
although it can also be of an occupational origin < Germ. 'Bender'which means
'cooper' or 'cask maker'."'
It is interesting to note that although Il'f and Petrov chose an Ukrainian
first name OCTan for their hero, Ostap's own nickname is Ocq < ý4ocmcpwhich
is a Jewish name. Cf. <<
KRca H OCA3;aecb ftijm> (DS 271) - this is Ostap's
inscription on a rock in the Caucasus mountains.
is
In the double-barrelled surname YCITUIKTAH
BepTpp,,
YCHLUKXH
a
real surname (cf. the historical personality Usyshkin). However, the second half
of the surname, which is German (Cf. rerMe <<CTpazEaHHA
monogoro
BepTepa>>), makes the combination incongruous. The Jewish surname Malkin
is submerged in a row of similar-sounding Russian surnames: rajiKT4H.
11aimm. Majimm. 14ajiKT4H
where raJIKT4H< raJIKa -'jackdaw', 11aJIKRH<
najiKa -'stick', T-IaJIKMH
<, ianKa -'rope'and MaJIK14H< Malkah -a woman's
name meaning 'queen' in Hebrew (a reference to the biblical Esther). Other

317

Kaganoff, op. cit., 133.
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existing versions of the surname include Malkov, Malkes, Malkinson. 311 It is
from
Malkin
the Russian adjective majibiti - 'small', since
that
comes
unlikely
Russian surnames ending in =m-usually
owe their origin to feminine names.
The surname 3aJ1KT4H21 which comes last among the members of the sound"
effects team, is also a real Jewish name, one of the many variations from

'Solomon' (Heb. Shlomo). The evolution from Solomon is through the chain:
Solomon - Salaman, Salmon, Salmen, Zalman, Zalkin and Zalkind. 11' It would
seem that Zalkin would rhyme best with the other names in the group, but the
authors' intention was clearly to create a dissonance in the chain of names by
choosing Zalkind and not Zalkin. The other ending -KK Hzi (meaning 'a child' in
Yiddish) is popular for a Jewish surname, as in 314CKHHZ-'sweet child'.
By creating a surname out of a noun ((KyKyI11Ka>> (or possibly, ((KyKT11U>>
la fig') and by adding -zi to the final combination of - KT4H Il'f and Petrov arrive
at what appears to be a Jewish surname ending in - KT4Hzi i. e. KyKyu-mmi.

In a similar fashion, they add another Jewish surname ending -.ap_to
Gorgona, and end up with the incongruous double-barrelled Jewish surname
MeZJy3a-roprOHep,, which we have encountered earlier.
Ill and Petrov also employ name endings to achieve the opposite effect,
that is, to make a Jewish surname sound like a proper Russian one. This is done
in the case of the actress 71ýKop>KmaTTa Tmpacnommix,
hide
her
tries
to
who
Jewish identity by replacing what no doubt used to be the ending zaa
(TzpacrionbcKxg
is a Jewish surname of geographical origin) with the ending z. U-often found in Northern Russian and Siberian surnames (cf. CeziLix,
rInoxzx,
14ePHLix, etc. ). The first name J1XOP)K'ff9TTa is an exotic foreign name
and choosing such names was a popular pastime among young ladies (cf.
BjinotiKa who., in fact, is EneHa), particularly actresses, during the NEP period.
Thus we have the unlikely juxtaposition
of the incongruous, combination of an
exotic French first name name with a prosaic surname of a small Ukraine town.

Sometimes only one letter is needed to reveal Jewish identity in a name.
This happens, as we
letter
A
is
inserted
into
the
a
when
seen
earlier,
-have
popular Russian surname Jle6ezEeB, resulting in TIeg6ezteB. In Panikovsky's
case, the spelling of his patronymic Camya ji e 13mti looks a little exotic , but despite
this, it is clear that the name should have been CamymnOBXxf (< Camywi -a
Jewish personal name). An interesting combination is found in the surname
BagHTOpr. The first half of it BagH means 'vine' in Yiddish (< Germ. ), and is
present in other Jewish surnames such as Ba ý1HT py 6- 'grapes' (Weintraub) 111
.
However, the second part of the surname is the Russian
-TOpr < TOproi3aTL 'to trade'. Here, Il'f and Petrov are suggesting the traditional Jewish association
with trade, but the name itself is not a genuine surname.
3181bid.,
174.
3"Ibid., 50.
320
Weinglassand Weinlaub (Kaganoff, op. cit., 207).
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One of the most popular endings of Jewish surnames is -=6z (< Germ.6epr has this same ending.
'mountain', 'hill'). 111'sreal surname - C1Dai1H3mjii,
In ZT there is a delightful play on words involving a Jewish surname ending in
Mitrich,
in
ZT,
inhabitant
Crow
Village
the
the
and
wordiceberg'.
an
of
-6el2r
wants to appropriate the room of the pilot Sevryugov, who is lost over the
North Pole. When a neighbour points out to Mitrich that Sevryugov is a hero
be
flying
icebergs,
Mitrich
over
must
replies:
and
MZTP14H
BTO
Aqc6eprT41
rOBOPT4JI
HacmeiiijixBo.
mi,i riOH31TLmoxem. ReCATL neT KaK XM3HT4HeT. 13ce
Mic6el2rg. Barlc6eprx. AýrbeH6ep=, BCAKxe Tam
(ZT 415)
Pa6T4HOBM'qT4.

The play on words here is on the word <<ar4c6epr>>,which Mitrich turns
into a Jewish surname with the ending -6el2r. However, such a surname is
life
fictitious,
it
in
is
A93maH
the
to
and
nearest
approach
real
wholly
-'ice
Jewish
On
hand,
both
Baqc6epr
AýQeH6epr
the
genuine
man'.
other
and
are
being
latter
former
'a
the
the
of
and
surnames,
meaning white mountain'
(Eisenburg)
in
Eisenberg
the
town
geographical origin, named after a
called
Hungarian district of Vas and another Eisenburg in Thuringia. Some Jews
selected such place names for their family names."' However, 'eisen' also
means 'iron' (< Germ. 'Eisen') and some Jews adopted this noun as a veiled
referenceto Isaak (often called Eizik or Eise). PablMOBTIM< Heb. 'rav' -'rabbi' brings a dissonance into this group of names ending in -Lal2z. Yet this is not just
a common Jewish surname in the Soviet Union, but it is also an anonymous
brought
is
for
Jews
is
implying
Jew.
What
Mitrich
that
not
only
surname
any
but
(<(geCAT16
Revolution
the
HeT>>),
XM3HM
also that they are
neT
KaK
about
responsible for his failure to take possessionof Sevryugov's room.
1.15.11.Miscellaneous interesting names and name abbreviations.
The majority of surnames in DS and ZT are accompanied either by an
initial or by a full Christian name, with or without patronymic. However, one
also comes across the following abbreviation in DS:
-09,

- CKa3an

CecTpim
IHT4K.

CBoemy rIOMOMHHKY.
(DS 223)

This method of abbreviating a first name was well known in the 1920's
and 1930's. A popular writer of the period, Vsevolod Ivanov, abbreviated his
name to Vsev. Ivanov, presumably to avoid confusion with Bnaziummp,
BaneHTUH or BacHnmg, etc. (as well as to distinguish himself from Vyacheslav
Ivanov -a poet and literary critic from the previous generation). Lezhnev,
writing in 1929..uses such abbreviations as Vas. Kamensky, Al. Tolstoy Pant.
,

'Ibid.,

146.

202
Romanov, Mikh. Prishvin, Nik.
has
been,
it
name abbreviations
in
Later
the novel
abbreviation.
HHKceCTPT4HCKwr4. This is yet
names.
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Nikitin.
Whatever
is still quite unusual
this name is turned
another oddity in III

the popularity
of these
to see the above
into the adjective
and Petrov's collection of

Another interesting abbreviation is that of a literary critic 11B. llermo_g__ý
there is a definite reference to a dog here.
A most intriguing

name or surname is that of 3HTmx:

Bbi, Tpy6eUK04, B 9TOM CTT4X0TBopeHxm npeB30LUJIM
(DS 206)
camoro 3HT14Xa.
says the editor of the periodical <<repacim

m Mymy>> to Lyapis.

A MHe ripo cKvmm paCCKa3LiBa;i 3HTux.

(DS 208)

replies Lyapis. 3HTHX sounds like an improbable Russian name or a foreign
name. However, on closer inspection, we can divide the name into two parts the first bit 9H could represent a phonetic transcription of the initial N in
Russian, while the second half of the name Tmx. is a possible elision of the
surname Tikhonov. It is likely that this is an initial and abbreviation of Nikolay
Tikhonov, a romantic poet and writer of 6annaabi (cf. Lyapis also writes
6annazu, i) of the NEP period, whose influence extended to such proletarian
poets as Obradovich, Lelevich, Rodov and Bezymensky. 313
3aBeziymilmýi
X-T4BaH0B...

MY3MKaJIbHMM COrIJ)OBOXIIeHmem
(DS 226)

X. MBaHOB - the surname and the initial seem innocent enough if we
assume that X. stands for XaPT4TOHor XPHCTOcpop. Another interpretation,
for
is
X.
that
the
suggested by B. Munitz in
stands
recent article
'32"
---a
Jewish name Xamm, which - is --incongruous
with the surname Ivanov. However,
X. could mean 'anonymous' or 'unknown' and since Ivanov is the most
common Russian surname, the combination could represent an anonymous
person, rather like the English names A. N. Other or J. Smith, or some such
variation. Finally, knowing the authors' sense of humour, X. could stand for
that well-known and extremely vulgar Russian word xep.
Equally amusing are names of places and objects in the novels. These
shall be examined in the following section.

322A. JleXHeB

V1 11.rop6oB,

J7uTepaTypa PeBOJI1014T40HHOrO AeC.HT; fj7e7-; 1j1 1917-1927
1929),pages21,57,58, and 68 respectively for eachname.

UlponeTap%ti, XaP16KOB,
311
Ibid, op. cit., 101.
324B.
Munitz, 'Identifying Jewish names in Russia', SovietJewishAffairs, No-3, May 1972,74.
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1.16.TITLES AND PLACE NAMES.
In choosing names and titles for objects, places and institutions, Il'f and
Petrov were guided by the same principles they used for personal names and
surnames of their characters. The names are always chosen for satirical effect.
However, the satirical content of titles is sometimes stronger than that of names,
and often borders on the ironical. Furthermore, certain titles of places and
institutions are very specific to early post-revolutionary Soviet society.
1.16.1.The mixture of old and new terminology.
In DS (page 10), the names of the town CTapropozi (<CTapurl -'old'i. e. 'old
city'), and the main square CTaporiaHcKaq njioiuaaL (< CTapi>iti naH -'old
master, lord'), are themselves an indication of the town's atmosphere and the
sort of people who live there - monarchists and apologists from the old regime.
One city in ZT is called Chernomorsk < 14epHoe mope - 'black sea'. This name
only appeared in the final draft of the novel. In preliminary copies the city was
called Odessa."'
In DS there is a street called M14JIJIT40HHaA< MHJIJI140H-'a million' (DS 82) in a
(mentioned
in the previous
dashing
hussar
Bulanov
story about a
named
section on personal names). This street name accords well with the picture of
the frivolous lifestyle supposedly pursued by the rich and well-bred before the
Revolution.
Also, note the street name J1T4MOHHj>i9riepeynoK (DS 413) < ; IRMOH 'money' (crim. sQ. In an even lighter vein there is a boulevard called
rIpe%iXCTeHcKT49 6yjibBap < ripetiRCTL04 -'very clean' (DS 142).

In Ostap's prophesy of an inter-continental chess tournament in the tiny
provincial town of Vasyuki, Moscow is likely to lose its premier status and is to
be renamed <<
CTapme Bacioim), while Baciýoiai nepe%meHOB1ABa1OTC31
B
Hbio-MomBy... (DS 242).
(New Moscow) is no doubt inspired
The combination <<HLio-MOCKBa>>
by the American prototype New York. Since the hypothetical chessevent would
necessitatemore guest accommodation in Vasyuki, a fashionable hotel
be
built:
have
to
q
rieiiim>
<(rIPOXOZIHa.
will
M3 qTpeuieHe6eJ1LHOr4
11>1
rOCTTIH14I.
TTeUJKa>>
<<r7DOXO2IHa3T
BBILuen tiemnxoH mxpa X03e-Payjil> Kana6; iaHKa-HFpaynepa.
(DS 241)

This is an appropriate name for the hotel in view of the expected contest.
MTI- M. RHOBCKa3i, Ue; io No. 2>>,BOITPOCLr
<(,
-wTepaTypm,

No. 2,1963,180.
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In ZT, the new Soviet life and the effects of the first Five-year plan are
brought into focus, when a small town is turned into a modern Soviet city. The
in
been
has
life
the
town's
tune with
and
uprooted
streets
renamed
old way of
modern practice:
(ZT 569)

1-112ocrieKT Timeaff Conua; m3mZL.

Both novels reflect the early Soviet habit of renaming cities and streets.
Party
the
to
This practice had social and propagandistic
of
names
publicize
value
famous
leaders
revolutionaries,
and to eliminate names associated
or
and state
historical
",
Towns,
Russia.
cities,
and
religious
social,
with pre-revolutionary
heroes.
Stalin
Lenin,
and other political
squares and streets were renamed after
KpaCHoapm0ICKTA4,
They were also given such names as Coi3e=Xti,
CoumaJIUCTmxieCK14ý1, etc. This frequently leAd to complaints from the
inhabitants of the cities and streets and caused much confusion. The example
below shows the difficulty Ostap experienced in DS:
CoDeTcimo

VJTMUV,

BmuieJI Ha
rIyU1KMHcKaA),
BojibiiiaA

npoiueji
...
KpaCHoapmeqcKyio (6mmiiwi
Koonel2aTT4BHvio
R CHOin
riepeceK
CoBeTCK01.
Ho 9To ftijia yxe He
KOTOPYI-0

OH

ripomen:

OHYTTUICA Ha
Ta CoBeTCKwi,

6iijio
B ropozýe

ZIBe CoBeTCK14X

yjimabi.
Hemano n04MB14BLUT4C1>
9T0Myo6CT031TeJIbCTBY,
mojiozoýk ieJIOBeK OHYT14JICAHa wimue TIeHcKmx
(DS
(6blBiueýi
28)
ZjeHRC0BCK0M.
C061JTMýi

Other street names also require clarification and reference to previous
names:
HbIHe T4meHi4
ripmDe3eHH16IX c AiieKcaHAPOBCKoro,
...
6yjiTi3apa...
(DS
45)
1jj2ojieTapcKi4x,
HT4KoB.
cv66o

326

rlepezmeHOBLIBaji%cL
HacezeHnie rIYHKTLI K YJIZLXLI,'iTO6LI OHMHe
6bljiom yrHeTeH%z. TaK, B
JleHxHrpazie B riepBLie xe rozEu peBO; UOURK TIBOp3mcmi y; iT4ua
liepeBeHCK09
6eZEHOTu,
61nia riepemmeHOBaHa
B Y; IHIIY
a

Hariom%Ha;

Meiua=wl

iK rIOBceziHeBHO

0

rpaxaaHCKYIO.
C.A. OxeroB, <<KBoripocyo6.%3meHeH%%
79.
Other
cit.,
op.
examples
>>,
of re-named
...
Leningradstreetswereprovidedby Corbanevsky:
PyxeilHaA - yjiziza Mzpa
(ýpaHI1, Y3CKaR
Ha6epexHwi - Ha6epexHwi KYTY3OBa.
To;
ApxzepeVICKaA- YJ114uaTIBBa ICToro.
SeeM. B. rop6aHeBCKM1q,
B mupe ;imeH U Ha3BaH; frf (3HaHze,MOCKBa, 1983),49.
B
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JjeBYLUKH [ ] Uj4pKYJIHpoBanT4 mex<ziy xpamom MQUO z
...
6.4)wraririomim
Kooriel2aTmBom <<KomMVHaj2>> (mexgy
T4
6. EjmceeBLim).
(DS 212)

Cf. Madam Bour's complaint about ugly shop-names in the Soviet era, e.g.
CTaprzKo (DS 61).
1.16.2. Incongruous and contradictory titles.

Both incongruity and contradiction can be found in the following names:
ozleccKwi

6y6J1T4t1Ha3i apTejib

6al2aHm4n.

((MocKoi3cKT4e

(DS 101)
(ZT 321)
M3BO3HT4tlbA
xia'rlHa3i((Be12ca;Ti,>>
where the name ((Bepcanb>> is far too grand for a cabman's tea-room.
M3 rIRDHHX, peCTOpaHHHKOB M KT4HOoBegmajil' Hemo-ril>>
(DS 214)
Heciiacb CTPYHHaq MY31IKa.
is
Hemoýi>>
a very unusual
(<BeJ1T4KT4q
acceptable in those days of silent film.
string music can be heard in the 'Great
encounter the following two names of
TYCKiia3l

name for a cinema, but perfectly
Howpvt-r. the contradictory idea that
DWA&KnebrL is a nice touch. In ZT, we
cinemas:
6LIBLua3i
rD3T1Ie111T4>>,

BLIBeCKa KHHO ((KaMO

(ZT 384)

((KBO-Baz1mc>>.
ý13o_ b aA WC7,
'*
'quo
is
literal
Latin
the
transcription
-7of
vadis';
a
<(,
(Cf. the title of the novel 'Quo vadis' by the Polish writer
Hedryk Sienkiewicz (1846-1916)1
The other cinema is named:
KHHO <(Kammjmýb>

(ZT 429)

In the next quotation:
[
I
((rT12ara>> ... nyximee

(DS 143)

meCTO B MOCKBe.

there is potential confusion, until we realise from the context that Traga' is the
name of a restaurant.
OrHeTYLUMTein

((9KjTe12>>

6clair
Fr.
<
-'lightning'
And again:
extinguisher).
Z)Kjiep

Bynl>Dap

Monomix

is the name of a long alley
read.
-*

-1<,

5tm,

(DS 50)

contradicts

the function

of the object

21al2oBaHl4q
full of dull

rp. 9,5CLU; 4ý1ý is

young

(ZT 301)
women

a_Cnurcn'Slavonjc
-

(fire

who

sit on benches

equivaien-c

of

and

Latin--'quo
__

vadisl.
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A mznnuoHep,
Ha3l>Maemom
nbeT

moxceT
jieTHem

COPOKOKorieeiHoe

61ATB, MIXT
cetitiac
B 9TOM TaK
cazEy 3a coceZHUM
CTOJIT4KOM 14
(ZT 318)
riuBo, <<Tj4rj-Torj>>.

Ostap complains to Balaganov about the difficulty of finding a millionaire
in Soviet society. He complains too that he has to conceal his wealth by
mingling with the crowds and drinking cheap beer (COPOKOKOrieetiHoenVIBo)The name of the beer <<Txri-Tori>>is taken from the colloquial expression T14ITTon, meaning 'great', 'excellent', an absurdly unrealistic name for such an
inexpensive low-grade drink.
norpe6anbHaA KOHTOpa<<MT4jiocTm
rijýocT4m>> (DS 5)
A fine name for undertakers.

(DS19)
uepKOBLcbpo;ia m TIaBl2a
cl)poji and JIaBp - Florus and Lavrus. (IDpoji is most likely a distortion of
CI)JIOP.
KyCTapHa3i
(DS252)
apTem, ((ITerac T4rlaDHac>>
This is a fancy namegiven to an ordinary handicraft co-operative. Ilerac 'Pegasus'- is the mythological Greekwinged horse and rIapHac - 'Parnassus'the nameof a sacredmountain in Greece- both are symbolsof poetic
,
inspiration. Here they have beenpaired indiscriminately, perhapsbecauseof
their aural similarity and their common cultural background of Greek
mythology. The connectionbetweentwo mythological figures and a craftsmen's
co-operativeis, at the very least,obscure. III and Petrov are mocking the
philistine tendencyto choosehigh-flown namesand titles without
understanding their meaning.
Other amusing and incongruous combinationsinclude the following:
o6u.ýeXRTxe mmeummoHaxa

F)ej2Tojibzia

IUBal2aa 11

(DS114)

also known as o6atexcHTme mmeHM CemaLUKO.
Semashko was the People's Commissar for Health at that time. I1,f and
Petrov emphasize the tendency during the Soviet era to name factories, cinemas,
collective farms, and various social institutions after some political personality.
In this instance, a most unhygienic youth hostel is hilariously named after the
Commissar for Health.

Some names border on the absurd:

" B. Schwarz the German inventor of gunpowder, Le.
a suggestionthat this student hostel was an
unfriendly and violent place (which indeed it was).
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...

IIIKOJILHLIýl

coBeT <<macTepmoýi

9KCTTej2TTMeHTan.
-.
xopeorpacpmiecKme
...
BuHtm...

KYPCLI

TweHv

Tii4l2KoBoT-o

(DS 213)
TleoHaj2no za

(DS 60)

Here, the notion of dancing (choreography) is put alongside that of painting
(Leonardo Da Vinci). Even more absurd is III and Petrov's famous creation:
me6ejib - zipeBeCHLIX maCTePCKHX (I)opTn6paca
iT12T4
(DS 215)
Ymcnonorace i4m. BajibTama.
(see
have
in
Soviet
the
encountered
which we
already
section on
abbreviations
page 119).
Many splinter groups and secret societies sprang up after the Revolution,
some for the new Soviet regime, other against it. Il'f and Petrov parody the
names of some of these organizations by inventing ridiculous names of their
own:
cimm
<<
o61aeCTBO

6eimmx maTeDeýi>>... (DS213)

...
This is a parody on counter-revolutionary
organizationswith romanticnames.
It also evokesNekrasov'spoem <(Cne3M
maTepeM>.
Similarnamesaresuggestedfor the smallergroupsset up underthe
auspicesof the 'counter-revolutionary'
organization'The Union of Swordand
Plough'(to be mentionedbelow):
EneHyCTaHmciiaBOBHyBiApanm nonexiT4TeiibHTiu0i
o6111e=

<<KaTIJ131MOJIOKa>> T1 <(F)e; 1T)1r4IlBeTOK>>.

(DS135)
The name <<Kanim mojioKa>>-'a drop of milk'- was chosen as a reference
6ecrIPMOPHLie
to
zteTT4for whose benefit Ostap is allegedly collecting money
from the old monarchists of Stargorod. <(Benbiq uBeTOK>>-'white flower'identifies the nature of their organization. White is the colour of counterrevolutionaries and therefore suits the 'subversive' nature of the Union. (Cf.
also Ostap's quote from a song ((Bejioýi aKaumm UBeTM ammmrpauxm>>(DS
31)). Both titles were, no doubt, suggestedby Ostap who tends to get particularly
eloquent and inventive as soon as the opportunity arises to make money from
stupid and willing victims.
The actual name of the Union - <(CO103
mexia m opajia>>, which Ostap
forms in order to 'conspire' against the Soviet regime, is both comic and
incongruous. For a start, the word C0103- 'union' - is an ironic misnomer, since
the members never stop quarrelling among themselves. The joining of mem 'sword'and opano -'plough'(in itself an archaic word associatedwith preis
revolutionary times) is reminiscent of ocepri z MOJIOT>>,
which a symbol of
the union between peasantsand workers. However, a sword is usually seen as a
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symbol of violence and war, while a plough symbolizes peaceful labour. Thus
the name <<CO103
metia u opa; ia>>is both incongruous and contradictory.
Some examples of other associations are:
KoonepaTT4B<(rTJIVr

(DS 10)

T4 MOJIOT>>

and
TOBapmueCTBO

Ha Bepe

((TpviioB04

Keiil2>>

I (ZT 437)
These examples might also be parodies of already existing phrases, namely
<(cepn X MOJIOT>>
-hammer and sickle'and <<TPYAOBjie Kazipii>> -'staff'
respectively. The above names also contain a degree of contradiction in that
rmyr - 'plough'and MOJIOT -'hammer' represent two different cooperatives
blended here into one entity (after all, this is just a co-operative and not a union
of workers and peasants), while in the latter name, only its resemblance to
it
ioBLie
Kaapi>i>>
credible.
and
makes
creates
an
association
with
work
<<Tpy;
The above two titles mock Soviet officialdom's habit of concocting
for
The
the
titles
all
passion
reflect
unimaginative and meaningless names.
kinds Of KOjijieKTxBLi, apTejim, K00nepaTHBBI, T0BapxmeCTBa, o6me=a,
etc. III and Petrov even create a nxceapTenb with the equally ridiculous name:
MY3LIMILHwi

jimeapTein

6Y6Ha 3BoH>>.
<<Tam
(ZT 343)

Cf. the saying <(CJILILUTIT3BOH, zia He 3HaeT, rzie OH>>.

1.16.3.Names and their context.

Someplacenamesor titles may not be intrinsically funny but can appear
humorous in the right contextualsetting.
For example,Kozlevich'scar was named <<AHTxnoria-rHy>>
(presumably,after Gulliver's ship), and throughout ZT there are referencesto
this car and its passengersin the contextof a ship and its crew. (Seesection2.11.
on periphrasis).
BozipbieKOHHCBe3JIM
OTaa cýeziopam ero COKPOBTILaa
BH143,
Ha moccOMY10ztopory, mumo peCTOpaHH;
IKa
(DS267)
<(CNHaxi>>.
The name of a restaurant<<Cj)T4Haji>>
is
for
the reader,
end'comic
-'the
who knows there are no diamondsin the set of chairs that Father Fyodor has
acquiredand that this is the end of his chancesof ever finding it. Besidesthe
nameof the restaurant (note the diminutive form peCTOpaHxfHK),,
there is the
further situational irony in the phrase (<6o4pmeKOH14>>'lively horses'and
treasures'.
oero COKPOBT4ma>>
-'his
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This type of contextual coincidence is also evident in the name of the
Bender
his
YzIoeB
for
fuel.
inhabitants
The
team
town
where
and
stop
small
Ostap's
believe
that
town
the
car (<AHTTIjioria-FHY>> is the leader in a motor
of
be
is
to
passing through their town. Ostap and his
supposed
race which
inhabitants'
the
take
of
advantage
companions
gullibility by appropriating
Udoev's entire stock of food and fuel. They also get their car repaired and obtain
dinner
for
One
free
themselves.
can say in colloquial Russian that Ostap and
a
his team (<xopomo rioaou; ix>> the dwellers of the town. IIOHTb -to milk'(cf.
it
but
to
Y
K0311
xopoiumti
yztoýri)
means
animals
colloquially
usually refers
'to get something for nothing, to exploit' (cf. the saying a0MTL KaK KOPOBY).
Hence the name of the town - YzioeD < yaoýi, which is a play on an
but
implied
word.
unmentioned
1.16.4. Miscellaneous names and titles.

III and Petrov purposely keep a few deceptively simple and apparently
unimaginative names and titles in the novels in order not to oversaturate the
illusion. For example, one would expect a newspaper in an Asiatic republic to be
Ouiorim)
be
(DS
bed-bug
BoCT0im>
281-282),
to
called
poison
or a
called o3apA
less
(DS
85).
However,
their
striking names contain a
of
even many
<<KJIOrIT4H>>
(ZT 348),
humorous twist. For instance, there is a wiopoBoe Kocpe <<)KejiyzjmH>>
originating either from menyax (becauseof the colour or the suggestion that the
coffee is impure and has some other natural ingredients such as acorns added to
it), or from xeJIY40K -'stomach' - hence, 'healthy coffee'.
rl JIOT>>(DS 221) The name of a d*k44Rg bar (Tp aKT14p) near a river is <<
'raft', 'float'. However, this name suggests the rocking effect of drunkenness,
and this may be another reason for giving the bar this name.
Other names that create this kind of simple metonymic associationýare:
me6jimPOBaHMie KOMHaTIJ<(CT0'KM0CIh>> (DS 231)
,
lot,,
be
to
in
to'cost
'to
this
a
CT014MOCTL
context
means
CTOMTB
cost'-'Cost'<
expensive'.
(ZT 300)

aBT0mo6MJIbHoemacjio <<rDe3BI
_iuoCDeRa>>
This name emphasises;the quality of the engine oil, implying that this is the
drivers' ideal kind of oil. However, the choice of a poefir wortoiPrnaetpebi
'dreams'
A
inappr
(Ch. SI.) (as opposed to the neutral meHTIA) is deliberateiy
oil,
tur
motor
A-.
and is consistent with III and Petrov's affection for unusual and incongruous
combinations.
The names of three restaurants also bring to mind various associations:
YrOJIOK BKYCa>>
CTOjioBaA <<,

(DS 28)
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KOOnepaTXBHa3i

CTOJIOBasi <<Bi>iBLTjwr4ripyr

in which 61ABIUT49-'previous'served in the establishment.
BereTapma=wi

menyliKa,
(ZT 305)

clearly indicates that good, food is no longer

CTOjioBa3i

(DS
119)
<<HeYKpaai4>>
This restaurant name reminds us of the seventh commandment,and also hints
at the dishonestyof its clientele.
The namesof the periodicalsin DS which publish Lyapis's hack-work
deservespecialmention. One of them is <<FepacumT4Mymy>>;this journal
poem<<MOJIHTBa
6paKOHiepa>>,
Lyapis's
(DS205).
accepts
MHe orepacT4mT4Mvmv,>>zxojixeH KYHY zEeHer.,
(DS207)
Note the ellipsis in this example.
Mymy>>
is
hunting
The
R
supposedly
a
magazine.
name was
orepacim
inspired by the story ((Mymy>> written by Turgenev, the author of the famous
doubt
No
the namer of the magazine was aware of this,
OXOTH14Ka>>.
((3anZCKZ
without realizing that the story ((Mymy>> is not about hunting. This title gets
abbreviated to ((repmymy>> on page 209, thus adding a further insult to poor
Turgenev's name.
Lyapis sells his poem ((BOJIOBacpjie9Ta>>to the periodical
oKoonepaTRBHaA qpji01Ta>>. This is obviously a musical periodical, which
attempts to be politically up-to-date - hence the 'ideological' adjective
((KooriepaTHBHa3i>>in the title. This adjective makes sensewhen paired with
other nouns which apply to a group of people, or when it is used collectively, for
example, in ((i<oonepaTRBHaq CTOjioBaq>>.Also, it can be used descriptively of
However, applied to a flute this
a person: ((KOOnepaT14BHB01
TieJIOBeK>>.
adjective makes no sense and the whole phrase becomes meaningless - unless
we assume"thatthe members of the co-operative take turns to play this flute! (Cf.
Mozarts'opera name ((Bojiiue6Haq cpjie9Ta>>- 'The Magic Flute'- which may
have served as an inspiration for the name of the co-operative.)
Lyapis's poem ((Ha oriyLUKe>>is sold to another'select' publication
entitled ((JleC, KaK OH eCTL>>(DS 206).
In a magazine called ((Pa6OTHT4K6yJIKT4>>
(a comic and incongruous
name which is a parody of such terms as ((pa60THHK ripi4jiaBKa>>)Lyapis tries
to publish his 'masterpiece'entitled (<Oxne6e, KaxieCTBe TIPOAYKUT414
140
mo6mmoý4>>(DS 206). The poem's title is a jumble of unrelated notions resulting
in an incongruous combination. It shows how Lyapis markets his work to
please everyone by including as many topics as he can from economic
considerations (<<OKaxieCTBe rIPOZ1YKUT4'R>>)
to a romantic theme (((o
mo6mmoti>>). Lyapis even managesa dedication:
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riogma

nocBALuajiaCL

3araZEOHHO'rI

XT4He I-MeK.

(DS 206)
Reporter Persi-4-sky,who despises Lyapis for his ignorance and arrogance
and mocks his poetic endeavours, suggests that the latter should write a poem
about a'faulty'chair and sell it to the imaginary magazine <<roiioc Komozxa>>
(DS 209) -'the voice of a commode'. Persi-t;sky comes up with the name off the
top of his head, and it is certainly all of a piece with the ludicrous magazine
6yJIKT4>>
have
names we
already met - <(Pa60THMK
or (<KoonepaTi4BHa3i
cpiietiTa>>.
Finally, to add some colour to an object as well as to reflect the fashions
during and after the NEP period, III and Petrov add the following descriptive
words to these items of clothing:
rajiCTYKII oco6aua

(DS 212)

pariocm>>

presumably referring to the bright colour of the ties.
60T14HOtIKII
<<IIXMMMT4>>

(DS 212)

reflecting the imitation of foreign fashions. Cf. xmm -'press, i. e. they are too
tight.
(ZT 332)

HUT31HLie HOCKH <<CKeTxin
Fore-ign

te=__

PortaininF,
-t-o-f

ashion.

Other examplesinclude:

6pioKm
KiieTtiaTme
<<CT0J1eTbe>>

(DS148)

6pioKz x3 KjieTxiaT0q maTepmz,MBeCTHOýlrIOZI
...
(ZT
332)
0neccbi>>.
Ha3BaHzem<<CTojieTT:
)e
A hint that the trouserswere old-fashionedor, possibly,very old.
6pmz cpaCOHa
(ZT
376)
origimpen>>
riojinpezi - rI0JIH0mo%eHHmR
ripezjCTaBHTejiB,
i.e. consul.
>>
(ZT 376)
raJICTYK(<MeLlTa
RamcKmeripo6KOBi>ie
1I0Z1MM1UH%KM
oJIFo6oBbritien
(ZT 376)
TjýVZI0BT)TX>>
VZIal2HT4K

(ZT 474)
3ejieHMq cmpori <(CBeweeCeHO>>
It is interesting to note the nameof the literary group writing on peasant
(ZT 355)aswell asa literary group
CTaJILHoeBbIMq>>
affairs,suchas <<
328

<<Co6anmpaIIOCT16>>
also existedas an ironic name of a sausage- seeV. Kaveriws novel

<<XcrioJIHeHze

4

note

zejiaH%ib>.

Polish

czIek

(shortened

from

cz1owiek).

_t,
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(ZT
375)
both
ycaziL6a>>
x
supposedly
writing
about
peasants and
<(Ky3HT4ua
workers.
Note also the name <<BoPOHL31 cjio6oRKa>> from ZT - Petrov used to call
his own flat in KpOrIOTKHHCKHV-l nepeyJIOK in Moscow by this name. There
6a6ylUKa>>,
also was a <<HT4HL31
<<6BIBIUHý4rPY3T4HCKT4ti KHS13b>>with other
characters described in ZT living in it. 329

From names and titles, we move on in the next section to proverbs and
sayings.

IleTP013;
32'B.Apzcoi3,
<<Pljiicpvi

BOCrlomimamui

%

mLic;iz>>,3Hamq, No.7,1945,120.
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1.17.PROVERBS AND SAYINGS.
The presenceof proverbs and sayings in DS and ZT reflects the richness of
these expressionsof folk wisdom in Russian colloquial language. Proverbial
phrases are employed by Il'f and Petrov either to highlight some of the
directly
to enhance the comic content where
characterizations, or more
appropriate.
I
1.17.1.Use of proverbs and sayings in the characters' language.
The frequency of proverb usage depends on the social group to which a
particular character belongs. For example, the archivist Korobeynikov displays a
distinct tendency to use proverbs.,
XXBem

MLI,

3HaeTe, KaK Ha i3yjTKaHe

nPOX30ýITX...

Bce momeT
(DS 71)

A MHe MHOrO He HYXHO - no zteC31TO'lKe 3a opzjeHoK
Mull
Ha
TOM
A
TO HAR rIOrIP06Yýl
rioaaAYT, R
criacm6o...
(DS 72)
BeT12a B Tione. Be3 meH31 He HaýIZIYTI
dangerously.
live
live
i.
on a volcano, e.
-'to
T4CKaTL BeTpa B none
field',
i.
in
for
in
to
e.
search
vain.
a
wind
-to search
When trying to sell false information to Father Fyodor regarding the
location of the twelve chairs, Korobeynikov praises them with the saying: OZXT4H
K OZIHOmy-'each one is perfect':
011RH K
raPHT4TYP
CTOAT.
OZIHomy. Bce Tam
3amenaTeJUHL01.
(DS 76)
RaintiRKH o6; iT4xeTe.

X14TL

KaK

Ha

BYJIKaHe

The most frequent speaker of proverbs and sayings is, undoubtedly, the
hero of the novels Ostap Bender, whose rich and multi-faceted language easily
lends itself to colourful comparisons and precise expressions (for the analysis of
Ostap's language seesection 1.21.). In DS his sayings (which are mainly
comparisons) are ironical rebukes at his less capable and rather pathetic
companion Vorob'yaninov. For example:
ITO
BIJ Ha meH31 cmoTRT4Te
-T
KaK COJ1ZIaT Ha BOTUT,?

TaKT4MT4 3JILIM14

-T-ITO BLI Ha meHA

KaK

cmoTl2T4Te.

cojuiaT

rnnami4,
(DS 40)

Ha i3oiin?

(DS M
Hy?
-

13oniT,?

T4TO )Ke BLI Ha meH31 cmoT12im-

06anzenz

OT cxiaCTLA?

KaK

co_jiyTaT

Ha

(DS 151)
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CmoTpeTT,. KaT< cojuiaT Ha B0111b-'to look like a soldier glaring at a louse'- Le.
frequently
Ostap
is
the
most
saying
uses when addressing
angrily Vorob'yaninov.

Ostap's other sayings/ comparisons include the following:
'LITO
xe Bm cT<)T4Te. i<aK 3acBaTaHHi>04?
BIJ jjaBHO yxe Ha napoxo; je.

R gymaji, HTO
(DS 225)

To Father Fyodor, Ostap addresses the following comparison in the form
of a proverb:
-'LITO me

BLI MOJITRTe,

KaK aj2xmepeýi Ha

nj2meme?

(DS 78)

moinaTL, KaK apxvieperl Ha ripmeme -'to keep silent'. Ostap not only draws
an appropriate comparison but also mirrors Father Fyodor's vocation with the
word apxgepeti -'prelate'.

1.17.2.Use of proverbs and sayings for satirical and comic effects.
Proverbs and sayings may enhance the humour, both in the narrative and
in the characters' language.
III and Petrov use proverbs in two different ways to enhance the comedy.
Firstly, as we shall see in Chapter Two on style, Il'f and Petrov are very fond of
(see
ingredients
be
In
),
2.3.
useful
of
word-play.
puns
section
and proverbs can
this example we see how the proverbs are expanded:
TYT He Hazto 6pe3rOBaTB
Bw6mpaio
wiz njýonaji-,

11n
HzKaKmm; 4 cpeRCTBamz.
riaHa, XOT31 OH M ABH1Ax- rion3m.
(DS 256)

R ICKaxy Bam OTKPOBeHHO, - OTBetiaiia
riaHama, CHOYAOHy riamaia
JIMMO CBOq
B 12oT He Knaun__R
6m.
naneU He nonoxim

M, HemaJIO He cmyLuaACL Tem, tITO CHoyzteH HT43a
6m
Banyaavicy iie3TL
"ITO Ha cBeTe He n03BOJlz; i
(ZT 427)
namueM B CBOq POT, CTapTIK ripozionzan...
The extensions to the proverb riaH mim riponan and the saying K; iaCTL
nanea B POT make us aware of the literary meaning of these idiomatic
constructions, which are usually understood only in their metaphorical sense.
Another proverb KaiuH macnom He HCrIOPTHUIL
-'you can't spoil a
porridge by adding butter to it' - is introduced into the text by an association with
macjio - 'butter', and is followed by a play on words:
OH [ 16Liji YBepeH, HTO Torza Bce noýuieT KaK Tio
...
macim <<A macnom.
noieMy-TO DepTenoci, Y HerO B
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roJIOBe,

-Kaimm

He T4CTTOPTT4U-lb>>.

MexZY TeM Kama 3aBapmjiacL 6ojijiiiaA.
(DS 69)
In the next example, by adding CB014MMcza6mmm PYHOHKamm
-'with
her weak little hands', the authors highlight the literal meaning of the saying
6MKa3apora'to go straight to the point' (lit. 'to take the bull by the
B3ATi>
horns'):
0;! HaKo riXOHepKa rpewnuero
Knioxia CBOT4MM
cjia6bimm PYIIOHKamT4 cpa3Y YxBaTT4jTa 6TiKa :3a 12ora m
TOHKT4M cmeUIHIAM rOJIOCOM 3aKpR,, iajia:
)ja
(ZT
553)
3zEpaBCTByeT
MITIMeTKal
-

Secondly, Il'f and Petrov may enhance the comical content of a proverb by
making slight alterations to it, in such a way that, while the sayings remain easily
recognizable, they are inaccurate enough to seem incongruous or strange. This is
what Vulis in his article refers to as <<iiepeI4HaieHHi>ie rIOCJIOBHIZLi>>
-'reworked proverbs'. "' III even used such a 're-worked' proverb for the
introductory epigram to his short story <<Bjiaroo6pa3HI>04 BOP>>,namely:
<<CKaxi4 mHe, HTO TH "fRTaemb m 31Maxy,
YKpaji
Cf. CKaxu

Y KorO TH

331

CTapkmHaH 170FOBOPKa.

9TY KHHry>>.

MHe, MTO T14 HHTaeuib,

1431 CKaXY Te6e, KTO TLI.

For another example of a re-worked proverb, consider the following
statement from the porter Tikhon:
HaiiiXX
-

HeBeCT, - B03pa3HJI RBOPHT4K, - zxaBHO Ha TOM
WoHaDH

Cf. RHem c orHeM

(DS 29)

T4

He cuuLe=,

be
found
at all'.
-'can't

In the asylum in ZT, Starokhamsky gives the following advice to Berlaga
who is considering adopting a new persona:
Yze B RCTOpmi 6ojie3HH 3arimcaHO, HTO BM BmueKOPOjib, a cymacmezuimg He moxeT memm, cBom
(ZT 445)
maHzT4. KaK HocKx.

cf. meH31TL,KaK riepiaTKM - 'to change like gloves'.
The rephrasing of idiomatic language (as exemplified here with the reworked proverbs) is examined more closely in section 3.6. of Chapter Three.

330A. By; ii4c,.
<<M;ibqo x fleTPOB - cpe; ibeTOHZCTI>I>>, COBeTCKajr 7elaTb, No. 6,1958,44.
331M.Mnq),
BOP>>,CW, 5,121-124.
((F);iaroo6pa3HIJti
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1.18. SLOGANS, NOTICES AND POSTERS.
Although Il'f and Petrov satirized the shortcomings of the new Soviet
believed
in
NEP
they
the
strongly in the ideals put forward by the
years,
regime
Party, and it grieved them deeply to see the bureaucratic apparatus grow out of
proportion and smother the progress of Party aims.
Posters and slogans are in many ways trademarks of the Soviet regime. III
incorporate
for
did
into
Petrov
the sake
than
them
the
simply
more
novels
and
hands,
In
their
slogans and notices were turned into keen and
of verisimilitude.
both
in
their novels and in their short stories.
satirical
weapons,
effective
Indeed, several feuilletons specifically attacked the vacuous and dehumanizing
slogans and posters of the bureaucratic world.
Among the many posters and slogans mentioned in DS and ZT, a few are
direct reproductions of common Soviet slogans of the time. Most were
concoctedby authors themselves, usually by adapting existing slogans. These Il'f
and Petrov fabrications sound most convincing, yet at the same time their
list
below
for
Consider
instance,
is
the
of
absurdity carefully underscored.
bureaucratic notices, which might well have adorned the offices of a bureaucrat
like Polykhaev. The words are not new, but III and Petrov re-group and display
them in an original and highly satirical way:
6LIBalOT

ZEBYX POZýOB: npsimme m KOCBeHHme.
Haanmcu
K npimmm MOXHO OTHeCTM:
BXOZ1BOCrTPEUIAETCR

FIOCTOPOHHT4M TIMLIAM

13XOTI 130CH

H

12

El

BXOEA HET
TaKme Hazirimcm 14HO9 pa3 Bi>iBeLLiT4BalOTC31
Ha ZEBep3ix
yxipex4eHHý4, oco6eHHO ycmjieHHo rioceiuaemBix
riy6JIHKOq.
KoCBeHHi>ie

HazirimCH Ham6ojiee
BOT OHH, 9TTI r1030PHme Haarivicu:

ry6T4Teji]6HLI.

BE3 ZIOKTIAIIA HE BXOlIZIb
IIPMEMA HET
13OT4MIIOCEIIIEHMEM

HETTOBEKY

Ibl

MELUAELLIb 3AH34TO

(DS 201)

Note the use Of MHOý4pa3 and the past passive participle construction ycHjIeHHO
nocemaemmx ny6jivmoti which was sometimes found in bureaucratic
announcements. The notice hanging in Vorobyaninov's registry office is based
on these kind of slogans.
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CBoe

<<Cziejiaji

yXO'UMýý332

(DS 8)

zieno - 11

In DS, III and Petrov do not try to conceal their attitude to such slogans.
For example, when the office doors on board the ship 'Skryabin' have new
notices fitted:
OTIIEJI B3AT4MHbIX PAC-TETOB
J11414Hblf4CTOTT
OBUIA, q KAHLIEjlqpMq
MAIUMHHOE OTIIEJIEHIKE

These are inevitably followed by the prohibitive notices ((npAmme>>and
((KOcBeHHi>ie>>:
BE3 IIEJjA HA BXOTTIKTb
rIPT4EMA HET
rIOCTOPOHHT4M BXOZI BOCrTPEUIAETCq
BCE CrIPABKT4 B PEE14CIPATYPE

(DS 222)

(Ito
The use of the colloquial and rather coarse word ripmo6axlHBaTL 333
attach' < co6aKa -'dog') is indicative of the authors' critical attitude towards
these dehumanizing slogans. III and Petrov are well aware of the effect these
posters could have on ordinary folk, and here is a typical reaction to the poster
<(CzEenajiCBoe zlejio 14yxozxz>>:

XOTA zxejia CBoero MYXtIT4HaB m4zimaKe eiiýe 14He
HaTmHaJI,HOY9TH emy yxe XOTejioci>. Emy Ka3ajiocb,
HTO geno, no KOTOPOMYOH ripTnuen (to get married - RG)
HaCTOJI16KO

He3HaHT4TeJMHO,

HTO 113-3a

Hero

COBeCTHO

6ecriOKOHTLTaKOrO 13HZEHOrO
cezioro rpaxgaHT4Ha,
MririoJI14TMaTBeeBH'I.
KaKTim 61111
(DS 9) '
Meanwhile the bureaucrat triumphs and enjoys unlimited power over the

poor mortals dependent on him.

The authors continue:

VIririojiT4T MaTDeeBT4tI x cam rioHzmaji, HTO Y
npzxoxero
zieno maneHIKoe, HTO OHOTepriHT, a
rIOTOMY, paCKPLIB CKOPOCIII14BaTejibNo. 2 14ziePHYB
6ymarx.
(DS 9)
iizexiKog, yrjiy6T4JICA B

Through over-use and endless repetition, many slogans become empty
cliche'sdevoid of any real meaning. Thus in one village (in ZT), Ostap
encounters the following posters:
" In thefeuilleton
finds
following
the
Hora>>,
one
<<KoCTAHa3i
notice on the registry office:
rIeTPOB,
in
PaCCKMI,
X.
MjiLqo
E.
Hora>>,
m
orloixenyg riepezzaeT i4Hcpei<m*o>><<KoCTRHa3i
CPeJ1LeTOHL1, CTaTLU, op. dt., 280.
" It is very rare to find
such words in the narrative in DS and ZT.
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Hajia;

ýmm cepXfilHoe

rIPOR3BOACTBO

COBeTCKHX

aBTOma1iiRH.

)Kene3H1Jq

KOHL mzxeT Ha cmeHY

KpeCT16AHCKOq

nomaAKe.
ABTOmo6mjii>

- He POCKOmb, a cpeZ[CTBO
nepeZXBmýKeH14A.

(ZT 346)

Cf. (in another village) Ostap's use of the same phrases during his 'greeting
speech'.
Many interesting posters found in the novels refer to food (a delicate
subject during those years of scarcity). In DS in the Stargorod Old Peoples'Home,
the walls of the dining-room are covered with provocative slogans which the
look
ladies
do
best
to
their
old
at:
poor
not
CTaPYX14,HeCABnepezim ce6A B o6ei4x PyKax xeCTAHme
MHCOtIK14 C Kamerl,

OCTOPOMHO BLIXOZIHJIH 143 KYXHX H

camijimcb o6eziaTL 3a o61uwrl CTOJI,CTapaqCbHe
rjuizieTL
B CTOJIOBOq J103YHrm,
Ha pa3BemaHmie
AKOBjieBT4%iem
COH14HeHHbie JIM"iHo AjieKcaH11POM
AneKcaHZýp0q
xy, aoxeCTBeHHO
BbirionHeHHbie
6LiJIM TaKme:
qKOBjieBHOq.
J103yHrz
.
ýICT014HMK
3ROPOBbA>>
<JIMULA )KE
XT4POB,
CTOJIbKO
RftO
COREP)1<14T
<<011H0
CKOJIbKO
1/2 CIDYHTA MqCA>>

m

M41.11Y,
TbI
rIEPE)KEBbIBAq
<<TULATETIbHO
rI0M0rAEIUb 0B1l1ECTBY>>
M
BPEIIHO>>
<<MAC0

(DS 47)

The slogans (especially the anti-meat propaganda) supposedly promote
healthy eating habits among the inmates, but Aleksandr Yakovlevich uses the
he
his
justify
his
Thus
to
the
posters
and
old people's provisions.
confiscation of
family (unlike the inmates) have meat-soup and chicken for lunch. Note also
another slogan in the same place, advocating the virtues of collective musicmaking:
<<gYXOBOq opKeCTP

- rIYTL K KOjijieKT14BHOMY

TBOp,, ieCTBY>>
(DS 44)

However, all the wind instruments have been sold long ago by Aleksandr
Yakovlevich for his private gain. Instead of diminishing the desire for what is
missing in the daily diet of these women, the food posters make them dream of
food they will never eat.
Bce 9TH CBqTi>ie CJIOBa 6ym4JI14 B CTapyxax
BOCrIOMT4HaHT4A o6 ;4cxie3HyBiuzx
eme ao peBOJIIOUT4T4

3y6ax, o Arntax, nponaBIUHX nP146JIX3T4TeJIbH0
B Ty xe
nopy, o wice, YCT,
ynaiouýem B cmbicne XHPOB Aguam, a
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o6aýeCTBe,
mo>KeT61>ITL,
KOTOPOMY
OHii
vi o6
B03MOMHOCTR
riomoraTL,
jimiiieHLI
TuýaTejil>HO

6Lijim
(DS 47)

riepexeBLIBa3i riT4iiu.

The slogan (<TmaTeJIJ>Ho, nepexeB1>iBa3i nRIUY, TIJ riomoraeiui>
o6uzeCTBY>> has a typical nonsensical message. Two more unappealing and
designed posters hang in a refectory with the ridiculous titleunimaginatively
board ((,Ytie6H0-ri0Ka3aTeJILHLIA
rimiaeBOiI K0m6T1HaT cýV rIP14
14epHOMOPCKOýl Focy; ýapCTBeHHOq aKazEemi4m ripOCTpaHCTBeHHLIX HaYK>>.
...

OCTan

HeZIOBOJILHO

KOC14JIC31 Ha KYJIbTrijiaKaT1J,

616IJIO
Ha
pa3BeLuaHHi,ie rIO CTeHam.
OZEHOm
HanzcaHO:
BTO
OTB;
ieKaýiCA
BO
Bpem3i
ezLi
pa3roDopamm.
((He
meiiiaeT

ripaBRJILH0MY

COKa>>.
Rpyroq
BOZILI HeCYT

6biji
Ham

BbizeneHmio

COCTaBjieH

xeJ1YZ10t1H0r'0

B CTmxax:

(<CI)PYKTOBLie
(ZT 598)

yrjieB0ZJM>>.

Instead of whetting the appetite, the slogans are enough to put the diners
off their food altogether. As Ostap leaves the table, he paraphrases the first
slogan while talking to Zosya and her husband Perikl:
6yzxy
BTO
Bac pa3rOBOpami4.
He
OTBjieKaTl>
riomeiiiaeT
Bam npaBmJILHO BbizeJUTTL xe; IYZE0HHMVi COK,
(ZT 599)
CTOJIB Heo6xozmmiiýi
;JJ1A 3,UOPOBL31.

OaHaKO

Il'f

and
Union
of their
1930's became

life

in
the
about
much
reveal
slogans
and posters
late
day.
'purges'
1920's
Even the highly
the
of
unpopular
hangs
in
'Hercules':
in
ZT
that
the
subject
one
of a slogan
-

Petrov's

<<LI14CTKa <<repKy;

HaTixHaeTC31.

ieca>>

UOJI09

'Hercules'

institution

and

3arOBOP

(ZT 333)

monxiaHMSI X Kpyr0BY10 rIOPYKY>>.
Notwithstanding

Soviet

this sign, the employees and management of the
their

deals.

There

is something

eerie

in

crooked
continue
frightening
it
inevitably
this slogan,
the
think
as
of
purge
years of the
makes one
Mite
1930's (after the publication
'apparatchik'
The
ZT).
the
and
emergence
of
of
in
finds
bureaucrats
the dominance
the
of
expression
and <<npxcnoco6jieHUM>>
following
notice:
oco61, ie nnaKaTM
MBemaji;
ap6aTOBCKOM
HOBOBBe4eHI414

i rpaxztaH
B o611aCT14

o liociieZlHem
HaPOZXHoro

rIHTaHRA:

1`114BOOTrIYCKAETCA

One

T0J1bK0

LMEHAM

I-IPOCýC0103A
(ZT 311)

feeling
in the preamble
can sense Il'f and Petrov's
to the
of protest
Read out loud, the adjective
been
have
notice.
<<HaPOZH]61q>> would
probably
does not mean
to emphasize
but
stressed
that 'national'
merely
nationwide
'elite.
refers to the governing
power
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In ZT one also finds 'positive' posters, that is, slogans not satirical or
ironical in tone, nor mere propaganda (111and Petrov had to exercise a certain
ZT,
less
during
thanks
to
the
the
tolerant political
of
writing
caution
following
The
slogans appear in connection with the construction
atmosphere).
line:
Turksib
the
railway
of
CMLI'IKY>>
(ZT
542)
<(RaeLUB
MarUCTpajib

- riepBoe

zeTmiiýe

rI31THjieTK14>>

(ZT 550)
Fortunately these are few in number, and even in ZT one can still find
parody of real slogans. Here is an incongruous presentation of a Soviet
pedestrian:
BOT mgeT OH 143Bjia11MB0CT0Ka B MOCKBY no
c
cv16T4PCK0MYTpaKTY, aepma B 011HO9 pyKe Mawi
6LIT
TeKCTMJI16MT4K0B>>M
HazinucLio: <(r1epeCTP0XM
nepeKHHYB nepe3 wieno naJIKY, Ha KOTOPOri
6oJITalOTC31 pe3epBHbie caHziajiz <<71.
qa3i BaH31>>M
6e3
(ZT
300)
Kpm=m.
xeCTAH09 tiaýIHXK

The Soviet mania for conference and congress organization is
encapsulated in the following slogan:
5-Oq
0KPYXH0r4 K0HcpepeHIJT4X)KeHU-LMHT4
<J1pxBeT
(ZT
301)
aeByiueK>>.
,
Bce 9TO i3eJIMKOnerime pa36T4Ba;iocb o ma; ieHbKYI0
6yma3KKY, nPMKpen; ieHHY10 K BXOZXHOýl
Z(Bepvt
marnMHa:

1UTAH0B HET
(I)Y, KaK rpy6o, - CKa3a;i OCTan, BXOZ131,
- cpa3y
6bi
Harmcanu
KaK nT4IIIYT B
BM,aHO,'LITo npOBT4HUM31.
MOCKBe: <(BPIOK HeT>>npmJ1MHH0Ti 6; iaroP0ZJH0.
rpa=aHe
ROBOJILHmepaCX0Z131Tc3ino Aomam.

(ZT 360)
In the above example, the notice LUTaHOBHeT is not only funny but also
satirizes another aspect of Soviet life - the nationwide lack of consumer goods.
Once again, the best slogans in the novels are parodies on existing slogans, and
they all have that characteristic Il'f and Petrov touch. Soviet citizens in III and
Petrov's time, just as they do now, had to tolerate the following notices in public
places:3aKPIATOiia yneT - or 3aKP1JT0Ha pemoHT (no announcement of reopening).
Il'f and Petrov also satirize the familiar Soviet euphemism riepeyxieT
Cstock-taking') for closed or shut-down shops:
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B 6ezEHom oime maCTepmoti
LUTemrieneg m nenaTeil'
Ham6ojibmee meCTO 3aHmmanm 9majiHPOBaHHbie
ztome-mx C Haammimm:
<(3aKPLITO Ha o6ezt>>,
<(06e2ieHHHýi riepep1JB>>, rIPOCTO <<3aKp1JTO>>,<<MaraMM
3aKPLIT>>, H, HaKOHeu, nepHaA qOyHztameHTajiLHa3i
6YKBamm:
ROCKa C 30JIOTMMH
<(3aKP16ITO Z(JIA nepeyieTa
TOBapoB>>. HO-BRRHMOMY, aT14 peiimTemHme
TeKCTLI
rIOJIL3OBanmcL B ropoge Ap6aTOBe Ham6ommmm
(ZT 309)
cripocom.
In ZT, Ostap invents the following

notice for hanging

on a restaurant

door:
ono cjiy, iaio yHeTa IUHT4iie;ieq,

CTOJIOBa3l

HaBcerzxa>>.

3aKpl>ITa

(ZT 310)

Here is another parody, with word-play and a cruel implication:
Hezje;IIO TOMY Ha3azi COCT031; ICA BeHep <<06LueCTBa
Ha
CBHzjeTejiLCTOBaJI
cnaceHH31 Do;lax>>, o xiem
TaKxe
JI03yHr

Ha CTeHe:

RETIOROMOIU1 YTORAIOMMM -REJIO PYK CAMMX
YTOrIAIOIUMX.
(DS 245)
The following advertisements posted to telegraph poles are delightfully
incongruous and pure fun:
14
C14CTeme>>
110
IlHqOPOB09
Hrpe
rHTape
<(06ytiam
B
zxji3i
rOTOBAI1114XCA
oRwo ypom4 o611jeCTBOBezjeHT4A
HaPOZIHYIO
KOHcepBaTOPHIO>>.
(DS 52)
Ha

The last advertisement is perhaps not as contradictory as it sounds - even
today, all university students must study Leninism, Party history etc. Note also
the famous slogan
ABTOIIPOBETOM - RO BE3110PO)KbIOT4
PA3TMJJb_EJq2CTBY!

(ZT 350)

which Ostap puts on top of (<AHTH;iona-rHy>>, which as a result now appearsto
be the leading car in a motor race. This absolutely typical bureaucratic slogan is
neatly used by Ostap to get his own way. The ambiguous poster is similar to
those displayed by shopkeepersto counteract complaints by customers of
o6Be1uT4BaHT4e:
<(BCTpeTT4M rIOKYriaTejiq

rIOJIHOBeCHOýI rmperb>. 1m

This kind of phraseologywas parodiedby young people,as in the
following descriptionof a students'party:
331cIDeceHKo,op. cit., 36.
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rIpAmo nepeR BXOZXOM Bmcen 6ojiuuoýi
njiaKaT:
YzEapmm
no mmeHXHH14Kam zo6poKaHeCTBeHH16IM
<(,
nozxaPKOM>>? -ý"

Il'f and Petrov might have been influenced by this type of slogan construction;
after all, the omitted verb in the famous <<AHTmjiona-rHY>> slogan is
undoubtedly <<yzmpmm>>:
(Yziapim) aBTOnpo6erom no 6e3jjOPO)KMOR
(ZT 350)
pa3rT4JIbZjA9CTBy1,
It is interesting to note that some of the above slogans, as well as the
names of government institutions, are printed in capital letters and even
frames
in
in the novels. The slogans really stand out on the page and
enclosed
immediately catch the reader's attention. Telegraphic language also has a strong
impact
look
in
the next section.
the
this
shall
at
on
reader,
and
we
visual

33510. TpzqoOHOB,

CT7, aeHTLr

(Mozoaa3irBapzxT4A,MocKBa,

1951), 110.
It is possible that the students parody 11'fand Petrov, as later we find the following:
Ha CTeHe riepezx CTOJIOMKpaCOBa;iacb ripezioCTeperamum
HazEriza:
<<AmeHZH1JHe pomouib, a cypoBaA Heo6xozjxmoCT1&>
Cf. with the slogan from ZT:
ABTOmo6zjiE, - He pomoua, a cpeZICTBo riepeziBi4xeHT4A- (ZT 346)
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1.19.TELEGRAPHIC LANGUAGE.
The inclusion of telegram messages in DS and ZT again reveals Il'f and
Petrov's interest in unusual aspects of the Russian language. The terse,
abbreviated language found in telegrams has some similarity to bureaucratic
terminology, but grammatical structure is forfeited for the sake of brevity. The
language
be
for
telegram
can
readers
syntax
of
confusing
emasculated
unaccustomed to such condensations of text, and hence there is plenty of scope
for misunderstanding.
In the telegram which Kislyarsky sends to his wife from the Caucasus
mountains, the authors omit the prepositions no. B. Ha: this is standard practice
with telegrams. In addition, Kislyarsky's message is clumsily composed, and
his
(and
the reader) can understand it:
only
wife
14epe3 nojiiaca OH e. Kislyarsky - RG) OTnpaBz; i xeHe B
-(i.
CTaprOPOZXTenerpammy:
E11YTBOEMY COBETY KPb1M BCAKM2 CJ1Yt1A2 rOTOBb
KOP3PIHY.
(DS 281)
This is even more confusing, due to the absence of punctuation and the
relatively free word-order of Russian. It can mean one of three things:
either

ETIY rIO TBOEMY COBETY. B KPbIM HA BCRKM2
CTIY"14AM
IFOTOBbKOP3MHY>>.

or
ERY HO TBOEMY COBETY5 KPbIM HA BCqKT42
CTIY14AM. FOTOBb KOP3MHY.

or
ERY rIO TBOEMY COBETY B KPbIM. HA BCqKMM
CJIY14A2 FOTOBb KOP3MHY.
With capital letters and no punctuation, all three interpretations are theoretically
possible, but the reader who has followed the text this far realizes that the last
statement is the correct one.

In their second telegram, Il'f and Petrov add punctuation which actually
enhancesthe absurd context:
CpOtiHa. q MOCKBa CTenHO9 Tenerpaqo Tmpe Y3YH
KyjiaK KBH ZIJI14HHoeYXO MT pa3Hec aynam BeCT16
COCTOABaietic. q cmiixiKe marzCTpanu
py6aLUKHH

(ZT 558)
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This telegram is sent by the journalist Rubashkin who, to make Sure that this
'vital' message is not misunderstood, introduces the abbreviations KBti
He
(KaBLIHKH) - 'quotations', 3rIT Oar=wi)
'comma'
'dash'.
TRpe
and
makes the telegram more ridiculous by placing these codewords among local
(pnHec
(Y3YH
journalistic
no
KyjiaK,
ayzi)
and
some
cliche's
place-names
No substantial or
ayjiaM BeCTL 0 COCTOAinuetiCA cmmHKe marmCTpajiz).
useful information is actually passed on to Moscow.
This telegram is a delightful pastiche of registers and styles. It is a satirical
hackbetween
ironic
journalese,
the
and an
comment on
competition
attack on
journalists to be the first to send news stories to the capital's newspapers. It is
also a comment on the empty-headedness of the journalists themselves. The
by
letters
the
throughout
the
telegram
created
associations
reinforces
use of small
(the
literal translation of the Turkic name
IIJI14HHoe
Yxo,
such place names as
literal
Clong')
CearT.
draws
kulak
This
to
the
the
reader's attention
uzun
and
letters
denigrate
Rubashkin's surname
the
these
small
words and
meaning of
py6aiuKa -'shirt').
The familiar 'chopped' style of telegraphic language is funny to read when
the telegram attempts to convey a high-flown and solemn message:
BjieCKe 313e34OTzaH parIOPT OKOHHaHmemarUCTpaim
(ZT
549)
THK
Il'f and Petrov's most famous telegrams come from 'The Golden Calf';
they have become very familiar expressions. The telegrams are transmitted by
Ostap to Koreyko as part of Ostap's tactics to flush out this illicit millionaire and
four
him.
from
The
telegrams are:
extract a million roubles
6exHT
rIpylly>>
imuom
<<rpaqoRHA T43meHRBU_1HMC31
(ZT 386)
orpy3HTe

arie; ncHni

6otlKax 6paTLA Kapama30B11>>
(ZT 387)

o3ace, aaHme ripoztojixaeTC31 31"ITMRJIJIROHriouejiyeB>>
(ZT 387)
<<JleZI TPOHYJICA TnK KomaHZIOBaTL riapaaom

6yzyq>>
(ZT 387)

Ostap hopes to unsettle Koreyko, who will fail to understand the contents of the
telegrams and also the reasons for their transmission.
The first telegram above (in which the absenceof the preposition ýLturns
jimuo -'face' into the instrument with which the countess is running , i. e. she
runs with her face and not legs) is an actual quotation. It comes from a telegram
sent in 1910by Nikolay Efros, a correspondent of the newspaper <<Petib>>.The
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Tolstoy's
The
the
suicide
attempted
of
wife.
second telegram,
-`
messagereported
by
Dostoyevsky,
is
'brothers
Karamazov',
flavour
its
the
of
signed
strong
with
becauseOstap, Balaganov and Panikovsky are 'brothers', and 'sons' of
Lieutenant Schmidt.
We shall now look at the characters' language in the next section.

331
Shetried to drown herself in a pond after Tolstoy had left YasnayaPolyana. see raJIaIIOB,
Pfmcp ;f HeTpoa op. cit., 286.
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1.20. CHARACTERTLANGUAGE.
The language of the charactersof DS and ZT is extremely varied, and is
taken from the many linguistic registers represented by the various social classes
in Soviet society. This is one of Il'f and Petrov's greatest achievements - to
synthesize a linguistic medium from a whole range of lexical registers. Each
in
highly
individualized,
is
is
character's speech
yet a neutral style maintained
the narrative description:
IIOCTaHOBKa

nmcaTeJI31

B
3aKmoxiaeTCA

rojioca y
ymeHI414 owiaaeTb rOJIOCOM A31JKa cDoero rePOA R He
337
Ha
aJILTOD
6acm.
c6xi3aTLCAc
Characters speak a language which is peculiarly theirs: Vorob'yaninov has
the monotonous speechof a registry clerk; Father Fyodor is characterized by his
archaic word combinations and Church Slavonicisms. Ellochka's thirty-word
is
language
her
Ostap's
a mosaic of the entire
vocabulary reflects
narrow mind.
linguistic spectrum, a reflection of his chameleon-like ability to fit in anywhere
and assumeany guise.
Minor protagonists only need a few well-chosen words to characterize
them. It is as if the charactersthemselves are unmasked satirically by their own
language.
For reasonsof spaceit is impossible to include the language of every
(a)
in
The
this
on the
character
study.
present section will concentrate
idiosyncracies of speech of the major characters such as Vorob'yaninov and
Father Fyodor, and (b) on specially interesting examples of speech from minor
characters,such as Ellochka, Korobeynikov, Bezenchuk and Lokhankin. Ostap's
language overshadows that of all other characters,in the stylistic variety and
richness of his speech,and consequently it merits a section by itself (seesection
1.21.).
VOROB'YANINOV.
Apparently, Vorobyaninov was modelled after the real-life person of
Petrov's first cousin.131He is a representative of pre-revolutionary times, and
this is reflected in his language. He still says to himself 60HXyp or rYT mopreH
(depending on his mood when he rises in the morning (DS 6)), and he calls his
mother-in-law mamaH (DS 7).

337

B. M. EikhenbaumquotesLeskov ino JIeCKOB 14 coBpemeHHa3irIP03a>>,from JMTepaTypaMnorpacTpim
Teopmq, Kp; fr; fKa, IIOMITHKa
JjeHxHrpajj, 1927),215.
oripdoi&,
338Cf.
the registry clerk from V. Kataev's<<KBajjpaTypa Kpyra>>,who was'alsomodelled on the
samecousin.
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Vorob'yaninov's character is illustrated by his speeches:
1'103BOJIbTe

(DS 38)

xmjieT o6paTHO.

ulel'IOTOM
-rpa631T,
3a
ztep>KaCb cTyji.
rlo3BonbTe.
nouginTe.
MaTBeeB'R'i,

CKa3aJI

ripoziojixa3i

He3HaKOmeu,elize

- nerieTan

OTK; ieHBaTL

Kperixie

MrIIIOJI14T

riajibuLi

(DS 54)

He3HaKOMua.

This last example refers to the scenebetween Father Fyodor and
Vorob'yaninov in which they are arguing over a chair, and it reflects the way
both of them are afraid to attract attention on the street. Hence their ambiguous
comments.
The example below refers to Vorob'yaninov's drunken behaviour in a
restaurant:
KaK
3axiem
me?
4BOP31HMH, He mory
-HeT,
CeHi>op! CxieT[ Xa-mbil
And again, courting

21OrIYCTMTb1
(DS 146)

Liza (Kolya. is her husband):
(DS 126)

BLi YCTa; ii4,6ajýTgmmq
He
'Rmeio xiecTz. - ripo6opMOTa;
-R

(DS 97)

i OH.

(DS 155)

ero BLI30BY Ha ziyg; iT>.

In his capacity as a registry office clerk, Vorobyaninov reveals his
official voice:
MaTBeeBUH
MrIrIOJIHT
JII-01114,
3a3iBl4JI
Monomie
BLicnpeHHo,
KaK
- r103DOJlLTe Bac r1039paBHTL,

6paKOM.
Otiem,
rOBapRBajiocT,paHmie, C 3aKOHHI>Im

oxi-tieHb
KaK
juoaeH,
rIPM31THO BzzieTb TaKMX monoziLix
BIA, KOTOpme,, aepxaCb
3a PYKM, MAYT K ZIOCTT4x<eH%10
(DS 9)
OxieHb, oxi-xieHL rIPH31THOI
Be'IHLIX, v; ieaJIOB.

With Ostap however, Vorob'yaninov is not as confident as when he has
bureaucratic power over others:
Bopo6LAHHHOB.
BeHaep,
B3MOJIi4jicq
-ToBa-apmuz
ToBapmiý BeHilep!
-M4H!

1411141
MK

14BaHOTIYJIO He npmxogi4l

ToBapuli-t
BeHaep!
Note Ostap's addressing Vorob'yaninov as
Note Vorobyaninov imitating Ostap:
-A

zymm,

- CKa3an

3zieChHeymecTeH!

MlIrIOJIMT

BbIrOH101

(DS 153)

MaTBeeBT4TI,

- HTO Tol2r

(DS 280)
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When Vorob'yaninov is excited he begins to stutter:
zxetlCTBXTejibHO
-HeT,
ropitlRTBcA
npozojixan
TPYZI31LUT4XCA

3TO ti-mej2T 3HaeT HTO TaKoel
Bopo6T>31HT4HOB.
RePYT
C

BTp4ziopora.

Eq - 6oryl...

-

(DS 152)

FATHER FYODOR.

Here the mixture of archaic and Church Slavonic language and commons
discrepancy
between Father Fyodor's calling as a priest,
the
speechemphasizes
and his coarsebehaviour. The authors frequently refer to him as CB31TOtiC)Teiý
((e.g. DS 55) during the fight over one of the chairs). However, the expression for
he
is
best
known:
which
<(He KOPI>ICT;l paax, a TOKMO Bojieio
of a statement of Jesus Christ. -3'
However,

riocnaBuieg

mq meHI>I>>;a parody

doing
his
is
is
Fyodor
to
own will.
obvious
everyone,
as

A
He
ricxx.
e; IMHCTBeHHO inirionmoo
-R
nocjia=eýi
m3i )KeHTi...

i3oino
(DS 264)

buy
from
he
Fyodor
Bruns
the set of chairs
to
to
the
says
wants
engineer
whom
for a bargain. Then again:
OH LueR, 3arIYTaBLUUCb B o6naKax,
-He KOPLICTR pazu4, a TOKMO Boneio
xeHM1

6opMOTaii:
m
riocjiaBmeýi

m3i
(DS 272)

his
he
In
deliriously
the
top
mountains.
says when wandering
of
on
hallucinations, Father Fyodor repeats this phrase to the Georgian Queen Tamara
(the Lermontov heroine), who mocks him with the same words.

Father Fyodor's archaic language:
OTea (ýegop co6pa; I Bea
6orom, m oTBeTcTBoDa; i

capKa3M,

riojioxeMmg

emy
(DS 78)

_
J'h-o6y.m THX14M ROHOM, CT031JI 31Y MOCTa m Bowexmn
(DS 196)
0 Hamem 6yayLuemaOCTaTKe.

Father Fyodor 's Church Slavonic language:
BO BceX 3HaKOMLIX riozuxePXCT4Baq yBepeHHOCTL, 6y11TO
(DS 196)
A HaXO)KYCL y QLZ2a.
_TeTeHbKX.

339

For I havecomedown from Heaven,not to do my own
will, but the will of my father who sent me.
John6:38.
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-Kyzia

zleBaii COKPOBi4ma V6142HH024 To6oýrl Temm?
(DS 272)

In conversation with Bruns and his wife:
He
cmeio,
-

He

3a6opMOTajiOTeu cl)eaop,

-

cxzjeTb
ocmeJlT4Baiocb
BbICOKOrIOCTaBjieHHbIX

D rIPT4CYTCTBT4H

(DS 263)

oco6.

M

rioriMTKy

CHODa naCTL

Ha

OTeu cDezzopczeiian
(DS
263)
KOjieHZ.
MaTvLuKal
rony6yLui<al
cl)eziop.
YMZJIZJICA
OTeu
'ý-ITO
HZKaKaA
DamYrOZIHO?
A
Dam
He
maTyLuKal
(DS263)

Irony and hurnour is added when the authors describeFatherFyodor in
the kind of languagethat priests would use :
Ha3HaHbTe
cjDeziop,
OTeu
CTeHaji
ueHy,
xce
6T4,qcT,, rOJIOB09

OCMOTP14TejibHo

0 CTBO; i apayKapT4z.

(DS265)
[... ]

OTeu (4)ezxop

B31>lrl2aJT TIVXOM TOJIBKO

TIy6oK

612eHHOCTB
i

rioKa3blBa;

BOCTPXKOB

[

...

OH 6oqjicA,

(DS 21)

] Y6o3i; icq

(Ch.

BcerO
SQ

14 CHOBa nomen

mo6mjiX3aU'RX

Teriepi>...

B03MOXHOq
(DS 20)

nO ZIYXOBHOq.

ITROTT4BHO erO

HTO MaTYLUKa,

(DS 22)

3eMHoro.

HaCT03THT41O..

(DS 24)
cDeziopa B
OTua
C
C060ti
noe3ll
TPOHYJICR,
YB03R
...
HeH3BeCTHYIO aam no geny 3arallOHHOMY,
6ojinume
BIIrOZ11,I.
cyji. qi. ueMY, KaK BHZEHO,

HO

(DS 24)

CE
-t-b-e-ar-chaic-tum--of,

--Dhras

OTeiý cDeaop c ygzimeHmem
CBOX OTKPLITiie

6pioKz.

B30pam

T4 CTLIZEOM nocmaTpxBaJI Ha
i3cex MT4R3TH nonocaTme

(DS 24)

Cf. Father Fyodor's letters to his wife (the first especially), in DS 139-141,the
second in DS 195 and third in DS 231, are full of archaisms and Church
Slavonicisms and at the same time insulting words directed at Vorob'yaninovThis comic contrast in styles is a true measure of character.
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BEZENCHUK.

Bezenchuk is an undertaker in DS, who is desperate for business and
mortally afraid that his competitors will snatch the next customer. His language
is filled with diminutives which are generally characteristic of peasant speech,
and he also employs the euphemisms so characteristic of his profession. This
gives his speecha specific stylistic colouring:
[
I
rIoxieT
KaK
ZIOPOI"OMY
rOCTIO!
Wjopone
TememKI4.
...
Hy, gaý1,6or 3ZIOPOBI>TItIKaY3HaTb?
pnpeiimTe

(DS 8)
Hy,
iial2cTBi4e
-

(DS 18)

He6ecHoe

Bezenchuk's most frequently repeated phrase is Tvirm ero B Kaxiemj, for
example:
RYTaIOTCA,
TV11T)T
14X B Kamem.
-

rIOZEHoramm.

(DS 13)

This nonsensical phrase is nothing more than a formula in Bezenchuk's
clumsy speech. It can be compared to the frequent repetition of-Ily or 'you see'
in English (cf. the use of rOBOPIOin Zoshchenko's <(BaHA>>340).
The most interesting aspect of Bezenchuk's language is his famous
classification of euphemisms related to death. The following collection of
Bezenchuk'ssynonyms reflects his classification of customers, and the
appropriate choice of euphemisms is made according to the customer's size and
social position: "'
ripeZXCTaB'RTbC31
6ory ZEYLUYOTzjaTb
B AIURK cbirpaTL

npHKa3a,n AOJIrO

XHTI)
nepeKHHYRCA/HOrH
nPOTAHYR

rl4rHYTLCA

(DS 18)

KOROBEYNIKOV.

Korobeynikov usesa mixture of colloquial, bureaucraticand archaic
language.
340Cf.

He uapcKmg, rOBOPIO, pexim UlalIK2[MKjixriaTB. BroMm, roBopio,
KaMtl. Hazio xe, rOBOPIO, x gpyrum rIOMTATLCA. He B TeaTpe,
rOBOPIO.

M. 3omeHKO, <<BaHA>>,Co6pa.Hue CO7MHeHTfrIB Tpex Tomax,
op. cit., 1,278.

1110.D. Rodchenko,draws a simple connectionbetweenthe
customer'ssize as a function of social
position, namely: thin = poor and fat = wealthy!
0. R. PoaneHKO,<<CemaHT%meCKa3i
CTPYKTYpa
riplviaraTenbHoro <<TOJICTTAII>>B TeKCTe
rIeTPOBa
M.
Minqoa
E.
cTy; ibeB>>, 136.
pomaHa
x
oRBeHazium

231
130T rocnoaa criacu6ou cKaXYT...

(DS 72)

Ha No. 48238 JIHTepa 13

(DS 73)

6m XOTen
,q

cnepBOHaiaJIY

HacxieT

B03HarpaxAeHT431

Y31CHT4TL
ce6e...
For more examples, see pages 70-74 of DS.

(DS 194)

MITRICH.
A former <(Kameprep
x3opa>> and inhabitant of Voron'ya Slobodka,
Mitrich hides his past behind a fajade of what Zhurbina calls <(He'RCKy11IeHH1>04
PYCCKXýl MyX14HOKaopeBOJI1OUMOHHOr4 qpopmauTm>. m
MM

Mitri6,
says
-

B rT4MHa3T4AX

He

o6yxiazza

and the authors continue

with the following

(ZT 415)
ironic statement:

MRTpT4, ti roBopwji cyiuyio ripaiBily. B rHMHa3HAX
o6yxianc3i. OH OKOH'iMJI rIaHeXCKXýr4 KOPrIYC...

OH He

(ZT 415)

Mitrich is a charlatan,as his name implies. Trying to passfor a peasant,he
choosesto be known only by a patronymic,but such a patronymic doesnot exist.
but then this is
It might be an abbreviatedversionof 11MXTPmeBxH
< 11MHTPxr4,
not a namepeasantswould be given. However, Mitrich always tries to
underscorehis 'humble' origins:
MM He 6ypxyz - 9jieKTPT4tieCKY1OMeprim
3PA xen, zo6amul Kameprep MUTP14H, OKYHa3ltiTO-TO B Beapo c
(ZT 417)
BOA09.

As if to contradict Mitrich's words, the authors add Kameprep in front of
MXTPHH; the strong irony is clear.
The most interesting thing about Mitrich's speech is the fact that it is not
genuine peasant-Russian,but rather the kind of simple language attributed to
peasantsin literary works written by urban writers unfamiliar with rural folkspeech:143
rlOCJIeZ1H1IM

B3AJI

p03rm

MMTPMtl.

11ae-Ko
ci A nonpo6yio,
- CK2L3aJI OH, 3aHOCA PYKY. Hazaio
eMy J103aHOB rio cpxjieeHLIM
ziaCTAM.

(ZT 418)
LOKHANKIN.

342E.
)Kyp6HHa, <<06Amqpe x rIeTPOBe>>,OKTA6pL, No. 10,1937,171.
"Cf. III and PetroVs
parody of this language: MHzia Moripenx o3mmme,
etc. (ZT 355).
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Lokhankin is also an inhabitant of Voron'ya Slobodka. He is a philistine
be
believes
himself
intellectual
to
an
who
and a member of the Russian
intelligentsia. He has a favourite book ((MY)KH14Ha14xeHI. UT4Ha>>
which is
pa330jio, ieHHa3I KaK HKOHa(ZT 408), and he often pretends to be re-reading
pre-revolutionary issues of a magazine entitled 'Motherland. He is a non-entity
be
believes
himself
to
above the crowd, a martyr for the truth and other
who
high causes:
61ATL,
6LITL,
MoxeT
TaK
Hazio?
moxeT
9TO
<(A
He
14CKYlMeHme, H 31 BLOIZly 143 Hero o%n4meHHI6Im?
TaKOBa jim cyzEb6a Bcex CTOAU114X Bi6iiiie TOjirubi, moaeti
raimieg,
M14JIlOKoB, A-Cý.
C TOHKOR KOMTHTYUmeti?
KOH14. Ra,, aa, BapBapa
(ZT412)
ripaBa, TaK Haziol>>, "

He deceiveshimself and tries to deceive others. He lacks all principle and
lives at the expenseof his wife Varvara, whom he does not love but is afraid to
lose becauseof her two 'accomplishments' - large breasts and a job:
6binm
6onuum
6enaq
BapBapm
y
gBa
ZtOCTmxeHm3i:
...
(ZT 408)
rpya6 m cnyx6a.
The most interesting peculiarity of Lokhankin's speech is that it is
delivered in iambic verse. He speaks in this metre to his wife Varvara, and to
Ptiburdukov (Varvara's lover). He obviously believes this way of speaking to be
convincing and impressive. Here are some of his monologues and complaints
to his wife and her lover:
Bojiximua
K
Te631
TbI
A
npe3l4paio.
nio6OBH'9Ky
YXO,UMUI]6 OT meH31. K rITm6yp; JyKOBy OT meHA
YXOAHIIlb. K HHHTO)KHOMY rITR6yp2JyKOBy HbiHxie TbI,
mep3Ka3l, yXoZtXJJJB OT meHA. TaK BOT K KOMY TH OT
TLi rIOXOTm ripez(aTLC31 xoxieim
meH31 yxozimuib!
C HIM
Bonxnma CTapa3i Ti mep3mi
(ZT 407)
rIPUTOMI
rIoHeMy
BapBapa?
TLI
OT
meHA
yuma,
He zEoxaaBIUHCb OTBeTa Ha 9TOT IIPXHumnmaJILHLI9
Bonpoc, Bacxcyajmý4 3aHLIJI:
TLi
Bonxmua TLI, Te6. q
caMKa, Bapi3apal TLI BOMMual
(ZT 485)
A ripmpaio.
rIT%6ypAYKOB,
Te63i A ripe3mpaio, - 3aHLI; I OH. - )KeHIJ
moer4 KacaTI>CA TIJ He cmeg. Tbi xam, rIT146YPZ[YKOB,
KyzIa xeHy YBOARUIL OT meHA?
(ZT 409)
mep3aBeu!
BiII14,
Yý11114,
Te6A A HeHaBI4)KY, - ripollonxaji
Bacmcyanurl, paCKaxiMBa3iCL, KaK CTapmrl eBpeq Ha
MOJIHTBe, - TLI rHHaa xcaJIKaq x mep3Kwi ripUTOM.

He

3"Seesection1.22.on vogue words for the parody Lokhankin' languageby Dovlatov.
of
s
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TIA

T4HxeHeP
H CYTeHep

To which Ptiburdukov

- xam, mep3aBea,

cBojio, 4b, rioji3yqmg

IIPHTOMI

raa

(ZT 409)

replies:

KaK BaM He CTLIZIHO, Bacmcyanmil
AHzjpeeBmTi,
...
CKa3aJI 3aCKYxiaBI. UT4q rITi46ypZYKOB,
- game rIPOCTO
Hy, nozymailTe,
Ha BTOPOM
'ITO BLI zxejiaeTe?
rjiyrio.
May rl3lTHjieTKT4....

as if the five-year plan was supposed to solve marital problems and the world's
ills.
Lokhankin remains true to himself when, after the fire which burned
down Voron'ya Slovodka, he sponges on his ex-wife and her new husband
Ptiburdukov, setting aside his 'noble' and 'high' morals:
K Bam ripmmeJI

HaBeKx

rioceJIHTLCA,

- OTBeTT4JI

JIoxaHK'RH rpo6oBi6im Am6om, - HazeioCL A HagTH y Bac
(ZT
483)
rIPRIOT.
Yx
Bacmcyanmq,
npogonxaA
HeT,
CKa3a;
i
aoma
Rpo)KaTb. - Cropez ZEOOCHoDaHL31. rIoxap, noxcap
norHan meHq ciozia. CriaCTH ycrieji 31 TOJIBKO oae3ijio u
KH; iry cliac mo6mmyi-o ripUTOm. Ho pa3 BLI TaK CO MHOýi
)KeCTOKocep; ýHbi, YýIZIY A nPOTib 14rIPOKJI31HY IIPHTOM.

(ZT 484)

VARVARA.
Lokhankin's estranged wife is also a philistine, interested only in the
her
husband
desertion
She
justifies
the
of
accumulation of material possessions.
with a cliche"such as TaK Haao. Though she purports to believe in the evils of
marriage (a popular trend in the 1920's),she gets married again to Ptiburdukov
who, unlike Lokhankin, has a profession (engineer), and can therefore provide
her with a higher standard of living.
Varvara's language reflects popular opinions and contemporary ideology
on various issues. She calls Lokhankin KDerIOCTHRK.TMPaH. co6cTBeHHT4K
and identifies the word T4HTejTjiT4re=with such swear words as HerozigI
(ZT
408)
i4HTejmT4reHT!
eiub, Heromei.

...

POLESOV.
lIpT4 Hanwimm
iiinaii,
oTcyTcTBwLriporiHTaHHIJX
KPH, tiaii B14KTOP Mi4xar4JIOB14'-I Ha Becb ABOP,: DTo 6yzieT

(DS63)
He TpaMBaýi,a rope!
Accordingto Zemskaya,
becameso popularthat it becamea
the aboveexpression
well-known cat-c-hphraset

M3 KOHTaMRHauim
ZIBYX KH14XHI>IX
Amcp
Haomumi
TI 17PU OTC7TCTBkfU
IIIHPOKO

ORHO, CTaBLuee
coDpemeHHOM

A31JKe

riOKa3aTL

OTCYTCTBme
ll
rOBOp3imero.

yriOTpe6T4Te;

B Tex

cjiytiaAX,

BLIpameHHq
x rIeTPOB
iLHIJM

17PU
conianm

B-

KOr; ýa HYNCHO

31CHOCTT4 B mbic; mx

14 peHax

Polesov's exclamations are similar to those of Ellochka:
MpaK!

(DS 61)

Polesov's promise to Madam Bour to find Vorob'yaninov
'conspiratorial':
...,

q IL12Ly-ero

14 cB3imvci,

is

(DS 66)

C HRM...

Another one of his clumsy, norf'sensical expressions is the following
CrinoWHOrl
He believes

to be an acceptably
of the Soviet period,

this

abbreviations
rocyzjapCTBeHHo

(DS 61)

rocripoMUBeTmeT.

ripombICJIOBoe

fashionable

like

other similar
word,
for
rocripOMX03
example,
or
(see section 1.5. on
X03AqCTBO

abbreviations).

MECHNIKOV.,
The same can be said of Mechnikov's aphorism:
CornacTie
CTOPOH.

eCTI> rIPOZEYKT rIPM rIOJIHOM HerIPOTi4BjieHTITI
(DS 256)

which incorporates the terms rIPOIJYKT and HeriPOTMB; ieHze CTOPOH
(frequently encountered in political texts). The latter is probably a parody on the
ecclesiastical expression HenPOTMBjieHi4e 3jiy.

WATCHMAN'S

LANGUAGE.

There are two janitors in DS - Tikhon and a night watchman who guards
the club (built with the money from the recovered treasure).
r1o
mHe XOT16BCIO )KH3HT>XXBR, pa: 3 XOPOUIT4r4
(DS 29)
xienoBeK.
OKa3bIBaeTCA, ZIBOPHzK ripeziaJICA BOcriOMTIHaHI431M 0
6LIBmem Bnazejibue
z1oma:
HojizumerICTep
Hemy,

nonoymm.

emy tieCTL OTziaBaji ... rIPHXOZEMIUL K
6yziv
rOB0J2T4Tb, Ha HoBmrl

rozi

c

r103ztpaBjieH%em- TpeiuKy zaeT... Ha riacxy, rIojIo)KT4m.
6yaxTODORTin.
eme TpeIUKy. Ila, rionommm, B zeHL
mE. A. 3emcKa3i, op. cit., 234.
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allrena MXHerO rI0311paBjuieun ...Hy, BOT OZIHHX
rIATHaziuaTL H
r103zpaBI4TejibHLIX 3a rozi py6jieti
Ha6exHT... Meziani> ziame o6emazics
MHe
(DS 31)
ripeZECTaBHTL...
The above two examples belong to Tikhon
watchman:

and the one below to the night
(DS 292)

A 31 i4x pa3Be HTo em, 9TH ZXpOBa?
SPECIAL

LANGUAGE.

There are three interesting instances of unusual language in the novels.
Firstly, there is the unique typewriter in ZT, which due to the absence of the
letterý.Q produces texts with letter 2. Ostap calls this typewriter Mau. IHHKa c
TYpeuKmm anteHTOM:
6orgypaKa
BOT
rio
YrIOJIHOMO,
riocnan
-ieHHoro
KOMITaml - cepAmic3i OCTan. - Huxiero riopyxiT4TL
Hejib3A. Kyiizji
mammiiKy c Tyl2euKmm amie=m?

"

(ZT 432)
The following is a sample of the typescript from this eccentric machine:
C nO; IYt1:9HT19M c:Dro npqzmara9TCq
H9M: 9Z1JI3HHO 31BTITLCA ZMA BIJACHE)HRA H9KOTOPLIX
(ZT 447)
o6CT031T3JIbCTB>>.

Bqpnarso.
<<TOB.

Secondly, there is the language of the parrot in DS who imitates human
speech(seeDS 193-194). And finally, there is the language of the so-called
lunatics in the asylum in ZT:
HO 3aTO K imue-Kopoino
nogouieJ1
m, uoBepHMBOo611AB
erO 3a Tanxio,
CROB Ha rITz,, ibeM A31AKe.

HM3KOPOCJII>Iq HZHOT
CKa3aJI HeCKOJILKO

Bepjiara.
cnpocun
nepenyramiixk3i
-'ýITO? 6:
3He.
)Ka6a., )Hg. pa6a. K1314HTel2.tm=12.
(ZT 441)
ABCTBeHHO. ripOH3HeC HOBIArl MaKommm.
In this example,
Another lunatic
French influence):
9H. zieH.

the underlined
says the following

phrase

is a children's

(in which

nursery

one can easily

rhyme.

detect

a

TDVaKaTR.magmynem, XY12OBaTp.,

(ZT 443)

3'6Foran explanation of what is meant by the Turkish
accent, see M. KaraHcKaA X 3. Bap-Cezna,
op. cit., 27-28.
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Though the language is suggestive of the asylum, there is something not
quite right about the madness of these two lunatics. In fact they are as healthy as
the rest of the inmates who, like Berlaga, are hiding from the purges.
ELLOCHKA SHCHUKINA.

The most memorable female character in the novels is undoubtedly
Ellochka the Cannibal, and her thirty-word vocabulary has been much
scrutinized by the critics. She is introduced to us by the authors in the following
way:
CJIOBapb

Bxnb3ima IEeKcnmpa no nozzcxieTy
CJIOBapb
COCTaBjuieT
CJIOB.
12000
T4ccjieROBaTeji04,
Herpa 113juozioezCKoro riiiemeHT4((Mym6o-Iom6o>>
COCTaBJIAeT

300 cjioB.

EjiJIOxIKaLUYK14Ha
nerKo x CBo6oZXHO
o6xozix; iacb
(DS 157)
TPmai.zaTLIO.
First we get a list of the seventeen commonest words and phrases in her
vocabulary, and then the authors present us with her portrait. It is extraordinary
that Ellochka can survive in life with this highly-reduced vocabulary. For
example, here she maintains a dialogue with her husband, who attempts to
point out to her that they are living beyond their means (thanks to Ellochka's
extravagant habits):
Ila,
Bm
;
ia.
xxi3eTe He no cpeACTi3am...
He
vtmTe
-

memi

ýKmul

HeT,
zaBaýl rIOrOBOP14M
cepbe3HO. R nonyxim
py6neti...

ABeCTM

MRaK.
-

6epy,
B331TOK
He
zjeHer He Kpazly m nozjzzejiJJBaT16
T4X
He ymeio...
)kvTT,!
(DS
161)
Ellochka reveres her friend Fima S6bak because her vocabulary comprises
about 180 words, including such 'sophistications' as 'homosexuality':
Mazimya3em, Co6aK cjibijia KYJILTYPHOq zEeBYLUKOt B ee
6jijio
CJIOBape
OKOJIOCTa Bocj>mzReCATM CJ1OB.IIPM

9TOm eýl 61ijio R3BeCTHO OZIHO TaKoe CROBO, KOTOpoe
BjijioHKe
aame He MOrJIO rIPXCHT4TLCA. BTo 6bijio
6oraToe
cýmma Co6aK,
CJIOBo: romoceKcyajiMM.
HeCOMHeHHO, 61ina KYJIBTYPHOýl zteBYLUKOI-1.

(DS 162)
Ellochka's

speech coincides with her actions:

rIOTpe6HTejil)Hb0l
rIOZIXOA K XH3HH ; ieXHT B OCHOBe
rIOBezieHI431 Z)JIJIOtIKH IIIYKHHOH-, TOtIHO TaK xe KaK
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OTHouieHze
BaPBaPCKT4 YTMJI14TapHoe
ee ; ieKC14KOH.
oripezienAeT

- says

VUliS.

K A31AKY

347

Ostap's parody of Ellochka's language demonstrates the poverty of her
language and highlights the meagreness of her mental abilities.
)JBepi6 OTKpbijiacb. OCTari riouieR B MmiiaTy,
616ITI> o6CTaB; ieHa TOJILKO cymeCTBOM
morna
ia.
CTeHax
Bmcenz
ZEAT;
Ha
Boo6paxeHzem
KHHOOTKPLITOHKZ,

KYKOJIK14

14 Tam60BCKze

KOTOpaA
C

ro6ejieHIJ.
(DS 162)

The authors constantly emphasize her stupidity and vanity:
2)JIJIOxiKe
- niozioezKe He 110POCTYcpaBHemi T4
HarpaxaaIOT
ee 14POHRxieCKM
XIXTeTll, KOTOP16IMm
aBTOPLI.
fiction,
Xenia
in
Soviet
book
Galanov.
her
319
In
on women
- remarks
Gasiorowska calls Ellochka a "paragon of mean vulgarity (the untranslatable
11349
Russian 'poshlost')
...
Yanovskaya also does not miss an opportunity

to criticize Ellochka:

Ha coxieTaHmm ruriep6onbi T4T4POHT4T4
Ha nyimom
meuýaHCK09 pexim
riapo21T4POBaHT1M
<<T433I1UH09>>
rIOCTpoeH rPOTeCKHE01
TOHK, ue

9JIJ1Ot1KH.

o6pa3 mozxoeZ1KM
XYPHajim imoraa mo631T nopa3; ITL

IUKYpa
9TO?
HMTaTeMl
CH14MKOM:
3araZjO1iHMM
<JITO
CJIOHa? HeT, 9TO o61iMHaA xieJIOBemeCKaq naROHL,
6JIT43KOrO
paCT031HT431>>. BOT TaK, C
CHATa3i C Heo6LIHHO

6JIX3KOrO
o6LV-iHme
oxieffl>
paCCTOAH14A, OT%iero
MOPIIýMHKR jiaZ[OHM Ka)KYTC31 orpommimm
MiagKamm

UOHOBLeti UIKYPLI,cziejiaH riopTpeT, 3JIJIOHK142ý50
Ellochka the Cannibal can be traced to similar characters in earlier works by III
(a
Petrov.
has
She
direct
in
Petrov's
and
ancestors
<<71aPOBXTaA zeBYLUM>
two-hander short, story in which the heroine, Kusichka Grant, reveals her
limited vocabulary in a manner akin to Ellochka's) and in IlTs feuilleton
description
(1929),
Ellochka's
ziamm>>
a
of
prototype:
contains
which
<<Monoame

...A. BYAKC, COBeTCKffr4 Ca THP;YuecKHrY
pomam, op. cit., 201.
348B.
ranaHOB, Pfzup ;f HeTpoB, op. cit., 137.
30X.Gasiorowska, Womenin Sovietflction 1917 1964, (University of Wisconsin Press,1968),183.
In the samechapter 'The DecadentFemale',Gasiorowska also considers Ellochka to be 'easily the
most foolish female in the Russianfiction...' .
3"JI. M. AH013CKa3l,NotreMy BLIa; yme're CMeLUHO?,
op. cit., 36-37.
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rnaBHme

cBoz

CHMI,

BCIO CBOIO J114CLIO JIOBKOCTL

X Bce

BIJuapariaHHmey myxa zieHlbrRrYPH31YIIOTpe6jiqeT Ha
riOKYnKy

ripeameTOB

wiera=oro

06MyHAT4POBaHT4A.

35'

Ellochka'sseventeen-wordlist was recordedby Il'f in his <(3ariRCHme
I<H'K>KK14>> in 1926.352
Her languageis a parody of the chic talk of fashionable
young women during the NEP period. Even today Ellochkais a symbol of
youthful female frivolity:
(i.
14X
Beceno Ti
e. phrasesy)KaCHO
... BriepBbieq yuniman
RG)
Ha ynmue OT KaKRX-TO
CTpauiHOKpaCT4BO
6jiH3KHX
BT13rJITIBIJX X pacUpycpmpeHHbIX zeByLueK,
POZICTBeHHHU TOýI TIi-ozjoezKm, HTO yBeKOBeHeHa
3M
<<IIBeHaguaT'R CTYJI]631X>>.

B

The Fesenkos,in their book on the post-revolutionarylanguage,also
congratulateIII and Petrov for their authentic rendition of contemporaryyouth
slang:
Ecnx y cpeziHe-KYJIbTYPHOrO
iejioDeKa, He rOBOP31 yxe
6uJIX
HeHYXHLIM
0 JIXTepaTOpe, aprOTMmbi
npmBeCKOM pe"M, TO y o6mi3aTe; iq-meiuaHT4Ha oHx
rIPOCTO,, iaCTO OTBetiaJIM HR3KOMY KYJIBTYPHOMY
YPOBHIO 1iozxo6Horo jimua T4ABJIAJIHCI> OCHOBHLIM
maTepi4anom, KOTOPLIM BTO jimuo oriePMPOBano.
Bripoxiem, BTo 6iin yxe He HUCTLI9 AnaT>> BOPOBCK14X
rIP14TOHOB, a C03,aaHHI>Iq no o6pa3y VI noao6mo ero
XHBYLTLMX Ha
Ha6op CJIOBexieK 'R qopn, riapnXTaPHO
Tene B o6uýem eme 3;IOPOI3OrO x morytiero
A31JKa.
BjieCT311UYIO caTI4PY, Bnpotiem, zaHHYIO B oieHL
6onmuorl 6JI143OCTT4K pea; ILH09 zier4CTBMTejiLHOCTM,
Haxozmm B 3HameHHTLIX <41i3eHaziuaTT4 CTYJIL31X>>
Mmqpa m HeTpoin. `14

Ellochka's speechhas been described as 'argotisms' by some critics, but
though it does belong to youth slang, her language cannot be termed 'criminal
slang'. Chukovsky refers to her speechas <(nioaoeZKK14ý1
313LIK>>,
presumably
implying that it is as primitive as that of primitive tribes (the authors called her
jiiozioeZIKa, probably a reference to her 'man-eating 'tendencies). Ellochka was
immortalized in Vladimir Lifshits' poem, a terse and funny comment on the
'crippling' of the Russian tongue by youth slang:

M;mqo,<(Monozime
CW,5,93.
z[amm>>,
J7eTp0B.
TBOPUeCTBa,
'0TfePK
By;ixc, K. Plabcp
E.
u
71YKOBCKXr4,
XWBOrf
KaK X; f3Hb,
35'K.
op.cit.,790.

-'51H.
'52A.

354A.K T. cDeceHKo,op. cit., 90.

Op. Cit., 109.
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PYCCKHri 3131AK
MOI"YM R BejiZK!
ý13 yBa)KeHT431 K npeZlKam
He rmBOJIAýiTe
313LIK
KajieHXTb
9JIJIOHKam - moaoeZKaM.

355

Following this examination of the language of the secondary characterswe
hero
language
Ostap Bender.
the
to
the
novels'
of
move on

355VIadin-drLifshits, cited in K. Chukovsky op.
660, no source stated.
cit.,
,
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1.21. OSTAP BENIjER'S LANGUAGE.
It is hard to believe that Ostap Bender,the hero of the two novels (and for
many people the best-lovedcharacterin Soviet literature), was originally
conceivedas a secondarycharacter. However, in a short time, as the authors
themselvesadmitted, the characterbegan to dominate their novels.
According to Galanov,the characterof Ostapmight have beenbasedon
that of Mitya Bender,a young man who used to attend poetry-readingevenings
during the early 1920'sin Odessa.He did not write himself, but was friendly
his
knew
how
'advance
to
own
and
and
writers,
very
well
with other
poets
) 356
(<<YCTpaxBaTbCA
)ý .
cause'
Ostap is often comparedto Chichikov from 'Dead Souls"" - another
hero,
but
likeable
is
He
an opportunist who never
a picaresque
cunning
rogue.
loseshis head. A typical product of the NEP period, Ostapmanipulateshis
(DS)
funds
for
in
his
the
treasure
to
travels
or a million
quest of
victims raise
(ZT).
he
his
With
inventiveness
can out-classany
and
audacity,
rubles
wit,
is
Ostap
he
Some
that
a modern
person encounters.
critics even suggested"'
is
Devil
When
Satan
that
the
Mephistopheles.
we remember
reincarnationof
or
Sologub,
(cf.
Gogol,
Dostoyevsky,
in
literature
Russian
very much alive
Bulgakov),this comparisonis not totally unwarranted, though it seemsfarfetchedto the presentwriter. Ostap'sinterpretation of Soviet reality is more akin
to that of Woland's in Bulgakov's'The Master and Margarita'."
Ostapnot only cheatsfools like Ellochka,but also outwits such minor

Kislyarsky
Al'khen,
Korobeynikov,
the
and even
K0m614HaT0P]6I>>
cowardly
as
<<
Koreyko. With the representatives of NEP classesin DS, he pretends to be a
he
in
ZT
journalists
Soviet
passes
the
conspirator against
regime; with a group of
for one of them. With bureaucrats and officials he poses as a staunch supporter
of official ideology. He manages to do all these things and more without once
breaking the law! 1l'f and Petrov achieve this clever characterization with a wide
"
linguistic
turns
of phrase.
range of
registers, and some subtle
"TanaHOB, 14mcp-u 17eTpoB...op. cit., 17.

357
See T. S. Lindstrom, A conciseHistory of Russian Literature. From 1900 to the Present,
(Princetown University Press, New Jersey, 1978), 2,122 or G. Struve, Russian Literature under Lenin
and Stalin 1917-1953 (Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1972066. Also see KypZ110MOB,Op. Cit.,
125.

'See for example,KaraHcKaA z Bap-Cenjia, op. cit., 164.
3"SeeA. K. )Ko;iKoBcicxrI % 10. K. MernoB, M; fp aBTOP3 H CTPYKTYpa -reKCTa. CTa
OPMUTax,
1986),97.
zu Tepa Type
3'Zholkovsky and Shcheglovnoted this in the following way:
BeHziep BjiazieeT9TI4M Ijapom vzzeHTT4epxKaizi4z
B BIACOKOTI
CTerieHx:
110KOHLia,oH
eme He jjoc;iyLuaBriaPTHepa
no2IXBaTMBaeTeroM161C;
Ib 14 CTWIL K
xx emy - %aCTO
B03BI)amaeT

B riapozixttHogo6pa6OTKe...

TM

0
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Whether he disguises himself as a fire inspector or professional chess
businessman
journalist,
busy
Soviet
Ostap adjusts his language
or
player,
his
Although
the
of
powerful
aware
effect
words may produce.
accordingly, well
he is a rogue, his victims are such unappealing characters that the reader
invariably sympathizes with Ostap and admires, as Galanov expressed it:
<<6eH2iePOBCKoeo6aAHme m ero CBoeo6pa3Hoe pa36oV4HT4Hie
6; iaropo; aCTBOýý361Il'f and Petrov have (more than once) come under attack for
.
Soviet
for
failing
to choose strong,
of
society,
and
painting a negative picture
ideologically-sound characters (with the possible exception of Persidsky in DS
been
in
have
ZT).
The
Turksib
the
accused of
railroad
workers
authors
also
and
falling
Nikulin,
Ostap.
However,
to
under
critics,
some
e.g.
admitted
admiring
the spell of Ostap's charms:
CKOJILKo

6M HT4 CTapaJIT4CL

CKOM17POMeTffPOBaT.
IIJIYTOBCKOrO

POMaHa

b

aBTOPIJ

OCTaria BeHziepa - repovi
H9TaTe;
K
pacnoiiaraeT
ce6e

JA. 312

Regardlessof what the authors thought about their main character, they
As
linguistic
him
to
their
agility.
and
own
eloquence
certainly endowed
with
Ostap's senseof humour, it probably can be mostly attributed to III who,
he
'kill
his
that
to
with a
could
according
contemporaries, was so quick and sharp
Ostap
humorist
has
been
No
it
that
envy
would
any
word'.
wonder
suggested
his witty dialogue.163
Ostap is obviously a mouthpiece for the authors' own views and their
face
humour.
hero,
the
Through
they
of
their
can mock not only
sense of
Soviet
Soviet
but
Soviet
and
ceremonies
contemporary
meIUaHCTBo,
also
bureaucratic
how
behave
in
in
knows
Ostap
to
officialdom
exactly
general.
circles:
KaK B149HO, noceTHTejib
(i. e. Ostap - RG) TOHKO 3Ha; i
C14CTemy o6paiueHI431 c ceKpeTaP3IMT4
npaBT4TeJII>CTBeHHbIX, X0330ICTBeHHIJX X
OH He CTa; i yBePATL,
o61ueCTBeHHbix opraHlUauxti.
(ZT 302)
HTo ripi46iin no CpotIHOMY Ka3eHHOMY Aeny.

Ostap also knows precisely what to say to the theatre administrator in
order to secure the tickets for a play, and he takes advantage of the system of
6;
acquiring goods no iaTy. As Ostap leaves, the administrator,, who does not
recognize him, but is afraid Ostap may be a senior official, ponders to himself:

Ibid.
361ranaHOB,Op. Cit., 150.
36211.

KoHiza COBeTCKoromT4jNlKOHepa,
HzKyjizH, ((Beceiia3i KCTOPW31 nenainHoro
>>
X7,aoxeCTBeHMA. WTepaT7pa, No.4,1933,6.
36311.
HzKojiaeB, <<CaTHPxnecKxepomani Minqoa % rIeTPOBa>>,
RuTepaT7PHM MeTa,
September,1956,2.

25

Al

X0931T

BCAKme,
aaMMHHCTpaTOP,
- CKa3an
KTO XX 3HaeT,
KTO OHM

riomzmaA

MoxeT
rijietiamR,
TaKme.
6T>ITT>,
(DS'214)
m3HaPKOMnpoca.
Someof Ostap'sremarksare strongly worded, and it is Sr
V rising that the
official censorsallowed them to remain in the novels. For example,

(ZT
5
453),
food
HaKOPMHTL
xne6amx
the
a
comment
surely
aimed
<<
>>
at
shortages. And again, Ostap's farewell speech at the end of ZT (page 603),which
could be construed as anti-Soviet propaganda. Though Ostap's comments can
often be interpreted as anti-Soviet, Zholkovsky and Shcheglov rightly point out
that Ostap should not be seen as an enemy of the Soviet regime.'"

Through Ostap,the authors attack bureaucratism,inefficiency and chaos
in Sovieteconomyand industry, as well as the predominanceof official clich6
and slogans.Many critics, awareof Ostap'spopularity and afraid of the fact that
the novels'satire was aimed at aspectsof contemporarysocietyrather than those
of the pre-revolutionaryepoch,argued that Ostap was also a product of the old
order and not a representativeof the new regime. However, Ostap'slanguage,as
well as his behaviour (not to mention his age),clearly indicate that he is a
'modern' man and definitely a product of the new Soviet environment. His use
of pre-revolutionaryvocabulary and conspiratorialjargon is not his natural way
of speaking,and it is thereforeno proof that he is a monarchist. Rather,it is a
cover for extracting money from his victims, who like fellow-conspirators,are
productsof the old order.
The richnessof Ostap'sexperienceis reflectedin his varied speech. This
coversa wide range of the linguistic spectrum,from political clichesto criminal
slang. Galanovsaysthat:
moxeT
rIOKa3aTI>CA,
Ha riePBLOI Bmi3ig
HTOpexn
0CTariaCKjia9]6IBaeTCA
CJIRILIKOMyz
rieCTpo. Ho camaA
:DTa 1ieCTPOTaCTaHOBMTCA

BaXHIJMcpezICTBOM

6zorpacpim
xapaKTepmCTXKM,
OTpazaeTneCTPOTy
CI>IHaTypeUKOrO
TOJILKO He
rzieOH
n=iaHHOro.
Tepc3i!

C KeM

HeBOAUJICA[365

364

COBeTCKX96iopoKpaTX3M,

J103YHru,

maeonormnecKme

KamriaH%x

OllHaX3
M14POBOrl
CPOPM MHorojixmil
BeHzepa; 11411116
rJIYITOCTH HapaBHeC
meITaH%31M%,
MOHapxxiecKzmx
pa3zopamm

zxji.q

B KOMMYHa; ILHLIX KBapTzpaxKJIZ

lib%M%-TO

6LI BHaeTL
Henerio6161jio
%yaaxieCTBamx.
[... ] 9TOnePCOHax
KPXT%Ka B; iaCTK,

%6o

caT%paero
CTOPOHx

16'ranaHOB,
op. cit.,287.

BBeHaepeCKPIAToro

IHM9,X
rjiy6OKo6ecriapTT4;

OH He CB313LIBaeT ce631 HK C OZXHOVIX3
ariojiKTX%Ha.

OZERHaKOBme
zmeeT

BcexItBeTOB
)KoJIKOBCKZA
x IllernOB,

%HII%B%jwaJI16HLIMX

%

paHrOB.

Op. Cit., 101.

crioco6mo6pameHKAc rJlYrIOCTLIO
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Ostal2's favourite

expressions.

In the novels, Ostap has his own set of favourite expressions, which he
quotes so frequently and in so many different contexts that they are almost
leitmotifs. Most of Ostap's key phrases, as we shall see in the next section, have
become popular vogue words. A typical example is the famous phrase Knioxi OT
KBaPTHPLI, rzxe zzeHbrx nexaT from DS (DS 28)'66and its equivalent
6juo; ýeHKO c rojiy601 KaeMOHKOýlfrom ZT (page 318).
Other Ostap catclCphrases are associated with his commanding tone of
voice. One such is 3aceaaHme ripo4onmaeTCA, which Tishkina defines as
6yPHOýl
'6'
BeHzjepa>>.
OCTana
XYJIBHmxieCK0ý1
zeATeJILHOCTH
<(BorinolueHme
Every repetition of this phrase reflects Ostap's confidence that things will
continue to work out in his favour:
TWEHO, - cKa3ajiOCTa

-CTYJI

He 14rOJIKa.

ri, -3aceziame nI2oziojixmeTc3i.

Hatia eTC31. JJaqTe opaeHa ciozEa.

(DS 127)
Hy,
OCTari
CKa3an
oxmymemyc3i
3aceziaHme riponoinKaeTc3i.
rIOZ(rIOJILHOrO PoKcpennepa.

BanaraHoBy, -

HozEaBaý4Te cioaa

Bamero
(ZT 385)

Camoe

ReHbrH y riOZ13amMTHOM
rnaBHoe
YCTaHOBjieHO.
eCTL. [ I 14TaK, B BMAY HecrOBOpeHHOCTT4 CTOPOH,
...
(ZT 428)
3acenaHme
npozionmaeTc3i.

At the end of ZT, Ostap utters this, phrase and although not said with as
much enthusiasm as before (he has just been robbed, beaten and prevented from
crossing the border) he can still assess the situation impartially, and keep his
sense of proportion:
riDoziomK
cKa3an
3aceiiaHme
nKaeTcAI,
rij2ozio;
6e3
AAD

BeJIHKT4q

Kom6xHaTOP, -- Ha 9TOT pa3
ytiaCTMA aeTIyTaTa
(ZT
BeHziepa595)
0.
cymaciuezuumx arpapmeB

Cf. the alternative rendering of this phrase:
MB qjXHajie Bcero, - CTo, rI31TLzxeCAT TIJCAH py6jieg
ECTL CMLICJI ITj201I0JTXaTI>
HOM HOJIL Mriem
(DS 269)
3acezaaHme.

Another characteristic phrase of Ostap is neR TPOHYJICA,which
characterizes Ostap's hope for a successful outcome of events. Often this
expression is accompanied by the legal term rIPMCA)KHme 3acezxaTejim, which in
3661rf

and Petrov allegedly heard it from one of their acquaintances-a billiard player, whom they
depictedas lznurenkov. A. Byjlzc, COBe TCKkf rf Ca TJfp; fe cK;f
T-1
poma H, op. cit., 191.

'6'M. M. TuLUMma,
<(cDpa3eo;ior%A B pomaHax Am% Mmepra R EBreH%A rIeTPOBa>>,Studia
Slavica Academiae Scientia Hungaricae 1981,27,248.
,
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the post-revolutionary period was replaced by
two phrases occur at the beginning of DS:
JIeZE TPOHYJIc3i,
ileZý TPOHYJICR. 369

rocnozxa

HapoZEHIJýi

rIp'RC31XHi>ie

3ace;IaTejj

1>.368 The

3aceztaTejix1
(DS 34)

in
times
the two novels. On one occasion,Ostap uses
then
several
re-appear
and
he
interesting
this
phrase
of
when
an
variation
asks Vorob'yaninov to agree
his
with
conditions:
Hy
-

HTO, T120HVJIC31
Bopo6bAH14HOB
3arII>IXTe;

neg?- zo6MBanOCTan.
i
IIOKOPHO
x
CKnan:

(DS
37)
36
TpoHyncg.
A shift occurs from one metaphorical meaning of this phrase to another,
and there is a hint of the literal meaning when the authors begin to use the
phrase in the narrative:
Jlezx,KoTopixrl
rpemeBI1114'ri,

B
ZEB0pHT4UK0'r4,
euxe
0
TpeCKaBiuxr4cA, yaap3IBLUT4tiCR
T12oHYjicg

nezi,
rpaHMT

JIBzIa
CTwiji.
R
yxe
z3menvian
gaBHO
6buio. Bbina ILIRPOKO
He
pa3ju4Buia3iCR BOga,
y)Ke
MrIrIOJI14Ta
Ha
KOTOpa3l
He6peXHO Hec; ia
ce6e
MaTBeeBx,
ia, LTIBLIpRR ero M3 CTOPOHLI B CTOPOH16I...
6epery
6mJI0
He np; 16lMano,
K
BH;!
Ho.
rIYTT4
He
KOHua
6LIBulm-4
npeUB0Z1T4Tenr,
a MILITL rIPOTHB TeieMi3i
Ha6epe)KHOýI,

ZIBOPRHCTBa
HH CHJI, H14 xenaHH31.
ErO HeCJIO B OTKPLIToe
rIPRKJII0xieH
mope

Hei4meJI

141-4

(DS 185)
And finally at the end of ZT, when Ostap realizes that the frozen river
beneath his feet is melting and he begins to jump from one piece of ice to
another, this phrase is brought to its literal meaning, at the same time acquiring
a new metaphorical meaning (namely - that the action is over and cannot go on):
ne; 13IHoe nnaT0, Ha KOTOPOM OH HaxozEmjic-q
rioinaTHYJI0Cb
CTajio ne3TL B B011y.
m yrnom
Elea
BejiHKHr4
3aKpxxiaJI
TpoHYnc3iI
-B yxace
Jlezi
rIpHC31XHbie
K0m6XHaT0p.
T12oHyjic_q. rocrioga
3acegaTeiim!

OH 3aripbiran

no pa3ZIBHrai-omHmc3i

MAKHam...
(ZT 605)

Thus the hero's catch-phrasesare manipulated for fresh comic effect -a
sure sign of III and Petrov's inimitable talent.
'"OmerOB, K Bozipocy o6 nmeHemnf...

op. cit., 78.

'"According to Vulis, this
expressionwas taken frorn'The Brothers Karamazov, Byjimc, op. cit.,
208.
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The same can be said about Ostap's announcement KOmaHZIOBaTL
6y4y
A, which is an adaptation of the military command meaning 'to
riapa; iom
171
.
be in chargeof a parade' - ((KomaHIIOBaTL riapaaom ripuKa3aHO mHe>>
Ostap often uses it to accompany his orders to his companions:
Bnzme K 4ejiy. BbicnaTL J114HegHLIX B moe
TLIaCTAM npi461ATL
B ropozi
pacriop3imeHme.
IIePHOMOPCK
B HaRKpazjiaVi=ti
CPOK. cDopma ozezzuz
KomamioBaTb
Hy,
Tpy6HTe mapail
KapaynbHa.q.
6vziv
(ZT 320)
nal2anom
gi.
Later in ZT, a, paraphrased version appears in the narrative
telegraphic message (now in the third person tense):

text as part of a

Rocne

TenerpamMM,
B KOTOPOt4 HeMBeCTHM9
rpaxczxaHT4H YTBepmaan,
tITO KOMaHZIOBaTB rIal2alIOM
6vzieT i4meHHo oH. a He KTO-nvi6o;
HaCTYMMO
ýpyroti,
AneKcaMipa
T4BaHOBMxia He TpeBO>KT4; IT4
ycnoKoeHiie.
(ZT 387)
TP14 ZIH31.
Eventually

this phrase

is split

few places, either in the narrative

and reappears

(in part or in full)

in quite a

or in Ostap's speech:

OCTari,
paCKPLIBa3i
riarIKY,
3ameTMJI
cyeT%Teci6,
-He
6YZIV
6mmi
B
BpeM31
KOMaHZIOBaTb rIaj2aZIOM
A.
CBoe
Bm
rIO
143BeLueHmo69TOM

HacTyrum.,

Tenerpacpy. TaK BOT,TiaRazi

x A, KaK Bbi moxeTe

KOMaHZIVF0.

3ameTMTb,

_UU

(ZT 491)

OCTari,
HRIlLI49
CrIPOC14JI
HYBCTBYA,
rIOJIYHZET40T?
-A
(ZT 494)
HTO napalI
yziajic3i. - Xopoufl
Teriepi6 A Komamiyio
OTJIHHHO.

napanom!

'-IYBCTBYIO ce6A

rIaDaZI.
HeTBepAo.
Hazio
rIPOR3HeC
OH
CJIOBa
CKa3aTb, He nazimicq.
M BeJI14KRZ KOM614HaTOP nran,
yTBep>Kzia3i,
'ITO MyBCTBOBaji ce63i OT; IT4HHO.
rIocnegHme

(ZT 573)
Ostap's formal speeches:
In which, as Zernskaya defines it, <(3a BHeLuHe MaqRTenbHOýi

CKPIABaeTC31 OTCYTCBi4e

pieceof pompous vacuity:

coaepxaHHA>>ý71

Ostap'sspeechin Vasyuki is a typical

I`Ipe;ýmeT moeti neKUTIM- lIJIOZ(OTBOPHaA
ae610THwi
mziez T-ITOTaKoe, TOBapxu-u4,,ae61OTH HTO TaKoe,
370TZLTIK%Ha,

249.
371
3eMCKaJq,
op. cit., 235.
Op. Cit.,

CPOPMOýi
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TOBapumm, mzie3i? Ile6lOT, TOBapmum, - 9To quasi una
fantasia. A HTO TaKoe, TOBapl4MI4,3HaxiT4T xaeq?
M; je3i, TOBapi4mm, 9TO mejioDexieCKa3i mmcjib,
o6jieHeHHaA B jiorTiHeCKYIO LuaxmaTHYIO q3OPMY...

(DS 245)
Very occasionally, Ostap is unable to find the right things to say, but in
spite of this, he is never at a loss for words:
1430 Bcex rIBI111HLIXo6oPOTOB uapCKoro pemmma
BepTejim

B rojioDe

TOJILKO

KaKoe-TO

<<MT4JIOCT14BO

6mJIO
Ho
rIOBeneTL C0113BOJIHJI>>. 3To
He K mecTy.
1109TOMY

OH Ha'Liaji,

CTpormg
-

zejioDUTO:

rOCY; IaPCTBeHHa3l

ceKpeTI

TaýiHal

(DS 100)
Ostap's use of legal terminology:
Ostap frequently uses legal terms in his speech. After he hears the story of
the hidden treasure from Vorob'yaninov, Ostap tries to draw up a contract with
him:
6epycb
CrIOKOýIHO,
3a
CrIOKOr4HO.
zle; io
31.3aceziaHme
KCTaTT4, HaM C BaMM HY)KHO
ripoimnwaeTm
(DS 35)
3aKmommTT, He6o; ibinoýi noroBoinvK.
Tor4a
H

OCTarI HanaR BLipa6aTLIBaT]6 YCJIOBT431:
e Deajim3aliMM

K; IaRa

YxiacTHvK
HerioCRezicTBeHHmýi
iuecTT,

KoHiieccT4T4
m
LIL'J-la. HO

KOBO

ý 4-ý

nec3rr

He niiaTl4TL.

L ovill
CKa3an

3ac V.2j a

riDoiieHToB.
3TO MHe

M. Kah

aCOUCTpax
paBHO.

Bce

CHc T O)KT4TI, 0 FID

131411

N
-U,

meHA

moxeTe3a
(DS35)
Jýc

e
OCTa
n. (regardingthe drunk Tikhon- RG).
(DS37ý

CMOTpeTbI

HePBHLIX

oziojix-a-e-T--c

IIPOCAT

He

(DS 42)

In the Old Peoples' Home in Stargorod, the administrator Al'khen tries to
- -- Ostap, whom he believes to be a fire inspector:
bribe
B KOPxzope K yxo; iAmemy BeHztepy nozzouleii
3aCTeH'IxBi60IAjaxeH m z(a;i emyxiePBOMU.

3To
cTo xieTbij2HauaaTa5i
cTaTT, 3i, YrogoBH-o-ro
OCTari,
KogeKca.
CKa3aji
- naxia in. =v
OJUKHOCTHO
HIJ z TicnonHemim
cjiyxýe6Hbi
o6. q3aHHocTeR-.
Ho zeHlrl4
B3AJI 14, He rIollpoiuai3iuxcj>
c AjieKcaHZIPOM
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qKOB; ieBxtieM,
.

HaiipamuiCA

K BLIXOZIY.

(DS 51)

When Ostap reads to Koreyko the latter's finished biography, he uses
is
This
language.
very appropriate, since Ostap is acting as
courtroom
prosecuting attorney:
M Bcem

9THM

BePTeji

CI)YHT,

He rocrioztT4H

Y3HT4K

HaCTHom KanXTajia, a morl ztpyr nwj3auýTITHL04....
(ZT 492-493)
The fact that Ostap considers himself a member of the legal profession is
clearly reflected in this statement which he addressesto Koreyko:
R npmLue;I

K Bam,

i-ozipTuiTixieCKOMY

ioj2vnT4tiecKoe

KaK

jii4no

K

(ZT 490)

JIT4UVI.

Ostap's remarks concerning Panikovsky's criminal actions also contain some
legal words:
cTaziT43i i<DwKT4 ryc. & BToDag
OCTari. - TpeTB31cTaziT4R HatiHeTc3i
BimoBHoro

OHa

XO; IOZXHO 3ameTT4JI

nome

rIOT4MKT4

HYBCTBeHHLIMT4

COnPOBO>KaaeTCA

no6oAmii.

(ZT 329)

Ostap's use of sports terminology.
rIaHHKOBCKorO

Y)KeBbIPBajiacb
Motieýi
reHepaJILHOI
ripellBeCTHmua
Kom6HHaTOP,
KaK

CYZIL31 Ha

6peK < Eng. 'break'.
-

AvT.

CKa3aB

apaKT4,

KPYIIHasi
KoraaBe;

<(6peK>>, pa3Beii

Il4KT4q

rIPOTMBHT4KOB,

(ZT402)

pTiHre.

- CKa3a; iOCTari,

c;ie3a,

- KiiaccHrPLI

HeBLICOK149.

(DS 117)

ayT< Eng.'out', referring to a ball that is out of play, or to the referee's
announcement of a knock-out in a boxing match.

OstaI2's
useof 12oliticalterminology.
his
Ostapparodiesthe politicalphraseology
day with conscious
irony.
of
mHorOYBaxaembiti
CJIVX<T4TejTT, KviTT>Ta (to Father
-..
Fyodor).
(DS79)
zing
Boxiem
(DS
79)
HaDona?
oruwm
OCTan 6biCTPO
BLIPBan
PYK
143
(i.
RG)
ero e.cucumberrIaHHKOBCKoro,

rOBOPA:

He
ziejiar4TeT43ezmiKvjTT>Ta,.
-

RocneZOTOrO OHcien orypea cam.

(ZT348)
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BOT
HaBajiHJICA KJTaCC- reremoH,
nexiajibHo.

OCTari
CKa3aji
(ZT 597)

rereMOH -< Grk. 'hegjm6n' -'leader'.
CMOTpeTl> 3ziecb COBepmeHHO Hetiero.
3rioxa KepeHcKoro.
mvu,
vxaCHaA
,

mojiozEe)KbI.. jIojiHa3i

yriazio,, iHT4TieCTBO -a popular

Yrianoximal-I
(DS 125)

yrianoxmom,.

word for ideologically

(DS 155)

unsound political

behaviour.
social

riexiaJILHO Ha6moziaTb B cpeae iiioqoepOB TaKme
(ZT 327)
yriallOtlHi4xieCKme HacTpoeHTUI.
Yrap

(ZT 304)

HqTia.

CeroZZH3T1UHT4r4
aeHL - 9TO z1ocaZEHoe HeaopnymeHme,
(ZT 571)
neRerm6m Ha mecTax
(ZT 401)

rIyCTT4, Te6e rOBOPSIT, jimmeHeal

BBIJI TaKme momeHT Korza OH, BBICOKOnOZH31B
apmepeqCKMý1 KpeCT C HagnucLio
<<Bo T4M31OTua m
CLIHa H CB3IToro zyxa>) HCTepm,,ieCKM BLIKPT4KMBaji:
2)KcrmyaTaTozm
KCIlRVaTaTODbl
TUYLIOBOYO
HdUOZI
Haporral
aYK141
T12YnoBoro
rlj2TicneiuTjmi<T4

KanmTana!

(ZT 604)
BBMZEYHuTynneHM31 TeMHOTIA, 06131BRETOBe'tieI2
(ZT 347)

OTKDLTTT>IM.

HYXMO rI03a6OTHTLCA 0 KVJIbTY12HO - armTaimomog
(ZT 349)
cTopoHe, Hamero rioxozza...
Cf. KYnbTYPHO-nPOCBeTT4Tex6H0l
IlRewzie
Bcero
o6meCTBeHHa3i

Hutiero

in DS (page 131).

cvcTema,

Kouetin

6OPMOTa; i OH,
- KaWziag
elia
zioji)KHa V-b

couT4ajiT,, Ho IleHHOrO

(DS 258)
BBT C060ýi He

(ZT 402)

nReZICTammeTe.

Bauie
zEejio rijioxo, -

(to
6mTmeoripeneimeT

COtIYBCTBeHHOci<a3ajiOCTari

Khvorob'yev- RG) - KaK rOBOPHTCA,
IB
coBeTCKOýl
BLI
XHBeTe
Pa3
-co3HaHT4e.
61ITL
CHM y
COBeTCKme.
jjOJI)KHLi
Bac

CTpaHe,

TO 14

(ZT 369)

and
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ErO Hazio mopaJILHO pa30pYXMTL
m rioztaBT4TI> B Hem
co6CTBeHHi4, qeCKi4e HHCT14HKTI>I
peaKU140HHLie

(ZT 388)
Hy,
KaK TpaHcriapaHTHK?
lloxofmT?
i. e. ZIOXO;IT4TL 90 macc -'to

Byzem

- HaxaJILHO

CrIPOCHJI OCTan.
(DS 236)

reach the masses'.

(DS 80)

pa6OTaT]6 rIO-Maj2KCT4CTKT4.

Ostap's use of criminal

slang terminology.

For Grossman, Ostap is ((3Be3ga yroJIOBHOrO mxpa>> T4
Ostap
172
u
uejieyCTpemjieHHL0I
TIM
XYJI14Ka>>.
((T4HTenjieKTyaJIbHLIrI
frequently uses criminal slang terms ru4)KoHcTBo/rimNcoH273
3TO Tmrix"Moe

)KYjael
-

rhixonil.
CKOPOCTL.

ITT4)KOHCTBO - rpa6TITL

rTT4XOHI>I!.
- B BOCTOpre

BZIOBY.
(DS 81)

OCTajibHbie.

- riozizEePX14Bam4

- orpMajic3i

6eAHYIO

rpoccmeýkTep,

yBejiT4%TiBa3i
(DS 248)
(DS 248)

OCTaii.

Kpxtiaji

HaKOHeU,
((110ý411Y K HHZIYCY, - peiumn oH, - YMaio
BTO, iipaBza,
nem ztejio.
Ho zipyroro
rsmo=Bo.

B

(ZT 579)

Bbixo2ia HeT)).

Mina - which means 'forged document'.,174also features in Ostap's language:
Ky, aa BIJ Tenepi,

norMeTe

C: DT09

3eneHog

<(L=ýj?

_>?

(DS 40)
He
HaBpaji
ByxeeB?

JIX Bam m4noB

Kapa-KanriaK

Other examples of criminal slang are the expressions
up', and TperiaTLC31 -'to boast I
.

YXYM
(ZT 558)

6aKT4
beat
'to
Ha6HTb
-

Ho6LIOTI
Bopo6BAHRHOB.
CKa3an
ropbKO
6aKT4 Ha6xn.
KOHeHHO,
MorvT
pT4cK eCT16.
-

(DS 244)
3a6bem MHKe 6aKT4.
372B.

rpoccmaH, 3ameTKU 0

(DS 271)

Mx6cpaz rIeTPOBa,3Hamg, No.9,1937,190.
373nKXOHCTBO
iS<(xepTBa>>
ulyjiepa z moineHHTM,a synonymfor naccaxxp, cppagepor
nOHT., B. cý. TpaXTeH6epr,BMTHM M73LIKa. (0; KaPr0H>> Tlopbmbl),(C.
1908),
-rleTep6Ypr,
46.
HKO B,
374TpaXTeH6epr,
TO
34
op. cit., and
Op.cit.,24.
TBOpieCTBe
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rIepeCTaHbTe
KceH;
131
TperiaTbcýil,
- CKa3aji
Kom6T4HaTOP. -R caM TBOPRJI xiyaeca.

BejiT4KHtl

(ZT 453)
TITO

3a Tpenno

- BOCKJIRKHYJI

BTOT
HeroZEAil
-

ztocazii, i.

OCTarI,

He CKPLIBa3i

COPBaJI Ham crieKTaKjib.
(ZT 520)

Ostap
Panikovsky's
theft
says
of a goose.
of
Ostap's use of suffixes from criminal slang:
Ho KaK HatiTH

TaKoro

(ZT 319)

JIOB"114JTV?

-A rzEe aTeine 9Toro, zen3irm? - riomo6OnIJTCTBOBaji
(ZT 374)
OCTan. - XoxieTui 6POC'RTb B3rima.
.
Additional Ostap argot words include the following:

TaK
A YX Harimmy.
(DS
KpoýiTe.
74)
OCTari,
Hy
BbicoKomepHO
cKa3an
TLI,
xepTBa
a6opTa,
- He oTziaýi KoHnTm.He =ajimBaýi.
rou
iTe TpTumaTL py6ji0l,,
He BMIIHTe - ztamotlKa xgeT.
Ila
14ZIRTe BLI K xiepTyl
-

apaxcaýliuxti,
Hy?

zxa ITOXTIBee:
(DS 151)

CJIYLuagTe m He pTTTTýiTml

(DS 149)
bzzzL--

LuerITan OCTari camomy ce6e.

(DS 249)

TYT ero riorpaHUHH14KI4
M B331JIM, 1112MIURRI4 zieno.
riocaZIHJIT4 Ha iiieCTL meCM. LeB, a rIOTOM UCK; IIOH14; IH X3

(DS 33)

ripOCPC0103a.
rIPRUIRTL

;ýejio

-_, to

pin

onl.

(ZT 432)

IUMYK;iepCKHR TOBap
LUMYKjiep -'smuggler.

1375

BL16op Herinoxoq.
KaMHT4, A Bmxy,
BKYCOM. CKOJIBKO BC31 9Ta MV3MKa
MY316IKa - 'criminal

riogo6pami
CTORiia?

slang I.376

375
< Pol. szmugler, szmuglowac (via Yiddish through Polish argot),
Germ.schmuggeln.
376

aTHOr4>>, TfOpeMHMTI xaproH, A3mKripecTyriH%KOB.
6;
<< 1
TpaXTeH6epr,
op.cit.,39.

co
(DS 35)
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He HaiTeTxiT4K,.a mzietimitl
HaneT

6opeIl

3a zEeHeXHLie 3HaKT4.
(ZT 421)

'theft""
Piemui

A He C03zian, yHeH'RKOB

pn6napmn...
(ZT 597)

pa36a3apUTL-'to waste'
6apHHa
MTO,
-A TBoero
cripocivi BeHziep.
HT4KTO
He uinenan.
-

iujienHvjTz,?

- HeozwaaHHO

Cam yexaji.

(DS 31)

LujienHYTT>-'to execute by shooting'. 378
KaK
Tpu mec3iua
Dam HpaBHTLCA 9TOT ajibcDoHcT43m?
XTIBeT Ha moti cxieT. Tpz mec3iua 31 Kopmjiio
ero, noio
'R DOCrIHTLIBaio, M 9TOT aJIBQ20HC CTaHOBT4TLC31 TenepL
B
TpeTLIO r10314URIO H 3aABji3ieT,
"-ITO OH... Hyl, 'aOBOJII>HO,
TOBapinul

(DS 257)
(a; il>qOOHC143M

'pimp'
the
aJlbqoOHC
see
section on neologisms).
OstaI2'suse of bureaucratic terminology:
When he needs to get paints, Ostap prefers to buy them instead of wasting
a whole day trying to get them for nothing from the executive committee:
He 6exaTI)

xe B HCIIOJIKOM X rIPOCUTL Tam KpaCOK Ha
OHM-TOaallyT,
UH31
npoBezeHze
HO
)KaBOPOHKa>>.
<(,
(ZT 372)
Bezu MIA nOTepsiem uejibiti zEeHL.

With his disguises, or in his manipulations of people, Ostap often uses the
following bureaucratic expressions:
CrIOK09HO,
OCTari,
OTCTYria3i, 3TO K
CKa3aji
zleBRILLI,
Bam 113HHcneKU14'9 Tpy; aa ripMAYT. MeHq ceHaT He
(DS 50)
YrIOJTHOMOHRJT.
MeH31 KaK pa3 KOjijieKTMB YrIORHOMOMUR pupelllRTL
9TOT BaXCHLIq riPT4Hijmm4aJIbHMq BOIIPOC HacxieT
(ZT 579)
cmbicna XH3HH.

Ostap
Indian
says
trying
the
to
when
philosopher.
meet
377

KpaxaC <<Ha;
X He
ieTa>>cjiy%a9HaA, He <<o6ziymaHHa3i>>

Ibid., 41.
37SAISO
XJIOrIHYTb

(<riozrOTOBjieHHaA

3apaHee>>.

was used from the time of the Civil War (see cDeceHKO,Op. cit., 50). Note that
Tikhon understands the word iunerIHYTI> though he does
not understand i4m%rpaHT.
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(i.
director
the
31
ero
cnpocim
e.
of museum <<Ci<aXl4Te,
RG), - xiemo61RCHIM, 'ITO HaripaBjieHHaA Bam no
opzxepy me6em,

R3

CTapropoga

He

mmeemq

HanMxIHOCTTI?

B

(DS 129)

6eMOKOýiTecb,
He
-

- cKa3an OCTan, - moti npoeKT
rapaHT14pyeT BaLuemy ropogy HecjiTTxaHHT,, Ii4- 12aciiBeT

nj2oT43BonT4TeJTbHT>TX

(DS 242)

CT49.

TaKOti...
j2yKoBo7icTBo.
nenomTe
Hy,
06uiee
coi3enjno
Harmunioe o6yxieHve
KomrigeKcHomy meTonv... A?
(Ostap to Persidsky - RG)
(DS 2M

ITo7iaqTe
3agBjTeHme YnOJIHOmoieHHOMY nO KOnIJTam
(ZT 438)

Ostap
Funt.
to
A Tenepb HTO mm 6yaem zienaTb? - CnPOCH;
I
BanaraHOB.
rlpOIIIY
He 3a6l>IBaTb,HTO ing nDoyinaeTe Ha onHom
oTl2e3Ke BpemeHT4c OcTanom BeHziepom. - rpYCTHO
(ZT 503)
CKa3aji BenRK14tiKOm6MHaTOP.
He6ol
He60
OCTari.
Teriepb B 3al'IYCTeHUT4.
CKa3aji
(ZT 454)
He Ta: gnoxa. He ToT oTpe:3oK i3l2emeHm.
OCTan,
KoHexiHo,
cKa3an
- no cjivxiaM
-c ropexibio
0 013am jaKp
Miinexief4
c
d Hai3cerzi
tieTa
rIpmgeTC31

OTjjaT16 CBoe TeJIO Ha paCTep3aHi4e

xiaCTHUKam.

(ZT 310)

14TaK, 6oraTLIPM,

Ha KaKOT-4
exaTL?
rio KaKOýl gopore
R3 HMX DaJI3110TCAueHLrM,
Ham aiiq
Heo6xogzmiie
(ZT 517)
TeKYLUT4X PaCXOZIOB?

Ostap Bender as philosopher.
Ostap is an excellent thinker.

This is what he says about himself:

R He xmpypr. R HeBponaTOjior. R ricT=aTp.
M3yxiaio
tienoBetiecKme zjymi4. Ho MHe noxieMY-TO Bcerza
(ZT 349)
nonazEalOTC31oHeHi) rnYnLie zxymm.
OCTan.
MHe
Bam
i
cKa3a;
nomory,
npxxoZEj4jjocb
-R
jie, qT476 Zpy3eti
CoH - :DTo
no cýpOljjy.
14 Mai<omiix
DmHoe
naBHO
rivcTAKT4
HD
DUE
r11214
Mu
tj T4HV ML
- 9TO VCTj2aHT4TT-,
OCHOBHOR npX%IMHOX 3IB; i3ieTC31 camoe cymeCTBOBaHme
COBeTCKOR BjiaCTM.

(ZT 369)
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R-

q2TVIOCQcD.
CBo6ollHI>Iq XYZ(OMHT4K T4XOJTOIIHT)Tr4
(ZT 495)

Cf. one of IlTs pen-names - Xojio; iHbiýi cTpmjiococp(see page 15).
Ax,
-

BTA, 3HaiT4T,

1314zlymaim?

RHoraa RymaeTe?

Bbi

MI>ICJIHTejib.

KaK BaLua dpamminui, MI>ICJI14Tejib? CrimHo3a? )I<aH(ZT 307)
)KaK Pycco? Mal2K Ai3penmýi?
Ha6mn 6u A Te6e pivio, - meHTaTejibHO coo6num
(ZT 51)
OCTari, -TOJILKO 3aDaTVCIPA He r103BOji3ieT.
6era3i
KDi4iiiHal_rio
KOm6lMaTOP,
BejiRKRýi
Kpi4tiaJI
(ZT
581)
cBoeMy HOmepy.

Milton,

he
Cf. Ostap's wide-reading
the
of
names
quotes
--ých@bert,
Freud, Spinoza, Rousseau, etc.
Rubens, Raphael,
Ostap's use of Church Slavonic for comic 12url2oses.
rIepezi

Bamm, Mypa,

OTKPLIBalOTC31

BRaTa

-Beji%Kmx

(ZT 576)

B03MOXHOCTet

for
latter
before
Ostap
Balaganov
just
the
stealing.
to
caught
gets
says
Ostap's use of financial terminology.
OCTan
Pe31OMHPy1O
CKa3an
rionoxeHze,
zieHer, TPH CTyjia
XX3Hepa, UOCTHO. - rIaCC14B HVI rpoiua
ye3xa1OT
no peKe, HoxieBaTL Herzie M H14 OAHoro
Bonre
AKTTm_nYTeBOZ1XTeni,
no
3HaHKa iieTKOMMMU4.
[
I.
mia
meCToro
MziaHT431 TLIC. zea uaiau.
...
6anaHc riozEBeCTH oxieHL TPYZIHO.
Benieq3IM14THLIýi
(DS
237)
HoxieBaTL npmaeTCA
Ha nPT4CTaHH.
Kaem,

Hziem, KOMeBXH,
Ha HenoxieTm.

XCH3HL ripeKpaCHa,

HecmoTI2, q
(ZT 519)

MHJI; IHOHHoe zEejio rlpZXOaHTCq
HaiT4HaTL nPH
3HaKoB.
zieHexHi)ix
OIIýYTHTeJILHOti
HeXBaTKe

(ZT 319)
rIOH14maio!

HaKjTaziHiie

12acxoziml

Annal2aT

zieHbri4.

c"ben Bce
(ZT 502)

Ostal2'sview of himself as a leader.
Ostap often thinks of himself as a leader and commander. It is not
surprising

that the authors

dress him

in a three-cornered

he even has a Napoleon figure tatooed on his chest.

hat and trench

jacket -
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14AXTe B XHJIOTzte; i, a 3ziecb riopa6OTaio A. C6opHBlq
(DS
ITaDazi
42)
ange!
B
ABOPHXUKOýi.
rIVHKT-Hy.
mal2iii Briepezi.
-

T12v6a: 3oi3eT! - 3aKpviiaii

OCTan.
(DS 42)

Bbi
xe 1IOHmmaeTe, BaCI-OKMHcKi4e MHZtT4BI4,aYYMLI, HTO
6LI
Bac riooZIT4HOtiKe YTOn'RTI>, HO 31 nal2vio i3am
31 mor
(DS
250)
XT43HL.
13iicjiaTL
B moe
mmefMLIX
K ztejiy.
l4aCTAm ripvi6LITI> B rOPOJI
pacriopA)KeHme.
'4epHOMOPCK B HaTWpaTtiamaimm
CPOK. cýopma oziexzii>i
KomaHZtOBaTL
mapiul
Kapay; ibHa3i. Hy, Tpy6HTe
6yjjy
(ZT
320)
31!
napallom

Bjimxe

CO CJIOBamm ((Bce Ha3azx>> OCTan YBjieK
BajiaraHOBa.
MOJI%iaTI>. 30J1OTa31120Tal

- 3aI<P; 1'-iaJI

3a co6oio
(ZT 308)

OCTari.
(ZT 364)

rIaHHKOBCKOMY
BPOCL
11,
OH
3aI<PH%iaii
rITT4IJyl
-

o6pau. ýa3icL K wocpepy,, uo6aBmii:
manme
xozi.
riaHHKOBCKHe

HemeujieHHO

«FIOJIHI>le XOLII»[ ...

rIOBIIHOBWICA.

(ZT 330)

1

OCTan.
CaMLI9
3aB0nHE
r10JIHLIgt
Ham npeUCTO3IT BeJI;IK; ie 60H-

(ZT 362)

A B36YHTYIO KaI<;le-H%6yzb nJIeMeHa.

(ZT 566)

(ZT 320)

Z1a10BaM TPX Z1H31
Ha pa3rpa6neHlie ropozia.
CyBopoBI Fpa6LTe ropoa, K; ica! BeCeJIZITeCI>l

KaK

(DS281)

MaplII - MapLU B Z(aH'910. repMaHM31 npOrIYCTHT -B
(ZT
566)
CxleT periapaijziü.
«B3ATL Kpel-IOCTL HeOMMZIaHHO9 aTaK09 He yzanociý, riozxymaii OH, - npmzieTCA HaxiaTL npaBHJILHYI-0 OCaZ(Y.»

(ZT 428)

Koreyko.
Ostap
first
his
to
says
regarding
visit
6yzeT
K
oco6eHHOCTAM
ripi4meHT4TbC31
Hago
rIPOTHBHHKa.

(ZT 507)

Ostap decides to join the aimless throng of people in the film studio.
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OstaI2's use of foreign terminology.
Latin:
3Haio,
Ho
Maio,
BoKc
rvmaHvm.
nocuzjeTb
y Bac co
BKycom a6coJI10THO He Ha Hem. OZXHTI caUOBbie
(DS 49)
jioxaHKH.
OCTari,
3Haio,
3Haio,
cKa3an
-A cam CTapbOl
TTygp. cortej2. i3ecnep. reHpp.,
KaTOJIMK M jiaTRHXCT.
nT46ep. mineI2. acnep. TeHep.
2)TI4 jiaTXHcKHe
OCTariom B
3a3y6peHHbie
MCK; notieHHA,
TpeTbeM
KjiaccexiaCTHOýi
rRMHa3TITI 14jimazim Ti zo cmx
6eccmiicneHHO
B ero rojioBe,
rIP0143Be; iz
nop
cmzleinume
(ZT 453)
zierICTBme.
Ha KowieBMTia
marHeTwieCKoe
IUypa,

rojiy6xlMK,

BOCCTaHOBTITe, noxanytkTa,

IMQ.
BanaraHOB

He rIOHAJI, HTO 03HaiaeT
OH opeHT14POBaJICA Ha HHTOHauxio...

cTaTyc-

<<CTaTYC-KBO>>.
(ZT 345)

Ho

< Lat. 'statusquo'.
3aBeZIT4Te zie6eT,

3aBbZI14Te KpegTm

(DS 38)

< Lat. 'debere','credere'-'to owe, 'to believe' ()ýrqaing__tems)
-Bauie

nOJIRTT4neCKoe

KDen

Bcergal
-

Bbi,
HazlemCb,
TaK
TOHHO.
-

K14pininoBeLL?
(DS 100)

Kpe zio < Lat. 'credo' - 'I believe'.
MIJ Haileemc3i c Baiuerl riomolubio riopa3T4TL Bpara. R
zam Bam rial2a6enjivu.
(DS
He
280)
Kucji3ipcKT49Hago,
CKa3aji
TBepao
< Lat. 'para bellum' German:

).
I_pist_ol I (from German-,
yýa---P--ol-i-s-h-.
_p_qs-sibýy.

MaqH rOTT, ztopororl Bacmcyajizql
< Germ.'mein Gott' -'my God'.
to Lokhankin.

(ZT 431)

Hmxiero,
KoHpazi
q2aTel2
Kap; IOB'R"i
jm6e12
Huxiero,
MT4xe;II>COH,
(DS 80)
HaqIlem!
< Germ. 'liebeVater' - 'dear father' (to Vorob'yaninov).
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OCTari mojixia B331ji eBporierICKOrO
rOCT31 rIOZI PYKY
rioZtBeii erO K B14ceBlueMY Ha CTeHe 31UU4KY gim mýjio6
H CKa3aJI, KaK rJIYXOMY:

cio;
ia!
riucaTL.

rIOHi4maeTe?
Mpaýi6eii.
rIOHT4maeTe?

iuRm6. rempm6eli.
(ZT 466)

English:
rIpuzieTCA
He
BOJIHYýlTecb.
io.
C9p-,
((Aii;
OJI-12a2T.
FOTOBO>>.
rio6ecrIOKOTM.

Bac majieHbKO

(ZT 317)

(taking money from a millionaire).
612eK and ='break' and 'out' - used in sports terminology (seeabove).
A Bbi eme Ko6eHmjimcb,nopna xDaHT4Te;i3i ne,-iaTm
(DS 261)
nomajim!
TIopzExpaHHTe; ib rieHaTH -a calque from the English Lord Privy Seal.
Hmo - MOCKBa CTaHOBUTCA

9; ieraHTHemu. imm iteHTPOm
mmpa.

EBporibi, a cKopo 14Bcero
(DS 242)

(DS 86)

Roeziemc Komq2opTom.
< Eng. 'comfort.
Italian:
lle6lOT,

TOBaPHLUM,

- 9TO

'Quasi una fantasia'

(DS 245)

Bopo6bqHHHOB.

rIpi46;ivixaeTCA,d2mHmTa-;
iA-Komegmq

(DS 212)

French:
B
0,
AHT12-HY.
TeT-a-TeT.
xieTllpe
noxaJIYýICTal
rpaH mepcz.
rna3a, KaK rOBOP31T qbpaHUY31>I.

(ZT 506)
Fr. 'tete-ý-tgte' - lit. 'head to head' (usually refers to intimate conversation
between two people).
6yziem xme76 rj2aH-KycoK xne6a...
...
...

Hauma

Bpem3i

zimi

paHzieBY

(DS 251)
(DS 198)

< Fr. 'rendez-vous' - meeting (usually of lovers).
IIPOCTHTe,
-

mazimynein,...

(DS 129)
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mamaH- (next to Russian ri a ri a Lu a)

(ZT 346)

Mel2CTI 3a ripmeml
IUTw-mogepH,
-

(DS 70)

- CKa3an OH.

MoH zibe., BacT4cya; u4ti AHapemi...

(DS 80)
(ZT 431)

to Lokhankin.

Greek:
14He YCTpaRBaqTe
Pandaemonium

is
I.tS- elements-are

B moem gome namiemomwma!
(DS 264)

the name-of Hell's
Grk.: pan - 'all',

Milton'
capital
cit. y
s__'Paradiseýos
-in
daemon - 'devil'
__and___a___Latin___suff_ix

Many of Ostap's famous phrases were so popular with the reading public
they becamepart of everyday speech,and in the next section we shall look at
these 'vogue' words and expressions from the novels.
P#
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1.22. VOGUE WORDS.
Many of III and Petrov's expressions and aphorisms proved so striking
and memorable that they entered everyday speech. Gradually these words and
phrases became the common linguistic property of all Russian speakers. They
were even used by people who had never read any of III and Petrov's novels or
stories. Ardov, a writer and contemporary of Ill and Petrov..comments on the
reception of DS by the reading public:
M KPT4Tm<a HaHMCTO 3amozHana <<1IBeHazuaTL
CTYJILeB>>. Ho HXTaTejiz
l'IPTIHAJIT4 9TY Bemb c
61in
Ycnex
DOCTOprom.
orPOMHLIýi 14,HTO HaMnaeTCA,

MOJIHi4eHOCHLIq.I'lepecimLIBaJIM Hax6ojiee
qqoqpeKTHBHLiemeCTa pomaHa 14BLIpaxeHHA:
oinozioeziKa 3jijioiKa>>, orombiti HHxeHep>>, <<rIODT
FaBpi4jia>>, ocriaceHze YToriaioiumx eCTL zEejio cammx
yTonai-omi4x>> X T. Z. ZmeHHO OT P31ZIOBLIX
"BITaTenerl
379
Y3Haji 31o cyiaeCTBOBaHXH oJIBeHaziuaT14 CTYJILeB>>.

These popular words"' and phrases can be called 'vogue words' or
neTyxime or KPLMaTbie CJIOBain Russian. Most of them came from the two
novels, although some originated from the feuilletons and short stories."'
379ApZLOB,

in 3mmg op. cit., 119.
.
3"buzz wordsin American English.
"A. and T. Fesenko,in their book PYCCKTfrI 93LIK Z7P; f CoBeTax,op. cit., 91,assertthat two vogue
CXJIOrIOTaT]6
phrases:
rio mopile and ripmnacKaTL KoLueneK (KHzry) appearedin III and
Petrov's short stories (referencenot given). The Fesenkosclaim that theseexpressionsappeared
yearslater in pagesof the official <<M3BeCTKA>> newspaperfor 7 April, 1945:
R yxe B BOC16MOM Macce 61J;I H TO KaK-TO OT Hee rio rv6am
mionoTail

3a Haxa; IbHoe

CJIOBO

and
E9-6o, npxnaman meuioneK rze-TO.
Also, M. Kreps in his book on Zoshchenko'slanguagemakesuse of III and Petrov'sexpression
OTzienaTLC31
;ierK%m mcriyrom (DS 188):
B o6mem, MOXHO CKa3aTL,, %TO Torza 3oiueHKO zieACTB%Tez6Ho
rIOBe3; IO. OH, B OTJIR'MeOT
MHOrMX, rOBOPA
rIeTPOBa, <<oT27rPjiancA nermw
T4CrIVr'Om)>.

M. Kperic,op.cit.,197.

cnonmz

Mnbcpa
x

Another popular expressionfrom the authors' satirical short stories is Ho BeZ116
IBKO
XeTO;
aTo
<<
from the feuilleton<<14x6%Hc ro; IOBIJzo Hor>>. In this story, a German dog trainer is
XYHZI>>,
expectedby the Soviet authorities to train his talking dog to say only 'ideologically sound' things.
According to Gurovich, this expressionevenfound its way into jjj4TepaTYpHajq ra3eTa>>in the
<<
1930's,when an author of an article wanted to say that unrealistic demands were made of his work.
rYPOBK'i,<<M.MJII>qo
%E. rIeTPOB...>>,op. cit., 131-132.
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It is not possible to list all the Il'f and Petrovivogue words from the
focus
this
section
will
on the best-known phrases, and
novels, so consequently
the ones most readily recognized by native speakers.
Most vogue phrases are uttered by Ostap. Some of the most memorable
zjeHbrR
KBaPTRPTA,
(this
KJ11Ot1
OT
in
is supposedly a
DS
rge
nexaT
are:
favourite expression of one of 111and Petrov's acquaintances-a billiard player),
6jno;
KaeMOHKO9
(frequently
its
in
ZT:
aetIKO
c
ro;
iy6oq
and equivalent
KaemoHKOM,
C
30JIOTOýi
following
by
the
as well as
spoken people as
in
the previous section.
encountered
expression, already
TIeZ1TPOHYJICA,

rocriozia

rIP14CAXHLie

3aceziaTeim.

These expressions were heard or read by III and Petrov, who found them
amusing and decided to include them in the novels. For instance, one of the
expressionsthat became popular
A ripmue; I K Bam, KaK iopwaxtie=e
iopwamieCKOMY JITIUY.

; IT4UO K

(ZT 490)

is a variation on:
A npimieJI

K BaM, KaK myxtimHa

K myxxme

(allegedly)
his
heard
III
which
newspapercolleaguessay to an editor.
one of
6yay
(see
1.3.
As for the famous<<KOmaHROBaTb
on
q>>,
section
napazom
military terminology) its origin lies in an official text. V. Ardov recordedthe
emergenceof this phrase:
Hanpmmep, 3HameHI4Taqqppa3a <<KOmaHZIOBaTb
6YZIY
riapaztom
A>) Teriepb CTa;ia xiem-TO Bpoze
MJILCTp
BbixBaTI4;i ee 143
KaK
nOrOBOPKT4,
a MIA nOMH14M,
ZIOKymeHTOB
KOHTeKCTa
cepbe3HOrO
oqpzuTiaJIbHTJX
Ronroe
nOBTOPAJq 9TY cppa3y.
Bpemq Becenwicq,

14

6buio
6yAy
3aTem (<KOmaHjJOBaTb
A>)
napagom

HanmcaHO B <<30JIOTOMTejieHKe>>. CmeATLCA CTa;i; i
6ymar
npimmocL
'UlTaTenu. A 113ocpzuma; IbHLix

146oOHMcaenanma
MCKJII0"IRTb
9TT4xieTmpeCJIOBa,
cmeUIHmmu

6YKBaJILHO

ZVI31 Bcex ..."I

Other vogue words from DS and ZT include the following commentsof
Ostap:
31joýiHaR )KeHmmia
A mHe mog xcinab

382

OCTan,
CKa3an
- metiTa
-

TTo.,,
4Ta.
(DS 86)

KaK nawm!

(DS 285)

noDora

B. APZIOB o '4yaoz[ez>>,in C6opH;fK, 203.
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Bjimxce

K TeJTV. KaK

BojieHc-HeBojTeHc.

(DS 71)

MonaccaH.

rOBOP14T
HO 31 aojixeH

ITOCTaBZTL

YCJTOB1431.
Ki4ca,
3x,
- CKa3aJT
npawiH,
KKe xiuHT4.
He cTvxiT4Te

jnicvHoýi

OCTan,

no

- mTT xi=4e

He B uej2KBýi.

Ha aTom
(DS 255)
(ZT 420)

iTaDKeTv.

OCTan.
BbT
rIOBTOPT4JT
TTTUKOH,
6vnyT
nmmoHamT4.
iieTm DaiuT4
-Bbi

HOBbie
(DS 184)

M
M cT>THnýixoHa.
(ZT 315)
(ZT 419)

Bac He o6maHYT.

deposit
his
Ostap
Lokhankin
the
to
accommodation.
on
rental
says
regarding
YIIHBT4TejTT>HO,
,

c TaKT4m

cHacTbem

14 Ha ci3o6one.

(ZT 426)

saysOstap to Koreyko.
He
mo6AT.
meH31
;
IeBYLUKTI
...
06paTl4TeCb
BcemT4pHYIO
m4ry ceKcyaJILHT>IX
Bo
(to
Panikovsky - RG).
BeHaep
peqoopm, - CKa3a; i
(ZT 422)
OCTari
BOT
C BecenLim
BOCKJIZIKHYJI
31
X
MMJIJI1I0Hept
c6bijimcT>
me%iTbi-mzinoTa!
YZI%BjieHlteM.
-

(ZT 561)
30CA,
- CKUZIJI OH, -A
OFO MaKTa

Y me

ripuexaii,,

u oTmaxHyTi>c3i

(ZT 596)

HeB03MQýKH

q-6o; ijiuob

cel2iiiie.

oT

KaK v Te; ieHKa.

(ZT 505)

BIJ
EBpone
T4 B jivtiiijT4x
ziomax
3HaeTe,
ceýixiac-B
(I? T4jTaziejTT,,gbT4i4,BO3o6HOBZJIT4 CTapmHHYIO MOJJY...

(DS 164)
UH JI1ObT4Z

lIaJ1.

UH

mx HeziocTaTKa.

0

KOM

ziemoKod-i-

mmnepaTOPY

morDivizieH

Vallail

(DS 252)
,
m oco6a, ripz6jii4xeHHaq
K
(DS 100)

OTeu PYCCKOti zieMOKPaTI414might have been based on the vogue expression
OTea pyccKoq aBmaumvi, a reference made to the famous professor of
aerodynamics N. E. Zhukovsky (1847 - 1921).111

383KpLmaTme
CJIOBa,
op. cit., 450.
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Other expressions found in the narrative or uttered by characters other
than Ostap became well-known and much quoted. For example, Father Fyodor's
famous line:
He KopbicTu
)KeHM.

12azim. a ToKmo

Bonei-o

TiocjTaBliTeýj

mq
(DS 264)

or Lokhankin's exchange with his wife Varvara:
Bonxigna Tm. Te6,q q iTI2e3VJ2aIOetc.
Even Lokhankin's voice and manner of rhyming were widely imitated,
not just his words. "' The character Polesov left his mark on the Russian
language with his famous linguistic concoction rIPM Hanwii4i4 OTCYTCTB14A.
According to Zemskaya, this expression was commonly used to apostrophize
very unclear and confusing speeches:
ý13 KOHTaMIMauRu
HajiuHmu

X IIPH

ZBYX KHMXHLIX BllpameHX9

OTCYTCBHH

M; ibq)

m rIeTPOB

rIPM

C03zialOT

OZXHO,
CTaBuiee LU14POKO
Y1'IOTpe6RTejibHLIMB
COBpemeHHOMJq3LIKe B Tex cjiyxiaAX, Koraa HY)KHO
I'IOKa3aTb OTCYTCTBme ACHOCTH B mLicn3ix u petiax
rOBOpAiuero. 1111

Me6eni, - zEpeBeCHbIX
maCTePCKHXCIDOPTHH6paca
npH
Ymcnonorace.
(DS 215)
Of the popularity of this example, Chukovsky has this to say:
BTOYMOPHTeJILHoeYMC.U0110raC,BHYLuaiomee mbicin o6
yracaHuz yma, 6LIJ10HaCTOJILKorioxo>Ke Ha TorzaILIHme
COCTaBHi>ie
mmeHem
cjioDa, HTO CTaJIOHapinjaTenMIM
OZIHorooieHL 6ojiLuioro M3ztaTeJILCTBa,
ziaBHO

"See, for example Cepreti ZIOBjiaTOB, PeMeCRO:
ITOBeCTb B )TB7X UCTRX, (Ardis Publishers,
Ann Arbor, 1985). In the novel (page 180), after the newspaper premises (which were not insured)
have burnt down, one of the paper's writers says the following:
Bce mu 6unm

riozEaBjieHLi.

A TOMKO

11P03210B OCTOPOXHO

BOCK; IT4KHYJI:
- CTapunil
1-TUMPER

A momeT,

Bce 9TO K nyHuiemy?

RaBar4Te

i3iiiknem

m-3

Q6MORJ1PHH1,TM141-.

This allusion to the phoenix is, obviously, a parody of Lokhankin's speech
after the fire at
Voron'ya Slobodka:
Bac%cyaji%9,
zzymm, HTO, mozeT, TaK Hazo - Mann
-Ax
np%KaH'1T4Ba3i X03319CKHýi YXIM,
moxeT 6LITL, A BLITIAY H3
rinamemi
npeo6pa3V1BU1Kmc3i, a

Ho oH He npeo6paMIC31.
""3emcKaA, op. cit., 234.

(ZT 485)
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yripa3;

MLI TaK 14 rODOPT4JI'K TOrzta: <<Y HaC B

IHeHHOrO.

Ymczoiiorace

>>.

386

...
Many vogue phrases are actually witty and original aphorisms invented by
the authors. An aphorism is a short, pithy statement of a truth or doctrine-"'
The vast majority of their original aphorisms is found in DS, and not
is
following
by
The
Ostap
Bender.
the
sharp and witty
unnaturally most are said
by
Ostap
list
to Vorob'yaninov:
are
said
of
aphorisms
which
a
OCTari CTPOro rioCMOTpeJI
Ha T4rIrIOJ114Ta MaTBeeBT4xia.
- cKa3an OH, - KoTol2oe mij mmeeM. -: DTo
-Bpemg.
Kxca, MLI ZEOJI>KHLI
mii He mmeem.
neHT, rT4. KoToDTix
(DS
256)
ztenaTL Kapiepy.
MmeATe
OCTari
Baluz
YCJIOB1431?
CTIPOCTIJI
ReP3KO.
BHRY, "ITO 31 He TIOXOROHHa3I KoHTopa.

(DS 224)
rlO; IHoe CrIOKOrICTBi4e moxeT aaTL TieJIOBeKy TOJILKO
CTpaXOIB09 noni4c, - OTBeTMJI OCTan, He 3amezvuui
(ZT
473)
xozEa.
A me6enbHT, 0I my3erl -: DTo Dam He BZIOBa Tam
(DS
6y;
108)
rIOTPY;! Hee
ýeTl

(A reference to stealing a chair from the museum. )
Bij mHe. B KOHue KOHIJOB, He maTb. He cecTpa T4He
(DS
184)
jTio6oBHT4ua.
CTy; i He Tirojwa.

(DS 127)

HaiýneTc3i.

Cf. RCKaTL TiroJIKY 13CTory ceHa.

huammHbT. zioporor4 TOBapmuz ripeABOZJHTe;iL, ziaRom
(DS 244)
H14KOMVHe ziaToTcg.
-CKO'Do TOJTTKO KOINKT4 ROWITC31. - HaCTaBMTenbHo
(DS
81)
OCTari.
3ameTHJI
A miie-mo3i

7mn

nopora

(DS 285)

KaK riam3in!

Ostap,utters the following aphorism to the crying widow:
YTPTITe
BaLuu rnuKx,
cne3T4HKa

rpazziaHKa.

KwK1Ia3T BaMa

- gTo mo; ieKVJT; a B Kocmoce.

In ZT, Ostap utters the following pearl of wisdom:

386qYKOBCKZil, XWBOVI

3'PDLT.

KaK

XT-13Hb,

op. cit., 637.

(DS 202)

B
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cbmHaHcoi3as

nponacTT,-7ý--camazray6oza3i

T43 Bcex
Hee MOMHO TIaZIaTB BCI-O XX3Hb.
B
riporiacTeýi.

(ZT 310)

As far as his companions are concerned, Ostap draws the following ironic
comparison in the form of an aphorism:
OZIHaKO, rocnoga

HemrimoHLi,

-j2a6oTHT4KT4

T43 Bac - KaK

6ojiee,
R
in co6atnero xBocTa cmTo.
Bac YBOJIIO,Tem
HTO Hwiero

coumaJILHO

ueHHOrO

B16IC06010 He

(ZT 402)

ripeZICTaBimeTe.

Aphorisms uttered by other characters are perfectly matched to the speech
pattern and personality of those characters. The electrician Mechnikov, for
instance, who speaks in a clumsy fashion, is given the following aphorism:
Cornacme ecTb iipozivKT

ripm nojiHom HenpoTmBnemm

(DS 256)

CT0120H.
Cf. HerIPOT14B; ieHme MY.

Father Fyodor gives the following instruction to his wife in a letter and
the statement in brackets reflects his way of thinking:
C;ienat
1) Moio

; ieTHIOIO PACY B MYCTKY OTztaýl (; ivxiule

-imcTKY

oTrram.

3 12.:3a

TpaTT4TbcFi)-

-iemHaHOBVIO

(DS 141)

Vorob'yaninov, trying to elicit Liza's affection and pity, confides in her:
OTcyTcTBme
YT43HeHHOM

)KeHcKoýi
VKJIazie.

jiacKmcKa3mBaeTc3i

Ha
(DS 127)

And finally, an anonymous passenger (with the persistent habit of
prefacing his remarks with the phrase meMAY Hamm rOBOP31
-'between
ourselves'), reveals his philosophy of life with the aphorism:
-Me)KZIY Hamm rODOPA, ecjix XOTHTe 3HaTb, - neHTrm
(ZT 584)
:DTo Bce.
All these aphorisms (especially Ostap's) carry Il'f and Petrov's
characteristic touch, their way with language. Not every original aphorism

becamea vogue phrase, though most of Ostap's pearls of wisdom became catchphrases.
III and Petrov's vogue words spread to many age groups, and were
especially adopted by Soviet youth of the late 1950'sand early 1960's.
KaK B Kaxmog
gonroCpOtIH0ý1
mmriepzm
rIPT4 MHOMIX
riep; qepmqHbIX
A31)IKax eCTB OZITIH YHMBepcaJIBHI>0I
313LIK meTPOrIO; IT4X, TaK Y Hac A3bIKOM YHT4Bepca; IbHIJM,
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6mjim

- oRBeHagUaTL
<<Bc3iKmm>>,
ECTL B 9TOM TatiHa,
TeiieHOK>>...

CTYJIi>eB x <<3oJIOTOiI
CTpaHHOCTL, 3araztKa...
318

her
in
Maya
Kaganskaya
of
one
articles.
writes

Kurdyumov points out that such was the case from the first appearanceof
the novels:
rIy6JIT4UT4CTmKa HaripaCHO
Bceo6myi-o
rIOIIYJIqPHOCTL

TOJI16KO ripi4riHCbIBaeT9TY
TICKJIIOH'RTenbHo 60-m roziam:

61010
6m
30-x
ee 3HaKOMCTBO
C nlubmx
rOAOB
ecjim
6ojiee UIHPOK'RM,OHa 6m y6ezmjiaa6, HTO cnaBa Mincpax
rIeTPOBa

TPzzjuaTb

616iiia
eZIBa nu memiueti,
xiem
B Te romi
i4x cppa3l>I 14
jieT CIIYCTA, "iTO X Toraa

61JJIH
o6pa3LI
CBoeo6pa3HLIMo611114M
A3LIKOM,<(KOrIH9>)
monozoro

rIOKOjieHHA.

389

Kurdyumov continues a few pages laten"'
OxieHb HeMHOrme ZEOCTxraIOT TaKoýl rionyimPHOCTM:
6m
OZEHY CTPO'iKY 143
KTO Tenepb
BCrIOM14HaeT XOTA
cotnmeHT4ý4 COBpemeHHMKOB M; ncpa m rIeTPOBa,
BXOZIAmme B camme noxieTHme
o6oýimm? [ ... I
TIP03a Mincpa Ti IIeTPOBa pa30Ul; iacb rio PyKam,
3anoMMinacL
rIOtIT14 ZIOC;IOBHO. 391

E. Zhurbina, in her 1937 article, reaffirmed the popularity of III and
Petrov's catch-phrasesfrom DS when she said that:
2);
c
Ham
o6xxozx
B
BOIUjia
IJIO`IKa>>
jKa
<(juouoe;
...
392
rioJIHOýI HerIP14HyXzieHOCTbIO.

Starkov also confirms that the characters' names also became vogue words
in their own right:
C Tex nop KaK mmeHa OCTana BeHzEepa, BnnoxmmniozioeZEKH, Bepiarm CTajim eZIBa JIM HapxuaTenbHIAMM,
6e3
A
mziiyjio
manoro ieTbipe geCATwieTwi.
IlOrIYJIAPHOCTLpomaHOB 14jibcpa H rIeTpoBa He
ymeHbIJIMjiaC]6.393

3'8M.

KaraHCKa3i, <<Hac;ieZ[HHK%ToJICToeBCKoro
No. 6,1977,133.
389KypIlIOMOB,

mim

LueCT%zieUlTme

rozbi>>,13pemgU MLI.

op. cit., 270.

3101bid.,272.
391M.tlyaaKOBa K A. tlyziaKoB,
<<COBpemeHHaArIOBeCTLH IOMOP>>,HOBLIrl mjfp, No. 7,1967,
228.
ME. )Kyp6zHa, OKTq6pz No. 10,1937,171.
393
CTaPKOB, op. cit., 118.
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The names of Ellochka and Ostap Bender can be found in the dictionary of
lists
314
several literary works in which references are
vogue words, which also
'Ostap'
two
to
these
personalities.
made
and 'Ellochka' became common nouns
in their own right (an Ostap was a criminal and an Ellochka a vain and emptyheaded woman). This is how Tarasenkov refers to them collectively (note his
using their names with small and not capital letter):
rIOKa3bIBa3i B CBOMX caTHPxxieCKXX KHurax
6eHzEePOB
o6pexieHHOCTL mi4pa
x qnnoxieK, nOKa3mBaq
xx npeRCTaBjieHM31 0 XH3HU KaK aTaBMCTXtieCKRe,
0TZ10ame
14Hezeribie, Mjibcp m rIeTPOB Min0JIH31JIM
6opi&i
aKTyajiLHer4I. UyI0 3aziaHy
c riepexMTKamx
KariTMJIMma
B COMaHmu coBeTCKHX mozieq. 395
The teenagers of the 1960's thought
Hv. noKa!

it 'hip' to adopt Ostap's phrase:
(DS 74)

r1mmT4Te rmcbmal..

(often followed by the addition of me=4m
nogHePKOM), which is a kind of
'reversible' euphemism, implying 'I never want to see you again' and not the
literal 'we must keep in touch' (cf. 'don't ring us! ).
frequently
cýzjiaAejncpxm>>
was another phrase
((B jiyTiun4x gomax
heard among the Soviet youth of late 1960's and early 1970's.
IlTs rich and varied collection of humorous expressions and phrases was
compiled after his death in the book <<3anHCHme KHT4XKTI>>.Had he lived to
make use of his notes (either alone or with Petrov), Russian vocabulary would
have been further enriched.
From passing into spoken language, III and Petrov's vogue words began
to appear in print, principally in other literary works. By 1949, the same year that
the novels were proscribed and in which the action Of <<BKpyre nepBom>> takes
place, one of the characters of the novel - BaiieHTYJIA (cf. Ellochka's favourite
Suffix ZMA rIPAWTHKOB constantly quotes III and Petrov.
394

Mm3i ee CTajio HapmuaTe; I1bHMMINI313114LI,
yma-Luatomxx
penb BmgymaHmimm CJIOBenKamx z ByjvbrapZ3mamK.
KpLinaTme cnon, op. cit., 339.

CBOIO

BeHaep,
OCTari
noBKmil
ripogaoxa,
o6ypeBaemLig
repotl
....
xaxaml HaXKBT>I, COBepuiaiomxtlpAa mouleH%HecK%x
ripoaejim
rjiaBHIA9

RPOHT4, iecK%

lbid, 443.

Ha3BaH

((BeJIHK14M

KOm6zHaTOPOM>>.

Mm3i ero

z

K RIOZ131M
lIP03Butue(<BejixK%ilKom6zHaTOP>>
ripi4meHAIOTC31
riozio6Hm T%Ila.

"5A. TapaceHKOB,
Mium
M;
EBremi
IleTPOBa>>. CTaT.51,0
ibcpa
TBopxieCTBe
x
<<O
MfTepaType BaByx Tomax, (rmxji, MOCKBa, 1958),302 x (<ncvmojior; m 6eiizzepOB H
9; ijio, ieK>>,303).
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In the above-mentioned Dovlatov story, there is not only a reference to
Lokhankin, but also to the crazy geographer from ZT.396In V. Aksenov's novel
orlopa moil zpyr, nopa>>,even negative charactersmake use of popular
phrases from DS and ZT. More importantly, Il'f and Petrov have served as a
for
model
many young writers and humorists who attempted to imitate their
(in
style and vocabulary
most casesnot very successfully). For example,
Gurovich in his article on Il'f and Petrov, claims that the novel <(He
IIPOXOZ114Te
mmmo>>by B. Egorov, Ya. Polishchuk and B. Privalov was very
strongly influenced by Il'f and Petrov. Gurovich argues that many expressions;
phrases and personal names in this novel represent a conscious attempt to
imitate the language of Il'f and Petrov. However, Gurovich concludes that:
(i.
OCTPOTLi
ero
e.
of
above
mentioned
-the
novel-RG)
...
aBTOPOB3a,-iaCTY10pa3ZIpaxalOT, KaXYTC31
A Bez1b OCTpoymi4e
HaBA3t1HB1AMT4 H HaaymaHH1JMH.
Mjibcpa H HeTPOBa HTWorga
He pe)KeT CJIYX, H HX

6m
BI>IZIYMKH
H LUYTKHKaK
poxza1OTCA camH co6oti...
The Chudakovs in their article on modern humorous Soviet prose,
critically discuss modern writers who fashion their prose after III and Petrov, in
C.
MaTPOB
MCTOPH31
KOMnaHT4T4>>,
OZJHOýi
as A. DiaZITUMH
o
31,
>>.
HeBePO31THOCTH
(<KPYr1HLIq B1JRrPLI1U>> and M. AHtiaPOB
(<TeoPH31

such works

These derivative works were summed up with the following quotation
from the Chudakovs:
IOMOPRCTIJ, XOPOLUO 3aIIOMHT4B
CoBpemeHHme
M3 mo6Hmiix aBTOPOB, He 3ameTH;iH r; iaBHLIX
nPHHUHnOB,

Ha KOTOPLIX

ztePXHTC31

U%TaTIA

Hx riP03a. 111

Il'f and Petrov certainly set very high literary and linguistic standards,and
have proved difficult to follow or to imitate successfully.
396

M161MIX no COPOKOB09 yjizue.
R pacriaxHY; I zmepi6 rio; IyTemHoro
6apa. BLIKP14KHYJI nTO-TO pa3maiu%CToe.
To nz - <<K umraHaml>>,
TO nx - <(B riamnacml>>... A ino6paxan
HeKCTOBoro PYCCKoro

meZIBezi3i.

Cepreil IIOB; iaTOB, op. cit., 143.
31711.
rYI)OBUn,
rIeTPOB,
M;
E.
<<M. iLqo x

caTl4PXKX.

398

nP03a

>>,op.

cit., 128.

ZMA Hzx KaK 6bi mozienmo,
Amqpam
YCBoeH
KOTOPOR
ZEOBOJILHO
TO'MO
x rio3BOji3ieT
ripmumn pa6OTM
rIO 9TOMYo6pa3
CTPOHTL
uy
rio,apaxcaTemqm
uejimeCTpaHzum
orixcaHxg.
lyziaKOB, <<COBpememm
riOBeCTL
M. qyzaKOBa
A.
I
and
X10mop>>,
op.cit.,228.
3'91bid.,
229.
neTPOBaCJIYXZT
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2. STYLISTIC

DEVICES.

2.0. PREFACE TO STYLE.
In the previous chapter we examined the major lexical components of Il'f
and Petrov's language in their novels. We have seen that their language is
much more than a straightforward reflection of the linguistic trends of the early
Soviet period. The purpose of this chapter is to analyse III and Petrov's use of
various stylistic devices for comic effect.
The subject of Russian linguistic style in the 1920'sis almost as complex
and multi-faceted as the field of Russian lexicology. Literature in the early postrevolutionary years was characterised by experiments in linguistic style. The
formation of a wide range of literary groups during the period 1921-1924resulted
in what Lezhnev defined aso 9rioxa co6mpaHwi JIXTepaTYPHMX CHJI>>.
'
Some of the best 1920'sprose comes from those satirical writers able to
Soviet
the
comment on and understand
social upheavals of post-revolutionary
life. III and Petrov's satire, like that of Bulgakov and Zoshchenko, triumphantly
devices
Il'f
Gogol.
Petrov
Though
the
revives
spirit of
used certain stylistic
and
(e.g. hyperbole, intentional illogicallity, mixture of styles, open comparisons,
lyrical digressions, etc.) in a similar fashion to Gogol', there is nevertheless a
basic difference between the vision of Gogol' and that of the modern co-authors.
Gogol's world is an extension of his own mind and is therefore inherently
grotesque, but in III and Petrov's vision, elements of the fantastic and grotesque
are accidental.2
Unlike many writers of the early post-revolutionary period, III and Petrov
never turned away from the Russian classical tradition. Though their work
derives much, from existing traditions, they looked for new means of expression
'JlexHeB et al., op. cit. 55.
2Yanovskaya assesses the
similarities
C BynraKonim
Wuqoa
riozixozimix

and differences between III and retrov,
roroju,
XOTA K
% rIeTPOBa pozimn

oH% K roromo

and Cogol:

6m
c pamiux
KaK

By; iraKOBa-caT%pXKa ryCTLI
rorojieBCKoro
riocnegOBaTenem
qbaHTaCTT4KX

Bulgakov

CTOpoH. KpacK%
M COHHIJ, OH 6Li; i co3HaTe; ILHLIM
rPOTecKa,

M14CT14KI4,
c:D;iemeHTamx

roro;

ieBcKoVi

qoaHTacmarop%%
<<rlOpTpeT>>, o3ariucKu
OTJI%HaioLu0rioBeCTU<<Hoc>>,
Kpacni Wibcpax rIeTpoBacBeT; ILI X rIP03pa'mbi,
cYmacLuezu1ero>>.
MHCT%Ka
KacaeTC31
He
KOCBeHHo
iiaxe
%x caT%PLI, X
B
&uia
ell o6uxemnyxiia. M Bce-TaKKmmeHHo
cpaHTacmaropiui
rorox6
6Li;ia; iq Wucpa x neTPOBanucaTenem,Ha%6ojiee6JIK3K%M
xyAoxeCTBeHHo,
oco3HaHHo
6jumxm.
AHOBcmi,

17OVeMYBW IWILTeTe CMeLUHO?,op. cit., 121.
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Yanovskaya,
for
drafts
instance,
that
their
style.
mature
own
claims
and created
final
their
than
their
ieBCKT4>>
much
more
written
of
work were
<<no-roro;
versions.'
In 1939Petrov warned young writers:
HYXHOo6jiaaaTb CMJIBHOýi
BOjieiI, xopouio pa3BT4TLIM
BKYCOM14OrPOMHORM060BLIO K TPYZIY,MT06LI
PYKY,BoBpeMA CXBaTHTi>ee, KOrzia OHa
y,aepxaT]6 CBO1O
4
riOTAHyjiaCL 3a Hymum J1T4TepaTYPHbIMuo6pom.
Il'f expresseda similar thought in his <<3anT4CHiieKH14XK14>>,
when he
said that:
oxieHL jierKO nvicaTl>: <(TIY"i COJIHua He npOH14Kaji B ero
KaMOPKY>>. Hm Y KOrO He yKpazjeHO XB TO ze Bpem3i
He cDoe>>.s

We know that III and Petrov laboured hard for the right word, the choice
).
(see
late
By
0.2.
the
the
nexano
zEanLLue>>
section
phrase,
word <<KOTOpoe
1920's,when their contemporaries were beginning to abandon experimental
forms and turn for inspiration to the classics.6 III and Petrov had already
developed a mature and individualistic style. They had 'found their voice'.
CaTmpa Mnbcpa Ti HeTPOBa BLIpocna Ha TpaztmuRAx
6e3
H14XHB
OTeneCTBeHH01 JI14TepaTYPLI, Hembicni4ma
TO )Ke Bpewi OTJIHHHa OT Bcero, tITo eg
ripeztu1eCTBOBaJIO,KaK OTJI14t[HLIzpyr OT ztpyra Bo
mHorom oxieHL cyu.LeCTBeHHOMz1axe POZICTBeHHi>ie
ripm Bceq
ABjieiml Hamerl JIHTepaTypLI, KaK HeCXOZEHLI
6JI143OCT14
rTYLUKHHz MaAKOBCKHýi,
mx orPOMHOr4
TypreHeB m TojiCTOq, rorojiL m CaJITIJKOB-MeZIP14H.

Yanovskaya.
7
writes
3Ibid., 125.
4E. rIeTPOB, CW, 5,480.
5A.
Mmqo, o3ariHCHme KHKXKK>>, CW,
,
6

C KoHua 20-c x

B30-x rollaX TeKyiiia3i riP03aBce
oco6eHHO

CJIOXT4BLTlemyc3i,
<<rOTOBOMY>>
yxe
j<
o6paiuaeTC51
6eji; ieTpzneCT%,iecKomy 3mIKY. 06pameH%e K oriLiTy K;iacci4KOB
B LuKojimie riporpammm)
(B cepeaviHe 30-x roAOB B03Bpamemax
CTaHOB14TC31 HOPM09 JIZTepaTYPHOR
pa6OTLI. IUZPOKO
To;
pacripOCTpaHAIOTC51
ICTOMY Z
rip3imibiecnezoBaHm
UOCToeBCKOMY.
,
M. tlyziaKOBa,1703TTIKa MlIXa; fJla 30uzeHKO,(HaYKa, MOCKBa,1979),130.
7.qHOBCKa.
q, op. cit., 127.
3ameTHee
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Chudakova has a recollection of the impact of DS and ZT on the reading
public. She states that readers were not only drawn to the novels' bold and
by
but
the novelty of the style:
they
also
attracted
were
original satire,
2)To 6bijia, Kpome npoiero,
HOBa3i no cBoemy CTPOI-0
ztep3OCTLIOcDoero CTHJIA.8
ripo3a, riopa3lMijiwi
Let us now turn to the main features of III and Petrov's unique style.

8qyzxaKOBax qyztaKOB, <(COBpemeHHa3l

rIOBeCTI> R

226.
lomop>>,
cit.,
op.
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2.1. DESCRIPTION

OF NATURE.

Traditional novelistic descriptions of nature are generally imbued with a
senseof admiration and wonder. The style is usually elevated, the language is
often poetic and lyrical. Moreover, natural settings and events often portend the
narrative mood and the forthcoming drama. The weather sometimes reflects
(Ruskin's
novels' characters' moods and emotions
pathetic fallacy).
Descriptions of nature in DS and ZT include references to the sun, moon,
sea,birds etc., as well as various natural phenomena such as the change of
seasons,dawn and dusk, etc. However, Il'f and Petrov's descriptions of the
natural world are very different and often diametrically opposed to those of
traditional literature. In both DS and ZT, natural phenomena are deliberately
debasedfor comic and ironical effect. The purpose is to discredit the customary
cliche'sof nature description, to lampoon tired and hackneyed traditional
portrayals of the natural world, and to create contradictory and satirical imagery
which confounds the traditional approach.
2.1.1. Use of vulgar or colloquial terminology in the description of nature.
In order to achieve humorous effects, the authors sometimes describe the
natural world in the most mundane fashion, frequently using colloquial verbs
and derogatory epithets. Here, for example, is how they speak of the sun, which
usually symbolizes life, passion, energy, optimism, idealism, etc. (The sun as a
Promethean image was highly symbolic for such Russian writers as Balmont,
Blok, Remizov and Gorky.
B zeM'-IYXHOM He6e 1'IyTa;iocb 611eZlHoeCO;Mue.
(ZT 354)

CrimoLueHHoeCOJIHue
caZIHJIOCL3aKyKypy3HLie

xojimLi.

(ZT 516)
COJIHue

KaTMJIOCL 110 HaKJIOHHOH- rIJIOCKOCTM.

(DS 94)
COJIHue iiexaJIO Ha nepCTIKOBOil o6HBKe Kpeceii.

(DS 124)
MYTHO-6arpOB1601

COJIHeHH11ýi RUCK

(DS 286)
The same 'disrespect' is shown towards the sky, the stars, the moon, the
dawn and the sea:

rojiy6a. q nPOCJI0ý4Ka

B

He6e Bce ymemiuanacb.
(DS 267)
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B nyxmue
ropqmmA

(ZT 354)

CHART mecqu...
o6nomoK

...
B 3aJIMBe 6apaXTaJIXCb

JIYHI>I HM3KO Bxcen.

(DS 266)

3Be3zjm.

BeJIXKOjieIIHoe
KPLIM

oceHHee YTPO cKaTHJIOCL
Ha yn'Rum MOCKBLI.

IleriejibHoe

YTPO rIPOHHKajio

K; ieTKI4.

(ZT 403)

C MOKPLIX
(DS 294)

CKB03B OKHa neCTHHHH09
(DS 202)

Birds may be treated in the same way. Instead of the usual gentle
twittering or romantic song, the birds in both DS and ZT are said (colloquially) to
be talking absolute nonsense(ape6ezeH1> or B3Z1OP):
HeBezioma3iIlTaxa cmzlejia Ha BeTKe x riena cono.
(DS 85)
YJIH'iHi>ie I'ITHHKII OTiueJIK14Ba; iz KaKY1O-TO Becejiyio

(ZT331)
Rpe6ezxeHb.
(DS77)
Bopo6l>H
Mum pa3HI>IH
B340P.
Themostvulgar terminologyreferringto natureis probablyfound in the
following example:
B TpaBax i<pxxiana meJIKa3irITHib3l CBOJIOtIL.

(ZT 354)

When natural phenomena are subject to comparison, III and Petrov
invariably choose trivial material, bringing in objects that one would never
normally associate with the natural world:
ToJICTme xeJITme
KaK arioneTLI.

nyHm conHaa

nexanM

Ha ero rinenax
(DS 9)

6enaq rieHa rip6oq,
Ro camoro
BaTyma Tperianaa
CJIOBHOrIOROJI HHXHeýi iokH,
Bi616mBLuer4c3i143-TIOZI
(DS 267)
rinaTLA HePALUJIHBOVI zamotmff.

Since nature is described in such a derogatory manner, we are not
surprised that it does not affect the characters in ways we would expect. Instead,
characters are carried away by what concerns them most:
MriIIOJIHT MaTBeeBHtiy 61JJIOBce paBHO [ IM TOMKO
...
mnoLui4e rIOZXCOJIHuem nelIAHLie Bep1UHHM MTO-TO
6necK
6pH;
CMYTHo eMY Ha11OM14HanH:
He To
ib3lHTOB, He
TO nytiume rna3eTOBme rpofti maCTepa Be3eH'IyKa.
(DS 271)
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Frequently the authors establish connections between nature and various
items of food, comically bridging the gap between the idealized image of nature
human
basic
that
activities - eating:
of
most
and
CojiHue

KaTaJIOCL

B CHTeIlKe,

OHR BLIUMH Ha yjizuy,
BextiepHee He6o.

KaK

(DS 164)

AtIUO.

nozE KapameJILHO-3eneHoe
(DS 142)

rIaHT4KOBCKMr4[ I CMOTpeJI Ha KJIIOKBeHHLI9 COJIHexMIti
...
(ZT 348)
nozi roPT430HTOM.
cermeHT, rIO31BMB11IR'RC31
3a Hoxib xonozz 6mji cbezeH 6e3 OCTaTKa [... ] He6o 6mno B
KneuKax,
o6jiaHmix
T13MYCOPHOrO AU-LT4Ka
mennix
(DS 77)
HeCnO 3anaxom cpmaJIKH 14 cyna ner43aH.

If significant natural phenomena may be described in such banal terms,
then conversely insignificant events and trivial items may be portrayed in
glowing, romantic prose. For example, on several occasions in DS, the following
very romantic description is ironically applied to Vorob'yaninov's waistcoat:,
J1yHHM9
xmjieT,
ouinaHM01
...

cepe6PAHOýl 3Be3409
(DS 134)

MnrIOJIMT MaTBeeBuH, 6e3 nvizzmaKa, B JIYHHOMxmieTe,
ocianaHHOM meJIK09 cepe6pAH09 3Be32109,XJIOrIOTan 13
(DS 286)
KOMHaTe MBaHOnYJIO.
2.1.2. Personification

of nature.

Personification is one of the most important aspects of Il and Petrov's
-I
style and will be examined separately in section 2.5. Here we shall look at the
application of this stylistic device only in the context of natural-world
description.

Personification of nature as such is not unique to III and Petrov's work.
In literature we often encounter such expressions as BeTep ayji, mope
6yijieBaJIO,
(Cf.
3Be3zja
rOBOPH;ia co
3Be3,
rOBOpRT>>1O
aa
UOI-0
C
3Be3,
<64
9It is also found
publication

in Iff s o3arIRCHme
and in <<He; izKB%zEHa3i
KHzxKz>>
not known), CW, 5,107:
3aM B JIYHHOM, ocLinaHHOM
3Be3zomamu
cepe6pAHI>IMK
6Lm 3aragOHHO

BeHepa>>

(year of

xmieTe

zio6poAymm

Also
ralICTYK,

Hariom%Haioiui49

... Bxm;ieT Hzcriaza;i
BeceHHeeHe6o,nOKPLIToe 3Be3ziamg...

nO UBeTy

in <<F)ecrioKOtlHaAHOnB>>by Petrov (1928), CW, 5,364-368.
"M. 10. JlepMOHTOB,
;
136paHHLre
A Ha zopory
HPOMWUHHH,
<<Bbixoxy OZXHH
>>,
...
MeTcKaA JI%TepaTypa, MOCKBa, 1962).
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3Be3ZI09rio a36YKe MOp3e, 3axinaqcL m nOTyxa3i (ZT 403)),which have
become almost idiomatic. However, Il'f and Petrov make innovative use of
personification of nature in two ways.

Firstly, they make extensiveuse of verbs which normally describeactions
attributed to humans. For example,such verbs as m;ieTL -'to faint away',
be
fondled',
from
ZIJIUaTL-'to breathe', JIaCT'RT16C31
their
are
removed
-'to
usual contextand placed alongsidesuch nouns as wind, evening and plants:
BeTep mne;i I'IOZjKapHT130M.
(DSM
TaK IUYMHOIIT)ILUa;
I Bexiep,TaK m3irKOrIOJIOCKa;
iocL y
6OPTOBBOZ(RxIKa...
(DS225)
TpoiruxieCKaAcpjiopa ;IaC'rT4;
IaCbK XHmeHepy.
(DS 262)

The plants are jokingly compared to an animal" (especially a cat) rubbing
itself against a person.
Comic and visually evocative imagery results when casual human
behaviour is ascribed to celestial and ethereal objects such as the moon, the wind,
and the stars:
BeTep

6eran

BeTep

6eran

no BePXHeg nany6e.
IIOLUeBeJTT4BaJITICb 3Be3, aLI.

B He6e

iierOHLKO
(DS 231)
(DS 92)

no ; 103yHram.

TIYHa nl2birana
no o6natIHLIM
,
oceHHH9 BeTep.

KoHKam

[ I
npLiran
...
(DS 289)

Bird-song is also portrayed by means of verbs and expressions more appropriately
referring to people:
C KOJIOKOJILHm nouinanHci,
nnomazEmo
X YHeuimcb.

rajw4,

Raze

X3 KYXHH, JTOHV]3CTROBajTa
(DS 76-77)
BMeTeTb.

Kypxua,
Bbinieziiiwi
111214INIB-CIVI, H 1IOrILITajiaCL
6epery
Ha neBOm
rpoMK14ti
cKaHziaji.

IITHIIK14

Bopo6bx

Hec; iT4 paMbIg

yxiviivnT4

13311012.

nomT4TT4Hroi3agH
Hazt
(DS 10)

6o; iiuioq

m
(DS 251)
(DS 77)

Secondly, the authors 'debase' nature further by describing it in completely
unacceptablecolloquial terminology, for instance with such verbs as BepTeTBC31
hang
lounge
about'
BaJIATLCA
and
-'to
about'.
-'to
IETOPM De]2TeJTCA B 14epHOM mope...

(DS 268)
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Mojio, aT,,
ie JTIOZI14,He 60ABIIIi4ec3i CKB031131KOB, OTKPLIJIM
OKHO, 14 B Kyrie, CJIOBHO MOPCKaA BOJIHa,
B
3ariepTa3l
R BanAnc3i oceHHHtI
31U.04K, 11121DIT"all
(ZT 586)

BeTep.

OrOHL, conA, Kmiancg

DO

Bce CTOPOHM.
'

BeTep meTancs DOBce CTOPOHLI.

(ZT 347)
(ZT 364)

is
Sometimes
by hyperbole:
personification accompanied
rIapoxo;

a zxaJI BTOP014 ryZEOK.

OT CTpaiiiHLIX

3BYKOB

CZIBHHYJI14CL
o6jiaKa. COJIHueno6arpOBejio M CBaniviocL
(DS 2-24)
3a ropH30HT.
CHOBa 3apeBeii

ryZEOK, M CHOBa cojiHue

13i4cnyre

(DS230)
Y6emano.
Thesegrotesqueexamplescertainlycreatea strongimpression.
The authors often attribute to nature someof the human race'sless
appealingqualities, identifying the behaviour of natural phenomenawith that of
aggressiveand rude people,even drunkards:
(DS 112)
vzapmjio
COJIHue.
,
Ha ym4ue mmeH'KTOBapuua Fy6ePHCKoro. KYAa BLILUJI14
CrIYTH14KTI, BeTep

7112aJIC31C BLIBeCKamT4.

(DS 18)
CojiHue

JIOMT4JIOCLB CTeKJIAHHYIO B14TPMHY mara3XHa

(ZT 309)
BeTep CXBaTHJI OCTarI2L 3a ruietra
rIPHMOPCKOMY 6YJILBapy.

u noTauiTui

K
(ZT 593)

Roa cambim 6oKom, CO 3BYKOM riepeJIXCTLiBaemo9
Mirm,
Ha6eraz nerKmg nPT46Or4, BeTep Yzial2ga no
(DS 266)
; IHUY...
Bozia cxBaTmna

ero (i. e. Father Fyodor - RG) 3a Horm.

(DS 268)

Mope 6egmoctcy,aeHLILUKe.

ij cRTTBajio cBoe-6eiiieHcTBo

jieHT1J
BeTep
m
ziejýraeT
iuapqpLi
...

Ha Kaxzxom
(DS 268)
(ZT 322)

Sometimes a natural phenomenon may be the recipient of 'aggressive
behaviour' from another natural element. For example:
111TOPMTP31c 6epera.

I (DS 267)

In the examples below, the new season may violently drive out the old
one, and even cause its death:
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Ha riia3ax Y Bcex norz6ana BeCHa. nLIJIL rHana ee c
xapKHq
njiomazieg,
BeTep oTTecHgJ1 ee B riepeyjiOK.

(DS 212)

CHJIOIO HeoxxzIaHHO
6biJIO
neTo
3arHaHO
norz6ano.
From the same paragraph

beautiful

6a6Le
HariaBuieM
BeTDa HeXHoe
K MYCOPHLIM AntxKam
Tam oHo,
(ZT 591)

in DS, page 212, spring

girl', who enters such human activity

is called

i<pacaBT4Ua

as tea-drinking

-'a

ladies:
old
with

Tam CTaPYLUKTi npi4rony6nuBanx
Kpacam=
x nT4;iT4 c
Heti tiag BORBOpT4KaX, 3a KpyrJILIMH CTOjiamT4.
(DS 212)
Using the association of KpacaBuixa with zxeBzua-KpacaBI4ua
or
KpacaBI4ua-, aeBYIUKa, and the notion of spring as the season for falling in love
(cf. Pushkin's <(BecHa, BeCHa, nopa juo6BIb>), the authors jokingly speak of
spring as a girl who is yearning to visit the statue of Pushkin -a favourite tryst
for lovers in Moscow:
A eg TaK XOTeJIOCL K riaMATHHKY rIYLTlKT4Ha, rae y)Ke
rIP0rYJIXBajiT4cb monomie
JI104H B rieCTpeHbKT4X
6PI0Kax-ZIYZI0tIKax,
KerlKax,
raJICTYKax oco6atim
60THHO"iKax
(DS
212)
paZE0CTb>>m
<<ZUKTIMMT4>>.

Occasionally, the personification is carried to its logical conclusion, in that
a natural phenomenon is presented in totally human terms. Such is the case in
the following quotation, where Mount Mashuk is compared with a wellgroomed and perfumed gentleman:
6LIJIO
BLIJI BOCKpeCHLIrl
Bce
tIT4CTO
14YMBITO.
Deiep.
Raxe MaMYK, I10POCLUM9
T4poLttHuamm,
KYCTamT4
Knanoci,, Lin TmaTeinHo pacxiecaH T4cTpywi 3ariax
(DS 254)
ropHoro BexeTajig.
2.1.3. The use of more refined language in nature description.
On a number of occasionsIl'f and Petrov use standard language to describe
nature. This is always done for comic effect and there are four ways in which the
authors achieve this aim.
2.1.3.1. Parody of the cliche-ridden traditional approach.
ll'f and Petrov often use fanciful, flowery descriptions of natural
phenomena to parody directly the pseudo-romantic and cliche-ridden language
of hack-writers and journalists. For example:
Ha BOCTOKepaCnyCKaji%cbponBme 6yTOHIJ. (DS 250)
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BYTOHLI

ripeBpaTHJI14C]6
B BYJIKaHLI
14 IIPHH31JIMCL
143BepraTL
jiaBY Hai4JIY'IUI14X
KOHZIHTepCKHX
KpaCOK.

(DS 251)

2.1.3.2. Socio-political terminology.

Sometimes the authors use social and political words in their descriptions
of nature :
Mio; ibcKoe YTpo eme
q2Oj2MT4j2OBaTbC31.

TORBKO HaviT4Ha; io
(ZT 330)

3emnio

%YTL TpoHy; ia TeMHa3i Kpaci<a, m iiepezioml
3Be3zIa cBoei3l2emeHHO
CT4rHaJIM3T4J20BaJIa HaCTYTIneHT4e
(ZT 516)
HOH14.

By using the adjective riepeZIOBaq -'leading, and the verbs cT4rHa;IH3HpoDaT]6
form',
'to
the
authors not only personify
signal'
and
CP0pMT4p0BaTbCJq
-'to
life
in
but
force
it
the
to
of the
social and economic
nature,
also
participate
(cf.
five-year
the
to
to
plan
country, even
contribute
oriepeZoBa3l 3Be3zza>>).
On a number of occasions in ZT, Il'f and Petrov identify socialism with the
cosmos, as in the following example:
11binaim

3Be3ZMLie

morineHHA

IlHeripOCTP031...

(ZT 423)
Ho"U, HOHL, HOHLnexana

[...
]
HaZ[ Bc0i CTpaHoi-4

P030BLIti i<omeTHL01 oroHi6 pBanc3i 143BLICOK14XTpy6
cHnHKaTHLIX 3aBOZIOB[... ] Ha ceBepe B301IMa
KpaCH0TIYTT4; ioBcKa3I 3Be3zxa, a 3a HeI0 3axrnoa
Be; IT4Koe MHo>KeCTBO 3Bent riepBOr4 BenHHHHLI...
CBeTwim
BCA rIATH; ieTKa, 3aTmeBaq CTapoe,

rip iwenbKaBai

eec3i eLue erHrITAHam, He6o...

(ZT 423)

The five-year plan and other concerns of the Party and the proletariat are
portrayed with lyrical fervour, but behind the lyric style of the narrative the
discerning reader may sense the ironic tone.
2.1.3.3.

Romantic

style as a prelude

to irony

and sarcasm.

A romantic descriptionof nature is often the prelude to a sarcastic
commenton the novels' characters. When Ostap cannot reach his destination
becauseof the confusionover new street-namesintroduced after the Revolution,
the authors ironically call him CTpazianeu - 'martyr':
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PaCCBeT 6jiezEHo OCBeTT4JInzao
TaK

14 He cymeBmero

Ha-anpaiuy
ILIapyuiHT4KOB

6oraToro

(DS 106)

pa3Bjiexibc3i.

co mHorl

He OCTPHTLI
Ha BCIO YJIMILY.

- 3aKpivian

'LITO
xce TIJ, aypaK, KP14HT4UIL? - cnpoci4;
XoTiemb
[ I
B MHJIHUHH
HOieBaTL?
...
Ci4Rjia 3BeWla.
Hoxib Loa
i3oinue6m.
Coi3e=oýi
rODOZICKT4M
loud

The
romantic

and

npononyancA

cnoI2

cTpaziamiia,

i ry6epHaTOP.
Ha BTopoýi
c
(DS 138)

ryBepHaTol2a

rOJTOBO'r4.

and farcical
'magic'
night,

B; ipyr

description'of
the
the
argument
precedes
final remark
in this
further
the sarcastic
enhances
that

quotation.

2.1.3.4. Lyrical and colloquial contrast.

A romantic description of nature is often associatedwith the most prosaic
of details:
6Li;
ixY1IOHTeJI1>HM,
BeceHHmeBetiepa
nOZE JIYHOr4 KaKaHTpaUHT.

In the above example, Bece=4e,
same breath as rPA3L -'dirt'.

rPA31>

CBePKajia
(DS 5)

Bexiepa and ; IYHa are mentioned in the

Similarly:
AKauim noziparl0aim, POHAAHa INIOCKHe
KamHm
[ I
[ I
XOJIOZIHYIO OJIOBSIHHYI-0 POCY ... monozxbie

co6aKH

...

(ZT
330-331)
B3614paJIRCB
ALUHKH.
Ha mycopmie
Frequentlythis lyrical and exaltedprose mingles with words from
colloquial speech,resulting in an incongruousmixture of styles:

YTpo 6bi;io ripoxnazlHoe.B xemtly)KHOMHe6erIYTajiocb
6;ieZtHoeCOJIHue.B TpaBaXKpHtianame;IKaq rITHtILA
(ZT354)
CBOJIO%i]6.
)Kemt1Y)KHoe
He6odoesnot harmonizewith wordslike rIYTa;iocb and
C130JIOHL.

Despite their apparently irreverent or banal way of referring to nature, III
and Petrov nevertheless retain their affection for the natural world. This is
especially clear in the above examples, where alongside CKaTzjiocb and
OTu.LenKHBajii4 we find terms like BenHKOnermoe and Becenyio respectively.
In the next section we shall examine the way in which III and Petrov treat
colour terms.
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2.2. Colour terminology.
Il'f and Petrov have the ability to evoke vivid visual pictures by means of
language. It is this gift of theirs that inspired many of their contemporaries and
biographers to refer to them as 'painters' or 'artists' of the written word. Colour
terminology plays a very important role in conveying visual images, and the use
of such terminology is one of the hallmarks of an author's individuality. "
The world of colour in the two novels is very rich. III and Petrov were
,
not content with conventional colour words, and they sought new ways to
describe various shades of existing colours. For example, this is how III avoided
repeating the term cepmýi in one of his satirical stories:
Y Hero cepme rna3a, KOCTIOMuBeTa rIOJ1XPOBaHHoro
12
xeiie3a x rienejaHbie BOJIOCLI.
In the same way Il'f and Petrov list as many as fifteen shadesof the colour
6aHTT4K>>. '3
jji4peKTHBHMr4
grey in their satirical story<<
The colour epithets in the two novels are very unusual and suggestive,
sometimes startling, but always memorable. In this section we shall examine the
stylistic use of colour terminology in several different categories.
2.2.1. Colour terms created by association.

III and Petrov achieve new ways of describing a particular colour by
creating an epithet from an object or an animal possessingthat shade of colour.
This method of association is the richest source of new colour terms in DS and
ZT, and covers a wide range of examples, some of which follow:

"In her article on Kuprin! s
use of colours, L.A. Kachaevanoted:
A Wim, B KcrioJIJ>3OBaHx% UBeTa, ;iex%T,6e3comHemq, oaHa 143
iiax6onee;1HaHBzgya;
im*ix %epTaBTOpcKorOBxzieHmmzpa x
BorijiomeHm

erO

11.A. KanaeBa, <<UBeTOBa3i
(MOCKBa,

ripaKTHKe.
BxyzLoxeCTBeHHo9
TeZZ H NPf3HL
rianUTpa A. M. Kyrip%Ha>>,C66pmw<<17JfCa

1981),cited by H. 11.BenxeBa, <<UBeT
PYccKa,q peziL, No.6,1982,40.

"A- M; IICP 1114MYTH
0
13

XK3H]6>>,
YKpamaIOT

A uBeTa KaKmel 0, orpOMHLI9

B ripOMBezieHKAX

A.

Anupa %E. rIeTPOBa>>,

in CW,5,84.

BLI6OP IZBeTOBI IlepHbig,

tiepHo-

cepi>ig,cepo--iepHLIVI,
xepHOBaTO-cepi>ig,
ceP0BaT0-iepHi>ie,
%iyryHa,
rpxcpeJIBHLIII,
HaX2laiHI>Ill,
aMMUHLIg.
uBeTnepeziej1bHoro
KOKCOBI>Iit IZBeT, TOPCPAHO9,3em3131H011,
x
2Kmßixa
uBeT
MyCopliLIII,
TOT uBeT, KOTOPLI9 B CTapXHY iia3BiBaeTC31
«COHpa36oViH%Ka».
E. rIeTPOB, CW, 3,278.

M. Mnl>cpm
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(DS 119)

iiBeT

He6ecmirl

Tyajib,aeHOPMI>IIIIT4HOrO

aKBapxymmiýi
rogy6oBaTi>01

rogy6og

(DS 43)

IlBeTt
CBeT YJIT4HHoro

CPOHap3i

(DS 290)
(DS 209)

xcamiapmcKT4ýrloTTeHoK

referring to the colour of police uniforms.
30CA OCTaHOBimacb
m CTanaCT3irmBaTb
riepxiaTKY CeJ2OxIYJIOxIHOrO IlDeTa

...

(DS 6)

6yinimmoro

KerIKa

IlBeTa

(ZT 559)

6e;
rieHCHe nyHT4nmcb nim

RBY31KOBLieCTeKiia
nl2oxeK1012HLIM

(ZT 597)

nBeTa

Ta6amoro
riarIOK

jioxmaTaA

C PYKX

(DS 9)

cBeTom.

11muoee (i.e. Petukhova's - RG) meaneHHO CTano
IIOKPLIBaTLC31

(DS 16)

KYTIODOCHI)IM 1-113eTOM.

K Bexiepy OHa (i.e. car - RG) CTana HeYMaBaemoýl vi
6JI14CTaiia Bcemi4 o=HKamm
qT4xiHoro )Kenm.

(ZT 375)

Rinepmxmmýi

3eneHmq nBeT maIIIHHT>I

(ZT 321)

CBeTJ131KII 4OrOHA; IH OTua cýezxopa, KPY)KHJIH BOKpyr
ro; IOBI,I, o6JIMBa3i jizi. Lo ero 3eiTeHoBaTbim

(DS 266)

MeZIMT1T4HCKT4M CBeTOM.

Be; IHKOrO KOM6TMaTOpa; NVIOBenz
Mexziy nori=amH
CHH31KH
CTpaHHLIX
x riepeimajimcb
HeEbTRHOLpauroq
(DS 210)
oxiePTaH'Rr4.

riaHenqmH.
KOP14ZIOP,
m4mHeRT)M4
o611iT4TbIq
...

(DS 229)

Cf. BRIJIHeBiie KJIOnIJ (DS 84) -a reference to colour or appearance (i. e. juicy
cherries).
MnnOJIRTMaTBeeBT4xI
OCTpmxeHHLIM

M oH Deceno

[

I

no
... npoBeii LueTKOxa; IIOMT4HT4eBT>TM BO;
iocam...

ITOrJTAALIBaJT

Ha

KOPOTKO

(DS 6)

Bopo6BAHT4HOBa,
y

KOTOPOrO Ha rOJIOBe y; Ke ripopoc LUp&D_q
ra3OH'IT4K.

-

(DS 164)

Vorob'yaninov's hair is so silver-grey that the authors call it 'aluminium'
direct analogy with the metal. Similarly:

by
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B K; iy6ax yZIT4BMTeJIbH0 CWIMHHoro
rop, CTOSM riapOB03
ajmmmHmeBTgx
TpaBLI.

CBeTa, Ha CPOHe
IUeTa
monoziori
(ZT 542)

On another occasion the silvery colour of rulers is associatedwith the shine of a
herring:
qnaCTT1HHi,

ie

J1HHetiKT4,
meTanjimHecKme

(ZT 335)

cezienotimumcepe6Dom
OTcDexiHBaiou_tHe
An object of association is often an item of food:

(DS 142)

KapameJIbHO-3eneHoeHe6o

(DS
(of
14)
RG)
the
MATHLIq cDeT
moon Eme 6ji; ioCOBcemCBeTJTO,
HOq3OHapuyxe cu3mx
JIT4MOHHMM

(DS 212)

cBeTOM.

CKa3aBI11M
14;IHOTa.

F)epjiaraOTOLueji
riozianbuieOT
<<oýi>>,
rIPOTUBezi3i
OHripm6JIH3MJICA
9BOJII-OLLHIO,

9TY

KtienoDeKy

(ZT 441)

C JIT4MOHHOVi JILICTIHOHN.

It is not clearherewhether JIHMOHHaArefers
to colour or shape.
(DS
279)
Ki4c;
iApcKmr1
monoxmo-rojiy6orIOT CTpaxa
HorT4ero (i.e. thoseof Lokhankin - RG) monoxiHo
3aCBeTHJIT4CL.
(ZT 418)
PYKX

K rIYXJIOr4

ABeccanom BjiaZJT4M14POBzti,
ripHxaB
a
...
B
iaHMBaTLC31
monoxmo-ri
CTan CKem-TOpaCK;
rpyzm,
OKOUIKO.
(DS 186)
3aKaTIABwou. jeec3i conHue

riocLinano

mArKHq

(DS 230)

a612TAKOCOBT)TqcDeT.
rOJIOBa
uBeTa...
...

HOrm

6bina
ee
B -ieriueMHTeHCMBHOa6pi4KocoBoro
(DS 12)

6biJIH

B naKOBLIX

11M46neTaxC

Bepxom arIeJIT)CMHOBOrO
uDeTa.
CHAn ariencimoBbie
(OstapBender- RG)

3amuleBLIM

(DS 28)
IUTm6;

ieT]6I.

(DS30)

In the last two examples,the authorsprefer to use the adjective
arienLCHHOB1604,
which is the Russiantranslationof the acceptedterm for this
colour opaHzeBbIq (< Fr. -'orange'). In the next example,the authorsplacethis
colour term into the following context:
(DS 17)
opaHxeBUP
yriOl4TeJILHOAoporT4eKaJII>COHLI
,
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Sometimes a new colour term is created not from the asociation with an
object of the original colour, but in a much more general way:
Cyxi4e KpacK-R
mmeJI'R3amaHimBLie aT412KoBme
(ZT 372)
iiBeTa.
Presumably, very bright colours, like those in a circus.
Ho <<M3yMRTeJILHLIýi K=TaHOBLIti
uBeT, ripzaaioLuuýi
BOjiocaM HexHoCTL
M rIyLUXCTOCTL>>, cmeiiiamuki>
c
3eneHLIO oTRTaHzKa>>,
HeoxzziaHHO
oKpacmji
rOJIOBY X
MaTBeeBM'tia
ycLi MririonT4Ta
B KpaCK14 cogmexiHoro
.
(DS 41)
cneKipa,

Probably a mixture of various colours is intended here.
naBa
Hamnymulmx
...

KoHziT4TeI2cKT4x

Kpacm

(DS 251)

Here, this refers to the various shades of brown found in a box of chocolates or
cakes.
61>ICTpo

B
KOCTiome
noztoiuezu_ux9MYXHT4Ha
...
JIOZ1314HCK14XK012HHHeBLIX IlBeTOB.
(DS 154)

SinceLodz was known for its cloth-manufacturingindustry, various shadesof
brown cloth manufacturedin the city are implied.
BI>IKpaCT4TL HX B KaKoýi-Hu6yzii6:
...

DKoHomTixiecKmrI

aBeT.

(DS 62)

This is intended to mean somedull colour like grey or brown.
One of Ostap's dreams in DS is to obtain a suit of a colour which III and Petrov
identify as cePLIti 13q6jioKax
term
grey',
a
which occurs on a number
-'dappled
of occasions:
6e3
AHBHoro,
Kapbepy
MHoroxeHua
6biJI0
A6jioKaX.
HeB03MOXHO.
KOCTIOma
HaxiaTb

ceporo
B
(DS 30)

Ha zipyrog
zEeHl> OH rIPT4BeJI B MCrIOJIHeHi4e liaBH14LIIHIOI-0
Kyrimi
CBOIO mexiTy.
ZEUBHbOl ceDmrl B 3i6noKax
(DS 281)
KOCTIOM.

Finally, a similar colour is used to describe a pig's skin which features in
Vorob'yaninov's dream:
Bojibiuoýl

riozt-bemHbOt

KpaH OrIYCTT4JI K erO Horam

(DS 282)
CB14HLIO
B mepnix 316gotiKax.
Some of Il'f and Petrov's descriptions of colour verge on the grotesque, for
example:
cepme riaHTaJIOHLI C T4rl2T4BOr4T4CKO-Dima

(DS 260)
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jiyHHLig

xmjieT,

YciTrTaHH

cepe6123moýi
--)Vi
(DS 6)

nemoýi...

(i.
RG)
Lokhankin
pallOCTHO B31ILixaji,
e.
...
BLITaCKHBaji 143-rIO21LUKaqoa<(POZXTIHY>>
3a 1899 roA B
OH

nepenneTe

m3eTa

mol2cK&rl

BojiHm

c rreHog

m

61ý1>13raMR...

(ZT 409)

2.2.2. Extension of colour attribute from an object to a human being.

A description of colour based on object-associationis very useful (and
funny) for expressive variety and the avoidance of repetition. In the previous
here
but
between
inanimate
the
sub-section,
we
objects,
associationswere made
shall give an example in which the colour of an object is associatedwith a
human being. The result can be humorous and also surprising and confusing:
Kxprimtmme

geBYIIIK14

Bpamajim

pa3BePHYTHMH

30HTHKamu z maxanu njiaTKamH.

(DS 282)

This phrase K14pnWiHbie zleBYI11KHmakes an incongruous combination.
Apparently the authors are not referring to the colour of the young girls (i.e. that
they are tanned, brown being the colour of brick - cf. the expression KMprI 14t1HBiHN
PYMAHeu), rather we think that the girls' 'texture' is hard or that they are
shaped like a brick (i.e. square). Il'f and Petrov intentionally exclude the word
UBeT (colour), e.g. zxeBYLUKH
UBeTa in order to prolong the
KT4Pr1XHHO1"O
ambiguity.
2.2.3.Personification achieved through the use of colour terminology.
Sometimes the authors use colour terminology which usually applies to
humans, as a qualifier for inanimate objects. Some colour terms (for example,
cegoýl -'grey-haired', or pLi>Kxr4- 'red-haired') never qualify outside the human
sphere, but Il'f and Petrov break this rule. Instead of using the colour term
opaHxeB1A9 or even anejiBCT1HOBbIi1,
as they did in the above-mentioned
examples, they apply the epithet p bixcmti - 'red-haired' to the colour of a seat, an
accordion.'and a floor-covering:
(ZT 328)
j2T-uyeecwaeHbe
616iji
(ZT 390)
Rijxu4m jieHOJIT4YMOM.
rioji
oftuHT
...
B KOMHaTe CT031JIT4: CTOJI, RBe caZXOBiiecKamegKH Ha
zene3HLIX
]
[...
Ti 12imcagcpmcrapMOHH31.(DS 44)
HOrax
This brings about the personification of the above three
in
the
plAXT49
objects,
the latter example being prompted by the personification of benches (CKamet! K14
Ha 3eiieHLIX Horax) in the same sentence. It is interesting to note that in the
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have
instance
they
could
only
used the word pmxmg with an inanimate
where
(freckles),
the authors resort to the epithet opaHzeBLIrl:
object
OCTan BaxHo rIOCMOTpeJI Ha 0J2aHXeBIJe BeCHYIIIKT4,
(DS 328)
pacce. qHme rIO JIHUY MOJIOtIHoro 6paTa...

2.2.4. Incongruous use of colour terminology.

Another aspect of the unusual use of colour terminology by III and Petrov
is their incongruous pairing of colour terms with objects which are not normally
associatedwith that particular colour. This usually refers to parts of the human
anatomy, for example:
rIOKa3ajizcb

HeHmiueHmie

CO ZXHSIOTie3zza

143 ropozia

N

(DS 81)

rony6me 3y6ii.
i. e. teeth so dirty they seemblue.

M3HYpeHKOB, rio; iparMBa3i
neTan
riepe;
riia3amm
i
...
(DS 286)
K0J2XHHeDIJMT4,jiAmKamx...
Le. dark or suntanned
rna3a
...
ropeJIX

legs.

ftijim
Rpi<o-ýKeJTTMMT4. KaK Y KOTa, m
maCTepa
(DS
8)
CBeTOM.
Heyracmmmm

This unnatural colour for human eyes is the result of
<(CXCTemaTXtieCKT4X KpaXOB CB014XKOMmepxieCKHX HaMUHamiti R OT
ziojiroBpemeHHoro
YrIOTpe6neHT431 BHYTPL roPA'IiMTe; nHMX HarIMTKOB>>
(DS 8).
Another person with supposedly the same colour eyes is the pilot Sevryugov
ZT. The reaction of the old grandmother, his former neighbour in Voron'ya
Slobodka, is revealing:
RoneTancq,
-

xeJITOrJIa3BIVI,

-

6OPMOTaiia

in

6a6yLUKa.
(ZT 414)

The colour yellow (of Sevryugov's eyes) was probably prompted by the thought
of pilot's goggles, or possibly the old woman connected the pilot's aviation with
birdflight and is thinking of
<<)KeJITOPOTLIti rITeHeLL>>.
HO XXT16 C TaKT4MM YjiT)TI2aa2i4ojieToBTimT4
...
CoDeTCK09 POCCRM He peKOmeHzEyeTCA.

Bonocamll
B
(DS 41)

This colour is the result of Vorob'yaninov's
says Ostap to Vorob'yaninov.
experiments with hair dye, first 'Titanic' dye, than 'Nayada'.
rIaHT4KOBCKRrI [ I CBajiHJIC31 Ha rion R BCKOpe 3aCHY; I C
...
...
paAOCTHOýI yjim6KO9 Ha 4214027210DEMYCTax.
(ZT 456)
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Cf. a referenceto his KOT;ieTHLie ry6Li (ZT 377).
The colour of the old man's lips makes a funny combination with the poetic
Church Slavonic word YCTa - lips'.

When refering to Ostap's scarf the authors say:
OCTaricmAji. Ha Hem ftijim
x riojiyiue; iKoBi>iýIluapcp
(DS 80)

12VMI)THCKOr'O OTTeHKa.

PYMIAHCK14ti
probably implies 'smuggled from Romania'.
2.2.5. Intensity of colour.
The use of shades and intensity of colour (eg. TeMHO-, cBeTnO- or the
suffix -AM- as in cmHeBaTI>Ir4)is not frequent in DS and ZT, but when it occurs it
has a striking effect. For example, in DS, the sun is described as:
(DS 286)

MYTHO-6ar, 12oRmýiRUCK

MYTHo-6arPOBIA9 -'dull-crimson' suggests a darker shade of crimson. Also,
together with the noun zmcK -'disk', this description demeans the image of the
(cf.
sun
section 2.1. on the description of natural phenomena, page 270).
Ero xiepHoe mmo 6jieCTeJIO Ha co; mue.
6mnm xenToBani,.

Bejini

rna3
(DS 61)

Polesov is said to have yellowish eye-whites, the result of his npe3mePHO
I<xriy, qa3i HaTypa (DS 61). This colour of eye-whites is often associated with the
mentally sick, people, so it is possible that the authors are drawing parallels
between Polesov's state of constant excitement and the hysteria of mental
6ejIKH,
There
is
the
patients.
and the
colour white
also a play on words on
6ejioK
literal
yellow of )KeJITOBaTbI9, the
creating a contradiction in
meaning of
terms.
B To rojTv6eHjKoe
Bpewi Caiiia eme He 3aHHmanui
,
Rajame
KOMmepHeCK14m rpa6excom.
mzteT po3oBaToe
(ZT 491)
OTpotieCTBO.

In the above quotation from ZT regarding Koreyko's life and his shady
deals, Ostap uses two colour terms. The colour rojiy6eHi>Koe refers to Koreyko's
c,,iaCTJIXBoe aeTCTBO (ZT 491). The diminutive ending - eHLKoe indicates that
Koreyko was a young child at that time, while the colour blue is synonymous
with 'purity' and 'innocence'. However, Koreyko's innocent childhood was
followed by a 'pinkish' boyhood. Although Ostap does not
kind
expand on what
of existence Koreyko led as a boy, the use of the suffix -aT- in P030BaToe
indicates that his boyhood was not at all as pure and innocent
his
childhood.
as
In DS, Vorob'yaninov buys a hair dye which, according to the chemist
Lipa, guarantees its user:
,
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pamwagmmýi

xiePHIJ9

(DS 27)

ILBeT

The use of the adjective pazxT4KaJILHIAq -'radical'- to refer to a colour is very
(eg.
because
it
normally qualifies such notions as action or opinion
unusual
Thechemistis
paZIRKaJILHoe nexieHue, cpeztCTBO, paAXKa; IbHbie B3rimAbi).
probably implying, in order to sell his preparation, that the black colour looks
fashionable and will not fade. The authors carry this expression through the
novel:
Pazimmimiq

C HecKojibKo
xiepHmýi, TLDeT oKa3ajicsi
3ejieHOBaTbIM
OTJIMBOM, HO BTOP14"iHO KpaCHTL yxe
6LIJIO HeKOrzEa.
(DS 27)

uBeT
HeviaCTHL04
yBHgen,
HTO
12aZIRKWIMMýixiepHlAq
...
(DS 39)
ei.ue rOCrIOgCTByeT B ueHTpe Kape.
Intensity of colour is frequently expressed with the help of a word of
foreign origin. Besides pazxT4KaJIbHbIq,one also finds Y; II>Tpa and UHTeHCUBHO:
XXT16
C
TaKmmm
YJIbTjýatT40;
...
COBeTCKOr4 POCCHII He

IeTOBMMTI

Bojiocamu

peKomeHzEyeTC31.

B ti e ri uemH TeHcT4BHo a6pT4KOCOBOrO LLBeTa
...

B

(DS41)
(DS12)

Cf. 31PKO.

Il'f and Petrov seem to like the combination of black with green, and this
is found on several occasionsin DS:
l4elýHo-3egeHa3i

143

KOPMLI.
143-nOR
BbipBaiiacb
rieHa
(DS 225)
6am6yKOBLIX

ti epHO-3ejieHbix

xieJIOBeK.

PaARKaJIMIýi

3apoc;iOl

T-tBeT OKa3ajicA
xiepmiq
3eJIeHOBaTI>TM OTJIMBOM.

BLILueji

(DS262)

C HeCKO; ILKO
(DS 27)

2.2.6. Symbolic meaning of existing colours.

It is hard to say-whether Il'f and Petrov identified with Ostap's
interpretation of the symbolic meaning of colours, but it is the following
consideration that dictates the choice of colour for 'Antilopa-Gnu':
14epHL01
OCTari.
uBeT - CJIT4UIKOMTpaYPHO, - roBopim
3ejieHL01
Toxe He nO4XOZEXT: 3TO uBeT PYXHYBuier4
TIHJIOBLI9 - HeT. rIYCTL B JI14JI013oqmauiRHe
Haziexa6i.
P030BIArl - riouino,
puie3maeT
HaiaJIbHMK yrP03MCKa.
6aHajiLHO, KpaCHL04
rojiy6oti
- CJIZUIKOM
rIpmaeTCA BLIKpaCT4Tb
BepHoriozmaHHO.
<(AHTHJIOrIY>> B
xeJITLI9 UBeT. ByzieT APKOBaTO, HO KpaCZBO. (ZT 372)
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Prior to this, 'Antilopa' was green:
<<AHTmjioria>>3eJIeHeJIa Ha riepeKpeCTKe.

(ZT 361)

3ejieHeTb is a verb usually connoting things that grow - grass, flowers, trees, etc.
Colours have a specific meaning for Il'f and Petrov. They often use
colours symbolically, metaphorically applying them to the quality of a particular
phenomenon or to the intensity of an emotional experience:
)KH3HI>

cpa3y noxiepHena
MaTBeeBxxia.
Ilpm Bmae HojiecoBa

B

rna3ax

KT4CJI31PCKT1q

MrirIOJIHTa

(DS 15)
jej2Heji.

(DS 132)

In both examples, the use of the verb tiepHeTL -'to become black'
metaphorically indicates a dramatic emotional experience. Further examples
include:
(DS 55)

OTeu BOCTPHKOB noximiToBen.

Bopo6LAH14HODY rIPT4BT4zie;mcL CHLI Hepmge: MMKpo6m,
6apxaTHLie
TOCTOBKH 14rpo60BIJX 2ieji
YrP03LICK,

(DS
38)
Be3eHHYK
He6pHTLII-4.
HO
maCTep
B CMOK14Hre,
Here, xiepMie'in this example refers metaphorically to the uneasy and
frightening quality of Vorob'yaninov's dream:

(says Ostap - RG) Y
r1puteTCA OTCTpeJIRBaTLCA.
...
(DS 280)
Ki4cjiApCKoro riocej2e6j2T4ju4cT,
_meKT4.
This verb refers either to the greyness or to the whiteness of the coward
Kislyarsky's complexion after he hears that he may be involved in gun-play.
Similarly:
(DS 36)

MTIIIOJIMT MaTBeeBI4'1 noce]ýeg_

Grey - cepiii! - is a colour III and Petrov use frequently to indicate bad
association or poor qualities:
cepeHbKoe YTPO

(ZT 324)

Grey here has nothing to do with colour, but reflects the turn of the day's events
when some minor characters are arrested as embezzlers of the state's property.
Korza

rpom YTHXHeT, x BoceMb TOBapmmerl c

cepeaKTimm rna3amu nepeKO'iYIOT B coce;Iiiee
(ZT 440)
ytipexaeHme.
The grey eyes in this example belong to the bureaucrats in charge of purging the
employees of 'Hercules.
OxiepegL, cepag, KameHHwi, 6:6ina HecoKpymmma, KaK
(ZT 599)
rpexieMa3i cpanaHra.
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Such is the description of the queue ,Ostap confronts when he tries to get his
parcel back at the post office. Cepa3i here, just like KameHHaA - 'stone-like',
suggeststhe hardness and sullenness of the people in the queue.
The colour white features in Ostap's conception of Rio de Janeiro where, he
claims:

(ZT 316)
Bce
BEenbi=TaHax
White symbolizesfor Ostap the happinessfor which he is looking. This is
confirmed in his statementto Balaganov:
6pogMT
OHo
110
CxiaCTLeHT4KorOHe nozixi4gaeT.
...

XOZ131T
noroJIOBHO

CTpaHe B ZEJIT4HHLIX-6-e=I ogezz=,

pacneBa3iaeTCKYIO

AmepuKa
M
Tam
ryJIAIOT
3TO
CTpaHa,
neceHKy:
<<Ax,
6e3
Ho
Hazio
M610T

JIOBHTL,

HaT4BHYIOaeTKY
Heq HYXHO
riOHpaBXTbC31,3a

3aKYCK14>>.

er4 HY)KHo

9TY

(ZT 355)
yxa>KMBaTb.
nOHpaBHTI>CA...
Although happinessis comparedto a virgin in white clothes,white is also the
hints
(ghosts
dressed
in
the
such
at
as
colour of a mirage
and
white),
are usually
elusivenessand illusory nature of the happinesswhich Ostap seeks.
2.2.7.Colour terminology as a laconic meansof expression.
Sometimes III and Petrov manage to evoke an entire mental picture from
the mention of a single detail. They seem to follow the principle which Anton
Chekhov expounded to his brother Aleksey:
B onHcaHH31X TIPHPORM HYXHO XBaTaTbCA 3a menKT4e
tiaCTHOM4... Hanpumep, Y Te6. q rioJIYiHTC31 ; IYHHasi
HOtn, eCJIH TH HariHmeiia,
MTO Ha meJILHHnH0I
nJIOTHHe APKOýi 3Be3Z[OHKOýI mejibKHYJIO CTeKJILILIIKO OT
pa36HT09 6YTI>I; IKH. 14
(Cf. III and Petrov's
MaTi3eeBmia
MririojiT4Ta
Bce
CBeTileilo.
<(rIeHcHe
30JIOTaA ZtYXKa rieHCHe BcnbixHyjia
rpoccme9CTepa>> (DS 250ii ocnenwia
251)).

This technique is used by III and Petrov when using colour as the means
of 'making a long story short'. For example, instead of describing the arrival of
the evening, the authors laconically say:
30JIOTme

614TIOKH CHOBa CTaJI14 KOPi4nHeBIJMT4.

(DS 57)
Similarly, the changesthat have occurred in Stargorod during
Vorob'yaninov's long absenceare summarised briefly:
14Quoted in B. B. roJIY6KOB, MaCTePCTBO tleXOBa (MOCKBa,
1958), 12.
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Bea ropoa 6biji zipyroro UBeTa.
3eneHIJMH,
xeJITiie', - cepmmm...

CHHme

ztoma

CTa.

Ti m

(DS 53)

When Ostap completes his written account of Koreyko's life story (for
is
he
his
to
one
million roubles),
emotional state conveyed
which
expects receive
in one subtle sentence:
Benbiti iupaM Ha ropjie OCTaria noDo3oi3eii. (ZT 479)
which sums it up perfectly. Cf.:
OCTari,po3omig 14MOKOtiHHA, yini6ancq.
i. e. he was happy thinking that the chairs were now his.

(DS 150)

In the example below, the range of Sause'semotions is portrayed entirely
by his facial colour changes:
6Lijio
C Kaxzxbim tiacom
B
mepy.
mmumm
jimuo
ero
...
OHOBce pa3ropajiocb MK riepepLIBY ZMA 3aBTpaKa
I
[
ripmo6peno rTl;eT noxiToBoro ciol2ry-Ha. ... nocne
nepepbMa cmeHa KpaCOK riouma B o6paTHom riop3ulKe.
Cyprytimig
UBeT riepeilien B KaKme-TO cKal2naTimmie
6;
Mapxq
reHP14X
CTan ieziHeTL, 14K cepeZIT4He
nATHa.
ZMA [...I JIMUOT4HOCTpaHHOrOcneama; IT4CTaCTano
K12axmanmo-6enbim.

2.2.8.Incongruous use of colour terms.
There are instances when III and Petrov use colour-adjectives as qualifiers
to nouns which do not possesscolour attributes, for example:
B 9TOT Beiep, njienirlY
Bcero ripeariPMATRA.

peiiianaa
XOJIOZIHIAr4,

cygb6a
(DS 68)

Evenings cannot be said to have a colour. However, the idea of darkness and the
moonlight (cf. B 3ejieHOM CBeTe ;IYH16ICTOA;I rpo60B16IXaen maCTep
Be3eH'iYK (DS 15)) makes this original way of seeing things acceptable.
Even more unusual is the use of the colour term rony6orl with reference
to a person, namely, the head of the old people's home in Stargorod:
3aBX03 2-oro z1oma CTapco6eca 6TiJI 3aCTeHHT4BI6IA
Bce cyiueCTBo ero 11POTeCTOBajio rIPOTMB
Bopiora.
ftuio
OH
Kpa)K, HO He KpaCTL OH He mor.
Kpan -K emy
6plMie
[
IM
CTIAZIHO ...
rIOBTOmy ero xopomo
me-MR
Bcer, aa ropejim
PYMAHuem cmyateHRA, CTMAJIMBOCT14,
3aCTeH'MBOCT14 14KOHCPI-03a[... ] CBeT He BRALIBan eme
TaKoro rojiy6orO
DOPTUTIKU, KaK A; ieKcaH; lp
RKOBjieBmti.
(DS 43)
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This word combination rony6oti BOP14LUKaacts as the title to Chapter Eight in
IDS and also occurs on several other occasions in this novel. Galanov has the
following to say on this colour reference:

A; ibxeH He rIPOCTO 3KYJI14K, a- ripeBOCXO;! HaA
To
eCTL
zjeTa;
iM
XYRRK
caTmputieCKa3i
<<ro;iy6or6,
BexARBLIiI,
CTeCHT4TeJIbHLrR.
OTmeHHO
B 9TOM cmLiciie
CTLI9JIMBMr4
A; ibxeH rIOJIHa3i rIPOTHBOMEOXCHOCT16
6ecii,epeMOHHOMYxariyre Minzcy. ll
Furthermore, as we have seen in the example encountered, the 'blue'
(ro; iy6eHi, Koe) childhood of Koreyko was construed as 'pure' and 'innocent'.
So, it is possible that rojiy6oti in this example is used with the same meaning.
After all, we are told (ironically) that ((Bce cyLueCTBo ero nPOTeCTOBano
nPOTMB Kpam>>, i. e. he waspure'in
spirit, although <<HeKpaCTL OH He mor>>.
Hence, he was an'honest'thief - rOJIYbOý4 BOPTRUKa.

In this section we have examined Il'f and Petrov's original use of colour
terminology. In the next section, we look at examples of puns and word-play in
the novels.

IsraiiaHOB,JIJYLCP ;f HeTpoB,op. cit., 116.
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2.3. PUNS.
A pun is a figure of speech which involves a play upon words.16A. A.
Shcherbina gives an accurate description of this stylistic device:
...

CTOJIKHOBeHi4e,

onpezeneHHLIX
cjioBa

CJIMAHme B
mmHi4mym
ZIBYX 3HaHeHT49

nepermeTeHme,
KOHTeKCTax

(14JI14 3HaxieHMr4

KOHTamT4HT4POBaHHMX
17
BOMPRATme.

ZXBYX C03BYHHLIX,

OMOHMMMMIX,

CJIOB) 14 OAHOBpemeHHoexx

When reading literature, if we com e across words or phrases that have
is
than
then
that
we usually perceive only
meaning which
more
one meaning,
duality
by
If
the
to
prompted
given context.
an author wants
create a
(ZJByxrmaHOBOCTL) of meaning, he has to choose words in such a way that the
diverse
the
reader can perceive
meanings of these words simultaneously.
However, to avoid ambiguity and to optimize the humorous effect, a skilful
humorist must make sure the various meanings of these words clash; a
'double',
think
the
to
or
successful word play must offer
reader a chance
see
literally, to have 'second thoughts'.

Play on words is one of the most frequent stylistic devices in both DS and
ZT. However, Partridge's judgement on puns -'The pun is the lowest form of
wit"' - does not apply to III and Petrov's work.
Admittedly, Partridge's statement is relevant to a pun which is based
solely on verbal *similarity and does not express any contrast,,innuendo or
congruity of meaning. This kind of pun merely distracts the reader's attention.
The puns of Il'f and Petrov actually double our attention and make us 'stretch'
our mind. They possessthat key ingredient in which, as Shcherbina claims, lies
the essenceof successfulword-play:
FnaBHoe B i<ajiam6ype - 9TO OCTPOYMme
camoti mbium,
CBA3b mexz(y Knanoa
KOTOpa3l
BHYTpeHHIOIO
HaxoZERT
6M HecoDmeCTRMIAMT4
rIOH31793IM14H
Beuzamm.19
Furthermore, III and Petrov present puns in the right lexical context, because:
OCTPOYMHa3i MLICJIL Tpe6yeT CBoerO B01momeHM31
...
OCTPOYMHOr4 313LIKOBOýf cpopme (B -iaCTHOCT14,

Kanam6ypHOM, MHaxie OHa HeX36eXHO Tep3ieT B
3HaxiTITejibi-io9 mepe CBoe OCTpoymme.20
16TheGreek term for it is'paranomasia, PDLT.
"Ule*ma,
op. cit., 7.
"Partridge, Usageand Abusage,op. cit., 255.
"Ulep6KHa, op. cit. 21.
2'Ibid., 23.

B
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Il'f and Petrov never turn punning into a habit. They realize too well that
Kanam6yPHaq
<<1iepeHacbiiueHHa3i>>
...
MCnOPTHTL

nio6yio

OCTPOYMHYIO

cpopma mox=

MLICJIL. 21

Their word-play fits easily into the text of the novels, and although in
most cases their puns are easy to spot, they are never contrived and indeed look
more like linguistic accidents. The reader can admire them for their wittiness
for
into
ingenuity
that
the
their creation.
went
and
In a sense, word-play 'recycles' the language. Redfern calls punsters
'intellectual do-it-yourselfers, verbal handymen'. 12 This description is wellsuited to Il'f and Petrov, for whom unambiguous utterances were too restrictive
and linear, and who often wanted to say several things at once. Unfortunately,
because of this aspect, many of I1'f and Petrov's puns are difficult to translate and
some of the meanings inevitably disappear in the translation. For the nonbe
Il'f
Petrov's
a
native reader, a complete appreciation of
and
work would
double triumph - to understand both the language and the humour contained in

it.

In the works of III and Petrov, punning is a common and useful vehicle
for expressing irony, sarcasm,mockery, and other aspectsof comedy and satire.
In DS and ZT every kind of word-play is present, from the merest jingle in sound
to the most elaborate calembour. The play of words found in the novels can be
divided into five major categories: multi-form meanings of a word or words
(2.3.1.); contextual puns (2.3.2.); puns based on association (2.3.3.); puns based on
sound or structural similarity (2.3.4);miscellaneous word-play (2.3.5.).
2.3.1.Multi-form meanings of one or more words.
This sub-section covers the majority of puns and can in turn be
subdivided into further units.
2.3.1.1. Homonyms.

A common type of pun is the homonym - acousticallyidentical words
with two different meanings,where the spelling may also be identical. For
example,considerthis commentabout Gratsatsuevaon her wedding day:
Mononas ftina yze He monozia. Erl 6bi;IO He meHbLue
TpwauaTH

II31TZ neT.

(DS 106)

Two different meaningsconfront eachother in the word monozxaA;one is the
notion of age,and the other is synonymouswith the noun'bride'.
Another examplewith a similar play on adjectivesis found in ZT:
"Ibid.
'W. Redfem, Puns (Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1984),34.
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TIaHT4K0BCKH'r4

XH0raa,

BLIX0M4JI

BO ZXBOP,
03a6oHeHHO
rJIAzleJl
B
3y6m 14
paCKPIABanpOT6nmmatimetinoma;jTi,

6opMOTaii: ollo6pmti xepe6eij, >>,XOT31 nepeZI HHM
CTOAjia
II0612a3i Koftina.

(ZT 511)

-

On the one hand, ZI0612TIýistands for'good', while on, the other, it means
(colloquially) 'big' (to qualify the colloquial Ko6bina cf. nomazil> ie. not a foal,
,
but a horse.
MrIrIOJIMT
cTonom

MaTBeeBT4'1
perMTpaumm

[

I CJIYXHJI B 3arce, rzxe Benan
...
6paKOB.
cmepTeq
m

CTOJI, 3a KOTOPLIM pa60Taii MrIrIOJIMT MaTBeeBT4H,
(DS 6)
rIOXOZXHJIHa CTaPY10 Hazirpo6HYIO MIRTY.
In the above example, CTOJI is a table in its literal sense, as well as part of the
standard phrase i3eziaTb CTOJIOM -'to be in charge of.
Both homonymic meanings may not be present together. A word-play can
be achieved by using a homonym with another word usually applicable only to
other homonymic meaning. An example best illustrates this idea:
61-OCTBAno ripmrm
Ee riojiypa3BaJIXBLUXqCA
nepeKpaLueHHOq
KOqOTOHKe.

B
(DS 60)

Although we understand that 61oCT means 'bust, breasts', III and Petrov place
before it the adjective no; iypa3BanT4BLUT4qCA -'partly-ruined',
which usually
The adjective evokes the alternative meaning of the
characterizes old buildings.
61oCT
in
it
is
for
However,
bust',
'statue,
this
a
good
qualifier.
word
which
context, the reference to breasts is humorous and incongruous and even a little
vulgar.
Mo3i q)ami4jiz3i

O)YHT.
-

cl)YHT.

14 9TOM, rIO-BamemyEOCTaTOHHO, HTo6LI BPLIBaTLCA
B yHpexzxeHRA,
3aKPLITme Ha o6ea? - i3eceno CKa3an
(ZT 435)
BeHziep.

Ostap's reply immediately switches our attention from the surname to the literal
meaning of the word CPYHT-a small measure of weight (pound). Ostap asks
jokingly whether this quantity is sufficient to interrupt his lunch-hour.
It is this
kind of riposte that reminds us of Redfern's classification of a pun as 'the
weapon of attack and retaliation'. "

If there is one contrived pun in the novels, it occurs in the performance of
the play 'Marriage', staged by the Columbus theatre troupe. However, the
,
contrivance is quite deliberate, and fits the context superbly. The pun is said by
one of the play's characters, Kochkaryov:

2'lbid., 137.
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HOTOM,

KaK BRAHO
CYZITITbo6o

- Ea BeI26mozie,npi4exaji
BcemZ)TOM
MOXHo
6mno T43

Ko%iKapeB.
cnezzymizero zxzajiora:
- Cl)y, KaK TIJmeH31
mcnyrajil A emeHa B 126mone
npTiexajil
AA
TH
3ameTHJI,
HecMOTP31
XOTeji
HaTeMHOTY?
Ax,
ripel-IOZXHeCTH
6.
ciiaaKoeBe
Te6e
12- urouo!
(DS 215)

Bep-6mozio is the result of breaking the word Bep6mozi into two parts, and
6mozio
is
false
There
the
through a
an
etymology, arriving at
word
-'dish'.
obvious similarity of sounds in these two words. The authors highlight the
6moao
disassociate
italics,
if
themselves
they
trying
to
almost as
word
with
are
from this obvious pun - it is Kochkaryov who is the clumsy punster, not III and
Petrov.

2.3.1.2.Literal and metaphorical meaning of a word or group of words.
In the above example, in addition to Kochkaryov's pun, the authors
manage to include two plays on words of their own.
When we remember that the stage is completely dark during the
Ha
performance of the play, the standard expressionsKaK BMZHoand HeCMOTP31
TeMHOTY shift from their metaphorical meanings ('probably' and 'despite
darkness') to their literal ones. The play on words is based on the contrast,
between the actual darkness on stage (where nothing is visible) and the verbs
look'
'to
be
(KaK
lit.
'to
'as
B14;
IeT]6 B14ZIHO
can seen') and CMOTpeTI)see'
(HeCMOTP31Ha... - lit. 'not looking at'). Theseplays on words are subtle and
discovering
doubles
them next to the
the
this
well-hidden and
pleasure of
contrived pun of Kochkaryov.
This is an example of the most frequent type of play on words in DS and ZT puns based on the clash between the literal and metaphorical meanings of a
language,
in
found
the
Like
play
advertising
the
word or phrase.
punning often
from
in
involves
the metaphorical
these
two
shift
on words
a
novels always
further
largest
literal.
is
As
to
the
the
this
meaning
group of puns, we shall
literal
based
follows:
the
the
the
and
subdivide
on
play on
analysis as
puns
); puns in which
metaphorical senseof a word or a group of words (2.3.1.2.1.
); puns in
metaphorical meaning shifts to the literal due to the context (2.3.1.2.2.
).
which metaphorical meaning is extended by the context (2.3.1.2.3.
2.3.1.2.1.Puns based on the play between the literal and metaphorical senseof a
word or a group of words.
Ecim
IlaHT4KOBCK149
IIYCT14T eme
cKa3a; i OCTari, z1oxilamimcb
yxozta
,

0AHOrO DOrOHOCUa-noceTHTe;
i3i, - He
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CJIYX14Tj,

6onimie

11aHMKODCKOMY.

YBOJI106e3

BI>IXOZIHOrOnoco6mq.

(ZT 434)

By POrOHoceuin this context,Ostap refers to peoplewho keepbringing him the
unwanted horns and hooves (lit. pora -'horns', HOCHTL-'to carry'). However,
poroHoceu in its allegoricalsensemeans'a cuckold'; the conflict of two
meaningsis nicely comic.
Emy (i.e. FatherFyodor - RG) yze He HYXHj>i6mnH 3emmie
COKPOBzLua.

OH XOTeJI TOJI16KO OZIHOrO: BH143, IM

(DS 274)

3emmo.

The above example not only suggests that Father Fyodor, being a priest, should
think only about spiritual matters and not earthly treasures, but also brings
together in a play on words the adjective 3emHTie - 'worldly', used
metaphorically and with its literal meaning 'of the earth' - 3emwl.
A similar conflict between the literal meaning of zzyx - 'spirit' - and its
metaphorical meaning in the expression B3birpaTb ZXYXOM- 'to get excited', is
found in the following example (again involving Father Fyodor):
4)ezop
OmenomneHMAI
rIP'KTHX Ha uemix
OTeu
ua mec3iua m BnirRaji
ZIVXOM TOJILKO Tenepb,
B03BpaT31CL R3 zioma Bopo6LAHT4HOBa M 3ariepLLIMCL, K
(DS 21)
YZIHBjTeHM10 maTYLUK14, B cnamHe.

When Father Fyodor, thinking he now possesses the right set of twelve
chairs, destroys them one by one, we are told that:
CTYJIL31 DT)IXOZI14JIT4143 CT12031OZJXH 3a zpyri4m.

(DS 268)
BT,ixoYiT4TT,

is a military expression referring to soldiers coming
Out Of CTP09
in
Since
the
the
authors
standing
a
row,
chairs
were
-'line'.
personify them and compare them to soldiers falling down under Father
Fyodor's attack. (Cf. M OH 6pomicA Ha CTYJI,KaK Ha X14BY10 TBapl, (DS 268)).
v3 cTl2oq
At the same time, metaphorically speaking, Buzoamn,
means the
break-down (of machinery) and this is exactly the fate of the chairs.
In order to express in Russian the idea of a hopeless, 'no-win' situation,
the phrase HeT XH 3HX (lit. 'no life') is often used. This is just how Shchukin
feels when he is trapped naked on the stairs outside his flat:
143 cTl2oa

)KT43HT4iie 6bino. A mexAY Tem OH ABCTBeHHO ycnmuian
iuym iipo6exaBaiero
rio ynxiie
rPY30BHKa. 3HaiXT,
(DS 172)
mie-TO WMI14.

This type of play on words is also found in the pairing of the metaphorical
(i.
meaningOf B16IXOZt
out'
e. answerto a problem), with the different
-'way
forms of the verb 1411T14-'to go'. There are severalexamplesof this:
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3TO BLIXORT4T,

3HaHMT,

ROBOJILHO,

- CKa3aji
Ti4q3jimcneLUKOM.
rMiRY

K HHZtYCY

[

rocy; ýapCTBOHaBCTpexiy TuieT?
(ZT 486)
OCTari, --B'LIXOII

OZXHH: 14ZITT4 B

(DS 270)

I ApYrOrO
...

(ZT 579)

BT:,TXOZIa'HeT.

Cf.:
rzEe
xe
BOM3e.

BbTXOII'93

3TOr'O 14CXOIIa? - B3BOJIHOBaJICA
(ZT 469)

This last example was quoted by B. Galanov to substantiate his remark: '
14;mcp Ti rIeTPOB TIHOrzia CTpemznucL
pnHme CJIOBaapyr K zEpyry, amiorza

noztorHaTL

-

14coeAMHRTL TIX

B OZIHoti

MazMHOM
xcmnoHemm,
cppa3e no ripMHaKY
HTo6M
Tem cammm
rioA, -iePKHYTL
rIYCTOCJIOBi4e
x
21
riyCTOCJIOBme
KomwieCKmx
riePCOHaxerl
...
Another

play

allegorical
meanings
DS and ZT:

is based

on words
of the word

on the clash

pamKa

-'frame'.

Bce

9TO - TpaKTOPLI
M Bep6mozim
YKnaRLIBanoci,
B 12aMKV Kaapa.
Mozial

BoýIZITITe

B RaMK

.

between
These

the direct and
found
both
in
are
puns

- OT; IHHHO
(ZT 536)
(DS 96)

In the above

is justified
two examples
the use of pamKa
and
since people
from ZT, the set
in the next example
However,
animals
are being photographed.
behave indecently'
is distorted
phrase B16IXOZ[HTL 143 pamoK
npiummA
-'to
for the sake of humour.

--.

ripe6IJBaHi4e

B roCTMHxueHaBT411Y

143
RaMOK
3aTeAHHoro
DI)IrIT412aeT

Bcero Hapozia
(ZT405)
gena.

And finally, both the metaphoricaland literal meaningsof paMKaarepresentin
this examplefrom ZT:
rITm6yp4YKOB
CKa3an
(re.
Bombiioti
iejioBeK,
Lokhankin- RG), CTapaAcb OCTaBaTLCq
B12aMKaX
6Bi;
ripunmxmg.
IH TeCHLI.
Ho Bapi3ape9TM12amKm
(ZT 409-410)

We have already seen that a pun can be a 'weapon of attack', that is, it can
carry an intentional insult. When Kolya, in a fit of jealousy, beats
Vorob'yaninov, Ostap says to the latter:
24raJlaHOB,
op. cit., 297.
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r1o rojioBe 6omme

601
He

Te. BTOcamoeciTa6oeero

(DS 155)

meCTO.

It may appear that Ostap is concerned for Vorob'yaninov's health, but in fact he
is insulting him, since the metaphorical sense of the adjective cna6mg - 'weak',
(i. e. weak-brained, incapable of thinking) is implied:
When Ostap tells Vorob 'yaninov how to obtain the chairs, he gives him
the following example:
(DS 188)

YHHTecb, CTYJI MAT rOJILTMU PYKaMT4.

do
'to
B331TI, rOJILIM14 PyKamm metaphorically
means
something easily' (i. e. without putting any effort into it), the literal meaning of
the phrase becomes apparent when Ostap picks up the chair with his bare hands:
Although

Reno rIOMOLUT4
YTorimmi4x
YToriaiou_tzx.

- geno PYK cammx
(DS 245)

In the above slogan from DS, zteno PYK metaphorically implies precautions
against drowning, such as being careful or taking swimming lessons. However,
immediately
to
the
yTonaiommti,
which
placed next
present active participle
highlights
drowning,
image
this
PYK
lieno
phrase
creates an
of someone actually
its own literal meaning, i. e. 'using one's hands', which is precisely what a
drowning person cannot do to save himself. The success of this play on words
lies in the fact that this slogan is grammatically correct and semantically
reasonable, yet almost sadistically cruel when interpreted in its literal sense.
MnnOnT4T

MaTBeeDUH

cBeRxv
rIOCMOTpeJI Ha Temy
imm,,
POCT ZJ0X0AT4JI 110 CTa B0cbmmzxeC31TM rIATH
_Ero
61ino
nerKO 14
caHTHmeTPOB,
HC TaKOýi BLICOTbi emy
yzo611o OTHOC14TLCA K Teme c HeKOTOPLIM
(DS 7)
npeHe6pexeHmem.

On reading the first sentencein the aboveexample,we acceptthe literal meaning
idea
further
because
down',
look
the
of
cBePXY
reading,
of
BHX3-'to
and on
height is brought in, our thinking is reinforced. However, there is a sudden
switch to the metaphoricalmeaningof the phrasewhen npeHe6pemeHHeis
mentioned,and we are disconcertedand amusedby the word-play.
Sometimesin dialogue a pun-form known as 'asteismus'is used, in
2S
which different meaningsare understoodbetweenreply and statement, often
with insulting or humiliating results.
B03ZIYLUHLI-H
TOPM03 pa60TaeT
rIojiecoi3 [ 1, - He BcacmaeT.
...
He cripomim,
Te6A
aBOCL3aCOCeT-

25PDLT.

- 0TBeTMJI

HeBaxHo,

- 3a3lBHJI

BarOHOBo=01,

-

(DS95)
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Hy, 14 A nO 14JInIO314OHam 6vziv
Berat
riomaJIyr4CTa.

6eraTB.

ýl 6vziv 6eraTT,.
llo6eraeiiii)c3i.
Tbi B 3epKaJIO Ha ce6A riOCMOTP14.
(DS 23)

6vnem neTT,.
3anoeTe
(ZT
526)
ro;
iy6Hxm4.,
In thesethreeexamplesabove,the secondspeakerrepeatskey wordsusingtheir
literal meanings,in contrastto the metaphoricalmeaningsimplied by the first
speaker.
Mji
-

He

14epe3ABa rozia TpeYX0BBo3o6H0BHJI_jLLT_YP_M
roPOZICKOtiynpaBIA, HO nomemaiia Boi! Ha. ROTOM
(DS 88)
riomeinaiia 12eBOJI101114H.

The abovepun involves the word IIITYPM -'storm, attack',which appertainsto
military action and is followed by BOýMaand peBORI0104A
-'war'and
'revolution' - even bigger military actions. Our split-secondconfusion is
large
by
the
two
that
scalemilitary
replaced a comic reactionwhen we realize
ironically
to
the
the
IIITYPM,,
used
actionsunderline
word
metaphoricalsenseof
emphasizethe degreeof Treukhov's zest. ,
(DS90)
Eux peiummcq - 3a BammOCTaHOBKa.
(which
here)
OCTaHOBKa
lit.
its
is
implied
'a
in
this
stop';
metaphorical
sense
word means'it's up to you'. The play betweenthesetwo meaningscreatesa pun
which sounds like a contradiction.
.

j3eHIIOM

copoKaTLIcqnHaA
6bina
Bcemy

azaaema.
(DS35)

The abovestatementcompletesthe descriptionof the treasurehidden
insideoneof the chairs.Theplay is on the word BeHeix,which'ismeantto be
understoodherein its metaphoricalsense- the 'end'or 'to sealit all'. However,
BeHeain ChurchSlavonicin its literal sensemeans'a crown',thus becoming
synonymouswith nijariema.and the resultis a tautology.
Fjia3T4yC-I.
UeHKep yLueJI B xiaCOBOIKOJIjieKTMB<<HoBoe
(ZT 430)
BJ2eM3T>>.
This highly satirical pun hints at the need to adapt to the new regime. The
watch-repairer Glazius-Shenker shuts his private shop (at the end of the NEP
period) and joins the collective, appropriately entitled HOBoe BpeM31- in which
Bpe mq stands for 'time'. However, 'new time' clearly refers to the post-NEP era,
which Glazius welcomes to prove his loyalty to the new regime.
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2.3.1.2.2. Puns in which

metaphorical

meaning

shifts to the literal.

Very often a play on words in the novels is based on what is known in
Russian as pa3BeHtiaHHBie meTadplopii; that is, a hitherto metaphorical phrase
is interpreted literally in the context in which it occurs. For example, the
colloquial expression nJIIOHYTL Ha... -'to forget about it, to take no notice',
becomes literal (rIJIIOHYTL -'to spit') in Ostap's answer to Vorob'yaninov's
question:
To; i]6KO BIJ, Z1OPOrOr4 TOBapmm

H3 Hapmxa,

rijuo=e

Ha

Pce

KaK
rijTioHYTb?
OCTari,
CJITOHO'r4.1
OTBeTT4JI
- KaK rijieBanz
14CTOP14tieCKoro maTepzaJ1143ma.

z1o anoxm
(DS 35)

This kind of shift from metaphorical to literal is found in the next two examples
of word-play:
Ero

pa; IOBano,

MTO C rT4PAMT4 COLUJIO TaK ; ierKo

(ZT 500)
Kaxzxa3i rHPA nO nOJITOpanyaa. Tpm nyzia tIRCToro
30JIOTa.

3TO A cpa3Y

11OH31JI,meH3i ripAmo

KaK ynapi4no.

(ZT 476)
The association between rxpi - 'dumb-bell' - and the notion of 'heavy weight',
shifts the metaphorical meaning of the expression COr4TH; ierKO -'to get away
with'- to the literal meaning of the word jieri<o -'lightly'. In the second
[
I
happens
the
to
the
yziapmno
struck
meHA
me,
example,
same
expression
-'it
...
it occurred to me'. Indeed, one will be struck by the heavy weight of the dumbbell - nOJITOpanyzia!
In DS, after the performance of the play 'Marriage', an actresscomplains to
the members of the sound-effects team:
BLI BHepa MHe He B Hory nozaBaim,
- xaJIOBaiIacb
Aracpm THXOHOBHa, -A TaK 11CBaJIHTLCA mory.
(DS 217)
He B HOry is found in such expressions as TaHueBaTL He B Hory -'to get out of
step'or WITH He B Hory. Here, Agafya, who is a tight-rope dancer, needs the
music to match her steps on the rope, otherwise she might fall.
ýI
BeHaep,
caMM BT4zienz, KaK 9TOT =
BOT
Bii,
HaPY1U'Rn KOHBeHUT410, - 3aKOHMT4JI cBoe noBeCTBODaHiie
lUypa BaiiaraHOB.
OH
ziaBHo rion3an
rio moemy
YHaCTKY,

TOJILKO 31 90 CMX IIOP He mor

ero, rioqmaTb.

(ZT 314)
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When at first we read the word razi, we assume that its metaphorical
(lit.
Fazi
'reptile'), is metaphorically synonymous to such
is
intended.
meaning
words of abuse as mep3aBeu or nozineu. However, the verb rI0JI3aTB -, to
literal
immediately
Similarly, the
the
generates
crawl' meaning -'reptile'.
following two examples emphasize the animal involved in the allegorical
Cstow-away').
3aAu
meaning Of
Bbi
OCTari
ymeeTe
e3ZIXTb.
2j2jL=?
CI'IPOCT4JI
Bopo6bAH14HOBa.
MaTBeeBXtI.
MrirIOJI14T
12o6Ko
cKa3an
rioripo6yio,
-R
(DS 253)

After all, a hare is a very timid creature. The ticket collector finds out that
someone is travelling without a ticket:
rge.
22=?
-

KOTOPOr'O

-

B
KOmeHzEaHT,
riPOB03r.TiaCT4J1

rlOABHJICq

6neCK.
roHiT42

rna3ax
(ZT 563)

The conductor's eyes light up with an appropriate hound-like intensity.
RorieKaTb metaphorically and colloquially means'to annoy'. In just this
sensePolesov annoys the members of the 'Union of Sword and Plough' secret
bakery
have
His
the
of
a
cowardly owner
society.
a special effect on
visits
(ao neKaTb- lit. 'to finish baking').
OH aenan perynApHbie
TaqHOrO
B14314TLI Bcem njieHaM
o6nteCTBa
<<MeHa ii opa; ia>>, oco6eHHO 7101IeKall
6y6nvi'LIHOrl
apTe; iK
ozEeCCK09
OCTOPOXHOrO Bnazlenbua
6apaHKZ>>, rpamaamMa
Ki4cJ131PCKOrO.
<<MOCKOBCKi4e

(DS 132)
The verb oxjiaaeTb - metaphorically 'to go off something'- is interpreted
has
Polesov
further
in
that
this
removed
exactly
and realize
sense until we read
the gates from the house (thus leaving it unprotected from cold weather) and
this links up with the literal meaning of oxnazieTb < XO;IOAHO - 'cold', i. e. 'to
cool', 'to be cold'.
...

BHKTOP MuxagnOBHi

oxnazieJ1 K BOPOTam.

AB ziome No. 5, paCKPLITOM HaCTexcb, npomcxozxmnT4
(DS
63)
yxaMae
co6LIT14A.

In the example below, the play on words concerns the phrase rionwil4a
(cf.
because
the
However,
3BYK14,
3BYK14).
pan=XCL
which sounds very poetic
meeting was held in the tea-house,the verb no; IHjn4cb takes on its literal
meaning Cto pour'), thus engendering an association with tea being poured out.
Haxianc.q M14T14Hr.C Kpbinbua HagHog Kopo6KOBa
nonwimu neusle 3BvK14210mazia meZZEYHapoiiHom
(DS 228)
rionoxeHHH.
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KBaPTZpHoe
mexgy

paBHoBecue
Tioziziepxnanou
OTzIeJIbHbIMX xivibitam'K.

6; ioKamT4
(ZT 412)

The above is an ironic but true description of the state of affairs in 130POH1631
cjio6o4Ka. Were it not for the walls separating the ever-squabbling tenants, the
whole place would quickly collapse.
When describing the imagined good life in Rio de Janeiro, Ostap reminds
Balaganov of the advantages of that city:
rIOJITOpa M14JIJIZOHaxieJIOBeK, T4Bce nOrOJIOBHOB 6enbix
(ZT 316)
IIITaHax.
The play here is on the word nOrOJIOBHO, which means metaphorically 'all
without exception'. The literal meaning of ronoBa -'head'- is triggered by the
mention of III TaH IJ - 'trousers', thus establishing the association between the
head and the posterior. The same association occurs in DS, when Iznurenkov,
assuming that Vorob'yaninov is a furniture-removal official, declares:
BTa
opyaze
meHA
HMierO
HeM331
orivicaTb.
me6ejib
3v
npOH3BOZXCTBa.
TOxe ol2yin4e npoT43BoncTBa.
(DS 168)
Iznurenkov is a joke-writer, therefore he works with his head, while presumably
sitting on this chair. However, since opyzize usually touches that part of the
body directly involved physically in the work, by calling the chair opyzxze
nPOR3BOZECTBa,the impression is created that Iznurenkov works with his
behind and not his head! Cf. also Ostap and Funt:
-R cam rnaBa.
3HaTiZT,
Bbi co6zpaeTecb omxuam
-

camz? (ZT435)

and such an expression as <<rOJIODOýi
HYXCHOpa6OTaT6, a He 3aZIHMM
meCTOM>>.

III and Petrov often take pains to produce an,unusual and successfulplay
on words:
OCTajibHa3i
meHee

61ina

tiaCT16 3aceiiaHmq
TOpxeCTBeHHBi9
xapaKTep.

cmqTa

m Homna
(DS 105)

In the above example, the authors dispense with matching the literary styles in
to
order to create a pun. To bring out the literal meaning of the verb HOCT4Tb
-,
(clothes)
in
the
wear'
TOpxeCTBeHi*i9 xapal<Tep -'to
official phrase HOCT4TB
be solemn',,the authors introduce another verb which in its literal meaning is
also associatedwith clothes. This is CMATB-'to creaseup' - which in its
metaphorical sense means colloquially 'to be cancelled'.
Ha; ý j2a3roDeBu_iTAmi4cjqrix1uyi1jmmi4 maiul=amu
(DS 176)
KVj2T4JTC3T
111>1MOK.
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III and Petrov use the metaphorical sense Of Pa3ropeT16CA
but
get
excited',
-'to
then extend this metaphor by adding KYP14;IC31 ALIMOK, which only applies to
literal meaning of the verb, i. e. 'to set ablaze, to flare up'. This is what
Mayakovsky would call:
H3
MYXH
...
KOCT ]6.26

ziejiaeT

CJIOHa m

riocne ripoaaeT

CJIOHOBYIO

Another pun of the same type refers to Panikovsky's words about being a
family man:
R, HaKOHeu, cemeýimgýi tienoBeK. Y meHA ZIBecemi6m.
(ZT 313)
In the same fashion, III and Petrov may 'unravel"standard meanings. In
the next two examples, the literal meanings of the set phrases emerge:
OT06e, aaTb, tiem 6or nocnan.
...
B :ýgoT ziem, 6or Tiocan, AjieKcaHUPY qKOBjieBwiy
6YTLIJIKY
(DS 49)
Ha o6ea
3y6pOBKH...
CHOYAOHY
R
nagibna
B
poT
He
KnanT4.
JIMMHO CBOýl
6bi.
nanea
He rionoxmn
M HHCKOJILKO He CMYLua31C1>Tem, HTO CHoyzjeH, HT4 3a
6LI
BajiHa; iHcY jie3Tb
HTO Ha CBeTe He r103BO; IH; I

nainnem B CBOýl120T.CTapMKnpozionzan...

(ZT 427)

This satirical interpretation of idiomatic constructions leads to what Shcherbina
refers to as <<6yKBaji143aUH31>>
CPPUeonomm, T. e. <<B03poxaeHT4e>>
CBo6o;IHLIX MaxieHTA4 cjioDa... 27

2.3.1.2.3.Puns in which metaphorical meaning of a word or a phrase is extended
by the context.
This is what Paul Ricoeur calls a 'surplus of meaning', that is, if the old
meaning is deducted from the new, a further meaning still remains."
6exan
OH rioxiioribMan
no cpyHz(ameHTY riaJIK01 m
zomoý4, B ropozi, 3aKpLIBaq jiaaoH31MX 3amep3lllme ymm.
6mna T12eyxoB.
(DS 88)
c1)amujiz. q RHmempa

In the above example, a play on the word yiUT4 -'ears' - is achieved by attaching
the word to a comic surname. A similar technique is used in the next example:

"V. Mayakovsky as cited by Shcherbina,op. cit., 59. No
sourcereferencestated.
2'lbid.
28Paul Ricoeur, InterpretationsTheory:Discourse
and the Sutplus of Meaning, (Fort Worth, The
TexasChristian University Press,1976),54-55.
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MIUMUROMPIA
OCBe, aomI4BIUT4Cb,

3armaTRJIT4,
c KaKOýi

Ka=aRbHoro
-C ueji]610
OCTari, - MTo6
OTBeTMJI

ziejimKaTHO

uejibio

B3T4maIOTCA
EpoBana.
peMOHTa

He CJIMLIIKOM

TIATaKT4.

- ziep3KO
1
rIDOBaJI14JIC31.

(DS 259)
The request written by the door-bell is echoed in the verb KPYTTIT16and
BepTeTL - 'to turn', first with Ostap's entrance and later on with that of Father
Fyodor.
OH (i. e. Ostap - RG) K12YTHVJT. 3BOHOK C BbIrIYKJII>IMU
6YKBamm
(DS
69)
KRVTT4TL>>.
<(rIPOLUY
3BOHOK (<IIPOLUY Kj2VTT4Tb>> aamo
HeyBepeHHa. q PyKa.

ymce ]3el2TeJla

-'UR-TO
(DS 75)

2.3.2. Contextual puns.

Some puns emerge naturally from a given context. For example, as
Vorob'yaninov's mother-in-law expires, the authors tell us:
To xaJIOBanacb Ha rILIX6, OT
6LiJI0
3aZIOXHYTLCA.
moxHo

KOTOP09,

no ee

UIOBam,

(DS 14-15)

Similarly, the following pseudo-scientific expression is uttered by Ostap to
Madam Gratsatsueva,as they stand separatedby a glass door:
B TaKOM cjiytiae
azameTpajiLHO

HaIII14 B3rJIA; ILI Ha )KH3HL
nPOTHBOrIOJIOXHLI.

(DS 203)

During the fire at the Voron'ya Slobodka, one of the inhabitants, Nikita
Pryakhin, suddenly remembers that he has forgotten something valuable in his
room and wants to go back to collect it, despite the neighbours' entreaties to
prevent him:
Ha
KPOBaTT4 nexXTI
- 14CCTYrIneHHO Kpivian
rIYCTU,
rOBOP101
rIo ero JIMIly KaTIVIMCL orHeHHme
ciie3LI.

rIP31XHH.

(ZT 487)
The play on words here is achieved by the unusual application of the epithet
orHeHHLie - 'burning'- to qualify the noun cne3m -tears. However, this
adjective establishes the connection with the fire that is blazing. After all,
noxcap is made out of orOHL.
He
Ilyiua
roj2mT.
gam
nporiaCTL.
eti
screams Pryakhin again, finishing with the idiomatic expression Zlyula roPHT Imy soul is burning'. The authors again draw a parallel between the character's
words and the narrative action accompanying them. Both orHeHHTie (ciie3bI)
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(ULua
)
roPT4T are metaphorical representations of the real action (a
and
blazing fire).
2.3.3. Puns based on associations between adjacent words.

Some puns are based on associations between words mentioned alongside
each other.
A moxeT 6LITL, Korzza-TO CKB03H31KOM ripoxBaTT4JIO
3HameHT4TOrO KOPOJ131B03ZIYXa, H 3aKPLITbie ZBeopm
eCTL TOJILKO OTrOJIOCOK YH14HeHHorO KOpojiem
(DS 199-200)
CKaHzxana.

The pun here is based on the words CKB03HAK -'draught'
'air'. The connection between the two is obvious.
APTRCTLI
K 1214TMY nPMBLIKJIT4.
TYT rioZIHAJIC31 HOBLI9 ragnex

and B0311YX-

(DS 223)

The play on words P14Tm and rvizex
is highly successful. The reader is
already aware that the rhythm produced by the members of the sound-effects
team is no more than just random beating. This pun also contains strong irony.
Ha
TOnKyHKe rmKyriajim?
M, He aoxaaBLUTICL OTBeTa, KaK rpomom nopaxeHHoro
AjieKcaHzzpa AKOBneBTvia, CH31JI((3Kjiep>> co pxcaBoro
(DS 46)
rBO3ZIA.

In this pun there is a strong association between thunder (rpom) and
lightning (BKnep < Fr. e'clair -'lightning').
TpxzmaTMpy6neBa3i
MWIMHKa xcxie3na
6DvanzaHToBo1-4 ropLi.

B C1431HH14

14rirIOJIHT MaTEeeB14t1, jiyxienpHo
ynb16mcb, Bbiulen
B KOP149op 14CTan ripory; mBaTLCA. r1jiaHM HOBOr4,
IIOCTpoeHHOýl Ha nparoneHHom
CPYH;iameHTe XTUHM,
(DS 77)
Teiumnm ero.
Throughout the above passage, there are persistent references to the
diamonds and the treasure. By using the epithet 6pmnnmaHTOBaq, by replacing
(e.
by matching
aparoueHHM9
rIPOHMiti),
epithet
g.
suitable
with
a
more
and
,
these epithets with the adverb nyxie3apHo, the authors create a delightful play
on words involving the idea of wealth and the sparkling of precious stones.
Sometimes a pun is based not just on words, but on a whole saying or
proverb, as is the case below:
KaK
Torza
TiorlzieT
no-macily
Bce
...
<(A macnom. - rioxieMy-TO DepTenoci> y Hero D rOJIOBe,
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KaLUM He mcnolmm.
MexZXYTemKaiua:

3aBal2i4jTacT:, 6o; iLiua, q.

(DS69)

Here the word macno in the saying KaK ITO macny triggers the proverb
macnom icamR He 14CrIOPT1411IL.The word Kauia then suggests another saying
3aBapT4TL Kamy. This word-progression
macno > maCJIO/ Kama > Kama
creates a mixed metaphor and a 'cocktail' of puns.
In a similar way, the metaphor IIPOTqrHBaTb
PYKY -'to beg'- triggers
another metaphor containing the same verb, but acting as a euphemism for 'to
die'- rIPOT3IrMBaTb HOrT4.
HzKorzia,
MrIrIO;
Dzipyr
IT4T
ripTIH31JICA
xipeBOBeiaaTb
MaTBeeBMtl, - HHKOrga Bopo61>3IHT4HOBHe nj2oT3irT4Baji
12VKT4.
TaK
Horm. CTapmrl aypaneti,
npoTgHeTe
- 3ai<pT4xiaji
(DS 257)
OCTan.

This results in the play on these two euphemisms."
2.3.4.Puns based on the similarity of sound and structure.
'Acoustic' puns appear much less frequently in DS and ZT than puns
based on semantics,but though uncommon, they are very striking. They can be
divided into two groups: homophones, that is, puns in which the two words are
pronounced alike but have different spellings and meanings (2.3.4.1.); and
acoustic puns based on assonance(2.3.4-2.).
2.3.4.1. Homophonic

puns.

One well-known homophone occurs in one of Ostap's famous
expressions, where there is a play with the dental consonants Land d:
Bmixe

K Tejiy (zieny), KaK rOBOP14TMoriaccaH.

(DS 71)
It is the substitution of the word expected in the context - rpmrin 'influenza' - by another word which sounds similar (rpz6 - 'mushroom') that
produces the pun in the following exchangebetween Ostap and Bezenchuk (who
has arrived in Moscow with a supply of coffins, hoping to take advantage of the
influenza epidemic):
MOCKBe
MHe
rlpycHc
HTO
B
cKa3aii,
r]ýi46
CBHperICTByeT,HTOXOPOHHTI>
jnozEeýiHe B mem. Becb
'Cf. the poet ThomasHood's famouspun:
The cannonball took off his legs
So he laid down his arms.
Cited by Redfern,op. cit., 63.
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maTepmaji riepei3ejim.
I I
...
Cnyiuati,
nanama,
CBmpeIICTByeT.

BOT Am peinmji z(ena rioripaBT4Tb.

9TO B Hapmxe

rpmrin
(DS 219)

The authors use this malapropism
to emphasize the inferior intellect of
(Cf. section 1.12., page 172) This funny kind
Bezenchuk and set off the humour.
of 'sound-play' is one of the authors' favourite ironical tricks, and is illustrated
in the following examples:
(DS 41)
MHKCTypa <(Ha3TZIa>>(Ha Aaa)
rIpu mmum o6 yTpaxieHHOM
3ameTajiUl
rio y6emmuzy.
Ox,
opjiyiiia,
CTePBATHHK).

opjiyiua,

Pgo (pae)

6ojibuia3l

OCTari
(ZT 498)

TH cTej2Ba_ open
(DS 275)

2.3.4.2.Puns based on assonance.

Acoustic puns based on assonanceare more frequent than homophonic
puns. These are words that have similar phonemes (with one or two
alterations), but of course the meanings are completely unrelated. For example
in DS, the hungry engineer Bruns calls to his wife:
MYCHKIU
1
rOTOB
rYCRK?
-

(DS 262)

The title of a forestry magazine is:
<(TIec, KaK OH eCTL>>.

(DS 206)

In DS, Ostap puts the following question to Vorob'yaninov:
Bopo6bJqHT4HOBbIM
3BaTL BaC Hagoeno,
-...
MaTBeem4x-i - c; imLuKom KT4cjio. KaK xe

a MrInO; 114T
BaC Mnm?

Mna?
MaTBeeBHH,
Ki4ca,
Mnrio;
ycmexam.
IHT
I
OTBeTH;
(DS 210)
There are many more examples, appended in the list below, and in all casesthe
assonanceis obvious:
OCTariOTzxaq
OT;
j<ojT6acy,
jaq
Ko;
16acyl
B3BLIJI
(DS 273)
gypaKI R Bce ripoiny
Haaaajia
...

R BZXOBa

(DS 198)

ADOqHa3l
B;
IoBa
...

(DS 131)

cyzib6a cygima

(DS 180)

coceZK14 cyaaTiT4jiK

(DS 131)
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(DS 140)

roJIOBY orojizji
3a6bem MuKe
rljiaTOH

6aKH

(DS 271)

rljiaU. LYK

OCTari orimcan

(DS 221)

BoKjýyr

rIOTepneBU-IHX

K12viijeHT4e K12yr
(DS 250)

(DS189)

T12y6KY.
Tpy6wl B TeiieqoOHHYIO
TITO xe

KacaeTc3i

TepeKa.

TO nPOTeKaji

OH MMMO

(DS 270)

<<TpeKa>>...
M3 MUHOti

<<0j2eji>>

BLITOJIKHY;

IT4 M>AHoro.

rILAHL01

(DS 289)

3agl2an.

In the next example (already encountered in section 1.15. on personal
names and surnames (see pages 193-194)), the assonant word-play is skilfully
weaved into a mocking and ironic dialogue:
FaJIKT4H.
MeCTO
XMYPO
CKa3aji
3aH31TO,
KeM
3aHATO? - MoBeitte
MHO10,
raJIKUHLIM.
-

-A

cripocmji

KjiapHeT.

elite Kem?

11ajTKxHi>im.
3ajiKzHziom.
T4anKT4Hi>Tm
ManKi4HT,,
T4
Tm.
(DS
235)
EjiKmHa
3TO
meCTO.
HeT?
HaLue
BaC
Y
-A

In ZT, Mitrich, one of the inhabitants of the Voron'ya Slobodka ironically
mimics and distorts the word 'iceberg' to make it sound like a Jewish surname:
Mic6eDrx!
-

3TO
MTITPHH
Hacmeiu;
IHBO.
rOBOP14JI
-

ReCATL jieT KaK XT43H'9 HeT. Bce
MH rIOH31TL moxem.
Mic6epri4.
AýrneH6eprTc
Baýic6eprT4.
BCAKze Tam
(ZT 415)
Pa614HOB RtIM. 30

2.3.5. Miscellaneous puns.

This sectioncontainspuns of miscellaneoustypes in which the play on
words doesnot belong to any one of the above-mentionedcategories.

3OCf.
a similar device was used by Gorky in his play <<Erop By; jj>IxjoB>>,
where Bulychov
sarcastically parodies Melan'ya's words:
MenaHm:

TIeHbrK

He moz,

a-

06%TejiT4.

BYMMOB:Hy - Bceezumo:06%Tejiz,o6zzienz. rpa614Te;
iK.

m. ropimig, 17Lecu.
B7zLIIfOB>>
MeTcKui
MocKBa,1966),
;f
up7r;
fe.
JIMTepaTypa,
wErop
279.
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2.3.5.1.Puns achieved by word-amalgamation.
There are a few instances when the authors resort to what Shcherbina
defines as ((cKpeuieHme, KOHTamXHaumq ZBYX C03BYHHLIXCJIOBB TpeTiem
- o6LiHHO xpoHztiecKom CJIOBe- HeojiorT43me, C034aHHOM rio allajiormTi,
31For example, consider
no CTPYKTYPHO'r4mouejiH riapogmpyemoro
cjioBa ýý,
.
the famous Ill and Petrov phrase DoneHC-HeBOjieHC in the following quotation
from DS (see section 1.6., page 130):
BojTeHc-HeBojieHC,
YCnOBH31...

HO 31 zoji>KeH rioCTaBT4TL HOBLie
(DS 184)

This phrase is an amalgamation of the Russian expression Boneg-HeBOnei-4'reluctantly' and the Latin phrase 'volens nolens'. This particular type of play on
words was also appreciated and used by V. Mayakovsky, who createdsuch
neologisms as CTpeK03eji (CTpeK03a and K03eii) or Harniiiiie (HarTntiom and
HerjiT4xe). 32 For more examples of this type of neologisms see section 1.6.
2.3.5.2. Additional

examples.

New neologisms of the Soviet era were often the subject of jokes, and in
their novels, Il'f and Petrov made a considerable contribution to this fund of
jokes (seeChapter One, sections 1.5 and 1.6.). Furthermore, they manipulated
certain well-known neologisms to produce some play on words. For example:
OH 6LiJI He TOMKO 3aBXO3OM, HO T4BOo6me
3aBezimiumm.
The play here is on the Soviet
and the old-established word
present the acronym 3aBX03
3aBezxyiouýxý4, thus poking

(DS 43)

OaBezyiomm-l
3aBX03
X03319CTBOM)
neologism
The authors' intention is to
3aBezEyiolumg.
as a separate word, in no way connected with
fun at this kind of abbreviation.

An interesting play on words is found in the term 3XunpegceziaTenB,
a
frequent qualifier to the ninety-year-old
Funt, who finally secures a position for
himself in the 'Corporation of Horns and Hooves, established by Ostap in
Chemomorsk.
(See sub-section 2.3.1., where this example is discussed from a
different angle. ) The play on words concerns the first part of the word: 3T4a-.
The existence Of 3mLripez[ceztaTejib
is uncertain (not found in the dictionaries
consulted in this thesis). It is possible that this title was formed by analogy with
BT4ue-npez1ce, aaTenb1 A more likely interpretation
rests on the foreign origin
of the word 314U, which in German as well as Yiddish (and Funt is undoubtedly a
Jew), means 'a chair' (Germ. 'sitzen'
This
has
is
Funt
sit').
precisely
-'to
what
been doing all his life:
31

Mep6mHa,
55.
op.
cit.,
3
MaAKOBCKWil,
'B.
(1925),
Pf36paHmie
cotmHemur
>>
<(Jlio6OBl,

(rmxji,

Moma,

184.
1949),
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3T4ijnj2eziceziaTejib
-qg4gen ripm AjieKCaH2jpe
TpeTbem
AjieKcaHiipe
BTOPOM ((KPOBaBom>>.

R
CIDYHT. R Bcerria
ciuieji.
BTOPOM <(0CBo6oZ114Tejie>>, ripT4
HT4Ko;
iae
npH
((MMP0TB0pue>>,

14 CTapiw mezineHHO 3arm6a; i ria; IBULI, CH14Ta3l
uaP 01.
KepeHCKOM
r1pm
rIP14 BoeHHOM
A Toxce cwien
KOMMYHM3me A, ripaBzia, COBceM He cmaen Hc--ie3JIa
6jino
HXCTaA Kommepij, 14A, He
pa60TLi. Hý 3aTO KaK A
6wix
KaK
BTo
cmun ripM Hariel
31 ciuien TIPH Hariel
(ZT 436)
jiyuuue
ZXH14mo0i XX3HT4.
The word cwieTb has the metaphorical meaning 'doing time in prison', and the
its
here
literal
German
'to
the
the
and
pun
meaning of
sit'
contrasts
verb
Russian version ciuEeTb used in an allegorical sense. The connection between
314Tu and cxzxeTi6 and the role of Funt as chairman is further emphasized by the
following dialogue between Ostap and Funt:
Bam
(I)YHT.
ripeaceziaTenb?
CrIPOC14JI
He
HyxeH
BeHztep.
KaK04
n?
DOCK;
Il4KHY;
I
ripezxcezxaTe;
OZIHMM
0qoT4uTiaJV6HMr1.
CnOBOm, rjiaBa y%ipexczteHT431.
-R cam r; iaBa.
3Ha--iHT,
Bbi co6xpaeTeci> OTC14XHBaTL camm?
(ZT 435)
The literal translation Of 3MunpezceztaTe;
ib into Russian is therefore
be
in
to
CT443immq or 0TCMXCMBaiouo49 ripezceziaTeni),
which,
order
acceptable as an existing official title, sounds like conventional addresses such as
(3ameCTT4TejiL
BMue-npezicezxaTejiL
ripeacezEaTenq).
or 3amnpeaceziaTein
In the next example (already encountered in section 1.4., page 95), a play on
words is achieved by combining two planes of perception: the physical plane
(arrival of darkness) and the bureaucratic plane (the metaphorical meaning of
Betiep is 'meeting' or 'gathering'):
BB14ZXYHaCTyri; ieHT4A TeMHOTBI, o61ABJ1A10 Benep
(ZT 347)
OTKP16IT16IM.
The two expressions are linked by the word Betiep - lit. 'evening', which
is associated with darkness. However, an impression is created that Ostap can
really 'open' an evening in the literal sense. This is one of the few instances in
the novel where there are hints that Ostap possesses powers beyond those of the
ordinary mortals.
The last quotation is also a good example of a parody of bureaucratic
language. Parody as a stylistic device will be examined in the
next section.
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2.4. PARODY.
As with puns in the previous section, parody superimposes two levels of
humorous
(Grk.
is
PDLT,
According
'mock
the
to
the
or
parody
song')
reference.
satirical imitation of the words, style, attitude, tone and ideas of an author or
kind
it
is
33
In
a
of satirical mimicry, which requires a
other
words,
character.
deliberate
between
'original'
balance
to
the
and a
a close resemblance
subtle
distortion of the 'original's' principal characteristics. Parody therefore is an
hands
likely
be
in
is
literary
the
to
of writers
only
successful
art which
aspect of
34
Il'f
Although
themselves.
this
examines
section
who are original and creative
and Petrov's literary parodies in the novels, it must be remembered that the
authors were highly original artists, and many of their own phrases and
by
(or
in
turn
other writers.
simply
copied)
parodied
even
expressions were
.1 U7

In both DS and ZT, parody is one of the most frequently encountered
Father
from
devices.
has
It
the
of
plot-parody
application,
stylistic
a wide
Fyodor's life-history (his biography is a parody of both the other main characters
Ostap and Vorob'yaninov) to the parody of the love theme in the relationship in
ZT between Lokhankin and Varvara. Vulis draws a further parallel between
Lokhankin's story and the biography of Michel Sinyagin, the main character of
the eponymous story by M. Zoshchenko. 31 According to Kurdyumov, the car race
in ZT is a parody on Gogol's famous passage about troika in the 'Dead SoulsY,
Probably the most astonishing example of literary parody in the novels is
the'Columbus Theatre's production of Gogol's play <<)KeHXTb6a>>. This
Gogol's
distorted
farcical
is
of
play,
parody
outrageous and
spectacle not only a
but also a parody of the typical garish productions of Russian classical works so
37
OV.
is
Galan
in
According
NEP
there
to
the
strong
similarity
a
popular
period.
.
between this fictional drama scene in DS, and a production of Ostrovsky's <<Ha
by the Proletkul't Theatre in the
Bc3iKoro myzxpeaa ;IOBOJILHOrIPOCTOT1J>>
early 1920's.
In this section we shall examine parody in three categories: firstly, parody
(2-4-1.
);
literary
their
secondly, parody of
works
of well-known
authors and
historical events, famous personalities and their utterances (2.4.2.); and lastly,
(2.4.3.
).
in
by
the
novels
parody of one character
another
"PDLT.

Cf. EfirnoVs definition:
B OTJIK%Z% OT CTHJIH3aixzx,

riapOZEZPOBaHze

C060a
ripeZICTaBjisieT

riozipaxeHme uemy-nx6o c;iory, KormpoBaHze z
T%rlH'iHLix ero HePT.
Ymmulnemoe
rIpeYBem4%eHme Ham6onee
EqoHMOB, <<CTK;I%CT14Ka...>>,
op. cit., 101.
m1bid.
3sByjizc, CoDeTcK; frf
op. cit., 179.
zpowiemoe

POMaH,
fueCKHrl
caTwp;
36See
KypmomoB,
op.cit.,143.
37raiiaHOB,
op.cit.,103.
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2.4.1. Literary parody.
In DS and ZT, there are frequent references to and associations with
from
literary
Details
of
many
which
works,
are quoted and'parodied.
various
in
be
introduced
literary
in
the
the
or
portrayal of characters
external
works may
description of situations in which those characters find themselves. Among
writers whose works are parodied, quoted or at least referred to, are Pushkin,
Lermontov, Gogol, Krylov, Chekhov, Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Fet, Blok, Nekrasov
(from
his
Russian
Shakespeare
translations). Furthermore, there are
and
from
Russian
Bible
themes
the
and
expressions
and
parodies on well-known
folklore (folksongs and fairy-tales).
Pushkin.
Pushkin is one of the authors most frequently parodied. On a number of
(usually
by
Ostap).
For
he
is
example:
occasions
quoted verbatim
R 3aecb,

MHeMILA,

CT010

rIOZE OKHOM. 38

(DS 142)

The creator of the Stargorod's tram-line (the engineer Treukhov) is
in
Great
he
is
Peter
local
the
in
to
the
compared
ridiculed
newspaper, where
Horseman':
'Bronze
from
lines
Pushkin's
the
words
of
opening
BcriomMHaio: ((Ha 6epery
39
ZXYMBejumxx
riojiH >>.
Um

rIyCTMHHMX B031H CTOAJI OH,
(DS 91)
Pycmo riaXHeT[

PyCCK101 zlyxi 3,am

(ZT 517)

The most grandiose quotation from Pushkin is found in the letter Ostap
This
from
OHerT4H>>.
Zosya,
he
in
to
writes
cites passages
((EBreHH9
which
incident is to be taken, of course, as a joke. On one occasion Ostap even identifies
himself with the hero of the poem:
Ila, - OTBeTHJI OCTari,
OHerMH, OH : Ke pwuapi,,
COMTCKOýl BnaCTLIO.

EBreHHA
TmrimHHMýi
-A
m4meHHHHO HacneACTBa
(ZT 597).

CMHT4aKaq?
3HaIT4T,
3OC31
T4
eCTL
9TO
-c yjlapeHmem,
IIP0143Hec OCTari. - BOT YX ger4CTBHTeJIbH0 - cpenb
6ana.
(ZT
500)
iuvmHoro
cimiagHo...

during
Zosya
Ostap
he
the
says
meets
gas-attack practice.
when
accidently
In most other cases, a reference to Pushkin is sufficient.
ZT begins with the following words:
)KmJl Ha CBeTetiaCTHMK 6eZJHLI9.
'4A. C. nYLtIK%H, <<.
q

3gecb,

MHe3%; IL31>>, co6paH;

MOCKBa,
(XyzEoxeCTBeHHax
JI%TepaTypa,
3'Ibid.,3,283.

Chapter Fifteen in

(ZT 429)

fe CO'I; fHeHTIrl BaeCqT; f TOMaX,
1962),2,312.
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in which

HaCTHTIK

14CTOP143i

(ZT 327)
riazteH1431
ropoza Ap6aTOBa
In ZT, Ostap is dissatisfiedwith his companions'failures and threatens
...

them:

is substituted for pmaapi, 140

14zEeMTe B I'OPOACKOýl cag.
tOHTaHa.

R Bam YCTPOIO C11eHV V
(ZT 402)

This refers to the love scene in 'Boris Godunov' between Marina and the
Imposter, by the fountain in the garden. Another reference to this work is made
in the following comparison, where the emphasis comes from the libretto to the
opera 'Boris Godunov' rather than Pushkin's original work:
T4, I131TACL 3agom,

aKTe

oriepm

KaK

Bopm rollyHOB

MycoprcKoro,

B

Ha KPIDILUO

riocneziHem
BbIBajizjic3i

CTapTIK.
Tlyp
meH31, HYP! - BOCKJ114KHY;
I OH c uiaJI31rIT4HCKT4MT4
T4HTOHai.mqmi4 13B03zEyxe. - Bce TOT me COHI A-a-al
(ZT 366)

In some instances, famous romantic Pushkin lines are juxtaposed with the
most prosaic of phrases (in this casea boiled chicken):
OTTyga emy ripe4CTaBMJIOC1>
e1 -y
HyziecHoe DT4zieHT4!

OKHa, Ha CTOjiiwe,

3aapaB

HO)KKH BBepx,

nexana 6eJIOTenaA BapeHaA KYPTUza.

KaK orno6jim,

(ZT 533)

Jf beauty is in the eyes of the beholder, for the starving Ostap this chicken
is indeed a magnificent sight.
Another famous Pushkin line <<,
q riaM31TH14Kce6e B03,UB;1r
by
Ostap
insignificant
duties
is
ironically
HePYKOTBOPHLIHto
the
applied
of
>>42
the archivist Korobeynikov:
OCTari,
Bam rIaM31THT4K HYXHO
CKa3an
-Hy, (DS 72)
HepyMTBODH1Jq, B03ZIBHHYTL.
Lermontov

There are several references to Lermontov in the novels, particularly in
DS during the trip to the Caucasus. Here for example is a parody on some lines
from Lermontov's romantic poem <<Tamapa>>(seealso section 3.3., page 452):
B OTBeT rPOXOTaji TepeK, M M3 3aMKa TamapM HecjiT4cb
(DS 273)
CTpaCTMie KPIM4. Tam xmjiz coBij.
")Kz; i iia CBeTe pmuapi, 6eamig. Cttemi
Ibid.,
2,248.
%3
pLiuapCKZX
Bpemeii,
"Cf.
oR riommo nyzHoe mrHOBeHLe...>>,Ibid., S.
42Ibid., 2,460.
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The parody here has an unexpected element - the sound of 'passionate
cries' turns out to be merely the hooting of owls.
In DS, Iznurenkov quotes directly from Lermontov, mixing the lines from
the poem with his own excited exclamations:
Axt
-

Axt

<<He noýk. K12acamma

rl2V3T4T4 netiajiTHoM>>
mHyio =HT,

Ax!

Ax!

npT4 mHe

Tj>i necHm

<<HanommHnoT

mHe oHe

Axt
Axt
6eper
ziajiTHmM..
>>
<(A rIOYTPY
m

(DS 260)
OHa BHOBLy; iii6a; iacb! >> BIJCOKHýiKnaccl
A further reference to Lermontov's poetry is encountered in this ironic
comparison of Ostap with an angel:
Bmii ; IYHHLIVIBetiep. OCTall Hecc3i no cepe6P31HH09
yinme

KaK allren,

nerKO,

OTTaJIKT4BaACb

OT rpeLUHOr4

(DS 248)

3emim.41

While travelling across the desert with Koreyko in ZT, the hungry and
tired Ostap mumbles and misquotes the following passagefrom Lermontov, in
which the association with Arabia is obvious:
-B riectiaHLIX CTerisix apaBT49CKOrl 3emJIM TpT4 ropaie
(ZT 566)
riaJILMLI 3atieM-TO POCJIM.
The replacement

of Kor; aa-TO with

3atieM-To

reflects Ostap's mood.

Fet.

A similar type of substitution occurswith the parody of the first stanzaof

Fet's poem ((.q ripmiueJI

K

Te6e c

>>"
ripHBeTOM

in Chapter Thirty Five of DS:

R npiiuieJI K Te6e C npMBeTOM,
"ITO
OHOrop3itimm
BCTajio,

COJIHue
HTO
paccKa3aTL,
cBeTOm no neMY-TO
Tam

(DS 251)

3aTperieTajio.
OstapsubstitutesrioxieMy-TOTam for no JIHCTam,, probablythinkingof
Vorob'yaninov'spince-nezwhich is glittering in the sun.
Gogol.

III and Petrovfrequentlyintroducedetailsthat remindus of Gogol. For
example,the authorscompareIznurenkov'sfat legsto thoseof Chichikovin
'DeadSouls':

4'M. 10. JlepmoHTOB,

Ch
<<ZlemoH>>.

rIenajimiARemoH,
P136pamrwe npowneaeHTIA,

AYX MrHaHLA, jieTaji Hall rpelIlHO10 3emneg...
(IleTcKa3i JIXTepaTypa,
MOCKBa, 1962), 227.

"A. A. (j)eT, q ripmuien K Te6e c ripl4BeTOM>>,CT;
fxoTBopeH; fJZ(XyjjoxeCTBeHHaA
<<,
JI%TepaTypa, MOCKBa, 1970),95.
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M3HYpeHKOB c6poczji
rianbTO
14,
He
OTXOAA
OT
ZIBepm,
...
6PIOKT4
Ha CBOR rIO; IHiie, KaK Y'ý-IRMTWOBa,
HaTAHyji
(DS 168)
HorH.

Having bought Panikovsky a fireman's outfit, Ostap asks him to turn
following
the
round with
quotation from <<OCTanBy; iL6a>>:
A Hy, rioBOPOTMCL-Ka.

CLIHKY!

(ZT 361)

The irony is that Ostap (who is about half the age of Panikovsky) uses the
same phrase Taras Bulba used for his son (who is of course called Ostap).
When Ostap first seesKoreyko, he is unable to believe that this Soviet
'mouse with red eyes' is really a millionaire. He identifies Koreyko with Gogol's
pathetic clerk from the famous story <<IUTIHe;
iL>>- Akaky Akakievich
Bashmachnikov:
ero (i. e. Koreyko's - RG) HOMHbix rpe3 - rIOKYrIKa
BOjiocaTOrO naJILTO C TeJI31tiMM BOPOTH14KOM. (ZT 396)

r1pzzlen

The effort Ostap puts into the construction of his fur-coat is likened to
Bashmachnikov's attempts to choose the material for his great-coat:
OH (i.e. Ostap - RG) CTPOH;i ee xieTbIpe mecqua.

(ZT 603)

Furthermore, the confiscation of Ostap's coat at the Roumanian border is
reminiscent of Bashmachnikov's misfortune. The famous scene of hectic
activity in the film studio (to be discussedin section 3.4. - see page 460) is,
ri
Bz
Gogol's
Gurevich,
41
to
according
a parody of
<< >>.
There is a possible connection between the description of Vorob'yaninov's
.
morning routine and the incident involving Kovalev in Gogol's short story
fact
The
based
is
that Kovalev wakes up
the
connection
mainly on
<<Hoc>>.
without his nose while Vorob'yaninov:
rIPOCHYJIC31B rioJIOB14He BOcEmoro m cpa3Y xe ripOCYHYJI
HOC B CTaPOMOZEHoe rieHCHe C 30JIOTOq ZIY)KKOq. (DS 6)
Other parodies of Gogol include
KTO moxeT
BZIOBOR?

riOHATL

cepaue

the following:
>KeHIU14HLI, oco6eHHO
(DS 131)

This is a narrative question regarding the widow Gratsatsueva.

45rypoB%H,op. cit., 126.
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Nekrasov.
There are two references to Nekrasov in ZT, both from his poem
<(CeATeji.qm>>.46 The first reference is found in Chapter Six, when Ostap informs
his friends of the advantages of keeping up with the newspapers:
Ax. zieTT4.mmjiLie neTH jie9TeHaHTa IIIM14ZITa,nonemy
BM He %HTaeTe ra3eT? MX HYXHO%HTaTL. OH14
ROBOMHOnaCTO ceioT 12a3ymHoe.no6poe. BetiHoe.
(DS 347)
In Chapter Eight, Ostap repeats these borrowed lines when he addresses
the painter Mukhin:
-JIa11HO.- coo6umi OCTari. npoiua3icL, - ceViTe
12a:?
YmHoe. no6poe. Benioe a Tam rioCMOTP14M[
(ZT
375)
,

Here the quotation acquires literal meaning.
Dostoyevaky,
A reference to Dostoyevsky's work 'Crime and Punishment' is found in
DS. Father Fyodor's preparations for the destruction of the chairs bears a strong
resemblanceto Raskol'nikov's actions:
HeTepneHmeOXBaTLIBanoOTixa cDeilopa. riozi nonow y
Hero

3a BMT09 UIHY120K-611JI 3aTKHYT

TOMRaK.

(DS267)
According to Kaganskayaand Bar-Sella,Ostap is thinking along the lines
of Nastas'ya Filippovna in Dostoyevsky's 'The Idiot' when he contemplates
burning his one million roubles:47
KaK pa3 B moeM HOmepe eCTL KammH. CxexiL erO B
KamHHel 3TO BejiHtieCTBeHHO1 rIocTynoK KneoriaTP111
(ZT 594)
B oroHL! rIatIKa 3a naTiKORI

Kr-y-Lov.
9TO cjio)KHaA
LUTYKa, HO [ ... 19Ta cjioxHa3i
LuTyKa
OTKPIJBaeTCA
rIPOCTO, KaK ALLLHK. HaIIO TO; II)KO ymeTL
(DS 81)
ero OTKPLITI>.
XM3HL

Thus preaches Ostap to Vorob'yaninov. AMMK here stands for napnRK
from Krylov's fable
vA napn14K rIPOCTOOTKPI>IBa;icA>>. Hence, Ostap's
favourite
expression
((KIIIOTi OT KBaPTHpm,
his notion
like a box.
happiness
of 'opening'

rze

zemrx

46HeKpaCOB,
COj; fHeHuA B Tpex Tomax (MOCKBa,1959),2,288.
47M.KaraHcKan it 3. Bap-Ceji; ia, op.
cit., 15.

nexaT

o ties up with

QI
r,
ýi A
li

Blok.
In his description of the high life they will lead once they find the treasure,
Ostap parodies Blok's description of Kat'ka's life of luxury (oreTp"I cepbie
Homia, moKonazz MHHLOH xpajia>>") in his poem<<ZBeHazxizaTL>>:

-Hutiero, Hi4tiero, jim6ep cpaTep KoHpaz KapjioBi4, i
MT4xejibCOH, Hatizeml CBAToe
BaTmcToBije
zeno!
6vnem HocvTT). Kpem Mapro KyiiiaTT,.
riopT3i=4
(DS 80)
Ironically, both Kat'ka and Ostap must pay the price for living or even
wishing to live such a life - and both get murdered.
TolsLoy.
The early stages of Bulanov's story (DS, Chapter Twelve) are reminiscent
41
>>.
Tolstoy's
Cepniti
Another parody of Tolstoy is found in ZT, in
<<OTeu
of
the scenewhere Panikovsky and Balaganov cut the dumb-bells:
B yTpeHHeýi
THUMHe
unimajiMCb
TOJILKO
HOURCTLIBaHze
CYCJIHKOB H CKpe)KeTaHi4e
HarpeBIIIT1XC31 HoxeBOK.

(ZT 481)

Compare this with Tolstoy's <<XazExxMypaT>>, before the heroic fight
and death of Hadzhi Murat and his comrades:
616IJIM
[
I
CJII>IUIHi>i
3aJIHBaioiuT4ecq
B ceH31X ...
nepe; i
CBeTOM COJIOBbx. B KOMHaTe [ I cjibiLuHo 6bijio
...
paDHOmepHoeimineHze H nOCBMTHBaHme
xene3a
KaMHIO OTTa"MBaemom
K'RHxana.0

no

Chekhov.
In DS, a situation from Chekhov's story <<TocKa>>
is parodied, but the
charactersexchange their roles. The coachman reply to Vorob'yaninov is a
parody of Iona in Chekhov's story:
Becenbiýi

6aP14H1 - BOCKJ114KHYJIH3BO3HTIK.

(DS 147)

Here, Vorob'yaninov pours his heart out to the coachman and not the
other way round.

41A. B; ioK,
<<IlBeHaziuaTb>>..

COUTIHeHTfA B awom

Tome

(rocyzEaPCTBeHHoe

V13ziaTejIT>CTBO

MOCKBa-JIeH%Hrpazi,
x3rzEoxeCTBeHHog
1946),259.
JI%TepaTypLi,
OL.M. Yanovskayaclaimsthat this is a parody of Tolstoybut does developthis thought
any
not
further. SeeRHOBcKwi,176,
yemy Bw JWIUeTecmeiwo?, op. cit., 108.
MypaT>>, ;
OJI.H. To; ICTOr4,
I36paHHIIe
(MocKBa,
1946),2,451.
ZIOBeCTW
<<XazExx
HpaCM3M,
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Shakespeare.
The vast majority of III and Petrov's literary parodies are referencesto the
Soviet
Russian
or
writers. In the novels, Shakespeareis the most
works of
commonly parodied of the foreign -writers. His 'Hamlet' gets mentioned in both
DS and ZT:
CKOJILKO

ramjieTai

TajiaHTY

3axiem aaTqaHe

31 l'IOKa3aJI

B

cBoe

BpeMA

B POJIH

(DS212)

3amytimix

CBoero rIPTIHita Fam; ieTa?
(ZT 566)

Both of these speechesare said by Ostap, who obviously knows the play
and even quotes verbatim from it:
R Bam riepezaMY HOCRTL He 6yay, i4meriTe 9TO B BX11Y.
'ý-ITO MHe reKY6a? Bbi MHe, D
He
maTL,
KOHUOB
KOHize
He ceCTpa
X He mo60BHTMa.
(DS 184)
According to Kaganskaya and Bar-Sella,this speechof Ostap's is a parody
on the poem by Ya. P. Polonsky dedicated to Vera Zasulich.11
Quotations from Shakespeare are often employed to create a comic
contrast between serious dramatic images or intense situations and rather
insignificant characters or mundane events. Thus, for example, a provincial
journalist signs his mediocre articles with ollpimu
RaTCKX9>) (DS 90), and
engineer Shchukin asks himself the question:
...

IIP14H31TI6 DaHHY

14JITI

He rIPT4HT4maTL?

(DS 169)

which is a comic parody on 'To be or not to be'.
In ZT, when he tries to undermine Balaganov's trust in Ostap, Panikovsky
repeats the following line on several occasions:
(ZT 475)
R otieHL yBaxam BeH;Iepa, Ho...
This is followed by statements expressing his disrespect of the great
schemer. This way of speaking recalls Mark Antony's address to the populace
(inciting the people against Brutus and his supporters) in 'Julius Caesar'."
Parodies on miscellaneous writers and literary works.
Here we shall summarize a miscellany of brief literary referencesand
associations. The first is:
BCTaBagTe,
rpacp, BaC 30BYT 143 riomemeju3il
OH (i. e. Ostap - RG), paCTa; IKT4Ba3i BanaraHOBa.

5'KaraHMA x Bap-Cenna, op. cit., 15.
5'W. Shakespear,Julius Caesar,Act III, sceneII.

- cKa3a; i
(ZT 572)
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from Dumas' 'Count of Monte-Cristo'. Note also Ostap's display of his riches to
the students; this could be a parody of the scene where Monte-Cristo shows his
fortune to his enemy, the banker Danglars. See also Ostap's last words in ZT:
rpacTpa MOHTe-KPHCTO

143 meH31 He Bbnuno...

He
;jam[
-

MIIIIOJIMT

- B3BH3rHYJI

-'ý-ITO 3TO TaKoe?
CJTLILU14Te?

MaTBeeBx,

BYHT Ha KOpa6jie?

(ZT 605)
4.

OTaaqTe CTYJI.
(DS 285)

Hy,
TenepL xopoiiio, - CKa3aji OCTan, riepeBOZIA
6YHT
(DS 285)
4uxaHue, riogaBneH.
(Cf. 'Mutiny on the Bounty').
rloneMy BLi ripoziaeTe cBoio 6eccmepTHYIO 21YI11y?
(ZT 307)

asks Ostap of Balaganov - cf. Goethe's 'Faust'.
K03; ieBT4M T4 erO BePHLI9

<<jiopeH-JJT4TPXX>>

(ZT 516)

Cf. Cervantes" Don Quixote.
6yztx>>
(DS
107)
3ape
He
Tbi
ee
<(Ha
Ostap reminds us of A. Tolstoy with his excuse for running off with his
wife's possessions(before she has a chance to wake up in the morning).
III and Petrov even extract words from the opera, 'Rigoletto' (Russian
version), inserting them into the text of the telegram sent by Yan Skameykin:
MCCLIK
Ky;
ib, HTO MaiHT
-

(Xepnue

CKJIOHHO K inmeHe
>>
...

Kpacammi
(ZT 558)

As far as music is concerned, a popular song of the 1920's <<BePHUCL, A
Bce. ripoLuy>> is parodied (with assonance) when Ostap screams to Father Fyodor:
OTaaýl KOJI6acyl - B3BI>I;I OCTan.
zlypaK! R i3ce ripomyl

OTaar4 K06acy,
(DS 273)

The Bible.

Many jokes and parodies are directly or indirectly connected to expressions
or images from the Bible. Perhaps the funniest parody is Father Fyodor's
favourite benediction, repeated throughout DS:
He
KOPLICT14paaz,
6ojiLH09 xeHIJ.

[... ] a TOKMO BO %CrIOJIHeHme BOJIM
(DS 265)

or
He
KOPLICTU pazim, a TOKMO Bojieio
cyripyrii.

m3i
riociiaBiiieq
(DS 266)
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(Cf. "For I have come from heaven, not to do my own free will, but the will of
my Father who sent me. " John, 6:38).
Another reference to a biblical theme is contained in the expression
for
Ostap
Vorob'yaninov.
Also
napa>>
and
note the comparison of
oHe'114CTa3l
the ship <(CKpq6T4H>>to Noah's Ark:
HaCTyrixiia 3De3ýaHaABeTpeHHa3l HOML. HaceneHme
T14paxHorO KOBtiera ycHyjio.
TILB11 R3 Tupa)KHO'r4 Kommamm
Crianx
crianx.
6yxraJ1TepT4m,
ArHATa
JIH'IHOrO CTOjia, K03JILI X3
KPOJIHK14 M3 OTaejia
B3aT4MHLIX pavieTOB,
rmeHM
maKaJILI 3BYKOBOrO ocpopmjieHI4. q M rony6z
143
61opo.
mainHHHoro

He cnana TOJIBKOORHa HenT4CTaAriapa.

M

(DS 231)

As noted in the section on personal names, Adam Kozlevich's name and
his life history have strong parallels to the biblical Adam (see pages 191-192). The
presence of cockerel song in the description of the day in a cinema studio in ZT
(see page 460), plus Ostap's statement that he is almost the same age as Jesus
Christ, are two more Biblical references:
OCTari,
MHe
mnan
TPi4
roga,
nocneLuHo
TPT41juaT]6
XP14CTa.
A
Mucyca
HTO A czEenan ;ao cmx
B03paCT
riop? YtieHI431 31 He C03zian, ytieHHKOB pn6napwi,
(ZT 597)
mePTDOrO rIaHMKOBCKOrO He BOCKpecmji...

Cf. Ostap's feeding a whole village with one loaf of bread:
R, aaxe HaKopmmji MITLIO xjie6amT4 HeCKOJILKO TLICAH
HaKOPM14TL-TO A TIX HaKOPM14JI, HO KaKaq
Bepyiommx.
61,iiia z1aBKal
(ZT 453)

In DS, Ostap assumes the role of a painter to gain access to the ship
'Skryabin'. When the administrator sees Ostap's 'young' assistant
(Vorob'yaninov), he is obviously suspicious:
BOT
9TO Dam majib'IMK?
- CI'IPOCHJI 3aBX03
nOZ103PHTenbHO.
MaMH14K,
KTO
OCTari,
pa3Be
rijiox?
cKa3an
6POCHT
maxeT,
t1TO 9TO 4eBOtMa, IIYCTb riepBjiq
B
(DS 225)
meHA KameH]6153

Folklore.
There are several parodies of folk themes, mainly in ZT. After Ostap

discloses the contents of his suitcase to the students he meets on the train, there
follows a long silence:
-"I. et the one among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her",John 8:7.
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'ý
ITO
X BLI, xiePT14, rIPHYHLIJI'K?
-

(ZT 590)

asks Ostap, quoting the words from the Russian folksong <<CTeH]6KaPa3l4H>>.
The same song is parodied earlier in the novel:
M 3a 6OPT ee 6pocaeT B HazEnexaMY10 BOJIHY.
(ZT 526)
with substitution of the bureaucratic term Hagnemampo
necessary'- for Ha6exaBlUYIO.

is
-'that which

When he sees Panikovsky pretending to be the third son of Lieutenant
Schmidt, Ostap delivers the following aphorism, parodying the opening of the
famous Russian fairy-tale about Ivan the Fool:
6biJIO
BeHgep,
nOlTeHaHTa
TPH
ama,
3ameTH;
I
-Y
ZEBaYMHi6ix, a TpeTHq aypaK. 11 ErO HazEo
(ZT 308)
npeROCTepeHL.
In ZT, when Ostap and his companions stop at an intersection of three
6oraTHPM>>
heroes
Ostap
the
the
of
roads,
calls aconference'of
((pyccKme
has
folk-tales
further
(ZT
little
A
'byliny'
516-517).
the
crowd
epic
on, after
caught Panikovsky and beaten him for stealing a goose, Ostap sarcastically
legendary
between
Panikovsky
the
the
and
suggests an unlikely parallel
cowardly
hero Alyosha Popovich:
Xnoniiynx
Anemy rIonOBmia aa no morytiOl
(ZT 520)
CnT4HYIUKe1- CKa3a;i OCTan, npoxozzA.
Note how Ostap preserves the syntax in the manner of 'byliny'.
In DS, the angry Vorob'yaninov is satirically described by Ostap in words
which usually apply to horses. This is a parody on folk-tale prose.
14epe3 ri3ITB MT4HYT CTYji 6jiji
OCTajizcb POXK14 z1a HO)KKH.

o6rjioziaH.

OT Hero
(DS 56)

The above example compares the fate of the first chair to that of the grey
6a6yIIIK14
Note
in
the
goat
cepeHLKHýi
K03JIHK>>.
y
popular song (()Kzji-6iiji
the use of the participle o6rnoziaH, which usually refers to 'devouring'.
2.4.2. Parodies of historical events and famous personalities.

Parodies of historical events and famous personalities are much less
frequent than literary parodies. Three easily-recognized parodies can be found in
the novels:

54Cf.
6Li;
uapA
io ZlBa ama,
<<Y

11Ba YMHLix,

the famousfairy-taleaboutIvan the Fool.

a TpeTXti

AypaK...>>- Oneof theopeninglinesOf
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Ham HemerO

TePATL,

Kpome

3ariacHbix

ueneti.

(ZT 327)

says Ostap, parodying the famous Karl Marx phrase 'the proletariat has nothing
to lose by the revolution but its chains.
C 3THM14

CJIOBaMT4

rpoccmeIRCTep, rIOH31B, HTO
13 rOPCTL
iii2omezineHme cmejam liozio6HO. 3aHepnHYJI
HeCKO; ILKO
LUBBIPHYJI
MX
B
roJIOBY
m
cpmryp
OrHorJIa3OrO
rIPOTHBHHKa.
(DS 248)
cmePT14 noao6Ho belongs to Peter the Great.

The phrase ripomeziieHme

Romem
onxym ZIJI31Hapozia?
-

(DS 79)
.

asks Ostap ironically of Father Fyodor, referring to the search for the treasure, as
well as his position as a clergyman.
KjionLi ymiipajim, HO He czxaBajimCB.

(DS 85)

The above statement is probably a parody of the famous phrase supposedly
said by General Cambronne, who was in charge of one of Napoleon's divisions
during the battle of Waterloo in June 1815:
HO He c2jaeTC31>>. m

q ymmpaeT,
<<rBapzu4,
In the novels, Ostap is several times likened to Napoleon. Indeed, Ostap's
tendency to give orders, to use military terminology, and to see himself as 'one
against the world', prompted the authors to draw the following parallels between
Napoleon and their hero:
YrIPATaB

ziemxm

rpoccmegCTep

B 3enemgýi

HarIOMH14JI

rioxozmmýi
co6paBU114MC31

jieKui4i4...

Ha rpYaH
rIOPOXOBa3i

nmnmai<.
0 CBoeti
(DS 243)

61iiia
C14H31A
KOm6HHaTOpa
TaTympoBKa.
HanojieoHa...
Rn6Raxauum
(ZT 459)

BeJIHKOrO

Ha OCTarie paCTerHYjiacb py6a=a, 14 B rIPOCBeTe
HanojieoH rio-ripexHemv
meJILKHYjia TaTympoi3m
6biJI
11eDZaJT rIT4BHY"10 K12VMKV, Ho
TaK KpaceH, CJIOBHO
61aYcrien OCHOBaTejibHO
HajiT43aTLC31.
(ZT 492)
Towards the end of ZT, the association with Napoleon is transferred to
Koreyko. After Ostap receives one million roubles from Koreyko, he asks him:
- Ha BaC Tpeyrojil>HaA

rzte xe cepi>ig IIOXO;

r6SeeKpibijiaTLie CJIOBa,131.

mimna?

ýHldýl

- pe3BMJIC31OCTari. -A

riT4=aK?

(ZT 555)
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town:

In IDS,Ostap gives Vorob'yaninov twenty roubles for 'plundering' the
A Teriepb
Ho 31
3JIOVI. Y meMi eCTL aeHi6rx.
Raio Dam ZlBaguaTb
BeiiHKOzEyiiieH.
py611erl X TPH ZMA
AHa pa3rpa6iieHme
ropozial
KaK CYBOPOBL. rpa6]6Te
(DS 281)
ropo, a, K; ica! BecenTiTecb!

heroic
figure
from
Suvorov,
for
the 18th century, was renowned
a
defending
them. Ostap's desire to seem good makes
cities and not plundering
for Napoleon;
him substitute
Suvorov
the words become a joke, but still imply
is not jeopardized.
that his leadership
In some instances, dramatic
historical
with
events are juxtaposed
insignificant
For example, there is a parallel between the tragic
situations.
disastrous
sinking of the ship 'Titanic'
and Vorob'yaninov's
with
experience
faulty hair-dye.
The name of the hair-dye is <<THTaHHK>>, and both accidents
happened in contact with water.
Compared
with the fate of the 'Titanic',
is
his
Vorob'yaninov's
is
insignificant
by
suffering
problem
so
and
contrast
(DS
him
39).
The
ironically
to
comical.
authors
refer
as xePTBa
((THTaHHKa>>

2.4.3. Charactersparodying each other.
Characters in the novels parody each other in their actions." In addition,
there are instances in both novels (especially in DS) where charactersparody
phrases and expressions from the speech of other characters. This tends to
highlight the characters' lexical pecularities.
Ostap, not unnaturally, delivers most of this character parody - he is the
most intelligent and sensitive individual in the novels. With five hundred
roubles extracted from Kislyarsky under false pretenses Nefending the
monarchy'), Ostap dances with a chair and parodies Eflochka's limited style:
[
IHa
Xo-xo!
OCTaII,
TaHUYA
CO
CTYJIOM
- Bo3pa3zji
...
vHT4Te mem xT4TT,. R Tenepb 3nog. Y mem eCTL
(DS 281)
zEeHbrT4.

Ostap expresseshis 'admiration' of Vorob'yaninov's new suit (bought by
Ostap) in the excited, declamatory style of Iznurenkov:
56Cf.Panikovsky's and Balaganov'spathetic attempts to imitate Ostap's
efforts to extract money
from Koreyko - they steal Koreyko's dumb-bells and start sawing them in half, expecting to find
gold. Note also that on one occasion,Ostap imitates the actions of Panikovsky when he eats
someoneelse'schicken on the train, and acknowledgesthis:
-R

i4gy rio HeBepHomy

IIYTX rIaHXKOBci<oro,

C 9THM11 CJ1OBamt4 oH rIO11HAJI

cojim.

KoCTO'4KK

OH

- ripomerlTaji

OCTari.

Kypztxy K ce6e x c-ben ee 6e3 xne6a K
3acyHyji noZETBepmnl XOJILUOBLIg BaJIHK
(ZT 533).
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6
BbTcoKT4q
31
BeHilep,
Ax!
Ecjim
roBopmji
Knacd
- 6W
6mji xeH1UHHOq,
TO zxenan
TaKOMY
myxeCTBeHHOMY
KaK BLI, BOcemi6npoueHTOB CKH; IKH C
KpacaBUY,
o6brIiHOq
TaKOM
BRzie mm moxem
ueHm. Ax! Ax!
-B
(DS 281)
DpantaTLCAI
When a suitable opportunity arises, Ostap also imitates the expressions
and intonation of his partner Vorob'yaninov:
6ena
zim!
rpa6ex<
OCTari,
nozxpaxaA
cRenm
CKnan
14HTOHaaxAm npeABO; 114TeJIA BO BpemA T4CTOPmxieCKoro
(DS 184)
TOpra B ZXBOPHRUKOfil.
For Ostap, parodying these characters is a source of fun. However,
Vorob'yaninov also draws on Ostap's expressions because he cannot say
Ostap's
faced
large
bill
himself.
When
the
restaurant,
anything original
with a
at
famous phrase springs to his mind:

6opMOTa;
iOH.
-MoxeT6LITL, py6jieqABazxuaTb KorieeK? UeB31Tb

K910H
Bameu.LeztaTL

rzie
OTi<Baj2Ti4j2bi.
(DS146)

iiem,rx nexaT?
WhenLiza asksVorob'yaninovhis age,he againresortsto oneof Ostap's
sayings,asa meansof avoidinga directanswer:
ACKOJIBKO
Bam neT, 11POCTUTe 3a HeCKPOMHOCTL?
-K HaYKe, KOTOPY10 AB HaCTORLUR9 momeHT
(DS 128)
ripe;! CTaBJIAIO, 9TO He mmeeT OTHOmemm.

ThoughOstapentirely approvesof his imitator, Vorob'yaninov'sparody
playsdown his own intelligence(self-parody):
OCTanHe BbIzjepxajimriozi CTOJIOM
nHYJI
BOCTOpxeHH0
MnnOJIHTa MaTBeeBi4tia Horog.
MaTBeeBHH,
T4ririOJI14T
aymaio,
Mum
- tiTo Tol2r
-A
3iiecT, HevmecTeH!
OH cetitiac

)Ke rionymmi

rIHHOK B JI31XKY, HTO

6paBo,
Kmca,
HTO 3HatIZT LUKOnal>>
03Hatiajio: <(BpaBO,

(DS280)

Thefunniestexampleof parodyis found in ChapterTwentySevenof DS,
(after
in
Madam
begins
Bour's
talk
thirty-year
to
when
a
parrot
silence) a
grotesqueparodyof the conspiratorsin the 'Union of the Swordand Plough',
includingOstap:
HaT16ommee meCTOB ee (i.e. the bird - RG) periepTyape
MmxaýUIOBR'i
BHKTOP
3aHl4maji
r112T4
oTcYTcTBm&
Hajimm
TITxua. [ I
...

llojieCOB.

- pnzpaxeHHO

cKa3ana

-B KaKom-nonKy cnYximm? - mpocim nonyrati
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ronocom BeHziepa. - Kp-p-p-p-pax...
nomoxeT.

EB12oria Ham
(DS 194)

On several occasions in the novels, the authors parody a character's words
by repeating them in the narrative. In section 2.13. we examine in detail
repetition as a stylistic device.
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2.5. PERSONIFICATION.
Personification - 'a stylistic device which attributes human qualities to
inanimate objeCtS'57 - is a popular literary artifice in all languages. As Partridge
suggests, to be successful it needs to be 'used sparingly and with the nicest
discretion. "' Il'f and Petrov were hardly sparing in their use of this device, but
their discretion was always masterly.
In the novels, inanimate objects are not always static. The authors often
incorporate them into the action, and personify them with funny little parts to
play, for example, the doors in the Old People's Home, the chair where the
treasure is hidden, Kozlevich's car etc. Even items of clothing are important.
Vorob'yaninov's
meJIKOq
waistcoat (JIYHHI>IVI xmjieT, yamaHM01
cepe6PAHOr4 3M3ZEOý4 (DS 6)) is mentioned on a number of occasions, and Ostap
talks to his raspberry shoes (Babel's heroes in <<0zieCCKxe paCCKa31J>>also wore
the same shoes), lovingly calling them his little friends and 'partners in crime'.
Rubbish, left on a beach during

the day, assumes 'a secret life' at night:

YBAZILTIme
KOPK'K,
CKOPJIYrIy
14
ZXI>IHHiie
AMMY10
...
ra3eTmie
JIOCKYTL31,KOTOPLie riOTOM BC10 HOHL BeZIYT
6eperY
Ha rIYCT<)m
X
Ta9HY10 X143HL, 0 xiem-TO inypaiaT
(ZT 457)
neTa10T rIOZI CKajiamu.

Even statistical information, usually considered to be dull and lifeless, is
brought to life and given an aura of excitement:
KaK MHoro XH3HT4, rioJIHOýI rimna, CTpaCTeýi m mbicim,
(DS 110)
rjisiIIAT
Ta6jmu...
Ha Hac CO CTaTHCTz%eCKHX

Occasionally, objects become protagonists in the human realm, for
example:
CaMOBapCBHCTHYJI.

OCTaripeumi AerICTBOBaTb.
(DS100)

In this section,the wide rangeof examplesof the useof personificationare
assignedto the following threesyntacticcategories:personificationachieved
); the metaphoricaluseof epithets
throughthe metaphoricaluseof verbs(2.5.1.
(adjectives
); and the metaphoricaluseof nouns(2.5.3.
).
and participles)(2.5.2.

57PDLT.
"Partridge, Usageand Abusage,op. cit., 229.
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2.5.1. Personification

achieved through

the metaphorical

use of verbs.

One of the richest sources of personification is the metaphorical use of
human
to
the
usually
applied
realm. Human activities such as
verbs more
singing, talking, shouting, etc. are attributed to inanimate objects:
M CaMOBap 3arien: [ I
...
A megonvio
vxe TiepexBaTmna
aKueHTOM.
TYpeumim

nmuiyataA

(DS 14)

nenT4
caMOBapm...
...
rIOTpeBoxeHHbie

npyxTiHi6i

(DS 56)

nenT4.

OCTan [ I nOBecmji nl2ononzaBium-ri
neTb
...
...
orHeTYU. IRTeJIb Ha npeXHee meCTO.
Fy-ryl
-

m Bztpyr
...
YH14Ta3.

ropixio

(DS 46)
(DS 170)

- oTBeTT4jia neCTHmua.

KpaH 3axiie6HYJICA
Hepn6optilUoe.

mamMHKa c
(ZT 480)

14CTan mezuieHHO I'OB<)RHTb tITO-TO
(DS 170)
m xnon0TJIMB0

HaHMHaeT

6012MOTaTL
(DS 37)

06
Haiuml>>
3TOM K1214'1221
HaIUR,
Hamm,
CTYJILA,
<(Haaix
nexieHL.
Bea ero opraHMM.
(<HaiumI>> - Kpmiana.
KMIUKa.
cnenaA
(<Hai. uxI>> - n0IITBeJ2)KIIaJIa

(DS 150)

The personified objects not only speak or sing, but* also complain, demand
things, and even become enraged:
)KeJITMq camoBap rIYCKan riapbi M TOHeHLKO)KaJIOBaJIC31
(ZT
431)
Ha CBOI-0
camoBaPHY10cyzL6y...
B TeMHOti rjiy6T4He rIOPTa KwLivincA orH31MM x rpemen
6peKBaTOPOM
3a
ILHHK.
xe; ie3OM CTPOALUTAMI XOJIOZ114;
peBen x 'tiero-TO TRe6oBaJI HeBMZIMML04riapoxoa,
BePO31THonpocm; ic3l B raBaHL.
(ZT 420)
Tpy6a, riognpLirHBaA OT coftTBeHHOI MOULM,
6,
npo; io; ixajia
vineBaTb B nyCTOM KOMHaTe... (DS 48)
Like people, personified objects have things to do and places to visit:
6YZIHTIHHI>Ig
FOPO;! TIDT4HVJICA
B
CB09 nOXOZI. (DS 294)
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BOCI,MOq CTYR

noexan B
9TOT

nl2ecnezioBaBumýi

ROM

HapogOB.

CTYJI, oKa3anCA

MamtIMIUKa,
rIPOHIAPOr4.

(DS 156)
The verb npecne iio BaTb- 'to follow, 'to spy on' - normally refers to people, and
here the use of this participle emphasizes the personification of the chair.
Like human beings, objects in the two novels may 'experience' death, and
there are a number of verbs expressing this notion:
KOHTOpa
ymepna. - iueriHyji
6oMaieHe
HYXHIJ.

OCTari, - 14MLI 3zEecb
(ZT 503)
(ZT 591)

Rpyx6a_rE6ZJa Ha rna3ax.

FM6HYTL - 'to perish' was the verb Ill and Petrov used to personify natural

(cf.
Ha rnnax
phenomena
6a6be neTO [ ] norm6ano.
...
neHOrOH,
m
...
3mmineBmia,
3aTTAX
3aTHX

BeCHa (DS 212) and ...HeXHoe

Y Bcex noru6ana
(ZT591).

xeneMLIMH

paCTOrMHHLIýi
BmriyCT14JI

riocneIIHI-010

Hapcerna.

rIaLux
BAJIYIO CTPYIO M
(DS 57)
Horamz

for
'died'.
forever'
is
HaBcerzia -'became silent
an obvious euphemism
6eiueHI>Ir4,
M IIHKHýI,
CTpaCTHOI
KpxK ero,
- KP14K
Ha
ripOCTpe;
ieHHOVI HaBbijieT BO; IHMULI, - BbMeTen
cepelllMy
meTHYJICA rIOZE MOCT H,
rinoutagm,
OTTa; IKXBaemi6m
OTOBCIOJJy 3BYKamm npocmrimmerocq
(DS
293)
3aMaX
MT4HYTY
HB
ropoaa,
CTan r; IOXHYTL

tIaXHYTL -'to wither'- normally applies to people or plants. Further examples
following
found
be
in
human
the
inanimate
of
objects can
action attributed to
quotations:
KOTOPOrO WIL16WIMCL
ram60BCKTIýi
uBeTOtIK14
CTY;
I,
....
(DS
286)
COJIHLTV.
MUM
B30meamemy
B 06JIa'iH04
tiyrYHHM9
...

KOMIIOCTep r; iyxo

B3zibixan 0

HeB03BpaTHOM Bpemeim..

(ZT 480)

KBaPTTIpa B3zioxmia.

(ZT 416)

(DS 8)
H
TAxeno
munagm...
xiaCTO
iacaMT4,
KOTOpme
..-,,
MeZHLie Tpy6LI 3a4Bxra; II4Cb,B31IOXIMIR TI TPH pa3a
(DS 92)
riozip, ni airpajim ((MHTePHaUT4OHan>>.
Y TpaMBaAH09 OCTaHOBKTIrOJ2STxfT4JTCq
rpoMKOrOBOPUTem.
OHa (i. e. car - RG)

(DS 212)

BOP'VII4BOaXHVJIa TI MOPBajiam
(DS 62)
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...

14 CTaKaH

tioKuncs

(DS75)

rpaCP14HOM.

This is an evocativeway to describethe collision of the two glassitems on the
table.
exuamb
....

(DS 52)

o6-bqi3jieHT4A.

Korzia BeHziep C 3aBXO3OM ripoxomuiu
CaMOTOBVII4 CTpalIIHLIMT4 yaapami4.

no Aomy, Z(Bepx
(DS 46)

HT4Ke;iT4P0BaHHaA Kacca ýcmrlýajia maT414III R B116DOUNIa
(DS 204)
TP14 xieKa.
rIpoeKT TpaMBaq, CHOBa riozmaHHIJti Ha paCMOTpem4e,
6apaxTaJIC31 B BLICmux ryBepiicKzx
MHCTaHUT4AX.
(DS 88)
The use of the colloquial verb 6apaXTa; icq (note the mixture of colloquial
language with official terminology)
indicates that the project was not accepted.
However, with the use of the metaphor, the description becomes slightly ironic
and much more evocative. The verb conveys the idea of bureaucratic BO;IOKT4Ta
that accompanies the acceptance of the project.
Of all the personified objects in the two novels, the largest group is the
world of machinery - trains, ships and especially, Kozlevich's car 'AntilopaGnu', which is a wholly personified object:
M Briepme
riomeCTT4Te; iI>Ha3i mauilMa
KO; ieHKOPOBoe JIOHo ap6aTOBueB.

rip; msma-B CBoe
(ZT 323)

riI2T4Hqjia. npmcmmpeBuiero
((AHTwiona-rHY>>
14nOKaTH; ia zannue...

rpy6maHa
(ZT 345)

K BOPOTam cazEa, HeripepLIBHO aXall H CT12eJI31,
q,
(ZT 314)
riozE,Lexa; I 3eiieHLIg aBTOmo6mjib...
Lao
OHa
OCTaHOBJIHBa; iaci>
iorie>)
iiexopou-io
((AHTi4;
aaxe Ha neri<mx nogbemax
11
Be3BO;
ILHO
KaTimacb
,
BHH3. B MOTOpe unimajumb
rIOCTOPOHHT4euiymbi x
(ZT 515)
xpmneHze...

(ZT 519)

<<AHTmjiona>> norm6ga-

Sometimes 'Antilopa' is compared to an animal:
M <<AHTmjiona-FHY>>
BbTj2BajTaCb BamKoe
none,
6o%iKe
6eH3T4HOM.
HaBCTpexiy
c aBi4aIIMOHHLim

(ZT 330)
Mauilffla

npl6lrHYjia

BnepeZE, He ZIO>KmzEaqcbOCTana.

(ZT 362)
ABTOMO6Hjib,

6al2aXTa3lCT> BQ

31314

(DS 10)
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Cf. a pig.
B xieTBePTOM
Hacy 3aTl2ai; jieHHa3i,
OCTaHOBT4jiaCl> Ha4 o6PLIBOM.

((AHTi4jioria>>
(ZT 364)

Cf. a fox.
noBepHyjia
x, i<ai< ciierioe
imei-ioK. crajia
«AHT'unona»
TI>IKaTTýC31 B CTOJ2OHLI B nomci<ax o6xojuHo2
zioporzt.

(ZT 363)

Cf. a blind puppy.
rIoHaTOpeBIUMýI

qoHHT4iuax

B TOpxeCTBeHHbIX

KOMeBMI

num ocamm malUlMy riepea caMOr4Tpi46yHoit(ZT360)
Cf. a horse.
Trains and ships also move like living creatures:
A noe3ZI, Bb16era3i T13 CTP031uzeýicq MOCKBIA, y)Ke 3aBe; i
6mn
OH
azz=
uoio
necHio,
Konecamm,
ornymzTenmyio
XOXOTaJT Hazi MOCTamm 11, TO; IT>KOOKa3aBIIIT4Cb cpezix
z1anHbix jieCOB, HeMHOrO VCTIOKOTIJICA u pa3BT4JI
6ORbU1YIO CKOPOCTB.
(ZT 528)
rIoe3A

njýmraJT Ha CTpeJlKax.
cemacDoRm pneBajix
12Tm.
rIaPOB03

3aKpxxian

rIOJIHbim

rJIAZIA

(DS 112)
(DS 24)

ronocom...

corHyBinmg,

m croj263IC'b Ha CTpeJIKe,
BOK3ana BLICKaKHBaeT
((rIepBbiq-K>>,
rlyTb Ha Twpimc.

B oximaHmi,

Ha Hero,

C06LIT14q JIMTepmig

c KypcKoro
npomiaZELMA
(DS 26)

rioe3ZE TOMTIJTC31.
(ZT 535)

naPOB03.
COTIMUTIR
rIPOXOZIHJI
XOZIOM
3aZIH14M
...
UerIOBULI
,

3arouajim

IIaROB03

B CT09JTO.

(DS 69)

(DS 113)

Cf. like cows.
JIXTePHLIýi rio; aCKaKHBaJI K rope TO ciipaBa,
TO
ciieBa,
...
rIOBOpa, iHBaji Ha3ag, riLIXTeJI, B03Bpamajic3i
CHOBa,
60Kamm,
Tepc3i o ropy rIbIJIbHO-3eneHIJMX
cBommm
Bc3meCKH X14TP14JI - 14 BI>ICKOHHJI HaKoHelt
Ha Doino.

(ZT 542)
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X TOHKme

cemaqoOPLI
B CBeT31LU14XC31
3eJIeHI>TX
QHKaX
l'IPOHOCATCA
mT4mo,
zaaLL&rioBepx
i.ueneTT4J1LH0
(DS26)
noe3aa.
napoxoz aaR BTOPOti ryA0K.
(DS224)

...

Tam ne12eroBaJ2MBaJ1T4Cb
HeBMgmmLie
riapoxogLi...
(ZT 384)
rIapoxozi 3apeBeil. rioztpaxa3l KP14KYmaMOHTa,
moxeT
a
6BITL,
ZpyroroMMBOTHoro,
B
14
3ameH31Biuer0
Z(0T4CT0Pm, tieCKT4eBpemeHa
riaP0X0ZEHy10cT4peHy.
(DS221)
BXZJHejimci>

...
i3ecL

Zlvx.

KpaCHOq

CTIHeHLKa3l

x )KeJITa3i
6YKBOý4.

6excaB=49

13o

Doga, i<aTePOK,
6oju>u1oXriaP0X0AHaATpy6a c
(ZT 477)

Sometimesobjectsare even put in chargeof human beings:
...

MWIMUROHep,

CK0i3aHHTD04 cBeT3TmT4mc3i

cematbopom,

KOTOPI>IMperyji;
iPOBajiyJIH'iHoeZtBmxeHme.(DS212)

The personified objects may begin to dominate humans to the point of
victimization. In the next example, the heavy doors in the Old People's Home
in Stargorod apparently attack the old ladies physically, turning them into
fugitives (6erJ1JqHKX),unable to escapepersecution by the very objects
supposedly safeguarding them:
OT
CTapyxz c riexiaJIMim
riMCKOMcriacajimci>
HaHT4X
H0y6exaTL
Ha6pacuBaioMT4XC31
Z1Bepem-,
14
HacTT4ranT46erJ131H0K
He
yziaBaJI0CL Bcerga. RBepx
TOJTKaJIT4 T4X B CrIT4HY, a
KaPKaHLem
CBepxyc rjiyxmM
MMMO
BMCKa,
riPOTRBOBec,
yxeCrIyCKajicq
ripojieTa3i
KaK 31ZIPO.
(DS45)

The strongestexampleof a persondominatedby a personifiedobjectis
found on pages121-122of DS. The 'persecutor'is a mattressand the victim is the
personwho purchasesthis objectand thus embarkson the long processof
accumulatinghouseholdgoods and eventually building a family. The mattress
is presentedas an evil spirit or a kind of greedyprimitive god,,constantly
requiring sacrificesfrom the worshippers:
MaTpau
OH Tpe6yeT
xePTB0rIPT4H0uieHT19.
HeHacTiTeH.
MaTpau
Bce nomHT4T m Bce iienaeT
no-ci3oemy.

(DS 121-122)
Eventually, the mattress gains complete control over its owner in this
piece of dialogue:
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Bm nyraeTe
meHSI, rpaxczxaHT4H maTpaul
Monxim, zEypaK[ [ I
...
q y6LIO
MeHOKI

Victory

Te6A,
[ I
...

maTpaul

(DS 122)

belongs
to the mattress!
clearly

Sometimes the personification of an object refers to the state of a person
, is in
for
it,
who
example:
possessionof
Ha BePXHem

ARBaHe

meTanocb

maJI14HoDoe

BeHziepy ftino CKBePHO.

oaesmo.

(ZT 584)

In fact, it is Ostap tossing and turning.
Y KaxzxorO Ha cepzxue nexcHT 3aBeTHTiq alleKZIOT,
KOTOPL04,TperiLixa3ici,. zioxxziaeTc3i CBoeg otiepezxi4.
(DS 25)
The verb TpeniixaTLCA (usually said of birds) suits this humorous description
of someone waiting impatiently for an opportunity to tell a remembered joke.
Sometimes inanimate objects are personified not on the human level, but
on the lower level of animals or insects:
11pyxxHi6i pa36HTOrO maTpaua Kyca; ii4 ero, KaK 6jioxz.
(DS 69)
rIPyXT4Hu ri04 HMm6jieqjiz.

(DS 69)
(DS 119)

Tam p>Ka;i ripzmyc m ue; I0Ba;imci,.

In the last two examples the authors use two onomatopoeic words 6; ieqTb
bleat,
for
details
(See
2.6.
'to
p>KaT]6
more
of
section
and
neigh'.
-'to
onomatopoeia. Here we shall briefly discuss the device in the present context of
personified, inanimate objects).
B 9TY )Ke ceKYHRY

143 3aMOtIHOq

CKBax14HM

BLICKOHIM

X

3aep3aJI KapaHzIaLu,OCTPueMKOTOporo OTeu cýeaop
(DS 79)
IIMTanc3i yxa; I; ITL Bpara.
Only a bee or a wasp can ywanvn__7 'sting. The authors liken an insect's
stings with the pointed end of a pencil.
In the next example, the personification of a musical instrument is
presented partly in human and partly in animal terms. Only a human being can
act promiscuously (pa3BpaTHO) yet the rest of the passagecompares the musical
instrument to some large and exotic animal.
MeIlHbie Tpy616L12a3BRaTHoCBePKaJq,B03jiexanx Ha
BHTPT4HHLIX cTyrieH]6Kax,

I KoneHKopom.

o6T31HYTLIX

oco6eHHO xopow

KpaCHMM

6bin 6ac

OH
rejIT4KOH.
-
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61,
mTaKmoryn, TaKjieHMBOrRejTcq Ha conHue,
CBeJ2HVBU-IT4CB B KOJILLLO,

He B BRTPXHe,

cozxepxaTb

rge-Hm6y;

tlTo

ero cnezoBano

aB

CTOJIHtIHOM

6bi

3ooriapKe,

(ZT 310)

1b mexczxy CROHOM m yziaBom.

If these kinds of inanimate objects can be personified as animals, then
conversely, a horse nodding apologetically may be associatedwith the way
humans crave forgiveness:
BenaA

nomazu>

rPOMKO

npocivia

T43BT4HeHT43i. (DS 180)

Also:
B jiy)KRLte CRAHT meCAu, rpOMKO MOJI31TC31CBepHKX.
(ZT 354)
B nocneBaiomvix
xiie6aX
maiieHbKoe cHaCTie.

KY3HetiHKH

KOBajiT4 CBoe
(ZT 347)

Sometimes personification is accompanied by the grotesque for example:
MY3a

zia; ILHHX CTpaHCTBT04

xBaTana

mozierl

3a ropno.

(DS 218)
The Muse is often personified in poetry as a source of inspiration, but one
does not expect her to grab this poet by the throat:
OCTari XOTeii

%TO-Hi46yzIL

CBXCT0KnKpwi

CKa3aTb,

emy 12oT.

HO ZIJI14HHLIg

(ZT 523)

This is an evocative picture because,besides personification of the whistle,
the literal meaning Of 3aKP16ITLKOMY-HT46yztLPOT ('to close someone's
mouth with the hand) immediately springs to mind.
2.5.2.Personification achieved through the metaphorical use of epithets'
(adjectives and participles).

In
frequently
DS
inanimate
is
ZT,
and
of
objects
also
personification
achievedthrough the metaphoricaluse of adjectivesand participles which
usually refer to animatebeings." Inanimateobjectsare given human attributes
in terms of physical appearance(e.g. KOCTHCTLie
'bony',,
or ZJJ1MHHOTejim9
'long-bodied')or particular behaviouraltraits (e.g. Heyi<nioxzýi - 'clumsy',or
CKY'iHMýi - 'boring'):
4BYXUBeTHLie

mamXHM

KocTT4cTT:,ie cejiLCKOX0331H_CTBeHHLie

(DS220)

"This type of personificationwas particularlyfavouredby Chekhov,
see,for instance,his short
me3OHHHOM>>,
KPLIXOBHHK>>.
<<
storiesoHeBeCTa>>,
CTerii6>>,
c
ggom
and o
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(ZT 454)

ZIJIT4HHOTeJ1BIX <(JIRHKOJIbHOB>>.
...
ROTOm m4caTem> BbIrJIAHYJI
6oponaBHaTY10
CTerib...

B OKHO, 1'IOCMOTpeji Ha
(ZT 534)

14 HevKji103KT4'r1,BRz1aBII1T4r4B14ZILInYrYHHT>Irl KOMIIOCTep
(ZT 480)
rJIYXO B3zu>ixan...
KpaCHoe rimomeBoe
HO)KKamT4.

Kpecjio

nexaJI0

KBepxy

(ZT 515)

KYKYPY3HLie
rionz
JTOXMaTl)le
...
Cf. CrimomeHHoe

Kyummx
(ZT 419)

COJIHae KaTHJIOCb Ha KyKypy3HLie

jioxmm.

(ZT 516)

yrpi-oMO B03nemajim zEy60Biie, MIJILHme z cKytmbie
...
(DS 5)
rpo61, i rpo6omix
zEen maCTepa Be3eHtlyKa.
rjiv
...

ime Tym6Li

(DS 121)

rIePBLIM men Bopo6LAH14HOB. CorHYB ripsimLie
KOCTHCTLie mienX, B YKOPOT14Buiemcq nm; jxa'1Ke m
6apoHCK14X
canorax, OH LueJI, KaK xypaBJIb...
rayrnix

(DS 152)
Rajimue UNIX KOJILua: He o6py-tiammie

KOjibua,

TOJICTLie, rnyrime x zlemeBme, a TOHKT4e, nerKme, c
6pT4JIL31HTamm...
BriaAHHLIMT4 B HHX tIMMAM14, Y-MlITI)IMT4
(DS 35)
In the last two examples, furniture and rings are personified with human
further
by
The
the
'stupid').
mental attributes (rnyrime
are
personified
rings
use of the adjective TOJICTBIýi; this word can refer to both animate and
inanimate objects and it means 'fat' and 'thick' respectively.
Although rings can
be said to be TOJICTme, it is more acceptable to use the adjective UIHPOKHe for
Obviously, the authors' intention is to imply the first meaning
their description.
and to create a combined meaning of 'fat and stupid'. (There is also a possible
hint that it is stupid to get married). The stones in these rings are said to be
'iRCTLie and YMLITLie -'clean' and 'washed'. The past passive participle
YMLITLIe can only refer to the animate world (cf. rIOMBITLie or BLIMBITme for
objects). The same combination of epithets is found in the description of Mount
Mashuk (13ce 67.mo HTICTO R YMLITO (DS 254), see section 2.1 on the
personification
of nature, page 275).
The set of chairs is also personified.
Il'f and Petrov talk about them as if
they were a group of children being mothered by an aunt or a grandmother:
6mjim cBe)KT4e 14HRCTbie. KaK 6yRTO TOJ11>K0"ITO
B16ILUJI14
143-noge Ha; 130pa paxmTejibHOý4 Kjiai3, amH
MBaHOBHBL
(DS 130)

CTyja3i
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In ZT, there is a recurrent personification of Koreyko's pulse, where it is
OROM
described
being
often
as
angry
and impatient (HeTeprienxBB04):
HYMCM
yziapamu
ornymaembOi
cepzaia
T4
IIYJILCOB.
...
6mim maneHbK; ie, mme. HeTel2neggBige.
(ZT 337)
Ero majieHwHe
Mbie nyjibcLi
6wimcb.
HeTepriejuuo

rio-npeXHemy
(ZT 343)

CeroZIH31 HaKOHeii. OH peumn o6131BT4Tb 3oce o CB014X
HYBCTBax x ripez1JIOXHTJ> CB010 PYKY, rae 6T4jicA ny; nc,
manem, KT49 m
ý X012eK. M CBoe cepaue,
___
(ZT 381)
CTAHYToe CKa30HH1JM'R o6pyxiamm.

In DS, there are several participles which personify the inanimate objects
they qualify. For example, in order to describe the sorry state of Gavrilin's 'Fiat',
Il'f and Petrov call the car'stuffed-up' (nPOCTyzeHHb04):
FaBPT4JIRH%iaCTO ripme3maJI B CTapom n12ocTyXeHHom
(DS
90)
Ha
nOCTPORKY
CTaHUMM.
<<cpT4aTe>>

The use of this personifying epithet vividly conveys the noises, squeaks and
cough-like explosions made by this old and 'ailing' automobile. Later in the
novel, the car 'shivers', just like feverish and cold-ridden humans:
C ziaBHO zipoxamiero
raBP14;IHH.

iaTa>> TAxeno
<<cp;

um
(DS 97)

Similarly, the epithet UCKanetieHHH9 -'disfigured' (which usually refers
to a human being) is applied to the chairs which Father Fyodor violently
demolishes with an axe:
BonnuaA BO;lHa
YB;ieKna c co60ti Beci,
Timanexiemjil
raPH'HTYP reHepannum rIOnOB09.
(DS 268)
Further examples include the following:
110TpeBoxceHMie
...

ripocLiriaiou-u49cA

rIPYX14HLI
6ojibuiox

rienz.
ropoll.

MHMO TYHHeji3i, rTI20rýIaTHBaioinero
...
104CTePHLI HeCPTAHoro mapuipyTa.
06ezE 6jm

rOTOB. 3anax noziropeBineq
YCT4JIT4JICAm riepe6MJI Bce OCTajibHLie
o6T4Tai3u-ivie Baome.

(DS 56)
(DS 293)
noc; iezjHT4e
(DS 267)
KaulT4 3ameTHO
Kmc; i: 6ie 3anaxm,
(DS 47)

The smells (3anaxm)
be
inhabiting
to
the house. This personification
are said
the result of the association between 3anax and liyx, the latter having two
meanings: the spirit and the smell. One usually talks of spirits inhibiting
a

is
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house, and here the association is established through the meaning of 'smell',
both
to
common
nouns.
2.5.3. Personification

achieved through the metaphorical use of nouns.

Here we look at personification using nouns which are attributes of
animate objects. Parts of human and animal bodies are often attributed to
machines - and sundry inanimate objects. For example, a train may possess wolflike eyes, tail and head:
Pa3zajic3i rYJL 3azipoxana
rIPOBOjioKa, T13ryjia
6neCTALUT01
B1JJIYrIHJIT4CBB0JTHBT4MMKV.
T1KOPOTKI19
(ZT 523)
rioe3A c pa3maXy BjieTeJI Ha CTaHumo.
OT pe3KorO

WpmoxeH1431

XPYCTHYJIm rioe3gHme
(DS 113)

CYCTaB1J
TIXTepmirl

Korga

mocT

rioe3zt

61in ocBeiaeH

rioe3zla

yze

OT XBOCTa zio ronomj.
(ZT 561)

MOTaJICA

Ha BLIXOZIHOýl

6paTa
6ycpeTHOrO
CTpejiKe, T43
3ana BLICKWIRM4 ABa
KoppeCrIOHReHTa - TIeB Py6aIUKHH R RH CKam01KT4H.
(ZT 527)
The metaphorical use Of XBOCT is compounded by the metaphorical verb
MOTaTLCA -'to knock about'. (Cf. A mmcnx pnBanTualOTCA
14 camoe
rnaBHoe, BmjibHvB xBocTmKom. mcxie3alOT. (ZT441)).

A ship and steam train are described as 'metal twins':
Bbinm Tno6peTeHLI xeneMme 6jizmeam - riapoxoa R
(ZT 354)
riapOB03.
Chairs and tables are often said to have (animate) legs - HOXKH. In the
example below, Il'f and Petrov add to the 'legs' the adjective xH JiLie- 'weak',
thus drawing a parallel between the table and an old, weak person.
Xunme erO H0XKT1 TP3TCnT4CLrIO11TAxeCTLIO...
Metaphorically,
or a human (p e6pa-

(DS 6)

the flank of an aeroplane is likened to the rib-cage of a bird
'ribs):

B B03,ayxe camoneT 6neCHY;I pe6pamx
COJIMHHOM cBeTe.

Ti crT4HYJIB
(ZT 565)

60A

AmeplWa>>:
similar exampleis found in <(OAHO9TaxHa3i
CTazia aBTOmo6zneAOTzimxanz
iia eute 3enenix
ZEOJIZHLi,
maneHLKOrl
rzie pa3meCTIMaCLBTACTaBKa.
<(OIIHO9TaXHa3i
AmeplWa>>,CW, 4,43.

CK; IOHax
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The same is said of the smooth edges of shelves:
6bijiz
rIOJIOK

K pe6pam

(DS 71)

rIPTIKjieeHIJ...

The analogy with a human body is carried further when the insides of the
engine of Kozlevich's car are identified with KMI.U0'IiKT4 < K14U.IK14 -'guts':
KOMeBUH

Aaam

rIOAH31JI
B MOTOP

PYKM

3anyCT'RJI

KanOT

mainmiii,

rIOCBT4CTI>IBa3i,

14 CTaJI

KOnaTI>Cq

B

ero

(ZT 348)

meIIHIAX KTIIIIOHKaX.
Meamie

6neCTenx

xTamoxam

(ZT 519)

riou nyHoti.

Here are some more examples of this type of personification:
IIaHXK0BCK14q

HaKOHeii.

rwrlmm

XMB014

XBOCT14K

_cBoell
(ZT 476)

maHT4LLIK14...

RBepb ripi4LueJIKHyjia
amePT4KaHCKorO

M

3aMKa

llepBbiq naccaxo4p
meZIHYIO

meZIHLIM

(DS 171)

3aTBOPTinacb.

cmqji

3aBT4TYLUKY

3131AHKOM

nwxxm
6aramiHKa

rIOBecun
erO Ha
[ ... 114 HazIeJI TYCPJIX. ý.

(ZT 582)

MmKamv.
M3 TiocpiKa

B

rna3a
ripoxiaA cojiomeHHaJq
xne6mie vcmKv.

MMJIJIHOHepa
AP31M,

cmnanacb

rIOJIOBag

rIOPOLUOK

KaKOti-TO

14 ,

(ZT 559)

Deep and soft objects like a mattress or especially chair-seats become
stomachs. Though 'stomach' in Russian is XR130T, the authors give their
inanimate objects' insides the title 6pioxo, a word usually applying to animals or
(colloquially or pejoratively) to people:
m3irKoe
CTYJI

612toxo (of a mattress - RG)
B

CBoem 0614TOM
612ioxe
COKPOBHuta
maaam
CUTuem

c rHYTI>IMT4

aHrxmýiCKHM

(DS 121)

HOXKamM,

Twnuxýl

rIeTYX0BOt

(DS 111)

Bo,aa, CBo6o2IHO'B JIMBanaci> B ero (i. e. of the chair - RG)
612ioxo.
(DS 251)
paCrIOPOToe

When describing typewriters, III and Petrov associate the clacking of the
keys with the clapping of bird-wings, and consequently typewriters are
personified as birds:
C1431JI14
JIZJIOBbie namrim, M rIJIOCKiie riexiaTmie
03a6oxieHHOxjioriajimKpBijTT>,
qmm,.

mammim
(ZT 343)

Note the use Of 03a6oxieHHO - 'anxiously' - to highlight the personification.
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In the next example, the word nopoga -'breed' (used here to mean the
pedigree of domestic pets) is here used as a metaphor for furniture and the make
of Kozlevich's car:
Kor, aa-TO B iiapCKme BpemeHa me6JI'KPOBKa
meCT rIPOBOZjT4jiacL
rIPT4CYTCTBeHHI>IX
170 TpacpapeTy,
6Lijia
oco6a3i TIODOziaKa3eHHOr4 me6enz.
BLIpau-teHa
(ZT 303)
6bijia HeT43BeCTHa, Ho AzIam
ITopozia maijilMi
Ka3emUPOB14"i YTBepxaaji,
HTO 9TO <<jiopeH-ZXHTPT4X>>.

(ZT 321)
The car brand-name nopoua, creates an association between the vehicle and a
horse. This personification is extended when the authors describe the
harnessing
describes
the
uyrom,
movement of one car after another as
of
which
a horse-team for pulling carriages.
K <<Cj)paHLLHTI>>
I'IOZIKaTT4JIH IIVI"OM TPH OZIHOT14rIHLIX
(DS 277)
aBTOmo6xji. q.
,

The same is said of a train's carriage:
(DS 95)

OHMHJUNIM11Vr0M.

It is not surprising therefore, that car-wrecks are 'personified' as skeletons:
r1o ee (i.e. the road - RG) CTOpoHamB meJITewmim
CKeneTIATener z
0CKBePHeHHLIXTpaBaX, BaJIS110TC31
(ZT
354)
3amyxieHHme,R3Z1i>ixawmMeaBTOmo6wim.
In the following examples, a general noun is used to identify inanimate
objects with animals. Thus, spoons and glasseson the table are compared to
(CTaý4Ka)
(CTazotoand
birds:
becomes
CTaA
cattle
a
of
a series of electrical sparks
TIo>KeHKI4 rI0B0pat1T4BaJIMCJ> B rIYCTLIX

CTaKaHax,

14 Bce

10 Ha Kpati CTOJIHKa.
CnOJI3a;
HaMioe CTaZ10rIOT14XOHLKY
(ZT 591)
The same metaphorical use of Ta6YHtl; IK in the next example acts as a means of
belittling the characters:
OHa DIABena c co6orl Ta6ymimz

zieByiiieK

B capacpaHax.
(DS 230)

MririoJIMT MaTBeeBW1,
pactiecan ycm, 143 KOTOPLIX,
rIPM nPHKOCHOBeHMm rpe6eUlKa,
BianeTena APY)KHa31
(DS 34)
CTaýlKa 9neKTPMtieCKT4X XCKP...
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Sometimes the noises and sounds of machines, engines, etc., may be those
by
humans
and animals. For example, a train is said to have a voice produced
rojIoC:
B CLIPOM BO3zWxe 3Byxiaji%
maHeBPOBIAX iiapOD030D.

rJIYXOBaTbie

ronoca
(DS 291)

Typewriters, which are frequently personified in the novels, may be either
presented as people or as animals.
Eiue uniluanc3i ]2OrIOTpa6OTaioujmx YHaepBYZXOB,
a
6pajim
(DS 225)
Bojira
iipmpo,aa z
CDoe.
...

T43 KaIOTLI

cinnuanoa

maLuxHTICTOK

BriepemeXKYCO cmexom

uoKaHi>e ruuuyLuux

mallIMHOK.

POrIOT < POrITaT16 -'to complain', is the prerogative
noise of horses' hooves on the road.

(DS 222)

of people; UOKaHbe is the

Gramophones are personified too, and 'compete' with each other in front
of potential customers. Their sound is called xpi4n -a sound produced only by
living creatures.
C PLIHKa
rpaMMOCPOHOB,

B

rloraeBCKOM oDpare 4OHecima
COCTA3aBUIMXCA

rIOKYriaTemimz.

xl2T4nTi
nepezi nocneziHi4mm

(DS 224)

X-1
aBKaTL- 'to champ' colloquially refers to the noises made by a person
(cf.
Polesov's
The
to
this
while eating
attribute
noise
HaBKaM>>),
authors
<<He
KYCOtIKOB
143
COCTaBjieHHLIti
<(MOTOI114KJI,
creation aBTOmo6mjieR,
orHeTyU1T4Teneq,
maU-I'RHOK>>
(DS62),,i.e.
BejiocT4ne;JOBRnmuyLumx

anothermysteriousand hopelesscreationof this haplessmechanic:
3aTempa3zajiocbxene3Hoetiamube. ripT46op
ALIMOM.
rP313HIAM
(DS
62)
3aztpoxaji T40KYTa;
icq
Theselast threeexamplesnot only illustratethe personificationof
inanimateobjects,but alsoshowthe useof onomatopoeia,
and it is to this
stylisticdevicethat we turn to in the nextsection.
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2.6. ONOMATOPOEIA.
Onomatopoeic words" occur frequently in DS and ZT. This figure of
for
device
(usually
is
highly evocative)
common
achieving
speech a
special
literary effects in both poetry and prose. In DS and ZT this device not only
enriches the language, but also satirizes the characters with vivid and sharp
irony. As with many of the stylistic devices considered in this chapter,
onomatopoeia uses metaphorical meanings. As far as function is concerned,
onomatopoeia may be seen as an extension of other stylistic devices such as
comparison and personification. In this section, it will be examined as an
auxiliary device and will be categorized accordingly.

2.6.1Onomatopoeia associating people with animals.
This sub-section deals with words which normally describe sounds
produced only by animals. Humans may be depersonified with animal
behaviour or features, yet they can also emit animal-like noises:
Mvpaaau

-'to 12urr'
Ostap is often said to be 'purring' songs to himself:
UmpeKTOp6e33a6OTHOMV12; ILIKaJI<<IUT4MM14>>(DS57)
,
rIo ziopore OH (i. e. Ostap - RG) 3aampaji MOJIOHHHLI[ 1, M
...
(ZT
424)
MYj2J71JKajiC;IOBa pomaHca...
BeHziep Luen rI03ajjR Bcex, oriyCT14B ro; IOBY 14
maullMaJILHO MV12JITAHa:
<<KoivieH, KOH%ieHzieHL 3a6aB,
(ZT
504)
CTpen.qti mog maneHLK149 3yaB>>.

Occasionally other characterspurr; for example, the coward Kislyarsky'
whose mumbling is called 'purring':
MVINUM

KaKY10-TO xtienyxy

KT4CnJqPCKT4r4...

(DS 279)
Similarly for the sounds of the orchestra:
Ho xiacam K geBATTI B pa3HLIX KOHuax

ropoaa

X 3aCBZCTa;
3amvj2gbiKaJIT4,3aconenx
iz OpKeCTPLI...

(DS 86)
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t

0

4Týl

ueal', 'to saueal'

In DS, this mainly refers to Voro'yaninov, while in ZT, it is Panikovsky
who squeals:
61'Onomatepoeia
(Grk. 'narne-making) is the formation and use of words to imitate sounds, PDLT.
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M3zxaB co6a"Mrj B143r,, MrIrIOJIHT MaTBeeBHH
Hero (i. e. the chair - RG) mepTBOtl xBaTKO'r4.
He gam! - BninrHyA
rIaHTWOBCK101
PYK14
BBepxl
Hapyiiil4TeJIL
Hainjim
-

MririojiTIT

BuenTUICA B
(DS 284)

MaTBeeBl4H.

(DS 285)

BT43rJIT4BOKD14KHYJI:
(ZT 404)

KOHBeHUMT4 ziaxe

UpaKOB!

jierOHbKO

noBm3rmBaji.
(ZT 477)

rIaHT4KOBCKT4r4.
(ZT 313)

- BT43rJIT4BOKpHxiaii

Occasionally other characters may squeal:
Rat
T4.
qKOBOMI
-

- BHe3arIHO

3aBT43xaji

KYKYIIIKT4HZI.
(ZT 334)

Erop

nozxoiiieji
K BOge, MnP06OBan
ee Horog x
rIOTOM OrIYCT14; I BTOPY10 HOry H CHOBa
B3BT43rHvji.
(ZT 458)
B3BI43rHVJT.
Cna6i, ie ; ierKze
TOJIBKO njml"Mg

Bce paBHO BbizEyBaiiH
CTapyx
BT43r.

T43 HT4X
(DS 44)

Bycbil
- BT43rHVJI CTap'RK DocxT4meHHO.

(DS 293)

BpaH3YjieTi<a1
B
- B3BT43rHv; i norpaH-ocpmep
KOPOTKOM na; ILTO c co6aHBTIM BOPOTHMKOM M
6onbiummu meTanniviecKi4mm
nyrOB14aaMM Ha
(ZT 604)
BMrIYKJIOM 3azly.
Note that the sounds in 6paH3yneTi<a

suggest squealing.

In the last example, the man/dog analogy is reinforced by a comparison
the metal buttons on an officer's uniform with the studs on a dog-collar.
A
similar connection is established in the next example:
(says
Ostap
He
RG)
BaLue
zxejiol
co6axae
BcsiKmti
Py6aumm
Haxian
MAHM9,
13T43rnT4BO
(ZT 563)

Cf. Ostap saying to Rubashkin earlier:
3HaeTe,
Py6aIlIKUH,
JIeB
He rIpo6yxaaý4Te
3Bep3i, YXO9XTe OTCIOzia.

BO MHe
(ZT 562)

M MLiaTb- 'to moo', 'to bellow'
EDOPH14K 3amT>T"IaJTHX3KT4M H CTpaCTHbim
roiTocom,
KaKT4M Tmorza cpeZIHHO'lHog TT4IIIHHLI
BZpyr ropAtio
XJTOrIOTJTHBO HaxiHHaeT6OPMOTaTb
YHT4Ta3.
(DS37)

m

of
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...

Bzipyr

3aMT:,I'IaJI

-BaPHHI

(DS 137)

-IaPYIJIH14KOB

- CTpaCTHO

3ammHaji

TXXOH.

M3
rIapT4>Kal
-

(DS 32)
Ho TIoxaHKMH OTBOZE14JI
JIMILO 14OTpmuaTe; iLHO mbiqaji.
(ZT 408)
RG)
ce6, q OH (i. e. Ptiburdukov
cx6mian
mmxiaHme JloxaHKTIHa
OTBpaTTITeJILHoe
m Kp'RKx
BapBapm:
Elub,
nozijimýi
xie;
KperioCTHT4K[>>
ioBeK[
((Euib,
rI03aam

(ZT 410)
BzRMTe
ju4, - nj2OMB1tTaJ1 KoxaH1601 pexmccep,
yCJIOBRA OCBeLueHHq He r103BOJI31IOT...

(DS 97)

In the last example, there is an association between leather (KoxcaHLIq
pexi4ccep)
and bellowing, thus indirectly comparing the director to a bull or a
COW.
6negTT)

bleat'
-'to

Referencesto bleating are found in DS only, and as a rule they concern
Iznurenkov:
Leg
F)ecripepLIBHo

H

Bce

BpeM31

Haxozumb

(DS 154)

zxDi4xceHRT4...
hjieioiumýi
rpaxaaHUH
CriaCCKOýi.

B

XHJT, OKa3bIBaeTC31, Ha CaZIOBO(DS 156)

ýImq rio KopT4zxopy, Mririo; iT4T MaTBeeBHH unnuan
6;
ieAHT4e, BH3r, rieHme m
ZtOHOCT4BI.
Miec. q M3 KOMHaTbi
(DS
169)
CTpaCTHLie KP14KH.
OH 6eran

rio peziaKLL140HHLIM KOMHaTaM, HaTI>IKaqCb Ha
611e3j.
(DS
168)
YPHIA Z[JI31OKYPKOB m
KDRUTL

-'to quack'
HeMiaMmea
[--1 TaK 6bICTPO Kyrimi rioc; ieZIHT49 CTY; I,
(DS 154)
tlTo Bopo6bqHl4HOB TOJILKO K1231KHyn.
(ZT 396)

BenHKHýl KOm6HHaTOP KPAKHY; I...
ITUCK. TT14maTb -'to squeak', 'to cheel2'
CTapyxH

(DS 45)

c riemaJILHLIM IITICKOM...

M3 rojioca MrinojiT4Ta
He; IOBKoe nT4cKaHTe.
r1poriana?
-

MaTBeeBHxia

BI>IpBa; iocb numb
(DS 16)

BopO6b3lHT4HOB.
ITT4cKiivjT.
-

(DS 129)
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OCTOPOMHer4l

- rIMCKHYJI

011HOrna3149

KariXTaH.

(DS 250)
0ZJHa m4mb Jlzzia rImcapeBcKa3i 1I0 3aCTeHHHBOCTH
(ZT 591)
nT4cKHY; ia: ((Cepreg non, Cepreti rion! >>...
i3oýi. BmTb - 'howling',

to howl,

OCTarI HaxmypMJIC31. OH He mo6un, Korzia ripecca
(DS 188)
noziHmmana B&r4 BOKpyr ero i4meHI4.
In the above example, BOti replaces Luym in the standard phrase r10zXHMmaTL
mym - 'to make noise', and this simple substitution evokes an ironic picture of
the group of journalists.
JIBepb 6eCUIYMHO OTBapmiacb, x rojibig
i3oem. B6excaji

C xajio6HMM

B 3aT0nneHHy10

c paZ10CTHMM
(DS 181)

KBaPT14PY.

i3oeM KHHYJIc3i BacmcyanRti K ZIRBaHY
(ZT 411)

I'MaxieBHO rIORDIABaR.OH (i. e. Polykhaev - RG)
COnPOBOXgan OCTana zto camom BeCTu61oJIA. (ZT 473)
JTa,
qTT>- 'to bark'
In DS Vorob'yaninov
is described in this grotesque way because his
behaviour during the earthquake is devoid of human intelligence and dignity:
MrI110JI14T MaTBeeBUH

3anavi

m, rioZIXBaTHB CTYJI,

(DS 285)

rio6exaJI 3a OCTanOM.
On the same page, he rages and howls like a mad dog:
MIOCKory6uml
MaTBeeBZH.
pbrim

MnrIOJIHT
o6e3ymeBMMýi
- peBen
(DS 285)

'to
growl'
-

This onomatopoeia occurs twice, both times associated with Father
Fyodor:
M3

Homepa nociibiwanoci,

3aTpaBjieHHorO

c; ia6oe jýTjtiaiiRe
(DS 80)

KOHKYpeHTa.

Note the use of the epithet 3aTpaB; ieHHbIq

-'hunted'

to accompany

pbimamle.

The second use of this word is found in the passage where Father Fyodor
pesters engineer Bruns for the set of chairs:
B OKHe

rIOAB14; IOCI>

ymon3nomee JIMUO OTua (ýezxopa.
He KOPLICTM palix, - Mum
m3irKMA rojioc.
rlJM>zeCAT
riqTl> py6; iem-.
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MHxeHep,

He OrJI3IALIBa3icb,

3apTgtiaji.

x ci e 3.

OTeiý qbeziop
(DS 265)

'cuckoo'
-

KVKOBaTl>

The widow Gratsatsueva is frequently compared to a cuckoo. Thus, the
authors may write:
OCTan He cjanuwl

(DS 202)

KVKOBaHT431BROBLI.

tto
grunt'
-

xpioKaTb

The irony is again directed at Vorob'yaninov:
14nrioJIMT

MaTBeeBXtI

CKOHcpyxceHHO

XDIOKHVJI.

(DS 86)
Grunting

is also mentioned

Cjiyxamme

in the following

incongruous

statement:

(DS 10)

X1210KHYJIT4B xiePH14JIbHT4ULI.

Q2BIj2KaTT>- 'to snort' (like a horse)

Tpeyxoi3 a2mpKaji z iueJl B KYXHi-o rimJI14TLZIPOBa.
(DS 88)
MKaTb -'to

neigh'

XpaneTb - 'to snore'
B HOmepe
xDan T4pmaHT4e:
KOHCKT4RIIOCJI16IiiiaJIT4C]6
ý4MIOJIXT MaTBeeB'K"i Beceno YMBIBancq vi npoximman
(DS 77)
HOC.
123iBKaTi> -'to bark'
rIojieCOB BLITAHYJICA B CTPYHY.
POCCH31Bac He 3a6yzeT[ - R31BKHYR OCTari.
T-IaBKaTB -'to

(DS 100)

chami2'

OH (i. e. Lokhankin - RG) CT031JI Y OTKPLITOH- ZjBepubi
6ycpeTa, criMHOýI' K KPOBaTH, m rpoMKO xmKaji.
OT
HeTeprieHMA [ ...I OH [ ...I H3zEaBaJI HOCOM CB14CTAu4mex
(ZT 411)
xinorimoLuvie
3BYKH.

Sometimes Il'f and Petrov produce onomatopoeia by combining words to
create a specific sound effect. For example:
KaK
KaK
3axiem?
MaTBeeBuH.

rojiy6m

3axiem?

- Kzri3ITI4JIC31

rOBOP14JIT4 <<VM12V.YMP-Y>>.

T4ririoji'RT
(DS 288)
(ZT 591)
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Ympy, ympy imitates the cooing of pigeons. However, the literal
meaning of the phrase means 'I will die, I will die; this is consistent with the
description of cold autumn weather and the hardship of small wildlife.
The best example of an onomatopoeic sound-effect is found in DS, in the
farcical fight scenebetween Vorobyaninov and Father Fyodor over one of the
chairs. The skilfully-created dialogue contains many of the hushing consonants
(xi, iu, u_L,and x), and when said at a high speed, the effect is that of a strong
hushing sound:
9TO
He Baine mmyateCTBO.
-A xibe xe?
He
Bame.
-A xne )Ke?
He
Bauie, He Bame.
Axii6e
xe, xiie?
[
I
He
Bame.
...
Atibe
me 9TO mmymeCTBO?...
MmrIA

TaK, OHM HemCTOBO jmranzcb.

(DS 55)

With the final statement, the authors include another twist: hissing is the
behaviour of snakes (that is, reptiles that cannot kick each Other!). Thus these
two representatives of the 'intelligent' human race are identified with a lower
species,and their behaviour certainly justifies this association.
It is worth reading these last three examples aloud for the full
onomatopoeic effect.
2.6.2. Onomatopoeia identifying

human beings with inanimate objects.

Sometimeshuman beings are said to produce sounds and noisesnormally
associatedwith inanimateobjects. This has the effect of depersonifyingand
debasingthe characters. For examplein DS, Vorob'yaninov'smother-in-law has
a very loud voice, so loud that the authors associateit with thunder:
(DS
3ririone-9T,
6)
oHa...
riporpemena
Cf. rpom rpemHT.
In the following examplethe widow Gratsatsuevaspeakswith a 'rumble' POKOT < POKOTaTb
BaoBa

-'to

OTBetiana

roar'.

CMYTHLIM

POKOTOM, B KOTOPOM MOXHO

6bino pno6paTb TORWO<(TOBapxu_t>>
m ((oxieHLBac>>.
(DS197)
In the next quotation, the archivist Korobeynikov "rattles' or 'jingles' like
metal or glassobjects,and is likened to a dog wagging its tail:
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CTaPXK meJIKO 3azipe6eKKaJI,

DRjiAq r103BOHOtIHMKOM.
(DS 71)

Here the conventional expression zipe6e3xamurl
ronoc -'tremulous
replaced by a much more effective and funny incongruity:

is
voice,

When Vorob'yaninov murders Ostap, the hero's death-rattle is compared
to the sucking noise of a kitchen sink:
]3eJI14KT4r4 KOm6T4HaTOP
KYXOHHa3i

paKOBTMa,

T43zjaJI 3BYK, KaKOýi ripoX3BOZ(XT
BcacmBaioliýa3i
OCTaTKTI BOATA.
(DS 290)

In fact Vorob'yaninov is the most frequently depersonalized character:
(DS 55)
npocKpexeTaji MrIrIOJIMTMaTi3eeBZH.
ýIMIOJIHT maTBeeDmm

rIPOPOKOTan <<ryT mopreH>>.
(DS 39)

MrIrIOJI'RT MaTBeeBMT-I 143gaR 3BYK OTKPMBaemoýl
(DS
56)
ZIBepm...
14ririoJINT
B3BBIR
;
ieHer?
mo6XTe
Bbi
He
-A
MaTBeeBT4H r0ROCOM cpji01TbL

(DS 36)

2.6.3.Onomatopoeia as the means of personification.
Onomatopoeic personification of inanimate objects occurs more
frequently than the depersonification of section 2.6.2. In most casesthe objects
are given the sounds of animals or birds:

C nexiaJUHMM Kpiwom
CTITeu B uBeTOtlKax.

naftT4pa30pBajic3i

allrJ1T4qCKT4V1

(DS56)

This is an evocativeand original comparison,which occursagain in the next
section on comparisons.

humanmetaphorsusedto personify
Here are somefurther onomatopoeic
inanimateobjects:
(DS 116)

Tam pxcaji ripmmyc T4uejioBajiT4cb.
MeTanjimneCKoe

KPAKaHbe

M KneKOT

(DS10)
MOTOpa.

yneplUT4CL
AIBTo6ycl>IHeTepnenMBO
KPAKanz,
JI109CKOti

maccmi3.

B

(ZT 401)

(notethe depersonification
of peoplein the samesentence).
Mau-ilMa

B143xana,

BM4xpaAC16

CHOBaB Hee ripoBajizBajiaci>.

143 rony6og

Miem

x

(ZT 518)
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TpeBOXHo npomiitiana

rpyma

(of the car - RG).

KOHYCBii6poc-gji 113ce6A TOHKoe iumneHme.

(ZT 400)
(DS 46)

Sometimes sounds usually produced by people are attributed to inanimate
objects:
C PLIHKa B ToraeBCKOM
rpaMMOCPOHOB.

oBpare

ZjOHecm4cL xpurim
(DS 224)

(of the loud speaker RG)
Tpy6Hoe
cmopKaHi>e
...
(DS 48)
KOPOBmtI roJIOC Hanaii...
Emy XOTejiocb zEo6al3T4TL,xITO Y Hero xeHa, zEeTH, CePHa,
zxeTH OT CePHLI m eiae OT OZtHOr4xeHIUHHBI, KOTOpasi
XHBeT B POCTOBe-Ha-ROHY, HO B ropjie ero HTO-TO
camo no ce6e ni4KHyjio, 14OH npomonxian.

(ZT 473)
2.6.4. Incongruous onomatopoeia.

Gathered in this sub-section are those few examples in which animals are
matched with totally incongruous onomatopoeic sounds. This is done for sheer
comic fun and a touch of the grotesque.
PbTcay,,ripe3PMTenLHOxpioKaiommrl Ha riemexoZEOB...
(DS 17)
A horse grunts like a pig:
ABTOmo6mJIbHOqcmpeHe OTBetiano msyKaHbe maKanoB.
(DS 266)
The mewing of jackals is another incongruous combination:
012en l'IOKOCH;
IC31Ha OTua cPegopa, 3aKJ2T4'IaJI
<<KVKV(DS 274)
12e-Kv>>m yjieTe; i.
An eagle uttering the cockerel's song is certainly odd, but it could be
explained as a figment of the imagination in Father Fyodor's failing mind.
B ABOPOBOMcazxHKe CTpaCTHO MbItIaJIX rOJIV6T4.

(ZT 386)
The pigeons are said to #moopassionately'.
Among other incongruous onomatopoeic combinations one also finds the
following:
-

TH

KOmy ripozian cTyji?

rionaHTIB210TUTIM

- CIIPOCMJI
TTIOrIOTO-M..

OCTan
(DS 51)
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Both r103DaHHBaioiizHiI and UlOrIOT are onomatopoeic words.
Semantically they are completely opposite and their juxtaposition here is
incongruous.
2.6.5. Description of sound via the association
producing that sound.

capable of

with phenomena

If there is no one particular onomatopoeic verb whose sound expressesor
reinforces its own meaning, Il'f and Petrov may describe the sound via an
association with phenomena that are capable of producing that sound, plus the
conventional construction 'R3,uaT163BYK -'to give out sound'; a sort of indirect
onomatopoeia. For example:
TenerpaCPHa31npOBOJIOKainz(aBana BuonoHmenmie
(ZT 505)
3BVKT4.
M3BO3H14K Mztaji
MririojiXT

zipepx...

ry6amz

MaTBeeBT4H

nonenygmjýi

MWIan

3BVK OTK_

3BYK,.

(DS 44)
a

(DS 56)

Bejimniq

KOm6lMaTOP T43;jan 3BYK. KaKoýi gDoTmom4T
Borim.
oc=Kv
KvxoHHa3i DaKODTma. i3cagjDatomag
(DS 290)
OCTari, P030BIA1 14 crioKoqH1JR, ynT>16ajic3i. MOJIOTOLieK
(DS 150)
ynaii, H3;IaBaq He6ecHMýi 3BYK.

In the latter example, one might wonder how He6eCHIAR3BYKis
supposed to sound. He6eCHLIq -'heavenly'- is what Ostap thought of the
sound produced by the auctioneer's hammer, since he is 'in heaven', knowing
that the chairs he has just bought contain the hidden treasure.
In the next section, which is devoted to similes and comparison, we shall
see more examples of the metaphoric use of words.
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2.7. COMPARISONS

AND SIMILES.

Comparison is a literary device necessarily present in satirical writing; the
function of comparison is to make things more concrete and expressive, to create
vivid imagery. Comparisons also tend to reflect an author's attitude towards his
charactersor his subject matter. Both Gogol and Chekhov made extensive use of
this stylistic device in their satirical works. The same can be said of Il'f and
Petrov, and this stylistic device provides one of the richest sources of humour in
their novels.
The main requirements of successful comparison are unexpectedness,
novelty and inventiveness. At the same time, the comparison must be concrete
and easily recognizable.61
Il'f and Petrov often draw analogies which are totally unexpected, but
is
It
their
experience.
nevertheless exact, and which reflect
not
readers' universal
surprising that the majority of III and Petrov's comparisons are similes;63
nevertheless, a straightforward comparison can be highly evocative.
As far as the syntactic structure of comparisons and similes is concerned,
the vast majority are constructed with the help of such conjunctions as KaK,
6y11TO.
It is worth quoting some examples of this syntactical usage:
CJIOBHoand
BLIJI TOT ripome)KYTOK mexgy riATLIO x meCTL10
macaMH, KOrzEa ZBOPHT4KH, BZIOBOJILHamaxaBLUMCL
KOMOHMMU meTnaMT4, yze pa3OLU; IT4CLrIO CB014M
luaTpaM, B rOI201le C13eTJIO.t1T4CTOT4TT4XO KaK-a
6aHKe.
(ZT
331)
rocyziapcTBeHHom
BO BpeM31 OCMOTpa BacT4cyajn4H rjmneR Ha CBOIO_EDY-LLL
moxHaTyio.
riajibTo., rioJIHLIMM cne3
KaK ziemmcenHHoe
(ZT 410)
rna3amm.
HO TYT 6onmoýl, cmaeBLUH9 Ha KpoBaTR B rjiy6T4He
14ZenTme. KaK
nomi,
rioziHAJICA Ha ToHeHmoe
3aKpxtian...
11eRKOBH'bTeCBeHU HorT4, R upazEanxieCK14
(ZT 441)
OH 61ni mojiu
zymoti,
21XVHrJ131X. uenmacb

Ho B ero KYzi12-qx. KaK jiyHa B
(ZT 525)
JII)TCT4Ha.

" III and Petrov would have agreed with another Odessa-bomwriter Babel,who reputedly told
Paustovsky that:
cpaBHeHme
nzHegKa,

6bITb
TO'MIM,
ZXOJIXHo
z eCTeCTBeHHLIM,

KaK

KaK

;iorap%qom%necKaA
3ariax YKporia.

K. IlayCTOBCKKII, 13peMq 60JILILrUXOXU)7aH;Irf, (COBeTCKRII nXcaTen, Moma, 1960),153.
"Simile an expressed comparison between two
unlike objects, usually using the conjunctions'like'
or'as'. Beckson & Ganz.
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Bjiio, ao 6bijio 6ojibuioe
m oBaJILHoe,
aQ2DT4KaHCKOrO DO)KI13T..

i<aK uimT
(ZT 602)

6ery,
OH BTY mbicjib yze Ha
purl2e6ag
pvKami4 ripoxomix
KaK rTJIOBeII BORY B cocTmaHim
Ha
(ZT 599)
rio6i4Tme mmpoi3oro
12eKopzia.

JjOZIYMLIBaji

6ejieJIT4
Y HUX OrIYXJIM x
jixua
....
rIOZIYI.UKH.

B ycax Y Hero, KaK riTmtma
ciie3a.

B TeMHOTe,

KaK
(ZT 323-324)

B BeTB3Tx. czzlena

ajimaMaq
(ZT 473)

OCTari 6opoJICA 3a CBOr4MMJIJIMOH, KaK rjiazimaTop.
(ZT 604)
OCTarI He6peXHO

nomaximn

meu. TKom. i<aK Kagwrom.
(ZT 562)

TIT4UOY Hero 61ijio 1114CToe,rIpAmoe, my)KeCTBeHHoe,
ftei-omerocg
KaK v
aHrm4tiaHmHa Ha pemiamHom
(ZT 457)
rinaKaTe.
KapMaHLI,
JlV3T)T..,

6T4nBqpziHme
KOTOpLie rIOBHCJ114Y Hero, KaK
(ZT 455)

OcTari KpmHaji.
pa3o6paTI).

6Lijio
CJIOB
HeJIL33i
KaK MODCKO'r4112D-L.
(ZT 467)

Mi3i y,;
OH (i. e. Koreyko - RG) ner Ha crimHy m
-io6CTBa
(i.
B
3a6oe
e. pulling
npogonxaji
pa60TaTl>, KaK inaXTep
(ZT
559)
from
bed
RG).
the
money
under
-

6VIITO:
B MOTOpe
ziTo
liviulijIT4.

c;ibiiua; izcb
YeJlTbTM
obi rio2i

Mx rpy60

BLITau. ýmjix

rIOCTOPOHHme
KalOTOM

m

14 CHOBa

...
RX CTAralITl

maUIHHLI

T4 npimijima

6vziTo <)HT4 Liam

14 T4X BO HT061>1

ieHHT4KaMI4

6mno 'Bej2iivTbK

aBTOMOK)MJ13i

TO HT4 cTaiTo

rIYCKajimcb HaBepx

KaiaTl>
Hymig

(ZT 352)

YT43HTA.

c3anm

KOF

(ZT 515)

C TaKHMoxeCTOxieHmem,
yTon;

iuymii m xpmrieHme,

C

TaKOý4rIPIATLIO, 6YIITO

MOK1214M JIT4HI>KOMI.

(ZT 507)
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KaK6Y1ITO:
C YJIMULI ZIOHOCHJIOCL II0KaHi>e
rpOMKoe'g
JIOLUaZIM, HapO-IllTo
6m cimTanm
Ha cxieTax.

KOMIT M3B03tIH%-iLeg
6yiiToKaK
OTieTJI%Boe,
(DS290)

Ho OH6LICTPO ripmcrioco6mjic3i
m, ripLira31 TO HanpaBo,
6viiTo
TaHrieBaji
i,-I2aKoi3AK.
TO HaiieBo, KaK
OT YZapOB rIPOTMBHMKa X CTapaJIC31
yBepTLIBWICA
(DS54)
Bpara B ZMBOT.
riopa3MTL

CITOBHO:
Bo PTY y Hero riotieMy-To
rioABT4jicA ripOTMBHI>Ir4 BKYC,
6TT
12yxiKy.
cocan menHvio
ziBeRmo
oH riojitiaca
cjioi3Ho

(ZT 400)
J1OXaHK'HH 3aUýHLUaJ1C31C TaKHM 0Txia3IHMeM, CJTOPHO
(ZT
410)
KaCT12'9120BaTß.
er0 CO6T412aJ1HCT>
CJIOBHO
rojioBoe.
i
oH,
Bopotia3i
roBopm;
ab
BepHO?
-Be,
6ojibiii%M HOCOM I<JII<>HVTI>HeIGje
611 CO6T412a31C31-CBomm
(ZT
529)
Bem
Ko12m. ripaB'HJILHO?

Bopozia, 6e; iaq x Lumpoi<aA, cjioBHo a2patmag mamiuma,
(ZT 580)
rioKpLiBa; ia rpyzib.
BjieCTAuýa. q ciie3a
Jimay.

ia rio
CROBHODTVTL. CKOJIT>3HY;
(DS 13)

Zlo camoro BaTyma Tpenanaci,
JIQBHO rlOZIOJI HTUKHez

rmana

6enaq neHa npi46o3i,
R-Q-L

iou

(DS 267)

HeD3nuJTVBOr4 II? IMO'iKR.

AacmriaMwi
.
KJIOrIOB.

rILIJILIO, AZIOB14TO1, CJTOBHO-nOROLUOK OT
(ZT 354)

III and Petrov often form comparisons with the help of nouns in the
instrumental case, for example:
OCTari
ronocom
i
CKa3a;
KOHUOB,
-B KOHije
TT4a2o3Horo...
BLT3iToj2aBJIT4Baiomero
MnnOJI'KT

(DS 286)

MaTi3eeimxi

ceJI Ha non, o6XBaTTI; I CTYJI
HOramm H c-xjianHoKj2oBT4em
CDOMMH XHJIHCTLIMH
143 CTYjia megHbie rB03ZI14,
ZIaHTT4CTa CTaJI BbiueprHBaTb
(DS 291)
He npOIIYCKa3l HM OZIHoro.

ABepL pacnaXHyjiacb
H
cpaHepHwi
...
BeTDo
neDeBeDHYT014

DaH

c gerKocnio

(DS 287)
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B: DTO Bpem3i zEpyro-r4 iiorpaHM"IHZK
rIPOBOPHO, L
oraiTuoro
jiomoCmio
mo6oBHT4Ka. CTaji paCCTerT4BaTl>
Ha OCTarie erO BeJIHKYIO, rIOPT14 HeBePO31THYIO
(ZT 604)
CBepxiuy6y.
MIlrIOJIMT

MaTBeeBXli

q2oKycHT4Ka
r ; ioBKocTi>io
3arimcan
CTapyiiieTibmm

rIPHHAJICA 3a pa6oTy.
riotiepKOM
-RmeHa HOBo6patlHLIX
CTporo
aOnPOC14; I C13mzEeTejieq,
c6eraiia
BO ZIBOP...

B TOJICTme KHi4rw,
3a KOTOPLIMH HeBeCTa
(DS 9)

riono6Ho:
rIOA YCHKamm

rpaxzxaHTMa,iaoao6m
30JIOTOýl
3y6.
TianuDocm.iiimaji

oromKv

(ZT 308)

There are countless other examples. In the sub-sections that follow, the
examples are classified according to six different criteria; the classification is to a
certain extent arbitrary.
2.7.1. Startling comparisons.

Startling comparisons arise from an association of distant and/or
normally unrelated notions, and linguistically they are often colourful and
illuminating. In the quotation below, the authors establish a connection
between a rail-line and a musical note:
KaK6yATO

...
oravirzTeJILHVIO

head:

B03HT4K

Be3 He j2eJ1bCV.a

MV3TiKaJIbHY1O

(ZT 309)

HOTV.

In DS we find a comparisonbetweencurling smokeand a cauliflower
RLIM, KYPHaBLOI,

KaK aBeTHaa

-KaTTYCTa.

Bamm

M3

(DS220)
napoxoaHbIXTpy6.
Herethe familiar shapeof a cauliflowerheadhelpsus to visualizethe smokecloud. In ZT, the densityof smokeis comparedto the anatomicalheart:
KaT14JIT4CLnjToTHme.

KaK

cej2nua. CBeTnmeKjiy6KT4

(ZT497)
a6ima.
Furtherexamplesof this type of unexpectedcomparisonincludethe
following:
BH143Y Ha TapeJIO"iKe
nexan
KaK T012T.
aKKyDaTHO.

ropozi.

OH 6biJI Hape3aH

(ZT 364)
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MHRYCTpaJIH3aux3i,
611eZ[HLIMM,

- ropeCTHOuierITaii OFI,meBeii3i
KaKcbipiieKOTiieTIJ, CTapiecKzmm ry6amm.
(ZT 377)
rIPT4 9TOM H3
eropTa (i.e. that of Balaganov- RG)
ZIJI14HHI>Ig,
KaK
61>iCTPIAr4
BbMeTeii riiieBOK,
H
TOpneza.
(ZT 468)

The last example,in which spitting is likened to the ejectionof torpedoes,
is justified by the contextin which it occurs- the action takesplaceon the
(on
Balaganov
severaloccasions)is assignedthe imageof a sailor,
shoreline,and
not to mention the fact that he is a 'son' of Lieutenant Schmidt.
Comic and unexpected results arise when a contradictory image is
Ostap
impression.
For
the
example,
existing
contextual
suddenly contrasted with
is likened to an angel after he has cheated the amateur chess-playersin Vasyuki:
BBIJI JIYHHLIr4 Betiep. OCTan HeCCA no cepe6pAH09
OT rpeIJIH09
pizue
nerKo, KaK allreJl. OTTajiKT4Ba3ici6

(DS 248)

3emnm.

Some comparisons contain hyperbole, and their humour relies not only
For
degree
high
but
example:
of exaggeration.
on unusual association
also on a
ranwieq,
vcjiLi1uaB
cyzOe
CTpauiHoti
0
,Ka3HMT4POBzn 6LiCTpo
CTyneHLKY m yrian
BanaraHOBa.

Aziam

MO; IT4TBeHH14K Ha
rionomiiii
13Lumpomje. KaK i3opoTa, o6LATLA
(ZT 453)

In the comparisonsbelow, exaggerationvergeson the grotesque:
6biCTPO
ibHo
yZMBHTe;
llonbixaeB
mopran ma3amm x
6yZIT06LI
pyKz,
TaK gHeprxxiHo rIOTHpaji
XOTen
TpeHmem Z06LITL OrOHb no crioco6y, l'IP14HATOMY cpegu
zzKapeti

OKeaHMM.

(ZT 473)

RG)
(i.
rpy;
Vorob'yaninov
Bbimynacb, ym
lb ero
e.
(DS
257)
ZIB012IIOBTJýi
Jjemmrpazie...
MOCT B

Some comparisons are extensions of metaphors:
,

KOCTen 6biji orpomeH. OH Bpe3aJICA B He6o, Kojilox1mg z
KOCTL. OH 3aCTpeBaJI B ropne.
OCTPIJ9, KaK piiftq

(ZT 451)
The comic effect of certain comparisons relies on the visual impact they
create on the reader. For example:
M3HYpeHKOB6eraji no KOMHaTe H rietiaTH Ha me6enm
TP31CJIHCB,
KaK cepbrT4Y TaHuylonleg ubjraHKv(DS 186)
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Other comparisons rely on the aural similarity to familiar objects:

He nPRZ131
HR K KaKOMYcornameH1410,o6e CTOPOHLI
Ha meCTe14YrIPAMO3agrpaJI14KaxzxaACBoe.
OCTaJIT4CL
BHM3 no peKe HecnTicb 3i3yKT4. KaKT4e mor
Togwo
TpamBaýrl. menneHHo
criomaio=04

cTeKJTV.

6z T43gaTb
6T4Tomy
no

(DS 235)

Similarly:
Teneq30H TpeBOXIM ero nOM14HYTHOH 3BOH14JIC
yriopCTBOM TpaMar4Hom
BarOHa, npo6mpaiomerocA
(DS 213)
tiepe3 CmojieHCKT4XPLIHOK.
2.7.2. Open comparisons.

Open comparisons are relatively uncommon in both novels. When they
do occur, they are very striking due to the complete unexpectednessof the
connection between two seemingly totally unrelated objects, or with what
" For example,
Ryn'kov defines as <<CM1JCJI0Ba31
HOBH3Hac6; ivixceHzA>>.
Iznurenkov is compared to a little baby:
KOTOPLIýi, He 0CTaHaB; IHBa3iC1> HT4 Ha ceKyHay,
...
pa3XHmaeT
14 cxvimaeT
BOCKOBLie KYjiat1KT4, ZIBT4raeT
HOXKamH, BePTT4T rojioBorl,
Benw'MH09
B KPYrIHoe
aHT0H0BCKoe.
B xien-tiRK, 14 BLizlyBaeT
q6J10K0, o4eToe
(DS 185)
U30 PTa 1Iy3bIPR...

And again, consider the following statement concerning Madame Bour's
knowledge of mechanics:
EneHa CTaH14cnaB0BHa, i4meBuia3i o ri; iaIUKaX B TPH
zuotima TaKoe xe npeZ1CTaB;ieHHe, KaKoe HmeeT 0
ceJILCKOMX0331r1CTBecjiyiuaTenbHiiua
xopeorpacp4%ieCKHX KYPCOBHmeHH TIeOHapao zia
BHHHH, ripearionaraioulaA,
tiTO TBOpor 406LIBaeTC31143
(DS
60)
BapeHTIKOB, Bce me rI0C0'1yBCTB0Bana...

In DS, Vorob'yaninov is reluctant to deal with Iznurenkov and extract
from him one of the chairs. His reluctance is expressedby comparing him to a
bad student at the front of the class:
6bi
meaneHHO,
oH riozixo=i
CJIOBHo
K
KjiaccHoýl
...
ziocKe, 'iTo6Ti zioKnaTb
HeBiiyxieHHYIO
RM Teopemy,
MrIrIOJIMT MaTBeeimxi
npi46jiR3T4JIC31 K KOMHaTe No. 41.

(DS 166)

64PLinmB, op. cit., 194.
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I4ePHOMOPCKOrI

Ha 1-oti
KHHOcpa6pXKe6LiJI TOT
6LIBaeT TOJILKO Ha
KOHCKMX 3ipmapKax
epanaiii, KaKOA
z i4meHHOB TY MHHYTY, Konia Bcem o6meCTBOM JIOB31T
KapmaHHHKa.
(ZT 507)
The above three examples contain strong irony and sarcasm.
Other examples of open comparisons include the following:
OH cmaeJI HerIOZIBTIMHO, OTK14HYB roJIOBY
;IepeB31HHYIO c1iI4HKY ZIRBaHa H I'IPXKPIJB
meJIOBeK, KOTOPOrO co614palOTCA 6PT4TL.

Ha
KaK
ma3a,
(ZT 462)

Bepjiara
OTBeTT4JI
rOJIOCOM BT4iie-KOPOJI31, C
-H-HeT,
KOTOPOrO COPBajim opzxeH rIORBA3KX m pa3xcajioBaJIT4
B
(ZT 444)
IleHLU14KH.

2.7.3. Reversed comparisons.

To this sub-section belong comparisons in which there is a reversal in the
order of the object to be compared and the object to which it is compared. For
example, we usually compare people to birds or animals, but very rarely is a bird
likened to a person. However, the following is said of Madam Bour's parrot:
EMY He xBaTaJIO TOJILKO rapMOHHKH
CB14CTRM'RX Kazom,
HTo6m noxoziHTL

X HOBIAX
Ha

(DS 59)

nozEryJ131Bu1erO
KyCTap3i-O11HHOHKY.

In Russian there is an idiomatic comparison ollpoxaTI), KaK : IT4CT>>
'to
shiver like a leaf'. However, in the following example, instead of saying that a
lady's brooch shivered like a small branch, the authors say:
6poirb, apoxana manemKaA 3eneHaq
KaKaamCKa3i
...
(ZT 483)
BeTKa.
The crackle of an old-fashioned gramophone might well be compared to
the hissing of a snake or perhaps to that of a goose. Yet for Panikovsky, the
sound produced by a goose recalls the gramophone noise:
OH
mzEeT Ha meHA
-

x Lum=,

KaK rpamMOCPOH.

(ZT 518)
Similarly, in the example below, the barking of a dog is likened to the
sound emerging from a loudspeaker:
rIOTOM,

KaK rPOMKOrOBOPT4TeJIb,

3a; ia3ma

co6a'iKa.
2.7.4.Personifying and depersonifying comparisons.

KOMHaTHaA

(DS 171)
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Many of the comparisons which apply to humans are similes likening
lifeless
to
people animals or
objects. In the novels, the comparisons of people to
animals are most numerous and will be dealt with in the next sub-section.
With regard to depersonifying comparisons to inanimate objects, humans
are often portrayed as unattractive and uselessobjects, for example:
BZIOBa

CTana mezmeHHO3am4riaTL,
moHamgDcKuýi
camoBaI2
RBOPHHKa,

T3i: KeJIOrO

KaK6onTmoýi

(DS 203)

BO CHe, KaK

nepeHeCJI14
Komozi,

Ha

(DS 37)

CKammo.

KaK6ojTbLuaA peziwa. B14ceJI Ha riapamIOTHOM Kojaue
(DS 241)
,iejioDeK c iemoz1aHHT4KOM.
6exajiz,

rIpecjieaoBaTejm
neCTHHue, KaK rianwomme

CTYHa

;iepeBAHHOrl

no

KerejiTHTTe

iuapm.

(DS 249)
14TITIOJI14T MaTBeeBT4H

KOHBYJILC14BHO

BLICOKH9, HYTL corHyTL01,
KpaCKamm.

B3ZIOXHYJI

KaK vzioxma, nomeJI

T4,

3a
(DS 234)

Parts of the human anatomy are treated in the same irreverent manner, cf.
a painter's head:
CKOJIb3Ka3i
rnaRKasi,
z
...

KaK CTeKJIAHHLig

a6axyp.
(ZT 371)

Ho x
roJIOBe
m cxpeHeBoý4, KaK nymmaa.
rojioq
....
J1yKOBHHHLIýi Hepen HeHaaojirO
3aCTpeBaJI B ZlBepHog
6bina
(ZT 459)
KoMHaTa
Luenz.
rIYCTa.
TonCTIAq

tieJIOBei<

C BHCAIMM,

6aHaIL
KaK

HOCOM...

(ZT 557)
Y BaiiaraHOBa
BaDM3

cpa3Y cgenanoa
HH

041

6bi
MOKpoe, KaK

(ZT 421)

JIHUO.

The noises that people produce are most unattractive too (see
onomatopoeia, section 2.6.):
BejiRKRýI
KVXOHHa.

Kom6HHaTOP
q paKoBgHa.

143,zlaJI 3BYK,
BcacTTBaiou-Taq

KaKOX-

11POI43BOAHT

ocTaTKT4

'Porrbi.

(DS 290)

Inanimateobjectsmay be elevatedby personification:
Uem CrIOJ13jia B KOjim, KaK raglon.
(ZT 519)
OH BHBeJI BO Z1130P,
KaK6aDaHa_3_a

pora.

MOTOIIHKJI.

(DS 62)
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<<HOBoe zleno, - riozyman
KaK TaJ2aKaHIJ>>.

OH, - CTVJIL31 pacriojinioTcg.
(DS 103)

On the other hand, things may be ridiculed or belittled by comparison
with less valuable or attractive objects:
B HarpeTOM
H TeMHOM TOBaPHOM BarOHe B03zEyx ftin
6mm<e.
rilIOTHLIA
H YCT0tItIHBBI9,
KaK B cTapom

(ZT 559)
BPHJIL31HTLI

cbiriajiHCI>

B KapmaHLI,

KaK

cemetiKTi.

(DS 267)

Ra'MIýi
MHHYT

noe3zi,
ZIOTauimn

6peHtia,

KaK Tenera,
nyTeiueCTBeHH14KOB

B n3lTHazjuaTb
ZIO rI3lTmropcKa.

(DS 254)
2.7.5, Incongruous comparisons.

This sub-section will deal with the small number of caseswhere
comparisons of animate or inanimate objects are not just comic, but also present
sheer incongruity. For example:
TI14UOY Hero 6bi; io cmyr; ioe 14HeXCHoe,a r; ia3a xiepnie,
(ZT 580)
KaK Y r1O11r1OJ2Vt1T4Ka.
OH (i. e. Ostap, - RG) 6Liji Bec163a; IMT BOAOr4,LueKu ero
(DS 287)
rope; iT4,KaK A6JIOKH.

Presumably, rope; iH refers here to the colour of red apples. This comparison
adds a certain confusion by placing two contradictory notions - water and fire - in
the same sentence. (If Ostap is covered in water how is it that a part of him can
burn? )

21onrommontia cm;iejizOHX B nepH09TeHH
cxiaMe.
KOJIOH,
manemKom
cBoem
o
zymm
naZIOH31MH.
TeMHO,
KaK
mexay
TermoM

MY3etiMIX

F)Lijio
(ZT513)

Although it is warm and dark between a pair of cupped hands, it is highly
unusual to find a link between this and the romantic bliss of two lovers sitting
together. Yet even this incongruous comparison may be justified if we think of
the gesture of closed palms, which symbolizes friendship.
Cep,aue

LuaTaJIOCI>, KaK maATHuK.

B ymaX THKano.
(DS 141)

The above comparison is prompted by the verb iuaTaTLC31
rock
-'to
from side to side', which is an odd choice for the
noun cepaue -'heart'. The
idea of a heart beating like a grandfather clock is very
visual. The association
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maATHHK
THKajio

- tiacLi - TTWaTL
'there was a ticking

is continued
in the next sentence
in the ears'.

-B

yulax

A BIJ He jno6T4Te zieMrx?
M171110JIMT
B3BLIJI
MaTBeeBxti
(DS 36)
ff2geýrITi>i.
ronocom

Once again the incongruous comparison refers to Vorob'yaninov's
behaviour as soon as the question of money is raised. In the above example
(which we have already encountered in the section on onomatopoeia (see page
344)), Vorob'yaninov howls with the sound of a flute!
BMXr

6LIJI
CTYJI
143py6; ieH B KariycTy.

(DS 268)

into cabbage' is a simile describing the
X3py6jieH
B KarIYCTY -'shredded
dismembers
the chair with his axe!
manner in which Father Fyodor barbarously

2.7.6. Direct comparison of people to animals.

This sub-section contains direct comparisons and similes which generally
ridicule humans and their qualities. Comparisons betweeen people and animals
appear frequently in Russian literature, beginning with such early works as
As
in
Ishchenko
Mropem>.
They
0
rIOJIKY
are
present
satire.
always
<<CJIOBO
points out:
CpaBHemie caTT4pT4xieCKmx
riepCOHaxeti CXHBOTHLIM14,
rpOTeCKHoe coxieTaHme B OZEHOM
o6pa3e nejioBeieCKTIX
X 3BepTIHI>IXHePT - Hax6ojiee tiaCTOYrIOTpe6JIAemmr4
ruicaTenem cnoco6 o6PI4COBKH
OTpHuaTeJIbHbIXo6pa30B
X TzriOB.6'

Comparisonof people to animalsis a fruitful sourceof comedyin the
novels, and the largest proportion of comparisonexamplesbelongsto this
category.
The choiceof animal for comparisondependslargely on the personality of
the characterand the situation in which he finds himself. For example,Ostap,
who is lean, strong and always in charge,is flatteringly comparedto a panther:
OH npomejicA

6al2c.
110KOMHaTe, KaK

(DS 100)

Vorob'yaninov is usually likened to a small bird or a boy being led away to
be washed (DS 13). However, as soon as the question of taking possession of the
desired chairs arises, he undergoes a transformation. To emphasize

Vorob'yaninov's predatory intentions, the authors satirize him with a reference
to leopard-like stealth:

6'M. T. MtueHKO, HaPORTM CaJITLIKOBLI-MeapffHa (BrY,
MHHCK, 1973),,84-
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MririojiMTMaTBeeBxH
ripu6JI143XJIC31

iieonapnoDum

K B03MYTT4TeJILHOMY

cKoKom

He3HaKOMUY

H

(DS 54)

montia ;aepHYJI CTYJI K ce6e.

Father Fyodor also sees Vorob'yaninov as a predator (a lion) when
attacked by him. He describesthis attack in a letter to his wife:
H B; Ipyr
143-3a yrna
C PLIKaHi6emrieJIOBeK
Ha
meH31
...
jie3eT, KaK jieB, Ha6pocimc3i
14 CXBaTHJIC31 3a CTYJI.
(DS 140)

Since the reader knows Vorob'yaninov to be a coward, these comparisons
to a panther or a lion are ridiculous. However, when things do not go well for
Vorob'yaninov, he is likened to an old and shabby cat:
M noxoaKa y MnnOJIHTa MaTBee13zia 6Lijia yxe He Ta,
z BiapaxeHme
TOPtian
riotIT14

yme

rim

czxejiajiocL

He riapaiiiieJILHO

neprieHZI14KYJIAPHO,

ZIMKoe,

H OTPOCIIIH9

YC

3emiioq
KaK

TIOBePXHOM4,
KOTaV rIOXTInOrO

a

(DS 287)
MnriojiHT

MaTBeeBT4H CBePHYJICA,KaK cTapmq xyzioq

KOTriocjieCTBIHKT4

c

coriel2HT4KOM
monozium

BjiazEeTejiemKpLiui,xiepztaKOBM

CJIYXOBI>IX

- KT4rIYiT4M
OKOH.

(DS 237)

Cf. the comparison of Vorob'yaninov to a mad dog during the earthquake."
rIpeABO;!

T4Tejii> KOLUatIMM

UlarOM_BePHYJICq

B

(DS 290)

KOMHaTY...

In ZT Balaganov and Panikovsky are portrayed as dirty cats after they cut
Koreyko's dumb-bells:
Hocne pa60TbI Hazi n4pqmz oHm 6mnz neperiaxiKaHm,
(ZT 499).
KaK mKozinvBme KoTbi.

The novels' characters are often compared to birds. For example, the crew
of the 'Antilope-Gnu' are like birds sitting on their nests:
HxxierO

He riOH14maA, OHX BePTeJIRCL B maU114He,
(ZT 346)
Boj2o6T,niTKT4 B rHe3ne.

When Ostap meets Madam Gratsatsueva

on the premises of the

newspaper 'Stanok', the widow is compared to a siskin:

66

MrIrIOJIMT MaTBeeB%, i Dcra; i H8 xie-rpe12eHT,
14,060pOTUB rI0M31Toe
-Kiz
(DS
286)
J1I4U0 K MYTHo-6arpoBomy
coniieiHomy
ZT4cKy, 3ai3iiii.
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OHa

BzýoBa cyeTlViacb.

rIOZ1CKaKT4Bajia

3a

tIT4)KT4K B KjTeTKe

RBepbio, y-8.K
(DS 202)

A few lines later, this comparison is stretched further when Ostap calls
Gratsatsueva <<M031 KYPOHKa>> -'my little chicken', and he calls himself
<<rieTyLUOK>>:

'ý-ITO
TBOr4
me TbI He wieLub,
mo3i KypotiKa?
TmxooKea=mýi
iieTVLUOK TaK YCTaJI Ha 3acegaHT414
(DS 202)
Majioro
COBHapKoma.

is
In the next example, the fat manager (3aBX03) of the ship <<CKpJq6T4H>>
compared to a hawk (ACTpe6):
Ha BePXHIOIO

liajiy6y,

....
TOJICTAHOK.

KaK

ACTP_eý.,

BLIjieTe; i
(DS 236)

In view of this man's size, it might be more appropriate to compare him
hawk
is
(see
below
Iznurenkov).
However,
the
simile
with a sparrow
with
motivated not by the manager's shape, but by the speed with which he arrives on
the scene, and by his keen anger, directed at Ostap for the latter's flagrant disguise
as a professional painter.
The exhaustingly energetic Iznurenkov is compared to a sparrow:
rIepe2l H14M (i. e. Ippolit Matveevich - RG) npbira; i, rM
BjiazT4MT4POBR'i
TOJICTeHbKm-r4
ABeccanom
Bopo6ymeK.
M3HypeHKOB.

OH6LUI

[

...

I

OXHBjieH
Heo6briOlHO
BePLUKOB Ha rI31TL OT 3emjix.

H 14HOgpa3

rioaci<aKxBa;

i

(DS260)

Thisreferenceto a bird is carriedon a few lineslaterwith the phrase

<01YTb JI14 He c ziepeineB>>:

Hozonro euie B <<UBeTHHKe>>
meJILKajim ero
Tie C nel2eabeB airianom
TOJICTeHi,
Kme nAXKT1T1'L1VT1>
Ax!...
-Ax!
Cf. his comparison to a frightened chicken earlier in the text:
Mum,
...

no pizue,

i<aK xcrivraHuz

Elsewhere in DS Iznurenkov
M3HYpeHKOB MICA

xyluma

(DS 185)

is compared to a bee:

BOKPyr OCTaria KaK rixiPila.

(DS 187)
In the following example, where simile blends with metaphor, the idea of
a bee collecting pollen is appropriately applied to the tax-collector:
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CýRHareHT,
co6pa=14 Hajior, KaK riHena co6T412aeT
BeCeHHFOTQ B33ITKY, c pazoCTHLIM
ryjiom yjieTaeT B
(DS 121)
cDoA yxiaCTKOBLIýi ynetI.

The engineer Talmudovsky is likened to another insect (a fly) in a
pun/simile in the next quotation:
BLi jieTyH,
T4HxeHep
...
riPOM3BOZtCTBOI

TaJIMYZOBCKT4tII

BLi pa3pymaeTe

MHxeHep

cripmrHYR ctiemozaHOB
MC KPT4KOM: <<2)TO
1-IP0143BO21CTBOI>>
BLI pa3pyiuaeTe
- CXBaTH; I
o6nWIiT4TeJIA 3a Tanzio, OTDeji ero 13yroji 143axxyzan
6oiTTiuaq
(ZT 501)
Ha Hero, KaK
myxa.

At the same time, he is said to have a boar's eyes:
TaJIMYZIOBCKUH noBen
Ka6ammmm rjinKamm.
Further

DO Bce CTOPOHLI Ma7IeHbKT4MT4
(ZT 501)

examples comparing

people to animals include

o6LIKHOBeHHLIX IIPOXOXZX,
...
6ejiKT4.
aDTo6yc, KaK

the following:

KOTOPme ripmraJIM B
(ZT 581)

Ha KoonepaTHBHOr4 OH14YBT4ziejm rIojieCOBa,
6emaBLuero no TPOTyapy, KaK rimmBag
aHTTMona.
(DS 108)
14ePHOMOpum 6penz
Lau.
KaK

nPOTMB BeTpa, OnYCT%B roJIOBLI,
(ZT 691)

B14KTOP MmxaýiMBMH

3aBepTejicA, 3aCTOHaji, CJIOBHO
naae c
KVDT41U, CHecLuaA AqUO, m no6exaJI K 13.

(DS 192)

HlWeLueg.
CorHYB

ripsimiie
)KvpaBjlb...
OcpuumaHT

KOCT14CTLie nnextim, OH men,

CTaJI TOnTaT16C31, KaK KOHb.

B naccaX
rge riomeutanc3i
Ha IleTPOBKe,
6oapme,
3aJI, KOHueCCT4OHepbi D6exajim

6apamKT41.
KaK
MozogbieCTOARR,
Sometimes

people

may

'talk

like

&u
(DS 152)
(DS 144)

aYKU140HHLIHKaKxepe6um.
(DS 130)

(DS 9)

the animals':

R 3aHAT, - cKa3aji OH rIaBMTHbT4M rOJTOCOM.
Bam A
(DS 510)
mory yzje; iHTb TOJIbKO ZIBe M14HYTbI.
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rocriozialBOCKJ114KHYJIBZIpyr 14nnOJIMT MaTBeeBHH
HeyxejiT4 Bm 6y; jeTe Hac
rieTYuTiT4H'bTMrojiocom.
-6UT16?
(DS 250)
Bam ripumen
HaBeKT4 rioceJIHTI>CA, - riOBTOPT4JI
-RK
TIoxaHKT4H K012OBbT4MrOJIOCOM.
(ZT 483)
Ho
rioxiemy me, rioxiemy?
Kopom, eq cTj2acTHocTTjQ,

JloxaHKHHg.
CKa3aji
(ZT 406)

B CTyjie Huxiero He 6bijio. MririojiT4T MaTBeeB14H, He
BIAzjepxaBIUT4ýI Bcex riOTP31ceHI49 HOTiT4X YTpa,
(DS 285)
3acme3incA Kpmcxmim
cmeLuKom.
KPMK ero, 6eLi1eHIA'rI, CTpaCTHT>04X ZIRK141-4,
- K12HK
(DS 293)
ripocTpejieHHo-r4
HaBBigeT BojixmnTg..,.
People are said to walk or move like animals:
K HRM pmcmo ripm6imcanaa
Ho rIOJIKaH
KOM14CCH14...

6aPLITIIH31.

T4HOXOZII>I-0
riozi6exm

(DS 150)

K ripeAceRaTe-mo
(DS 230)

AH)KeHep OT YZIHBjieHI431 BbiriyCTHJI 143 PYK niieiu
OTua
cl)eziopa, KOTOPIJr4 HemezineHHo 6yXHYIICA Ha KOneHVI 14
CTaji no-xiepenaimm
rOH3IT16CSI3a TiHxeHepom. (DS 264)
Ci3epXy KaTunaci> co6axueýi cTaeq TeCHaA rpyrina
pa3b3lpeHHLIX rIOKJIOHHMKOB 3aLUHTLI cDT4jmzEopa.

(DS 248)
rlpeztBOZjT4TejibKolllatIT)T4M

MarOM,

KOMHaTy...

BePHYJICR B
(DS 290)

2.7.7.Indirect comparison of people to animals.

Aside from the large number of direct person-animalcomparisons,there
are additional caseswhere such an associationmay be implied rather than
directly stated.
This is most often achievedwith epithets used metaphorically,for
example:
M3 OTKPBIT09
ABePR Hecjimcb monozime-mBTIHme
ronoca
BePHYBI. UHXCR 143 KOmaHZ(14POBKH CTYzEeHTOB
(ZT 502)
XHBOTHOBOIlHeCKOrO
TeXH14KYma...

JILB14HLie- 'lion-like' - here stands for 'strong' and 'loud', but also links with
XHBOTHOBO,axieCKH9 -'stock-farming'.
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In DS Kislyarsky is indirectly
stomach:
A KmciiAPCKRý1,

likened to a chicken, with his round, egg-like

BMCTaBMB

Briepea

>KT4BOTT4K...

CBOýf 30memumiirl
(DS 192)

As soon as he realizes that the rest of the members of the 'Union of Sword
and Plough' have 'given themselves up', he is portrayed as a chicken who has
just laid an egg:
KmcimpCKT49

Ero
BOuien R H3yMjieHMM
OCTaHOBTvic3i.
mT4Bo-rT4K cpaw
AýInemuiHbTýi
me orian m cmoDU_1T4jicA.
(DS 192)
KaK d2T4HT4K.

In the next example, Lyapis is indirectly likened to a ram in a reference to
his tightly curled hair, which the authors call 6apaHm ripuxieMa:
HHKT4CPOPJlArizc, oxieHb MOJIOZOq tiejioBeK
ripmxiecm-rl, T1HeCKPOMHLIM Mrimzxom.

6apam,,
c
erl
(DS 204).

Sometimes an analogy with animals is created with suggestive verbs in

the description of a character's behaviour.
description applies to Polesov:

For example, the following

OH nJ2T4H1OXT4BaJ1CA
K MOTOPY.

(DS 95)

image
immediately
the
rIP14H1OXT4BaTLCA
of an animal
sniff'conjures
up
-'to
sniffing at something. There is a similar suggestion in this description of
Vorob'yaninov carefully entering the museum to obtain the last chair:
MririojiTIT MaTBeeBX% JIOBKO DcKal2a6Kancq Ha KapHm.
6eauymHo
TOJIKHYJI pamy m
n12birHYJ1 B KOPT140P.

(DS 291)
Although there is no direct comparison, KaK KOLUKacould easily have
followed 6eCLUYMHO.However, the description of the action makes the implied
analogy quite clear.
14epe3 MT4HYTY B JIOAKy rioneTeim
KaMHH.
Lin
HT4x
nor16in MririonXT MaTBeeBXH.

OZIHHM'R3
(DS 249)

The past passive form riozi614Tusually applies to birds - appropriate here,
in view of Vorob'yaninov's surname, and the direct comparison of him to a
bird.
Hints that people behave like animals are frequently present in the
novels, and the implication is particularly strong in the fight between Father
Fyodor and Vorob'yaninov (seequotation on page 343). One of the best examples
of the way III and Petrov use language to create a comic sub-text associating
people with animals is found in ZT when Ostap takes the place of Rubashkin on
the train. Before the argument between Ostap and Rubashkin, the latter and his
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brother Yan Skameykin are compared to dogs as they run after the departing
train. During the argument with Ostap, Rubashkin announces that he is J'IeB
Clion'), while Ostap calls him 'a dog'. The scene ends with the arrival of a ticket
burn
hare',
dog-like
flame
the
with
a
collector, whose eyes
at
sight of a 3aqU -'a
in this case the metaphorical stow-away (Ostap):
3TO
moe meCTO, TOBaPHLIt,
TIeB Py6aIJIKRH.
,q

- 3ameTHJI

He3HaKomeu,

Py6aUIK14H,
TIeB
3HaeTe,
He npo6yxaaýiTe
3Bep3i, YXOAXTe OTCIOzja. [ ...I
KTO

BLI TaKOV

rzje_22ZU?
KOTOporoIIOJqBXnc,

BO MHe

Rubashkin
Ostap.
asks
-

He
[
I
aejio.
Bameco6axne J-IeBPy6aLUKHH
...
3aBinman
3aBIL_-

3a.qu.

-

3zecL exan

1'IPOB03rjiaCXJI
q

KOmei-maHT, Briia3ax
6neCK.
(ZT
562-563)
rOHxixýi

Many of theseexamplesrely on metaphor to convey the implied
indirect
these
to
of
more
comparisonof people animals, and we shall encounter
comparisonsin the next section dealing with metaphors.
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2.8. METAPHOR.
Metaphor" is a figure of speech in which two unlike objects are compared
by
by
identification
the substitution of one for the other.68 Metaphor is
or
either
the basic stylistic figure of poetry, and it is common in everyday conversation. It
is so widely used that many expressions which are metaphors are no longer
treated as such (cf. expressionslike CHer waeT, cojiHae BCTaJIO/3aLu;io,
ripumno neTO, etc.).69 Partridge quotes Dauzat as saying that the metaphor is
70
'the most important factor in the renewal of language.1
As we have seen in section 2.7., metaphor can intensify comparison. In a
simile, both the subject and the object of comparison are explicitly stated. A
metaphor refers only to the object of comparison, and this lends compactness
and strong imagery (o6pa3HOCTL) to the comparison. With the help of
metaphor, narrative description becomes more vivid and ironical., ' Use of
metaphor is one of the main characteristics of an author's style in any satirical or
humorous writing. As with word-play, metaphor invites the reader to think or
visualize on two or more planes of thought, either simultaneously or with the
slight time-lag sometimes needed to make a mental connection. Metaphors act
as a means of evaluation, that is they convey to the reader the author's attitude
toward his characters.
The importance of metaphor in Il'f and Petrov's novels cannot be overestimated. In the novels, metaphor is not just the most frequently used stylistic
device; it is an integral part of many other stylistic devices, namely colour
terminology, personification, language referring to nature, play on words (puns
are often just mixed metaphors), onomatopoeia and comparison (sections 2.1. to
"Grk. 'carrying from one place to another', PDLTBecksonand Ganz.
Cf. SamuelButler's words:
But everything we say is metaphorical if we chooseto be capricious.
Scratchthe simplest expressions,and you will find the metaphor. Written
words are handage,inkage and paperage;it is only by metaphor or
substitution and transportation of ideas, that we can call them language.
'Thought and Language', in M. Black, ed., Theimportanceof language (Prentice-Hall Inc., New
Jersey,1962),20.
" Dauzat, LArgot de [a Guerre Revised edition, 1919,quoted in Partridge, Usage
and Abusage,op.
cit., 24.
71Inthe words of Ryn'kov:
C;IOBO,YrIOTpe6nemoe B riepeHOCHOM 3HaieH%K, CTaHOBZTCA
CMIJUIOBLIM ueHTPOM Bcero npezuioxeHmA, npwaaeT Bcemy
ripezinoxeHKIO oripejiejieHHyI-O 14pomitiecKylo xnz caTmp%necKYto
OKpaCKY.
PIAHMOB, op. cit., 193.
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2.7.). In theory, much of the material so far presented in Chapter Two could be
included in this section. To avoid repetition, the present section will deal in a
Petrov's
Il'f
and
use of metaphor and we shall look at the
with
general way
following considerations: firstly, a closer look at examples of metaphoric words
features
to human beings (2.8.1.); secondly,
attributing animal or object-like
);
(2.8.2.
interesting
miscellaneous examples containing
and original metaphors
and lastly, metaphoric expressions and extended metaphors (2.8.3.).
More than any other stylistic device, metaphor best illustrates Il'f and
Petrov's ability to visualize new meanings and word-associations. Il'f and
Petrov may extend the normal use or value of a particular word, and even
into
done
by
is
its
This
a
a
word
change
placing
commonly accepted use.
different phraseological 'context' or by moving the word to another stylistic
plane. For example, note the striking effect of the past passive participle cLe; ieH
following
in
'eaten'
the
context:
(DS 77)
3a HOHL xonoz 61in caezieu 6e3 OCTaTKa.
The word c-LezEeHis not only removed from its usual association with
food, but it is also placed in a new context, where one would never expect to find
it. (Cf. also CTY;I bbin o6rnoýIaH (DS 56)). Though such an example may
...
internal
1y
has
first
it
be
-.
to
acceptable
a perfect
sight,
appear
rather strange at
logic, that is, during the night the frost was absorbed ('swallowed', or 'eaten up')
by warmer air. On second thought, the comparison with food through the use of
the verb 'to eat' is not as far-fetched as it seems on first reading.
Il'f and Petrov manage to extract new and imaginative meanings from
limited
sphere of usage, and which are
and
words of single or restricted meaning
Colloquial
Russian
"
interpretations.
for
was
unlikely candidates
new semantic
immeasurably enriched by their original contributions.
The use of metaphor is always justified in the novels. " The basis of III
link
between
Petrov's
is
the
one
and
visual or external association or
metaphors
72

rlxcaTenmHe C03zEalOT

C06CTBeHHo

Heojiorl43MOB, Ho wim ymel*T
C-70B

72

Bce HoBme

mopcponorxnecKxx

K3BneKaTLW3YXe CyMeCTBYIOHVfX

u HoBme OTTeHK%.

3TO AOCTzraeTCA

MJILCPOM K

rIeTPOBLIM IIYTem riepeZEBmxeHm Ka3anoa 6m rio6omoro,
'Ii%TaTenR,
BHzmaHzji
HTO iie%36emio
ueHTP
CJIOBa
B
cjiy, iagHoro
CJIOBa iia 3azumq rinaH x
OTOZEB%raeT o6mHHoe ocmicneiize
HeonorT43m.
C03zLaeTcemaHT%necm4Vi

P.A. ByzEarOB, <<Ha6mo; ieiim
Hazi A311KOM R CTT4;iem VI. AjiLqoa % E. rIeTpoBa>>, YleHme
3al7JfCKJf, (JleHl4HrpazEcKT4A rocygapMeHnig
YH%BePCHTeT, 1946), Part 10,69,248.
"As

Rynkov points out:
MeTadpropx%ecme yriOTpe6jieHme CJIOBB pomaHax iia camoixem, a
cpeZICTBOriepezEam oripezienemoro
coaepxamm
PHHbKOB, Op. Cit., 155.
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person, object or general phenomenon and another withili the same or different
category. In this respect Il'f and Petrov's metaphors are similar to those of
Olesha, and at the same time quite different from the clever literary artifices of
Babel - there is not that sense of familiar recognition in the latter's metaphors
and comparisons. 74 Il'f and Petrov's attitude towards the reader is always one of
respect and esteem for his intelligence; conversely they were modest and selfeffacing authors, with high standards, a self-critical attitude, and a strong
devotion to their work.

2.8.1.Metaphors attributing animal or object-like features to human beings.
2.8.1.1. People as animals.
This sub-section is supplementary to sub-sections 2.7.6. and 2.7.7. of the
previous section and discusses similes comparing people to animals and objects.
In section 2.6. on onomatopoeia, we have seen how verbs denoting noises and
sounds produced by animals and birds are applied to human beings. Similarly
III and Petrov make use of verbs which usually refer to the behaviour of
wildlife. For example:
B TOT )Ke zeHL KOHueCCROHepm
P03O13OrO ZJOMMKa x pa30HIJIMCL

13BTnOJ2XHW1X 143
B Pa3Hbie CTOPOHIJ,
(DS 165)

Ecjiz

nemexoRy
RHOýl pa3 yz1aCTCA BI>TrIO12XHYTL T43-110A
MT4JIMIIH31
cepe6PAHOrO
HOca maLuXHIJ - ero UlTpacpyeT
3a HapyuieHze
ripaBT4JI YJIHHHorO KaTexMMca.

(DS 299-300)
In both examples, the word BI>IrIOPXHYTL- 'to fly out' (normally
associated with birds) appears. In the first example, the verb is accompanied by
the image of a little pink house, presumably signifying a small bird's house
7'Cf. Babel's
CTapXK

BLIrI%JI

riaxHYLUYIO

BOIIK%

KaK

113

ama; IZPO Bali Horo %a9HKKa x

ci6e; I

3pa3y,

zzeTCTBO.

cxiaCTJ114Boe
M. E. F)a6e;ii,, PY36paHHoe(XyaoxeCTBeHHaq JIKTepaTypa, MOCKBa,1966),175.
III and Petrov would no doubt have agreedwith Olesha'sviews on the use of metaphor, and
perhaps were guided by Olesha'sprinciples:
ToJILKO
TaKue meTacpopm%meI*T ycriex, KOTOPme morjix 61>ITB
Mnici<aHHa3i
co, u4HeHm cammm 'iI4TaTejiem.
meTacpopa He
BLI3LIBaeT peanzigz. OHa moxeT 6LITb onen
BepHog, K TOHKOVI R
BLICOKoriapHorl,
HO B TO xe BpeM31 BrieiaTjieHz3i
xyzEoxeCTBeHHO
OT Hee He rionynaeTC31.

Yu. Olesha,cited in M. I4yzxaKOBa,
MacTepcTBo lop; fjl ozelu; f MayKa, MOCKBa,1972),59.
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(CKBOpeMHMK),or an image of happiness (cf. 'in the pink'); when people are
happy they 'feel like flying'. In the second example, the speed with which a
pedestrian has to move to avoid an accident is implied. Furthermore, there is
the image of a bird and a predator (note the car's tsilver nosel suggestedby this
verb and the noun HOC.
Bird-imagery is more common in ZT than DS. The ungrateful residents of
Voron'ya Slobodka, who wait to requisition the hero Sevryugov's room, are
characterised with the verb 3aK; ieBaT]6 -'to peck to death', a portrayal of them as
cruel and selfish birds:
Bapi3apy 6LiCTPO 3aKneBa; iT4. X OHa no6exana
XaJIOBaTLC31 MYXY.

(ZT 415)

The impecunious Ostap meets by chance a group of potentially rich
foreigners, described as 'fat foreign chickens':
ZlBa
riporyji14Ba;
u4cb
y
cBoero
aDTOmo6mjiqBTO
...
T0J1CTeHbKT4X
3arRaHT4HHb1X
U'b1r1JIeHKa.
B3BOJIHOBajio

BeJIHKOrO

B paCKOLUH16IX Mmepax
rHe: 3ZIT4JT0Cb Havia;

ILCTBO.

Kom6miiaTOpa.
C

(ZT 357)

BaHHamu m anBKOBamm
(ZT 390)

In the above example, the management of the 'Hercules' is described as a
flock of birds 'nestling' in their rooms. The avian imagery is intensified by the
comparison of bath-tubs with little nests. Furthermore, the use of the verb
rM3414TLc3i echoes the expression CBMTBce6e rHe3111JU1K0-'to feather one's
nest', which is precisely what the management has done, having taken over the
most comfortable rooms in the former luxury hotel.

Other examples of the metaphoric use of words to describe people as birds
include:
A (i. e. Ostap -RG) Bce-Tai<T4 yHeC B cBoem KJTT0Be TPH
Ta; IOHa Ha o6ea. rIpeacezaTein
zcriojiKoma
riomo6mn
(ZT 310)
meH31 c nePB0r0 B3rJIAzia.
OH (i. e. Iznurenkov -RG) He 3Haji, HTO zle; iaTL CO CBOMMM
(DS 168)
PYKamm. OHM y Hero jTeTajim.
HO BLI He TpeIUMTe
Iznurenkov
RG).
Further

examples

KpbijibqmH

6e3 noBoga

(Ostap to
(ZT 318)

include:

HacTyriwixiepezt XopmeTTLi TmpaCII0;IbCKT4X.OHa
DIABenac co6oti Ta6vutua zeBYLueK B capacpaHax.
(DS 230)
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OCTan 3ameT%JI, XTO zzaiieKo iniepeium
OT 1>IBiiiero
OTueiimJICA
nHKeeHI>IX
Kacpe «clDjiopmzia»
-Ta6vHxixK
(ZT 496)
ZMJIeT0B.
ZiaBHo yxe 11P0II1JIO TO BpeM31, Koriua OXOTa 3a
6p%JILAHTamx
BLMLIBajia
B KOMnaHLOHax
MOLUHme
9M0UMM, Koriua OHTI 12BaJ111CTYJII>31 KOMIMTJ, M r-12b13J114
(DS165)
HX rIpyýKUHLI.
...

%cKaTeiib

rlcpecpepKOPHOB

ziajanie.

rioiioji3

(DS142)

MHe
HYXHLI zxeHbr'R.
Ho
Y Bac xe RX HHKorza
12MIIIeTe 3a l'IOJITHH14KOM.

HeT.

Bezxb BLI Be"-IHO
(DS 209)

6ejibeBOM
6ojibuiom
KOTne, BapT4JIOCL Kaiiia,
B
eLue B
KOm6T4HaTOP Ytivqji
3ariaX KOTOPOq BejizKmq
OCTari 11OK12VT14JIHOCOM 14 CKa3aji...
BeM16iojie.
(DS 46)

Tam,

6o>Kj>eq
CeroZXH31 Bexiepom
nOMOUýMO
mm c
3a Di)imq.
roCrIO11RHa KopOIKO
rIOTporaem
(Cf. Ostap's

comment

to Koreyko

that he evolved

from

(ZT
490)).
a cow

6BIJI He B cxieT: OT Hero
Be3YMHi, iq Bepjiara
6bijio xaaTL
yziog.
xopou-iero
6Li
R3 po6KorO
Bzzioun
meHbijle
TpmzxuaTT4 py611eri.

OCTan

3aBX03a

]3nepBTie
(ZT 397)

Hejib3A
(ZT 505)

HMKaK

He
(DS 261)

A raziajiKa,
c6POCRB KaPTLI B 3IMT4K, 3eBHYna, nOKa3aiia
B
14 riouina
rIaCTb rI31TXzxeC31TT4jieTHe9 xeHLUTMI
KYXHIO.

(DS 60)
rIaiiia

ciiriaii caxap
LUHPOKYIO rfaCTb.

Ha iiazEoHL H OTripaBJIAJI B CBOIO
(DS 190)

(DS 79)
OTeu clpezEop ril>ITajicA vxanT4TT),
--Bpara.
Bopo6b3lHHHOB.
Aral
R
CKa3aji
Bam
rOBOPT4JIl
T-ITO
BLI MHe
-

rOBOP14JIMI

OK12T)ICRJIC31 OCTali.

(DS 282)
OCTari clienvi

CTOýiKy.

(DS 149)
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2.8.1.2.People as objects.

Sometimes people are depersonalized by means of metaphors. They may
be presented as objects or given inanimate qualities:
3OC31
CXBaTHiia
CTaPT4Ka 3a Komotme
14criyraHHa3i
6LiCTPO
(ZT 383)
rine-m z
nOTailixiia B KOMHaTy.
6aI2a6aHbT4M
c
ToriaHbem npomen OTp3izi riT4OHepoB.
(DS 57)
KXCJIAPCKT4qcAejiajic3i

(DS 103)

mlýamopnim.

Ee riojiv12a3BajiT4BmT4qcA, 6ioCT
nepeKpai_ueHHOr4KOqOTOHKe.

BAJIO

ripi>iraJI

B

(DS 60)

In the example below (see also page 286), the impersonal queue is seenby
Ostap as grey and stone-like:
KaK
OTiepezu,,cepag. i<ameimq. 6bina HeCOKPYLUmma,
(ZT 599)
rpexieMaA cpajiaHra.
The effect of the metaphor in the above example is reinforced by the use of
the comparison.
In the examples below, the authors use verbs with animate associationsto
describe inanimate objects:
A ente xiepe3 MMHYTy ero (i.e. Bomze - RG)
6YIITKaJI
neCTHT4aTI...
rOJnOC
Ha
rJIYXOBaTI,Ir4
njiouýaZEKe
(ZT 392))
YTPOM,
,

CHOM,

3aTorijieHnTýi

eme
HITOPH
OTCTerMBaemoti

H rOJIOC...

3To 6biJI KT4nyx1T01 jieHTAr4.

OCTariyunimaJI 3BYK
(ZT585)

OH Bcerzia

nemuicjq.

(DS 61)
2.8.2. Miscellaneous metaphors.

This sub-section contains examples of miscellaneous interesting
metaphors. Verbs are the best candidates for metaphors, with adjectives and
nouns following next in order of importance.
Metaphoric use of verbs.
CepzEueMririojiHTa nOTYXJIO.

(DS 39)

TvxHvTb or racHvTb -to go outý usually refers to fire. Although this
metaphor is ironic and is intended to denigrate rather than praise
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Vorob'yaninov, it nevertheless reminds one of such poetic metaphors as oxap
cepzxua>>, which might have inspired the use Of IIOTYX; IO.
...

R3

MrIrIO;

TO; IITLI BT:,IHIIDHVJT
IT4T MaTBeeBT4H

(DS 283)

rpaxzaHMH...
BI>IHI>Il2HY; I M3 rIOJIOTeHita.

(DS 77)
TpeyXOB YTOHYJI

B

(DS 90)

pa60Te.

Ho MrInOJI14T MaTBeeBxti, CHOBa I-IOTOHVB
ocjierIHTeJILHLIX
meHTaX,
He
OTBeTMJI
HHxierO
ZIBHHYJICA

B
M

(DS 18)

Bnepez.

VTOTTT4JTa
riepBoro
<<AHTT1JI01Ja>>
rojiy6oro
zEbima.

iepHOMOpua

B o6jiaKe
(ZT 387)

In the example above, the use Of yTonmjia, which also acts as
personification, is based on the association: seaman (xiepHOmopeu) > blue
(rojiy6oti zjLim) > to drown.
rna3a

6wim
naTePOB

3aTongeHLi

B TO Bpem3i, noKyaa Bej=Mýi
r1T4PaTCTBOBaJ1Ha mope...

ennem.

(ZT 452)

KOm6MHaTOp
(ZT 468)

BeHzEep ziezan CTpaUlMie
rjina'R
B KOHue KOHUOB
cBoeti cmrHaJIT43auT4e9 n12T4rBo3ziT4ji zeTerl netiTeHaHTa
LUMUZETa K OZIHOMY mecTy.
(DS 353)
OH B; ie3 B meCTKOM [.. ] H TaK
cTy; ia Tam HeT, iTej2eKoieBaJI

KaK cpa3y yBmaeji, MTO
B cocellHee riomemeHi4e.

(DS 189)
OH (i. e. Polesov - RG) Komeinji
M3 oxiepezIT4 B oxiepea,
(DS 190)
IIPHCJIYUITIBa3iC]6 K pa3rOBOpam...
OH CTPOTM ee (i. e. the fur coat - RG) tieTbIpe mecmm
CT12OT4JI.
CB03HJI
KaKROM, H3rOTOBJIAJI xiepTexz,
(ZT 603)
maTepzanbi.
B TO BpeM31 KaK BenRKM9 KOm6xHaTOP JIOBKO TOprOBaji
BMROM Ha majiaXRTOBYI0 jiyxy, MririonMT MaTBeeBl4tI,
crop63icb M nOrJ2A3a3I B CTLIae, CTO31;I nozi aKauzeýi z,
He rJIAZIA Ha ryn3nouzux,
zaawLTpu
i312ýxiem)ix emy
qopaM:
Mcbe, xe He maH)K ria ci4c xyp...
(DS 259)
rIorPA3aTI,

be
'to
BpyxiaTL -'to hand in',
submerged'and
with concrete objects. The use of the verb xeBan -'chewed'not only does it convey the manner in which Vorobayninov
murmurs those words, but it also is a marvellous pun on his

be
used
only
can
is interesting, as
reluctantly
actual words.
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tlepe3

IT31TL MMHYT

CTYJI

6mn o6rjiogaH.

(DS 56)

Here, this verb immediately implies the association(a direct comparisonis
not present)of FatherFyodor and Vorob'yaninov with two predatory creatures.
A little later in the book, the remainsof the chair are describedas POXKT1ZEa
HOXKX-'horns and feet' -a further connectionwith a little goat.
In the examplebelow, the authors use the verb AoropaTb, presumablyby
analogywith the expression<<3api zxoropana>>,to refer to the final
between
the correspondents
conversation
(ZT 530)
Be,iepHAA 6eceza zEoropana.
Metal2horicuse of adjectives.
6LIJIM
rIO CTeHam yTioxeiiHoro
mpamopa
HaKneeiibi
(DS 45)
nPT4Ka3M no zEomy No. 2 CTapco6eca.

Some metaphoric adjectives can only be understood with reference to
earlier contexts in the novels. For example, the following is said about Ostap's
face:
JImuo erO 3aTBepzxeHejio
otiepTaHT431.

14 CHOBa rIPT4H31JIOmenaaHme
(ZT 318)

Ho nau-te Bcero OHa (i. e. Zosya - RG) OCTaHaB; IT4Ba;ia
(ZT 513)
BM13121 Ha menainHom
nxue KomaHztopa.
Compare

with

the earlier mention:

Repell H14M(i. e. Balaganov - RG) cnEen aTjieT C TO'iHLIM
CJIOBHOBm6HTLIM Ha moHeTe jimaom.

(ZT 315)

Similarly:
(

T-laPYLIMMKOB)

OnjieBaHmig

cmzteR, KaKonneBaHHMq...
lqapyUIHT4KOB...

DTo 6biji Kxriymýi

neHTAti.

(DS 134)
(DS 134)

OH Bceraa rieHT4JICA

(DS 61)
In the above example (which we have already examined from the point of view
of its metaphoric verb), the adjective Kzriyx1T49is also used metaphorically,
although in a normal context it would apply to water. Here we have an original
epithet, which in combination with ne=g,
makes a nice comic contradiction.
Becauseof the central plot theme in DS, the adjective 612mamaHT-QB.
U-riis
widely used, and occurs frequently in its metaphoric sense:
ý4 B 612mgT,
3iHToBTgxme"ITax ztaxe nOKOqHTMa-TeLua
(DS 19)
rmKnanacb emy mznee.
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Cf.

6pi4; ib3lHTaX.

BmeqTaX o
TpmauaTHpy6neBaArll>IJI14HKa
mcxie3JIaB CHAH14T4
6zmju,3iHToBo-r4-ropLi.
(DSM
6j2mji,b3iHToDmeKamm (of the water - RG)
(DS52)
.-.
RO TeMHLIM
14
ZBOPHRUK09
DcriblXHBaJI
3atiymjieHHOrl
B1214JIM
CBeT.
i m3ymj2yziHT>rrl-i3eceHHHr4

ýIrirIOJIHT
YrJIaM
zipoxa;

MaTBeeBT4H

OrJIAHYJIC31.

6ycbi
)KemxiyxHi)Te
1-10TOJIKOM.
ICA17IOZE
zium zxep>Ka;
llparoueHHT:
KaTMJIHCI>

rIO CTOJIY M ripmrajim

mupam nOTpAca;i

rio

riojiy.

)iýi

KomHaTy.

(DS 35)

CBeTJII)Ir4
AzimT4HTlCTpaTOP
TPYZ114JICA, KaK rpy3HT4K.
6PT4JTT)31HTOBT)0i.rIOT opoluaii
ero X14PHoe jimuo.

(DS 13)
3a riojirozta
Vorob'yaninov

6pwujmToBoýi

(i.
OH
e.
cKa"IK14
RG)
1'IP14BLIHKH.
CBOT4
1IOTep3m
-

(DS 286)

B]ýTung=oe

CJIT4LUKOM
OKa3ajioci,
B036yxzxeHme
B WITL M14HYT.
OH oztp3ixjieJI
CHJILHLIM cpelICTBOM:

(DS 292)
Cf. the title of the chapter from which the last two examples are taken is
Also:
z1bim>>.
<<BPTIJIL31HTOBMýi
Ho MrIrIOJIMT MaTBeeBHH,
ocjTern4Te; iBHTgx me"iTaX,
ztBTiHyjicR Briepezt.

CHOBa rIOTOHYB B
HztierO He OTBeTMJI 14
(DS 18)

OcjierIT4TeJILHLiýibecauseof the diamonds.
(i.
RG),
Koslevich
KaK paHHzm
e.
emy
aJ2KTT4'IeCKT4MYTPOM ziezyPHT OH y BOK3a; ia B
(ZT
322)
oxmzxaHT411MOCKOBCKOrO rioe3ga.
rIpe2ICTaBi4nocb

here
Arctic,
The adjective aPT14xieCKT4r4,
the
to
refers
applies
which usually
in
Similarly,
the next example, the authors
metaphorically to any cold morning.
transfer the adjective xjie6O3arOTaBRTejiI>HLIf4, which usually refers to a
(e.
(x;
campaign
ie6O3arOTOBHTe; IbHaq KomnaHT431)or a geographical area g.
xjie6O3arOTOBMTeJII>HT>0I pai! OH), to an unfamiliar lexical environment:
Ha Hem (i. e. the American who is travelling to Turksib - RG)
6j, ijii4 xeJITLie TOJICTLie 6aiiimani,
6PIOKHIiYJIKU vi
OHKT4X PYCCKaA KOCOBOPOTKa
roJI'bCP, poroinie
xne6o3aroToi3i4TejnHoro
O6Pa3Ua, BIJIUMTa3i
(ZT 548)
KpeCTT4Kamm.
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i.e. that worn by xne603arOTaBT4Tenz -state planner for bread production'.
The noun o6pa3eu, a piece of a machinery, is present in unusual lexical
surroundings as well.
Additional examples of the metaphorical use of adjectives will be
examined in the next section on epithets
Metaphorical use of nouns.
Metaphorically, nouns are used less frequently than adjectives and verbs
since they have less scope and flexibility for various metaphorical possibility.
Despite this, there are some interesting examples of the metaphorical use of
nouns in the two novels:
MimoJIMT

MaTBeeBzti

OCTajiCAB <<COP60HHe>>
mB
BOJIHeHHT4 CTan npoxaXTIBaTbC31B vinenbe mexczy
ZXBYMSI KPOBaT31MT4.
(DS 68)

The metaphorical use of yatenbe to refer to the gap between beds indicates how
narrow that gap must have been.
triRHOti
K Hemy czzen
KBaPTT4PIJ,
Y zmepu MyKHHCK0ý1
WS
6emimx
rIOKPbITmti
xieJIOBeK,
181)
nzinaHmm.
rojniýi

JImmax - 'shingles is an appropriate analogy to dry patches of soap.
OHKx 6e3 onpaBLI, C n03Ono%ieHHbIMT4
orno611jqmij.
...
(DS 6)
Orno6jim, usually a reference to horses, here describesspectacle-rims.
OIIXH

Hania 3mxjiLeBHH rio-rypmaHCKH KPYTT4JI
H, CHHma3i C YCOB KariYCTHLieBonopocim.
c
roBopwi...
(DS 49)

TOJIBKO

rOJIOBOq
TPyJJOm

Bozlopocnz - 'seaweed'- an accurate metaphor for the long strips of pickled
cabbage.
ZeBYUIKH,

JI14JIOB09
ocLiriaHHLie

(DS 212)

rnrziRol

Le. dust; yet one thinks of girls powdering themselves with make-up.
(ZT 406)
nomazoti
meAMie
c
ry611oti
riaTpoini
...
Note the similarity between the lipstick holder and a bullet casing.
OT mcriyra rojiozaioMXX_ BLiriyCTHJI MACO, KOTOpoe
nijieriHyjiocb o paTHO B KaCTPIOJIIO, nOAH31B
ý2gHTaHtITW-M3

KarIYCTH

H MOPKOBHIAX

3Be: 31I.

(ZT 411)
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cKa3aji
...
6opIlL,
B

rioriiqZILIBa3l
Ha
KopeqKO,c mo6orilATCTBOm
30JIOTbie
KOTOpomri; iaBalIM
mezia;im zT4pa.
(ZT 380)

In the above two examples, the use of metaphor is based on the associationof
objects.
OCTari rIOCMOTpeJI Ha Bopo6bAH14HoBa, 6LiCTPO oueHHJI
nomgTom,
ero miua, 3enem, meK m pa3llYBuimeCA
(DS 151)
meUIKT4 rioa rimamm.
P031>1Ha ii.LeKax OTua cl)ezopa
rierien.
This is Father Fyodor's

YBAJIH z o6paTHJIMCL B
(DS 78)

reaction to Ostap's approach.

2.8.3.Metaphorical expressions and extended metaphors.
2.8.3.1. Metaphorical phrases.
TIOXaHKMH Ze CTpaZ1aJI OTKPIJTO, BejiMIaB0, OH
XiIeCTaij CBOE?r012e HaeHLIMM CT2tK;3HaMli. OH yrimBajic3i
(ZT 412)
MM.
B MM3H'H ZIBYX ýKYJIMKOB HaCTYIIZIJIO lueKOTJIMB0e
B pyKaX CKPOMHoro M 2U0BepxiHBoro
mrHoBeHbe.
npe, uceZlaTeiiA MMOJIKOMa B 21060m- momeHT mor
6neCHYTL, UJIXHHI>Ig HerIPTI3ITHLI2 mexi Heme3; 1,ul>I.
(ZT 305)
YBm,ueB, "iTo npe2uceZlaTejiL Bce eine HaxoiimTc3i B
,
6paTa
no
jianax comHeHm3i, nepBi>ig ci>iii norjiamm
plumm,
KaK y ceTTepa, i<yup3im m jiaCKOBO cnpoc; iii...

(ZT 306)
B MnriojiMTe MaTBeeB14,-ie ii12oziojiwaji 6yiiieBaTb

e

0

DU

BO

e

B

a

Q

(DS 145)

i. e. he became miserly again.
rlocne

3aBTpaKa K KOpme, OZIHOBpemeHHO C IIBYX
CTOPOH, HaripaBHJ114C]63ZIOPOBAKH c meziHLIMH Tpy6amT4
x xyztbie 121,
Ki2V)KeK.
TuapT4 acmai2xoBoux
(DS235)
0Z1I4H M09 3Hai<omibiü, - cKa3aji OCTaii, - Toxe
npo, uaDaii rocyzxapCTBeHHYIO me6e-ni>. TenepL OH
(DS51)
rIOLUeJI B M0HaXM - CHZXT Bnoripe.
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B nocneBaiomux
xne6ax
cxiaCTLe.
maneHbKoe

KY3HexIT4KH KOBanu

CBoe
(ZT 347)

ABTOmaTH,

-ieCKa. q Kacca <(HaIIT4OHanL>>,
HMKenJITIPOBaHHLIti
gaMCK'Rti 61oCT KOTOpoti
pa3HouBeTH16IMT4 KHOnKamm.

61in yce3lH
(ZT 324)

This metaphoric expression is based on an erotic suggestion.
2.8.3.2. Extended metaphors.

Literal meanings are revealed with extended metaphor, and this often
adds to the comedy inherent in the metaphor:
Ho

zjeýiCTBT4TejibHOCTb

B

KpaTxia9Lui49 cpoK puBanwia
Ka3HMT4poBi4,,
nOCTpoeHM04
ia
Aaama
Boo6paxeHuem
13031IYITIHIJýi 3amoK co BcemT4ero 6aujeHKamm.
MOCTaM'H.
d2morej2amm m iuTaHziaj2Tom.
non, beMMIMT4
(ZT 322)

Cf. CTPOT476

B03ZIYLUHiie

MnriojiT4T

3amKTi.

ReMOHLI
x coo6paxan.
cjiyiijaii
ripocT, iiiaJIHCL B Hem. [ ... I COBepuieHHO
pnouiemiixecq
zieMOHLI, He TOPrYACL, riocaztmjiz
riapOtIKY
Ha
X3BO3HT4Ka Ti l'IOBe3JIT4 B KTIHO <(Apc>>.
MaTBeei3zxi

(DS 143)
XTUHL KT4ne;ia m nepeBa; IT4Ba;iacb iepe3 Kparl.

(DS 54)
In the above example, the literal meaning of the verb Kx ri eTB Cto boil' - liquids
only) in the metaphor X93HL KMnRT leads to the incongruous extension
nepeBanlManacL Hepe3 Kpaýl -a metaphor in its own right. Similarly:
ABTOmo6i4J116Ha3i
waeA raciTa x HamHana HaziTm>,
(DS 178)
Here there is a conflict between concrete and non-concrete notions, and the verb
raCHYTL -'to fade away'- is extended to HaHT4HaTLxiazRTL - 'to begin to
smoke'.
OCTarizojiro

mmexiuan
eme ripogonxan
143
CTapMKa CJIOBe"IKT4. OH zerICTBoBaJI,
KaK CTapaTejiL,
IIPOMI>IBaIOIUXýI
TOHHbi rP313H X rieCKa, HT0611 HaýiTR Ha
(ZT 437)
aHe HeCKOJILKO 30JIOTLIX KpYrIT4HOK.

Here there is an extension of metaphor. The verb BLiizeXTIBaTI> to squeeze
out' - leads to an association and subsequent comparison of Ostap with a goldminer. Similarly, in the example below, the word OXOTa -'hunt' - immediately
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identifies Ostap and Vorob'yaninov
associations:

as predators and creates the following

jjaBHO y)Ke IIPOIIIJIO TO Bpemq, KorzEa oxoTa
3a
6pxJIbAHTamx
B143LIBaiia B KOmriaH]6OHax
MOUtMie
9MOUT414, KorziaOHT4
]2PaJIT4 CTVJIT)31KOrT31M'RI H r12143JITI
(DS 165)
TIX I'IPYXT4HIJ.

The list of metaphors cited in this section is far from exhaustive. Many
more interesting examples will be encountered in the chapter of the incongruous
use of lexicology, and again in the following section dealing with III and
Petrov's epithets.
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2.9. EPITHETS.
The originality of Il'f and Petrov's comic associations is unmistakable! '
We have seen how their comic vision is manifested in their comparisons and
16
metaphors, and we now turn to an examination of their characteristic epithets.
Some ot these epithets have been mentioned, for example contradictory epithets
6e; ýHOq XT43HT4
(J1eH14BbIr1 CKOPOXOZI (ZT 393), cnaCTJI14BOr4
(DS 122),
m
o6HHHLIr4
CKaHz(aJIbH1Aq
M14THHr
(DS
24),
xapaKTep
neTYHXti TpexiaCOB09
(Hy;
ýHaA oxiepeab (DS 190) pe3T4HOBaq
mbicjn
(ZT 352)),ambiguous epithets
(B03MYTHTeJIbHBI9
471),
KJIOrII>I
BHLUHeBme
(ZT
(DS 84)) and ironic epithets
He3HaKOmeu (DS 54)). Epithets are semantic tags, useful in the portrayal of
characters,and they are commonly used to personify objects and vice versa, to
depersonify persons to the level of animals or inanimate objects.
Epithets hold a special place in III and Petrov's novels. They can be
thought of as the authors' 'trade mark'. More than any other literary device,
they characterise the authors' peculiar ability to visualize new semantic contexts.
Again, III and Petrov will use epithets that are seemingly unsuitable in a given
context. They do not create neologistic epithets; rather, they will transplant
in
the
a new
use
components
accepted semantic combinations and
verbal
had
feature
it
is
According
Chudakovs,
that
their
the
this
to
style
of
expression.
such an effect on contemporary prose and satirical writing in the USSIO
In this section, we shall categorize epithets according to the following
);
(2.9.2.
(2.9.3.
);
);
(2.9.1.
criteria: metaphorical
sound associations
visual similarity
double epithets (2.9.4.); indirect connection (2.9.5.); semantic condensation (2.9.6.);
inappropriateness and stylistic mixture (2.9.7.); and periphrasis (2.9.8.).
2.9.1.Metaphorical epithets.
Although we have encountered a number of metaphorical epithets in the
previous section, we here quote some additional examples:
BeJIHKHH- KOm6T4HaTOP TaHueBaJI TaHro. Ero
6bijio
rioBePHYTO B IIPOCPHJIL.
mezianbHoe, jimuo

(ZT 480)
7sInhis book on Russianliterary language,Efimov states:
KaK ripaBZJIO, Kaxamil

yzatmiVi

91I%TeT smmieTC31 pe3y; ILTaTOM
HOBaTOPCTBa rimcaTeJIA B o6naCTX meTacpop%, ieCKoro
YrIOTpe6nemi

A. M. EqoHMOB,

CT; f)7; fCT; fKa xyaoxeCTBeHHOrf

7"Usually an adjective or phrase expressingsome
person or thing.', PDLT.
77M.
I4yIIaKOBax A. I-IyIIaKOB,

petm (MTY, 1957),129.
quality or attribute which is characteristicof a

<<COBpemeHHwi1IOBeCTL

14Iomop>>,op. cit., 227.
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ADeccajiom
KameHHoe
Cf. Pushkin's

13jiazjmmmpoBj4H
nmuo

(<KameHHLI9

TpeBOXHO

rioceTTITeii3i.

Brji3iZllJBaJIC31 B
(DS 187)

rOCTL>>.

M BeRHMIR KOm6zHaTOp riormlJJI Ha 60KY,
pa3ABmra3l Dozibi meziHmm-rmeHom
x ziepma KYPC Ha
ceBepo-ceBePO-DOCTOK,
rzte maAxmi nej2; iamYTj2oBTj4j
XMBOT Eropa CKYMpxeBX%ia.

(ZT 459)
M OCTari yziapg; i Bopo6L3iHHHOBa mermorl ; ia;! OHLIO
(DS 285)

no ulee.

rIOKa K0311eBzH CHOBa TOPMOMI, Ha BajiaraHOBa
y)Ke nana TeHL Ha6eraioLuOl
TOJIMI. Y)Ke
rIPOT3IHYJI14CL K HeMy 3ZIOPOBeHHer4iiime PY1114MM, Korzia
3aAHT4M XOROM nozo6panaCb
K Hemy <<AHTT4jiona>> m
)KeJTe3Ha3l PYKa KOmaHa0pa YXBaTT4; ia erO 3a
(ZT 362)
KOB6ogCKYIO py6axy.
He riepemeH3131 110311H game He I7OBePHYB rOJIOBLI,
DeJIMKMýi KOM6MHaTOP TOJIHKOM KayxiVKOBOrO KyjiaKa
BePHY; I 1336eczBLuerOCA HapyllITITe; I31 KOHBeHUMM Ha
npexHee
meCTO X npozzonxan...
(ZT 422)
rIeHorOH, paCTOnTaHHLIr4 xenenzmX
Horamm rIaium
(DS 51)
BmwiLeMima...
Ha IIPHMOPCK149 BOK3aji%ieJIOBeK B caHgwmix
IIPH6HJI B TY MHHYTY, Korga OTTYga B161XOaI4JI'R
MOROHHHubi. BoJILHO yaaPHBLUT4Cb HeCKOJIBKO pa3 06 14X
mene3mae, rinexim, OH nozxouieJI K Kamepe xpaHeHT4A...
(ZT 331)
O-KpT)ijieHHa3T, BZIOBa 3aiiiarana

zomoýl.

(DS 60)

143 OTKPbITO9, aBePH Hec; imci> monogbie
jTLBHHBie rojioca
DepHYBU114XCA H3 KomaHZITIPOBKT4 CTyzieHTOB
XZBOTHOBezEmeCKOrO
TexHT4KYma, COHHoe 6oPMOTane
6acmu
6ap'KTOHI>I
CýYHTa Ti eu-ýe KaKi4e-TO
He3HaKOmme
ABHo arpoiiommiecKoro
Tem6pa.

(ZT 502)
Epithets

are often used metaphorically
face, or the tone of their voice. For example:
Pa60TH14K

to describe

the look

on a person's

HapriHTa
JIH3Y
rIOCMOTpe; I Ha 6e33aIUHTHYIO
(DS 145)
nj2o3paxujgmi4
rna3amii.
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B DTO Dpem3i [ 1B Ziapi>AnLci<oe
yaleine
Boiiieji
...
OH iiieji
OTeu cDeziop.
mepHLIM COJIZ1aTCKHM iiiarom,
riiAZ(31 BIIepezi ce631 Ti3epui>imm ajima3Hi>imm
riia3aMM
OrIMpaACL Ha BLICOKYIO KJIIOKY C 3arHYTLIM
KOHUOM.

%

(DS272)
MeTaJ1JIM'leCKTiecjioBe,

(DS162)

-iKm(cfEllochka-RG)

B ero (i. e Ostap - RG) rojioce
MeTaJIJI; IxieCK'ge HOTKM...

riocjiLiiiiajimcL
(DS180)

rpYCTHO, ZleBHULI, - iiezi3iHTim rojiocom

CKa3aJI OCTan.
(DS50)

3amo12omeHHi>im
rojiocom...
...

(ZT 306)

Tja,
OCTan.
zie12eB3iHHo
CKa3aJI
-

(DS152)

TYT KiiaBzzmA MBaHODHa zie12eB3iHHLim paBHOZYLMHLIM
(DS16)
rojiocom CKa3ajia...
HaZIO
TOJILKO YZIHBJIqTI>CA,
CKa3a; i CTapxK KYKYIUKHHA.
6eiiaA,
-Y Te6A BCA CnHHa
rpammotoHH,
bim rojiocom.

- xecTgHmm

BJIJIO'IlKa
(DS 162)

- cimana

riepBj>iq caHT4Tap-paCIIOPAZIHTejn)
...
jieKTopcKT4m
rojiocom
ripozionzan
OCTarie C03HaTeJII>HOCTL m zipyrze
go611eCTM.

rojiocom
(ZT 334)

rpomKmm
ripo6yxaaTb
rpaxzaHcKme

(ZT 497)

9TO
EJI143aBeTa
IIeTPOBHa,
Bbi,
- MPOCIM
MaTi3eeBMI
roJIOCKOM.
3etmpHmm,

Sometimes a voice has an unusual
ToBapmufl
-

B

14rIrIO; IHT
(DS 142)

quality:

- CKa3an OH ripeKDacHbim

rojiocom.

(DS 245)

says Ostap to the inhabitants of Vasyuki during his speech. How is a 'wonderful'
voice supposed to sound?
OTeu Cýeziop M14HOBaJI TYpeuKzr4
6a3ap, Ha
KOTOpomemy uneainuum U101IOTOM coBeTOBajim
KYrIXTb nyztpy KOTR...
(DS 269)
One may wonder - what is an 'ideal' whisper?
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2.9.2. Epithets based on visual similarity.

We have already seen in the section on colour terminology how ll'f and
Petrov coined new epithets for colour, through the association of objects based
from
be
In
fashion,
of
colour.
a
created
on a similarity
similar
other epithets can
visual or textual similarity between objects or phenomena. In the novels, there
form
describing
in
the
original
visual
epithets
are many such
condensed
characteristic features of a person or phenomenon. The following are examples
of this type of epithet:
Emp3mie TeHm naaajiz Ha CTpaHT4UT>I
KH14r,Ha rojibie
(ZT
301)
J10KTH,Ha TPOraTenbHbie -ieJIKH.
(ZT 305)

jToTiaT0o6pa3Ha.
a jia; ýOHL

(DS 82)

pa6oHiiti c allaTommiecKorl MYCKYnaTYP09
MizHmie

CTeKJI31HHLie

Bep=ýeticA
CBeTOM.

UHJI14HZEPLI

C C14POI10M

Ha

rio; iCTaBKe mepuajim ariTeKal2cmm
(ZT 383)

OH (ie. Panikovsky - RG) [ I BOP0,ian meeýi B 0CKaJ2...
(ZT
512)
VaJILZIOBCKOMBOPOTHHHKe.

This presumably refers to collars worn by the male charactersin Oscar
Wilde's works.
Ero (i. e. Kozlevich - RG) KoHnYKTopmae
X3 H03zpeg.
x njiatieBHO Uxcajiz
Beraim

co6aK14 c BiirHYTLIMM

ycbi OTcbipenx
(ZT 452)

ca6eiaHmmm

XBOCTamm.

(ZT 401)
6uno
(of
Bender
RG)
rIOKPLITO
K0;
I0HT4aJ1T>Hb1M
Jmuo
...
(ZT
572)
3arapom.
1411110JIMT
MaTi3eeBmti

o6opOTUB nowiToe.

imuo...

(DS 286)
TIYX14 CHOBa 3aTAHYJIO

JIOMKTIM Batejibmim

jiuEom.

(DS18)
06MOTaB

...

PYKY Bad2eJTBHBIM

nOJIOTeHua...
DateJIbH'bIe
...

rlO;IOTeHaem... (DS290)
ý

(ZT 457)

6T)ioxo
(i.
Skumbrievich
RG)
rJI06YCHoe
ero
e
...
(ZT 458)
3aKa,,iaJIOCLHa 1IOBePXHOCTH
MOP31...
Eropa
Ilej2JTaMVIP-Ql3b04
r,
ae
mwiximji
)KT4BOT
...
cKym6pueBivia.
(ZT 459)
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CnaROCTHO OTZlyBa3icb, OH BTArl4Baji
6juoaetma
'93
61,IJIO KpaCHoe
(i. e. Kozlevich
RG)
rop, q, izg xiag. Y iiero
OH 6jiaxeHCTBOBaji.
rol2u-ieHHoe
jixuo.

(ZT 504)
Ha 6; ieZXHTix napatmHoBmx,
lueKax
6ai<eH6apgm.
npimiumbie
ceame
M FeAHPHX YZIOBjieTBopeHHO
ripi4ztaDl4B y3KOrl cegezioxmoýi
zEo6pOUlUHoro
nvicaTeJIA.

ero nomeluanmcb
(ZT 365)

OTKT4HYJICA Ha3ag,
CIIHH09

TOJICTOrO
(ZT 539)
(ZT 478)

KOPOJIX c ziBoj2Hi4aKmmT4,6opoaamT4.
...

3a CTOJIOM 60KOM cmzie; i majieHbKHrl
-ieJIOBeK C
6eim4HcKoýi
6opOZEK09 HB 30JIOTOM rieHCHe co
,
(ZT 508)
UIHYPKOM.
OH BePHYJIC31 Z(OMOr4, KyriT4B rio zopore
60TT4HOHHTjMýl
C
TeceMKamm.

rial'IKY
TBepayi-o
(ZT 428)

6ocbimm
z(aBHO y)Ke riepeCTyria;
i
MlTamm,
OTTT4CKHBaA Ha MOKPOM neCKe imziegcKme
ciiezxLi.
Benara

(ZT 467)
BjieZXHLie ni4pmimie
Horm ripozeKTOPOB
pnUzrajimcb
nO He6y...
rIo KapmaHam
o6py, iajibHHX

6ujix

paccoBaHbi
Koneu, riep=eg

(ZT 481)

6Y6ju4, uHme CB313KH
6pacneTOK.
'R

(ZT 601)
In the two examples below, an association with texture is established:
Ha Heti 6iino

inel2mapoe

(ZT 595)

na; I1>Teuo.

Ka3aX 3acme3ijicq, ceJI Ha CBoero iuepmaBOM
ZXBHHYJIC31
B CTerib.
A very interesting

KOHiKa m
(ZT 536)

association is created in the next example:

T4ePHOMOPCKT4r4rionzieHL
3Hoem.

3aJ1T4Baji ropozx

-Ki4cein-Hmm
(ZT 377)

It is not just the resemblance in colour between the sun and the Kmce:,,
>
drink, but more importantly the association between the texture
of K14ce;i]6
(thick and sticky), and the effect of heat on people's
down
(it
them
actions
slows
and reduces them to immobility, rather like flies caught in Kmcenb).
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2.9.3. Epithets based on sound associations.

Some epithets arise from the association with the sounds produced by
different objects or people.
nxiejimm:
ryji
-iiýli
...

ripT4MYCOB

(DS 142)

MaUITIHa c TpaKToDHT,, Tm rPOXOTOM npOHec; iacb mT4mo
(ZT 385)
Kopefto.
M riOKY,!Ia 3a riojiiixaeBCKOýi
ZXBepbio c; ibiLiia; icq
BeHTT4jiATopHT, -i9 POKOT rOJIOCOB, CePHa MzxagJIOBHa
6oýrIKO pa60Tana.
(ZT 472)
143 KaIOTBI B3auMHLIX pactieTOB HeCCA KacTaHTDeTHTgr4
(DS
227)
3BYK cHeTOB 14CKpexceTaHxe apmqomomeTpa.
<<AHTmioria>>'Ha
CKPHIILI.

CBoeti CTOAHKe 143ziaBaii Kol2a6em>HTge
(ZT 592)

OH (i. e. Ostap - RG) 3aTPACCA, ROBA PYKaMH B03UX.
rlOTOM 143ero ropia
BHPBaJI14CB BV9KaHI4'IeCKTIe
(ZT
499)
paMaTIJ, X3 r; ia3 Bb16exanm c; ie3l>I...
I
Cf. BYJIKaHvv-ieCKT4q npbiiu

(DS 234) - reference to size and shape?

C KaCTDIOJTI)HT:,
IM, UIYMOM YPHLI KaTTUITICI) no ee cneziam.
(DS 199)
ýI B14ae-KOPO; Ib cepie"iHO pacue; IOBancsi c tie; IOBeKOMn6amg,
co6aKOq. rIPH 9TOM OHTI c pa3maxy y1japiuma
6TUIT>31RIIHMýLCTYK.
ripolMezm
(ZT 444)
BxceJI

Hi4KeJIT4POBaHHbIq
Ha BepeBoxme
[
I
iil2eiiceiiaTe;
iT,ci<i4q-KOJIOKOJILHMK.
...
OCTan TOJIKHYJI KOJIOKOJII>'IT4K, KOTOPLIT-4 Mzjan
(ZT
593)
3aceziaTejibCKT4ý1
3BOH.

is appropriate here; the bell sounds like the
The use of 3aceiiaTejibmmýi
bell heard at meetings, and the word is suggested also by the presence of
the
npeziceziaTenbCKT4q
chair-person at a meeting.
-

2.9-4.Double epithets.

III and Petrov are fond of using two, and occasionally even three, epithets
side by side. The first is usually a familiar epithet, while the second may be one
of the authors' colourful creations as quoted above, or perhaps an epithet from a
specialized linguistic register. For example:
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JIBOPH14KI4

Y CB014X BOPOT TOPrOBam4
moHacTmj2cKT4mi4
ap6y3amm...

Koumcuie

auxiii3emme
maiulMll

Tu
mx
TiojiocaT

(ZT 513)

ceiacKoxo3sticTBeHHme
(DS 220)

rIociie 9TOrO HT4MHrl BLICYHYJI TOJICTI>Ir4Hexmcniq
11
nOHec
COBepineHHYIO
yme
xieriyxy.
JULIK
(ZT 386)
OCTan rIOgHq; I rOEOBY. OH yBxgenqeDHoe
a6T4ccT4HcKoe-He6o,

zumme

3Be3MI

T4 Bce rIOHAJI.
,
(ZT 564)

rIepeme)Ka3i
CBOM PaCrIPOCLI iiBeTHcToq
BocToxiHoq
iieCTBIO, OCTari Y3Ha; i o co6LITi4. qx, ripOH3OiLieztiumx
(DS 163)
B, iepa B 9JIJIO'iKT4HOrl XT43HR.
...

MHJIJIMOHepbi

ZIB14HYJITICB LU14120KT4M ZIj2OMallej2CKT4M

(ZT 564)

iiiarom.

Hotib rioKa3LIBaiia %jT4cToeTenecKoni4xiecKoe He6o, a
mopcKylo
zleHL nOZEKaTLIBan K ropozly ocBexaioiuyio
(ZT
512)
BORHY.
TojicTag

(ZT 343)

camoBapHaq mopzia

TLIC31H rIOZHOBeCHHX
MHHHMYMLI,
rI3ITLCOT
3TO
MOM
...
(ZT 316)
opveHTT4J2OBO'THI)IX py6ji0l.
C 6aJIKOHa un
PaWlajmi

cBexcTQ4

-I
yYacHTiVi Tom=Bop

meJIKa3i ; ieTH3131 BOJIHa

JEJA BeTep.

(ZT 420)

iT,01 TpeCK.

(ZT 518)
(ZT 468)

ABeccanom Bjia; jmMMPOBMH, ripmxaB PYKM K riyxgoýi
a
...
MOJIOaJL0ýLrpY, UM, CTan C Kem-TO paCKjiaHmBaTLC31 B
(DS
168)
OKOUIKO.
6enoe

HeBmneiemioe,

nnexio

(ZT 407)

B nLijiy criopa ero MHxeHepcKaA cpypaXCKa,OKOJILIU1
KOTOPOýiCBepKaji 3enemim zinauHgm nnioulem,
(ZT 301)
nOKOCMnCAHa6oK.
Note that the reference is made not to the word uBeT, but rather to another
object, namely rimom - 'velvet.
.
CBeT noraC, HO KOMHaTa oKa3aiiaci, cnerKa
ocBeiueHHOrl rony6oBanim
aKBapTAYmHTiIj CBeTOM
(DS 290)
YJITItIHoro q3OHaPA.
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xellla3l

TeMHbie

JTaKT4POBaHHaq

riaHUMPHLie

Koxa (Ka3axaH
HOrTT4 Ha Hore

ArIOHaa)

(ZT 536)

HZKT4TLI.

(ZT 418)
Cf. the famous toe-nail of Petrovich in Gogol's 'Overcoat'.
Also note the following

examples:

rer4HP14X YZEOBjieTBOpeHHO OTKMHYJICA Ha3ag,
ripwaaBUB =0ý4
cejienoHHom- CrIMHOR TOJICToro
(ZT 539)
zo6P04yUIHoro
m4caTejiA.
B mozxy BxozxHjiH ocT]ýoHocoBme
IIITm6neTLI...
Y Hero 61ijio i<jýacHoe roDmoiHoe,

roTT4,qeci<me
(ZT 339)
jimuo.

(ZT 504)

B mojitiaHM14 CTOqjia 3,aeu Moumi
rIcpepzi.
(:I)paHueBHa
(j)i4ojieToBT, ie xT4mT4tiecKT4e MOPLU14HLI nexaJIT4 Ha
(ZT417)
BjiaCTHOM jimue OTBeTCTBeHHOq
c-LemLumum.
allrJII4tiCKRX_
monozoA
...
wTeHHamg2_Tajii4ei4.

C
TOHKOM
zmmomaT

(ZT 531)

Ha Hi4x 6bijim cepe6pHMw miumbi, 3amopoxeijHme
KJ2aXMaJIMIe. BOPOTHT4'iKX
X KpacHbie maTOBLie
6aiumaKI4.
(ZT 358)
III and Petrov are fond of hyphenated epithets. Some of these are
analogous to those commonly found in the early Soviet period, such as
o6pa340BO-nOKa3aTejibHIAýi peCTOpaH(DS 143)or KYJILTYPHO(DS
latter
The
is used ironically to refer
131).
riPOCBeTI4TeJII>HbIrI
o6pa3 XT43HR
to Ostap and Vorobyaninov's way of life. However, the authors also create their
own combinations, in which two seemingly unrelated epithets are brought
together. For example, the musicians of the sound-effects team are described on
allcam6nb, becausethey
a number of occasionsas anTe'IIHO-HerPT4T31HCKHxplay on bottles, jars and tin cups (tools of the chemist's trade), and produce loud
percussive noises resembling the music of a primitive tribal ceremony:
6eperoBbix
Ha
pa3meCTMIRCL
CKJIOHax m,
IUYMHO Bbipaxajim
CBePX BCAKoro wm4gaHMA,
CBoe
ozxo6peHme ariTexiHo-HeEPTITITECKOmy
aiicam6nio.
(DS 229)
3PZTenT4

Ostap reads the official notice:
04
je6Ho-rToKa3aTejiT>HT,
nmiýeBOT-4 KOm6HHaT (4)3Y
(Qv,
ripm LIepHOMOPCKOr4 FocyztapCTBeHHoti
aKazxemmi4
IIPOCTpaHCTBeHHLIX MCKYCCTB>>.
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then ponders to himself:
KaKi4e-Hu6yzu6
cieM
...
rIPH 9TOr4 aKa; ýemmm.

nemuHo-rioKa3a-remmme

(ZT 597)

Cf. also:
Mypjii, iHa KaKYfO-TO
aene...

HeriyXY

B 6aRaHOHHO-6V6JIT4HHOM
(DS 279)

2.9.5.Epithets based on secondary connection.
In the novels, many epithets are based on secondary connection rather
than direct association or similarity. This is a reflection of the authors' ability to
make connections and verbalize them. Here, the adjectives seem to come from
contexts not usually associated with the nouns they qualify, and this is the source
of the epithets' originality and vividness. For example:
BKZE14Te

; m, - npommxian Koxammýi pexmccep, YCJIOBH31 OCBeiueHM31 He 1103BOJI3110T...
(DS 97)
-

Cf. nmoiueBMq

nPOPOK

BZJOBYLUKa.
KpaxmaJ1bHa31
and

rIpeZ1CKa3aH, K3i nmomeBoro
14MOJIHAT16CA.

Ha

9CTpaRy Bbiulen
iiaKOBLIX TYCP; I31X.

Cf.

nPOPOKa

npozionxanx
(ZT 571)

m
BM3MTKe
MYX<t1XHa
B
czio6HmVi.
(DS 145)

6Y; IO'4Ka.
czEo6Haq

61ino uenaTLCA MHOroxeHuem
TaCKaA
B
rOPOZI,
143
nepeeMaTb
ropoga
'riemollaH C 3aXBatieHHMMT4 Y Z122212HN-l
Denjamm.

MOXHo

Cf. aeXYPHM9 Bpax%here equals

<(otiepeZMA

jiacioi
-cYm6Y12Hme
YKCYCHOeBbIpa>KeHmenmua

14 CnOKOqHO
3a co604 HOBLIq
)KeHLi ileHHLIMT4

(DS 30)

xeHa>>.
(ZT 306)
(ZT 306)

Cf. KT4cjioe BbIpaxeHme jixua
(i.
Ostap
OTtiero,
RG),
OH
I
CnPOCH;
e.
-B Bamem
TaKOýl CKYAH119HHBeHTapi>?
KeEDT412HOM
-13aBeaeHUM
(DS 49)
noTaCKaHHOe
3aKPMT1Jr4
CT031JI y

3aBeaeHme

(DS 7)

cepbig <(KagT4jiaK>>, cnerKa HaKpeHXBU1RCb,
KojTeHOr1-DeKnoHeHHTJX[
I
Kpa3i ztoporm. ...
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iuocpepCHMmaiinOKPLIIUKY
Cf. the poetic Ko; ieHoripeKJIOHeHHLIr4

C

nepeUHero Koneca.
(ZT 357)

Bjiio6jieHH1A9.

x1e12HoBoe onper(eneHme
BaoBieti
yme --iepe3 HeCKOJILKO MHHYT.
Dina

ero mijim

nomeHmam

Bemiep xzxa; I BCIO MIMI>,
a
...
CnOKOqCTBmem.
MTO
xe
conductor-

6bijio
cyztL61i
ztaHo
(DS 59)

6; ieCKOM.

(DS 31)

c KaKTIM-TO Ka3eHHT)TM
(ZT 559)

(i.
9TO Bm, rpazziaHe,
CKa3a;
OH
i
e. train
(ZT 587)
RG) Ka3eHHYim ronocom...

OCTan cpa3y xe CTan CMOTpeTB Ha Horm '1iY11OBZI1Z(i. e.
in
men
masks - RG),, Ho ezjBa emy IIOKa3ajiocb, HTO OH
6P10Km
AneKcaHzipa
14BaHOBxXia...
pawixHim
iaiomu
(ZT 496)
1Tozio3j2T4TejibHme 6PIOKTi 6mnz naneKo.
61in cnyxantmm,
llejioBeK B caHjjajiRqx
B
a cnyxalume
14ePHOMOPCKe IIOHTH Bce ozxeBajiucb rIO HerimcaHH09
moze: HoHHaq py6aUlKa C 3aKaTaHH1AMT4 Mime JIOKTeg
6P10KH,
PYKaBamm, iierKme C'KPOTCKi4e
Te xe caHzianmm
(ZT 332)
14JI14r1aj2VCT4HOBbTe
TYCPJI14.
11oxaPHme,

CBecT4BrTaj2YcT4HoBme Horm...

(DS 19)

Ho ZIPY31631
BO Becb zxyx, m Rx cT4j2oTcKT4e
yze mnajim
6P10KT4, mejibHYB B riocjieAHT4q pa3 Ha neCTHmue
(ZT 447)
CKPLIJIMCL X3 BHU.
meHTwi
...

o6 orHejjBjLuauiem-cyrie...

(DS 10)

Le. hot. In the above example the authors also use hyperbole.
Y m4caTen3i 61>iji% cBeTJlbie zEeTcKT4e Bojiocbi x 6on'bum(ZT 527)
Dal2A)KCK149 HOC.
BaPAXM49
because he was a Norwegian.
rpetieCKMr4 IIPOCPT4JIL.

Cf. PHMCK14q HOC or

2.9.6.Epithets from semantic condensation.

In the novels,many epithetsare suitably laconic,and have beencoinedby
syntactic contractionor semanticcondensation. Most semanticcondensationin
DS and ZT is performed on adjectival clauses,and in theseinstances,the whole
adjectival clauseis condensedinto an epithet and placed in front of the noun it is
supposedto qualify. Technicallythis is known as a hypallage- an epithet which
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modifies a noun to which it does not belong. 71 Here are some examples of this
type of condensation; each example is followed by the corresponding complete
adjectival clause:
B12winaHToBoe

B036yx2iem4e
OKa3a; iocb UIRIIIKOM
cpeZECTBOM: OH ozzp3ixneJI
B rI31TL M14HYT.
(DS 292)

cmaHbim

Cf. COCTOAHme B036yxztemm,
6pi4jim4aHTOB...
Komucmi,
apTem,

M3-3a

6opoziamm.

vBewaHHaq
ytiemimm
<<PeBaHUI>> Ha Tpex liponeTO"Max.

majieHBKTie
...
YCMKami4...
Cf. C YCHKamm,

B KOTOPOM OH Haxozxmjic3i

KOMmuBoAxepLi

KOTOPme

MrIrIOJIMT

npz6bina
(ZT 340)

c Bal2maBcKT4mm
(ZT 390)

tiaCTO HOCAT XXTejim

BapniaBLI...

MaTBeeBmti
Korzza
nozmajimmom.
ripi4o6peTanx

B

rioCTerieHHO
CTaHOB14JICA
OH CMOTpen Ha OCTana, rna3a
rojiy6oýt
)KaH; aapmcKi4r4 OTTeHoK.

ero

(DS 209)
Cf. rnna
ero np4o6peTaim
oziexcabi, OTTeHOK (DS 209).

rony6orl,

rioxoxm-4

Be; IT4KT4rIKOm6T4HaTOP cepaeHiio
6einie KyKY12Ymme 3yfti.
Cf. 3y6m, qpopma KOTOPIJX HarioMXHana

Ha UBeT xaHgapmCKOH

ynm6ancq,

rioKa3LIBaq
(ZT 489)

3epHa KyKypy3LI.

OH (i. e. Ostap - RG) YBH;aeji CTOpoxa B 6pe3eHTOBOý4
(DS 292)
canorax.
crieuozex, ae 14B xogonmix
i. e. B carioraX, B KOTOPLIX, ;IOJIXHo 6LITL, emy ftino

XOJIOAHO.

Similarly,

KoHueCCHOHepm,B Tqxem>ix, rP313HLIXcanoxuuax,
6plOKax,
roI2,qiT4x. )KwieTax 14
TAxemix 14mijimix
paMajieHmix riHzIxaKax nyBCTBOBam4ce6A -iyxzmH.

(DS 254)

KpyLTia
rijim
Bcex
14
Ha
nepBiAl
BCA,
BM4BT4HyJIOCb
. -M
6e; ioriia3oe
6POB31MM
BeTHUHHoe pinno c rimeuToHmmu
14r; iy6OKT4mH etperlToRcKmmm
MiallKami4
Ha iueKax.

(ZT 479)

78PDLT.
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KOTOpme iaCTO BCTpe, -ialOTCA y ecppegTOPOB. CE A
possibly MiulKaMH,
rna3a xiepHme, KaK Y riozmoPYZExIMKa. (ZT580).
eme
Torzxa
...
xapaKTep.
i. e. xapaKTep

31 rIOH31JI,

me; IKOYrOJIOBHoro

HTO Y Bac

(DS 184)
ripeCTYrIHUKa.

MOJIOZIILLI
iia6a3e,

menKovrojiopmjýi

143 <<BIJCTpoyriaKa>>,
3aKyrIMB
o6pa3OBam4
xiarmo-caxapHyio

BCIO MYKY
wiepeab.

B

(DS 190)

i.e. oHepeab 3a xiaem m caxapom.
meHA He nPOBOXaTb,
Mox<emb
MyX<.

- Ma3an

ontuairl

(DS 191)

KmDrimtmbiezieBYUIK14
Bpamanm paBePHYTIAMR
(DS282)
30HTT4Kamm
u maxanvi njiaTKamii.
With OnLITH119myx, the readermight suspectthat Kislyarsky is an
experiencedhusbandor lover. In fact, Kislyarsky doesnot needhis wife for
companyas he is so accustomedto giving himself up to the police. Similarly, in
deliberately
it
is
the phrasei<xpnT4iHbiezieBYLUK14
girls',
unclear
-'brick
whether the epithet refers to the girls' colour (Cf.KRPr1MnHMqPYMAHeu)or
their shape.
In his article on Chekhov'sstyle, Shanskysaid that an author should write
79
6biJIO
so that <(CJIOBam
TeCHO, mbicnAm nPOCTOPHOýý.
This commentapplies
equally to Il'f and Petrov'smethodsof semanticcondensationand style in
general.
Dispensingwith ýexplanatory adjectival clauses,Il'f and Petrov achievean
economyof description in which the clausesare implied, although not present.
The comic effectsin all the aboveexampleswould not be possiblewithout this
condensation;it is precisely this semanticincompatability betweenthe nouns
and their qualifying epithets that createshumour.
2.9.7.Inappropriate epithets.
Carrying on from the previous sub-section, we note that on a number of
occasionsIII and Petrov utilize what can be called 'inappropriate' epithets. For
example:
[ I MOJIOZIOq CY11PYr IlPOT43BOZIHJIOTtla3THHble
...
(DS 118)
BLI%zczeHmA

79UIaHCK,411,
<<PyCCKZII313LIKB LTlKo;ie>>,op. cit., 13.
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JlH3a

I
[... BLIiiiiia

B-HeoxmziaHmjýi

Kopi4zlop

(DS 124)

A 14

CTapyxu
...

yaajuWb

(DS 44)

12aziocTHmmu uiaXKamT4

The above epithets seem inappropriate because they describe not the
people they qualify, but rather their behaviour or emotional state. All three
epithets would normally have been adverbs describing the manner in which a
certain action was carried out.

Additional examples include the following:
MririojiT4T

MaTBeeBT4H

x

riomopuýxjicA

Ha3azx.

TBepno riouien
(DS 289)

i.e. TBepuim Luarom.
ra3OBme CPOHapm,
OKpyxemnie
riLijim,

i. e. Ha gyme

y

BeiioxiKaMH

BOAAHOk

(DS 289)

TpeBo3KHo cBeTum4u.
MrIrIOJIHTa

61iJIOTpeBOXHO.

MaTBeeButia

Mx rHYTbie HOXKH u yzEo6HLie CrIT4HKx 6Lijim
14ririojiuTy
MaTBeeBI4tIY.
3axBanmaiouie
3HaKomn
(DS 126)
i. e. OT Bmzia KOTOPLIX

3aXBaTLIBajio

MrITIOJIMT MaTBeemti
CKambx
BeceHHeýi

H rIPHHHma3i
mo6Bm

abixaHme

6poaxn

rio cau,

oKotieHeBiume

riapOHKI4

y MrIrIOJIHTa

oT

3a KYCTLI.

HaTmKwicb

MaTBeeBmtia.
iia

12aHHek
(DS 17)

i. e. OKOtieHeBlUme
Bjiio6; IeHHLIX.
paHHeq BeCHbi riapotIKK
OT ripoxiiaAH01
Love is supposed to generate a feeling of warmth,
yet here it is said to physically
freeze people!

Note also:
FIo i<opmziopy xozimii peiuaI<UHOHHi>im- noDT. OH
Q-6eupa KOTOPOHYXaMMBaJI 3a MaL'UHHHCTKO9, cK12omHýT.
pa3B3131>IBaJIMero nODT; IxiecK; ie 'IYBCTBa.

(DS176)

Cf. the erotic hint implied.
1131TH9neHaji pa3Deji ripmmyc 143aH31JIC31
06hIzieHH'bIMq
(DS 120)
noueny3imm.
6a6yIUKa
HwjT, 3i,

(ZT 485)

RCTO]ýV'IeCIMT cBaJIKa

(DS 129)

Ostap's description of a furniture

museum:
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3anoxmul

(DS 62)

nepmozi

Cf. the use of official term nep'Rozi and 3allOýiHL04.

In the above examples, Il'f and Petrov bring together words that are not
only taken from different contexts, but also belong to two different styles. In the
first example, the epithet XCTOP14,ieCKH9 - 'historical'- qualifies the colloquial
word cBaJIKa -'junk-yard', while in the second, the official and bureaucratic
word riepmozi is preceded by the epithet 3anogmag which usually refers to
drunkards. Many more examples of the same technique will be examined in
Chapter Three, especially in the section on incongruous style (3-9.).
2.9.8. Periphrasis based on characters' professions.

III and Petrov are fond of employing epithets describing their characters'
professions or occupations alongside personal names. Usually an epithet
describesa character's occupation prior to the Revolution, and is placed next to a
word referring to that character's new role as a Soviet citizen, for example:
...

61>miiimýi ripeztBOIITITejiT.,

ztejioriPOM3BOZMTeJIb
...

ZIBOPAHCTBa,

a HwHe

(DS 26)

3arca

61ABLI1101 '-iHHOBHT4K rpaZIOHa%iajiI>CTBa,

a HLIHe

pa60THT4KKOHTOPCKorOTpy4a

(DS 68)

BLIBUIRT-4 rOPHL04

BoCTOKa

KHA16, a HLIHe TPy1131LUH9c3i

(ZT 414)

rpaxztaHT4H rxrT4eH1LIBT4JI14
6LIBIURT-4 axpeKTOP
...

JIBOP31HCKOr4 rHmHa3T4T4, HLiHe

6YK14HUCT

(DS 135)

61JBiuero rnacHoro ropOZICKOqaymm, a HLIHe
...
,,iyzEeCHLIMo6pa3OM coripi4tmcjieHHOrO K JIT4KY
(DS 101)
COBpa6OTHHKOB.
These epithets are indicative of the need for adjustment to the new
regime, and they emphasize with irony that these characters are superficial
Soviet citizens. Behind the surface veneer of proletarianism, they are still much
the same as they were before the Revolution. A classic example is the comic
combination riponeTapuýl YMCTBeHHorOTpyga which reads, unmistakably,
'an intellectual':
6m=T49 riponeTapi4q
...
riajiaTOHHT4K

rIPYC14C.

YMCTBeHHorO

Tpyga,

a HLiHe
(DS 14)

The same periphrasis features in Ostap's speech about unsupervised
children (6ecriPIDOPHme) during the first meeting of the'Union of Sword and
Plough':
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3TH

UBeTLI

YJIT4UI>I XJIH, KaK
Tpyzia,
YMCTBeHHorO
LIBeTa
3aCJIYXHBaIOT

nyximerl

BIIpaxalOTC31
iia accpaJILTe,

yxiaCT14.

npojieTapxT4
(DS 104)

RponeTapmiI implies physical effort and hard labour (just as TpyZI does),
but here they describe mental activity, and the result is an incongruous
combination.
TpyxeHHHK is another noun denoting a person who does work requiring
brute physical strength. III and Petrov mix this word with professions noted for
for
is
The
incongruous
talents.
periphrasis,
specific skills and
result
another
example in this description of musicians:
TpyxeHftKz

ro6o3i 14cpjieýiTLI

(DS 86)

Conversely, a job that needs no skill or qualifications may be qualified
with terms appropriate to highly-skilled trades:
(DS 37)

pa60TH14KH meTJII>I
i. e. for janitors or
pa6OTHHKH KOHTOPCKOrOTpylia

(DS 86)

ironically
Ostap
Korobeynikov,
to
names ripaBHTejib
referring
also
whom
6opeU
(DS 74).
KaHuen. qpwK and
3a 'um
The above combinations with pa6OTH'RK are obviously modelled after
such expressions as pa60THMK npmnaBKa. This phrase is parodied again, with
the ridiculous title <<Pa60THMK 6yJIK14>>for a journal of the baking trade. There
are other parodies on solemn and official titles given to ordinary workers.
Pa6oTHT4x
At rlponeTapT4ýi vmcTnemoro
Tpynal
B
meTmil - BOCKJI14KHYJIOCTarI, 3aBM931 corHyTorO
(DS
37)
KOneco ZXBOPH14Ka.

Another periphrasis combining incompatible work-skills

is the following:

(DS 60,98)

cnecapb-14HTennereHT
referring ironically to Polesov again.
Ero uuýeT KaKOq-TO
IMIlKal2b.

TPYRAMR9C31, rIO BM9Y XYIIO)KHT4K(ZT 371)

Such is Ostap's comment on the painter who is looking for Plotsky-Potseluev.
However, on the following page, the same profession is described in a somewhat
different manner:
npe11CTaBMTejib

T43o6pa3T4Te; ibHHX 14CKYCCTB(ZT372)

In this section we have looked at III and Petrov's use of epithets. In the
next section we shall observe the way in which they create ambiguity.
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2.10. AMBIGUITY.
The stylistic device of ambiguity may be defined as the uncertainty created
by a variety of meanings possessedby certain words or more especially certain
fully
been
has
Ambiguity
by
Greek
was
appreciated
phrases.
classical
writers and
analysed in detail by many scholars.10 Ambiguity is closely connectedto logic
fitting
from
hasty
Partridge,
'spring
to
of
many ambiguities
a
and according
words to the thought', 81or arise from the incorrect use of words (this is called
'catachresis'). As with incongruity, ambiguity may underscore other stylistic
devices, such as word-play, contradictions and unexpected turns of thought. This
section deals with specific examples of ambiguity, that is, phrases or words where
several interpretations are possible, but where intentional comic word-play is not
but
(see
).
do
111
Petrov
2.3.
their
ambiguities,
attempted
and
not resolve
section
leave it to the reader to sort out the implications.
2.10.1.Ambiguity causedby confusion of meaning.
The commonest type of ambiguity arises from the confusion between the
her
Liza
For
tells
example, when
various meanings of a word or a phrase.
husband Kolya:
He riorilly 31eCTL

q2a; nuimBoro

3arlua

(DS 118)

The phrase cpanbLuMBorO 3atiua could'refer to the name of a dish or the
in
literally.
be
As
intended
the
adjective cpanbUIRBLI9 -'false'- may
restaurant
dish
be
is
Liza
talking
made to
about
meat-free
question
any
vegetarian,
could
look or taste like rabbit's meat.

When Ostap, pretending to be Vorob'yaninov's son, comes to
Korobeynikov to acquire information on the location of the twelve chairs,
Korobeynikov pays the following compliment to Ostap regarding his 'father':
6aTIOLUKaBaui,
6onnuoA
uapCTBme eMY He6eCHoe,
ftin
...
rrvTTTTi
(DS 72)
ienoBeK.
There follows a long list of property which once belonged to

Vorob'yaninov, and in the light of this list, the phrase 6onbuioýi ;aywi4 6bin
,ieJIOBeK becomes ambiguous. Either it means 'a good man' (aym a meaning
'soul'), or it could refer to the way noblemen's property was assessed prior to
1861 (i. e. according to the number of serfs - zyium) - the implication is that
Vorob'yaninov is a wealthy man. The latter interpretation is possible solely

8OSee,
for example,such works as W. Empson, SevenTypesof Ambiguity (Penguin Books,1961)or W.
B. Stanford, Ambiguity in GreekLiterature Uohnson Repring Corporation, USA, 1972).
"Patridge, Usageand Abusage,op. cit., 25.
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because Korobeynikov is characterized as a man of the 'old regime', and his
his
language
reflects
mentality.
archaic
A woman singer at the somewhat amateurish concert in a Soviet
follows:
is
as
restaurant
portrayed
mi4poBaq-HCrIOJIHHTejil)HmuaHapoZXHLIX
...
XOI)OIUO 143BeCTHa3l
BMaID L 14H

rieceH,

(DS145)

0r4poute...

be
(<
'world-famous'
q>>
construed
mz p -'world',
can
as
<<MXPOBa.
However, this
although the proper expression would be DcemmPH0T43BeCTHa30.
supposition is partly contradicted by xopou1oR3BeCTHa3I BMapimHoýi Pome.
The second interpretation involves the criminal slang meaning of the adjective
mi4poBoti -'fantastic', 'great' - which is possible as we know this kind of

life
Soviet
cabulary
penetrated
many
spheres
vo
of
and certainly reachedthe
,
entertainment world.

Bureaucrat Polykhaev communicates by means of a wide range of allpurpose rubber-stamps indented with bureaucratic messagesand clich6. Il'f and
Petrov satirize his behaviour as follows:
3To 6bina

Rommei3

mmwl

pe3mHomi

MMUIL,

KOTOPY10

mor npmcnoco6MTb K mo6omy cnymaio

(ZT 471)

XM3HM.

The epithet pe3MHoBa3iin its literal senserefers to the substance(rubber)
from which the stamp was made. Rubber is characterized by its elasticity. Since
Polykhaev uses these clich4s for all kinds of communication, the second
meaning of this epithet could well be 'elastic'. Neither interpretation of this
adjective fits comfortably with the noun mmcnb - 'thought'; this is especially true
of the first meaning, where the epithet pe3MHOBaAis a concrete notion while
Mmurb refers solely to an idea or concept.
In the next example, Ostap predicts the kind of inscription which might
appear on his own grave-stone:
MaTL

6bina

IIOKOgHoro
HeTl2yziomge
aoxoz1bi.

rpacpHHeq

T4xTuia

Ha
(DS 252)

The ambiguity is contained in the phrase HeTPYZEOBLIM14
goxogammThis is a popular official Soviet way of referring to the leisurely lifestyle of the
nobility prior to the Revolution. However, it is also a euphemism for money
received for sexual favours. It is doubtful that Ostap's mother was a 'countess',
so perhaps he had in mind the second meaning, without implying, any disrespect
for his parent.
Another ambiguity containing sexual overtones is found in the first letter
Father Fyodor writes to his wife, in which he describes the effect his words had
on Vorob'yaninov during their fight:
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CTIARHo emy CTano, 14 OH yijle; i OT meHA
6LITL.
nom, zionxHo
Tiy6jmxiHw2

rIPO'Llb, B
(DS 140)

We may assumethat riy6; IHHH1Ati aom refers to a public house, but its
normal meaning is 'brothel'. Our assumption is further supported by Father
Fyodor's referral to Vorobyaninov as <<aq3epHCT>>,
and
<<pa3BpaTHxK>>
in
for
letter.
If
the
the
the
same
section
of
a
phrase
stands
<<meP3aBeu>>
'brothel', then the whole statement becomes ironic and contradictory - men may
leave a brothel feeling guilty and embarrassed,but they certainly do not return
there to avoid these guilt feelings.
2.10.2.Uncertainty between the literal and metaphorical meaning.

rIepemeHUBueHTP

T31xeCT14,6apKa
He CTajia
noJIHOM COOTBeTCTB14H C 3aKoHamm

Kojie6aTi,
c.q xB
qOH311KH nepeBepHyjiacb.

(DS250)

Ambiguity in this example is virtually a play on words, becauseof the
double meaning of Kojie6aT]6CA - literally'to rock from side to side', and
metaphorically 'to hesitate'.

Another exampleof literal/ metaphoricalambiguity occursin the
following description of Vorob'yaninov's condition when he discoversthat the
last chair has no treasure:
143peaKa OH BCKPT4KHBaji H XBaTajiCA

3a moKpyio Qm
BCnOMMHa3i Bce co6LIT14A

YTReHHerO
TyMaHa-rOJIOBY.
.
HO'IH, OH TP31C ce; i16IMTI KOCmamm.

(DS292)

Vorob'yaninov's head is wet from the 'morning fog', which can mean two
things here: firstly, and literally, the morning dew, and secondly and
metaphorically, he was sweating becauseof his anxiety and confusion. (Cf. the
expression KaK B TYmaHe - i.e. 'confused'.)
2.10.3.Ambiguity arising from a knowledge of the contexL
Contextual knowledge of the characters can also create alternative
meanings and ambiguity. For example, when the widow Gratsatsueva has to pay
for information about the missing Ostap, she bursts into tears:
BaoBa c njTaTiemOTziana zjeHI>rT4.

(DS 195)

There may be two reasonsfor her tears - she may be distressed upon
hearing that Ostap has been run over by a horse, or she may be upset becauseof
the money she has to pay for this information. We know from the context that
the widow is miserly with money, so the second version is probably intended by
the authors. The referenceto her as ZIBOýMaABZIOBa(DS 131) is also ambiguous
in that it might refer to both zlBaxam 13ZIOBa
imply
that
or
-'twice widowed' -
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she is fat (6
correct.

11BOgHoe ozxeAjio).

Perhaps both versions are simultaneously

A similar type of contextual ambiguity occurs when Lyapis tries to sell his
poem about gangrene to a magazine editor who
3aRBxran
B331JI,
6amiaU
nanbilamm,
Ho
cTpaumvio
...
(DS 205)
o6eluaB yniiaTHTL BO BTOPHHK.
The epithet CTpaIIIHaA is ambiguous because it can refer either to the
content of the poem (gangrene is a terrible illness) or to the quality of the poem
(it is a dreadful poem, like all of Lyapis' so-called 'masterpieces').

2.10.4.Ambiguity as a result of juxtaposition.
Occasionally, ambiguity is caused by juxtaposing one word with several
meanings with another word which generally has the opposite meaning, and
which in turn may have various interpretations. For example, Vorob'yaninov's
mother-in-law Madam Petukhova, who always has absurd dreams, says:
Cero4HA 30JIOTVIOzEeBYLUKY
aniena, pacnYmeHHvio.
(DS 8)
There are two epithets in this sentenceand they are both ambiguous.
30; IOTa3i literally means 'golden; metaphorically it means 'good', for example
in a standard construction such as '30JI0T0r4 TieJIOBei<-'saintly person'.
PacnyuýeHHaA is found in the phrase c pacnyuýeHHLIMX BOnocamz -'with
unplaited hair'; however, when applied metaphorically to people it means
'spoilt', 'badly behaved, or 'sexually promiscuous'. This final metaphorical
interpretation conflicts with the metaphorical meaning of 3ojIOTaA. The same
epithets are brought together in another section of DS, but this time in reference
to horses:

...

-nnoTme
KOMITamx

6HTIOKH
'

HapotiXTOrpomKorpemenz
MOCTOBOH-...
(DS52)
rio o6HaxeHHOrl

and on the following page:
6UT10KH

12amycTuBLumecs
...
KOMITamz.

COBceM HapOtITITO

CTYia;iH
(DS53)

Here, it is obvious that in both instancesthe metaphoricalmeanings(unless
30;IOTLiehere refersto colour) are intended,so presumablythe sameappliesto
the previous examplefrom page8 of DS.

2.10.5.Intentionalsubstitutionof onemeaningby another.
There is one examplein DS where a patently incorrect interpretation is
stated,as the result of a lack of comprehensionon the part of a character.When
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Ostap wants Vorob'yaninov to beg for roubles, he asks him to remove his jacket,
throws it to the ground and then tramples over it. Vorob'yaninov is horrified:
T-ITO BLI
ztenaeTe? ri T4zi >KaK 31 HOIIIYyxe

-

3aopan

BOP06L31HT4HOB,

neT,
WITHaziuaTb

3TOT

T4 OH Bce KaK

HOB1191

6yzEeT
He
OH
CKOPO
BOJIHYriTecbl
He
KaK HOBIAM
6pioKm
Tenepb
RagTe mn3inyl
rIOCLUILTe
m
ruinbio
(DS 256)
)KT4BO1
OPOCT4Te 14X Hap3aHOM.

Ostap pretends that he believes Vorob'yaninov's complaint that the jacket
is insufficiently worn, although he knows (and so does the reader) exactly what
Vorob'yaninov means. The logical focus of the statement is moved to a
by
detail,
the
thus
another.
causing
substitution of one meaning
secondary
In the following section we discuss one of the most common stylistic
devices in DS and ZT - periphrasis.
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2.11. PERIPHRASIS.
One of the most frequent stylistic devices in DS and ZT is periphrasis -a
frestatement in different words of the sense of a piece of writing'. 82 Periphrasis
replaces the actual title or name of an object or phenomenon by a description
which emphasizes that object's essential qualities. This process reveals the
metaphorical meanings of the word or phrase undergoing periphrasis. A
periphrase is usually created with the help of metaphors. This is how A. I.
Efimov defines the device:
rIozi neplUppa3amm
mmelOTC31 B B14ZIYnepeHOCHLie,
14HOCKa3aTeRLHbie, o6pa3Hiie BBipaxeHHH31, KOTOPLie
YTIOTpe6JI3110TC31B KaxieCTBe 9KBXBaiieHT0B,
CMHOHHMOB K o6biHHbim, <<6yZIHT4IiHT4M>>
CJIOBam T4
BllpaxeHHAM. 83

Periphrasis has a two-fold purpose: first, it helps to avoid repetition of
longer,
different,
by
titles
though
names or
ways of
often
providing a variety of
be
irony
fine
it
is
an
and
can
expression;secondly,
and sarcasm,
a
source of
indirect expression of the authors' own viewpoint.
The majority of periphrases found in DS and ZT are those in which
).
(2.11.1.
Other
characters' names and surnames are substituted with metaphors
periphrases will be examined in 2.11.2.
2.11.1.Periphrase substituting a personal name or surname.
A large number of periphrases appertain to the main character of the two
novels - Ostap Bender. These periphrases are usually linked to his unusual
behaviour or his cleverness. Ostap is introduced to us in chapter five of DS,
According
to Kurdyumov, this
which is entitled <<BeJIT4KI4ti
KOM6mHaTOP>>.
term was probably borrowed from chessterminology popular in the 1920's."
Though this title does not reappear in Chapter Five, in subsequent chapters
Ostap is referred to as BeimKUti KOm6mHaTOPor Simply KOM6HHaTOP.

The sameperiphrasisis used again in ZT, where it beginsto replacethe
surname:
K Benmmmy Kom6gHaTOJýV BePHYnaci, o6l)I'-IHa3i
(DS 157)
cBexeCTL MLICJIM x ayLTieBHoe paBHOBecue.
l4epe3 riqTb MT4HYT Bemwmýixm6mHaToR,
6eJTOýl KalOTe...

cmzxeJTB
(DS 223)

82Beckson & Ganz. The word 'periphrasis' is of Greek
origin -'roundabout
83EqOKMOB,
XYZIOXeCTBeHHOrlpem>>, op. cit., 123.
<<CT14JIKCTZKa

"KypmomoB, op. cit., 125.

speech, PDLT-
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6am6yKOBLIM
cT4,aeJI 3a

BemmT42

zom6uHaToI2
CTOJIHKOM m nmcaz
BeRTWI04

xi4pypra...

(ZT 401)

KOM614HaTO12 HYBCTBoBa; i ce6, q B nojioxemw
(ZT 319)"1

Sometimes periphrasis results when the authors repeat the words of their
characters. For example, in DS the authors quote Ostap as saying:
61in
Tvj2euKo-rioziziaHb0I>>
<<Mog naria, - rOBOP14JIOH, (DS 30)
These words are periphrased on a number of occasions, for example:
BeTpeHHLIýI cmH TyReiiKo-rioziziaHoro
CTP31XHBa3i c
mutmaKa rIBIJI14HKY, ripx6jimxaJIC31 K CTeMI31HH0ý1
(DS 202)
Z(Bepx.
HOR CYPOBLIM HaZ130POM BeHziepa T4rIrIOJIHT MaTBeeBHTI
6LICTPO
m
paCTBOP31JIC31B
Tep3m cBoio qOH3140HOM14I-0
moryxiem 14HTejijieKTe cmHa TypenKo-nonnaHHoro.

(DS 127)
'ýITO
3a H3; aeBaTe; ILCTBOI - BOCKJIHKHYJI
6Li; io OCBo6oxaaTLCA
Bopo6b, qHHHOB, Haxiamux
moryTiero

HHTeii;

ieKTa

H3-nOZt

CHHa TYDeIlKO-rIOZIIIaHHOM

(DS 129)

In ZT, Ostap enlarges on his ancestry, and this createsyet more
periphrases:
R cmH TY12euKo-rionziaHoro'K,
nOTOMOK 3THLIHaPOB.

cneROBaTeMHO,
(ZT 488)

OH (i. e. Koreyko - RG) ceJ1 Ha nOJI, KPT4BJIAACL OT 6ojim,
(ZT 492)
npHHT4HeHHOq emy rIOTOMKOM 3TT-BT'faPM.
B TP14 Haca HOHM CTpor=Bbiýi
riOTOMOK AHLiHaPOB
6eper.
(ZT 603)
CTYnT4JI Ha 'iYXOq 3arpaHMHHmýi
Consequently

the epithet

AH1J%iaPCKT49acquires the same metaphorical

sense:
JIH3aTL
6ygeTe
Ti

mom

gHTTtiaj2cKTAe

Ti3iTKi4,.(ZT489)

'sIn ZT KOM6ZHaTOPLI is extended to include Koreyko:
Kom6miiaTOPM CTemiyjim Bep6JI10110BX BcKope B-Lexa; IH B oa3zc.
(ZT 567).
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In Chapter Six of DS (entitled <<BPHJ11>AHTOBLIý1
zimm>O, Ostap refers to
the plan for treasure-seeking as KOHueccHq, and to himself as TexHmneCK14ýi
PYKOBOZET4Tejii>:
B cjiyHae
peajiMURR
Knaaa A, KaK HeriocpezjCTBeHHMr1
y, -iaCTH14K KOHueccm4
14 TexHT4xiecKTO
pyKoBonmTem,
zEena, nonyHwo
iueCTi6zieCAT
npoueHTOB,
a COUCTpax
(DS 35)
momeTe
3a meHA He rijiaTHT16.

After this statement, any reference to finding the treasure is accompanied
by such sarcasticperiphrases as TeXHxxieCKMH_zxT4peKTOP,
rjiaBHMT4
rjiaBHMV4
axpeKTOp-yxipeztXTeJIb
KOHueccHz,
KOHueccHm,
ripezcezjaTejib
,
KOHueCCHOHep,
npeaceaaTem npameHH31:
TeXHHxieCKXti

ATipeKTOP'K

rnaBHmýi

KOHUeCCT114 CT031JI Br1Ojio6oPOTa,

pyKoBoziT4Tejib

ripHriOZXH31B

jieBY10

60T14HOK
Hory - emy HHCT14JIH
3ammeBLIti Bepx
(DS
57)
KaHapexiHIAMKpemom.
...

Texmixiemwr4

zimpeKT012

BePHYnCA

Z1OMOr4 T4, He

OTBexiasiHa paccripocbi ocpaMXBuierocA ripeziceziaTemi
(DS
157)
KOm6T1HHpoBaTb.
npaBjieHT131,IIPHH31JICA
Temm'tiecmjýi

mmekTop_

MYCKanc3i

BHT43.

(DS 272)

OTBepHYBLUT4CL
KOHaeccHT4
OT ziHpeKTOpa-y%ipeZ1MTeJI31
rjiammg

pvKoBonmTejiT,

12a6oT

x Texmuje=ýi

(DS 39)
aTij2eKToj2
coaporancA...
,
The comic effect of these pompous and impressive periphrases is
increased when we realize that such important personalities are doing
described
begging
is
Ostap's
For
things.
completely unexpected
as
example,
follows:
rIepezi

KOTOpa3i oKa3a; iacb
ciiellpolueg
ma=Hoýi,
aBTo6ycom
njuican m CKaKa; i cam
-TexHwiecKWi
(DS 276)
nxpeKTOR.
OTBePHYBlUT4Cb OT zjT4peKTOpa-ynpeAXTeJI31
KOHuec=4,
rnaBHT)Týi RVKOBOIIT4T ; ib pa6oT 'R Texiii4HecKi4ýi
nzpe=12
XBaTa; iC313a CrIHHKY KPOBaTM,
-coziporancA,
6y1iiei3an.
(DS 39)
Kpx%ia; i: <<He moryl>> - 14CHOBa
The word

KOHueccmA, (and its variations)

is widely

used throughout

MaTBeeBH"iy Heyzo6Ho 6Lino OTKa3aTb
CBoemy HoBomy KomnaHLOHY H HeriocpeACTBeHHOMY
(DS 38)
y, iaCTH14KY KOHTIeCC1414.
MnnonxTy

rnaBHBig
zexajim

KoHueccmoHep-_[ I nonoxviii
...
ziparoueHHbie
opileHa.

ee

rge yxe
(DS 74)

DS:
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rloe3ZI ziaBHO yme
Kojiym6a...
...

yHec

m KoHneccT4oHel2oB,

KOHIleCCT4OHej2'bl BePHYJIUCL

K ce6e

H TeaTp
(DS 219)

B KaIOTY.

(DS 234)

M3 OZEHHHauaTOrO p3ma, rzEe cmzEenx KoHneccuoHepg.
(DS 214)
riocinnuanc3i
cmex.

The metaphorical adjective KOHueCCHOHH160Iis also frequently
encountered:
rIOBT4HYACB
HeCTa
eaJIT4Tb.
OTeu cýegOp
ji
m
6; iarozteTeJIbHOMY
HHCTHHKTY, OH CXBaTMJ1

KoHnecooHuyio

Kon6acy

m =6

Ti rio6exan

ripoxii6.
(DS 273)

Tai<zm o6pa3OM OH zEo6pajicA zio KOMHaTM peziaKTOPa,
KOTOPL04. C149A Ha KoHueccmoHHom cTy; ie. Tpy61m B
(DS 189)
TeiieCPOHHYFO Tpy6KY.
CTY; I, mcxie3HYBUIT4r1 B TOBapHom ABOpe OKTq6pbCKOrO
BOMana, no-npexiiemy
OCTaBa; IC31TeMHLIM rIATHOM Ha
(DS
211)
CBepKaiomem
Hi)Tx,
nnaHe KoHiieccmo
pa6OT.

B TeaTpe He OCTaJIOCLHHKoro, Kpome xi;ieHOB(DS 283)
naýIMMKOB KoHneccmoHHoro npearIPHATHA.
In order to mock Vorob'yaninov, who was npeABOAMTem ZIBOPqHCTBa
prior to the Revolution, Ostap changes this title to ye3jjHbIq npeABOAMTem,
KomaHxieti:
Ero cmemn
KaBanepa.

npenBozimTem,

Komawieýi

B pojim
(DS 125)

Ostap sometimesaddressesVorob'yaninov as:
lloporoti ToBaj2muinl2egBonmTenB...
or
Bi,i - CBHHb3i,rl2axiiamm

nj2eziBoziT4TejnI

(DS 254)

He also calls him:
TOBapzLu

tpejujimapLuan

(DS 42)

and
rocpmapinan

(DS 130)

While courting Liza, Vorobyaninov is ironically periphrased as
CBeTCKT4'r4 jieB and T10KOPHTejib
meHLU14H
first
At
these
charmer'.
-'ladies'
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expressions accompany Vorob'yaninov's name, but gradually they become
independent periphrases:
3a Hei-o cmymeHHO nocnezioBan cDeTcKi4ýjjjej3 Tj
)KeHmT4H. Bopo6bAHT4HOB.

rioKopuTeju

(DS 144)

6plOK14 cBeTcKoro
jibBa cBT4cajim c xyaoro
rloKopuTenb
3azia memoxiKamH.
xeHuimH
crop614nCA
rIOTePTLie

M,

HTo6m npeoaojieTL cmyuieHme, CTaji nPOTmpaTL
(DS 144)
rieHcHe.
KOHtIHJIOCL

Tem,

HTO MnnOJIHTa

MaTBemltia

Uenx

BH;13,6epeXHO ztepxa nozi pyim T1143a
He morna
y6exaTb, nOTOMYHTO HOmepoK OT rapzxepo6a 61in y(DS 146)
cDeTcKoro jum.
In ZT, Bender, Balaganov and Panikovsky try to masquerade as the sons of
Lieutenant Schmidt, the Revolutionary hero. This connection creates yet more
ironic periphrases which then crop up throughout the rest of the novel. For
example zieTH jiOlTeHaHTa 1UM14ZITa,cbm/nepBeHeu jie9TeHaHTa
IEMM21Ta, MOJIOtIHbie 6paTLA, MOROHMI9 6paT or simply 6paTL31:
CZXPYXT4BLU;iec3i

zieTm ; ier4TeHaHTa

IUMT4ZITa, BLIIIIJIM M3-

(ZT 308)

3a yrna...

14epe3zjeCATLMVIHYTMOnOHHme6DaTi,,q rIOKHHYJIM
(ZT 5M
neTHR9 KoonepaT14BHM9caa...
OCTan

DaXHo

Ha opaH>KeBbie

norJIAzieJI

paccLinaHHme no jim. Ly mojiomoro

BeCHYUIKH,

612aTa... (ZT 328)

Cf. even the following periphrase referring to Panikovsky:
COTPYZXHHKH BLITaIUMIM

TpeTbe

rjiyrioe

negTeHaHTa MmmnTa.

Lnmq

(ZT 309)

Note the allusion to MBaHyUIKa-gypaxiOK,
a famousRussianfairy-tale
personality and a third, reputedly imbecilic son of the Tsar.
Kozlevich's car 'Antilopa-Gnu' inspires the periphrasis/ neologism
allTHjiorioBubi for the four men riding in the car:
AHTwioriomi'bi

(i.
eil e. Zosya- RG) o,-ieHT,riOHpaBmjixcB.
(ZT 513)

TaK
Ho almmonomj
HTO He o6paiiýaJIMHa

ripHBLIK; IH K xajio6am CTaP; IKa,
H14X BHHmaHT431.

(ZT 520)
Having elected himself leader,
Komamiopom nl2o6era HuHatiaio ce6si.

(ZT 328)
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Ostap assigns duties to each 'crew' member, who in turn are called by their new
titles: Kozlevich - BOZtT4Tejij>maiuT4Hbi, Balaganov - 60PTmexaHT4K and
Panikovsky - npvicnyra 3a Bce.

KomaHziop npo6era,
X I112T4CJIVra 3a Bce

-B-o-ziT4Tejib
HYBCTBOBajix

maiuvHTT.

6oj2TmexaHxK

ce6.q ripeKpacHo.

(ZT 354)

Y 6opTmexaHTwa

riporian

aririeTHT.

OH 6oqjic3i meCTR Komauziopa.

(ZT 573)
(ZT 362)

KomaHnop npo6era pa3BajiHJICA Ha pbixem cnEeHie, c
yRoBneTBOpeHmem norji3izjIABa3I Ha CBOTIXHOBBIX
(ZT 328)

nozimi4HeHHLIX.

The fictitious 'Corporation of Horns and Hooves' founded by Ostap is another
source of periphrasis, and this time it is based on the assigned duties - Ostap as
HaxiaJILHHK OTzjejieHmq, Balaganov as YHOJIHOMOxieHHIJti no KonLITam and
Panikovsky as KYpiep:

rIO9TOMYOH (i.e. Balaganov - RG)
Bbicnyman CJIOBa Kypbepa.
Ha

C

paCCBeTe aaneKO 3a ropoziom
yriojiHomoxieHHTjr4
T4 Kypi>ep
TYT vriojmomoxiemjýi

yAOBjieTBOpeHgem
(ZT 475)
cTizieJIMB oBpare
(ZT 481)

nO KOnIITaM,

He rIOMLILUJIAA
6ojibuieo nI06XMOM HanajibHlWe,rIOZIOZEB14HYJICAK
rIaHTIKOBCKOMY.
(ZT 475-476)

For added ironical effect, two periphrases are sometimes put together:
-A

BZEpyr OH14 He30JIOTLie?

jie9TeHaHTa.

ctm

- cnpocmnmo6mmmg

T4POHzxieCKH
)KeOH14,
CrIPOCT4JI
IIO-BalLiemy?
-A
(ZT
KOHBeHUTIT4.
476)
Hal2VLUT4TeJTb
KaKi4e

HapyLuT4TeJIBKOHBeHazz
refers to Panikovsky, who broke the 'treaty'
signed by the numerous 'children of Lieutenant Schmidt'. This periphrasis
appears elsewhere in the novel:
ciieBa,

- TPYCJIMBO CKa3aji

HaRyanmejjb

KoHBeHiimm,

(ZT 404)
RPY3BA

B
CnyCTT4JIT4C16
HeampoKpo xeJITYIO
yze
z1onmHy,a Haj2VLTJT4Tejib KoHBeHIIT-4H Bce eme xiePHO
P14COBaJICA Ha xpefte
xonma B 3ejieHOBaTOM

cymepeHHOM He6e.

(ZT 521)

The above examples are periphrases repeated throughout DS and ZT. Other
examples involve periphrases connected with events taking place in the novels;
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in DS, Ostap poses as a fire inspector, and is then referred to
rioxaPHO'k
oxpaHLI:
Mex,

Uy

Tem

nompatfHeBIUMk

I-CrIYCTHJICA

oxpaHI,

MHcneKTol2

imcrie=12

3aziom rio

nmKajýHorl

oxl2aHTi

HepRax-IHOri

ycepRHO

as 14HcrieKTOP

Tioxal2Hoq
neCTHmue.
(DS 48)
MCKaE

;aome...

B

(DS 45)

3a 3TO Bpewi.
xiepijaKam.

IIOKyzia T4HCrIeKT=

143aBX03 jia3HJIT4 HO
(DS 47)

Likewise, in Vasyuki, when Ostap presents himself as a chess-master, he is
by
is
Vorob'yaninov
the title
called
periphrased as the rpoccmOICTep, while
azmT4HHCTpaTOp, because he sells tickets for the chess match:

Cam

r=p-Toxce

He TePAJI

BpemeHI4.

-

(DS 239)

rpoccmegcTep-nepeiiieJI Ha

meCTHLieTembi. (DS 239)

Ho r]ýoccme2.C.
T-QPOKa3ajic3inOKjiazimCTI)IM
(DS
243)
opraHX3aTOPOM.
iirpbi? -TaK 3anem xe Ham ceaCHCOZEHOBpemeHHHOti
(DS
244)
3aLuenTaii anmT4Hi4cTpaToj2.
Bb16excaBHa 6eper, OCTanYKJIOHHJICSI
BnpaBO, vima
rna3amx

JIOZXKY C BePHLIm

emy aiimT4HHcTpaTopom.

(DS 249)
Cf. the epithet rpoccmeqCTePOBa:
14 ozjHorjia3B0I

CBoero egHHCTBeHHoro OKa, ý,
He uollmil
(DS
248)
06YBT4.
rRoccmOicTepoBoýi

When Ostap is unmasked,the chessplayers chasinghim are periphrased
as follows:
CBepxy

KaTiviac7, co6anbeg CTaeg TecHaq rpyrina
IýTuimziopa.
3animni
pa3131peHHLIX rIOKJIOHHT4KOB
(DS 248)

They are also ironically referred to as xpa6peuLi-pa3BejviHKH

(DS 248).

During the meeting of the 'Union of Sword and Plough', Ostap describes
Vorob'yaninov as OTeu PYCCKOýizxeMOKpaTR'R, oco6a npu6nmxeHHaA K
zmnepaTOPY, rzraHT mmcnx (DS 100). These periphrases are repeated on a
number of occasions:
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B14KTOP MmxatinOBXM
mojiozii, ix moge-rl

He peiuT4jicA
m4raHTy
mmcnm.

KmjiApCKHýi
rl4raHTa

riepBLIri
MENEM

npeRCTaBHTB
(DS 102)

pa3 B XT43HT4 ycjibiiiiaii

rojioc
(DS 280-281)

Ecjim 6m CTapropoaCKi4e
3arOBOPLU14KH B14zeim
rmraHTa
mmumm
oTu a RyccKor4 ziemoKl2aTT4T4 B 9TY
KPHT14tieCKYIO IIJ131 Hero MHHYTY, TO, Ha; loaymaTb,
6bi
TaVIHI>Ir4 com
CBoe
<(Mema H opaiia>> ripeKpaTMji
(DS 155)
cyateCTBOBaHim

Secondary characters are also periphrased. For example, Iznurenkov is
metaphorically always bleating:
BecripepbIBHo 6iieq m Bce BpeMA Haxomm B ztBT4xeHT114,
He3HaMmeu

riorpy3T4JI

CTYJI Ha T43BO3HHKe

14 YKaTMJI.

(DS 154)
Thus we have the periphrase 6neioLuT04 HeMaMmeu,
instead of Iznurenkov's surname:
Bneionixýi
Cnacmoýi.

rpaxziaHT41i

MrITIOJI14TY MaTBeeBHxiy

xmi,

often used

oKa3Mi3aeTCA, Ha CaZEOBO(DS 156)

6Lin nopyneH

6; ieiommq

(DS 165)

HeMaKomen.

6jimiumq
Ha nopore rIOABHJIC31
X03AT4HKOMHaTIA (DS 166)
HeMaKomeii.

One detail is selectedfrom the initial descriptionof a character,and then
usedas a basisfor the periphrase.
In DS, we read that the widow Gratsatsuevawalks CTYtia
HaKpaxmajieHH09 HT4xmeti io6mti (DS 197),which inspires the periphrasis
KpaxmaJ1LHa31B;10BY1UKa:
M rIepcT4ZICKHT-4,40BOMMIti
cDoeg 13MAYMKOT-4,TaK
6LiCTPO i4cme3, HTO Z10rI0JIHMTe; iLHmx CBezjeHT49
Kj2aXMaJ1bHa31

BZIOBYLUKa IIOJIYHHTL

He ycnena.

(DS198)
ToBapHm
BeHgep,
- ymonmome 3aiaellTana xepTn
(DS39)
-<cTmTaHmKa".
)KePTBa <<THTaHT4Ka>>
is Vorob'yaninovafter the disastrousapplicationof dye
to his hair.
B BTO Bpemq cem'96anomag
r-amoi<-a(i. e. Polesov - RG)
co cpeZIH14Mo6pa3OBaHimm cT4ziejia3a MYCOPHLIM
614ZXOHe
(DS 65)
AM14KOMHa
H TOCKOBana.
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rae
xe Bamu ycLi? -c HaRB03MO)KHOq
R3BHTeJILHOCTLIO
cripomia
gyxoBag
oco6a.

(DS 55)

IIYXOBa3i oco6a refers to Father Fyodor, and emphasizes the difference between
what he is and what he should be.

MHOroyBamaemmrlc; TYx<T4Te;

(DS 79)

iT, Kv; iTTa.

says Ostap to Father Fyodor.
...

MHERT1

HOBLIVI Bmie-Koponb

CH31JI TOJICTOBKY...

(ZT 440)

This periphrase refers to Berlaga, who is evading the purge in a mental
institution, where he claims to be a viceroy of India. And again:
(DS 262)

3aKJ1T4HaTenL
rycHKa...
...

thus engineer Bruns, who asks his wife when a duckling will be ready. This
periphrase is formed by analogy with the standard phrase 3aK; IT4HaTeJ1L3meg.
OCTari ripx6; IH314;ICS1K rioxi4paTengm

inaminiKa.
(DS 277)

Reporter Persidsky and his colleagues are referred to as nozzpaTeirg
maLUJILIKa because they are eating shish-kebab.
In the above two examples, the characters are strongly
most trivial detail is chosen as the basis for the periphrasis.
Further periphrases
KpacaBeu

referring

ridiculed

when the

to Ostap:

c tiepKeCCKHM

(DS 179)

JIMI10M.

FocTenl2m4mHOro
m jno6enoro
6Lijio
HejnM
y3HaTb.

xowuma

Mocmi
(DS 180)

rIocne

3aBTpaKa K KOpme, OZEHOBpemeHHO C ZIBYX
CTOPOH, HanpaMARMCL 3710120BAK14C MeZ1HMM14
Tr2v6amTi 14 xyzime pijnapm qcmaRxoi3cKT4x K12,v)KeK.
(DS 234-235)
that is, the members of the sound-effects team, who use metal cups for musical
instruments.
There are many more examples of name or title periphrasis.
Here are some more examples:
06a ujeýixa

cminHo

(ZT 566)

mxyzanx.

OCTaTOK ZIHA 14HOHM MIUMMOM12m Tqxejio
'
6eCt1YBCTBeHHo npocnaim
B roCT-RHmue...

m
(ZT 567)
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F)e3o6;iaiHoeHaCTpoeHme
IIOPTT4jia
i-uer4xoB
Heo6xoARMOCTL TaiuRTL c co6oil femoaaH m meiiioK.
(ZT 567)
The last three periphrases refer to Ostap and_Koreyko.
2.11.2. Miscellaneous periphrasis.

Some periphrases are based on the details mentioned in the description of
a person whose name or occupation is not stated. For example, the minor
character in ZT who oversees the departure of the East Asia correspondents,is
described metaphorically in this periphrasis:
...

HeJTOBeK

6apxaTHmmm

C P030BLIM

TUTIOUMBI)IM

HOCOM R

Bi4coiKamT4

ripoT43HecnpopoxieCTBO,
CTpaU1HO Bcex i4myraBLuee.
(ZT 526)
The metaphorical use of the adjective ninomeBLIti (a reference to his
nose) is the basis for the periphrasis rijTioiuei3Liti nPOPOK:
Ha

BTOPOq

zieHL c6mmia

11peACKa3aHT431 rijuoineBoro
c6MBaTLCA.

CJIOBa

nmoweBoro npopom
(ZT 532)

npopoKa

ripozonxanz
(ZT 571)

This periphrasis is delightfully comic. Since ninolu is usually used for
making toys, it is very difficult to take the word riPOPOKseriously, and the
combination makes one envisage some kind of doll-like creature making
prophesies.
Inanimate properly-named objects can be periphrased, and this is
especially true of the car 'Antilopa-Gnu. The periphrasis is not consistent - the
authors constantly personify it (seesection 2.5.), but Ostap speaks of it in a very
condescending way:
TaKOrO ZMA, KaMm- ripeziCTOTIT ceroZHA, Banie
mexamnemoe
KopmTo eme He BxzEeno X HMKorz1a He
(ZT 348)
YBHIIT4T.
(Le.
Bender
RG),
Aziaml
OH
3aKpmnan
rIOKPLIBaA
CKpe>KeT MOTOpa. - KaK 30BYT Bamy Tenexcl<y?

(ZT 329)
Occasionally the authors echo Ostap's sentiments:
3ejieHbif4' guiiw
tieTLIPLM31 xYjimi<ami4 Maxmamm
(ZT 344)
I10Hecc3i rIO 1116IMHOri
ziopore.
AHTZJIOIIOBULI Bbijie3JIH 143CBoero: 3ejieHoro
Tapa=ca.

(ZT 357)
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The latter periphrasis is coined to highlight the contrast between
'Antilopa' and the 'Cadillac' belonging to the foreigners encountered on the
imagined
but
Kozlevich
his
Initially,
demand,
be
in
that
road.
car would
great
later the vehicle is appropriately periphrased:
Pa60Ta eCT16 Ha Becb zxeHL,Bce paZILI
yc; iyramm mexamitiecKoro qKmnaxa.

B0CrI0;

Ib30BaTLCA

(ZT 322)

Other examples of periphrasis referring to people and animals include:
rTQ2ejej2Ko]2HoB

McKaTenb

rioriOJI3,aamme.
(DS 142)

becausehe asked previously:
CKaxXTe,
noxajiyýkTa,
rlqoecpepKOpHM?

rae 3;ýeci6XXBYT

(DS 142)
(DS 217)

EpmaKx TxmocpeeBT4'-1T4
a collective periphrasis for porters at a railway station.

HecoBe]ýiueHHoneTHee BOTIHCTBO
IIOTPAXHBajio
6ymaXHI)IMT4cp;iaXKamT414BecenTuiocL z1oyriazxy.
(DS 87)
Le. children who gather at the opening ceremony for Stargorod's tram-line
.
3TO
14HTepeCTHO,
-

- 3ameTlVia

rT4r12ocKoriT4, -iecKa3i

(DS 204)

nel2coHa.

i.e. the editor of the periodical <<rmrpocKonHxieCKT4A
BeCTH14K>>.
14yze
...
Haxiajiui

Ha apyroe
mop.

YTPO cpeavi

HeýKHijx

r12Ti3vHoi3
(DS 21)

HeXMie
rp1J3yHLI - rabbits bred by Father Fyodor, also mentioned
npOX3BOZXT4Teju4 and yiuaTbie
cyLueCTBa (DS 20-21).
In ZT, the authors

satirically

refer to camels as Kopa6nm

as

nyCTLIH14

-'ships

of the desert'. They use this phrase as a periphrase to parody journalistic jargon
and cliches:
KynT4TB HenozxajieKY
OT
Kopa6jrg
nvcTTaHT4. o6ouiju4cL
no
(ZT 565)
3a LuTyKy.
py6neq

Dep6JIIOZEOB yzlajiocb
...
rpem3iLuero
Knioxia.
CTO BocembzieCAT

During the auction scenein DS, a bronze statue of justice is offered for
sale, and the person who wishes to buy it is called a 'lover of justice':
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-

ReBATL

C rIOJITRHOtI,

<<rII2aBOCYIIT431>>.

- TMXO

CKa3aii

juo6zTein

(DS 149)

This person is not just an admirer of the statue,. but an actual defender of justice
itself.

Another stylistic device closely related to periphrasis is metonymy, and
this will be examined in the next section.
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2.12. METONYMY,
Metonymy (Grk. 'name change')16is a figure of speech in which the name
97
of an object or idea is substituted for another with which it has some relation.
Il'f and Petrov employ metonymy in DS and ZT with striking comic effect. The
power of this effect depends on the nature of the substitution, that is, what
aspectsor qualities of a person or phenomenon are stressed in order to epitomise
the whole person or phenomenon. Thus, when a trivial feature is emphasized
in metonymy, one's impression is that it is the most important feature. This
trick is often used to ridicule a character or satirize a phenomenon.
2.12.1.Metonymy based on a particular attribute.
Metonymy in the novels is most common when based on particular
attributes of people, such as their clothing or body parts.
The replacement of a person with an item of his clothing is a traditional
metonymic device.
cT)ypaxKT4-KeriKw KapTyni T4irmqnm (i.e. people in the
crowd wearing them - RG) rIPT4III;IT4B zEBT4xeHTie.
(DS 150)
012aHmepme
MOCKBe

B
BLIHLIPHYJIH
(i.
Koreyko
RG)
cariorm e.
(ZT 338)
B KOHue1922roga.

K HOBOMYyKnaay noxoziHme iuTaumji. e. people wearing
them - RG) HaPKOMCTpzHanPI4BIAKJIT4 ROBOJILHo6LICTP0.

(DS227)

One of the most memorable examples of metonymy comes from ZT, and
concerns a crowd of old-fashioned businessmen in Chernomorsk. They wear
pique waistcoats and thus become TIMKOMbie xxiieTLI on many occasions:
OZ114Hnneguzq
o6paiua=
...
MIKOMOMY xmneTy.

)KT4jieT, K APyr0MY

(ZT 427)

IlTiKeýiHmexTvieTH B311POrHYJIH,
a ;ieKTOp eiae rpomne
(ZT
499)
3arOBOPHJI...
OTtieTJIMB01
H
ziepxacb
ZIPYr
x
nmKeýiHbie
xmjieni.
3a
zipyra,
...
(ZT 501)
no6exanH K <<cjDnopT4zie>>.

8'PDLT.
"Beckson & Ganz.
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rNK04

Hme). K mieTm

YTBep)Kzxajii4, HTO TaKoro aBryCTa

6bijio
COBpemeHnopTO-(I)paHKO.
He

(ZT 512)

INK04Hme

)KmjieTl>l B Hmcne COPOKa xiejioBeK
oripaBHJIT4Cb OT rIOTp3iceHT431.

y; Ke
(ZT 498)

H021 CTeHOk C HazxriHcbio:
<<BOr4HLI He XOTHM, HO K
OTrIOpy rOTOBLI>> - MIAKazuci,
ru4KeýiHbie )KT4jieTi>T.
(ZT
498)
BceM
3axBa, ieHHi>ie
Ta6YH'iRKOM.
is identified
A group of these elderly gentlemen
as Ta6YHtN4K -'a small
facelessness
herd', and this is a vivid and funny description
the
of
which stresses
a crowd, and draws comparison
with a group of animals. (Cf. <()JXOPXT43TTa
Txpacno;
IbCK'RX BmBena Ha cueHy Ta6YH'IiT4K zxeBYuieK B capaqpaHax>>, (DS
230)).

Sometimes the name of a person is replaced by a part of his body in what is
for
PlotskyOne
indirect
the
painters
searching
of
usually an
substitution.
Potseluev has his head compared to a lamp-shade (a6amrp :ý
&uia
6jiji
Rpyroýi
rIPOCTOJIIAC,M rOJIOBay Hero
CK0; Ib3Ka3i

vi riiaZlKaq,

a6axcyp.

KaK CTeKJIqHHLig

(ZT 371)
On the same page, he is referred to as a6aXY12
L.
EouenyeBa,
a6axvl2.
&o6aBT4n
-I
OH
3,aea, ziojixeH
a6ayYI2.
-

nporyjiHBaTI>C31, - o613iCHTUI
(ZT 371)

2.12.2. Metonymy based on occupations and places of work.
Sometimes names of people are substituted with references to professions
barber
Thus,
in
the
the,
they
shop,
owner of
or establishments
work.
which
IITeD
has
incongruously
Ti
macTeR
the
which
named shop-front oUT41210JUHMýi
KoHcTaiiTTAH>>.is comically referred to as:

(DS 5)
HapuKmaxep <<rIbepx KoHCTaHTT4H>>
Likewise the three co-owners of the funeral parlour <(HzmdTPa>>
are named
after their business:
TRU <<HT4Mta>>rieperJIAHYJIT4CL T4rpomKo
TYT ze pqzEom culeim
Ha KOPTOIlKax
JIO>KKT4,ejiT4 143 --iyrYHHoro
o6jil43LIi3aA
Kainy.
rpeMHeBYIO

B39OXHYJ114.
(DS 8)

T12i4 <<HT4hjtan m,
rOPI. UOMKa
(DS 13)
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In the above two examples of metonymy, not only people are confused
with mythical creatures, but also the gender Of Hi4mcpa(fem.) is twisted into the
in
Hmmq3
masculine
order to identify the three males.
In the next set of examples, the title of a newspaper section replaces the
person responsible for that section. Note that the verbs are in the singular:
61jT>>
K Hemy noRomen
x
BOjiocaTLIr4
MYX'fXHa.
-<<Cyn
(DS 176)
61)1T>>-3aiueji
)
(DS
176
14
c
4pyroti
CTOPOHM.
<<CYII
LIT>>
T4
HH4xq3q3epeHTHOcxzeJI Ha rIO21OKOHHT4Ke.
<<CVZI
(DS 176)
CeKpeTapb npozionxan 'I-IRTaTb,HapotIHO He rnqaq B
6BITa>>
CTOPOHY<<CVZIa
T4
u zienan B nepeZOBOti
HeHYMHme

(DS 176)

nomeTKH.

143 riepoýl
HT4m
maiuRHM
B'bIrIP1)Ir'HYJ1 rIepCT4ZjCKHr4.3a
6T:,
BLILuen <<Cyn H
BOJIOCLI.
TT>>, pacripaBJI3131 3anmneHmie

(DS 276)
In addition to the comic effect, personification is also present in these
examples.
In the next example, the use of names of establishments to represent
people working in them is taken to the extreme. Bezenchuk, the owner of the
funeral home, utters the following nonsensical statement:
AA-

1907
B
rozy.
CTapaA,
ocHoBaH
qpmpma

(DS 11)

In DS one of the most memorable examples of metonymy referring to a
characters' occupation is that concerning the five members of the sound-effects
team at the Columbus Theatre:
3a coceRHMM CTOJI14KOM cmaena Araqn3i
T14XOHOBHa...
BOKpyr
Hee XJIOnOTaJIO 3BYKOBoe ocpopmjieHme
(DS 217)
FaJIK14H, rlajiKT4H, MaJIK'RH, '4aJIKHH 14 3aJMIHZI.

Their quasi-identical names are often replaced by their job description

313VKOno-e

otopmaeHme-

3BYKOBoe

oqpopm; ieHme3ara;

izEejio...

(DS 217)

In the above example the metonymic substitution is accompanied by a
verb which highlights it and at the same time contradicts it; this is ranne b -'to
make a racket'. One expects :3BVKOBoe ojoj2mneHTA e' to make a lot of noise, but
that noise is supposed to be sweet music and not chaotic hubbub.
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61iJI0
CTYJI, no ero cjioBam,
B33176
HT4KaK
Ha HeM 3BVKOBoe oýDoDmneHT4e, xrpaJI0
HeB03MOXHo.
B
(DS 261)
KaPTH.

TpeTI49

The 3BVK0Boe

oýDoj2mneHme

is expected

to play

a musical

instrument,

not

cards. The last two words provide an unexpected turn of thought. (Seesection

3.3. )

five'.

On one occasion the same group of men is referred to as nqTeDKa
rIATepKa

HTO
nPOHioxana,

Bce TieTLIpecTyjia

-'the

aBTOP

crieKTaKJ131 YTaIJ. LXJI B CB010 KaIOTY.
TaK,
TaK, - rOBOPmna rmTepKa C T4P0HxeH...
(DS 223)
This collective name for the five sound-men suggests their inseparability.
At the same time, by using the verb nPOHioxaTl)
find
'to
sniff
out',
out',
-'to
which is usually said of animals and colloquially of people, the authors draw a
horses.
is
This
parallel between the five and the term ',TP09Ka,
said of
which
parallel is extended to the author of the play aBTOP crieKTaKJI31, who is said 'to
drag' (TaLuRTL
both
to
that
to
and
colloquially
another
refers
animals
verb
people) the chair to his cabin. One almost expects the sentence to read ((... aBTOP
cneKTaKJI31 YTammJI B CBoio 6ep; iory>>. Another possible explanation of the
authors' metonymy in this sentence is prompted by the standard word riqTepKa,
a musical term coined for the group of five famous Russian composers of the
19th century (Balakiryov, Mussorgsky, Borodin, Rimsky-Korsakov,
If
Kyui).
this is what guided III and Petrov to name the members of the sound-effects
team rulTepKa., the reason for it is obviously an ironic mocking of the latter's
musical endeavours.

2.12.3.Metonymy based on geographical considerations.

In many examplesof metonymy, the name of a location replacesthe
personsinhabiting or presentat that location. For example:
Beper 61iJIBl'IOJIHe YZEOBjieTBOpeH.
Bel2er rioi<pmncA
(DS 230)
Yju,16i<amx.
i.e people,standing on the bank.
Likewise:
BaDK? l ýTopxeCTBoBajia.
MiTT, 04 rieHajil pa3Beji
rioueny3imm.

(DS 249)
ripmmyc

)JaýlTe xe T-iejioDeKy riocriaTb,

x 3aH31;IC31o6bizEeHHLIMM
(DS 120)
-

6YPKHYji

rTeHaii-No. 2.
(DS 115)
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i. e. students inhabiting rooms 2 and 5 which are so small and narrow that they
are like pencil holders.
All examples in this sub-section are based on the substitution of animate
objects by inanimate ones, yet those inanimate objects behave in animate fashion
kind
incongruous
last
This
is
the
of
tTue
personification.
particularly
of
-a
example, in which 'pencil-case No. 2' not only mutters like a person, but also
announces that it is a real person and expects others to treat him as such!
2.12.4. Incongruous metonymy.

In order to convey the notion of joint official activity, participants in that
activity are frequently identified by the name of their organization or the title of
their official capacity, for example: KOHrpecc, annapaT, KOMMCHR,cLeWi etc.
In ordinary speechthese words would be accompanied by verbs related to
various official functions or duties, such as peiuHTB, YTBePZET4TL,
rIOCTaHOBHTi>
and so on.
However, Il'f and Petrov attach metonyms;not to the actions related to
official activity, as one would expect, but to casual or irrelevant actions or details,
for example:
(ZT 577)
C11aJI
KOHrpecc
rIOt1BOBeAOB.
...
614BaK
6epery.
]
[...
BecL
arinapaT
YCTpomji
Ha
...
(DS 221)
6opoaami4...
KOM14CCTIq,
yBeuiaHHaA
...

(ZT 340)

A similar comic effect is achieved when foreigners' names are substituted
by their place of origin (e.g EBPOria to signify European correspondents and
guests present at the opening of the Turksib rail-line), or replaced by the general
term 3arpaHzua - 'abroad'. This kind of metonymic replacement by
geographical title of the location is fairly common in the media, and in ordinary
speech(cf. Ostap's words: <(EBporia Ham riomoxceT>>(DS 102)). However, the
humour of such metonyms becomes apparent when they are placed in the
prosaic context of eating or drinking:
OH (i. e. the cook - RG) HYTB He 3a6ojie; I, HO OCTaBRTL
EB12oriV6e3 o6ezia He pe=nc-q.
(ZT 556)
3arl2aHT4ua [ ] T114HHO
Hanerna
Ha
x;
ie6Hoe
B14HO
MC
...
yzaCH014 BexjiT4BOCTBIOriocmaTPHBana Ha yaapHT4KOB B
(ZT 530)
canorax.

In the last example, the authors include such words as HHHHO -'in a
dignified manner'- and c yxaCHOI-4BeX; ITIBOCTLIO
degree
terrifying
of
a
-'with
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courtesy'. Presumably these are intended to complement such a 'respectful'
word as 3arpaHmua. "
2.12.5. Miscellaneous metonymy.
This sub-section contains examples in which the connection between the
original item and its substitution rests on other considerations. In the following
passage, the connection is between an object (chair) and its contents:
3a6MB zpyr o zpyre, riPOTT4BHT4KT4riPT4HAJIMCL Tep3aTb
(i. e. the chair - RG) (DS 56)
OReXOBoe miazioxpaHmiTnue.
Sometimes the metonymy substitutes
next example referring to photography:
EgmHCTBeHH1JX_

in
its
the
result, as
an action with

ropozie q)OTOJHo6MTeiib yxe
B3rpoMO3Z1T4jic.
q 6mJ10Ha CTYJI 14 co6zpaiic3i noxcetn
marHmý4., HO OCTari cepZEHTO 3amaxan pyKamm...
(DS 246)
B

Occasionally, the effect of an action substitutes its causeor source:
[ I
ReBxua
OT
(DS
9)
... Terijieq
Mizia...
i. e. becoming red from embarrassment. And again:
rOPAHT4TeJILHL0l

(DS 8)

HarIT4TOK

i. e. vodka, which rushes blood to the head and raises body temperature.
Similarly:
Tam eme riaxjio rIOIIMbIIJIKaMTI
>Kejie3Hj,ie YMLIBaJILHHKZ.

TI CTOAJIX

P030Bi>ie
(ZT 390)

i. e. perspiration.
We now turn to an examination of III and Petrov's use of repetition in
the novels.

Traditionally foreigners have always been highly respectedin the Soviet Union.
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2.13. REPETITION.
Repetition" as a stylistic device is relatively uncommon in the novels. It
is used to accentuateor sharpen an image or a description, and the effect is more
noticeable when read aloud.
Repetition is frequently heard in everyday conversation. For examplq in
ZT a passengeron the train frequently uses the expression mezUY HaMM
rOBOp3i and ecjiz XOTUTe 3HaTb (ZT 582-583). Sometimesrepetition of the
same phrase may distinguish a character's speech. For example, repetition of the
(in Ostap's speech to the amateur chessplayers of Vasyuki)
word TOBaPHU-LT4
reflects the acceptedpractice of repeating this term at meetings, as well as Ostap's
specific desire to prolong his speech with the aid of this meaningless phrase.
Repetition is occasionally used by the authors to postpone a denouement:
Dia3am

ero OTKPI>IJIT4CL TTj2yxT4Hij. ripeKpacmie
aHrm4ýiCKme
n12=4HTi,
x Ha6T4BKa, 3ametiaTeinHa3i
Hmrae
Ha6T4BKa. aoBoeHHom
KaxieCTBa, KaKoM Tenepb

6oni>iue
Ho
He Haýlzteiub.
Hxxiero B CTyjie He
(DS 291)
coziepxanocb.
2.13.1. Variation of synonyms.

Il'f and Petrov's use of tautology is always ironical, generally to ridicule
characters'behaviour. For example, with regard to the corrupt director of the old
people's home in Stargorod, the authors say the following:
Kpaji

OH riOCTOAHHO, IIOCTOAHHO CTLIZIHJICA, H rIO9TOMY
6pHTjie
PYMAHuem
ropenz
ero xopoino
LueKH Bcerga
cmYLueHmg.
ncTewmocTm
T4 imtyn.
mumi4pocTT4.

(DS 43)
The repetition of synonyms (three of Russian origin and one French)
referring to rIOCTOAHHO CTLIZIH;ICA,,underscores the fact that this man is
constantly abusing his responsibilities.
Another example of tautology is the following placement of a Russian
word alongside its synonym of foreign origin; this describes Al'khen's activities:
BBOa3l B ziome

Similarly,

8'PDLT.

Ba>KHiie

pecpopmmH HOBOBBezieHHq.
(DS43)
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Bce Lung. exajTo 14 M212LUT4120DWTOK HOBOMY
TpamBafiMOMY
zierio, 143 KOTOPOrO POBHO B Hac zionxeH
6mji BMýRTx riepBLItl' B CTapropoze
BaroH
(DS 87)
z)jieKTPxtieCKorO
TpamBaq.

In other instances, repetition arises by choosing verbs of the same
meaning, but with different stylistic colouring:
BZIOBa T4cnvra; iar. L

M14JIMUMT4 OHa cTj2au-Ti4jiacT,.

(DS 131)
...

BHKVIIIaJI

CTaKaH

rIT4POXOK.
KOcpe
mc-EencnoeHHLI9

(DS 192)

The repetition of these synonymous pairs is not pointless - the authors are
juxtaposing the stylistically neutral i4criyraTbCA Cto be frightened') and cleCTL
Cto eat') with their archaic and common speech counterparts CTpaIHHTLc3I and
BLiKyLuaTb respectively. The implication of this contrast is taken further in the
second example, for BLIKYLua76 here refers to drinking and not eating.
Similarly:
BeHzIep YHTHBO CHRJI III373ITly. rIepci4ztcKi49 YHT14BO
BeHaep ripeni-o6e3Ho rimiowuica.
min
iiijmny.
rIepCT4ZXCKT49
KJIOHOMoTBeTT4ji mo6e3HO
BeKaep IIPT4BeTCTBeHHO nomaxan 12YKog.
rIepcTiZXCKM9,
(DS 278)
C142131
Y PYJI31, czienan 12YHKO9.

Contrasting synonyms can be found in Gogol's work, for instance in this
extract from 'Dead Souls':
I-ITO xe, ztymeHLKa, iioýiziem-o6egaTb,
- cKa3ana
[ Im noTeK; IT4 Bce B
Co6aKeWiny ero cyripyra
...
*
CTOJIOBYIO; Briepezm 14X, KaK rinaBHL04 rYCL, rIOHeciiacb
X03319Ka. 90

According to Ryn'kov, the above example from DS (page 278) contains
language strongly resembling Gogol's, not just in the similar application of
repetition, but also in the vocabulary (c;ýejiaTb pytmoýl, ripem-o6e3HO,
BIJKa3bMwi paaoCT16,Mo6paMVI nePT 3HaeT tITO).91

Sometimes tautology is necessaryto characterise a peculiarity of speechin
one of the characters. The speechof Father Fyodor is full of Church
Slavonicisms and is rather rustic in style. In a letter to his wife he writes about
Korobeynikov:
)KxBeT ce6e co cTapyx0
"H.

B.

6a6YLui<o.

roro; u, <<
MePTBme gyLux>>,Co6pamfe
91PLIHLKOB,
op. cit., 202.

(DS 140)

_
co wHeHUrl

B IffeCTH

TOMaX,

Op. Cit-, 5,101.
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2.13.2. Anaphora.

92

This is a rhetorical device involving the repetition of a word or group of
is
in
found
Here
it
is
few
in
DS.
a
words successiveclausesand
occasions
on a
description of the behaviour of the drunken porter Tikhon:
OH peBen, Z1B14raqcL nO KOMHaTe, To 6eCC03HaTeJILHO
HLIP3131 nOZX CTOJI,
yziapAACL KaPTY30M 0 meUHY10
-m
I1LMJ1MHzxpwieCKyio rHpio <<X0Z1MK0B>), TO CTaHOBACL Ha
6uno
(DS 37)
Emy
CTpa1UH0 Beceno.
OZXHOKO; ieHO.

In the same fashion, the phrase moxeT 6LITb appears in successive
clauses in this description of Vorob'yaninov
as he searches for old acquaintances
in his home town of Stargorod:
OHH HctieWIH, a mo)KeT Lab, noCTapejiH TaK, HTO 14X
ftm,.
6rino
cnegagmg,
Y3HaTL, a moxceT
HejiL3. q
oz(e>KAy,
HeV3HaBaeM11MT4. HOTOLlY MTO HOCTIJIHgpyryio
6EITb.
Moye
OHH nepemeHIUM
zpyrHe MIAMI.
,
6Li;
(DS 52)
io.
nOXO,aKy. BO BC31KOMcnyxiae, RX He
0nATT> HATHI Ha 9ToT IM B Twpjivic,
KpaCHBetftueg B mHpe zEopore.

Ha: gToT 12a3 no
(DS 271)

In the above example, the repetition Of Ha 9TOT pa3 -'this time' The repetition
emphasizes the effort put into this walking by Vorob'yaninov.
BOT Te6e - 'here's for you' while he hits Vorob'yaninov, is characteristic of
Ostap's strong emotions:

of

BoT
Bor
Te6e zoporOBH3Ha CTYJV6eB
Te6e
MH;
IHLLR311
RJIA TPYZ131LUHXCABcex CTpaH[ BoT Te6e HOMHLIe
6opozlyi
cegHHa B
TIPOrYJIKH no zEeBOHKaml
(DS 152)
BoT Te6e 6eC B pe6pol
Uopeel
- 3aKj2m%iag_MnnojiHT
OCTan.
MM3"MKI
- -3aBOnT4JI

MaTBeeBHtl.
(DS 130)

The above quotation is an example of what can be termed 'syntactic
anaphora'- repetition of one type of syntactic construction.

2.13.3.Duplication.

Quite often; one word or a group of words is repeated,many times over in
some cases. For example,when Panikovsky, pretending to be a beggar, stops
Koreyko on the street, he makes the following demand:
92Grk.'carrying up or bacV. A rhetorical deviceinvolving the
repetition of a word or group of words
in successiveclauses.PDLT.
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Rafil
-

MUMIROH,

nati

MH; I; II40H,

zag

mumixoHl

(ZT 386)
Again, this simple device helps to portray the state of excitement which
Vorob'yaninov experiences when he discovers the set of chairs at an auction and
anticipates their purchase the next day:
6oxe.
F)oxce.
- TBepzzji ýInnOJIHT MaTBeeBRIf. - OH14(DS 130)
OH14. OHH camme.
rOBOPHJI OH, - 3aBT12a. 3;3BT12a. 32tBT12a.
(DS130)

Ostap, who takes credit for locating the chairs, tells Vorob'yaninov to
worship him:
6M He
Ecnvi

OCTan, KorzEa OHR CrIYCKa; imcb
q, 6LI
MonmTeCb
HM
He
BIJIINIO.
Ha
no neCTHMue,xiepTa
MojimTec'b.
He
6ogTecL,
meHAI
rOJIOBa
mo;mTeci,, He
cKa3aji

OTBa; iHTC311

(DS 129)
MojiHTecb
Ha meHq. monT4TecM
B14HO, xeHLURHIA
tpeni6amapaiant
o6ecriexieHLI.
Mojii4TeCb
Ha meH311 - iuenTaji
npeZIBOATITein.
When

Vorov'yaninov

He 6ot! TecT,,
Ti KaPTLI Ham
(DS 130)
OCTari. - MojmTecL
(DS 130)

takes his leave of Liza, he repeats

his apology:

rIeTPOBHa,
90
EnMaBeTa
CBH;IaHH3i,
- CKa3aji OH
riocrielUHO,
- rIPOCTMIe. rIPOCIT4Te- rII20CTT4Te. HO MLI
(DS
129)
CTpaLUHO cneuium.

There is a comic contradiction to be found here. Vorob'yaninov is in a hurry, yet
he is wasting time with his unnecessaryrepetition of the word riPOCTxTe'forgive me'. This reflects the illogical human tendency to become verbose
when in a hurry.
Similarly, another paradox is present in the next example:
M nOTOMzxojixeH Bam CKa3aTb,ztpyr Bepnara, HTO
Bime-KOPOM, =i xopoiuero cymacLue;juiero 9TO
(ZT 444)
cna6o. cna6o. cna6o.
Repetition is sometimes used in dialogue, when the authors' intention is
to present a comic and farcical exchangebetween two characters. Thus we have
the following exchangewhich occurs between Vorob'yaninov and Father
Fyodor, during their fight over the chairs:
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3TO
He Bame
xne xe?
-A

mmyuieCTBO.

He
Bauie.
A tue xe?
He BaLue, He Bame.
A tue xce,, tne?
He Bame. [...]
A tue xe Z)TO mmyiueCTBO?

(DS 55)

A similar kind of exchange takes place between engineer Bruns and Father
Fyodor when the latter falls on his knees to beg the engineer to sell his chairs:
DTO 61J; I

Ha KO; ieHm.
T4eJIOBeK
monna rManmic3i
cl)eziop.
BOCKJI14KHYJI
14HxeHep,
Bu
couinzi
c
yma
BcTaHbTe.
rioxajiyRCTaI
-

He BcTaHv.
BcTaHbTel
He BcTaHv!
BcTaHbTe.
He i3cTaHv.

- 0Ti3eTMJI

OTeu

OTeu

BCKaKT4Baq.

4)ezop...

Hy, YMOJI3110 Bact
Bac npoiuy.
cýezxop.
17IOBTOPH;
I
OTeu
-

(DS 263)

Sometimes repetition
in a dialogue will be no more than a second
the words of the first one. One such example is the exchange
character imitating
between Pryakhin
and the hapless Lokhankin:
JloxaHKMH...
He
B14HOBaTI
3am4Luan
-R
60PMOTan
HRKT4Ta
rIPAX14H...
Bce
He
BT4HoDaTLII
He czenan.
-R me HxxierO TaKoro
Bce
He czIenajim.
HxxierO TaKoro
Y meH3i zyiueBHaA
zeripeccx3i.
Y Bcex zlyiueBHaA.
IR
me maROKPOBH01.
-[ ...
Bce, Bce maJIOKPOBHLie.
Y meH31 xeHa yLunal Y Bcex meHa yiujia.
MamoxlKal
(ZT 417)
Y Bcex maMWIKa.
Another

example

in
DS, at the point
occurs

where

Kislyarsky

requests

moneT

BLI
BePHLIi4' ApYr OTeHeCTBa, - TOpxeCTBeHHO CKa3aji
OCTari... - rI31TLCOT py611e-r4MOrYT CrlaCTT4rTlraHTa
MT)ICJIT4.
CKaxcHTe.
KT4ciiqpcKur4
cnpoczji
xajio6HO, -a
ZIBeCTR py6neg He MOrYT ClIaCT14_r_T4raHTaMl=?
(DS 280)
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On rare occasions, duplication is seen in the narrative (as opposed to the
dialogue of their characters). In the example below, the word 'night' (HOML) is
repeated three times in the same sentence, and once again on the same page:
Homb. Hoxib. HoHi, nexana HaR Bceýl CTpaHotl. [ I
...
Hotn. Hoxn,. Hotn. KaK yxe 6Lijio cKnaHo, nexana Haa
(ZT 423)
Bceýi CTpaHoti.
2.13.4. Repetition of characters' dialogue in the narrative.

The most frequent and successfultype of repetition found in the two
novels occurs when a comparison or reference to a particular character is
repeated in the narrative. In the following example, Vorob'yaninov pours his
heart out to the understanding and compassionateLiza:
OTCYTCTB;

ie xeHCK09

XT43HeHHOM

nacKTI Tqxejio

cKa3biBaeTCA

Ha

(DS 127)

YKnazie.

and then we get a repetition of these sentiments in the narrative:
3aXOTejioci6 CTapomy
TaK CTpaCTHO, TaK HeOTBpaTHMO
-,
KoTop
oTcvTcTBT4e
jiacKH,
>KeHCK09
ripeABOARTemo
TSlYeJIO

CKa3bTBaeTC31 Ha YT43HeHHOM
B
B3AJI TI143T4HYjianKY

YKJIaZIe,

HTO OH

CDOR
HemezuieHHO
(DS
127)
Hapmxe.
o
MOPUýXHHCTme
PYKXu 3aroBopT4ji
Al'khen invites Ostap.-

6or
OTo6e,
aaTL,%eM
nocnan.
and the narrative intones:
B 3TOTzeHi,

6or Tiocnan...

A Ham rJ2Y6T4,
qH0B He Hazo.

(DS 49)
MLi camz rpv6T4,qH'L

is
Ostap
Panikovsky
to
the
car:
says
eventually
who
admitted
regarding
AHTHnona-rHy npHHqjia ripT4cmzpeBiiiero rl2y614sHam
(ZT 345)
noKaTMna lianiane...
A janitor in DS shouts abuseat Polesov and calls him razlioKa
cem%6aTI01UHa3i.The narrative echoesthe phrase:
B BTOBpemq cemm6auoumaa razimm co cpeAHT4M
(DS 65)
o6pa=3aHmem...
Other examplesof this type of repetition include:
6yxraJITep.
El2v3TA!
Kyzia
cna6o
BCKPT4KHYn
xe
BLI? Ho zil2y3T,
3i yze wiainicL Bo BecB ziyx, m ux
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6PI-OKH, meJILKHYB B riociieZIHT4; -4
Ha
pa3
(ZT
CKPLIJI14CB
447)
143
B14ZIY.
jieCTHHue,

CHPOTCKme

KaKaA
temmHa!
- peBHHBO CKa3aji rIaHl4KOBCKmr4. B
OCTari c temffHoti
JIBepAx ra3oy6e>Ki4LT-ta rIOKa3ajic3i
(ZT 501)
rIOZI PYKY.

rIotieMy
-

BLI meH31 nomo6univ

Bbi
HexHag
H VIIT4BT4TemHa3i
BLI jiyxiiiie
BceX Ha CBeTe.
AB

KOMHaTe
P03 njiaKajia

CTaporo
HexHag

- cnpocmna
- OTBeTHJI

pe6ycIiT4Ka y 6YKeTa
14 vrii4BT4Te; iTHaq,.

3oc3i.
KOmaHzEop,
(ZT 513)
3acoxiiii4x
(ZT 515)

14 BO Bcex meCTaX OH nojiytiaii
OJU%HaKOBLI9OTBeT:
6biji»,
3zieci>
miim:
«CKym6p; tei3ziti TojibKoiTo
«CKym6pzieB%'-I MI4HVTV Ha3a11 BLIIIIeJI».
r10nYOTBeTCTBeHHi>ig Erop ripiiHaziiieýKaJI K
MHoroji1OZ(HOMY BHUY CJIYXalUllX, KOTOpwe miim
61>IJIM»,
WIll «M'UHYTY Ha3aII
«TOJII>KO %iT0 ZIeC1)
(ZT 460)
131>ILUJIH».

...

'-iTO

non

mo6HmbitiCLIHero
612ami.

nan cmepTLIOxpa6pTix im

rlocneamie CJIOBanOTepneBiuero Ha none 612aHH
61,i; i,g:...
(ZT 497)
ýomvI2-mmammT!- saysOstap.
Ho xiepe3 HeCKOJIbKO
ztaxceqmmp-mmammT
AHerl
(ZT 566)
norpYCTHeji.

-A-

60PTmexaHHK,
(i.
3HaeTe,
Ostap)
CKa3an
OH
e.
HaKOHeu, - TOJICTI>Ir46ap6oc 6onnue nOAXOZXHTK POJI14
nO2lnOJILHOrO MT4JIJIHOHepa, Hemenu 6enorna3bIg
(ZT 396)
noaxam4m.
Ho 6al26oc CTIOKOr4Horipoziojixaji

CKpmrieT]6 riepom.
(ZT 396)
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MomeT6LITL,

9TOmaemi
ZIV12aKOB. HJI14 OCTaTKH
P03eHKpeguepOB,

KTO 3HaeT...

KaKor4-H%6vzibTar4Ho9

HeKoro morytiero opaeHa
oriojioymeBIIlmeXOJIOCTAK14,
mjimxe

Erop CKym6pmeB'Rti pacnonoximc3i
jiurm rivi2aKoB 14XHBO pa3z(ejic3i.

IlpeKpaCHoe
MaTBeeBHM.

YTPO,

rojiy6orna3a.

cynapimg.

q azial2mma

OCTari,
Ra.
OTBeTHJI
OHerim,
OH xe 12mual2b.
COBeTCKOr4

jiT4rm

BnaCTLIO.

-

p3iziom c meHom
(ZT 458)

- cKa3aji

14ririojiT4T

(DS 116)

3acmeqjiacL.

EBreHT49
THrimtmbOl
-A
04 HaciiezicTBa
jimuem,
(ZT 597)

MHe
HpaBHTCA Bam myx,
nTAT=Hi, iýi HacnencTBa.

- cKa3aji

12binal2i,.
(ZT 598)

Sometimes an epithet will be repeated, usually to emphasize the mockery
or sarcasm. For example:
Heyzia'tNIHBI>Ir4 KaHziwiaT
B ry6epHaTOPLI
Charushnikov
RG)
i<aK orineBa=>04.
czaen
OnneBaHmgýi
14aPYLUHHKOB OX14JI x ziame
3anPOTeCTOBan.

(i. e.

(DS 134)

The repetition of the word onneBaHHbIi! results in the transfer of its
metaphorical meaning in the phrase KaK onneBaHHLI9 (Charushnikov's
'unhappy' state of mind ), to its literal meaning -'to be spat upon'.
Another stylistic device that intensifies
explore in the following section.

meaning is exaggeration

which we
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2.14. EXAGGERATION.
Some of Il'f and Petrov's best comic effects are achieved with the
technique of exaggeration. One or more specific features of a phenomenon or
object or person is emphasized at the expense of the other features, and this
upsets the structural balance of the description. In presenting their characters,III
frequently
Petrov
use exaggeration to isolate specific and often definitive
and
personality traits. For example in ZT, the engineer Talmudovsky is always
leaving one job in search of another, while Lokhankin is always 'deep in
thought' about the 'role of the intelligentsia in society'. In DS, Gratsatsueva is
obsessedwith finding a new husband, while <<KmriyHx9neHTA9>>Polesov is
always giving orders and advice to others. As Grossman pointed out:
OTKPLIB B CBoem <<o6-LeKTe>> HeriPM31THY10
91
m rIeTPOB ZIOBOR31T ee zo rmnep6ojim.

nePTY,

14JIBCD

From the point of view of language and not characterization, the majority
of exaggerations in Il'f and Petrov's novels are straightforward hyperbole."
Hyperbole is frequently found in comic and satirical writing, and Il'f and Petrov,
like Gogol and Saltykov-Shchedrin before them, understood the comic potential
of this device.
In the late 1920'sand early 1930's,during the early Stalinist years of largescale construction, hyperbole became a feature of political speechesand press
propaganda. For example:
OrPOMHoe aOMixeHme, He6bmajimti (Konoccajimiti)
POCT,HeBmziaMbie riepcrieKTUBLI, HecjibixaHHMti
pacuBeT, Ha HeamirwoUlYI-0 BLICOTY,BejmKme
CTP0qK14

(coopyxeH1431)

KOMMYHT43ma,

etc. 91

Superlative suffices -- a,ý LuT4
ýi and -e ýiLuT4ýi were commonly used at the time, for
example:

nePBer4iua3I3a,
aa,qa, noxieTHei-nuee3BaHTie,3ipxiat-lunA
npmmep," etc.
Everydaylanguagewas affectedby hyperbole- commonphenomenawere renamed and given glorified and noble-soundin titles. For instance,CnOPT14BHoe
becamecriapTam4aga,xne orieKapm - xne603noll, KYPCM
copeBHOBaHme
11
yxie6mxk
KOm6lMaT,
etc. This practiceis reflectedin ZT when the authors
93B.

rpoccmaH

0
TBOP%eCTBe
<<3ameTKZ
,

M;ibqoa
3mmA, No. 9,1937,195.
x IleTPOBa>>,

"Hyperbole (Grk. 'over-casting')is a figure of speechin wl-dch
emphasisis achievedby deliberate
exaggeration.

PDLT.

"Examples taken from Fesenko, op. cit., 31.
"Ibid.
97Ibid., 30-31.
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use such words as mari4CTpajib (ZT 363,565), ZIOM HaPOROB'(DS 198) and Zlom
i<peCTBAH14Ha(ZT 322). Likewise, CTOJIOBa3ibears the titles of riT4LUeBOq
mm6lMaT (ZT 597) or qpa6pmKa-KYXHA (ZT 369,569) and a collective farm is
given the title COBX03 <(rmraHT>> (ZT 369).
III and Petrov appear to mock this tendency to aggrandisement when they
mention:
...

CBexepy6;

ieHHiie,

BeziuHT4Hog

B i436v.

6a;iajiar4KX...

(ZT 310)

In the two novels, there are many instances of the authors' own
hyperbole. On most occasions, the hyperbole intensifies description or brings
across a messageor makes a point with stronger emphasis. For example, when
Ostap jokes to Vorob'yaninov about their forthcoming travels:
Ho, moxeT 6LITL, Ham ripm4eTc3i exaTbaaneKO, o--ieHL
zaneKO, - MOJIBHJIOCTan, - moxeT 61JTb,Ha K1222
6BTTi,
(DS 504)
3emjim. a mo)KeT
etne nainine.
The successof dinners cooked from rabbit-meat is stressed in the narrative
as follows:
C KPOJIT4KOB He ycrieBa;

iH

IIIKYPKH.
caHpaTL

(DS 21)

And this is how the excessively sentimental Gratsatsueva envisages Ostap's
condition after he has been run over by a horse:
BZIOBa c nnatiem OTziana zieHbrvi. Myx, ee miuilIg
myx
B xeJITTix 60THHKax nexan HaaajieKOq
MOCKOBCKOr4
6ima
3emjie, X Or'Hezuaiuamwi
143B03HTM31 nomazib
(DS 195)
KOrIIJTOM no ero rojiy6og
raPYCHOt-4 rpyztz.

that :

When Gratsatsuevagoesto a clairvoyant for a palm-reading,it appears
IIHH1431 XH3HI4

rIPOCTHpaRCL

TaK aaneKo,

HTO KoHeu.

ee

3aexaji B laynbc, z, ecnH nmmi roBopima npaBZIY,
Bzioin ;IOJIXHa 6Tiiia611UOXHT]6 ZIO CTpaIUHoro
cyzia.

(DS60)

Several exaggerationscharacterizeVorob'yaninov's mother-in-law:
rojioc Y Hee 6LIJI TaKog cm; ui x ryCTOTLI, 'iTo
emy
6Ti Pzxiapa JILBHHoe
r103aBH4OBaji
Cepziue,OT KPT4Ka.
KOToporo, KaK H3BeCTHO, npi4cegaim KOHM.
(DS7)

Sometimesshe pronounceswords with such force that:
130JIOC Ha roROBe 14rIrIOJI'KTa MaTBeeBl4tia
Kape
...
KOJILIXHYJIOCL
(DS 7)
B punie
CTOPOHLI.
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In addition to all these unattractive qualities, Madam Petukhova has a
moustache, the size of which is exaggerated:
Bzxo6aBOK KO Bcemy rIOZ1HOCOMY Hee BLIPOCJIMYCLI, H
6Liji
i<axmiti yc
lioxox Ha KHCTO'-IKY11RA6pT4TL31.
(DS 7)
Hyperbole frequently features as a means of comparison. In order to stress
the massiveness of the padlocks lying in Polesov's workshop, the locks are said
to be:
HTO
14MR
MO)KHo6LIJIO
... TaKmeOrPOMHBie,

3armpaTb
(DS61)

ropoza.
Thedescriptionof an energeticdancehasthe followinghyperbolic
comparison:
6ocTimH Horamm C TaKO9 CT4JI09,6YZITO
IIaPHMTorianz
paCKOJIOTL
(DS230)
XOTenx
Hamy rijiaHeTy.
Hyperboleis usefulwhen portrayingthe emotionalstatesof people.
Whenthe engineerShchukinis trappednakedon the stairs,his heartis beating
so loud that:
OH noiT'H

ornox

OT CTpaLUHLIX yuapoD

cepzua.
(DS172)

An unexpected meeting with Father Fyodor in the Caucasushas the
following effect on Vorob'yaninov:
14rirIOJIMTMaTBeeBH'I, HIPiero noAo6HorO He =aBLUMHO,
monxian, BLIKaTMBrna3a TaK, HTO OHMnO'HTH
COrIPT4KacajixcbCTOCTeKnammrieHCHe.
(DS 272)
Another meeting with Vorob'yaninov

has this effect on Father Fyodor:

Yluejue paCKOJIOJIOC]6
B rnnax
OTua cýeziopa. TepeK
ripeKpaTHJI CBOýITLIC31xieneTHHHO
KP14K.

(DS 272)
Vorob'yaninov is so frightened of losing the chair that his shouting is
louder than the noise of an earthquake:
3TO
MOr4CTYJII - 3ameKOTaji Bopo6BAHHHOB,
nepeKPIJBa3i CTOH,iinaH H TpecK, Heciiim-icq OTOBCIOZIY.
(DS 285)

The same vocal power is attributed to Father Fyodor, who is unable to
descend from the mountains:
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Hoxibio OH peBen
TepeK...

TaK, HTO BpemeHamH

3arnyiiian
(DS 274)

Most examples of hyperbole have a flavour of the grotesque, some more
than others. The following description and comparison criticizes the habit of
closing main exits and leaving small, narrow gates open:
RATHaziuaTL TLICAH mo6XTenerl
CPYT6ojia,
monozIeUKOZO i4rpoýi c6oPHOil MOCKBIJ,
B036yxzeHHbie
npo; ixpaTI>CA K TpaMBaio CKB03L atem,
rIPT4HY=eHIJ
TaKY10 y3KY10, HTO O;IHH jierKo BoopyxeHHLIrI
B014H mor
6LI 3azepxaTb
ntecb COPOK TLICAH BapBaPOB,
6aLUHAMR.
(DS 200)
rIOZIKperijieHHIJX
zmywi ocaZIHLimm
The following

is a description

how
have
invaded
of
cars

the streets:

YRIMIA, COWIaIiHme riemexogamm,
riepeLLIJIM BO BjiaCTL
aBTOmo6T4nmCTOB. MOCTOBiie CTajrR BIIBoe im4pe,
6aHzieponm.
TPOTyapLi CY314JI'KCLlio pa3mepa Ta6afflOti

(ZT 299)

Ostap'shat is rolling away at an exaggeratedspeed:
C

OCTariaciieTena

KariRTaHCKa3i
cpypaXKag
6biCTPOTOr4,
AHZIHH
MTO
riOKaTT4jiacb
C TaKoq
B CTOPOHY
6m
KaJILKYTTY
He
oxmztaTb
B
ciieZIOBano
ee ripm6LIT14R

r103xe, tiem xiepe3 TPT4'tiaca. TaK oHa m imaTimacb
Ha rjiaBHYIO YJIXUY...

6bi

(ZT 565)
Other examples of grotesque hyperbole include the description of
Panikovsky's ear after he is beaten:
ORHO yxo ero 6biJIO TaKI4M py6RHOBIJM, %TO, BePOATHO,
6bijio
6LI
cBeTHnOCL
B TemHOTe m ripz ero cBeTe moxHo
6bi ziaze rIPOABJI31TL CPOTorpacpmnecim
rinaCTHHKI4.

(ZT 401)
And a few lines later:
K 9TOMY i3pemeHM nPT4 CBeTe zEpyroro yxa
61ijio
6bi
HapyiiiT4TeJIA KOHBeHLL1414Toxce MOXHo
riP0143BORNTL paWIR'I-Mme q3OTorpacpxnemme
pa60TLI..
Another grotesque exaggeration concerns the sound Ostap and his
companions hear as they stand on a hill, far away from the source of the noise:
Ene YJ10BRML01 TpecK m nerxiaR-mee IIOCBT4CTI>IBaHTie
no%iyATijioc'b ciTeLuMBUImmc3i almuiormuam.
OxieBTIRHO,
(ZT 364)
rpaxujaHe.
9TO xparienu
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11111110;
I14T MaTBeeBRII
Di, irHyjiacl>,
meTHYJI14

ripeo6paMUIC31.
KaKRBOPUOBMt1
MOCT B
OrOHB, 14'93
KaK

H03zip0l,

rYCTOýr4
ZIAM.
riOBani4n

rpyzxi>ero
J1eHT4Hrpazie,
rna3a
OCTany,
1IOKa3ajioci>
(DS257)

Ostap'sreactionis describedin words found in the fairy-taleKOHeKTOMKO
BYPKo
6exHT,
horse
(Cf.
rop6YHOKin the portrayal of a
<<
called Burko,
APOX04T,
T13
zuAM
zuiuieT,
Moxieti nnamq
3emji3i
CTo;16om>>"):
a
H03;iperl
-A-rl-Arl-Ag,
mcnyraBIUMCL,
KaKOVI-TO

Torzia

-

BeJIRKXýl
CKa3a;

i

KOM614HaTOP,

noCMOTP14TeHa

Hero.

KOHeK-rop6YHOK1

MeHLUIOB

ripOI43Be;

"ITO

3aztpoxcajia 3emn3i
3anaAjiz co6aK'H.

I TaKY10

HH'11YT16 He

He xienoBeK,

BCrll>IIUKY

14 Ha CTO KT4jiomeTPOB

a
(DS257)

marHMA,

BOKpyr
(ZT 543)

The influence of Gogol is clear in the last example. There are several
examples of grotesque hyperbole that rival some of Gogol's famous lines. One of
these is the description of a large table in a museum:
CeCTL 3a Hero 6biJIO Bce paBHO,
ripm nem
HTO ceCT16 3a TeaTpaJUHy1O
nnoLuazib,
F)OJIT>IUOq TeaTp C KOJIOHHagoqg
tieTBepKOr4
6POH30BMX KOHqr, BO; IOKYLUmx ArinonoHa
Ha ripembepy
maKa>>, rioKa3ajicq6LI
Ha CTOjie
<<KpaCHoro
(DS 124)
tiePHIGILHIAM
nPH60POM.

CTOji 6jin

Another

6e36pexeH.

one is the description

huge
of a
puddle:

B3BOZE KpaMoapmet-WeB

nepeceKaji
B 3T4MHT4X Lunemax
CTaprT4KO 14
JIYXCY, HaxiT4HaB1Uy10C31 y maraMHa
T31HYBU.IYIOCA BriJIOTL ZIO 3ztaHzq ry6nnaHa,
CPPOHTOH
6LM
KOTOPOrO
YBeH%aH rHnCOBLIMT4 Tmrpamm,
(DS 52)
no6egamm
ii m6pamz.

for the new Soviet abbreviations (CTaprT4Ko and
ry6rinaH))
strongly resembles the picture of a puddle in Mirgorod from the
'Story of how Ivan Ivanovich quarreled with Ivan Nikiforovich'.
Gogol's
grotesque exaggerations are straighforwardly
comic, but those of Il'f and Petrov
are always formed with satirical intent.

This description

(allowing

Ostap's famous speech in Vasyuki, in which the chess tournament grows
in his imagination beyond all proportions, is truly in the spirit
of Khle stakov's
hyperbolic speech in Gogol's <<PeBX30P>>. However,, unlike the braggart
Khlestakov, Ostap's motivation behind his hyperbole is genuine hunger.

98A. H. AqoaHacLeB,
HaPORHWe

PYCCK;
feCKa3K;f

(roCJl%TH3z(aT,

MOCKBa,

1957),2,3.
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Some of Il'f and Petrov's grotesque exaggerations will be grouped under a
separatesection dealing with grotesque imagery (section 3.4.).
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2.15. UNDERSTATEMENT.
Understatement (the two technical words for it are meiosis" (Grk. ) 'lessening' and litotes'00 < Grk. 'litos' - 'single, simple, meagre') is the opposite of
hyperbole, and as such it is a figure of speech in which emphasis is achieved by
deliberate understatement.
In literature, understatement is a difficult effect to bring off successfully.
The clarity of understatement often depends crucially on intonation, and in
writing there is no such aural aid. Thus, understatement is found less often in
DS and ZT than hyperbole.
Il'f and Petrov's understatements,, though infrequent, are always clearly
stated, and the reader is expected to infer the omitted detail. For example, after
the explosion of 'Antilopa-Gnu' in ZT:
alITIVIOrIOBI1,14
...
camT, ix

BceKYHIIY

OHYTMJIUCLHa

aoporea
(ZT518)

j2a3Hoo6Da3HTix
nonx

description
the
ie
rioni>>
of
metonymicallysubstitutes
<<Pa3Hoo6pa3HT,
the effectof the explosionon eachpassenger,
aswell ashis impactwith the
ground.
Hi6e xe9TO
T4myiueCTBO? - B030MM
-A
ITOrRYXMT HOrY B )KT4BOT CB31TOrO OTua.
r1orpyZaA

Hory

B XHBOT

invokes

npe11BOZjMTejib,
(DS 55)

an impression

of softness,

but in

reality Father Fyodor receives a sharp blow to the stomach.
In the passagewhere Panikovsky is about to be beaten by the angry
townsfolk for stealing a goose, the threat to his person is understated:
]Fojioca ripe cjieZ1OBaTejie9CJI14BajiT4cb
B o6uimg
(ZT 330)
Hezio6poxejiaTenmiýi
ryji.

When Kislyarsky deniesmembershipof the 'Union of Sword and Plough'
and tries to leave,Ostap threatenshim:
BIA
<<Briponem, mozeTe YýITH,HOY Hac, npeaynpexztaio,
ZIJI14HHbie pyKi4>>. OH OCTajicA: <<1IJ1T4HH1JeDVKT4,>>
npOH3BeJIT4
Ha HerO HeBbirozmoe
BnexiaTneHme.(DS103)

In the last two examples, the litotes are based on adding the negative
particle He- to the otherwise very positive epithets
ao6pozenaTenm1>19
and BbIrOZXHi>itirespectively.

9TDLT.
'OoIbid.
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Another example of the same device occurs with Ostap's words to
Vorobyaninov, after the latter gets hurt in a student hostel:
TYT BOT PAZOM CTOAJI cKeneT,
C06CTBeHHOCTL
OH Kynun
CTYzieHTa MBaHOnYnO.
a
erO Ha CyxapeBKe,
6o3mcA.
TaK HTo rioceTHTenz
4ep>KaTL B KOMHaTe
cnepBa yziap3imicL
0 Kaccy, a nOTOM Ha iizx na; =
6max
BepemeHHwe
CKeneT.
)KeHu-iT4HbT
oxiem(DS 115)
HeZIOBOJIT)HET.

To say that the pregnant women were 'very displeased' is a gross
but
it
is
be
rIPT4X04T4J114
B
yxac
not
understatement.
more suitable
would
funny.
nearly so
In the following two examples, the authors use the adjectives HeCK0;IBK0
to soften the words they qualify - o6e3o6paxeHo and nnoxo
and ;IOBOJILHO
respectively.
6mna

CaiuxeH

- pocna3i aama, MT4JIOBT411HOCTI)KOTOPOrl
Hem
TTTKo o6e3o6paxeHa
HT4K0; iaeBCKMMH
c
14 Minima
THXO 3acmeqnacb
riony6aKeH6ap4aMM,
(DS
49)
MyXCHHHami4.
6binz
Cariorz
He3HaKomua
C rIORKOBamm H 14nrIO; IHTY
MaTBeeBHtly
rrnoxo.
zioimimo
CHaqana npTimnoci6

(DS 54)
daintiness
Obviously, huge masculine 'nony6aKeH6apzxLi'
the
of
spoils
Sashkhen more than a little, and Father Fyodor's angry and frequent kicks are
worse than 'quite painful'.
9.

When Ostap and Voroyaninov are fleeing the angry crowd in Vasyuki,
Ostap tells Vorobyaninov: A
Ec;
Xogy,
KRcal
OCTari.
iH OHH Hac ztorOHAT,
CKa3an
(DS
249)
He cmorv pYHaTc3i 3a nejiocTT, Dampro reHcHe,.
Obviously,

their lives would

be in danger if the townsfolk

should

catch them.

Understatement is often combined with irony to heighten the satirical
effect. Consider for example, this reference to the illegal presence of Alkhen's
brothers in the old people's home:
HH B03paCTOM, HH rIOJIOM DTH monozibie ; IIOZ114He
rapMOHHpoBanu
C 3azwiamH couHa; ILHoro
6jijiH
o6ecnetieHHA,
3aTO ximipe
ieBT4tia
IOHLIM14
JqK0B;
6paTB31MR AjibxeHa, a Rama 3mHjibeBHtI
913010POZ[Hi>imri; ieM31HH14KOM AjieKcaH; jPIIJqK0B; ieBHI>I-

(DS 47)

And this passagedescribingTikhon's stinking felt boots:
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B ZEBOPHXLtKO9
CTOAJI 3ariax
rHM101itero
HaB03a,
pacriPOCTpaMemurl
THXOHa.
HoBmmm
BajieHKamz
CTapme
BajieHKM
CTOJVIR B yrjiy
T4 Bo3yTvxa
Tome
He
030HT4DOBaJIT4.
(DS 67)

If tlýe new boots smell of rotting manure, the smell of the old ones passesthe
imagination! Strong irony is hidden behind He 030HT4poi3aji14(the verb created
from the noun 030H), a technical term that is out of place here.
Probably the grossest understatement in the two novels is found in the
letter Father Fyodor writes to his wife, in which he refers to his recent
'disagreement' with Vorob'yaninov:
TIIYTI> go apaKH

He zoinno.

(DS 140)

The reader knows from the context that a particularly nasty fight took place.
Grotesque understatement is much harder to create than grotesque
exaggeration, but the next example comes close to achieving this trick. When
Ostap beats Vorob'yaninov in the auction room, he delivers such strong blows to
poor Vorob'yaninov that the authors refer to the incident as 9K3eKYUT131MMIORRT MaTBeeB'V1 3a Bce Bpewi 9K3eKYIIT414
He
MgaJI
HT4 3BYKa.
CO CTOPOHM morno
nOKa3aTLC31, t1TO rIO'1TT4TejiLHMM
CLIH pa3rOBaPXBaeT
C OTILOM, TOMKO OTeu C;IH111KOM
(DS 152)
O)Kl4B; ieHHO TpqceT
rOJIOB09.

Although Ostap tries to hit Vorob'yaninov without attracting attention, to
compare the incident to a polite exchangebetween a respectful son and his father
is surely a grotesque understatement.
The next section contains examples of allusion and suggestion from the
novels.
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2.16. ALLUSION

AND SUGGESTION.

Occasionally in the novels, III and Petrov use allusive and suggestive
language, and in these instances, there is an intentional obscurity and lack of
opennessin the written word. Instances of this device can be divided into the
following categories: Aesopian language (2.16.1.); intentional omission (2.16.2.);
hints (2.16.3);periphrasis as a euphemism (2.16.4);hidden irony (2.16.5.); and
(2.16.6.
).
allegory
2.16.1.Aesopian language.
Aesopian language implies double meaning. Behind an innocentseeming expression hides a stronger meaning. For example, note how Ostap
complains about the effect air pressure has on his feelings:
M3eCTM T-ieTLIPHaztuaTL

KHJIO.

ZaBAT

KpyrjiLie

oco6eHHOCTRno HOTiam. R nnoxo crinio.

CYTKT4, B

(ZT 593)

Although the direct meaning refers to atmospheriIcpressure, Ostap is
allegorically referring to the restrictive conditions of life in Soviet society.
Similarly, when the authors say,that Father Fyodor's
6opo,aa Ka3a;iacL MZ103PMTenmoti
(DS 22)
they are implying that he does not look like a proletarian, and this could be
serious for the priest.
2.16-2. Intentional

omission.

Occasionally, allusion is achieved by intentionally omitting a certain word,
for instance:
6ammaTe,
Ha
mame,
mepizana
a
KaK
ALIHA
eLue
...
3arope=a3i OT cojiHua JILICHHa,Ha KOTOPORoxim
XOTeJIOC16
HariucaTb xi4mi4xieCKHMKapaHziaIIIOM KaKoe(ZT 332)
HH6yZXLCJIOBO.
i. e. KaKoe-HH6YZUoHenpT4JIXxIHoeCJIOBO
-'rude word'.
2.16.3. Hints.

There are a number of hints in the novels, some of them erotic in nature,,
some over-emphasizing physiological functions.
Note the following comment about painter Mukhin, who uses cereals to
create his portraits:
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witiac
Bonnuoe
BTY

oHpa60Taji Haa

rpyrirIOB1,

IM rIOPTpeTOM.

rIOJIOTHOT43o6paxaJIO 3aceaaHme OKpri; iaHa.

KaPT14HY

(I)eoq3aH

rOTOBUJI

113 cpaconx

14 ropoxa.

(ZT 373)
Cf. the tendency'to flatulence produced by pulses' and legumes. Also note
the hidden irony and the double meaning of 6o; ii6moe rIOJIOTHO- 'masterpiece'
and rOTOBH; I - i. e.'cooked', like food, rather than nucan - 'painted'.
rieperipmrHBwi
...

xiepe3 rieHUCTLie rnmme

jivxTi.
(ZT 449)

B HaBomorl KaLue CT031iia <(AHTx; iona>>.

(ZT 449)

a reference to food and drink.
OH (i. e. Vorob'yaninov
RG)
HTO B
BCI'IOMHHJI B; Ipyr,
rmMHa3T4H yHeHT4K rITTxTeeB-KaKveB
ymen LueBenRTL
(DS 290)
yluamT4.
Le. the effort it took (see section 1.15., page 195). These are some of the
hints.
Rabelaisian
in
look
the
at erotic
allusions
novels, and we now
from his night
When Ostap returns
asks him if he intends to marry the widow:

with

riia3a
OCTana 3amcKpwimcb.
TenepB A zojimeH
xeHT4TBCA,

Azibe,

...
HOMM!
- replies

qpejibzxmapLuanI

Ostap before
Hmxierol

Gratsatsueva,

KaK xieCTHLIg

rToýKenaýiTe

Vorob'yaninov

%eJIOBeK.
(DS 85)

mHe c
(DS 107)

his wedding

night

with

3TOT CTYn o6oLuejiCA

Gratsatsueva.
6onbiue,
B11OBe

%eM Ham.
(DS 108)

Thus Ostap upon stealing Gratsatsueva's chair.
Bjiime K Teny., KaK rOBOPHTMoriaccaH.

(DS 71)

This last underlined phrase is one of Ostap's well-known vogue expressions (see
section 1.21.).
ripa3ZIHHHHa3i
riy6mWa
pacxozEm;
iacb
14
TOJILKO
...
B; no6jieHHi6ie
riapOHKH yc'KneHHO ZILILUMIT4 B TOU-LT4X
(DS 261)
anneAx
<(UBeTHT4Ka>>.

Sometimes an erotic hint is expressed via periphrasis, as we will see next.
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2.16.4. Periphrasis as euphemism.

Sometimes periphrases serve as euphemisms, that is, harsh or blunt
expressions are substituted with milder, if slightly longer, phrases. For example,
when Ostap tries to frighten Koreyko:
3a BammripzeZIYT
By ((HYZXHa3I penieTliaTa3l
I'locneRHIM

B HYZIHOA

KapeTa>>

B331JI P03rH

pemeViaT09

KapeTe.
(ZT 494)

Ostap means the police

car.

MT4TP14M.

RaVIKOCL,
31 rioripo6po,
- CKa3a; i OH, 3aHOC31PYKY. Hazim
(ZT 418)
emy jinaHOB no qjmneýimgm tiacnqm.
c1miegHbie

HaCTH - i. e. 'backside'.

rIapjiameHTaPHLie

BlApaxceHT43I...

(DS 65)

i. e. the janitor's cursing.
Men on the beach (some of them naked), are described thus:
HeKOTOpLie H3 HHX orpaHT4L1HBanHCLTOJILKOqp4rOBLIMH
JIHCTHKami4, za H Te nPlIKPLIBanT4 OTHIOAL He
LL04m%
mecTa, a HOCLItiepHomopcm4x
(ZT 457)
mKeHTejiLmeH0B.
6Ti6neqcKoe
T43pezma, rIP14KPLIB11IT4
mecTo...
PYK09

(ZT 458)
The periphrase 6m6neqCKme meCTa is clearly an euphemism. The choice
of this particular periphrase is reinforced by the mention of fig leaves, suggesting
a biblical connection to the Adam and Eve story (Genesis3:7). Also note the
description of Shchukin's nudity (DS 171-172111).
It is interesting that in the
above examples, the circumspect language is humorous but not vulgar.
Other examples of euphemistic periphrasis include:
B3AJ1
OH
meTJIY
...

H HaripaBTUICA

[ I 1ioa6i4paTb
...

A6JIOKT4...

KoHcKme

(DS 39)

Le. horse manure.
riomeuteHze o6utero rionb3OBaHR31
"'For example:
3aziuxa3icb x
nxorra
nePHH.

n

(ZT 416)

V, T,aK. KaK 9TO YTP;TatoT MvXIMHH,
-12YKOI
rIaB;
IOBTN mezE;
3pHeCT
19011y,
ieHHOCTaJI KPaCTbCA BIIO; Ib
rij2mKj2biR=4c

(DS 172)
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i. e. a toilet.
OH CIIOTLiKa

Kopomm

ji cq

6; iT4HTi.

[

...

Ix

nazxaji,

xi3aTaqcb

PyKamT4

3a cyxme

(ZT 403)

i. e. cattle dung.
2.16.5. Hidden irony.
rIPHKa)KHTe
BeHaep.
rIO rIPMKa3y
BHHO,

3ejieHL

xierO-Hm6yab

rioaaTL,

rpy3HHCK14r4

noeCTE, --iero-HTi6yzib,

6Lijim

KTICJIAPCKoro

oribITHOro
x cojieHiiq

- BTOJIKOBi>iBa;i

- CKa3aji

riogaHLI

CLIP.

OCTari.

(DS 279-280)

i. e. he does not consider these items as food.
Hy
HTO X, cemLzIeC31T
py6neq rioJIOXHTe.
BTo
OBeC
rioHemy
X
TaK
9OPOrO?
HLIHxiezopor?
(DS 71)
Ostap
Korobeynikov.
to
says
donkey.

He is possibly hinting that Korobeynikov is a

2.16.6.Allegory.
OH (i. e Vorobyaninov
RG)
1UYM
B
uniulan
OTXOZE31LUHX
KaCTIMBio noe3ZIOB x nneci< OTnJ1MBaioutmx
(DS
141)
napoxogoa
i. e. Vorob'yaninov

is in love with Liza.

C HeoxuzxaHH1JM
rIPOBOPCTBOM
OKOHHI>Iq CJI14B m mmrom mctm,
B03ZXYLIIHLIM Hacocom.

rIP31XT4H YXBaTT4JIC31 3a
BT31HYTLI-H BHYTPB
(ZT 487)

i. e. the description of Pryakhin's death in a fire, but we are led to believe he is
rescuing somebody.
nomcToj2mtiecKve
-A
BOZIATCA?
Thus Ostap

querying

)KT4BOTHT>I-Q
B maTpauaX

a hotel employee

He
(DS 68)

about bed-bugs.

Although the examples of allusive and suggestive language are not
numerous in the novels, they nevertheless contribute towards the overall
stylistic mosaic. This completes our survey of stylistic devices used in the
novels. In Chapter Three, we take a closer look at linguistic incongruity probably the most characteristic element of III and Petrov's comic style.
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3. THE

INCONGRUOUS.

3.0. PREFACE.
In the previous two chapters, the term 'incongruous' appeared quite
frequently. ' The Russian translation of the word 'incongruous' is either
implies
ienmum>>.
or
an assault on one's
<<Hecypa3HUH>> <<He;
<<Hejieriviua>>
Hecypa3'Kua>>may be aesthetically acceptable,but
aestheticsenses,whereas <<
contrary to reason and hence illogical. Incongruities in the novels of III and
Petrov belong to the latter category, and they arise by juxtaposing different (and
linguistic
The
sometimes contradictory) semantic notions and stylistic registers.
incongruities baffle and at the same time delight the reader, who is supposed to
'unravel' them in his mind, with the help of his knowledge of the structure Of
the Russian language and his familiarity with the novels' content.
Il'f and Petrov are masters of the incongruous. As the academician L. B.
Shcherba pointed out:
Korga

HYBCTBO HOPMIJ BOC17IT4TaHoy TieJIOBeKa, OH
o6oCH0BaHH1JX
HamuHaeT
n0HT4maT1> BC10 npeneCTL
OT Hee. 2
0TCTYrUieHT49

from
'digressions
that
It is these(<0TCTYrI;
the
norm'
ieH'K31OT HOPM16I>>
Il'f and Petrov enjoyedso much, and thesedigressionsin their languageare
always well motivated. Their unusual languagecombinationsgeneraterich
humorous imagesand effectspreciselybecausethey are so carefully thought out
and phrased. Incongruity adds liveliness,colour and novelty to the authors'
language,and is an essentialcharacteristicof the mature III and Petrov style.

Much of their bestwritten comedyarisesfrom the authors'consistentuse
of linguisticincongruities,and it is for this reasonthat a wholechapterhasbeen
devotedto this importantpart of their language.Incongruity,of course,cannot
be calleda lexicalor stylisticdeviceassuch. Bothlexicalandstylisticelements
divide
is
brought
in
to
together
this
are
examples
chapterand an attempt made
kinds
different
into
from
to
two
the
of
selected
groupsaccording various
novels
incongruity.

'Chambers 20th-century dictionary defines incongruity
as 'not fitting well together. J. Drever's
Dictionary of Psychologydefines it as'Not in keeping with its setting, context, or surrounding'.
ýCitedby Lev Gun-dlevin his article in RuTepaTYPH&H. ra3m, No. 42,16 October,1974.
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3.1. CONTRASTS.
Much of Il'f and Petrov's humour is based on some kind of linguistic
contrast. However, this section will deal specifically with examples in which the
linguistic contrast is a direct result of firstly, characters' speechbeing out of tune
with the manner in which that speech is uttered (3.1.1.); secondly, the description
of the action of the characters contrasted with the way that action is carried out
(3.1.2.); thirdly, incommensurate quantities (that is, small events juxtaposed with
big occasions)(3.1.3.); and finally, new Soviet rhetoric contrasted with pre(3.1.4.
).
revolutionary vocabulary
In a way, this section overlaps the following section on contradictions. In
both sections contrasting and often contradictory notions are placed side by side.
In expressionssuch as KXHY1411ý1 TieHT319 (DS 61) or neH14BLIq CKOPOXOZX (ZT
393), contrast is achieved through a combination of clashing words whose
meanings contradict and cancel one another. In other words, to quote Vulis:
<<HeoxxA2LHHoe

CTOJIKHOBeHme

HeCOBmeCTT4MLIX

rIOH31THV4>>;3

3.1.1.Characters' speech contrasted with spoken delivery.
On numerous occasions in the two novels, and especially in DS, there is a
in
by
discrepancy
between
being
is
the
the
way
strong
charactersand
said
what
which it is said. For example:
OCTari.
rIpejieCTHa3i
cKa3an
rHeDHo
mmcnbl
(DS 126)
Ila
roBOP14Te Tzmet
-

- r120MKO 3aKpi4tiana

TOBapim.
L, BM OTpaBjieHLi
HOBTOPAJI caHUTap.

ra30M,

TIT43a.
(DS 118)

- DaziocTHo

4
]ýagocnio
caTIO)KHHKI
KaK
ozieTLI,
-Bbi

(ZT 496)

6o; ITa; i OCTari.

(DS 288)

All these contrasts are justified by the contexts in which they occur, despite
their completely contradictory and incongruous nature.
When a character is excited and tries to shout abuse at someone or call for
help, III and Petrov have that character speak in a whisper, or at least in quiet
and measured tones. This again creates an incongruous but comic effect.
He Bame aenot
-A Bm - gypaK; 4,6o; iBaHLI 14 ricxxoriaTLI,
Koji;
)KeHa,
4Ha
He-nounuag
cKa3ana
ronoca.
-

(DS 117)
'A. By; iiic,
IleTI)OB
COBeTCKaJT
K
iLcp
lietran,
- cpe;ibeTOH14CTI>I>>,
((M;

No. 6,1958,45.
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Tbi
"-ITO xe 9TO, c yma coulen? - K12oTKo cripocmji
MrilIOJIT4T MaTBeeBHH H AB14HYJIC31K BLIXOZIY. 06anzxeeLUb TLI cpezxi4 rpo6OB.
. (DS 11)
Fpa63IT!
- iueriOTOM
Fyodor). [... ]

Ka-pa-yjil
-

- ene

cKa3aJI He3HaKomeu

C.TILILUHO DOCKJI14KHYJI

(i. e. Father

He3HaKomeu.

(DS 54)

Tm
Komy ripogan CTYJI? - cripomi
morioTom.
110MtHIUmmum

OCTari
(DS 51)

is
in
itself
U.
IOnOTOM>>
a contradiction of terms, and such
<<r103BaHHBaiomT4m
an expression could equally serve as an example in section 3.2. on contradictions.
When Vorob'yaninov
repeats the interjection a9-. qr4-. qti, which is supposed to
be shouted in a loud and high-pitched
voice, he actually mumbles the phrase
OoPMOTan):
MI-Ati-.
r4-. q ti I
.q

qrl, -

6opmoTaji

MrilIO; IHT MaTBeeBT4'q, - arl(DS 218)

Priests often use the address 'my child' towards others, since part of their
is
This
'flock'.
is
foster
love
towards
their
to
not the case
calling
and compassion
with priest Kushakovsky, though he addresses Ostap CLIH MOT-4:
CIAH
KyLtiaKOBCKVIti,
c HeHaBmTbio
MOr4,
CKa3an
CIAH MOr4.
rimmq
Ha OCTana, - BLI 3a6; iyxaaeTecL,
(ZT 453)

It is this kind of incongruous contrasting combination that must have
prompted A. Vulis to say:
KOHTpaCTM
o6HaxeHx3i

Y 14iiicpa 14 HeTpoBa
- omm M3 CrIOC060B
CKPLITLIX HeCOOTBeTCTBH9 ...4

3.1.2.Actions of the characters and the way in which they execute those actions.
In a similar fashion, III and Petrov create a strong contrast between
particular actions of their characters and the way in which those actions are
performed. For example:
Be3eHt1YK umn iuarIKY M pazio=o

ocTon6eHem

(DS 218)
It is hard to imagine how someone can freeze on the spot joyfully!
Sleep is a restful activity and when one is tense or excited, it is hard to fall
asleep. However, Ostap manages to fall asleep 'angrily':
'Ibid.
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OCTan

cpa3Y

me cel2nmTo

3acHyn...

'

Similarly, in DS the archivist Korobeynikov

(03a6omeHHO):

(ZT 519)
falls asleep 'anxiously'

6ory, ner B
OH panxejiC31, HeBHxmaTeJILHO nomonmic3i
y3eHLKYIO zxeBHxiLi-o noCTejibKY x o3a6oieHHo
3acHvii(DS 76)
Furthermore,

in this phrase HeBHzmaTenLHO

nomonmncq

6ory,

two

contrasting notions are brought together. Prayer is a purposeful mental activity
requiring concentration of attention and to say that Korobeynikov prays
inattentively is a contradiction, but at the same time it reflects the absentby
Ostap).
(he
been
has
Korobeynikov
just
that
cheated
mindedness of
evening
There is, however, a difference between combinations of the type
HeBH14maTeJILHOrIOMO;IHT16CAand those like 03a6oxieHHO 3aCHYTL. The
former combines two words that superficially contradict each other, but actually
complement each other semantically. The latter phrase shows not only comic
illogicality but also total semantic incompatability which cannot be justified by
the context. 03a6oxieHHO, just like cepZIHTO or paZEOCTHOin the previous
his
but
does
the
state of mind.
rather
examples,
character's action,
not qualify
This second case is an example of linguistic paradox or hypallage (Grk.
'exchange') -a figure of speech in which an epithet qualifies a word to which it
does not really belong' (see section 3.8., page 489). This device is also known as
'transferred epithet', and usually applies to adjective and noun combinations,
although III and Petrov tend to use it for adverbs and verbs. This kind of
Ieconomy of language' will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter.
3.1.3. Incommensurate qualities.

III and Petrov sometimes juxtapose two objects or events, one of which is
large and the other small. The idea is to give the juxtaposed objects or events
equal value, despite their intrinsic incompatability which makes any such
association ridiculous. For instance, Ostap is often associatedwith various
like
be
invincible,
he
is
to
natural phenomena, and
all-powerful and
supposed
the phenomena:
COJIHue PCTano Hazi XOJIMT4CTOH-rIYCTLiHer4 B5 xiaCOB 02
MHHYTbi 46 ceKYHR. OCTan rIO4H31JIC31Ha MT4HYTY
(ZT 550)
rio3xe.
OCTan 611;1 Me ce6. q: 3emneTpAceHze
BCTajio Ha ero
61111
2)To
nYTH.
egHHCTBeHHI>Iq cnytiak B ero 6oraTO9
(DS 284)
npaKTHKe.

5PDLT.
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Ostap's superiority is, of course, a projection of the way in which he sees
himself, and this self-importance is gently mocked by the authors in the ironical
way in which they extol Ostap's virtue. On his arrival in Moscow, Ostap's
appearanceis described in the following way (seesection 1.2.,page 63):
6yZITo
614BCAMOCKBac
'R
Booftae
'RmeJI
TaKOýi
Bzzi,
...
ee riaMATHHKamT4,TpaMBaAMR, moccenbripommmuamx, i.LePK0BKamI4,BOK3anamm14aCPHIUHLIMT4
. (DS 180)
Tym6amT4co6panaCb K HeMY Ha payT.
When he talks about his 'disagreement' - pnHornacme - with the Soviet
regime, Ostap thinks he has the same power and rights as the Soviets:
R XOMYOTCI-04a yexaTb. Y meH31C COBeTCK09 BjiaCTLIO
B03HHKJIH 3a riocjie4HR9 rozt cepbeMeqiuze
OHa xomeT CTPOTIT16
pnHornacwi.
coaHa; mm, aA He
(ZT 316)
XOtIY. MHe CKYMHOCTP014TT>
coumanTUM.

The loss of a chair which possibly contained the treasure is contrasted
absurdly with a disastrous and horrific earthquake:
Yzlap B AeBATL 6a; I; IOB, rIPTV-IT4HT4BIIIT49 HexctimcneMbie
,6ezICTBH31
Bcemy rlOJIYOCTPOBY, BIJPBan COKPOBT4Lue 143
PYK KOHueccT4OHepoiB.

(DS 284)
The loss of a treasure, however valuable, can in no way compare to the
destruction and loss of human life caused by an earthquake. By placing the two
events side by side III and Petrov laconically emphasize and satirize the
characters' obsession with finding the treasure.
(Father Fyodor - RG) YpOHMJI nT4zl>KaK[...] B KacrimRCKoe
...
(DS 232)
mope.
Here the juxtaposition of objects is funny purely because of the sheer
incompatability of size.
Similarly in the next example, the authors contrast the geographic location
of the Cross Pass with the event of Father Fyodor being bitten by an eagle:
rIpi4 riepexozEe -iepe3 KpeCTOBLOI riepeBan (2345 meTI2oB
Han vl2oBHem mopq) ero yKycm; i open. OTeit cýegop
3amaXHYJIC31 Ha zlep3KY10 TIT14UY K; IIOKOIO z riouien
(DS 272)
aani6aie.

This information is totally irrelevant, but produces a comic contrast
between the great height of the place and the silly triviality
of Father Fyodor's
misfortune.
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3.1.4. New Soviet versus pre-revolutionary

vocabulary.

In DS in order to raise money, Ostap assemblesa group of old monarchists
and forms the conspiracy, the 'Union of Sword and, Plough'. At the first
meeting, the quarrelsome 'conspirators' speculate on their roles after the return
of the monarchy to Russia. Their language is sprinkled with pre-revolutionary
terminology (rocrioaa, CBAToe zxejio, etc.), and deliberately interlarded with
contemporary Soviet expressions and terms. Contrast appears between the two
vocabularies, as well as between the two opposing world-views. For example:
OCTaeTC31
cKa3ajiOH

<<0=6pT,

OCBexT4T1>C31,
)j3izjLeBy.

ý>.

ReHbrx

Bame Ti]2eBocxoriT4TejibcTBo.

B
cjieTati-Ka,
HojieCOB,
eCTL?

Hejil)331 B MMIMUMM
HotieBaTb,
-MHe
rj rojma,
ropozicKo,
- 31 coBeTcKmq

-

(DS 135)

- OTBeTHJ1
cnyxcammg...

(DS 138)
Cmqna 3Be3zja. Honb 6jina BOJIiue6Ha. Ha BTopof-l
CoBeTcKoýl npozEojixaJICA cnoI2 ry6eRHaTol2a
c
(DS
138)
rOI201ICKT4M rO
The monarchists' 'occupations' are ridiculously
misplaced in Soviet
society. It is ironic that even criticism of the Soviet regime is exercised from a
Similarly,
contemporary Soviet viewpoint,
a conflict
with modern vocabulary.
of ideas is obvious when we hear that:
60JIbU1eBjJKjLyCTP0T4J1T4 B o6mTejim
...

coBxo3.

In ZT Il'f and Petrov adapt a famous historical
speech, and make it contemporary:
P1 TM, F)JýVT. ripozjanc3i

oTBeTcTBeHnim

(DS 83)

phrase into a 'madman's'
j2a6OTHT4Kam...
(ZT 446)

Some contrasts are so well hidden that it is hard to detect them. For
instance, in ZT, Koreyko and Lapidus-junior are talking by the window
CTeKJIbILIIKamz
Ha KOTOPOM pa3HOUBeTHLIM14
...
Bi6mozeHLI zxBa rOTT4xieCKHX pLiuapq.

(ZT 335)

The contrastbetweenthe two bureaucratsand the two medieval knights is
subtly expressed.
III and Petrov'suse of incongruity and contrast is intensified by their use
of contradiction which we examinein the following section.
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3.2. CONTRADICTION.
Contradiction is a figure of speech in which one statement is followed by
first
the
another which negates
statement completely. It can also apply to pairs of
separate and contradictory words (oxymoron -'pointedly foolish"). This stylistic
device was quite often employed by Zoshchenko/7 and it finds a familiar place in
III and Petrov's novels.
In the two novels, contradictions are frequently formed by placing two
contrasting words side by side. For example:
ToxiT4TI>

3aKpxtian

HOXH,

6PMTB1A

HOXHHui>i,

B6JIH3H6a12i4ToHanTHw'r4

rIPaBT4TL1

6ac.

(DS53)

OT zioma c zlBazaLaTMO
3a rIATL TLICAH Ki4nomeTPOB
6uno
py6; IAM14B KapmaHe zoexaTL B POZEH09
ropozE

riono)KTiTeJTTn,
HO HeB03MOX<HO.

(DS 268)

14 CHOBa neHimirl
CKOROXOZI.Ha 3TOT pa3
repKyneCOBCKMý1,11OTaLumncA rIO COJIHexmim ymmam,
6yZtOK,
BmemTMACL BO Bce
OCTaHaBJIHBaACL Y KBaCHmx
YJ1Ht1Hme CKaHziajim 14OTxiaAHHO pnma=m

(ZT 393-394)

pa3HOCHOqCYMKOti.

HO Bceq CTpaHe, BLImoraA T1KJIAHtia, neDenimmoTc3i
MapKca.
Kal2na
HecyniecTBviouixe
BHYKTi
ýDajibuimnie
(ZT
311)
BHrejiLca...
cPpxapmxa
nneM.qHHHKH
In the above examples, the contradictory pairings of the epithets
6apHTOHanbHmr4,neHIMuti and HecyLueCTBy1OMviewith the nouns they
6ac,
delightfully
n;
ieM31HHT4Kz
qualify,
respectively, are
CKOpoxoziand
absurd.
[ 1, oKpyxeHHLIT-1
rlPOBH30P TIeoriom; i rpmropLeBTui
...
6aHKamii
[
IC
HePBHOCTLIO
gnom.
c
mono, iHmmm
...

6paHzmegCTepa
AHro,
npo)aaBanCB031xieHlMe
(o<pem
npiaaeT
nPOTHB3arapa H BecHyLueK,
6eJIH3HY
14CKJ11O'1i14TeJILHYio

Koxce>>.

(DS 26)

The adjective MO;IOxIHLie - 'milky'- can refer either to the colour white
(Cf. (<Horm J1oxaHKT4Ha MOJIOMHO3aCBeTHJIHCL>>
(ZT418)) or to the content of
the jars, i. e. milk. The contradiction is realized when we choose this second
literal meaning of MOJIOHHi>ie,because drinking milk is the expected antidote to
poison.

6PDLT.
'See Kperic, op. cit., 65-69for an analysis of this device in Zoshchenko's
writings.
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C T0tIKH
3peHH31 ZIOPOXH09
TIYTL 0TBJ2aTi4TejTeH.

TeXHT4KH:

DTOT

CKa30'qHT>lr4
(ZT 517)

Unlike the previous example, the contradiction here is the result of the
combination of the allegorical meaning of the adjective cKnOHHbiti - 'fairy-tale
like' (in other words 'wonderful'), with its antonym OTBpaTHTenbHLIýi
'revolting', 'awful'.
Occasionally, a contradiction
adverb and the verb it qualifies:

is brought

about by the union of an unlikely

ýIHxeHep OT YIIHB; ieHT431BI>IrIYCTHJI 143PYK rinem OTUa
cl)eziopa, KOTOPL04 HemezineHHo 6YXHYJICA Ha Ko; ieHR m
CTan no-xieperiamm
rOHATLC31 3a XHxceHepom. (DS 264)
for its slowness. Such expressions
14epen axa - 'a tortoise' - is well-known
On
this.
the
TaU.
IHTC31
KaK
as rIOJI3eT KaK xiepenam
-iepenaxa
or
exemplify
other hand, the verb rOH31TLC31 -'to chase, 'to pursue' - implies fast motion,
This is impossible for Father Fyodor while he is 'on all
especially running.
fours' but he is still keen to chase Bruns even in such a humble and selfdenigrating mode of locomotion!
The contradiction here is both funny and
vivid.

A similar and highly obvious type of contradiction occurs in the following
example:
3epKan]6HT,
ie OKHa HOBOrO 3ztaHm3i
CBeTe I102ICTyriaBiuero YTpa.
Mririoj=

MaTBeeBT4'1

c nommin
3ariucan

ITPHH31JICA 3a pa6OTY.
noxiepum
umeHa HoBo6paHHLIX

xemmyxmo

cel2e;iT4B
(DS 291)

q2oucum
cTapymexiTmm
B TOJICTLie Mum,

CTporo Z10111DOCHJI
CDHzxeTejie9,3a
c6erana Do imop.

KOTOPIJMH HeBeCTa
(DS 9)

We are led to believe that something skillful and magical is about to occur,
but what follows is a contradiction and an anti-climax. CTapywexivll-4
handwriting
associated

implies

with

mental
the dexterity

slowness and crooked
of a magician.

letters,

and is hardly

Znriojum
MaTpeeBwtia
vHTnivaTT4Be
noI23inoxiHoe
mec. 12. KaK TOJIBKO
YXORWI, BeHgeD iman6jimBan
THXT01 ýIBaHMYJIO
B
rojioBy
KomrTaHLOHa, KpaTtiamime
1IYTH K OTJACKaHHIO
(DS 165)
COKPOB14LU.

B rinaHe pa60T
6T.Tno oTBezieHo

Although
Vorobyaninov
thrust upon
appears to have great responsibility
him, his initiative
here is
The contradiction
ends with Ostap's brain-washing.
further emphasized
by the use of different
first
functional
brisk
styles -a
and
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by
followed
sentence,
a colourful, colloquial phrase Rziaji6J114BaTL
B rojIOBY in
the second. The latter expression suggests Ostap's difficulty with his pupil
Vorob'yaninov, an incompetent and incapable person.
In the next example, the contradiction is based on a parody of the first line
6e;
iHia9>>:
of Pushkin's poem about a noble knight: <()Km:I Ha CBeTe piauapb
6eziuu-04.
3To 6Liji ZIOBOJILHO
CBeTe
%aCTHHK
Xxii Ha
,
6oran, di menoi3eK Bnaaeneu ranaHTepegHoro
HaUCKOCI)
KRHO
OT
marnima, pacrionozeHHorO
(ZT
429)
<(KanXTanxýl>>.
Cf. KanUTanmti - the example of national etymology, resulting from a
KanUTOJI14ri.
The antithesis here arises
merger of two words: Kal-114Taiiand
6eamiti
6oraTi>ig.
The combination
the
two
with
opposite
meanings:
and
6eUHTAti
,qaCTHi4K
is self-contradictory - during the NEP period, %iaCTHHKT1 were
thriving.
3To 6m; ia riPT431THer4iuaq 143Y; IHU, KaK; ieBCTpe, -ialOTCA
Ho jieBYIO PYKY 3a BO;IHHCTLIMM
B ye3llHbix ropozxax.
3e; ieHOBaTLIM14 CTeKnamm cepe6pwivia
rpo6bi
61opo
CripaBa
3a maiieHLKHMH
nOXOPOHHoro
<<Hmmqoa>>.
c o6Ba; IHBiiieriCA 3ama3KOr4 OKHamm yrpiomo
B03; iexa; ii4 zy60Bi6ie MIJIBHme m cKyxiHme rpo6bi
rpo60BLIX zxe;i maCTepa F)e3eHxiyKa.

(DS 5)
The first sentence in the above example is strongly reminiscent of Gogol's
style (notice the use of the suffix %e2jUýjtLin IIPTUITHernua3i). The description
of the street that follows, with its prevalence of undertakers' shops and their
THez- In ajq used
coffins in the windows makes it clear that the superlative rIPHJR
to describe this street is a gross misrepresentation.
In the above two examples, contradiction is used by Il'f and Petrov to
express irony. The same can be said of the next two quotations:
CTaJIT4HrpaA
B Hatiane momm
B
npxu1eJ1
<(CKPA614H>>
11PY316A
BcTj2eTi4nT4 ero. nj2,q%iacb 3a janTiKamm Ha
(DS 253)
nl2mcTaHT4.

This contradiction is quickly resolved when we recall that Ostap and his
companions wish to remain incognito, yet at the same time they want to
ascertain the boat's arrival, and the presenceof the last chair on it.
A meeting with a juo6mmaA -'beloved' is usually anticipated with
pleasure, not fear. Yet Ostap, who leaves Madam Gratsatsueva the morning after
their wedding has every reason to be afraid of meeting her. He would have to
deal with her passionate anger (not to mention the police) for his theft of
'A. C. nyiiiKmH,

co6pMue

co,, i; fHeH; frf BaeCRT;

f

Tomax,op.cit.,2,248.

jewellery and cutlery. The term ino6mma3i xeHMT4Ha is used ironically in this
context. The authors simply echo Ostap's own phrase (and his excuse for the
theft), which occurred earlier in DS, namely:
R

He

He'rl

mor

nOKHHYT]6

HHKaKOrO

juo6xmpo

xeHIUMHy,

He 0CTaBI4B

(DS 108).

BOCrIOMHHaHMA.

Other examples of contradiction
B KopmgopaX

3amrima

r1po'Bimiman

in HT:,io-Mopi(a

0

include the following:

HecBeTjiiTe

jiamrni.

MHCTep

(DS 199)

F)ypmaH.
(ZT 530)

his
Burman's
to
obviously refers
mentality and not
regionality.
(DS
61)
3TO 6LIR KT4nVxIT4r4
jieHnqýi.

'a provincial'

The above is said of the mechanic and busybody Polesov.
3TaKopoTKa.
(ZT
qpexib
436)
nonxiaca..
zimmac'L
This is said of Funt, who speaks extremely slowly and takes three-minute breaks
between short phrases. Thus the contradiction is justified, since for Funt, a halfhour conversation is very short indeed!
B P140-

llopaHaxiaTL Tpvziomo 6yinaamvio
(ZT 600)
ae-)KaHetipol
This contradictsthe Sovietdoctrinewhich assumesthat bourgeoislife is devoid
for
his
hard
life
has
Ostap
bourgeois
For
though,
plenty of opportunity
of
work.
speciality,i.e. extractingmoneyfrom rich people!
Sometimes
the authorsmakeremarksaboutOstapwhich are
contradictoryto his nature. Note, for example,the ironicaldescriptionof his
flight from the angryand cheatedinhabitantsof Vasyuki;this is a parodyon
Lermontov'spoem<JIemoH>>
(seesection2.4.,page312):
OCTan
BlIn nyHHT>Iq
Hecc3irio cepe6PAHgOg
Bexiep.
OTrpeLUHOq
OTTaJIK14Ba3ic7.
KaK
allreii,
yjimue nerKO,
(DS248)
3emnz.
XH3HL.

When Ostap is knocked down by a horse but not injured, it would seem
that this is a minor event. However, we read that:

Ero moryTiee Teno iie
OCTariX14BOrIOZXH3Mc3i.
6onee
6Li;io
Tem
HT4KaKororIOBpexzxeHz3i.
rIOJIYHHJIO
npmHzHx B03MOXHOCTeg
ZJJIACKaHziana.
(DS 180)
In a similar way, the solution of a problem may be unexpected:
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B MITHRUY

6narOrIP1431THO.

BOrIPOCpeiuxjicsi
Hamajimci,MYKH.

M

(DS90)

In the last two examples, the contradictions are especially unexpected and
poignant - there is an unexpected twist which baffles the reader. This leads us on
to the next section - unexpected turns of thought.
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3.3. UNEXPECTED TURN OF THOUGHT.
An unexpected turn of thought may be defined as a totally unexpected or
incongruous twist attached to the end of a statement, a twist which alters the
meaning of the foregoing statement. This additional information does not
contradict what has been previously stated, but rather obscures it, forcing the
reader to stop and ponder the statement's meaning. It is a kind of 'play of
thought', which undermines accepted patterns of thinking and brings together
ideas from different planes of thought. The reader's mind is initially deluded or
baffled, but as soon as the play of thought is spotted, the reaction is inevitably
that of laughter. Nevertheless the laughter is often accompanied by a certain
degree of frustration, because the reader's anticipation of the usual outcome of
the statement has not been justified. Hence, unexpected turns of thought can be
referred to as 'frustrated expectation'.9
A good example of 'frustrated expectation' can be found in the following
example:
rIPOCT14Te,
npx, ayiueHHmm
M3HYpeHKOBa?
Bopoi3LAHRHOB
YBHzen, HTO B

(i.
RG)
ciman
OH e.Vorob'yaninov
TOBapuma
ronocom, - mory A MieTb
ABeccanom BjiaZj14MT4POBH'HHe OTBenan.
nOAHSM rOJIOBY M TOMKO TenepL
(DS 166)
KomHaTe HzKoro HeT.

Here it is assumed that Iznurenkov is present when Vorobyaninov
appeals to him, and the absenceof response from Iznurenkov is taken as a sign
of anger at Vorobyaninov for not knocking. But apparently Iznurenkov is not in
the room at all. Had the cowardly Vorob'yaninov raised his downcast eyes, he
would have noticed it right away.
3.3.1.Overturning accepted ideas and conventions.

The successof an unexpectedturn of thought often dependson upsetting
fixed ideas,fixed opinions social conventionsand unwritten moral rules. For
example,a 'deposit' OaziaTOK)for rented accommodationis normally
understoodto mean the partial payment before the actual occupation. However,
Ostap saysthe following to Lokhankin:
BygeT 143aziaTOK3a KBaPTT4PY.
C TetieHmeMBpemeHM.
(ZT 419)
long after the latter has moved in.

'J. L. Wright, 11'f and Petrov's 'The Twelve Chairs'
and 'The GoldenCalf' and the Picaresque
tradition, (PhD Thesis,The University of Wisconsin, 1973).
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A compliment on someone's jewelry might contain a question on its
value, or whether the jewelry is made,of precious metal or stone. In the next
example, we assume that this is what Iznurenkov asks the young woman, before
we catch on to the deliberate irony of the final word:
6POIUKa
CKaXXTe,
a 9Ta
Re'r4CTBT4TejibHO
M3 CTeKna?
Ax, KaKOti 6; ieCKI
(DS 186)
Speakersat meetings are introduced to the audience before their speeches,
usually by a chairperson or the previous speaker. Yet during the assembly
gathered for the opening of the tram-line in Stargorod, the following
announcement is made:
CJIODO
RRA
-

ripe;
ýoCTaDjuieTCA
ROKiiazia
FaBPHJI14HY1 - KP14KHYji raBPHJIMH.

TOBapi4uzy
(DS92)

The purpose of pawn-shops is well-known; the customer trades in some
valuable possession for much-needed cash. We find out that Bezenchuk has
pawned - 3aJIOX14JIB zom6apzie -something:
a maCTep Be3eHHYK m4n ropLi<po m ztaxe ORHaxmLI
....
rILITaJIC31 3aJIOXMTB B jiom6apae
cB04 jiyiiuzýl
(DS 6)
B16ICTaBOHHmr4
rpo6.
This may sound absurd, since a coffin is hardly a typical item for the pawn shop,
but on second thoughts this absurdity has its own logic - after all, the coffin is
Bezenchuk's most valuable possession.
In ZT, the argument that Panikovsky uses to increase his share of the
stolen roubles is logically correct but morally unacceptable:
R

HaKOHeu

cemegHLOI

ieJIOBeK.

Y meHA

Z[Be cemim.

(ZT 313)
The play of thought here is based on the adjective ceme M_
HMr4in
cemetiHL04 tiejioBeK - literally, 'a family man'! It follows that if Panikovsky has
two families, then he is certainly a cemeilHIA4 %ieJIOBeK,,
though conventionally
the phrase implies a married man with one wife and children. Strictly speaking
cemegHLIti refers to children and dependants only, so Panikovsky has two
dependent families, whether or not he is married to -either of the women.
Either way, Panikovsky's statement is morally censorious. Similarly, when
Polykhaev, the bureaucrat chief of 'Hercules', is exposed and tries to solicit
Ostap's pity, he wants to tell him that:
Y Hero

xeHa,

zieTH, CePHa,

OZIHOqxeHLUHHLI.

ReTT4 OT CePHLI m eme

OT

(ZT 473)
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3.3.2. Unexpected behaviour patterns.

Particular emotional states elicit characteristic behaviour patterns, but in
the novels, some characters behave in ways which confound our expectations.
For example, if someone is 'in love, we might expect loss of sleep or appetite.
However, we hear that:
6bi'jia
BcA
monozEemb
ropozia
Z10
TaKoýi
CTerieHi4
...
Bnio6neHa B ceKpeTapiuy meCTKoma K0MMyHajibHHK0B,
(DS5)
HTO 3TO meinano erl co6HpaTL xine=He
B3H0C1J.
Obviously, these pestering suitors have made life more difficult for this
girl, and she performs her tasks less effectively. There is an unexpected change of
mood here (from love to money) which occurs in other passagesof DS as well as
in ZT. It is even implied in the words of Bender himself:
rzxe
HeT zio6BR, - CO B3ZIOXOM KommeHT14POBaii
OCTari,
Tam o zeHbrax
rOBOPUTb He rIPHHATO.

-

(ZT 455)

An excellentexampleof unexpectedturn of thought basedon the
misinterpretation of motives of affection,is the famous statementof Ostap..in
which he choosesas his own epitaph:
OH jno6Rji m CTpa)ian.
14X HeZIOCTaTKa.

OH M-0614JI aeHLrH H CTpazian OT
(DS 252)

-

Heartbroken love is the usual fate of the tragic hero, yet here the pragmatic
Ostap finds another object of desire.
Feelings of love and affection are usually characterised by the metaphoric
epithet 'warm'. However, in the example below the opposite impression is
given:
OKOneHeBiuxe

OT paHHOI

WS
17)
nio6Bx riapOtIKH...

The confusion vanishesonce we realise that the couplesare frozen, not
from love, but from the cold early-springweather. The successof this example
lies in the clever use of syntax and brachylogy (the replacementof a longer
constructionby a shorter one), at the expenseof correctsemanticinterpretation.
3.3.3.Disorientation as frustrated expectation.
In the following passage,the mind is initially disoriented when a
distinctly unusual item is introduced into a pattern of identical objects:
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14epe3 AjieKcaHZ1P0BCKM9
B0K3aJ1 BXOZ114T B MOCKBY
[ IB KOCTiomeaji3i
[ I KaBKa3eu
MHOCTpaHeu
rojiLcpa
...
...

B KOPUHHeBoti
6opo; ae.

6apaHbe-rl mariKe

m Bojirapb

B rieHLKOBOrl
(DS 113)

Since both the foreigner and the Caucasian are identified by their clothing,
we expect that the inhabitant of the Volga region (DojirapiO will also have a
6opoaa
dress.
On
impression
this
that
the
characteristic
reading
we
get
-'beardýis worn as an item of clothing, i. e. a false beard. As Bolen points out," the
originality of this idea lies in the fact that usually in comic situations a beard
seemsreal and then turns out to be false, but here it is the other way round. The
use of this construction might have been influenced by its similar application to
spectacles(e.g. OH B HOBLIXoxiKax -'he is wearing new glasses'). However, B
6opoge
here is both syntactically and semantically out of place.
neHLKOBOýi
Mo60BL
BLIK MLIHHT OT CTpaCTM.
CYLURT meJIOBeKa.
rIeTYX He HaxozxT4T ce6e meCTa. rIpeAB0Zj%Tejib
(DS
141)
4D0P31HCTBa Tep3ieT aririeTTM

The passagemoves on to mention the effect of love on other creatures,
,
bull,
first
from
diminution
then a
to
a
animals;
with a progressive
men
of scale

be
bird
to
smaller
animal or
smaller creature
and one expects
human
Instead,
a
with
still, perhaps a sparrow.
we are once again confronted
being
before the
Voro'yaninov's
npeABOARTein
ZIBOP31HCTBa
role
Revolution.
Vorob'yaninov's
Clearly,
the authors are ridiculing
character with
is
lowliest
There
him
identification
this deliberate
the
also a
of
creatures.
of
with
is
bull
drawn
between
ZIBOP31HCTBa and a
who
possible analogy
npezu3oztMTeni>
is,
is
that
KYP,,
i1>
npeZjB0AMTe;
npeZ1B0ZjMTem>
KOPOB, and a cockerel who
a
a
(cockerel),

the third

Vorob'yaninov is proud and aggressive like a cockerel, or stubborn like a bull.
The next example demonstrates that events too can be grouped together in

the same way

to produce

an unexpected

turn

of thought:

0Z[MH 3a AeCATL TIACELI
HoCHT juoaerl
rIO CTpaHe.
KmnomeTPOB
HaxoAMT ce6e CH3110MY10 HeBeCTY.
6e)KHT
[
I
Rpyroý4 B norOHe 3a C0KP0BT4mamx
Ha
...
AjiziaH,
a TpeTTOI TaK T4 CHAMT ce6e zioma, JII-06OBHO
(DS 26)
rpLixy.
nornaxIMA
C03peuuyio

3.3.4.Unexpected thoughts from extremes.

In a statementwith two extremespresent,,we might expecta median
answeror at least an indication of the correctextreme:

'OV.G. Bolen, AHWIT13Komwiemro
of Michigan, 1968),79.

y PfjzLcpa;f He TPOBaB 27Cu3T (PhD Thesis,University
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CJIOBapi6 Bmni63ima lUeKcnRpa, rio rioztcxieTy
TimieZIOBaTeneti,
COCTaB;i3ieT 12000 CJIOB. CJIOBapb
Herpa 143 juozxoezxci<oro rinemeHR <<Mym6o-IOm6o>>
COCTaBimeT 300 cjioi3.
Z)JIJIO"iKa UýYKHHa jierKO 14 CB060ZIHO o6xogT4jiacL
(DS 157)
TPHguaTLIO.
Although

our expectation that Ellochkas's vocabulary will be greater than that of
is a
tribe is not met, this introduction
a cannibal from the 'Mumbo-jumbo'
wonderful characterization
of Ellochka.

A similar type of unexpected turn of thought can be found in the
following example:
6bijim
Me)KZIY Tem, KaK OZ1HT4
repox pomaHa
y6exzieHLI
B TOM, HTO BpeM31 TeprI14T, a apyrme nonaraim, HTO
BpeM31 He xzeT, Bpemq iujio o6LItIHLIM CBOHM
(DS 233)
rIOP31AKOM.

Taken together, BpeM31TePrIHT and BpeMA He xc;aeT are logical antonyms.
The conclusion - Bpem3i iu; io o6mxmim cBoTim iepeziom - does not favour
one way of thinking over another, as we might expect. Instead, it satirizes the
characters' self-importance with a remark about the ever-rolling nature of time.
3.3.5.Non-standard responses to well-known sayings.
Unexpected turns of thought are often based upon idiomatic phrases
which usually trigger standard responses. For example, when an accident is
described, the phrases nexan, 14CTeKa3i...
or ynan, o6; iHBaAC]6...
usually create
an associationwith blood, i. e nexan, XCTeKa3IKPOBBioand ynan, o6nMBacb
Kponlo respectively. However, in ZT, a lump of ice lies on the ground
(ZT 474)
MCTeKa3I
BOIIO'r4
...
and, when Ostap is knocked down by a horse, he falls down
o6JIRBaAci6
nomm.
...

BLino oieHI)

zaPKO.

(DS 180)

Although the context justifies the use of these words (ice melts to water,,
and the unharmed Ostap is very hot and therefore covered in sweat), the mind
expects the word 'blood' in these contexts, and is forced to think along two planes
of reality.
Likewise, the phrase OT Hero iiien CMJII>HT>Ig
3ariax immediately evokes
the image of a drunk who smells of vodka or a heavy smoker smelling of
tobacco.
6eCrIOHBeHHbie
-MHe BaLum
06BTiHeHI431 CTpaHHLi, 3ameTHJI Rama 3mzjibeBT4xi (who has destroyed fire

a
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extinguisher -RG), OT KOTOporo
neim, ix cTpyr4.

Luen CTUILHIArl :3ariax
(DS 51)

3anax neHHLIX CTpyr4 has replaced the expected 3anaX B011KHor3anax
Ta6aKa but it still alludes to beer or sparkling wine. Perhaps Pasha Emil'evich
had something to drink before he destroyed the fire-extinguisher.
3.3.6. Unexpected meanings.

Occasionally comic error is based on a play of two different meanings of a
particular word.
6yaeT
Cer'0ZEH31
He
maxmaT?
-KaK?
-He DmeuLaIOTCA,- 0TBeTXJI cei<peTapb, - NORBan
6ojibuioti. TpHCTa CTPOK.
(DS 173)
The fact that chessdoes not fit in (He BmemaIOTCA)precisely becausea basement
(rioZ[Ban) is large seemsabsurdly illogical. Only when we realise that the
incident takes place in a newspaper editorial office and refers to an article on
chessand to a newspaper 'rI0ZXBa;i' or basement, (i.e. 'the bottom part of a
is
It
intended
finally
do
this
the
meaning.
newspaper page'),
understand
we
initial
(lit.
'basement')
the
that
the
creates
second meaning of
word rIOZIBa;i
confusion.
Similarly, a mistaken impression is created becauseof the two possible
interpretations of the word BO;IA -'freedom', 'liberty', as well as 'outside'..'open
space', 'fresh air'. So when a mad geographer in the mental hospital in ZT
shouts:
Ha BOmot Ha BOJImI B riamriacm.

(ZT 441)

but
leave
institution,
he
be
free
the
the authors
to
that
to
we assume
wants
continue:
OH jiyxiiiie
B0J131. OH
BceX Ha cBeTe 3HaJI, XT0 Taiwe
61vi reorpacp,
61>ijim
H3BeCTHLI Tai<me npoCTOPLI,
m emy
0 KOTOPLIX o6LiKHoBeHHLIe,
iii-ozi; i m He n0Z103peDalOT.

3aHATLie

CKytIHLIMHuejiam;

(ZT 442)

i

*

We are led to believe that his reason for wanting to visit the pampas is that he
alone best appreciates freedom. However, all he knows is the geographical
location of open spaceson the'maps.
Some phrases always elicit certain associations,regardless of their
circumstances. For example, the phrase <<',
ieJIO13e,,
ieCKa3i mmcnb>>invariably
has positive and noble connotations. However, Ostap, during his grotesquely
exaggeratedspeechin Vasyuki, replaces <(tieJIOBexiecKaqmic; n>>with
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has
following
local
the
mLic;
ib>>,
to
to
the
and
amateur chess
say
<<iuaxmaTHaA
players:
BLI He rIOBepT4Te KaK zEajieKO ZIBHHYjiacb iiiaxmaTHaA
JIaCKep ziouleii
OH
mucia.
ZIO nOU. IJILIX Beiueg.
(DS 239)
CB014X rIPOTZBH14KOB czrapamz.
o6KYP'RBaeT
Besides the obvious

pun - ZBHHyjiacb

iiiaxmaTHaA

mbicjib

is
there
an
-

unexpected switch from the implied noble theme to no'hijime Beulm, which
Ostap blames on the 'progress' of iuaxmaTHa3I mbicin. Here the expression
becomes synonymous
ZZBXHynaci6 iuaxmaTHaA
miicia
with
3aýITH CJITIIIIKOM zjajieKO,
which has negative connotations.

the expression

At the start of the working-day
in an office, we ordinarily expect office
However, in 'Hercules',
workers to perform clerical duties or similar activities.
following
in
done,
the
the
way:
starts
where no work gets
new working-day
yze
HaHaJICA HOBIAýi ztem, 14 KTO-TO R3 cjiyxaizi4x
...
6YTep6pozx
c
MOnOZITAMM 3y6amu B iijimHmig
BuenzjicA
6apaHL14M riallITeTOM.
(ZT 335)

3.3.7.Unexpected parody.
III and Petrov frequently parody expressions and themes from other
literary works (see section 2.4.). When the reader comes across a familiar phrase
or some well-known dialogue from another source, he automatically expects a
familiar sequel from the same source and is therefore confused with III and
Petrov's sequels. For example, when in ZT Balaganov asks Ostap the famous
biblical question in Church Slavonic:
KaK CHMCKaTbxjie6 HaCYMH0I?
instead of the expected answer ((B nOTe nmua Uoero>>11Ostap replies:
(ZT 315)
Hago MLICJIHTL.
This is exactly how Ostap makes his living (by his wits! ), and so his answer is
instead
(note
logical
the
mwjilm
use of
perfectly
and stylistically appropriate found
is
in
literary
Another
the parody of
the
association
of
zjymaTb).
neutral
Lermontov's poem ((Tamapa>> (see also section 2.4., page 311), mentioned in
connection with Fyodor's mountain ascent in the Caucasus:
B OTBeT rpOXOTaii TepeK 141433aMKa TamapbI Hecima
(DS 273)
ie KPTIKM.
CTpaCTHi,
One immediately recalls the lovers mentioned in Lermontov's poem, but the
sequel is:

"Genesis, 3:19.
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Tam xwiz

(DS 273) 1

COBIJ;

Certainly, owls are known for their haunting cries, but in this context a different
explanation is expected. 12
3.3.8. Unexpected twists in the narrative.
Besides outside literary associations, Il'f and Petrov sometimes resort to
the context of their own novels to create unexpected turns of thought.
Unexpected confusion can only be resolved with the help of the context itself.
When Vorob'yaninov returns to Stargorod after a long absence, he walks round
the streets hoping to meet someone he knew before the Revolution:
Bzpyr

MrIl'IOJI14T

MaTBeeBmti

riotIYBCTBoBaji
xap B
IIPAMO Ha
jiazxoH3ix x ripoxnazly
B XXBOTe.
Hero men
He3HaKOMIA
rpax; jaHMH c ;ao6pum nmuom, 4epma Ha
KaK
CTYJI.
Becy,
B140JIOHxiejii,,

We assume that he will at last recognize an old acquaintance in the stranger.
The fact that the stranger carries a chair seems totally irrelevant, yet on reading
further, we find that:
T4nnOJ1'RT MaTBeeBUH,
14KOTa, BCMOTpeJICA

oBnagena
KOTOPLIM Heoxi4iiaHHO
x cpa3y y3Ha; i CBOA CTY; I1 (DS 53)

This twist of thought is justified when we remember that Vorob'yaninov is in
Stargorod to search for the twelve chairs. His state of excitement is induced by his
recognition of the chair and not of the stranger.
-TIH3a, nogaem o6eaaTb.
(DS
118)
R
yme
o6egana.
He
xoqeTCA.
Bqepa
-MHe
Liza's answer is both unexpected and illogical. It seemsthat she refuses to
consume food now becauseshe has already eaten the day before. Yet, the answer
makes perfect senseif we recall that her husband is suggesting they should eat
that day in a vegetarian restaurant. Liza has a bad memory of her meal there the
previous day, and her mHe He xotieTcA refers not to her present lack of hunger,
but rather her reluctance to return to the same vegetarian restaurant. q Bxiepa
yxe o6eaana does not mean that she is replete from the previous meal; it is an
elliptical version of A Btiepa y)Ke o6e;iana B TOrl yxaCHOT-4
and
CTOJIOBOH-,
"Cf. LermontoVspoem <<Tamapa>>:
Cri;ieTajimci>ropixime pyKI4,
YCTa ripw;imriajix K YCTam,
M CTpaCTHi>ie, zcmKze 3BYIG4
Bcio Honb pa3ziaBa; IZC31 Tam.
M. llepMOHTOB, C06paH; fe COtl;fHeH; frl B rienipex
1964),1,120.

Tomax, (XyzjoxeCTBeHHaA ; IzTepaTypa,
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implies that today she wants some meat. This information is omitted, and we
rely solely on the context to provide the clue to this puzzle.
In the next example, expectation is built up by the context alone. Many
hostel,
in
live
the
student
whose walls are paper-thin, and whose
young couples
like
'pen-holders'they
are
neHajibi. Couples switch on
so
small
rooms are
their stoves to create the illusion of privacy and drown the noise of their
lovemaking. In Chapter Sixteen of DS, several references are made to this
practice:
Tam pxaji ripT4myc m
B r131TOm neHane moinaiiii.

(DS116)

uenOBanmcb.
3aCTeHOti

cjiLiLuajioci6

aZICKoe

3BYKT4
rieHmeripi4mycaR

(DS116)

nouejiyeB.
So when Liza says to Vorobyaninov:
A mLi npHmyca He Aepxci4m. 3aHem?

(DS 116)

we assume that either she and her husband Kolya disregard the neighbours, or
that they do not make love. However, their reason is different, as Liza explains:
MM XOZETAM
B BereTapuai-iCKY10 CTOJIOBYIO,XOTA A
nPOTMB

BereTapHaHCKOýl

CTOJ1OBOr4.

(DS 116)

Sometimes it is not what is being said but rather the way in which it is said
that leads to confusion. The style with which a statement is expressed also
evokes certain expectations :
Korlia rioAH31naa JIYHa 14ee MATHLIrl cBeT 03apRn
61OCTHK
)KYKOBCKOrO, Ha mezxHog ero
MHHHaTlOpHLiti
ftino
qcHo pno6paTb HariHcaHHoe
CnT4HeMOXHo
(DS 14)
menom KpaTKoe pyraTejibCTBO.

In the above example, the surprise of the final statement lies not in the
fact that a swear-word was inscribed on the back of the statue, but in the way this
information was introduced. The paragraph opens with a romantic description
of the moon rising over the statue of Zhukovsky (a romantic 19th century poet
and contemporary of Pushkin). But after the poetic language of this sentence,the
expected romantic conclusion is replaced by a prosaic statement.
In a similar way, but perhaps to a lesser degree, becauseof the epithet
3axoJ1YCTH1Ati,
the comparison of Ostap's muscular back with that of a classical
Greek hero ends in a rather unexpected revelation:
OCTan CTAHYJIxiepe3 rOROBYpy6aI.UKY ((KOB6oM>.
rlepezx Bopo6b31H14HOB1JM
OTKpbijiacb o6111HpHaqcrilMa
3axoJIYCTHOro

AHTHHOSI,

cnHHa

oiaPOBaTeju)Ho9

q3OPM1J, HO HeCKOJILKo rP313HOBaTa3i.

(DS 210)
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Classical Greek beauty is hardly associated with dirt, but the amount of dirt
is played down by using the suffix -.am- in rPA3HoBaTbIr4 -'somewhat dirty'. This
humour
irony
to an already unsuitable
in
and
succeeds adding more

comparison.
Unexpected turns of thought are close in concept to the grotesque, which
we turn to in the next section.
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3.4. GROTESQUE.
The grotesque13is often considered to be one of the essential features of
book
his
In
satirical writing.
<<Bna6opaTOPT4T1cmexa>> A. Vulis defines the
grotesque as one of the main peculiarities of satire:, <<BcaTl4pe yze
B npouecce OT6opa MaTepman
zxecpopMHPOBaHHLIýi
o6A3aTejibHO
UOnOJ1HHTejiLHor4
zEetpopmaiiim - caTT4PHCTi4neCKOMY
nO,UBepraeTCA
nocpeZICTBOM
rPOTeCKHOil
alla; My,
KOTOPLIX
paCKPLIBaeTCA
o6pa6OTKe,
ero KomuneCKq

acneKT>>.

1"

Contemporaries and scholars of III and Petrov's language agree that it is
individual
impossible
to
the
separate
virtually
author's contributions. However,
detail
his
love
know
11%
that
with
of
and unusual terminology, his concern
we
with the manner of expressing thought, was greatly attracted to hyperbole and
the grotesque - Rabelais was one of his favourite writers. " According to
Yanovskaya, Iffs emphasis on grotesque is similar to that of Saltykov-Shchedrin
and the satire of Mayakovsky, while Petrov's style is closer to the humourous
narrative technique of Gogol."
Grotesque touches appear in both novels as an adjunct to various stylistic
and lexical devices such as understatements, unexpected turns of thought and
especially, exaggeration and the use of personal names. Many of III and Petrov's
best incongruities owe their successto the grotesque elements.
As we have seen in section 2.14., grotesque touches are often found in
following
hyperbole,
Besides
the
the
exaggeration.
example also presents a
grotesque and almost surreal association between the city of Yalta and a substance
that is likely to melt away into the sea.
"Cf. the following definitions of the grotesque:
rpOTeCK

B

caTHPK'L),

OZERH K3 B%IIOB TurmaURK
JIXTepaType-

(ripemm.

rIPH KOTOPOMzieqoopmZPYIOTC31peaJILHLieXK3HeHHLie

COOTHOineHuA.ripaBiloriozio6me
ycTyriaeTmeCTO
KapmcaType,
pe3KOMY

cpaHTaCTXKe.

coBmeLueHRIO

KOHTpaCTOB.

KpaTKax JI%TepaTypHa3i

CYPKOB,
by
A.
A.
mummioriezim3i, edited
rpOTeCK - 3TO
BLIcinm CTerieH]6 KOMK%eCKoro, nP0AB;
Bmne mpe3mepHoro npeyBejiK%KBaHZA,Kap%KaTYPHoro
RCKaxeHRA,

KOTOPme

MOrYT

2. B Bmae Komrio3l4LIROHHorO
cepLe3mro,

Tpamme=m

ZIOCTzraTi,

rpaHzu

KOHTpaCTa,

(MOCKBa,

1964),2.

imotuaq:

1. B

cpaHTaCT%%eCKoro;

BHe3armoro

B rIJIOCKOCTb cmemHoro.
(KoMMYHHCT%%iecKa3i
AKaziemx3i,

cmememui

JI%TepaTYPHa.
n 9HLXMKjioriezz3i,
14A. Byjivic, 13m6opampmf cmexa (MOCKBa, 1966),37.
"For a detailed analysisof Rabelais'sstyle, seeM. BaXTHH, Tbop7ecTBo
(XyzioxeCTBeHHa3I
HaPO, aHaA KYJISTYPa CPeaHeBeKOBLR
peHeCCaHCa.
;f
MocxBa,
"AHOBcmi,

1965).
ITOIeMY

BLI IMMeTe

cmezuHo,

op. cit., 22.

MOCKBa,

cppamya

1930),3.
Pa6ze

JIKTepaTypa,

;f
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OT

xapLI

He

6Li;io ciiaceHb3i.

Ka3ajiocL,

MTO AJITa

(DS 283)

paCTaeT H CTexieT B mope.
Cf. Dali's

melting

watches

in the painting

napoxog

zxaJI BTOporl ryz1oi<.
ConHue
cziBviHYnvcT, o6naKa.
3a r012T130HT.

BOT

'The Persistence

of Memory. '

OT CTpaU1HLIX 3BYKOB
rio6a1: poBeiio
m cBa; iT4;iocb
(DS 224)

in the above example, the natural phenomena (clouds and sun) are
description.
differently
The movement
to
the
usual
romantic
portrayed very
(which is usually flowing or gentle) is presented here in the form of an animated
first
from
the
to the last drawing without going through
cartoon which moves
the whole sequence of pictures. The use of the colloquial verb CBa;IHTLC31-, to
is
stylistically out of place, and semantically absurd, intensifies
collapse', which
the grotesque description.
The image of nature is also ridiculed in the following
OH (i. e. Father Fyodor - RG) Luen, 3anvTaBinmg,
o6naKax...

example:
B
(DS 272)

The muddled clouds is a grotesque but vivid image.
A similar mixture of the concrete and the abstract is found in the
following example:
My3a zxa;ILHT4XCTpaHCTBllr4 xBaTana nioneýi 3a ropgo.
(DS 218)
Here, the Muse, the personified figure of poetical inspiration, inspires
distant voyages - she grabs people ((<XBaTana mogeti>>). If the sentence ended at
this point, it would be unusual but acceptable. The metaphor is extended and
now reads 'grabbed people by the throat' and the added dimension is definitely
grotesque.
BHKTOP Mi4xar4JIOBHx1 3axgonan
MuLeBy.

Kpivimmu

T4yneTen K
(DS 192)

Here, unlike the previous example, the grotesque is found not in the
personification of an object, but in the dehumanizing ridicule of the character's
image. Characters and their behaviour are often compared to animals (see
section 2.7. on comparisons) for the purpose of satire. In this example, Polesov's
features are completely bestial and his behaviour too is avian he is a bird who
flaps its wings and flies away.
In the next example, an old man is completely depersonified by the use of
the verb ((zEpe6e3xaTb>> -'to rattle' - applicable to objects only.
CTaPHK meJIKO 3az1pe6e3xaJI,

BH; Iqq n03BOHOHHT4KOM.
(DS 71)
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Furthermore, he is made doubly inhuman by the incongruous phrase
Bm;
iAA XBOCTOM-'wagging
spine'.
n03BOHOMHHKOM
B14wm
-wagging(hig
(his) tail' - is common when speaking of animals, especially dogs, and an
(refers
to
3azom
also
exists
rudely
BRJIAT16
a woman's walk).
expression
is physically impossible and actually nonHowever, B14JI31TL
r103BOHOHH14KOM
does
it
But
generate a vivid and accurate picture of Korobeynikov's
existent.
Ostap.
behaviour
towards
obsequious
MririoJIHT

MaTBeeBmi

mammaji.

110 9TRX

CTapaJIC31 He abnuaTb.

nOP OH

(DS 184)

The successof this example of the grotesque rests on the idea that
be
impossible
technically
passed off as perfectly normal and
can
something
live
breathing
but
Humans
without
cannot
with the words ZXO:DTHX
practicable.
has
been
holding
impression
Vorob'yaninov
that
the
till
get
now' - we
nop -'up
his breath indefinitely.
When forced by Ostap to account for himself and his colleagues Koreyko
described
in
following
is
Skumbrievich
Polykhaev,
the
surrealistic way:
and
Y1jT4BI4TeJIbHoeripeBpaiiteHme TIPOT43OLUJIO
c Eropom
CKym6pxeBmHem... MeJIKa3i neTH31A BOJIHaAOCTaBTma
6eper
yxe
Ha
6peiouierocg

xeHcKoe Teno c ronoDog
He mmoe
6vpmoK
a KaKoýi-To
allmimiamma.
m xpeHom.
HanojiHeHHB04 ro]ýtmueg

(ZT 468)

Beforeand after this confession,Skumbrievich'sappearanceis described
in grotesqueterms. Beforehis trouble, he is said to have a perfect female form
);
is
head
Englishman(!
this
the
combination
obviously
with
of a clean-shaven
totally incongruousand grotesque. Skumbrievich is shockedand devastated
after his confrontationwith Ostap,his body losesits shape,and becomesa 'sack
filled with mustard and horseradish'! This is an almost surrealistic application
of word-pictures. Here is another example involving distortion of the human
body:

COBCJIYX TPYCJ114BO y6eraJI,
BLICOKo rioZIKHZILIBa3i 212L
Ha KOHTOPCKOM
oT zionrorocHneHim
mmomem*01

(ZT 326)
Ta6ypeTe..
Someof the grotesqueexpressionsand passagesin DS and ZT have a
strong flavour of farce. For example,the description of Kislyarsky's basket,
which he keep in caseof arrest:
Y KTicnApci<oro 6mna cneamanbimq

11011POBcKa3i

KOP31M. CaejiaHHa3ino oco6omy 3aKa3Y.OHa6bina
BIIO;IHe YHmBepcajibHa.B pa3BePHYTOMBHzjeOHa

KPOBaTL, B lIo; iypa3BepHYTOM
ripeACTaBJ131jia
- CTOJIHK;
IUKacTp: B
Kpome Toro, oHa 3amemqna
6m;
m
Heýi

459
nonommia
rIOJIOHKI4, KPIOHKH X 3II14HKT4. XeHa
B
KOP3HHY XOJI011HLIýi YMTIH H CBezee
YHHBepcanbHYIO
6eine.
(DS 191)

The next example blends grotesque farce with an unexpected turn of
thought:
Uecb ApHT4KOB, T1pet1cpyc, CaxapKOB, Kope'r4KO R
BopucoxneftKMý1,
He BjiazieBlUze
i-iemeI1. KMM A31JKOM,
peiumjim, MTO 3ay3e - T4HOCTpaHHLIq TYP14CT T43
ApreHTMHLL 'R no 4enum muqm o6lAcHAnx
emy
6yxraJ1TepxM.
rIPM 3TOM
repKYjieCOBCKYIO CRCTemy
OHM nOJIb3OBanzcb a36yKOr4 zijuq rnyxoHemiix.

(ZT 465)
Since the employees of 'Hercules' think Zauze is an Argentinian
tourist
(note the intentional use of the unnecessary adjective MHXOCTpaHHbIr1 from
he
be
foreignl),
Argentina,
is
if
Zauze
must
we assume that their
obviously
be
in
Spanish.
But
is
ill-founded.
Instead,
our
expectation
we
explanations will
have a farcical picture of five men simultaneously
gesticulating to poor Zauze
language
for days on end, trying to explain in,
the 'Hercules' system of
sign
accountancy. The phrase nOJIL3OBanRcb a36yKOr4 rJIYXOHemLix -'using the
deaf and dumb alphabet' - is an ironic metaphor for all this gesturing and
mannerisms.
IIPO'4TA B %epHOMOpCKOr1 DenepKe O61ABneHue: <(Czx.
np. KOM. B YR. B. H. M. OR. 14H. XOJI. >>,m murom
coo6pa3MB, 'iTO o61AB; ieHme 03HanaeT - <(QiaeTCA
ripeKpaCHa3i KOMHaTa CO Bcemm y2io6CTBamu M BZZIOM
Ha mope ORRHOKOMY T4HTen; iereHTHOMY XOJIOCTSIKY>>,
(ZT 405)
OCTan rioziyman...

Although no one doubts Ostap's ability to think quickly, it is doubtful that
even he could murom - 'immediately' - decode these abbreviations. But
decipher them he does, and later in the novel he even throws them back at their
creator:
TaK 9TO Y Bac <<Cg. rip. KOM. B. Y4. B. H. M. OA. HH. XOJI. >>?
Bacmcyajiug,
CoBepuieHHO
BepHo,
OXHBT4jicA
(ZT 419)
ripeKpaCHa3l KOmHaTa, Bce yzio6CTBa.

just as in Gogol's work, the grotesque in III and Petrov's novels occasionally
for
farce,
total
verge3on
example, in the following passage,where Pasha
as
Emil'evich seeks the very chair he personally sold in the market that morning:
rIaiua: 9mi4jibeBI4xI rIPOABHJI B P03LICKe CTY;ia 6ojibiuoe
ycepame. Bce y)Ke YCrIOKOT4-m4cL,
a 11ama 3munbeBT4xi
6poamn
rIO KOMHaTam, 3arnmT_mBag Iron rpaa2mHjj,
Bce
nel2eiiBi4ran xia2mie memiHme i<Dy-xKT4m 6opMOTan:
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moxeT
OH
xe
-File
ero C06CTBeHHI>IMVI

6BITB?

CerOZEH31 OH 61JR, 31 BHzEeji
CmeU1HO zaxe.
(DS 50)
rna3amvil

The most extreme example of grotesque is found in ZT. It is the passage
describing a typical working day at Film Studio No. 1 in Chernomorsk, where
long
This
Ostap tries to sell his film script entitled <d1Ie3i>>
passage
-'Neck'.
deservesto be quoted in full:
6erOTHA
Mexlly Tem
no neCTHimam, KpyxeHi4e, BT43rT1
14ePHOMOPCKOti
1-iI
KT4HOcTpa6pT4Ke
Ha
rOrOTaHbe
ii4 npeztena. AzrL1OTaHT1UHCKanTUM3y6bi.
ZOCTT4r;
rIompeXI4

9KcnePTLI

iePHOrO
Bejiff
m xpaHT4Tem4

K03na [ ... I KOHCYJILTaHTLI,
HyrYHHOý11 rieiaTT4
cim46anvicL

rIPOHec;
XOXOTa;
io
iT4.
iacb
x
xpmn;
capyrom
zzpyr
[
I
T43
OATIH
accTICTeHTOBnomenom.
c
KypLepuia
...
naHTaJIOHaX B3jieTeJl Hazi
acnTipaHTOB B rojiy6i>ix
TOjinoti m, o6orHYB RIOCTPY, yce; iCq Ha KaPHH3e.

14 B TY xe MHHYTY pa3zjajic3i 6oýrl BeCT14610JILHLIX
naCOB.

- yzEapTuivinacLi.
<(Bamm1>>

Bonjim M KneKOT nOTP31CJ114 CTeKJ131HHoe aTejibe.
AcCHCTeHTLI,
m pegaKTOpa3KcnePT1J
KOHCYJILTaHTLI,
KaTMJ114CL BHH3 no neCTHHuam.
MOHTaxepa

6mnx
Bammml>>
nacm.
<<Bammml
[ ] HocneAHMVIpa3 meJILKHy;io nomeJIO Kypi>epium.
...
pal
- yaapinx xiaCLIB %ieTBePTMH_
(<Bammm1>>
B ;jBePRX,

3auenTUIUMCL

3a meAHY10

py"My

6;
incq, xanO6HO BH3xan u pun
KapmaHom nwimaKa,
KonllTuamm mpamopmiq non aCCMCTeHT-acnmpaHT...
C; iyxe6HT>Iq

;jeHb

3aBepiuwicq.

C 6epera, R3 pL16ambero nocenKa, zioHecnoa neHLe
(ZT
510-511)
neTyxa.
Such descriptions

BT43r m rorOTaHLe>>,
as (<Kpyx<eHHe,
((ajj11OTaHT1UH
c nomejiom>>,
Kypbepiua
xa; lo6Ho
CKa; iHJIH 3y6Li>>, <(nPOHecnacL
((61mu,
non aCCT4CTeHT -acnvipaHT
mpaMOPHLiti
B
B'93xan
T4 PLIR KonllTuamm
ronyftix
naHTaJIOHax>>,
(<noc; ieZXH'Rr4 pa3 meJILKHYJIo nomenO KypLepmmo
have a strong
demonic flavour and bear striking
to phrases from
resemblance
17
MaprapHTa>>,
Bulgakov's
14
as well as to some expressions in
<(MaCTep

"Kaganskaya and Bar-Sella draw the following analogy:
ico3en - 9To A3a3e; ijio; aCC%CTeHT-acrivipaHT, 06omymmg
Ha KapHK3e, - BLUIRTIA9 BereMOT... A rge ze
JIIOCTPYx ycemiixgui
rnaBHmil? Ha ero npz6; i%xeHze yKa3LIBaTOT (4azvLIOTaHT111%>>.
MX
meCTO He B CBT4TeBojiaHzEa, Ho zipyroro Mara:
(<MeAepxojmzi, oKpyxeHHI>lr4 aIILIOTaHTam% x aZIII*TaHTLuamTA>)
(14. mjiLqo <<3arimmme KH14XKK>>). Ho YCTPOKTenL KHHoula6aLua He

tlepHuit
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Gogol's <(BXM>!8 Moreover, the final sentence is reminiscent of biblical passages
(For
19
parody of the Bible, see section 2.4.) The
containing cockerel's cRowing.
bizarre
for
is
in
in
fondness
the
the next section on
also
evident
authors'
semantic anomalies.

Megepxonwi,

a ero ZIB09HHK - K14HO-BOXIIL,

K14HO-Y%%Te; m

z

393eHLUTeilH.

pexxccep C.A.
KaraHCKaRz Bap-Cemia,op. cit., 117.

is

IOTOM
B
B
K14HOCTYZXMK
<<30;
...
Te;ieHKe>>
aaHaB rinaHe
CTMIR3auvix rioz
<<Bug>>.
MojigaBCKHR,
EBreHVIA
TBOPHeCTBe MjIbz
R.
caeHa

NO-5,
Mmq3a
Hem,
lleTPOMý,
0
K
<<3ameTKT4
)KO;
IKOBCK14Aand10. K. lUer; IOB, Mffp aDTOP3 W CTPYKTYpa
1956,173-178.
SeealsoA. K.
TeKCTa.op.cit.,115.
"Cf. Peter's
in Mark14:30,14:72;Luke22:61-62andJohn13:37-38.
betrayalof Jesus
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3.5. SEMANTIC ANOMALIES.
One way of creating incongruous combinations is to bring together totally
unrelated items, notions or categories, and present them as if they follow one
another logically and have something in common. This kind of collocation was
used by Pushkin and Gogol in the 19th century and has been discussed by such
scholars as V. V. Vinogradov" and Bulakhovsky. 21
Il'f and Petrov also make good use of the same device. For instance, this is
what they say about one of their characters Fima Sobak:
OHa nPMHecna c co6oti mo]ýomoe zimxaHme 3mal2g T4
g2paHay3cKi4q

xvpHaji

(DS 159)

mozi.

The two phrases MOP03HoezzmxaHme31HBap3iand cppaHUY3CKXf4
XYPHan mozzare connected by the conjunction_M and refer to the same verb
nPMHecjia -'brought'. Syntactically this sentenceis perfectly acceptable,but
semantically these two constructions are completely heterogeneous. The
conjunction z though externally providing a logical connection and transition
from one phrase to the other, internally undermines the semantic unity of the
whole sentence. This is what Zemskaya describes as:
rIpmem

coeazHeH1431 KaK CMHTaKcm%ieCKT4 011HOPOAHLIX
CJIOB, CJ10B0cotieTaHMr1
m qppa3, no cmi>icjiy ziajieKT4X, HO
nPT4 HeoxwiaHHom
c6m4meH149 C03zxaiou=
caTxpzxieCKoe
MIR LtIYTJIMBoe Mo6paxeHi4e
zeACTB14TeJIbH0CTH. 22

It is this that triggers the comic response in the reader, who has to perceive
the difference between the superficial syntactic and internal semantic forms of
these expressions. Other examples, in which more than two distinct items are
listed, include the following:
rI03az1x Kamajumb 3mmm. namribi m nopToBme
J2a3H0I1BeTiime

(DS 225)

mami.

Here the stars are listed together with lamps and multi-coloured signs,
presumably on some basis of brightness.
Similarly in the next example, the architectural decorations on the front of
the local planning department's building present a rather strange admixture:
B3BO9KpaCHoapmerlueB B Ci4HHXmnemax nepeceKan
J1YXY, HaxiTMaBiuyioc3i

y mara3HHa

CTapriwo

14

2DB.B. BmHorpaZIOB, CTUAL HYLUKTIM, (MocKBa, 1941), 546.
2'11. A. ByjiaXOBCK1411, PYCCK14931314K
TiePBOti TIOJIOBKHI>I)UX BeKa, (MOCKBa, 1954), 414-415.
(<
223eMCKa3i,
op. cit., 269.
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T31HYBIUYlOC31 BrIJIOTL AO 3ziaHmq ry6rmaHa,
CPPOHTOH
6mn
YBeHnaH
rvincoBTimm
Tiirpamij.
KOTOporo
(DS 52)
T4 Ko6Ramw
no6enamm
in the classical
Each of these items might adorn a building
constructed
in
but
together
this combination.
they
never
appear
would
style,

Similarly, Il'f and Petrov might
juxtaposition
of surnames:

derive

Borlz6, J1o6aieBCKT4r4,
ropaumit
AHaTOJI14r4 cIDpaHC.
J11OZJRC TOHKO9
(4). KoHu.
romep,

enjoyment
ryTeH6epr,

KOHCTMTYUxeti:

from an unexpected
m
(ZT 300)

rajimnem-,

MHJIIOKOB, A.
(ZT 412)
(ZT 397)

MT4JILTOH 14 rIaHHKOBCK149.

Berlaga
When the accountant
'Herculean'
purge, he immediately

enters a mental
announces:

hospital

to evade

the

6onee
T4HZI%14.
rzEe mom Bepmie
Buue-KOPOM,
KaK
He
,q
mom a6pemc
mom KvHaKi4. mom
HaTg6bi. maral2azixv.
(ZT 440)
CROHM.

In order to sound like a genuine madman, Berlaga babbles a series of
India
he
thinks
are
connected
with
and as such will authenticate
words which
his claim to be an Indian viceroy. The words are foreign, with the exception of
(associated
Turkic
but
KYHaKm
are
of
origin
CJIOH;
with the
a6peKm and
Caucasus2l), and even Berlaga's brother-in-law

notices this discrepancy:

Cjiyiiia. q 3TOT 6pe; l Benmxm3i, 111YPT4Hc comHeHmem
a6peKH T1KYHaKM He
Katian roJIOB09. Ha erO Mrjma,
B ccpepy zter4CTBHA HHZE'99CKoro KoponA.
BXOZ114JIT4

(ZT 440)
Notice the first sentence A He 6onee, KaK BHue-KOPOJIh 14w=,
which
is also incongruous.
The words He 6onee have a dual role; on the one hand,
Berlaga is trying to prove that he is mentally ill, while on the other, as a
naturally cautious person, he is trying not to overstate his case.

From these examples, it is clear that though the collection of items is
semantically heterogeneous, the items are united in some way by an internal
foreign
brightness
be
it
feature,
derivation or purpose.. etc.
the
common
or
According to Budakov, these chains of mixed items or 'semantic anomalies' in
23

a6peK

-

I(aBKa3a
3aBoeBaHMA
arioxy
<<B

uapCKOAPoccmeR
r,opeu-riapTz3aH>>,
rIPKATeJII>',
TOT, KTO CBA3aH
c Kem-;i%6o

- ZIPYr,
o63i3aTe;
ILCTBOM
roCTerlp%%MCTBa>>.
B3azmHoVi 3atURTLI,
Ibid. See also Dahl's definition: ((TaTp., rIO
BceAa3maTCKOA
KYHaK - <(Y

MaKOMBITI,

KaBKa3CKHXropueB

CCPSL

c Kem Boxy x; ie6-co; ib>>,Ram.

rIPHATem,
Hauleg:
rpaHmue
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Il'f and Petrov's novels, are more subtle and better camouflaged than those of
Gogol or Pushkin, or in the Soviet era, Zoshchenko24or Babel 2S
.
Y IIYIUKT4Ha mY Foromq ripi4coe11RHXTejibHLie
Ha rIOJIHOM, pe3KOM 14
KOHCTPYKaRX CTPOT4JI14CT>
npeZXCTaBjieH%q - OTcioz1a
ymbiLuneHHOM pa3pllBe
KOMxneCKRýi gcpqoeKT -y Mni>cpa T4rIeTpoBa r1OHATT431B
KOHCTPYKUT4AX c6iruxalOTCH
allajiorHtieCKMX
HO
BTOPLIM ;f TpeTbum CMLICJIOBLIM 177TgM, 26He Z1Or1YCKa31
cema=xiemoýi
R He npezino; iaraq rIOJIHoro pa3pllBa
uerIT4 B uejiom. 27

If we look at an example from Gogol's

<(rIOBeCTL 0 TOM, KaK
MBaH 14BaHOBHH c T4BaHOM HT4KHCPOPOBwLiem>>, in which

rioccopwic3i

a

in
things
the garden of Ivan Ivanovich:
supposedly
of
grow
sundry collection
3TO Bce nepe; i ziomom; a rlOCMOTpe; ivi 6m, HTO Y Hero B
CJI14BLI, BRIUHR, xiepetuHu,
14erO TaM HeT?
cazlyl
OrOPOAHHa BCAKaA, nozicojiHeHHRKR,
OrYPULI, ZILIH14,
CTPYHLA, game rYMHO X Ky3Hi4ua. 28
4threshing
floor
list
find
in
do
ryMHO--this
of
clearly
not
places
/,, -ana-Ky3Hxua
-'smithy''growing'
the discrepancy
things, but Gogol tends to underline
with the use of
Let us now compare this example with the list of various
the conjunction
aaxe.
items for sale at the auction in DS:
HB

npozazy rIOCTynanacHaxianao6mxiHaq
...
rmib 14 gutib: pa3PO3HeHHi>ie
aYKuxoHHa3i
rep60Bue
riozxCTaKaHHT4K,
cePB; 13M, COYCHRK, cepe6pAHHTir1

611ceplibIq
rIeTYHHHa,
rieg3ax XYZIOXH14Ka
PHZIHKYIIB,
61oCTHK
coBeplueHHo HoBaq ropeJIKa OT npHmyca,
HariojieOHa, riojioTHRHXge 6iocTrainT! a1ýu, ro6eneii
<(OXOTH14K, CTpen3nou.

Wi

AT4KHX YTOK>> u ripona3i

(DS 148)

rajiHmaTM.

In this list of typical auction-room objects, III and Petrov somehow
manage to introduce blOCTraJILTepm -'brassi6res'; the words are well hidden
among the rest of the items. Il'f and Petrov take it for granted that the intelligent
and careful reader will discover this discrepancy. In the example below, a
discordant note sounds in the description of engineer Shchukin's appearance
when his educational achievements are mentioned. This increases the comic
effect of the scene:
"See examplesfrom Zoshchenkoin Kreps'sbook, op. cit., 37.
ICL onompeM 3aKHCýIbIrlorypeLz
x

mzpoByiopeBo;ij*uujo>>,citedby Sicker,296.

26

Budakov'sitalics.

275yi1aroB,op. cit., 235.
2sByjiaXOBCKZVI,

op.

cit.,413.
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MOCKBe,
B
6bijio
B ueHTpe
nonoxeHme
yxaCHoe,
Ha iuioma; ýKe z(eBATOrO
CTOAJI
ropozia,
9Taxca,
B3pOCJIbIr4ycaTLIýi
iejioBeK C BI)ICUIT4M 06pa3OBaHmem.
ro; ii>iq H rIOKPLITLIquieBeJIAu-tetic3i
a6cojilOTHo
eiue
MLIJILHOti
rieHOq.
(DS171)

3.5.1. Semantic anomalies as the means of characterization.

A collection of semantically unrelated notions is sometimes used by III
and Petrov as a means of characterization. This is how the authors describe
Madam Bour:
OHa 6wiia CTapyxa, 61ina rPA3HOBaTa, CMOTpe; ia Ha
(DS 60)
Bcex M, 1103PHTenbHOm nio6mna cnaziKoe.

A referenceto the lady's 'sweet tooth' is added as an afterthought to the
descriptionof her age,personalhygiene and suspiciousnature!"
In one of his letters to his wife, Father Fyodor lists items which apparently
bear no relation to one another:
CHXY Teriepb
KaKOMY

B XaplKOBe

Bo-riepnix,

c; iyiaio.

BcrioMXHaio,

Ha BOMane

aBO-BTOPLIX,

oxieHL
BPYHca

m rIT4LUY BOT 110

Te6A;ao6jnou

3gecL yze

HeT.

C,aenafi:

1) mm neTH1010
2)

P31CY B 'iT4CTKY

OTaaýi

6eperz,
3) Korzja ryneHi6Ke 6ygemi, nmaTb, yn0M31H%
HeB3Hanarl,
MTO AK TeTKe yexa; I B BoPOHex
3ROPOBLe

(DS 141)

This mixed list reflects the confused state of Father Fyodor's mind and
indicates also the order of his priorities. The second instruction - Ujopone
6eperz under the heading czienail looks ridiculous, and shows that his
concern for his wife's health is not genuine.
One of Lyapis's poems has an incongruous title:
Rogma
xne6e.

ZIJIHHHoe x rPYCTHoe
Ha3BaHme: <(0
Hoczjia
T4o mo6mmoýi. >>. (DS 206)
npony=4m
KaqecTBe

The combination of these three items, the last of which is definitely out of
place, perfectly reflects Lyapis's method. He sells his unoriginal hack-work,
pleasing everybody by covering as many topics as he can in a single poem.
"Cf.

rorom6,

<<noi3eCTI>0 TOM, Kaic rioccopivicq

IlpeKpaCHLIg
3To

,iejioBeK

MBaH

... >':

MBaHOBZ'll

ero mo6mmoe KyiiiaHbe.

rorojij>, co6paH; fe COI; fHeH;Irf B CeMTfTOMaX, 2,207.

OH

oieHL

JI106HT

ALIH%.
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The characterization of Iznurenkov is also constructed from contrasting
his
inability
illustrate
help
to
to
concentrate:
which
phrases
6w
6Li
Ecjim
Ha
9TOT ieJIOBeK MOr OCTaHOBHTLCA XOTB
6Li
camiie
HeoxT4zxaHHLie
ZIBa naca, npovmouinu
co6LIT1431.
61>ITT>,M3HYpeHKO13 npTicen
6M K CTOJIY M
MoxeT
6LITL,
nOBeCTb,
a
moxeT
npeKpaCHYIO
14
Hanman
0 Bbiziaxie
B Kaccy MaimoriomoLux
3aABjieHxe
6e3BO3DpaTHOti
CCYZILI, HJI14 HOBLOI riyHKT K 3aKOHY 0
RJIM KHT4ry <(YmeHme
rIOJIL3OBaHTITI xminnomazibio,
14 BeCTR ce631 B o6iaeCTBe>>.
o4eBaTLCA
xopouio

(DS 186)
lznurenkov's butterfly-mind flits from one thing to another, and this

tendency is manifested
but then immediately

in his speech. He thinks that his cat looks
lion!
to
a
sees some resemblance

lipaBlia,
OH noxox
HaCTOAULZq
jieBI

Tlei3i Tlei3l
Ha nonvrag?
CKa)K'gTe, OH gerICTBRTenmo

zio xipeMixiaýIHOCTM?

like a parrot,

rIyLUMCT
(DS 186)

3.5.2. Animate and inanimate objects as semantic anomalies.

Besidesmixing unrelated objects or concepts, III and Petrov can bring
together animate and inanimate objects under the same governing verb. For
example:
3aTem

M3 rPY30B'RKa
m zieBYLUK14.

rIOIIO; I3JM accTicTeHTm.

ionmTepa
(DS 96)

This occurs when a cinematographic unit arrives in Stargorod to film the
opening of the new tram-line. The noun lOrIMTepa - 'lamps' - is mentioned
be
'crawling'
three
to
are
girls
and
all
seen
young
and
out of
alongside assistants
the truck. lOrIMTepa is well-hidden and nicely placed between two animate
nouns.
B nePHOM naKe ee (Le. carriage - RG) nonepemeHHO
ripoxoxme:
OTpaxanmCb KnaMiou-LxecA
Kai3aneprapii
c
6enme
ziamig
ropozicmge
R
meim&rl
ie
-nvxjlT
(DS 210)
o6jianKa.

In this quotation, the last item, 'clouds, seems out of place because after
the collective reference npoxomme, one expects an animate object. However., in
order to tone down this discrepancy, the clouds are described as nyxjime 'plump'- an epithet which usually applies to human beings (e.g. nyxiairl
).
(who is
pe6eHOK, nyxinie pynKx, etc. On the other hand, the imajieprapzi
have
is
head.
hat)
to
tin
Thus, by depersonifying a
a
said
wearing a metal
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human being and personifying an inanimate object, Il'f and Petrov play down
the discrepancies in this heterogeneous list of items.
B ropoae ce4OKU 3aXBaT'RJIT4 miioro 6eilbix 6yTiTjiotieK
m KaKyi-o-To
(ZT 323)
LUT4120KOrMetmorJ2VKZIaHKV
'.

Here, both animate and inanimate categories are blended together. Benue
6YTLIJIOtIKH is obviously a euphemism for BOZIKa, while LUMPOKorijie'mi
rpaxzxaHKa implies a 'prostitute'. This construction also evaluates the
both
to
the riders and the woman they
extent
characterizing
some
protagonists,
pick.
3.5.3. Context and semantic anomalies.

Sometimes an incongruous combination of items is prompted by their
context. For example:
BOM3e,OT
oneKo;

I0Ha

KOTOPOrO
x KoTneT.

Hecjio cmemaHHUM 3anaxom
(ZT 464)

Bomze's smell is a potent mix of shaving cream and beef patties

(KOT; IeTa)t

Similarly,
OCTari naCKOB0

IIOCMOTpe;

i Ha pena=opa

m Ha

cTyn.

(DS 189)
Out of context, it may seem odd that Ostap looks at the editor and the chair
with affection. However, we know from the context that Ostap has come to this
editiorial office specifically to look for this very chair, and is delighted to
recognize the object of his desire. In fact, his affability with the editor is the result
latter's
the
of
occupation of the precious chair.
KpaTKOCT]610
neKLLRT4 Bce 6mjim cnerKa YZ1XBneHL1.14
OZHornnbIrl
He CB0ZJMJ1 CBoero eZIT4HCTBeHHoro
OKa c
(DS 264)
rpoccmeACTeP0B09o6yBT4.
In the above example, one action does not follow another. The briefness
of the lecture seems to have nothing to do with Ostap's shoes, and the only thing
that justifies this combination is the obsession of the one-eyed amateur chessplayer with Ostap's beautiful raspberry-coloured shoesl
3.5.4. Incongruous hyphenated combinations.

This sub-sectioncontainstwo examplesin which two unrelated notions
have beenplacedtogetheras a hyphenatedconstruction of the type XiePHO6einiti. Two such hyphenateditems are usually connectedto
eachother in
someway (often shadeor colour). However,,III and Petrov will place together
semantically unrelated notions:
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nozxcKaKXBan
JITITepmiti
K rope TOcnpaBa, TOcneBa,
...
Ha3aU,

rIOBOpa%iHBaJI

CHOBa,

B03Bpamajicq
TepcAo ropy
BCAxiemi
6oKamM,
XHTPTIJI
CB014mm

rJT)IJIbHO-3eJTeHMMT4
HaKOHeII
X BLICKOHIM

(ZT 542)

HaBOJII-0.

is similar in construction to expressions such as TemHo1_l1JJILHO-3eneH16Iti

3enemiq - 'dark-green'or CBeTJIO-3ejieHmq-'light-green', and this it is a
incongruous
concealed
cleverly
combination of dust and colour
successfuland
terms. We are almost convinced that dust is green, even,though we know it
doesnot really possessa colour attribute.
3PHTenz
cBepx

pa3meCTT4TJ1T4C16
DC31KOrO

oxxiiaHRA,

6eperOBLIX
Ha
IUYMHO

CKjioHax

BLipaxanx

ozio6peHme anTetwo-HerpmTgHcKomy

m,

CBoe

allcam6jimo.
(DS 229)

have
in
'savage'
AnTeKa - 'chemist'and HerP14TAHCK14ti
the
contextof
1920'sSoviet Russiavirtually nothing in common. This double-barrelledterm
(
jars
hence
the
team
to
the
sound-effects
of
members
who use glass
refers
instruments
to produce percussivenoises
cups
as
musical
anTeHHO-) and metal
doubt
(hence
is
This
tribal
those
HerPT4TAHCKm9).
to
a
ceremony
no
at a
similar
clever satire of theseso-calledmusicians.
3.5.5.Violation of grammar.
Ha Kay'iYKOBIIX
rIOZIOLUBaX, B KOCTiome
[ I KaBKa3eU B KOPi4, -iHeBOVi 6apaMeVi
...
111BOjirapb B neHLKOBOq 6opozxe. (DS113)

XHOCTpaHea
...
a; iA ronicpa,
,

Luaime [ ...

In this example, which we have already encountered in section 3.3.,,page
449, the similarity of syntax in the phrase B KOCTIOmeanA romcpa and B
6opozEe
is achieved with the violation of grammar in the last
neHLKOB09
construction. Although in Russian one says B OxiKax, as far as the beard and
6opozoýi
and c ycamm is the correct grammatical
moustache are concerned, c
expression. However, in order to camouflage the beard among the list of
clothing items it is given the same grammatical construction (.D-+ prep. case)as
that appropriate to clothes."
-

This exampleof simple syntax alteration leads us on to the next section,in
which idiomatic phraseologyis adaptedwholesaleto bring out the desiredcomic
effect.

'InGogol:
Aracpm

cDezioceeBHa HOcxnaHaro; IoBeneriell,

HOCY 14 KocpeilHLlr4

Ibid., 227.

KarIOT

c xeJlTeHW14MK

Ha
TP%6opoaaBK14

UBeTO'lKamm.
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3.6. ADAPTED PHRASEOLOGY.
One of the richest sources of the incongruous in DS and ZT is the
deformation
of standard phraseology and idiomatic
and
restructuring
constructions. Such standard expressions are so familiar that Russian speakers
may no longer ponder over or even recognize the original literal meanings.
Unexpected change in these expressions creates a humorous juxtaposition or
conjunction of two levels of meaning - the usual metaphorical one and the new
literal one. III and Petrov often restructure idiomatic expressions, and
incongruity may arise in several ways: firstly, by offsetting the literal and
metaphorical meanings of a given phrase or expression (3.6.1.); secondly, by
adding words and thus extending an expression (3.6.2.); thirdly, by omitting
by
(3.6.3.
);
fourthly,
replacing one or more words with other words (3.6.4.);
words
and lastly, by introducing changes within given words (3.6.5.). Besidesthese
techniques, proverbs and adages may be rephrased or inverted to provide
incongruity (3.6.6.).
3.6.1.Metaphorical and literal meaning.
A skillful way of tampering With established phraseology is through what
6YKBaJ1H3auT4.
Shcherbinacalls <<
q>>q3P2L3eonormH,T.e. <(B03poxaeiiHe>>
31

CBo6oaHL1X 3HatieH101 cjioBa. In other words, a deliberate shift of emphasis
from the metaphorical meaning of a word within the given phrase to its literal'
meaning. This particular sort of adaptation of set phraseology (and especially
idiomatic constructions) has been and probably still is the most popular source of
humour and satire in Soviet satirical magazines (see <(KPOKO11HJ1>>,,
for
example). In section 2.3. (page 308), we have seen how such an adaptation can
generate a play on words.
B BMAY

HaCTYrMeHRA

TeMHOTBI

06IRMIATO

OTKPLITLIM.

i3enep
(ZT 347)

With his reference to the onset of darkness, Ostap brings the word Bexlep
back to its original meaning; incidentally giving the impression that he is in
control of natural events like nightfall.
In the two novels, it is often Ostap who plays with the literal and
metaphorical meanings of idiomatic constructions.
ToMKO

BM,

zxoporoý4ToBapmm

T43

rlapmxa,

nJ11OH16Te Ha

Bce 3TO.

KaK
-

rIJIIOHYTL?

C910HO9,
OCTan,
OTBeT;
4JI
- KaK nneBam4
14CTOPxmeCKoro
maTepmaJI143ma.

"MeP6%Ha, op. cit., 59.

go arioxii
(DS 35)
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r103BOJII>Te Bce-TaKm
Y3HaTl>, xiem 31 06A3aH?
-A
rimim
Ha rOCT31.
CnPOCMR X033IMH C 14HTepecom
Bopo6mHHHOBa
rl03BOJI10,
0TBeTXJI
rOCTL.
-A(DS 70)
CLIH.

Ostap is always quick witted, and has a wide-ranging knowledge of common
idioms and standard phrases, useful for his many disguises (seeChapter One,
language).
Ostap's
1.21.
on
section
After Ostap's wedding feast, he says farewell to Vorobyaninov with the
following words:
Azxbe, dpeinzimapiuant

TTox<ejiaýiTe

HOMT1.

mHe cnoKoqHoýi
(DS 107)

He is not just begging Vorob'yaninov to bid him good night, but also hoping that
the passionate

widow

will

let him

have a peaceful

and restful

nightl

in
be
The literal meaning
the
of some expressions
out
can also
pointed
in
how
favourite
DS
is
Ostap's
Here
the
authors extend
expression
narrative.
rIPRC31XHme 3acezaTeim):
((nell TPOHYJICq, rocriozia
TleZI, KOTOPLOI TPOHYJlc3i eme B ABOPHZUK09,
TpecKaBIUMýk3l
x
yziaP3IBIUM9C31
rpemeBLUM14,
,

nea,
o rpaHHT

Ha6epe)KHOM,ziaBHOyxe m3mejanaji M CTa3m. JTILzIa
6mno...
(DS 185)
yxe He
3.6.2. Extension of fixed expressions.

SometimesIII and Petrov adapt a standard phraseby inserting new words
into constructionswhere their presenceis unexpected,even though the words
may be justified by the context.
aiaxmaTHTgx
rIpoluaqTe, mo6mTenT4cmnmix
3zipaBCTByeT
Ila
KOHe9>A
neTbipeX
ouiymemirll
<<Kjiy6
(DS250)
shoutsOstap to the amateurchessplayers of Vasyuki. During the chesscontest
he is very hungry:
OCTarI BIATep CBOti 6narOPOZIHbIti
no6. Emy XOTejiocb
eCTL AO TaKOti CTerieHH, "ITO OH OXOTHO cien 6m
KOHA.
(DS243)
i-uaxmaTHOrO
3a>KaDeHHOrO

Cf. cieCTL nouiaztL.
Besidesthe addition Of 3axapeHHOro and uiaxmaTHOrO, III and Petrov
also substitute KOHLfor nomazib to reflect the chess terminology.
Mag nema rIaHT4KOBCKOrOOKnand cDoe BJIH3iHHe Ha
(ZT 313)
j4cxojj zle; ia. Emy AOCTanocL r1oBonxLe.
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3jiaJq 3Be3zta -'cruel star' (Cf. just 3Be3zza), because Panikovsky
area of Povolzh'e which no-one wants.
T4nnOJIXTMaTBeeBXM
Ha

De

C
Luen,
HIbIX

"PL

is 'allocated'

the

14HTepecomnocmaTPT4Baq
(DS 52)

11DOXO)KH)ý

is no longer used attributively,
BCTpeHHme vi nonepeqHme
only as a
(cf.
BCTpeHHbI'r4 u nonepe%HLIR -every Tom, Dick and
Kaxuig
substantive
this idiomatic construction is completely altered
Harry'). By adding npoxoxme
imagine
nonepexiHme
people -'flat and wide'people.
now
and we
Korzta-TO OH14co6vipajiMb
3am
ZIJIA COBepuieHMA
caeJI0K. Cer4nac me RX TAHYJIW ciozia, Ha COJIMMMA4
riPMBLVIKa M Heo6xozjRM0CTb
yron, zojirojieTH3m
(ZT 427)
notiecaTT, cTapme An=.
Cf. necaTb 313LIK14-'to chat' (coll. ), but lit. 'to scratch (their) tongues'. This
businessmen
the
to
old
pre-war
who are constantly chatting about
group of
refers
political affairs with outdated views and opinions.
Boinmag

vi T3imejiaq r.!4jEj_cBanT4jiacL
X03301CTBOM.
3amayi-omero

c nnen
(DS 224)

The introduction
of extra words changes the meaning of these set
literal
(from
from
to
the
the
metaphorical
abstraction to
expressions
have
the
phrases
sound
ridiculous
resulting
and
new and comic
concreteness);
Occasionally
be
a
whole
new
phrase
will
added as an
visual associations.
extension of the literal meaning of one part of the original expressions. For
example:
)KH3HL Kmneiia

x nepeBaJIT4Ba; iaci6 %iepe3 Kpag.

(DS 54)
)KI43Hb K'KrIT4T is an idiomatic construction in which the verb K; IneTb - 'to boil'
is used. Rather than use 'boil over', the authors choose the verb
does
tip
not apply to liquids. The result is a
nepeBaJIT4BaTbC31 -'to
over', which
comic statement with a strong visual effect.

3.6.3. Ellipsis inset phraseology.
Ellipsis (< Grk. 'leaving out"') is a figurative device wherein a word or
several words are deliberately omitted in order to achieve more compact
frequently
in
is
"
Ellipsis
used
colloquial speech, where it adds
expression.
emphasis to what is being said. Although ellipsis may leave a construction
grammatically incomplete, the sense or meaning of the shortened phrase is
implied.
32PDLT.
Nbid.
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In the novels, ellipsis is present mostly in DS, and only very rarely in ZT,
both
in
works ellipsis either reflects the colloquial speech of the novels'
and
incongruous
humourous
helps
to
generate
and
phrases.
charactersor
3.6.3.1.Ellipsis as a reflection of the characters' colloquial speech. '
A young couple arriving at the registry office to get married, ask
Vorob'yaninov (who works there):
ToBapx1U,
OHa, - rae
-CKa3ajia
CmepTb?
PoxzieHi4e?
-

TYT

...

coxieTaTBC31?

(DS
9)
CoxieTaTLCAI
n0BT0P%J1
MYX'MHa.
The phrase cotieTaTLCA is incomplete; in expanded form it should be
6paKOM
Cto
OaKOHHLim)
get married'). Here, a word of Church
cotieTaTBCA
Slavonic origin (cf. the neutral noxceHHTLcq) has been incorporated into the
formal language of bureaucracy. MOXHO is absent from the couple's question
too. Vorob'yaninov's questions are typically bureaucratic, that is, extremely
elliptic.

Other examples of ellipsis in colloquial speech include the following:
BpyHc,
mHxeHep
- Mnan 3aKJIMHaTem rycMKa
-A
6acom.
Heoxwaamnim
(DS
Mem
263)
morv?
14emmory? is, of course, a reduction of tiem mory CJIYXHTL?-'what can I do
for youT, and this is easily perceived from the context.
rIPOBepT4B HaMI'MOM.

J1143a Bouina

B BeM46iom.
(DS 123)

The word HajimnHoM (HaniviHOCTL aeHer -'presence of money') is omitted
here, but it is implicitly understood from the context because we know Liza has
20 kopeks in her pocket.
BIA MaeTe,
i. e. Tenerpamma

CKOJILKO CTORT MO; IH1431?

(ZT 475)

monHmi.

Hy,
KaK TpamnapaHTRK?
TfoxozmT?
-

- Haxajimo

CnPOC'K;I OCTan.
(DS 236)

In the example above, Ostap abbreviates the well known political cliche
ROXOARTLzxo macc -'to reach the masses'.
3.6.32. Elipsis as a source of humour.
When they discover Korobeynikov's address, Bender and Vorob'yaninov
feel closer to their goal of recovering the treasure:
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A

TPYZXHOCTM,
CTO31JIT4
1,
ipq1r1,
Uanbme
,
HO
Hzu
61ina
Hei3oo6pnlMbie,

KOHeHH0,

yze B pyKax.
(DS 86)

The ambiguity here lies in the word HMT 16-'thread', which customarily occurs in
the expression HT4TL MLICJI14- 'the thread of thought'. With the word micim
omitted, the reader thinks Of HUT14 xemHyra -'the strings of pearls', part of the
treasure hidden in the chairs.

3emneTp3iceHme, nocne KOTOporo
HeCKOJILKO

rI0BPe1IT4J1C31T4

3aTaim

MMIWIRT

MaTBeeBH'i

K cBoemy

KOmriaHLOHY Ta'rIHYIO HeHaBT4CTL.

(DS 287)

Here, the familiar phrase rI0BpeZXT1TLC31
B yme -'to become mentally
disturbed' is reduced to just the verb rioBpeARTLC31, which by itself means 'to
become damaged' (cf. Ostap's accident ero morynee TeJIO He rio; iyixjio
HHKaKoro riOBpexaeHT431 (DS 180) - the word is usually appropriate for
human
features).
Here ellipsis causes ambiguity and
mechanical objects and not
to a certain extent incongruity.

Here are some further examples of ellipsis:
OKPLijieHHa31 BZ10Ba

(DS 60)

Cf. BZ10Ba,OKPLI;ieHHaA Haztezziorl
I"OMORTMa
113imeBal
- BOCTOpxeHHO 3ai<pmnan
rIonecoB. - Komy xe eme am B-612aMM HaZEBceVi
(DS 134)
ry6epHuOl?

Cf. B33ITL6pa3ZILIiipaBjieHT431
13TaKOM BRz1emm moxeM BpaiizaTLC311Bm ymeeTe
(DS 281)
BpamaTwi. Kvica?
cf. BpamaTLCA D o6uieCTBe.
In all three examples, ellipsis deflects the metaphorical meaningsof these
phrases and exposestheir literal meanings. Thus, the reader is left with
hilarious images of the winged widow, tfie revolving Vorob'yaninov and so on.
3.6.4.Substitution of words in familiar phrases.
In the novels, this is perhaps the most frequent adaptation of familiar
expressions. Vinogradov claims that:
rIOZICTaHOBKa

CHHOHT4MOB RJIH 3ameHa c; ioi3,
31BJI311O1U14XC31
cemaHTHT-iemoti OCHOBOq

cppa3M,He
6e3
no; iHoro pa3pyLT1eHHJq
B03MO)KHa
o6pa3HOrO H
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cmLiciia

9KcnpeCCXBHOr0
eIIRHCTBa. "

cppa3eojiorxHecKoro

Il'f and Petrov frequently substitute words in familiar constructions and
incongruous,
be
the altered phrase will
with different objects now juxtaposed.
Once again there is a transfer of meaning from the metaphorical to the literal.
As Chukovsky said:
i3ce cjiyxiam o6HOBjieHI431 rOTOBLIX CJIOBecHbix
Korzia TO T4JIH MHoe
KOHCTPyKI. M'R HP014CXOZ131T Torzia,
CROB riepeCTaeT
olaymaTWI
coxieTaHze
rIPHBLIiHoe
HamM KaK HeKoe CMLICJIOBoe eaHHCTBO, OT; aejiLHLie
RO
9TOR
He3ameTHLI
ZIJI31
Hac.
KOTOporO
9nemeHTLI
rIOPLI MLI COBceM He 3aZIyMMBa; iHcL o6 HX TO'LIHOM
MaxieHmx,
- 14 BUpyr OHO paCKPIAROCL nepeZE Hamm
BnepBLie. 31

For instance, the authors describe the drunkard
TYT

TORWO

MrirIOJIHT

MaTBeeBT4'i

Bezenchuk:
3ameTHJI,

(DS 15)

nb3w.

maCTep cmeI2TejiTHo

'tiTO

6o;
6ojieH
in
the expression cmepTenmo
RLAH - 'drunkhas replaced
IeH or
is
The
ill'
'critically
'critically
adapted to
wounded'.
phrase
original
paHeH or
highlight the comedy of Bezenchuk's 'critically drunk' state; it is an appropriate
been
he
has
Vorob'yaninov
because
to
talking
about coffins.
alteration,
Other examples include:
KBaI2TeT

cmma2om4xie=ýi

mmeHH

Be6enq

x rIaraHT4HT4.
(ZT 570)

Cf. CT4MCPOHi4%ieCKXr4
OpKeCTp. Note the incongruous pairing of Bebel, the
founder of the German Socialist Party (1840-1913) with Paganini, the violinist
(1782-1840).

BeHztep yrian,
Cf.
(ZT 474) Cf.

o6JIMBaRCL

KPOBLIO

KPOBLIO,

o6jiTuma
(Cf.

noTom.

(DS 180)

IIOJIy,
[
I
KYCOKjiLaa... nexan Ha
3.3.,
450)).

see section

MCTeml

BOZtOg

page

Teriepb OH 6exan H03ZI1231B HOMD1.0 ýC3aBezIyioLuvim
(ZT 507)
3114TepaTYPHOA naCTLIO.
Cf. 6exaTL

HOra B HOry.

34B.B. BKHorpallOB, 060CHOBHMX
(MOCKBa, 1935),357.
,
35'LIYKOBCKZII,
798-799.
cit.,
op.

T; fllaX

cppa3eozoru uecK;fx

ea; fH; fu B PYCCKOMq3LIKe
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In the above examples, the replacement Of Hora by H03APA matches the rest of
the vocabulary in this passage,which comically portrays the two men as horses.
OCTaTI

HaXMYP14JIC31.

OH Hesuo6xJI,

ero

KOrzia ripecca

TionHT4mana

BQýi BOKpyr

(DS 188)

mmeHI4.

Cf. rioziHHmaTL

LIIYM.

Replacement of ulym by BoA draws a parallel between the journalists and
a pack of wolves.
Ap6aTOBe
BaM TePATL HexierO, KPOme 3anambix
-AB
(ZT 327)
neneýi.
Marx's famous phrase ends with Kpome CB014XuerieVi. Here CBOqis replaced
by 3anacmie -spare'. This automatically draws attention to the automobile; the
(of
lost.
'chains'
is
the
of
word
slavery)
metaphorical meaning
In III and Petrov's novels (but not in their short stories), there is no wordin
(such
changes
national
etymology
substitution which reflects
as TepneHRlom
jioxa (cf.
mo6vine (cf. Lat. perpetuum mobile) "' or rIPOXBOCTOBBI
ripOKPYCTOBBInoxa). 11 Instead, changeswithin familiar sayings and phrases
are made to fit the novels' contexts. In DS, for instance, events revolve round
the search for the chair with the hidden diamonds and as a result, the word CTY;I
is often found as a replacement for other words:
or CTY;IT>31
OCTari YTBepxzia;

i, HTO CTV; Ib3l HV

Ho KoinTb.

(DS 164)

OHT4r01231'111Cf. Ky9 xenm,

noKa

noKa rop3ixio.

llOrIPOIUY Bac, rpaxziaHKa,
nporOBOPH; I OCTari.

oximcTmTi, cTy; i, - CTporo
(DS 187)

Cf. O'11RCTHTb
riomeiaeHze.
The word

CTYJ1 may even replace a human being:

60THHO`-1KamH
9THmm
H'K OZIT4HCTYn (cf.
(DS 81)
>KeHIUHHa) He YcToT4T.
riepea

In ZT Panikovsky's passion for goose meat is mentioned on several
occasions. Panikovsky describes his method for killing geesein the following
way:
R y6imaio ero, KaK TOpeozEop, - ollm4m yaapom. '3TO
(ZT 518)
oriepa, Korza A imy Ha-rmi! <(KapmeH>>l...

36Mjmcp
x

neTPOB,

IleTPOB,
3714juq3
x

<(Mm yxe He
(<jj06POZIYLUHm9

in PaCCKa3Lr,cpeuLeTOHLI,
Kyp3lTH14KOB>>,
Ibid., 86.

zieTI4>>,

CTaTL;

f, Op.

cit., 177.
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MATH Ha rycq is clearly modelled on the expression VIZIT14Ha meZlBegA,
for
bears,
(or
hunting
tigers'etc.,
similar large game). The
Tmrpa, etc. -'to go
large
for
Panikovsky's
predators
ryc16
neatly
satirizes
cowardice of
substitution
brave,
be
like
hunter
(Cf.
himself
bull-fighter.
believes
he
to
the
a
or a
clearly
from
famous
bull-fighter
'Carmen').
the
to
the
opera
reference

Two examples of the substitution of words in set expressions in ZT
is
introduced
into
following
Sinitskaya;
Zosya
the
she
phrases:
concern
jjeBy1UKa
He ymiazimuaeTca B 11J1aH.
(ZT 403)
QT=Tim
(Cf. rIPAMO

X3

zleBYLUKY

CTOA;ia

(says
(ZT 455)
Ostap)
Y_
.
3
(ZT 599) - says Ostap referring to Zosya as if she

B CTODOH

yBenx

was a cow).
In the above two phrases other words (such as 3TO or zEeno)are expected
instead of zEeBYIUKa.The literal meanings of these phrases completely
funny
this
considerations,
and
a
evokes
vivid
and
overshadow any metaphorical
visualization.
Occasionally a comic effect involves a deliberate insult or indirect snub of
his
is
Vorov'yaninov
Here
by
thinks
about
what
another.
one character
competitor Father Fyodor:
CB31T0r4

OTeLL? - mbicneHHo

exm; jCTB0Ba; i oH (i. e.

<<A
Vorob'yaninov - RG) - llypaK gypaKOM 14 OCTancq. He
(DS 77)
Bima76 emy cTynieD, KaK CB014X yuieg.
Bruns, hungry for a rYC'RK (a small goose') and impatient with his wife,
is ironically described as:
3aKJ1MHaTenL

Cf. 3aKJIHHaTejib

rYC'KKa

(DS 263)

3m0l.

After his confrontationwith FatherFyodor,the exhaustedBrunssays:
Hy
rioumm,- ripo6opMOTan
'RryS_qK_ýLTeriepb
BXOZX31
B
KOMHaTLI.
(DS266)
RHxeHep,
had<(rYC14K>>
his mind for so long, Brunssubstitutesit for
Having
on (TIMI)
jno, am or TMnIJ (cf.Hy 'RJIIOZI14
TeriepT,TIOIII31m),
referringto Father
Fyodor.
Substitutionof words within setphrasescreatescertainassociations;
for
instance,considera group of drably-dressed
old womenleavinga room:
(cf. 6ejimmi4jie6ezuqmm)
CTaPYIIIKX
CeDhIMT4
VTT41IaMT4
lIorIJILIJ114 B CBOM KOMHaTIJ.

(DS 48)

Althoughboth wordsof the familiar expressionaresubstituted,the useof
the instrumentalcaseand the verb rIonjimjim help to identify the original phrase
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from which the new one is coined. Consequently, we envisage the duck-like
ladies,
the
than
the
noble movement of swans!
rather
old
of
waddle
maCTep

rpo60BIJX; ieji

(DS 10)

Be3eHMYK...

The above reference to the undertaker Bezenchuk as rpo60BLIX zen
This
based
jeweller'.
is
30JIOTLIX
zlen
maCTep
on
maCTep
clearly
-'master
he
fact
'coffins',
time
that
the
the
rpo6Li
makes
same
at
on
relies
substitution
hinting at the word yrpo6T4TL - 'to bungle', the antithesis of 'expert' or 'master'.
3.6.5. Partial substitution of words.

Sometimes a small change within one word is sufficient to alter the sense
below,
it
In
the
the
comic.
example
use of
make
and
construction,
of an entire
destroys
the metaphorical meaning of the
diminutive
the
HOCHK-'little nose' forces
it',
to
us
Ha
HOCY
make
a
note
of
and
ce6e
3apy6HTb
saying
-'to
literally.
the
saying
understand
HTO
3apy6TiTe
iia
cDoem
HOCT4Ke.
zEeBYIIIKa:
nTO,
-BOT
(DS 203)
OCTan BeHAeP HHKOrzzaHHxierO He Kpan.
The opposite of diminution, whereby a diminutive is expanded to the full
form of the word, can also create incongruity, as in this example where Ostap
addresses Vorob'yaninov:
He 6yabTe 6oxi, 04 KopoBoti.

(DS 67)

Cf. 6oxbeg KOPOBKOr4.

Regarding Father Fyodor's mountain-top song, the expression rieTL
describe
distorted
is
to
the singing as
ronocom
HeimmeHHUm nPT431THOM4
unpleasant:
Korga

PyKami4
CHMmanz, OH xiionan
m4LueHH1)1m rij2HATHOCTM rO; IOCOM.
ero

vi IMA
(DS 275)

By dropping the negative particle-Eaand making a positive statementthe
incongruous
lost,
is
the
the
and
completely
construction
and
new
unity of
phrase
befits the quality of FatherFyodor's voice."
Zoshchenkowas particularly fond of this type of antonymic substitution
in his satirical writinW1
3'Cf.OscarWilde's famous expressionbasedon the sameprinciplc: 'Work is the curse of.4arinking
A
classes!,or such an anonymousstatementas <<Amepxi<a- CTpaHa orpaH%%ieHHLIX
HeB03mozHocTeA>>39cf.

Cpezvi,MOXHO
MOTaeTCA...

[

...

CKa3aTb,
IM

o6iuero rieLuexojlHorO TPOTyapa- CBHHL31
3HaeT,
OTKyzxa oHa 3a6pe;ia. Ho cýaKT, %TO
riec ee
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3.6.6. Rephrasing of sayings and proverbs.

Proverbs, adagesand sayings are the most stable and familiar idiomatic
III
Besides
extension
abbreviation,
and
or
substitution
of
words
constructions.
Petrov sometimes simply rephrase or reconstruct an entire statement. For
example:
-BIA HTO, Ha

mmemmaxy apmepeg
I OCTan.
CnPOCVI;

Cf. cmzieTb, KaK apxi4eper4

mgm? - xmypo

(ZT 499)

Ha xmeHlMax.

CoBepuieHHORCHO, HTO HeKOTOpoe Bpemq mm
mmmajq rieHKT4.
npo, aePXMMCA Briepeam aBTOripo6era,
cm4nm4 m Tomv nono6uvi-o cmeTaHv C 3TOrO
(ZT 347)
BLICOKOKYJILTYPHOrO HatmHaHT131.

Here the authors blend three versions of the saying CHMmaTL rieHKH
(rieHKY), also known as CHmmaTb C;IT4BKi4and, though less frequently,
into
'to
one on the basis of their common
skim-off'
CH,RmaTL cmeTaHy identity as dairy products.
ro
BOT
BOT
mi4jimumM
Te6e ZIOPOB143HacTyjiieB
Te6e
)JR31TpYZt31U.LHXC31Bcex CTpaH1 BOT Te6e HonHbie
6oponvl
BOT
Te6e cemma 13
riPOrYJW4 no geBOMKaml
(DS 152)
BOT Te6e 6ec B peýý

In the above example, Ostap divides the proverb CezxHHaB 6opoay, a 6ec
B pe6po in order to match his repetitiveness while scolding Vorob'yaninov. It
is significant that he interprets the proverb literally - hitting Vorob'yaninov in
the ribs!
MHorzia

rij2mxozu4Tc3i Yximn, 3apDaBinviocq
(DS 155)

Aýiiiam
KVDT4uv...

Ostap not only
qgua
proverb

rephrases
KYPHUY

but also completely
He yx4aT.

31BHO
HapyniaeT
K
3a6pena,
6LueCTBeHHbl9
IIOPAIIOK)
c,
M. 3omeHKo,

<<AllmHHKCTpaTl4BHLIr4

reverses

o6mecTa-HHmfl

the meaning

6ecrTopgroK.

of the

(cf.

C06PaHjfe cowmemigu
BOCTOpr>>,

-rpex -romax, op.

cit., 1,506.
6mna
Hac
MlziezeHa omeHLOTHaRHHam

rIOTOMY

TpotiKa

mec3ma

amummumnana

HerpaMOTHOCTL).

276..
ibid.,
<<Oulvi6omKa>>,

Y

I; Cl<) rP8MOTHOCTT,

--(Cf.;

5 TPH

IKKBKIIHPOBaTL
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Mm (i. e. pedestrians - RG) pa3pemalOT
To
YJIHULI TOMKO Ha nepeKpeCTKax,
Tex meCTax, rae RBHmemie CHJILHee
i3o; iocoK. Ha KoTopom o6miHo BmcmT
nemie Bcero o6opBaTL.
Cf. BxceTb

nepexoZEHTL
eCTL i4meHHO B
Bcero 14 rae
YT4:3HT,neiuexozta,
(ZT 299)

HaBOnOCKe.

The authors adapt this saying, taking it literally and making us envisage
hair.
hanging
of
strands
on
pedestrians
QTYji He mrojiKa.
(DS127)
HaýigeTCA.
Cf. MCKaTL

i4roJIKY

B

CTory ceHa.

M: 3 ziBvx
TOrO,
Cf. 3aZIBYM31

3aRnei3,- ci<a3ajiOH(i.e. Ostap- RG)- Bb16mpaIOT
rIO)KHPHee.
KOTOPLOI
(DS211)

3aVIijamm1IOrOHT41III)CA,

ByxraJITep,

HU OZ[HorO

B141131, '-ITO Yezie3o

KOBaTb. OH TOJIKHYJI zo6pyio
nPOTAXHL01 Bonin...

ropAxio.

He

nogmaeuib.

cTan ero

AOKTOPIIIY M Maaji
(ZT 442)

The authors not only rephrase the proverb <<Kyz- xejie3O, rioKa OHo rop-q%o>>.,
but also extend it and apply it to a human being - the young doctor. (Note the
in
475).
the
this
example
on,
page
earlier
use of
proverb

3.6.7.Inversion of phraseology.
This is usually the result of an 'invented situation', or of what Budagov
refers to as<<RepeBePHYToe COOTHOLueHmeaetiCTBHTenbHOCTH4O For
instance, when in ZT the accountant Berlaga hides in a mental institution from
the Herculean purge, we are told that he

6exaJI B cymacuiezEuiHti acom.
...

(ZT 440)

We are accustomed to see such phrases as 6exan H3 cymacuiegwero
zioma. To emphasize this inverted situation and inverted phraseology, III and
Petrov on the following page ironically refer to the madhouse as a neie6Hoe
3aBe;jeHHe - 'healing institution'. This reversed situation is somewhat similar
to the notion of reversed comparisons (see section 2.7., sub-section 2.7.3.)).

4OByllaroB, op. cit., 276.
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3.7. NOUNS IN APPOSITION.
In the language of the two novels one frequently encounters interesting
fall
into
hyphenated
nouns
which
several categories:
combinations of
3.7.1.Double nouns as a reflection of contemporary cliches.

Somedouble noun constructionsreflect popular contemporary cliche"s,
and
Their
qoa6pxKa-KYXHq
type
the
H36a--IT4TaJIbHA,
etc.
presence
neologismsof
fact
late
linguistic
1920's
both
the
the
the
practices
of
as
well
as
popular
reflects
that III and Petrov found them amusing and worth including in their writings.
The examplesinclude the following neologism-cliches:
(ZT
369,569)
cpa6pxKa-KYXHA
pa6otn4e-yKjia;i%ixKm.

(ZT 552)

;jeBOtIKa-rIMOHePKa

(ZT 553)

T4HxeHeP-KpaCH03Hameeu

(ZT 552)

3.7.2.Neo-synonymousdouble nouns.
These pairs are somewhat reminiscent of synonyms found in colloquial
speechand in Russian folklore, such as rpyCTL-TOcKa, nyTb-zxopora, rycmne6ezm and ym-pa3yM.
Il'f and Petrov's noun pairs are joined together either on the basis of their
semantic similarity alone or on the similarity of activities that would apply to
them. For example:
Ilocne 9Toro BeHgep eme ornAzien ZXHI<OBT4Hiioro
YnL16HYJIC31 H,
ý XyPHajimCTa c rojioDbi go Hor, Hexopouio
rIO'IiYCTBOBaD 3HaKOmoe BOJIHeHme cTpejiKa-oxoTHmKa,
(ZT 544)
3anepCSI B Kyne.

Both cTl2e; ToK And oxoTHvK-suggest the same type of activity, i. e.
shooting and hunting, but in Ostap's case extracting money.
The most interesting double noun combinations in this category,
however, are those innovative and fresh juxtapositions
which contain unusual
components. This can be said of most of the following examples.
BeJIHKMiI

a2MJIOCOa2-IIIaXM2tIZCT,

AOKTOP

naCKep

(DS 242)
After all, both philosophizing

and playing chess involve a lot of thinking.

rieHorOH-orHeTyLUHTejib

<(3Kjiep>>

(DS 46)
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foam
fire
that
only
emits
and not water.
extinguisher
-a
MHe
R, BMAMTe JIM,TVJ2T4CT-cnoI2TcmeH.
cegxiac
Hago
nPOM3BeCTH
He6oii.biuyio nOHZHKY cDoero aBTOmo6mnq.
(ZT 369)
Both touring and playing sports demand energy and physical fitness.
Similarly,
neiuexo,

(ZT 300)

a-CPM3KYJIbTYPHMK

(DS 248)

xpa6peui, i-pa3BeII'IiRKT4
The above is an ironic title for the Vasyukintsy who are pursuing Ostap (who has
just cheated them).
3KcneI2T-ToBapoBen nomeu.ýaeT oft3iBneHue B ra3eTe,
HTo eCTL Ha CBeTe qmnepTz
Y3HaeT,
14 BCA CTpaHa
aeCATMneTHXM
(ZT
311)
CTaxem...
ToBapoBen c
Someonewho has a -Bezi attached to a noun representing his speciality is
Note
the
that
subject.
repetition of synonyms
particular
on
obviously an expert
Russian
languages,
in
Latin
from
different
this
case
and
native
which originate
respectively.
CBOMMH
Araqoi, A TXXOHOBHa rpoMKOzxem4;
iacb
BOCTOprammc Bu]ýTvo3om-6ananaeimwom...

(DS224)

3a MYPOtIKOrl

14, He

Bi4l2Tyo3-6aiiaiiaetiHT4K-njiejiC31
C; IOB AJIA
BbipaxeHMSI
mo6BM,
qco6CTBeHHLIX
Haxozx.
6opMOTanCJIOBa pomaHca...
(DS226)
Perhapsit is ironic that a virtuoso (his musicalspecialitynotwithstanding)is
his
feelings.
down
Further
find
to
the pagethis sighing
to
express
unable
words
BMPTY03-B3zzbixaTe;
I
b
into
characteris turnedby the authors
-'an experton
sighing'!
3.7.3.Contrasting double nouns.

Somenoun pairs are composedof contrasting and even contradictory
dissimilar
joining
The
components.
practice of
nouns in opposition (n.b.
be
found
in
Two)
Chapter
is
in folklore or in the poetry of
treated
can
oxymoron
(such
folk
imitate
the
style
as Esenin"). Saltykov-Shchedrinand
writers who
Gogol used this device to juxtaposepeople and animals.41 Another practitioner
"Cf. EseniWs yr; ix-onz,
zieBYLTlK%-e; i%,
rijiamA-umm,
Cited by Humesky,
CX14MHKK-BeTep, and the oxymoron Hentoax-moliz.
'2Cf. Saltykov
ShchedriiVs
:
-

op. cit., 29.
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1
In
DS
Polesov
Mayakovsky.
device
this
on two occasions is called
was
of
cnecapb - MHTemiereHT:
ftijia
F)oyp
1,
ipmBeTCTBOBaHacocegom
maziam
B14KTOPOM
MxxaMioBx,, iem r1oneCOB16IM, cnecapem61440H
KOTOPLO4
H3T4HTeJ1J1T1reHTOM,
Ha6mpwl BOZ1Y B
6eH3HHa.
(DS 60)
rio,a
OCTarI BbMBT4HYJ1npaBoe
T4HTejTjTHreHTY-

rinetio

x noziouien

K caecapio(DS 98)

In the above examples the authors draw the contrast from a mutual
is
he
is automatically excluded
if
then
a
mechanic,
exclusion, namely: a person
from the Russian social class known as the 'intelligentsia'. The authors could
have written 'KHTejmereHTHL01 cnecapi6, but this would destroy the comic
effect achieved through the juxtaposition of the nouns. Furthermore,
MHTejmereHTH1>01in Russian means 'presentable', or 'decent, rather than
'intelligent', as we understand it in English.
t4
Another antonymous noun combination refers to4illicit millionaire
Koreyko in ZT. Here we have the contradictory combination MHJIJIMOHep
highlights
'millionaire
KOHTOPLUHK- office clerk', which self-evidently
Koreyko's double life. 44
rIepBoe cBx4aiime c mT4jijimoHepom-KoHTo12mmKom
(ZT 424)
B03 yxiiano ero (i. e. Ostap - RG).
Ho mi-4njmoHe]ý-KoHTo12uiT4K mcxie3.

(ZT 502)

no12Tq2ejiT,-cvHnYK (of Shchuykin - RG)

(DS 160)

Some of III and Petrov's pairs of antonyms (like those of Shchedrin and
Gogol) draw comparisons between people and animals. For example:
'IMHORHVK-YTTVKPI

, imHoRHxK-oceTp

(cited in EqOKMOB,
and Gogol's:

CT; MHCT; fK3 XYROXeCTBe.

K Hmm eum
mellBezib,
H. B. roro;

iipuezeT

KaKo9-Hz6yzEP

rYCb-rTOMP. UIT4K- TaK

m%p-pomaHTHK,

COWHeHUrf

rpyab-mexa,

B CeM; f TOMaX
'iKCTH:

K; IOrIIA; caTHpa-nanKa;

ynima-3me3i;

BOPOHm and other
'Cf. uapL-KYCTapL,

op. cit., 29.

(1931), CW, 2,517.

rpaHKT-KOMCOMOJI;
examples, cited by Humesky,

in <<KoPOnL-COnHue>>,
Cf. the existing combinations

Also note the title of a journal
BOnOCOK OT cmepTK>>,

op. cit., 143)
R MART,

rIP31MO B roCTTIHYIO.

u, <<PeBT430p>>, Co6pawfe

rYC]6.
43Cf. Mayakovskys

HHOrI PeWf,

2,423.

III and Petrov's
itaPL-KonoKon,

((KyCTapL-HePBOnaTOnor>>

op. cit., 4,31. Cf. %je; IoBeK-

ILIU%K-CO;

IHue,

OTelz-rycaK,

short

peLXeH3eHTLItlem6epneHm-

story
UapL-nYLUKa.

in III and Petrov's

short

story

<<Ha
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B

; ieTHHX

KYPOPTax

cazEax, TeaTpaX,

KXHO,

Ha
BepTejiT4
6aj2wUHT4-oBeHKT4

riapoxoaax m
3aCTeK;

ieHHbie

6apa6aHm6jiar0TB0PT1TejiBH0'R
(ZT 342)
J10TOpew
6apbnumq- a pre-revolutionary term referring to a young lady; OBetml 'sheep',that is, obedient.
In ZT, the man in the asylum who pretends to be a dog is referred to as
'tiejioBeK-co6aKaand tiejioBeK-ZjB0PH3ira:
ToACTLAI
C KPOBaTm,
My)KHHHaCKaTT4JIC31
6mCTP0BCTa; i
KaK
14, BLICOM
rioZ1HABo6TJqHyTLIr4,
Ha meTBepeHbKT4
riP14H31JIC31 OTPLIBHCTO
H
jia31TL
maHA0JIT4Ha,
3aa,
3aUHRMH
B6oJILHHtIHLIX
napKeT
iianaMI4
3arpe6aTL
[ I
TYCPJ131X. ...
LlenoBeK-C06aKa

BOP%ia, B3o6paJICA

T31BKHyji
Ha

H,

eiueHecKojiLKOpa3
(ZT 443)
CB0i-onoCTem.

On the next pagehe is also referred to as:
tienoBeK-RD012HRra

(ZT 444)

3.7.4.Incongruous noun pairs.
Here the individual nouns within the noun-pair are semantically
is
incongruous.
but
For example:
together
the
combination
unrelated,
(DS
235)
3am412a-Kjia12HeT....
CKnaji
...
Here 3aazpa -'trouble maker'- provides an evaluation of a person playing the
clarinet. (Note the use of metonymy in the replacement of a person by the
'
he plays. This is a clever addition to the humourous
instrument
musical
)
combination.
BeHziep T4BanaraHOB riozirianz rIOR WIT431Hi4e
YTpa,
6ecýp&e=mBYJIMUX
onv6eýi.
OrIP31THLIX
(ZT 370)
In this sentence 6eccpe6peHHMK - which usually refers to a specific category of
'saintly physicians' and also doctors performing charitable medicine - is
incongruously joined to pigeons!
B 9TOM ozxe31HT4T4MrIrIOJIT4T MaTBeeBT4'LI
azimT4pajTa-; no6T4TejiA.
TOPrOBOro

rIOXO; JMJ1 Ha
(DS 281)

Also:
iuotej2-jTio6T4Tem,
further down the page referred to as
-nonymosbeR.

(ZT 352)
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The profession of the azEmT4paji-jiio6T4TejiL
distinction between professional and amateur
This
combination
CPOTorpacp-mo6XTenb).

does not lend itself to the
(cf. CrIOPTcmeH-nio6T4Tez6
is obviously incompatible.

or

MT 298)

KvcTa12i, -6anTT4cT

These nouns represent different spheres of life - artisan and ecclesiastical
implies
KYCTapi,
also
amateurishness and poor quality
respectively.
-6arITRCT
ineffectual:
the
was
preacher
of work, and suggests
...

RPY3LA

[
X3
C14R,
BL16imam4ci6

6arama
riepeHOCK01

Ix

ripoKapMJ1XBam4cL
...
(DS 255)
TvpT4cToB-cepenHATiKoB.

(1921)
i.
term
meaning
a'middle
new
peasant'e. neither exploiter
-a
6eZEHAK
(cf.
This term together with such terms as
and KynaK).
nor exploited
6eZXHAK
became historicisms after collectivization. 41
KYjiaK. paCKYjia'iMBaTL,
Here it is juxtaposed to a completely different notion of tourism.
In another
bring
in
'an
the new agrarian term ezimojimiHm<
the
authors
example,
farmer' (coined in early 1920's), which referred to those peasants who
individual
tried for as long as possible to work on their own without joining an agricultural
(<
Il'f
Petrov
Ostap
eZEMHOJIT4t1HL04
and
make
apply
commune"
-'individual').
incongruous
this term to himself, thus creating a ridiculously
construction
e11vmOJIOHHHK - MHJIJI14OHep:
CepeAHAK

rlpeZECTaBT4TeJ1L KOJMeKTMBa
cJ)emmz1vi yBen
eET1HOET411HT4Ka-MMJTJIT4OHepEL...

y
(ZT 599)

Thts opposition created when the expressions eAT4HOJ1RMHMK-mHjmmoHep
npeZ1CTaBT1Te; IL KOJ1neKT'RBa are juxtaposed, clearly indicates Ostap's
life
in the socialist state.
join
to
the
unwillingness
collective way of

and

In the artisan world there existed a well-known expression KyCTapL-OJJMHO%Ka
his
'craftsman
meaning
own'. In DS, III and Petrov add the
who
worked
a
on
extension c MOTOPOM -'with an engine', creating the following incongruity:
KVCTa12i)-O71T4HOHKa

C MOTOPOM

(i. e. Polesov - RG)

(DS 99)"

Later in DS they resurrect

this construction

71im rycal2a-grimHoxiKT4
pa3 AOCTaTOHHO.

in a slightly

c moml2om

3Toro

different

form:

Ha riePBM9
(DS 105)"

45Conuieand Stone,op. cit., 152.
"Ibid.
'Note also KYCTapb-oAXHOMKa 6e3 MOTOpa in Petrov's
story v 3arazIO"MaR HaTypa)) (1932),
CW, 5,442.
48Cf.

CKOPH31XHoe

nPO%3BOllCTB06e3

MOTOpa

(DS 21).
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In this combination, Hussars (cavalrymen) are absurdly given an engine, and
their profession is compared to that of a craftsman. Similarly:
Ero

zuLeT
nYLUKaj2B-

KaKOri-TO

TPYZIAUýRrIC31,110

BT49y XVIIOXHT41ý7
(ZT 371)

Two totally unrelated professions - an artist and a gunner - have been brought
together in the example above.
a, munuumi-T12geRyximia!
-MaTyLUKa-3aCTyIIHmj.
OCTan,
'LITO
3a
BOCKJIHKHYJI
nepeBOZEAzxbixaHHe.
6aHaMM04,
61opoKpaTH3MI
OrIPOTHBeBI11H9
Bcem

-

(ZT 462)
In Russian there is a national religious term BoropojiHua-Tpoepy%mLLa;
the pictorial icon has three hands. Here Ostap creates his own combination with
6oropom4ua.
instead
mHjimmsi
of

In the next section on incongruous lexical combinations, we will find
more examples of interesting and unusual (though not hyphenated) mixtures of
lexical components.
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3.8. INCONGRUOUS

LEXICAL COMBINATIONS.

III and Petrov's fondness for associating concepts which are semantically
different but on the same syntactic plane, often creates incongruous lexical
combinations. The successof these combinations rests on the authors'
tampering with the metaphorical meaning of words which may be transported
from their usual place in familiar constructions to entirely new lexical
surroundings:
(MaTpau) 3TO cemetiHL04 oiar, anbcpa m omera
o6niee x uejioe zomaumero YIOTa,
me6nT4POBKX,
6a3a,
(DS
120)
OTeu
npumycal
juo6omaA
The above statement is a typical example of III and Petrov's mixing of
different lexical registers; it includes political terminology Wmee TI uenoe, cf.
Hegel's philosophy and logic, onar), Greek (ancpa -Romera), nonsensical (OTeU
npmmyca,,cf. OTeu pyccKoti zemoKpaTum), and so on. The authors not only
mix different semantic concepts together, but also place words into unusual
semantic environments.
ABTOmo6HJI16Ha3i,RzieA racna m Hammnna

xianmn`
(DS 178)

The verb raCHYTL is unexpected in this context; the authors extend the
incongruity by introducing another verb %iaZXT4Tb,
which is justified here by the
association with automobiles.
Y Kax; aorO Ha cepzxije
KOTOPHr4, Tpenmxwiu.

; ieXXT 3aBeTHBig alleK11OT,
aoxi4zxaeTC31 CBoeti oxiepegm.

(DS 25)
Y meH31rJ2O6-OrYP-U-qK,
; no6HTenbCKWL
-OT60PH1Jq,
(DS

11)

6M 3,aecL HaiancA
6onuuoti
nepenonox,
<<A
- nozyman
OCTari, [ I- ecim 6bi OHH y3Ha; IH, KaKOH- orvRxizK. 6yzxeT
...
cero4HA npuaDaTLC31 nOA BT4ZIOM9THX CTY; ILeB>>.

(DS 148)
In the above two examples III and Petrov use the word oryptIHK
-'little
cucumber' which has a very limited metaphorical application, and occurs only in
specific lexical contexts, for example, as a means of personal evaluation (i. e. good,
excellent) it can refer to males (CBexeHT>KT4q,KaK orypxiT4K) or to females (to
indicate that they are sexually attractive).

Examples of incongruous lexicology can be divided into four categories:
firstly, incongruous adjective/noun and adverb/verb combinations (3.8.1.);
secondly, incongruous use of verbs and participles (3.8.2.); thirdly, incongruous
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formation
lastly,
)
(3.8-3.
of new expressions from old ones
and
expressions
(3.8.4.).
3.8.1. Incongruous adjective/noun and adverb/verb combinations.
Incongruous adjective/noun combinations provide the commonest type
have
(in
)
We
2.9.
lexical
incongruity.
the originality of
noted
already
section
of
III and Petrov's epithets. However, in this section the stress is not so much on
the choice of the qualifying epithet, but more on the incongruous nature of the
combined noun/epithet phrase.
In order to create this kind of incongruity, it is sufficient to place an
be
it
for
to
would
paired,
with
which
not
normally
noun
a
adjective next
example:
OH yxaxMBaJI
KOTOP09

3a maiiiHHHCTKOVI,
ero

pa3B313MBam4

cKpommie

no9TmtiecKze

6eziRa
'IiYBCTBa.

(DS 176)
is said of a typist; the adjective CKPOMHme -'modest', which is usually a
behavioural qualifier, is placed alongside 6ezxpa -'hips'. Similarly, in the next
'unbaked'
the
the
HeBLineHeHHoe
qualifies
noun wieno example,
adjective
'shoulder':
6ejioe
)KeHa rioziymajia,
Hagena Ha
6peTemKy...
rMeHO CBajiRBLUYIOC31
HeBi, inexieHHoe

in this instance signifies

HeBmnexieHHoe
(ZT 407)

the whiteness

of the shoulder

and

is
In
the
metaphor
used to visualize
assumesa metaphoricalsense.
sameway,
Balaganov'ssmooth and unlined forehead. Hence the choiceof an agricultural
term HeBcnaxaHH1Jr4

'unploughed':
-

Ha 6e3MATeXHOM, HeBmaxamom
n6v BanaraHOBa
(ZT 318)
o603Ha, mjiaci6 rjiy6OKaA MOPM14Ha.
The success of this incongruous
association between a ploughed

due
is
to the sharp visual
combination
field and the lines on a person's forehead.

In the example below, in order to describe the uneven voice of a person
This epithet normally
singing, Il'f and Petrov use the participle maTmommCA.
applies to a walk (cf. uiaTaioiuasicq
IIOXOZ[Ka) or to other concrete physical
objects, yet here though the incongruous combination is delightfully
absurd.
ý13 Kyrie YxymiialIcKoro
ronoc: <<ECTLHa Bonre

riocnmuanc3i
luaTalommqCq
YTec, ZINKHM MOXOM npOpOC>>.
(ZT 532)

ROTOM OHa cpa3Y HaTKHYjiaCL
6opozie...
nonepxaHHo2

Ha xieJIOBei<a. B
(DS 123)
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'second
hand'just as incongruous is the adjective rioaepxaHmiti
beard
is
item
beard!
In
the
treated
to
addition,
as
an
of clothing.
a
applied
Although the combination is ridiculous, it complements the image of a
memaHHH, the kind of man, who goes to museums not for aesthetic reasons but
to envy the riches on display. (See section 2.8. where this example was earlier
encountered).
Haxianaa

9K30THKa, KOpa6; im nYCTLIHL 14,
CIAHM CTeneti x npoTiee
BOJI16HOJI10614BLie

(ZT 535)

iecKoeT3irno.
J2OMaHTm,

The word pomaHTHxieci<xýi -'romantic'qualifies the noun TArjio
is
The
%iero-m46o>>.
riepeBO3KI4
CKOT
an3i
combination
obviously
opa6wita
incongruous. The intention is to satirize the well-established literary cliches so
frequently used by journalists and hack-writers (we have already encountered
this example in the section on journalese,, see page 142)). Kopa6jiu rIYCT1JHH
literary
frequently
CTeneti
CLIHTA
cliches
are
used
BOJILHOmo6MBLie
and
described by III and Petrov as pomaHTHTiecKoe TArno; that is, these are the
describing
by'help
to'get
BLie3xaTb
certain writers
cliches which
- when
Central Asia.
OaHaKO

norMem,

CTaPlViOK,

Y meHA

ZMajauaTL

rIATL

(DS288)

py6n0l DORKOXHLIX.

Cf. rIORKOXHL01HapLIB - 'subcutaneous infection'or nORKOXHIARYKOn
'subcutaneous injection'.

In the exampleabovethe authors use MAKOXHLIti insteadOf KP0BH1JV1.
(DS245)
rIJIOZIOTBOPHa3i
ze610THa3imaez
AepXTe

MLICJIMI

dpOTOrpacpal

OH meLuaeT

moeg maxmaTml
(DS 246)

(i.
Ostap
RG)
BLI
OH
1I0BePMTe,
rOBOP14JI
He
e.
- KaK
(DS 239)
miiun.
zxaneKo ZBi4Hyjiaci6 TnaxmaTmi
3TO BaXHoe meponpHATme
cy; mno paCUBeT
LUaXMaTHOq mucim B BacioKax

(DS 239)

3To 6bina Z14BHaq 12e3xHoBag MLICJII>, KOTOPY10
llojibixaeB
mor ripHcnoco6MT1) K mo6omy cnyxim
(ZT 471)
XH3HT4.
In the above three examples, the nouns MLICm,
mge3i -'thought'or
'idea' are incongruously
paired with the adjectives u1axmaTHa3i
-chess',
rIJIOZIOTBOPHaA -'fruitful',
and pe3T4HOBaq - 'rubber'. In the last case (also
)
1.4.
before,
pe3T4HOBaq could refer either to the substance
encountered
section
of the stamp, or to a kind of vague all-purpose notion applicable to any event.
Two pages later, we meet similar material:
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Pa60Ta iiiiia 6e3 3aziep=4.
3ameHMna

HeJIOBeKa.

Pe3T4Ha 0TRT4HH0
Pe3T4H0BTJ'r4 I'lojimmeB
HHCKOJILKO

(ZT 472)
He YCTyrian RojibixaeBy X14BOMY.
Other examples in which the qualifying adjective is completely out of
place, include:
KOHZIYKTOpa Kpwianx

(DS 132)

cBexmmm ronocamm

(DS 120)

nonenwimm.
o6maeHmimm
3aH31JICSI
...
YCLI,.
ero
ropmo=anuwe
...

(DS 39)

XOTA rioxopOHHLIX lieno 6Tmo MHoxceCTBO....

(DS 6)

Incongruity here is caused by the replacement of 61opo with zieno - used

for storing and repairing trains.

Some incongruous adjective/noun combinations present a conflict and
partial contradiction between the noun and qualifying adjective. For instance:
Y3HaB Y Hero, HTo rnoBmýi njieH, TIP0Z1JIMTcsi
emenaca
(ZT 500)
MJITOpa-Z[Ba...
The combination rnOBMýi nneH is ridiculous becausenneH is associated
with the physical restriction of one's freedom, while gas disperses easily and is
incapable of physically resisting bodily movement. Though the statement is
incongruous and contradictory, the context fully justifies it - Ostap's movements
are obstructed by the staging of a gas alert.
HHKeluam

Bnaz3i

6mim BnojiHe

co3pemuze

HelloTenm.
(DS 102)

The funny combination C03pe=vie HeAOTerim is not just incongruous,
it is also ironical - these youths have reached the peak of their potential and are
now completely mature HeZXOTeribi- 'imbeciles'.
a6xCCT1HCKHV1 majnx=

BacbKa

(DS 17)

The incongruity arises from the juxtaposition of a foreign nationality Abyssinian - with the Russian personal name Vas'ka.
xieCTHLOI coBeTcKT4q
...
meHA...

nanommiK-nmigrDT4M

BPO)ae
(ZT 349)

The incongruity in this example is apparent. The combination COBeTCKH9
naJI0MHMK-rimjmrpi4m is completely incongruous and contradictory for a
Soviet regime which opposes religion
.
Some incongruous adjective/noun combinations are instances of
hypallage - that is, the adjective does not directly refer to the
noun it qualifies
(seepage 438). For example:
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rIpT4JIT43aHHme
BLICOKi4e
...

BHCO'qKH R KOPOTKX9

(DS82)

no6enmTenmimýiHoc

his
but
Bulanov's
to
to
rIo6eZIMTem>HLiti
ability
nose,
more
refersnot so much
to capturethe hearts of women.
6oJILIII14HCTBO
MYXHT41i BLipaLuMBano Ha
B TO BpemA
jimue

TaKxe

Ronocjqmie

BOT Ka3eHHme,

Bej2HorioziziaHHT>Te

(ZT 365)

n m6opm.

The whole description of the moustache is comic and incongruous and
the metaphor BO;IOCAHiie npm6opm is by itself incongruous. However, neither
Ka3eHHme nor BePHOnOziziaHHTie refers to the moustache; KneHHbie suggests
the civil-service world where one is likely to find people with this kind of

loyalty
Tsar
to
the
and the
BepHonozzaHHLie
suggests
moustache,while
imitation of his moustache.
MOKPLie

oco6H31KOB
peiueTKI4

6jiecTenT4.

)KT412Ho

(DS 289)

Occasionally Il'f and Petrov will coin new adjectives out of words
For
found
in
adjectives.
used
as
other parts of speech, and not
normally
example:
C allTpecozerl CBeiuzi3a; iaci> ro; IOBa Hi4tiTeH 6a6vium,
(ZT 417)

HwiL, q - 'no-one's' is usually an answer to the question 14bq 3Ta
6a6yIUKa? etc. and it is never used as an epithet in its own right. It is employed
Slobodka,
in
descriptions
Voron'ya
in
the same
the
of
repeatedly as an adjective
6a6yLuKa,
Ko;
TaHUHa
etc.
N4Ha,
way as epithets such as
Incongruous adverb/verb combinations are much less frequent than those
with adjectives and nouns. For example:
(i.
Ostap
RG),
tlepe3
oH
cKa3a;
i
9TO
OKOLuetiKo
e.
mi,i nerKO M He)KHOrIOTiaziemB xjiy6 B mo6oft nac
(DS
288)
HOH14.
cer'OZ1HALUHeq
By adding HeMHOto ; ierKO nonaaem, Il'f and Petrov create an Incongruous
combination.
LIjieHbI

Tmpa)KHOýI

KOMHCCT4H TOMHO

Tip_T4xjie6TYBaju4

(DS225)
xiaýi.
TheadverbTOMHOis
here
normallyassociated
with the verb CMOTpeTb:
it is incongruouslyqualifyingthe verb npzxjie6LIBaTb.
...

cmYTHo

monion

rpo6onixaen

maCTep.

(DS 10)

hazily',
besides
being
incongruous,
is
also a
-'said
parody on folk-poeticstyle.
CMYTHO

MOJIBH; I
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3.8.2. Incongruous use of verbs and participles.

Theseare verbs which, when used with other words, create incongruous
combinations. Some examples are:
P13HYpeHKOBCKH'rI

CTY; I 13 KoHeIIHOM

HTOre

cne

ian

A

(DS 211)
YTpo 6mJI0 TaK
HTO
npeiieCTHO,
,
MaTBeeBUH,
cripwcHyTbiýi
rOPHLIM

gaxce Mririoj=
B03ZEYXOM,

6ozipee BHepaIUHero.
Cf. BcnP16ICHYTbI9

ozeKOJIOHOM.

MeHHHKOB[

...
HaI23aHOM

I KaxaoZXHeBHO

...
143 T4CTOHHT4Ka...

onoxmemmuimtricg

(DS 255)
IIIJIJqrIKY

3aBeCTR

3amaran
(DS 271)

143 apreHTT4HCKOrO

rojiv6mmo
3aBena
ce6e
...
(DS
160)
cpeTpa...
is usually associatedwith large sums of money and great efforts.
JlMe,

Ha mopKoi3Ke

Bocrumnaemoq

KaK

HeKT49

(DS 124)

KPOJIMK...

BOcnMTI>IBaTL - 'to educate', tries to emphasize ideological instruction
husband lectures to her on the advantages of vegetarianism).
3a Bamit
rYC31.
Cf. YBenm

ap6aTOBULI,

rHajizcb

zEeBYLUKY, nPRMO

Y KOTOPLIX

143 CT09; ia yBenx.

R %ieJIOBeK, MmyxieHHIA

BLI ymm
(ZT 345)

(ZT 599)

Hap3aHom.

(DS 255)

RG)
OH (i. e. Vorob'yaninov
oKaTi4ji OTua cýezxopa
6naropOZECTBa.
(DS 55)
B3rJI, qZIOM, Heo6LIKHoBeHHOro
.
Cf. OKaTHB BOZIOrl.
A mmum panajimnioTcg
XBOCTHKOM, mcHe3aIOT.
Cf. nojiypa3BaJIHBLM4ýicq
9To 6biji zurivxu42

x camoe rnaBHoe,

BHJILHYB
(ZT 441)

610CT (of madam Bour). (DS 60)
neHTal

OH rioCTOAHHo neHmncq.
(DS 61)

Cel2nue MrIIIOJIHTa MaTBeeBHxia

iToTyxjlo_.

(DS 39)

(Liza's
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3.8.3. Incongruous expressions and passages.

With such expressions, their whole meaning and sense is incongruous.
They are commonly found in both novels, and may be categorized according to
the following criteria:
3.8.3.1. Contradictory statements.
M ZIBYX MOJI04LIX
...
HazimKHMM

niogeti

6e3 Q2aMT49T4q. HO BnoaHe
(DS 101)

6yaeTe
BLI BCIO MT43HL
K0120; I31.

Tenepb

Berlaga

claims

13 nyl2anKom

nonoxceHT4T4
(ZT 445)

to be a Viceroy.

HOBLIr4 Buue-Kopojib

PIHZMH CHAJI TOJICTOBKY...

(ZT 440)
The authors deliberately repeat Berlaga's earlier words (A - BuueKOPOJIL MHIIMX ) in order to create an incongruous contrast between his speech
...
and his clothing, thus satirizing the falseness of his position.
6Liji
143
zionri4x cnopoB,
Bcex HaB313%T4BLIXmgeri
6pez
(ZT 440)
ini6paH
BenmnT4.q.

rIocne

delusion
A characteristic
is
its
HaB313%MBaq
mile3i
of obsessional
Regarding
it does not require a long argument
to be accepted.
spontaneity;
choice of madness.. Berlaga is asked by the other pretenders:
1103BOJILTe, no KaKUM

xe

maTepzajiaM

Bbi rOTOBHJIHCL?
(ZT 445)

This implies that one needs to be quite intelligent
and well
be accepted into a madhouse
lunatic!
bona-fide
as a
CýT43KyJILTyPHHKH
He%TO HeBH31THoe,

no KOmaHae

researched

j2a3ne; TTHo i<RTnanTI
(DS 87)

A XOTeji 6bi, -c HeBTiRa3T4mog cgHoBTeiti
J7io6oBT, To
3aKOH%MJI OCTan, - HaýITM HTO-HH6yzi,
143 me6enu
(DS 70)
nanaum
MTo6Li coxpaHHTL
0 Hem naMATL.
Cf. C HeBbipa3Hmog

his

rpyCTLIO.

KTO,
no-Bauiemy,
9TOT MOMHLIq
He
CTaPHK?
rOBOPHTe, BLI He moxeTe
3TO - rHraHT
9TOrO 3HaTL.
MLICJIH, OTeLL PYCCKOti zxemoKpaTXT4
14 oco6a,
(DS 100)
K HmnepaTOPY.
npH6jiHxeHHaA

in order

to
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This mixture of contradictory notions (Ostap, intentionally confuses the
NEP-men, and mocks their mental ability) touches on the absurd.
3a)KmYpT4i3LTiT4cb
oT 3arlaxa Haq2TajiRHa.,
-KoTopBiýi
(DS
24)
T43
CYHZIYHKa...
yziapmji
BHe3arIHO
-A Tenepi> zie9CTBOBaTb,ge'rICTBOBaTbX zerICTBOBaTLI
- CKa3an

OCTan,

noHT43T4B ronoc

zio

(DS 99)

HejieraJI'bHOCTT4.

iing
momeHT
ECTIZOITOE14"IeCK1424
HaCTVTTTAJT
<(KaxeTCA,
(DS
99)
OCTan.
nozxymaji
VXT4Ha>>.ErO J'IIOBWIT4 IIOMAIUHME X03, q2KM, ZIOMAIUHT4E
PABOTHMUM, BROBbI 14 TTA>KEOTIHA )KEHUIT4HA 3YBHO2 TEXHMK.

This last mentioned example is the title of Chapter Thirty Five in ZT.
3.8.3.2. Other incongruous passages.

Incongruity arising from the characters' ignorance.
(DS 66)

Bopo6LSIHHHOB,
KaK BLIJITMIM

i. e. he must be compared to other people, and
Cf. BLIJIHTLIti Bopo6b3IHT4HOBI,
not to himself.
COBpemeMwi Havu, - rOBOPwi AnzpOt MBaHOBHH,(DS
13)
zigigna 210HeBO3MO)KHOrO.
r11214
Mrian,
IIPOrIRTaHHBIX
OTCVTCTBT431
HaZIUMT4
BRKTOP MzxaýmoBzm
Ha Bea ABOP, - 9TO
Kpivian

6yzIeT He TpamBaýl, a OZIHoropel

(DS 63,100)

This single incongruous bureaucratic expression is a blend of two other
pieces of bureaucratic jargon.
Incongruity explained by the context.
HaHajim

TemHaA, OTia3IHHa3I XH3Hb. rpo6 CTan

Ka3aTLC31 CXHMH14Ky EBrijiy

omeP3MTe;

HeyZI06HIJM.

ibHbIM

H

(DS 85)

He was happy there before the bed-bugs arrivedl
rIporynmi3aACL i3go;n maTpaca...

(DS 118)

This sounds incongruous, but the room is as big as the mattress, so there is
no spacefor walking.
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OH Heci<ojiLKO
TpamBaýimjm

pa3 MITajic3i
12emcaM,

nvcTT4T,,

zI0KjIaII

r1o
(DS 136)

The above statement is justified only by Gavrilin's attempt to make a
line
in
Stargorod.
tram
the
the
new
of
opening
speech about
Empty incongruous phrases.
One of Ostap's speeches is completely incongruous, being based entirely on
hollow political speech full of cliches. We have already met this example in
(see
but
it
is
245-246),
language
Ostap's
1.21.
pages
worth quoting again:
on
section
T-ITO TaKoe,

-

3HaHT4T

TOBapmiuX,

TaKoe,

TOBapumm,

fantasia".
"Quasi
A
9TO
una
-

mge3i? Re610T, TOBapxium,
HTO TaKoe,

14 HTO

zIe6I0T

TOBapxiaz,

mzie3i?

VIzIe3i,

TOBapmmm, - aTO %iejioDexiecKaq mbium, o6nexieHHasi 13
(DS
245)
iuaxmaTHYIO
CPOPMY.
norwieCKY10
"Quasi una fantasia" is a musical direction at the start of the first movement of
Beethoven's 'Moonlight Sonata'.

from
Creation
3.8.4.
old ones.
of new expressions
In both novels there are incongruous expressions which have been
Petrov
III
the
syntactic
maintain
and
passages.
modelled on existing
for
In
but
the new expressions, the
old.
new
words
substitute
construction,
illogical.
For
discordant
the
and
example,
words
the
are
words
meanings of
found
in
such combinations as
often
TOBapmm and co6paT -'comrade- are
basis
On
the
no
r10JIKY/LUK0jie,
etc.
of these
TOBapmm
co6paT nO OPYX1410,
following
Petrov
the
III
neologistic
come up with
and
expressions,
constructions:
OH (i. e. Polesov - RG) He x4an
012aJIV TaKOýItiepCTBOCTR.

OT ToBapmuieg

no metiv m
(DS 136)

TOBapmi-ax no me'qy 'R opany seems to have Socialist overtones, just like
TOi3apxia no nojiKy, but in actual fact contains strong irony aimed at both
Polesov and all the other members of his group. Cf. ((COI-03metia m opana)>.
A KOHqoepaHcbe[...] >KajiyeTC31co6paTy nO Pa6ucy, [...]
(ZT 588)
"iTo ny6; iT4I<aerO He nOHmmaeT...
Co6paT nO Pa6mcy is analogous to co6paT no riepy (Cf. npimu

RaTCK14'ri, 3aHKa3m6,

o6meHlManc3i

cppa3amvi

c co6paTOm

no riepy

(DS 92);

A, KaK CTapiiti nepeZJOBXKT4BaLu co6paT no nepy. (ZT 544)." It is also a
good example

of assonance

(g.

-J

and-p-sounds).

"Later in the novel the authors mischieviously changethe expression co6paT no nepy into
6paTL31rIO riepy.
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In his speechto the group of amateur chessplayers of Vasyuki, Ostap
jargon
his
with
political
opening words:
contemporary
parodies
(DS 245)
ToBapmiax m 6paTL31rio iuaxmaTam...
In ZT, a train conductor, eager to join the conversation, finally finds a
listener:
rIP0B04HZKzaBH0
TOJILKOcetimaC

rinexiv.

nOPLIBanC31

BCTYrIl4TL

B pa3rOBOP

14

Hamen CB060ZHOr'O cnymaTeim rio
(ZT 530)

by
is
no
nneHy
cnyiuaTeni6
constructed
combination
(when
talking about
no
rineHy
riaJILTo
analogy with such expressions as
do
job'or
this
emy He no
pa6OTa
no
rinetiy
9Ta
He
can't
emy
clothes) or
-he
no nnemy sounds very comic
nneHy -'he is unable to manage'. CnyiuaTenL
indeed and brings to mind the literal meaning of the words. The construction
listener
is
German
Asia
irony,
the
a
and
an
expert
on
since
also carries strong
(BOCTOKOBea) and its animals.
The illogical

Newly coined incongruous constructions can arise from the phraseology
in
is
Bezenchuk
DS
The
undertaker
of professions, origins and social position.
frequently referred to as:
rpo6oBi, ix zen maCTep Be3eHHYK.

(DS 7)

Fpo6omix,
obviously, covers his sphere of activity just as 30; IOTLix Ilen
Zen maCTep
maCTep deals with objects made out of gold. However, rpo6OBLix
but
to
the
reader,
also suggest another
not only sounds semantically unacceptable
interpretation based on an association with the colloquial verb yrpo6HTL
-'to
botch up, to kill', which very successfully connects with Bezenchuk's profession.
As far as a person's origins are concerned, it is acceptable to say that he or
(prior
is,
to the Revolution) KyneLt/Z1B0PAHHH/
she
or rather was

/ KpeCTb3lHmH, etc. no npoTicxox; jeHmio -'of merchant/ nobleman/ peasant etc.
origin'. 11pozcxoxczeHi4e -'one's origin, can refer to the social stratum of birth
and upbringing, but it can also apply to nationalities (e.g. <<pyccI<%9 no
npoTicxo>KzeHH10>>). Thus the origin of the newborn child is predetermined
and cannot be changed later in life, even though the nationality may change. In
spite of this, in DS 1l'f and Petrov manage to do the impossible - they refer to the
widow Gratsatsueva as BaoBa no npomcxoxzEeHH1o. 50 One visualizes a baby
girl in the black mouming clothes of the widow; 'widow' is not a national or
social position, only a marital one. In the same fashion, Il'f and Petrov turn the
BOT MTO,
rOBOPT4;
I
TOBapuium,
6paTI, AMH TIO rlej2V B CTOJIOBYFO,
-

rla; iaml4llOB, riocrieLuaA BmeCTec
ziaBafte yc; ioBKmcA - riommix
(ZT 554)
Bemerl He rizcm.
,OCf.Zoshchenko'suse of the sameexpressionin his short
3oLUeHKO,
M.
story v3emjleTPSlceHHe>>,
PaCCKa3M, cPeJlLeTO. HW, ITOBeCT; f, (XYZLOXeCTBeiiHasi
MOCKBa, 1958),75.
; IT4TepaTypa,
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married status of a wife into a social position.
her
after
marriage:

This is what they say of Ellochka

rIOP
KaK
3aMna
C
Tex
o6iuecTBeHi-Toe
...
ziomau. iHerl X0331ýIKK, xeHM 1UYKMHa.

nonoxeHme
(DS 158)

However incongruous this new construction, Ellochka has upgraded her
living standards and social position with her marriage to Shchukin, ýInce in
(cf.
from
husband
job
to
titles
times
could pass
certain
wife
pre-revolutionary
).
ZIOKTOpiiia, reHepajibiua,
etc. This construction also encapsulates Ellochka's
crude social-climbing mentality.
In this section we looked at incongruous lexical combinations; in the next
section incongruous stylistic combinations will be examined.
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3.9. INCONGRUOUS

STYLE.

In both DS and ZT incongruities often arise from the mixing within one
sentence or passage of what Vinogradov refers to as opexieBbie xaHPM>> fond
feature
Zoshchenko
device,
distinctive
is
this
genres.
was
of
speech
which
a
of his narrator's language. -" In their novels, Il'f and Petrov also display a
for
incongruities.
be
divided
These
into three
talent
stylistic
may
particular
describe
firstly,
the
terminology
to
use
of
specialist
mundane
classes:
phenomena; secondly, the mixture of two styles (generally elevated and
colloquial) in the same passage; and finally, the mixture of more than two styles
(heterogeneous styles). Examples of incongruous style in the characters' speech
have been discussed in sections 1.20. and 1.21. So below we examine examples
from the narrative.

3.9.1.Use of special terminology to describe everyday events.
Church Slavonic terminology.
Il'f and Petrov often apply specialist and high-flown terminology to
prosaic objects and minor actions. Here is an example of high Church Slavonic
terminology in the description of a mundane object:
14el2Tor BAOBLI rpauauyeBOti

(DS 106)

C1431JI.

MrIIIOJIHT MaTBeeBT4tl M Bemm4ýi Kom6lMaTOP
60Kam
CMOTpeJIM Ha co6paDiumxc3i cBepxy, CTOA no
(DS 236)
TeMHOti euýe cKpTAYanIL

By CKpHxani> -tablets' the authors mean the transparency painted by Ostap,
(BmeCTO
badly
is
which
ceATen3i, pn6pacbMawiuero
executed
o6nmraamu,
MKOZIMMA PyKa OCTaria H3o6pa3l4na Hei<xýi o6py6oK c caxapHoVI
rOJIOBOrl11TOHKHM14rineT16MHBmeCTOpyK. (DS 237)). The discrepancy
between this bookish word and the actual drawing createsa comic as well as an
52
ironic meaning. Similarly, note the use of the Church Slavonic word
YBeHHT4BaTb-'to finish'- in the following example:

"See M. Kreps'book for an analysis of this device in Zoshchenko's
work, 98-104.
Cf. Zoshchenko'suse of the samedevice:
Tojibm paHo YTPOM, iacoB, moxeT, OKOJIO uleCTIA, ripozipan CBOK
CHOTIKOB.
omx Ham
M. 3oLueHKO, ((3emjieTP31ceHvie>>,in PaCM3W, cPejILeTouLr,
zioDec-ru, op- cit., 71.
s'Cf. sin-dlar use in Chekhov's
((M MCJIXTe ji 16
>>:
- To eCTI), rioiemy xe-c? - CKPOMHO BOnpouiaeT
BI>IHKmaA 143PIOMKX KPLIJIMMKO MYXH.

A.

6pa
CO
11.'LleXO B,

Hue

COU; fHeH; f rf B BOCZM; f

1114MqOOB,

Tomax, op. ci t., 2,91.
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Bce repKyjieCOBULI
YBeHHT4BaJIT4, CBOt4' 3aBTpaK
Haem,
MBaHOBTIH B'birimBan CTaKaH K14rIATKY
AneKcaHlIp
(ZT 344)
BIIPHKYCKY.

The verb is too exalted for such a mundane activity as tea drinking.
However,
for someone who drinks only boiled water, tea is a fine luxury; hence the word is
justified (it clashes with a commom speech word <(BrIPXKYCKY>>).

Technical terminology.
In this example driving terminology is used. Here the discussion of the
formation of an automobile club is punctuated with relevant driving
terminology; this creates a conflict with the otherwise lyrical tone of the passage:
ftijio

npe; wioxeHO
BCTYrIZTL B KPYXOK
rIO3Ty
...
Bjn-o6jieHHy1O
ZtYLIIY 1109Ta
aBTOmo6i4JIMCTOB.
6eH:
napawi
3TiHa. OH ciienan
ZEBa mara
B
:3aBojiomio
CTOPOHY 14, B33iB TpeTTi-o cKopocTi>. CKP16MCA c rna3.

(DS 177)
Note the incongruity involved in the mix of such expressions as
6eH3XHa
B331B
1103Ta
3aBOJIOKjio
riapamm
BMo6; ieHHa3i ayiiia
and
with
TpeTLIO

CKOPOCTL.

Folklore terminology.
In reply to Ostap's suggestion in DS that he should beg for money,
Vorob'yaninov becomes very indignant and his reaction is described in the
following way:
ýIririoJIHT

MaTBeeBzH

rpyAb ero
MOCT B J1eHHHrpazxe,nian
Bi>irHynacb, KaKEBOPI10BLIýi
MeTHVJIT4 OrOHL
14 143 H0311perl, KaK rIOKa3ajiocb OCTany,
noBamig
rycTOI mim. Ycbi megiieHHO CTanvi
rIOAHxmaTbC31.
(DS 257)
ripeo6paMUICA.

The underlined words normally describe horses in Russian folklore.
Compare
for example: o F)YPKo 6exRT, TOJILKO 3emjiq APO)KHT, M3 oneg nnamq
ribimeT, a 143 H03; lpeti zium CTO;i6om>>.-51Hence Ostap's reaction as he
to the legendary KOHeK-rop6yHOK:
compares Vorob'yaninov
MI-AýI-ArL
- CKa3aJI Beii14KM9
He mcnyraBIUMB,
- nocMOTP14Te
KOHeK-rop6yHOKI
a KaK09-TO

KOm6T4HaTOJ),
He
Ha Hero.

HT44YT16
neROBeK,
(DS 257)

This passage is not only a good example of incongruous style but it
contains
also
,
gross exaggeration and strong elements of the grotesque.

"AcpaHacLeB, op. cit., 3.
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Bureaucratic and bookish terminology.
Vorob'yaninov's begging at the end of DS is referred to by Ill and Petrov

as:
Hami
nepmaýi
zie6ioTrio
...

ýBsjy
Hmuiec,

<(UBeTH14KZL>>-

rIATHrOPCKOrO
(DS 287)

Ho HaCTU HnueCTBa
is an incongruous passage constructed along the lines of
such common bureaucratic expressions as <<A Bbi rIO KaKOýi 'IiaCTH
pa6OTaeTe? >>,etc. Both this expression and nepBLOI zje6IOT (found more
often in a theatrical context) are too exalted to describe the humble act of begging
for money. Similarly, the authors say the following about a person in the
corridor:
OH HaX0III1J1CA

B CTaZ11414rIRT0r0

KO12141i0121

(DS 198)
In the next example, the official term Kaztpm -'staff is applied to
passengerson a bus:
T1
B
riepe6paHKY
BcTynalOT
Kanpm
Bce
HOBme
...
(DS 576)
riaccaxHPOB.
This official term contrasts delightfully with the expression BCTyrIaT]6 B
riepe6paHKY.
Medical terminology.
III and Petrov's description

of Koreyko

makes use of medical

terms:

A; ieKcaHZýPMBaHOBz%i Kopez-Ko [ I 6bui xieJIOBeK B
...
6bijio
riocnellHem
iiRmTvrie
moiToziocTm - emy

TPHauaTL BOcembjieT.

(ZT 335)

Cf. rIP14CTYI'I
cepaua.
Similarly:
ýIIMOJIRT

MaTBeeBHxl,

ripmcTYm,

T anneTHTa.

Cf. rIPUCTyri

i4criMTMBaq
'BouTen 13ceH14.

CMILHegiume
(DS 11)

aririeH4HUHTa.

Poetic languaiz,To describe the unusual occasion where Polesov stops talking
and actually
does something, the authors use the poetic word CT14XHAin the following
combination and the sentence immediately assumes a satirical tone:
OZXHaKO
BpemeHamH BHKTOpa Mi4xaqJIOBT4naHaMirana
mixmq peaJILHoro zieHCTBH31.
(DS 62)
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Tournalistic style.
In section 1.7. on journalistic language, we recall that the story of the
in
is
the
Shmidt's
'children'
for
told
Lieutenant
their
gathering
preparation of
jounalistic
report,
with
and political expressions and cliche's
style of a newspaper
in the language. These journalistic terms are employed completely out of
for
example:
context,
AHaj2xvijq pn; impana KopnoRanmi-o zeTeti negTeHaHTa.
(ZT 311)
The story continues on the next page of ZT, and now economic
terminology becomes prominent:
OAHO Bpem3i ripezuioxeHxe
POZICTBeHHHKOB Bce xe
R Ha 9TOM CBoeo6pa3HOM DIAHKe
rIj2eBT)ICT4JI0C11120C,
HaCTYrII4JIa IlerIl2eCC1431.1'ýIYBCTBOBajicb Heo6xozimmocTT,

(ZT 312)

B j2etopmax.

This journalistic style continues through the next two pages:
lUypa BaiiaraHOB, KOTOPTAti,
C"BITan ce6.q
riepBeHaem
cowiamiieýic3i

He Ha IIIYTKy
jieqTeHaHTa,
I
[
KoHi4TYr)o-r4.
...

o6eCrIOKOHJIC31

6Lin

BLIXOA 143 3TOrO Herip3ixeHHoro
nonoxeHivi
BaiiaraHOB
Han
ee
co3LiBom
KoHtepeHrn4g.
OIIHH pa60TaJI BCIO 3MMY. OH rieperiTICIABancAg,
]KBopym
[
JIT4"iHO
3HaKOMLIM14
KoHKYj2eHTamx, emy
...
6Liji BejimK... [ I
...

B Kj2aTKoýl DcTyrimTenT., Hoý4 petim BanaraHOB
6paTLq
313TAK 14
o6avA
HagWT
BI)112a3HJI HaZle)KZIY, 'M
HaKOHeu, KoHBeHnmio.
Heo6xorrmmocTb
BLipa6OTaIOT,
m4KTYeT CaMa )KT43HB.
KoTopoq

(ZT 312)
There are further journalistic phrases referring to this gathering of petty
criminals. Included are such words and combinations as: 5KCI1J1yTaumoHHLie
yHaCTKU, ;iojirocpoHHoe 1IOJI163OBaHxe,
nepexoAX76 rpaHmilm, xineni
Kopnopaumz, npuHumnu pa6076I, pa3aen CTpami, HapyLueHHe
9KC1IJIYTauMOHHMXHOPM, BbicoKme zxorOBapzBaioLuviec3iCTOPOHL1 (ZT312313), and others.

In keeping with this fancy terminology, the authors present a restrained
and tactful description of the heated argument that arises over the division of
the crooks' territory:
BMC0104ezioroBalývBwou-mecq cToRoHm riepepyraJIVICL B
riepByio xe MMHYTY m yme He o6pamanffu
zipyr K
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zipyry HHwie

KaK

6r)aHHIJX:

c-zio6aBjTeHT4em

DriT4TeToB,

(ZT 313)
Ro6mieHue

6paHHLIX

armTeTOB

is supposed to fit with the diplomatic

language of the sentence (Cf. BbicoKi4e ziorOBapHBammmeCA
CTOPOHLO and the
but
knows
the
the
the real sequence of events behind the
reader
of
story
rest
6paHHjie

euphemism
janitor (DS 65)).

Military

Z)rIMTeTI>I (cf. riapjiameHTaPHLie

BmpaxeHH.

q of a

terminology.

Again, military terminology
can refer to phenomena and events which
would not normally be associated with such specialized jargon. For example:
Ha yr; iy 3mi OCTaHOBmiacb riepez ranaHTepegHLIM
KHOCKOM 14 CTana ocmaTPI4BaTb KOPH'-IHeBbie MY)KCKTie
HOCK14,KaxmmmeCA
Ha BepeBOHKe. OCTari rIP14H31JICA
(ZT 595)
rIaTJ2VJIHJýOBaTT)HenozianeKy.
Military terminology
allTHJIOrIOBULI:
Korzja

ocTaTni
ZIOJI'RHY...
HT4xHT4e xmmi

is often present in the descriptions
apmzT4

allTwignoBueB

<<AHTwiornTL>.

MmerlTe
B BHZIY, - cKa3aii
cDoe BoVicKo...

of the

riepeceKJIH
(ZT 522)

monxian'K.

OCTari, CTporo

ocmaTPHBasi
(ZT 347)

Sport terminology.

Occasionallysport terminology is placed into an alien lexical
environment:
mririojil4T
rio3mums...
DhiziaDocTaHoB;
ieHa nel2Baq
MaTBeeBHH
H3zlaJI 3BYK 3aKPLIBaemom
ABepm 14 1430

TOJIKHYJIBpara CTYJIOM.Bpar ynaii,
Bceg MOM14
yBjieKa.q 3a C060ý13agbixai-oLuermi Bopo6bAHHHOBa.
BopT,6a ril2ozionyanacT, B napTeRel.
(DS 55)
Bopj, 6a B napTepe is a wrestling expression meaning either the 'prone
position' or the wrestler on his hands and knees. Here, this term is applied
sarcastically to the figures of Vorob'yaninov and Father Fyodor, and their fight is
stylized like a genuine wrestling bout.
Also:

mojiozOl
...
Tajimerl.

aHrjizý4cKz9

aarijiomaT c TellijmcHorl
(ZT 531)
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TeHHUCHaA TajimA probably refers to his slender and supple waist (cf.
The use of this word in this contextis not
TeHHT4CHBIrImaTH/KOPT/M3Pi).
interpretation
is
possible - perhaps there is a connection
clear and a subjective
between tennis and England.

Sport terminology is found in the well-known passage where Ostap visits
fray.
is
he
The
has
film
Everyone
join
too
to
the
rushing
around,
and
studio.
a
description takes on the tone of a horse-race:
Toi-zxa BejiHKHrl
6LICTPOT09

KOm6uHaTOp

H BcKope3ameTMJI,

Teriepi6 OH6ema;I H03711231B

rio6exaji

CB03MO)KHOr4

MTO BKJIIOHHJICA

H03ZI1210 C

OCTari,

- OTBeTT4JI

Temn.

3aBeapoLumm

JIT4TepaTYPHOr4 HaCTI)IO.
OCTari.
CueHapmq,
KP14KHYJI
KaKOrI?
- cripoCT4JI 3aBJIMT, OT6T4Ba3I TBepavio
XOPOIUM9,
-

B

iniziBi4ragcL

12mcT,.

Ha

nonKopnyca Bnepen.
I I
...
Bm6paCKBaR

HOrT4 B TOJICTLIX vimax,
ilerKo
o6ouien OCTariaHa rioBopoTe,H KPHKHYJI:
3aBJITIT

He
Hazol
To
BejimKuq
eCTL KaK - He Hazio? - CnPOCTUI
Kom6HHaTOP,Hatimiiaq TAxejio CKaKaTb.

14epe3 1'13ITb M14HYT BeHziep, pa3maXT4Baq
6exa;
I B noztxozAuje9
mmnaHHu,
PYKOrIHCLIO, OrIATL
mexzxy ZIBYMA 12LICTMTHM14 KOHCYJILTaHTamm.
OCTarI,
cueHapi4rl,
T3ixejio
amuia.
coo6uum
KOHCYJII>TaHTLI, ýIPYXHo riej2e6m]ýag
pmxiaramm.
o6opOTHJIMCL K OCTany:
KaKOr4
cueHapaq?
3BYKOBOH.
He
Hago, - OTBeT'KJIH KOHCYJII>TaHTLI, Hanziai3 xoziv.
BeJIT4KHr4 KOm6T4HaTOP OWITL C6T4JIC31C HOrT4 14
,
(ZT 507-508)
r1030PHO 3aCKaKaJI.

The specialist horse-racing vocabulary is absurdly funny in this lexical
environment, and this whole episode acquires a strongly grotesque flavour.
3.9.2.Mixed styles.
III and Petrov very often mix styles within sentencesand passages.Exalted
and colloquial styles are most often mixed, for example:
Raccami4pbi

iiiBmI23ijT14

riepeBany.

R
MHOCTUIRCL,
K
JqTaKI4
(DS 275)

Ci4m6i4eBI4ti-CI4HzjmeBR'i,
co3epuaji

He6emyio

6e3zlHV.

yuenT4BU1T4Cb 3a nOPY-iHT4,
no cpaBHeHHIO

C HeH-
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ocpopmjieHxe

BemLeCTBeHHoe
eMY

B03MYTT4TeJILH1AM

<<XeHRTi>6i>i>>
CBT4HCTBOM.

Ka3ajioci,
(DS 226)

In the above two examples, the Church Slavonic words BOMOcujiucL and
C03epuaTb (and the romantic and poetic phrase C03epuaTL He6eCHY10
6e3A HY) are linked with the colloquial verb Ill BLIP 31TL- 'to chuck, to throw' and
the noun CBMHCTB0(a difficult word to translate, perhaps 'gross' or 'crass'). This
te
of elevated/ colloquial stylistic hybrid (or, as Efimov defines it, <<cm enoe
(14HOrzEa
H
rpy6Lix) CJIOB>>54)
nPOCTOpemix
was
c7m)KeHme KHHXHI>IX
popular with other writers before Il'f and Petrov.
Sometimes a mixed-style passage will contain not just elevated and
colloquial elements, but also vulgar linguistic terms.
Ha6mn 6w A Te6e piino - meMTaTejiLHo cooftumn
OCTari, - TOJILKO 3apaTYCTpa He r103BOji3ieT. Hy, nomen
(DS 51)
K tiepTOBOq maTepm.

In the example above, the official verb coo6mHTL -'to inform' not to mention
the reference to Nietzsche's Zarathustra, is placed between two rude expressions
Ha614TL piino -'to smash someone's face (mug)'and WITTI K xiePTOB09
maTepm -'to go to hell'. In the next example, there is a direct connection
between four synonyms for the word 'face' belonging to four different styles;
JIXK - to Church Slavonic, xap3i - to slang and vulgar speech, the neutral jimuo,
and the colloquial mopiia.
IlBa 3Taxa [ lyi<pauleHm
rio6T4TLIMM
JILBT4HLIMM
...
MQ]ýRaMTJ, Heo6MKH0BeHHo rioxo>KxMH Ha jimuo
143BeCTHOrO B CBoe Bpem3i rimcaTen3i Apum6auien.
Apue6aLueBCKHXz=L6mno
POBHO BocemL...
rlomemanvicL
(DS 58)
9TH JILB'RHLie xapm..,

Occasionally, vulgar linguistic elements are replaced by expressions from
6naTHOti 31311K.For instance:
rIo6LIOTI
Bopo6L31H'KHOB.
ropbKO
CKa3an
6aKff
KOMHHO,
MoryT
P14CKeCTL.
Ha6mTb. Bripoxiem
y meWi

eCTL

ozlHa

MMUIMUKa,

KOTOpa3l

o6e3oriaCHT BO BC31KOMcjiyxiae.
rIOKa

HTO T4ziem BKyci4Tb

oT

BaC-TO

Ho o6 9TOm nocne.

memibix

6ji_1:2LL

(DS 244)
Here the incongruity lies in the contrast between the criminal slang expression
6aKM Ha6HTL
beat
Church
Slavonic BKYCTITL.Note also the
the
up'
and
-'to
rest of the formal construction OT meCTHYix 6mozi, as opposed to its colloquial
syntactic structure.

Ecp%MOB,
14.
-4A.

CT; f. U;fCT; fKa

xyaoxecTBeHHOrl petru, op. cit., 298.
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Another variation on this theme is the clash between poetic style and
For
example:
speech.
vernacular
Er6 (Le' Ostap - RG) Hecao. BeJIT4KT49
KOm6T4HaTOP
*
(DS 100)
BnomioRem4e...
'I-IVBCTBOBaji
Probably the best example of this type is the following:
11ageKo-naneim B camom LieHTpe 3emjim, KTO-TO
Tj2oHY;i_6ajTanae, iH,bie cT12YHm.u iepHo3eMHIAr4
BaTTT4CT14HT4
3aneii:
Ha CTeHe Knorim cmileim
M Ha COJIHue mypi4jimcL,
(IDT4HT4HcneKTOpa yapaRIL-

(DS 48)

Cpa3Y OKOtIV1214JUM...

Here we have a mixture of poetic (zianeKo-ganeKo,
TPOHYJI
6ananae"iHme CTPYHI>I),Church Slavonic (y3pejim) and colloquial
(OKOHYPTInuciO, as well as the official neologism qoTIHVUicneKTOP.5S

Mixtures of styles can be a means of expressing irony. This is how III and
Petrov define Bomze's 'spiritual communion' - ZXYXO
Biioe o6taeHme:
B TexieHme riepePLIBa BOM3e, jno6T4BILIHr4 IIYXOBHoe
c zxeC3ITKOM
o6u-tem4e, ycrien rioKawiKaTi,
(ZT 392)
COCJIyX14BueB.

This TIOKaJI3IKaTI)immediately reflects the unimportance of this talk.
As we have seen in sub-section 3.9.1., ll'f and Petrov like to use specialist
terminology to refer to the most ordinary phenomena. With one colloquial
word in a passageof highbrow language they can create a comic and incongruous
effect:
BaJIaraHOB, KOTOPLOI C'-IHTaii ce6, q
He Ha LUYTKY o6eCnOKOHnCA
riepBeHuem iiegTeHaHTa,
COWiaBluetiCR KOH-BeKTYP09. Bce naute unaLue emy
rIPHXOZIHJIOCL CTaJIK14BaTLC31C TOBaRT4IIIaMT4 rIO
Kopnol2aujiL
COBepiueHHO T43razu4wnmmz-nnozxoiiocHme
rIOJI31YKpaHHI>I M KYPOPTHme BLICOTLi KaBKa3a, rzxe oii
(ZT 312)
ripHBLIK npm61ijibHo pa60TaTl>.
lUypa

5sCf.this clash of styles (Church Slavonic and folk speech)with the one in Babel's The Sin of
Jesus':
IIPXLU;la Toriua 6a6a K M%cYcY XpiicTy ii roB0PZIT:
14%cyce...
TaK
rocnozim
%
TaK,
-

-BOT

XTO,

Bo3BeCTHJI

6ozz3i,
c:iaBHa3i rpeiiiHiiuaueBa
pa6a
TYT rocnozib

Bo cziaBe

He6eCaXaHreZIOK, Anuppeziom

Ap%Ha, -

CBOeg, - II1a: IaHziaeTCA

Y MeH31 Ha

3BaTl>...

M. E. Ba6eiib, k136paHHoe, (XYZI0ZeCTBeHHa3i ; I%TepaTypa, MocKBa, 1966), 204-5.
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rio

Such formal official words and phrases as KOHII-0 ,,KTypa and TOimpmuH
T43raZXHTI>
by
the
colloquial
Kopriopaumm are offset
-'to mess up'.
More examples of a similar nature include:
rIHCTOneT
Oq3zuep mezuieHHOBLITauxTui
BeJIT4KHr4 KOM6RHaTOP
rIOHAJI,
CTBOji.
Ha3a;ý

14HTeI213I)TOOKOHHHnOCL. Cri46aqci6,
Ha3a, U, K coBeTCKOmy 6epery.

H OTT31HYJI
tITO

OH 3aKOBI>1;131;I

(ZT 605)

MaTBeeBvina
B TIZaHe pa6oT TiHmui4aTmBe_MTinOJ1T4Ta
6Lijio OTBeaeHO nOPAZIO'-IHoe meCTo. KaK TOJILKO
BeHaep
13
T4BaHOITY;
Bziag6muag
YXOZXMn,
IO
THXXýi
rOJTOBY__KOmnaHLOHa KpaTtiaquize
OTLICKUBaHT410 COKPOBRIU.

nYTH

K
(DS 165)

11 OH
OKOHnaTenbHO,
ero panewio.
nonnaca
nPOTT4B
nPOT43Hec ýDTAJIMMIVKV HanpaBneHHYio

Tlepe3

(DS
97)
6ypxya3HOr4
npeccm.
BeJTOKameHHOýi,
EapTUK
jiyiule
npi4mep
He
B
HTO
11
6eamcTemHo
...
KaK H14 KP_Y_Tjj,
KOTopwi,
pacnjiamipo

aHHoýl

r1poeKT

TpaMBa3i
14HCTaHUT431X.

_OCTaeTC31
6ojibiuoq
ziepeBHO.
6apaxTwIC31

(DS 142)

B BT>ICUIHX
(DS 88)

3.9.3.Heterogeneous style.
In this category, we include passagesin which three or more styles are
blended:
Ywe
maHT4T%enOBeKa.
ziaJILHTIX CTpaHCTBHq
BLIpBana OH OTua (ýe; jopa 143 THXOVI ye3AHOVI o6mTenH
6mmumti
6pocmjia
Yxe
vi
ryBepmo.
HeBeCTb B KaKpo
x
IIB012AHCTDa, a HmHe
nPeZIB01II4IeJI'h
3arca ýIrirIOJIHT MaTBeeBT4%i
zienoripommiTiTeab
Bopo6LAH14HOB riOTpeDoxeH
B caMOM HYT12e CBoem H
(DS 26)
HePT 3HaeT HTO TaKoe.
3azyman

My3a

o6HTejiL.

HYTPO - Church

Slavonic,

HeBeCTL, xiepT 3HaeT, HTO TaKoe - colloquial,
6LIBIIIXýI lipeRBOAHTein
;IBOP31HCTBa, a HLIHe aeJIOrIpOH3BOZXVITenL 3arca
bureaucratic.
ByjiaHOB 6Lm MILHO 03a6o--ieH.
rpacp AzeKcOl
HaxjieCTLIBa. q nomazieg, oH rpYCTHO pa3MLI111JI31JI0
61opOKpaT'R3me, paTi6ezaiomem
acceHMaumoHmiA
noZIOTZIell, 143-3a KOTOporo

rpaCpY BOT yxe

nonrozia
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KaK

iie

BimaBanx

nojioxeHHoro no reHzioroBopy

(DS 210)

crieUq2aPTYKa.
11OZIOTzen,

reHZIOrOBOP

crieucpaPTYK,

rpacp - pre-revolutionary term,
61-oPOKpaTM3M,
pa3-Le;aaioiuxq
vocabulary.

Soviet
abbreviations,
-contemporary

acceHM3aUT40HHLI9

rIOZXOTzien

Kop,RaopLi Roma HapozoB 6LiJIMTaK ZXJI14HHLI H
110 H14M HeBOJILHO YCKOP31JI14 XOZE.
HTO xayiuxe

-bureaucratic

Y3KH,
r1O

CKOMKO
6bijioy3HaTb,
iii.o6omy npoxoxemyMOXCHo

OH

Euix oH ulen HYTL y6BICTpeHHLIM iuarom, HTO
ripoiueji.
3Haximno, HTO lioxog erO TOJIBKO HanaT. r1poniezanHe
zxBa HJ1H TPT4 KOPTIziopa

HHor, aa moxHo
Becb

Inicb.

pa: 3BT4Ba;iT4 cReziHIM

6erymerO

6bijio YBT4jjeTbtieJIOBeKa,

Z1YX: OH HaXOZIT4JTC31 B CTazin

nAToro

A

BO

Kopmaopa.

Fpa>KzaH'RH xe, OTMaXaB11JT1q BOcemb KOPMROPOB,
nerKO

mor

conePHi4xiaTL

61ACTPOTe
C =Mueti,
B

6eroBo2 goiiiazim-o x iemriT4OHOMmi4pa - 6eryHom
(DS 198)
Hypmii.
6erOBaq
6uCTPOTe,
MM2116
pnBlManx
cpeZIHIOIO PIACL, conepHm%iaTT> B
sporting vocabulary,
especially horse racing,
language
Haxo; ixJIC31 B CTaazi4 - immitative
official and bureaucratic
term.
OTmaxaBuiHA
colloquial
In the final section we look
device known as 'pars pro toto'.

at the interesting,

although

sparcely

used

-
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3.10. PARS PRO TOTO.
Pars pro toto or synecdoche56is a 'figure of speech in which the part stands
for the whole, and thus something else is understood within the thing
mentioned'. "
ll'f and Petrov use synecdoche very rarely, and in the novels, only six
examples of this figure of speech can be found. Though few in number, these
examples deserve consideration as far as the incongruous is concerned. Pars pro
toto by its very nature inevitably distorts and expands the logical sequence of
meaning. For example:
Ha CHBaeBOM

BpaxKe
BeCHY.

ripa3Z(HOBaJIH

iýogmj.

marzionmHbi

m r-al2moHmKm
(DS 154)

From the mention of these three kinds of musical instruments.. we think
of the musicians who play these instruments in the restaurants situated In the
Sivtsevy Vrazhek district of Moscow. The synecdoche in this sentence
personifies the instruments. In a similar vein:
6aTaJILOH,

KJIXCTHPHBiV1

ripeTeHziyeT

- cKa3an

3azi; 4Da-Kjiaj2HeT,

(DS 235)

Ha meCTO.

Bce roJIOBLI I'IOBePHYJIHCL
O)Y12amm KeTwm. KapTy3m
ZXBxxeHze.

-

B CTOPOHTA KOHLzeCCHOMPOB.
T4 ningribi

ripulimH

B

(DS 150)

Here, the authors cleverly use hats and headgear to represent people who
wear them; in addition, Il'f and Petrov also manage to avoid tedious repetition
of the word rojioBbi -'heads'.
rIPAMO

Ha OCTana

cmoTRejia

menHam

3anom<ll.

(ZT 428)

Le.presumably,a tall personis looking at Ostap.
B KOHaeKopmgopa CBepKHyjirony6oq
MaiTHHoBi, e 6awman 61nim
IIITYKaTypKor4.

)KHjieT.
3anopomeiibi
(DS202)

Ha BePXHem ZIT4BaHe meTajioci>majnmoBoe
BeHgepy 6mno CKBePHO.

onenn. Q.

(ZT 584)

The abovetwo examplesrefer to Ostap.
Ostapis seizedby peoplewearing masksin the gas-attackexercise:
56

< Grk. 'taking together'.
57PDLT.According to Partridge, synecdocheisthe figure
whereby the part serves to designatethe
whole or vice versa, the whole designatesa part', Partridge, Usageand Abusage,op. cit., 25.
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Ero

zjepxajim

012a=eBble

yme

iiiecTb

CaTlOrR

(ZT 497)

macm

LIHLIPHYJIH

B MOCKBe

roRa.
The above is said about
HHKeLua
mmileTKY

Koreyko's

vi Bnaim
OCTana.

arrival

npezEaHHo

B KOHue 1922
(ZT 338)

in Moscow.
rjiqzieju4

Ha rony6vio
(DS 104)

(cf.
Ostap's beautiful
these two young men are admiring
waistcoat
JIYHHLIVI xcmjieT ... ). So they are not paying attention to Ostap's words as he talks
However,
the irony enters
to members of the 'Union of Sword and Plough'.
The young
referring to the waistcoat.
with the adverb npeZEaHHO - 'loyally',
loyal
to
members of the Union, yet all they care about is
appear
men want
Ostap's waistcoat.
Clearly,

Vorob'yaninov's
unsuccessful
attempt to dye his moustache
Ostap suggests that he should try again, but addresses this remark to
Vorob'yaninov's
moustache:
After

in DS,

YciiaB ZIBOPHHKa 14 nPOKpmxiaB:
Olu
TPOHYJICSI>>,
,
OCTari BeHziep CHOBa 0612aTTVIC31 K Ycam_T4ririo; IHTa
MaTBeeBxxia:
(DS 40-41)
rlpRzieTCA
KpaCHT16 CHOBa.
here assumes an importance
The moustache
to
of Vorob'yaninov
similar
that of the eponymous
nose in Gogol's story. It is a part of the body that
the character to whom it belongs, but at the same time it has a life of
symbolizes
its own, quite apart from that of its owner.
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CONCLUSION.
It is part of the Russian literary tradition that writers and novelists are
life
the
with
social
associated
of their country. In this, the satirical
closely
often
Petrov
intimately
Evgeny
is
Il'ya
Il'f
their
and
are
no
exception,
and
work
writers
linked with the social and political climate of the early post-revolutionary period
(1928)
Golden
Chairs'
'The
history.
'Twelve
Their
Russian
two
and
novels
of
Calf (1931) are much-loved classics of Soviet humorous writing, that have
brought great enjoyment to generations of readers suffering under a brutal and
totalitarian regime. In these books, all the shortcomings of the new Soviet
in
inventive
language.
Their
witty
satire was
satirized
and
sharply
regime were
highly topical, and it is still relevant sixty years later. In fact, III and Petrov set a
literature,
in
in
for
Russian
their
prose
and
novels
satirical
new standard
for
inspiration
later
Soviet
been
have
satirists.
of
an
generations
particular
In this thesis, we have analysed in detail the language and style of III and
Petrov's two novels. In Chapter One, we have seen how they successfully
late
in
Russian
1920's,
the
the
of
contemporary
and
variety
captured
richness
from the higher or standard linguistic registers (bureaucratic, political, foreign,
journalistic, etc.) to the lower 'uneducated' registers (coarse and common speech,
).
criminal slang, etc. Il'f and Petrov showed great skill at verbal manipulation,
language
individual.
is
their
totally
treatment
contemporary
of
and
striking and
Certain words and expressions from the novels became so well-known that they
entered the vernacular. Aspects of the authors'style were analysed in Chapter
Two, and we noted the enormous range of stylistic devices used in the novels,
from word-play, exaggeration and onomatopoeia, personification and
periphrasis, to parody, epithets, comparisons and metaphors. Chapter Three was
devoted to incongruity in the novels - this is the most characteristic aspect of III
and Petrov's humorous writing.
The novels' language can be viewed as a mosaic of linguistic and stylistic
elements, all of which contribute to the authors' unique 'style. III and Petrov
were especially adept at creating vivid word associations,either by inserting
words or phrases into unusual contexts or transferring them from other lexical
registers; this generates new or unexpected meanings, or reveals hidden or literal
interpretations. Parody, comparison, epithets and metaphors in general are all
used with great skill and they underline III and Petrov's ability to make striking
visualizations and associations. Some of their most complex and original comic
effects arise from the contrast or juxtaposition of incompatible ideas and objects,
and the distortion and out-of-context use of standard sayings and phrases or
idiomatic words.
III and Petrov always realised the maximum potential from every word
and phrase, and everything they wrote is saturated with significance and
meaning. They were perfectionists, and in the novels, the reader is constantly
aware of the authors' careful and dedicated application of language. Their love

510
is
best
in
to
the
their
language
their
own
novels
attitude
summarized
and
of
Autobiography'):
'Dual
(from
their
quotation
6epeXHO
Byaem ripmnexcHm m riTijiKT4,6yaem
6yaem
neneATL
o6pauiaTLCA c riozinexami4m,
6yaeM
HeXHIJ K JII-O;
IAM TI CTPOrTI K ce6eý"
CKa3yemoe,

58

E. neTPOB,

A3

BOCnOMzHaHzgo6 Mx6cpe, CW, 5,505.
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